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PREFACE. 

IN bringing before the public this book, which contains 
my view of Scientific Meliorism, I v\enture to deprecate 
classification with Lentulus, in whom "the various aspects 
of ' motive' and 'cause' flitted about among the motley 
crowd of ideas which he regarded as original, and 
pregnant with reformative efficacy .... The respectable 
man had got into his illusory maze of discoveries by 
letting go that clue of conformity in his thinking which 
he had kept fast hold of il} his tailoring and manners. 
He regarded heterodoxy as a power in itself." 

The synthetic arrangement of 'ideas that are not 
original, but the common property of the age in which 
we live, is the purpose I have had before me in writing 
this book; and if in it I do not prove to my reader that 
my thinking is conformable with the facts of life and 
the facts of thought around me, I shall have failed in 
the maj~r part of my undertaking. 

I shall deem it a success if, on the other hand, my 
reader is struck by the familiarity, not the novelty, of 
my views, and especially if perchance this book should 
bring to him, as its only revelation, the recognition of 
himself as Scientific Meliorist. • 

yve are told of George Eliot that" to a friend who 
once playfully called her optimist she responded, ' I will 
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not answer to the name of optimist, but if you like to 
invent Meliorist, I will not say you call me out of my 
name.'''· This appears (so far as I can learn) to have 
been the first use of the term" meliorist." 

In George Eliot's" Life," vol. iii. p. 301, I find that, 
on June 19, 1877, she wrote in a letter to James Sully, 
.. I don't know that I ever heard anybody use the word 
, meliorist' except myself. But I begin to think that 
there is no good invention or discovery that has not been 
made by more than one person." 

In the National Reformer for September 21, 1884, 
the able writer who signs himself" D." says in a note to 
one of his articles, .. The meliorist, as such, neither asserts 
that life is good or bad, but contends that it can be made 
worth living." 

In the article entitled .. The Great Political Supersti
tion," published in the Contemporary Rroicw of July, 
1884, Mr. Herbert Spencer has this passage: .. But if 
we adopt either the optimist view or the meliorist view
if we say that life on the whole brings more pleasure 
than pain, or that it is on the way to become such that 
it will yield more pleasure than pain-then these actions 
by which life is maintained are justified, and there results 
a warrant for the freedom to perfonn them." 

And in the second volume of Mr. Ward's· Dynamic 
Sociology," at p.468, I find the writer sayir.g," From 
humanitarianism it is but one more step in the same 
direction to meliorism, which may be defined as 
humanitarianism minus all sentiment. Now, meliorism, 
instead of an ethical, is a dynamic principle. It implies 
the improvement of the social condition through cold 
calculation, through the adoption of indirect means. It 
is not content merely to alleviate present suffering; it 

• )fig FAith Simcos·. artic:Ie OD .. George Eliot" ia the N;lIdemlll 
c-...y ra. lUy, 1881. 
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aims to create conditions under which no suffering can 
exist" To the word" meliorism " this note is appended: 
"The language seems to be indebted to George Eliot for 
this much-needed word, and if it is employed here with a 
slightly different shade of meaning from that which she 
originally assigned to it, it is at least one which is not 
only not supplied by any other word, but one which is 
in harmony with its etymology." . 

The dedication of my book was written some months 
before the publication of the "Life of George Eliot." 
The blessing of her personal intercourse was never 
mine; but had she not lived, my mind must, under the 
action of other formative influences, have shown a 
different result; and if my work has vitality, and takes 
its place as a true bud of the progressive civilization to 
which humanity tends, the roots from which it sprang, 
the germinal forces that gave it birth, ought, L conceive, 
to be made known. • 

Nor am I linked to G!,orge Eliot subjectively only; 
objectively also there are links. 

Into the delightful social circle with which' the first 
volume of her life makes the public acquainted I was 
generously and cordially welcomed. The dear friends 
of her youth are my valued friends; and that Mr. Bray 
did not live to see the publication of a work the 
prosecution of which he steadfastly encouraged, is a 
grave F¥'~sonal disappointment that overshadows its 
completion. 

As compared with the life of George Eliot, that of 
the Rev. James Cranbrook was unhistoric. Yet to him 
her words apply: "The growing good of the world is 
dependent on " such. "The effect of" his .. being on 
those around was incalculably diffusive." "That thin~ 
are not so ill with you and me as they might have been, 
is half owing to the number who lived faithfully a hidden 
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life, and rest in unvisited tombs." To Mr. Cranbrook I 
owe stimulus to self-culture. He gave me that inspira
tion to effort that comes from intimate intercourse with 
a pure and elevated nature, and that sympathetic 
instruction which makes study easy.· 

Our friendship renders a tribute of thanks to George 
Arthur Gaskell inappropriate, but if my .. Scientific 
Meliorism" is ultimately valued by any minds, they are 
entitled to know that physical debility and its consequent 
mental inertia would long ago have triumphed, to the 
relinquishment of an enterprise that entailed much 
labour, but for Mr. Gaskell's patient and persistent 
encouragement and aid. His thorough mastery of 
evolution philosophy has afforded me confidence in the 
working out of the details of my synthesis. Each 
chapter as it was written has been submitted to him, 
and every point of difficulty discussed with him. In 
dealing with the land question, and elaborating the 
retrospect and prospect of Socialism, hi. a,si.tance has 
been direct and wholly invaluable. The important 
central generalization of the chapter on .. The Land," viz. 
the causal relation between landlordism and civilization 
----1l generalization which is, I think, calculated to throw 
fresh light on the land question-was first brought forward 
by Mr. Gaskell, in lectures to working men delivered in 
Leeds, Manchester, and other places in the years [882-3, 
and published in the Brigltouse News of October 25, 
[884 The two generalizations, .. sympathetic selection" 
and· social selection," incorporated in chapter xviii., will 
be found by the reader formulated as law. of race in a 
correspondence with Mr. Darwin given as appendix to 
the same chapter. Also the contribution to Sociology, 
named .. the law of the elimination of evil· (p. 396), 

• The RC'Y. James CraDbrook wu author of U Crcdibilia " and H The 
F 0IIDd.,. 0{ Christia.Dity." 
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belongs to Mr. Gaskell. !twas arrived at some years 
ago, and is here published for the first time. 

I need only say further, that, looking upon society 
as a living, growing organism of vast complexity and 
incalculable capacity, I have tried to distin"guish between 
the forces which are antagonistic or destructive to the 
true health of that organism, and those forces, on the 
other hand, which directly tend to the creation of con
ditions under which "no suffering can exist." The 
possibility of evolving superior social conditions is, to my 
mind, a scientific certainty, dependent upon psychic 
effort; and since I am one of those to whom it is "a 
source of constant mental distortion : . . to go on pre
tending things are better than they are;" since I am 
compelled to admit that" life, though a good to men 
on the whole, is a doubtful good to many, and to some 
not a good at all," it seemed my simple duty to 
stimulate (so far as personal ability permitted) to this 
necessary psychic effort.' . 

" And here I make an end.. And if I have done well, and as is 
fitting the story, it is that which ] desired: but if slenderly and 
meanly, it is that which I could attain unto" (2 Maccabees xv. 

" 37, 38). 

Oclok" 1885 . 

• 
JANE HUME CLAPPERTON. 
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SCIENTIFIC MELIORISM 
AND THE. 

EVOLUTION OF HAPPINESS. 

CHAPTER I. 

HAPPINESS. 

'I Add to the powtr of discovering truth, the desire of using it for the 
promotion of human happiness, and you have the great end and object of 
our existence. II-HERBERT SPENCER. 

To establish in the general mind a correct theory of life, is 
to create an essential condition of human progress. 

Without correct thinking, right acting is little likely to take 
place; and in an age characterized by a chaos of ideas regard
ing the principles and conduct of life, it is in vain to look for 
harmonious and consistent action tending to universal happiness. 

Among$. the numerous theories of the plesent day, there 
exists a proposition or generalization based upon experience 
and firmly held by a few individuals, whilst the atlitnde of 
most minds towards it is one of indifference,. if not of prejudiced 
dissenL ,. . 

The proposition J mean, is. that liappiness for all at all 
times, is the primary object of life. 

Now, people accustomed to analyze their own feelings will, • 
perhaps, readily admit that what they are hoping for and 
inwardly craving is happiness in some form or other; but they. 
will hesitate to mak; the admission that all mankind is in 

B 



HAPPINESS. 

precisely the same condition, unless they have reasoned out 
the subject, and are convinced of the perfect propriety of thi~ 
mental and emotional state. Yew individuals, however, are 
accustomed to self·analysis. The generality of men receive 
from teachers some theory or other, which lays down what 
they oug'" to desire, and oug'" to make the prime object of 
life, and they Dever test the theory by their own individual 
experience and practice. 

UnfortunatelY,l2QPular te""hers hold conflicting and diverse 
opinions, and the mass or tlieiiDthinking coming under their 
inlIuence are swayed hither and thither, and, unable to judge 
for themselves which teacher is right and which i. wrong, the 
general mind becomes thoroughly confused, and evil. which 
are enormous in extent and disastrous in consequences, result 
alike to individuals and to society at large. 

Christianity has had for centuries a clear-cut compact body 
of dogma, a set of propositions concerning what we are to 
believe and what we are to do; and these have been te.ted 
by time and tried by practice; so that one would naturally 
expect that Chrislia.J!.ll!ach_ers at least would give no uncertain 
sound, but be united and harmonious in their teaching, strong 
in their mental position, able to enlighten the inquiring, and to 
sriD aU wavering and doubting minds. This i. not so, how
ever. Within the Church, as well as without, there is a vast 
diversity of opinion. Into these differences I do not propose 
to enter. It is sufficient for my purpose to point out what is 
the general result of Christian teaching UPOD individuals who 
are docile, earnest, devout, and unreasoning. This general 
result is to drive them into an ideal life, to keep their minds 
fixed on abstractions, aDd their hearts quivering with emolionsf 

far removed from the interests of this commonplacef practical 
world, in which they are not to seek happiness, but only po ... er 
of endurance to bear all manner of trials, temptation., sorro ... .. 
and sufferings till life be done. Then, and not till then, will 
happiness be reached; for happiness is the ultimate end, the 
goal to which Christian teachers point in the distant future, 
though not iD the present. The religious theory is, not that 
happiness for aU at aU times is the primary object of life, but 
that happiness in the future is to be the aim of all, and will 
certainly be achieved by some. 

From relij,<ious let us tum to literary teach<;!', and first 
I speak of Thomas Carlyle. He drew no ideal i,icture of a 
happy (..'ture we, either for the race ,or for the iudividual, 
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but turned attention from ideals to the real, from abstrac· 
tions to the actual world around, the present social state, 
pointing out its miseries and its shams, and powerfullyfin. 
veighing against its corru ptions. The burden of his message 
was-awake from dreams, bestir thyself, and do what thy 
hand findeth to do with all thy might; this in contrast to one 
class of religious teachers who had said and sung, "Lay thy 
dreadful doing down." "Doing ends in deatb." His teach· 
ing and example inspired manliness, sincerity, and self· 
reliance, and many noble natures were kindled into sympathy 
and action. "Be indifferent", he said, ." alike to pleasl~re and 
to pain; care only to do work, honest, successful work (no 
futilities), in this hurly-burly world." Outwardly an objective 
existence of active usefulness, inwardly a subjective state of 
quietism and stoicism-this was Carlyle's philosophy of life. But 
mark, while there was to be no direct seekmg for reward, hel 
believed the result of such a course would be blessedness, and 
that he counted something purer, nobler, more desirable than 
happiness. If we take his own individual history, set forth in 
the "Reminiscences," as typical of this result, however, we 
perceive the theory breaks down. He toiled and plodded on, 
doing work, successful work, to what appeared the end of a 
noble and victorious career; but the blessedness never came, 
or if it did, it was not nobler and purer than happiness; it was 
a state bankrupt of hope and love and charity, and full of 
gloomy anger alld querulous unsatisfied egotism. A grand old 
hero was Carlyle, and yet the lesson of his life seems this
mechanical efficiency is not enough to make the vessel hold 
Promethean fire undimmed and safe throughout a long career. 

Another teacher who has passed away, George Eliot, gave 
no distinct utterance regarding her theory of hfe, and formulated 
no rule 01 life, in all her many works of genius. But the action 
of her inll\\<nce has been to develop social and sympathetic 
feeling, to make individuals tolerant and tender towards their 
fellows, judging none without due regard to his or her sur· 
rounding.. She has accustomed her thoughtful readers to the 
scientific aspect of human nature and of social life, to watch 
the manifold relations between the two, the action and inter· 
action of forces without and within, and to see the continuity 
of causation along with the reforming effect of ceaseless changes. 
The evolution theory underlies all her work. Her pictures of 
life are reJ.listic: no talse colouring and vain delusions, no pt:r. 
feetion in individual character, but aspiration, elIort, and broad 
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humanity; no perfect happiness attained, but indications that 
she thought the social state wanted altering, and that some re
adjustments would conduce to nobler life and greater happi. 
ness. The Carlyle hero-worship was foreign to her pages; his 
admiration for despotism and rough-and-ready methods of 
reform finds no sympathy with her; she hopes for progress 
through the .10'0' and gradual process of natural change in out
ward social system, and in inward human nature. .. What r look 
to/' she once said, in conversation with a friend, U is a time 
when the impulse to help our fellows shall be as immediate 
and irresistible as that which I feel to gra..p" (and as she spoke 
she grasped the mantelpiece) .. something firm if I am falling." 
Although she formulated no theory, George Eliot, I conceive, 
held the belief that happiness for all at all tim .. is the ouiect 
of life, partly to be achieved by further development of the 
altruistic or sympathetic side of human nature. 

Some writers teach that (u/(ur, i. the thing to be desired 
The rapid growth of wealth in thIS country, and con!lequeJ!l 
reign of capital, has forced upwards in the social scale a cia .. 
of people destitute of culture and refinemenL These dominate 
society, and take the lead in fashion_ Luxury and ""tentation 
are everywhere prominent, extravagant modes of living prevail 
without the comfort of the former simpler and more genial 
social modes; and all this is side by side with poverty and 
destitution that do not decrease_ Patronage, with its demoral
izing influence on both classes, appears the mO!lt prominent 
bond between the wealthy and the poor, and vulgarity of mind 
characterizes the age. There is linle to surprise us in the fact 
that gentle and refined natures tum with disgust from both. In 
the effervescence of youthful enthusiasm they bad plunged into 
manifold schemes of philanthropy, to be thrown back upon 
themselves by the futility of the work, and the vulgarity of the 
workers. Slowly and gradually they withdrew into a narrower 
sphere-not necessarily a selfish one, but a "phere bounded and 
CIrcumscribed by their own personal ta<leS and temperaments. 
They found solace and relief in intellectual pursun5. Art and 
culture yielded them a pure elevated eni'Jfment; and, con
scious of the breach between themselves and the great mass of 
human beings around, they adopt the theory that what is 
wanted is true culture_ Sweetness and light are held up as the 
panacea for the ills of life, and to eleva,e the m ...... as the 
only path of progress! Sitting serene in their high altitude of 
intclJectuallight, they think they solve the problt,m of life for 
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millions of toiling workers struggling for existence, when they 
indicate that what all want is happiness, and happiness means 
a culture which will take whole ages to secure. 

But other teachers, thinking less of intelligence than of 
moral sentiment, point, not to cultur~f but t~ef£clionz as the 
a,im of life. . They recognize the individ Ifterences in 
human nature. Some intellects are slow and dul~ incapable 
of being kindled into fervour or brightened into swift reftec
tion,. and culture for such is hopeiess; but surely in God's 
sight all men are equal Birds without song have brilliant 
plumage, or if not l/tal, some other gift to make life precious; 
and so it is with man. "The law of compensation," they say, 
"holds throughout humanity." The business of all is to call 
forth in each what is noble, lovely, and of good report; and 
for the most part hearts are deep and tender even when heads 
are dull The finest works of literature and art may fail to 
give one pleasurable sensation where there is no special faculty 
to apprehend their beauty; but" kindness makes the whole 
world kin;" and when the noble and ·the generous, the 
tender and the sympathetic, part of human nature is appealed 
to, the response is ready and complete. Happiness, then, 
seems with this class of teachers to be the aim of life; but 
hru? iness m . dividual excellence of character moral 
~!9Qdness, and not the intel ectua e evatlOn of the masses. 

tessimists, again, are clear and definite in t/uir solution of 
the emgma 01 life. Happiness for all at all times is the object 
and the aim, nay, the only justification, of existence; but wi~h 
the knowledge of this fact has come, they think, the further 
knowledge that it is unattainable. Evil is not overbalanced by 
good in the lives of average individuals, and life is to be con
demned, because it results, and must inevitably result, in more 
of pain tht, pleasure. 

On the other han~ ~asitiYi§;-" are optimistic in 'har theory 
of life. They have brig t hopes for the future of the human 
race, though ages may elapse before the culmination of its 
destiny. Meanwhile, the state of misery and wretchedness 
that prevails is deeply felt, graphically' described, and loudly 
deplored. The earnest exponents of this creed are eloquent, ~ 
cultured, and refined, and the teaching of the school has strong 
attractions for the best class of minds. It says, we want a DC!W 

religion j without IItat no progress can be made. At present 
the public mind is quite at sea, ftoating in a chaos of all fixed 
beliefs. To come to some settled convictions and formulate a 
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creed is the necessity of our times, and Wi are doing Iltil. 
Religion is a scheme of thought and life, wherehy the whole 
nature of individual men and societies of men is concentrated 
in common and reciprocal activity, with reference to a Superior 
Power which men and societies alike may serve. The Superior 
Power lies in Humanity itself and man's true function; his 
religion, in short, consists in understanding this, and in seeking 
to perfect our common humanity. 

Such are some of the diverse opinion. and conflicting 
theories that prevail upon this momentous subject of human 
life, and in two points at least there i. accordance. All show 
the conviction that there is misery around us, and that 
happiness in some form or other is what the world so d""pe
rately needs. M~an""·hilet apart from theories, close observation 
wiU reveal that tTacliaz/~ all of us, from the lowe.l~ the 
hi6he_~ungest to t e oldest. are en~aged in.Jhtl~!~uit 
2fJ1_a.pP_i!1~S, 'tr. in avoiding pain and securing plcasur:~ A 
child shrinks rom lessons and seeks play, Lecause the one 
;;;:;;ses painful efforts, the other gives pleasurable sensationo, 
unless there be the beginnings of an intellectual sense and the 
child is what we call studious, when the sense of effort i.o 
overcome by the pleasure of l~aming, and there is no unwilling_ 
ness. Or if the representative faculty is strong, the thought of 
a parent's or teacher's approval may be so clear in the young 
mind, as to make the future happin_ counterbalance the 
present efforL But it is always plea.ure at the momt .... t, or 
pleasure in anticipation, or (ear ot punishment, ,:e. avoidance 
of pain, that gives the stimulus to work. The human nature 
of a tender mother is much the same. Sbe hates to hear her 
offspnng cry; she lo\'es to see them smile. She setml to oa,;ri
fice herself to them, but in reality it is not so; for ht1' greatest 
pains and pleasures reach her through them. Her personal 
desires, ber dearest hopes, are centred in her children. She i.o 
proud of their acquirements, ambitious for their future, happy 
in their success. If she strives earnestly to chtock and di.d
pline them, it is because she dreads, for them and for herself, 
some baneful consequence, should she refrailL She does not 
aa for a selfish end Her natUTe is more coml'lex, far wider 
and deeper, than the child's; but still her aawn is essentially 
the same. She is avoiding painful and seeking pleasurable 
sensations, present and future, for herself and for her children. 

Nor with the poor ptan is the case widely differenL The 
pain of bunger or the dread of bunger, for bimself or for those 
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beings whom he loves, stimulates to a life of continuous and 
wearing toil If he submit to presellt pain, it is that he may 
avoid remote pain, and secure the satisfaction of his most 
pressing appetites. 

The leisured classes, again, are differently situated. With 
conditions that remove them from the struggle for mere 
existence, they seek enjoyment according to their individual 
characters and tastes. What interests their minds and stirs 
their'emotions most is sure to be pursued. We may speak of 
each career as guided and. controlled by genius, ambition, 
noble sentiment, pure benevolence; but in every case these 
qualities of mind have brought about the choice of life which 
gives gratification to the individual and brings its own reward 

People differ in their thoughts of what is happiness, and 
differ in their methods of attaining it, but all pursue it in 
some form or other. For God (that is to please Him), for 
Humanity, for the lower animals, for friends, for self, according 
as the nature is religious, philanthropic, sympathetic, or sel6sh, 
for the present or the future, for here or hereafter-simple 
happiness is universally the aim of man. Just as when plants 
are placed within a darkened room they turn towards the light, 
they grow towards it, all their bl90m and beauty tend that way, 
so similarly human beings seek sunshine of the heart, the light 
and warmth of happiness. This ~s a law of life and nature. 
AIe we to reverence and call it instinct in the lower organisms, 
whilst we condemn it in the higher? Surely not The ,.eal 
question, and the only one on which we may express a moral 
judgment, is concerning the met/wds we adopt for the attain
ment of that happiness we are entitled to seek. 

If we say goodness is the aim of life, we must allow that 
goodness r,eans, to aid and bring about the happiness of all 
Religions signifying less than this are unworthy of the name. 
It is emphatically the good who suffer in the present evil state, 
for, as it has been truly said, .. the ~ontrast between the ideal 
and the actual of Humanity lies as a heavy weight upon all 
tender and reflective minds." There are, without doubt, natures 
too superficial to perceive the widespread miseries around us, 
and natures which, because not personally involved, are too, 
egoistic to feel or care about them. But the good both see anit 
feel They know that their own goodness has depended largely 
on the conditions of their lives, whilst thousands of their fellow
creatures, born in degradation, brought up amidst vile surround
ings which they did not choose, have had no chance to be good 
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at alii To natures of this kind it is no comfort to point to a 
future happy state, to immortality for IMIIISt/Ves, perhaps annihi
lation for those who are calling out their infinite compassion. 
Such consolations are an insult and a pain. The tuflla' is 
what concerns them; their feelings get no rest, their intellects 
surge with perpetual efforts to conceive some means of radkal 
reform, some method to secure more goodness and more 
happiness for all, ie. for every woman, man, and child alive in 
the present day. 

Not only in the lower classes is there misery, poverty, 
crime, monotonous lives of ceaseJess toil, indifferent, often bad 
work and drunkenness (which, after all, seems the very natural 
outcome of an uncertain future and a present state of general 
hopelessness); but even where wealth aboands there i. little 
real satisfuction. The customs and habits of life are artificial, 
the pleasure-seeking languid There is an absence of simple 
joyousness, and the presence of much repining and discontent. 
There is an absence of manly and womanly public spirit and 
the noble quality of life which gives to society true dignity; 
there is the presence of mental and moral debility of tone. 

Sorely there must exist some deeply rooted (aust or (aus#, 
obstructive of general happiness. The evils that surround u. 
compel attention, and persistently suggest that somewhere there 
lies hidden a canker that is destroying our oociaI "e1fare. 

If that be so, then patient endurance i. not a virtue suited 
to the present age. Noris mere culture the thing to be 
desired; unless, indeed, culture means enlightenment, to point 
out what the evil is, and aid in the discovery of an efficient 
cure, a cure that will bring happiness in lOme sort to all, and 
not only to the feu' who are intellectual or "",thetic. 

J ames Russell Lowell has pertinently remarked, that people 
cannot be argued into a pleasurable sensation; and to the m ..... 
who have neither time nor taste for culture, is it not cruel 
irooy to tell them that they want "perception,· and they 
require "to know the best that has been thought and said in 
the world,' when they know their real .ant is happiness, and 
happiness with them means more of the necessaries of life, and 
more of \ife', .... eet humanities, some freedom from anxiety 
and care, some leisure from conotant and too monotonous toiL 
It is to be deplored that men of leioure, intellect, and earnest 
thought, appear to get entangled in the meshes of their own 
high culture, and to fail of their true mission to teach and 
guide the ignorant. In the present condition of our oocial 
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life to tbe practical mind, tbe theories of sucb men seem castles 
in the air, and to the hungry, what they offer is stones for 
bread. , 

If teacbers unanimously believed in, and set before the 
public, the simple proposition that the greatest possible happi
ness, for all at all times is the, primary object of life, the 
fora contained in earnest minds throughout society would be 
brought to focus, and intellectual light would stream in and 
play upon the central question, viz. the causes of our present 
evil social state. 

As it is, the waste of force in tbought and action is enor
mOllS; for derivative and secondary questions dissipate the 
energy required to dive down to the foundation of things, 
and side channels divert out of its true course the current of 
tbougbt and feeling which should move in tbe direct line of 
progress, and by its massive strengtb overcome every obstacle 
that lies in the path. 

To make my meaning plain. Many minds at present are 
occupied with working out the problem, how cbildren may 
acquire most rapidly a smattering of every branch of general 
education; many minds with the problem, how to keep alive the 
workhouse breed of pauper chi(dren, so weakly and diseased; 
many, again, with the problem, how to give an hour or ~wo 
of innocent amusement to the labouring class (almost too 
weary to enjoy it) ; and many with tbe problem, how to bring 
the law to bear upon young criminals without that awful risk of 
adding to the evil and spreading the taint of crime. Other pro
blems (too numerous to mention) engage public attention; 
but observe, all of them relate to particular evils without enquiry 
into gttltrtj causes, and every thinker knows that criminals and 
overworked labourers and pauper weaklings show no tendency 
to diminish in their numbers, and that, deal with tbe present 
sufferers as you may, there comes up from the hidden spring 
or source an ever-fresh perennial stream. 

N ow, what I ask is this-ought we to rest contented witb 
mere ameliorations of our evil social condition? Are we 
certain that the causes of misery cannot be reached? thatJ no methods exist, or can be devised, by which we shall secure' 
that in this wealthy England we may see a slow, but stead~ 
diminution of poverty, Clime, ignorance, and hereditary disease, 
until gradually they are thinned out and die away, and ther 
exists for us an entirely different social state, viz.ra state 0 
moderate independence for all the industrious of the lowest 
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class, a state of comfort such as will remove temptation to 
brutality and crime, and, as a rule, sound constitutions and 
strong vitality for every normal British child; a social system 
giving a fair field and DO favour, but an equal chance to all, 
i.e. to the clever and the stupid, to the energetic or amLitioufj, 
aDd the plodding o. phlegmatic, to the muscular, materialistic 
natures, and the sensitive or spiritual-to all, I say, an equal 
chance for the achieving of a successful life to the full measure 
of personal capacity, and for the securing of happiness accord
ing to the taste of individuals without hurt or injury to the 
happiness of others? Is litis, as a picture of what might be, 
impracticable? If thinkers say it is so, then we must far.e 
the fact, and relinquish all dreams of curing social evils. We 
must be satisfied with mere ameliorations; but at least we 
may ameliorate under better conditions of co-operation and 
IInanimity. 

In the present day, widespread as are ameliorations in the 
form of philanthropic schemes that intersect the entire country, 
few lugiad minds are able to take real interest in them. The 
word" philanthropist," has almost come to signify an individual 
stronger in the heart than in the head, one who ;" good, 
generous, tender-hearted, but not hard·thinking or rar...,eiDg ; 
and we cannot but perceive the reason why. It is because 
philanthropy Dever fully accomplishes tbe purpose it has in 
view. Its measures are not lasting and e«ectua~ and to the 
thoughtful falluTe is stamped upon its efforts. 

The method of popular philanthropy is to break up society 
into smaIl sections, io order to minister to its wants. It has 
innumerable hospitals for special diseases, for general di ..... ""., 
and for incurable diseases. J t bas societies for the sick, for the 
destitute, for 'indigent old men, for decayed gentlewomen, for 
itinerant minstrels; girls' friendly societies, and societies in aid 
of distressed foreigners. It bas homes for the blind, for the 
deaf and dumb, for the insane, for servants, for governesses, 
sailors' orphans' homes, and colleges for orphan. of the clergy. 
and so on, in end!ess numbers.. Nowf under a systematic 
teaching of the principle that the thing to be aimed at i. 
universal happiness, the public mind will cease to be satisfied 
..nth this fractional method of dealing a;,h society; it will 
view- SiKUty as tI u,hok, and what causes the wU/n1 and m05t 
gnurlll misery wdl demand the first consideration; whilst tbe 
remedy desired _ill be such as tends to u/TMI the evil, and 
Dot merely mitigate by lopping off its branches. I am not 
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insinuating that any human suffering is trifling, or unworthy of 
our highest thought and endeavours to remove; but we m~st 
see things in their due proportions if we are to overcome socIal 
evils in all their magnitude. 

And this is not all. Thinkers of the present time have yet 
another task before them. They have first to;> ascertain the 
true conditions of healthful and happy social life, and then, by 
study of these conditions in all their bearings upon humanity, 
they have to reason out right principles of social action, and to 
lay down maxims of conduct adequate to guide the masses into 
a happier and better course. 

Medicine', in former days, had no pretensions to be regarded 
as a science. Remedit!s were tried upon diseac:;e almost at 
haphazard, and observations made of the supposed results, 
without any knowledge of the true action of the drug, or of 
the nature of the organs it was meant to act upon. Rules 
were laid down and habits formed as to medical treatment in 
all cases of illness; unless, indeed, the symptoms were so 
peculiar as to force upon the doctor the suspicion that his 
patient's case could not be classified, and treated by ordinary 
routine,. The whole proceeding was superficial, and no real 
progress was made until a new and better method had been 
adopted, viz. the studying of human nature in its Iualilty 
conditions, instead of merely ex'perimenting upon it when 
diseased. Anatomy, Physiology, Histology, were found to be 
tucessary foundations of medical science. And '1010, in dealing 
with a sufferer, the doctor has within his mind an approximately 
true picture of what ought to be the normal s'.ate. He knows 
the nature of the whole organism when its functions are orderly 
and healtlVl11 j and, as a rule, he can detect in each patient's 
case the cause or centre of disturbance. 

. In social life we are no further advanced than medicine was 
in those early days, when all was teutative and purely experi
mental. 

Of Dr. Lydgate, George Eliot says, "he brought a much 
more testing vision of details and relations into this patho
logical study than he had ever thought it necessary to apply. 
to the complexities of love and marriage, these being subjects 
on which he felt himself informed by literature; and that 
traditional wisdom which is handed down in the genial conver
sation of men. II 

This irony might be extended to all mankind. Surely 
there is folly in the fact that mon so little care to make a study 
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of the complexities of social life I What other interests can at 
all compare with tbese? 

Until the laws of individual life, with the conditions of 
happy industrial and social life, are thoroughly investigated, 
no maxims, or practical rules of rifht conduct, can be estab
lished, althougj> our present social condition i5 in every 
respect unsatisfactory; for, besides the general unhappiness, 
another evil stares us in the face. The 11UJral nature of some 
classes in our midst is tending to deteriorate. 

Men who began their business or professional careers with 
noble impulses and lofty hopes, will frankly make admission 
that the struggle for existence, the pressure of keen competition 
all around, has made them lower their high moral standard, 
and live habitually and consciously belo .. the level of what 
they know to be true and honest and jU.L Now, in theoe 
cases, there must be loss of self-respect, and that a/171U brings 
injury to sensitive human nature. Again, the gentle and 
benevolent amongst us do not all possess a patience that will 
make them work on hopelessly for ev~-r. lIIany get hardened 
in the process. Their best dforts are frustrated, their sympathit-. 
exhausted, and their moral tone debased ~or i. thi5 all 
Our children are growing up without distinct and well.<Jirected 
moral training; for we are in the midst of the decay and death 
of a regulative system no' longer fitting for the age; and 
thinkers and teachers have as yet done almoJl nothing to aid 
us in the dilemma. 

11 is more than time that all should put their .houlder. to 
the wheel, and, grappling with the problems of our complex 
social life, find true solutions that .. ill reveal .hat oocial 
conduct ought to be, and give a scientific basis for a wide
reaching modern moral code, subserving gener~1 happinea. 
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CHAPTER II. 

THE SURVIVAL OF BRITISH MILITANCY. 

U There is no creature whose inward being is so strong, that it is not 
greatly determined by what lies outside"it."-GEORGE ELIOT. 

IN various parts of India and in the Malay peninsula, there are 
to be found certain native tribes which are wholly unwarlike. 
The occupations and habits of these tribes are peaceful, 
and travellers and missionaries, who have come into contact 
with them, describe what an adD'irable spirit of brotherly love 
and concord exists within the groups, the individuals showing 
mutual kindness, gentleness, and confidence. 

Of the J .kuns it is said, they are" inclined to gratitude 
and to beneficence j " their tendency being not to ask favours, 
but to confer them. 

Of the Arnfuras: .. They have a very excusable ambition 
to gain the name of rich men, hy paying the debts of their 
poorer fe\low·villagers." And one gentle Arafura, who had 
hoped to 1\" chosen chief of his village, and was not, met his 
disappointment with the spirit of a philosopher and philanthro
pist, saying, .. What reason have I to grieve? I still have it 
in my power to assist my fellow-villagers." 

The domestic as well as social relations of these peaceful 
tribes are pure and simple. Not polygamy, as we should be apt 
to suppose, but monogamy is the order of their married 
life. Of the Lepchas, Hooker says, .. the marriage tie iot 
strictly kept." Of the Bodo and the Dhimals, Hodgson 
tells that adultery and concubinage are not tolerated; but 
chastity is prized in man and woman, mamed and unmarried. 
They treat their wives and daughters with confidence, and 
the latter are free from all out-door work whatever. The 
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Santal also "treats the female member. of hi. family "ith 
respect" -

Now, with the not unnatural bias of civilized mao, the 
pleasing general impression that manners and morals hang 
upon civilization and a certain amount of high culture, we 
should feel no surprise if we had to learn concerning these 
tribes, that wheD brought into relation. with men of different 
type-I mean men hardy, fierce, aDd truculent-they readily 
showed the white feather. 

Gentleness in savages we associate with timidity, and the 
Bodo and Dhimal, the Santals, Lepchas, Arafuras, and Jakun., 
might prove cringing and fawning, base, treacherous, and 
morally weak, without exciting any surprise in us. The very 
opposite of this, however, proves to he the case. They show 
themselves independent and courageous, although not war· 
like. The amiable Dhimal resists injunctions that are urged 
injudiciously, H with dogged obstinacy. U The simple-minded 
Santal has a .. strong natural sense of justice, and should any 
attempt he made to coerce him he flies the country." The 
Jnun is said to be "extremely proud," but the pride showl 
itself iD refusals to be domesticated and made useful to human 
beings of a different race, and therefore alien to himself: 
They have perfect respect for the claims of property. Hook< .. 
says of the Lepchas:" In all my dealings with the"" people 
they proved scrupulously honest"; and of the Hos (which 
belong to the same group as the Santa .. ) Dalton writes: k A 
'reflection on a man's honesty or veracity, may be sufficient to 
send him to self-destruction." The Santal is courteous and 
hospitable, whilst at the same time he is firm, and free from 
cringing. The Lepch.. .. cheer on the travdler by their 
unostentatious zeaJ in his service," and when a present is given 
to them it is di,ided "equally among many, without a sylJaMe 
of discontent, or a grudging look or word." In abort, the 
virtues which we have heen accustomed to associate with 
civilization are present with these tribes, whilst the VlCt."1i "e 
attribute to barbarism,.-iz. bloodthir!iliness, cruelty, di.honesty, 
treachery, and selfishness, are glaringly absent. 

In the desultory reading of books of travels we are interested 
in the accounts given of these gentle uncultured savages, and 
we have momentarily in our mind's e')'e a picture of Arcadian 
life in all its simpucity and charm, but we are apt to miss 

• 10 The loritutrial Type of Sorit1y." Dr IIttbcrt Spc:occr. 17u 
Cnu(7llPary j(aIintJ, Ocu,.bcr-, 1&81. 
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entirely the ptat signifoa1Ut of the facts. Happily for us, Mr. 
Herbert Spencer has pointed us to the lesson.· Human 
nature is not dependent upon culture, nor even upon religion, 
to humanize and make it lovable. There is that in its essence, 
the very groundwork of its nature, which makes it capable of 
developing under favourable conditions, into what is admir
able, pure, and gracious. I use these terms advisedly, for the 
traits given us of these peoples show virtue, truth, generosity, 
moral courage. and justice; and no nobler, more elevated 
sentiments have as yet been found in, or thought of by, the 
civilized man. 

But what are the favourahle conditions which have made 
these peoples what they are? An entire absence of warlike 
surroundings, warlike proclivities, and warlike trainin& with 
the presence of the opposite conditions; for "they have 
remained unmolested for generation after generation, they 
have inflicted no injuries on others," and all their unselfish 
feelings have been fostered and nourished by the sympathetic 
intercourse of a peaceful life. 

Now let us turn to our own social state. We have passed 
through the purely military stage, and are now indus/rial in 
our type of national life. The ,dominant genius of the British 
is not warlike, We are lovers of peace; and (although many 
recent events appear to conflict with this statement) we have 
no national deslre to extend our territory, or to conquer and 
rule over those races which are established on other portions 
of the earth's surface, no matter how vastly superior to our 
own may be their climate and their quarters. 

It is true that we annexed the Transvaal, contrary to the 
wishes of the Boers; we tried to take a slice of Afghanistan, 
and call ia Jur scientific frontier; we have assumed protective 
power in Central Asia, with a spirit arbitrary and self-interested; 
and these, and other political actions, belong to the old rilli",,; 
for although the national type is industrial, we are full of sur
vivals of the past. The military spirit lingers, it is diffused 
throughout society; and in every crisis or dilemma, which 
prt;sents new difficulties to surmount, the tendency of nations, 
as of individuals, is to relapse, to slide backwards to the ord04 
and the method of a former time. 

In spite of these relapses, however, we are an unwarlike 
people. Should it so happen, that our social misery bring 
revolution, anarc'ny, and chaos {as some philosophers antici ... 

• Cont~lIIpora", Rnlw. October, [881& 
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pate), and in the pitch and toss of circumstance a man of hard 
despotic nature take the lead, and, carrying on the work of 
reconstruction, rule the nation for a time, establishing hilllltelf 
as despot-can we suppose, if such an one developed personal 
ambition, and, like the first Napoleon, wished to play the r41e 
of conqueror of Europe, bribing John Bull with military glory, 
whilst seeking for himself a safely seated dynasty-can we 
suppose, I say, that John Bull would consent? Nol for to do 
so would be far more than a relapse; it would be to change 
the hue and whole complexion of the national mind The 
scheme could only bring revulsion, and the despot'. overthrow. 
A sanguinary blood-stained path of so-called glory, has if 
itself no fascination for the British race, and the hypothesis 
proposed, we may reject as an evil not within the region of 
the possible. 

The purely military epocb is past for tIS. The spirit of that 
age is dead, although its dispersing vapour .. or I might say iu 
grave.dothes, hang about and hamper us in our progress. 

The fact is, ill our social ~tate, as_weILas}1) au.! theories. of 
life. w~ jlIe..!TansitiQn~l,...c.o~fuSl:d~)ld incoher!;1lL Hence our 
political actions are confused, and form an incoherent, incon
gruous whole. But we are moving, althougb with a limping 
gait, forward, always forward; and that means toward. a time 
when swords will be beaten into ploughshares, and spears into 
pruning.hooks; when the modem huge engines of destruction, 
that men are now so proud of, will seem as useless and COD

temptible as Don Quixote's military accoutrements, 10 bravely 
donned to fight the evils of his day, but which only served to 
hide his folly, and afford to us a gently cynical amu"""enL 

Meanwhile, in our transition state, a work of lifting has to 
be done. Througbout the whole relations of our national life, 
relations political, commercial, social, domestic, educational, 
and religious, forces, or rather tendencies exist, belonging to 
the two ,.;gimes-the military or warlike, and the industrial or 
peaceful We ought to find out which is which, aod ",hilst 
repressing, checking, and controlling the tendencies which are 
survivals of the past, we ought to nourish, foster, and encourage 
those which belong to the era we are approaching, aod which 
will help to carry on transition, till we emerge at last a peaceful 
nation in the highest sense, with every shred of warlike pro
clivity shaken off; and showing a brave front, yet speaking a 
coherent political language before all Europe, in a foreign 
policy consistent at aU times with itsell: 
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Of course, whilst other European nations remain armed to 
the teeth, we must keep up our army, and be prepared for 
efficient self-defence; but necessity alone rules in this matter, 
and no aggnsst1N! action can be justified We have had proof 
of this in the failure of the Jingoism of a few years ago, and in 
excuses that were offered for attacks upon the Zulu king-that 
he would not permit his soldiers to marry, and such like. 
They ·were ludicrously paltry, and would never have been put 
forth, but that the leaders (in the policy), themselves aggres
sive, felt that they had behind them a nation non-aggressive, to 
which they would require to justify the action in some other 
sort than by plainly saying, "Let us annex our neighbours' 
territory." They trusted to the confusion of the general British 
mind, and played UpOl' its weakest side, viz. that kindly, self
deluding notion, which John Bull lays as flattering unction to 
his soul, that M is the world's grand missionary, equipped by 
Heaven to overthrow faise deities, and bring about a universal 
rule of Christian creed, and a Christian code of morals. Turn
ing from the subject of what surviving militancy exposes us to, 
in politics, let us see if we detect it in our commercial and 
social life. • 

In a purely military state the sympathetic feelings are 
necessarily repressed, whilst the bold and keen, the hard and 
cruel side of human nature is developed. To hate all enemies, 
and avenge all injuries, are highest virtues. The predatory 
instincts of mankind are fostered and encouraged, whilst 
treachery and cunning are not discredited It is the man who 
can take a mean advantage of his enemy, and successfully 
intrigue against him, who is a hero. The man who is rapaciol1s 
in appropriating plunder, who never falters in his keen pursuit 
of prey, an'!!. in the hour of victory is cruel anc relentless--it is 
M who is thought godlike and heroic. No thought of indiVI
dual happiness or misery affects him: military glory is his aim, 
and when for a short time war is over, his iron nature finds its 
sphere in ruling with tyrannic power, while sla"ish followers 
bow down and cringe befo.e him. This is a very mea,,"fe 
picture of militancy and its appropriate sentiments, but 
sufficient for my purposc. V 

Now, let me take !!l.ree characteristics of the military stage
rnpacity, intrigue, antagonlsm-and ask; Have we not strlktng 
proof of the;: eXistence ot these tendencies in our commercial 
ll:lIXkl? Lately we have been hearing much of what is called 
a "cotton corner." This is not the place for a minute de~ 

c 
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scription of this modern phenomenon; but here is what a recent 
writer on the subject says. " Dealings in futures require little 
or no capital for their conduct, and it i. open to any individual, 
or to a • ring' by the extent of their operations, or by fictitious 
proceedings, to raise and depress prices at their pleasure, and 
establish situations of a most disorganizing character-anti 
this is dolU. This fatal facility of trading in paper contracts, 
lying over many months without the dread necessity of having 
to provide one single penny to pay for the large value involved, 
bas developed an extent of speculation, to which the tern, 
gambling may be righteously applied. This is bad enough; 
for the irresponsibility of the operators, unknown to the public, 
is continually setting home and foreign markets in courses for 
which no intelligible reason can be found by legitimate traders, 
and creating universal embarrassment and loss; but when to 
this is added operations of a gigantic' character, in which one 
man or a 'ring' deliberately sets to work to manipulate 
markets, effects are produced, the disastrous character of which 
cannot be measured, for the influences are 80 widespread, 
and touch so many various interests throughout the world 
The electric telegraph flashes the fictitious values, produced by 
these operations, north, south, east, and west, raising false 
hopes, and producing needless despair-for what? The inter""t 
of one man, or a .mall group of men, to whom the operation 
may bring a profit, the value of which, as compared with the 
cost of the disturbance to the entire commercial world, is as a 
drop to a bucket of water! " • 

Now let us here recall to mind two pictures: first, that of 
these simple unlettered savages, of whom it is said-they dis
play unusual respect for the claims of othen; the pure Santa15 
with whom "crime and criminal officers are unknown:' and 
who "never think of making money by a stranger;· and 
!..:cond, the picture given of a warlike age with all its fierce 
cnaracteristics, and its savage type of human nature, and say 
which do we, in our industrial otage, resemble moot? 

It cannot be unjust to take as typical of our commercial 
class, the London stockbroker, and tbe Liverpool merchant 

• They are in the very froot and at the top of our industrial 
system. The tendencies which they display permeate and 
biter do..... through every stratum of that social section, and 
their example makes conditions which ItUIlt footer and increase 

• u 00 Commercial Comers, ... \\"illiam lblhead.. Ni1ldunl4 wnlllf'T, 
October, J8.'jj. 
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similar tendencies in traders of the lower ·grades. The fact is 
this. Amongst us the strong predatory instincts of mankind 
survive-rapacity and greed are not discredited. A perfectly 
unscrupulous forgetfulness of human brotherhood "(in trade) is 
felt as no dishonour. And if success attends upon a man in 
his commercial warfare; if his intrigues are only wide enough 
to give him plunder, on a vast scale, he passes for a merchant 
prince, the rightfulness of whose transactions is little questioned, 
and men poorer, but of nobler sentiment, extend to. him the 
hand offellowship and call him gentleman I The British race has 
got beyond the point of being blinded by empty military glory, 
to all the horrors of a blood·stained field; but it is fascinated 
by SllcteSS in tlte pursuit of wealtk ; and when, as often happens, 
success goes to the mean, the grasping, the hard.bargaining, 
the utterly selfish-it is fascinated still I and overlooks the 
broken hearts, and broken lives which may lie at the foundation 
of a gigantic fortune. 

The Bodo and Dhimal are morally above a devilish rapacity, 
but so is not as yet John Bull I His god is wealth, and he is 
capable of sucking the blood and trampling out the life of 
human happiness in keen purs,vit of gold. Even whilst within 
his Christian temples he bows himself and calls the love of that 
secret god of his" the very root of all evil." Of course, when 
men of wealth and station show a vile example, it would be too 
absurd to look for" uncorrupted morals in the lower social 
classes. I do not say benevolence and generous kindness are 
not widespread and real. The forces that belong to both 
,t;.;itlUs are present; but the prevailing dominant force in our 
commercial world is military, and it is the hard and keen and 
cruel side of human nature that is developed in the strife of 
competitio~ In the transactions of mercantHe rings coercion 
is as much the order and rule as in a batde-field. The trader 
who detests the system, and would choose to buy and sell on 
reasonable profits and at little risk, is forced to d<> as others do, 
or leave the market. Vet these merchants boast of the liberty 
of the British subject, and would bristle with indignation were 
a Russian to say, U Your trade and commerce are as despotic~ 
ally ruled as is our nation. British individual freedom in .. 
industrial life is only your delusion." This would not be t<> 
overstate the fact. The men who "twirl the markets round 
their fingers» are tyrants and de.pots in the field of commerce, 
and secretly they trample down, demoralize the nature, and 
crush the liberty of every honest trader. In the mental atma-
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sphere of an exciting mercantile game honesty is not thought 
of as good policy, and any policy that brings success is looked 
upon as honest; the claims of others to a fair share of coming 
trade is unscrupulously disregarded. Such social justice i. a 
thing unknown. Antagonism, not fellowship, is the spirit of 
commercial life, and brutal egoism the vital spring of action. 

It is a strange picture we presenL Outwardly a peaceful 
nation, averse to carry on destructive activities against external 
foes, yet. within ourselves full of these destructive activities; for 
in the habits of our industry, the customs of our business life, 
we plainly show the predatory instincts of uncivilized man; and 
all our culture and education are of no avail to counteract the 
tendencies. 

But let us now tum to the field of education, and inquire 
what are the influences there. 

In the series of observations and experiments made by 
M. Pasteur, which have led up to his discovery of the means of 
saving sheep and horses from the fatal dis"ase called charbon, 
one step in the process has a special interesL Certain localiti"s 
were haunted by the disease, although the pastures were cx
cellent and apparently free from any unhealthy conditions. 
M. Pasteur ascertained, however, that IIOme ten yea.. pre
viously sheep had died of the disease, and been buried there at 
a depth of from ten to twelve feet below the IUrface. He .. as 
aware that the germs of the disease are all but indestructible, 
and that therefore the dud carca<;t:S could infect the living 
sheep if brought into contact with them But how could that 
occur? To his acute, divining mind the tiny eanh-worm. pre
sented a possible means of conveyance. The fields were 
covered with their little beaps, an:! soon the micrO!lCOpe 
revealed that be had bit upon the actual fueL These small 
aeatures had been unconsciously ernl'loyed in dudly work, 
conveying poison germs from teD feet deep up to the surfar.e of 
the ground, to find fresh victims to the fatal charbolL Here 
was a new condition, a danger never dreamed of, .. hereby the 
living might be hun and injured by survivals of the paIL 

In reading this account it occurred to me that we ourselves. 
are somewhat like these earth-worm.. busy sowing pooon' 
germs from a past age in the unso[>bisticaled minds of children, I 
whilst ignorant of any harm, and full of good intentions. To 
anyone .. ho has n ... er reflected upon the absence of method 
in training the young. this notion ,.Ill seem absurd But let me 
expJaiIL Most people are agreed that education means some-
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thing more than the three R's, or than cramming the mind and 
loading the memory with facts of history, geography, and 

~
ammar. In the Prussian national system it is spoken of as 

th . e uable evolution of the human owers .
nd in Steinls longer e m on t ese wor S occur:" e

impulses on which the stren th and worth of men rest are to 
. e care ully attended to." 

Whether we call It education or not, the character of every 
individual largely depends upon the training in ideas and in 
habits which he receives during the period between infancy and 
adult life. This training comes through direct teaching, but 
also through exam pie and through all the various influences 
which surround the child, whether in the home, the school, or 
the playground. The environment or conditions of his life 
make up the raw material from which at every moment he 
assimilates a portion, and, according to his native bias, builds 
up his individual character. Now, these conditions are not all 
outward. The vivid pictures in a child's imagination play an 
important part in building up his character, and it is lure, I 
think, we plant poison germs. 

No sooner has a boy of six O( seven mastered the difficulties 
of reading little words, than his mother puts into his hands a 
slory·book with pictures, and is delighted when she sees him 
leave his hobby·horse to read his book. This is natural; she 
knows that it is chiefly by his own efforts, and by practice, that 
he will acquire facility in reading; and naturally also she 
chooses a story highly coloured and sensational, for otherwise 
the hobby-horse would still be preferred. The book, then, 
contains Blue Beard, Jack the Giant Killer, Jack and the Bean
stalk, and J Ii Baba and the Forty Thieves. 

The chamber of his infant mind is furnished now with 
pictures, which make him live within a world of wonders far 
removed from what he sees of actual life around him. Giants 
and fairies, bold warriors and lovely ladies. castles and forests, 
rrysterious dark closets, hens that lay golden eggs, and harps 
that cry out U master! II all mix and mingle with the facts of 
everyday occurrence, his lessons and play; and out of this. 
queer medley the little fellow draws his happiness, and shape .... 
his conduct. Whether it is wise at all, to forte a child's 
imagination, and not simply leave it to natural development, 
and let it find its own food in common things that interest a 
child (of which there are always plenty) is a question I shall 
not here discuss. The mother's object was merely to help her 
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child to acquire facility in reading, and no doubt she gained 
that end. I think myself that six or ten months more of hobby
horse, and of distaste to books, would be no loss to general 
culture, when the boy became a man; but this i. not my poinL 
I want to look at what these story-books accomplish in the 
way of giving a sound training and direction to "the impulses 
on which must rest the strength and wonh of men." Our 
children are not like the offspring of the Bodo and the Dhimal, 
who for generation after generation have known no fighting 
and committed no injuries on others. They are inheritors of 
a past history wholly different; and we ought to recognize the 
fact, that in them there are sure to lie latent in"tincts of 
cruelt hatred reven e, treachery, and cunning; qualities that 
were required w en t elf progem ors were g ting their way to 
freedom and peace. What we bave then to guard against is 
the stirring or exciting of these latent anti-social instinc!JI 
whilst we fill the child's life with what will rouse and play upo 
his social non-malignant feelings. In purely phy.ical phen 
mena, the rule is this: exercise an organ, and it grows .trong 
and supple; leave it alone, and it dwindles into powerlessnes5. 
This method in the training of a child has never been adopted. I 

After reading Ali Baba, a boy's mind i. full of shifting 
scenes that call into play hi. predatory instincts, hi, greed, his 
tendencies to cunning and revenge, and that exercise hi, latent 
power of bearing thoughts of bloodahed and pain without 
ftinching. and so tend to make him cruel. He think. of the 
fony robbers and that delightful cave of theirs, filled with their 
plunder; he glories in the thought of Ali Baba helping hImself 
so lavishly, and wishes "'were there to do the same; and then, 
the little scene at home .,hen robbery is called "gand luck," 
and Ali Baba's wife gloats over the plunder and counts the 
money piece by piece! If we had seriously wished to train our 
boy to play an unscrupulous pan in the great commercial 
rings, we scarcely could have hit upon a more effectual course, 
than feeding his bright innocent imagination .,ith such a tale as 
this. 

Again, Cassim's mal-adventure causes the boy to otrive 
to pictUre to himself a man killed and quanered! a Ia,k 
to .. hich he is further stimulated by such details as: .... h~n 
Ali Baba reached the cave, he was surprised to see blood 
spilt outside the door." Ali Baba', horror .. hen he found 
his brother's quaners within, however, did not prevent him 
seizing further plunder; he loads again two asses with bags 
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of gold, and the little reader thinks this natural and quite 
commendable! Then follows an offensive picture; and we, 
who would preserve that child from witnessing the sad 
accompaniments of real death and burial, yet let his young 
imagination play about the sewing together of a quartered 
body, getting ready the coffin, etc. After that comes a double 
intrigue in which cunning fights against cunning, and revenge 
is the feeling excited in the boyish reader. He thinks, how 
clever and delightful of the robber chief, to trump up the story 
of a benighted traveller, and so to win from Ali Baba a hot 
supper and good bed! But more delightful still, of clever 
plotting Morgiana to outwit him! Tbe cruelty of ber deed, the 
lies she tells, escape all notice, because tbe i",li""t of rtVengt 
is satisfied, and I maintain the satisfaction, though purely ideal, 
will make tl/lll instinct grfIW. To us the notion tbat out of one 
kettle burning oil could come to kill thirty-seven men is so 
absurd that we do not perceive its action on the boy's mind. 
There is no absurdity to him, the whole affair is real. He 
cannot but admire the murderess of thirty.seven men, who 
crowns her brave exploits with a sublime finale. The scene is 
fascinating; bright lights, festh'e music, a gaily. dressed, lovely, 
dancing girl, who in a moment draws from her girdle a sharp 
poniard and plunges it into her enemy's heart Then comes 
her reward-gratitude for saving life (not a word of the lives she 
has taken) and marriage I This is her reward I To the child, 
therefore, marriage presents itself as a pleasant sugar-plum that 
Morgiana has earned by fearlessness and cunning. The whole 
story from beginning to end is barbarous. Its sensational 
pictures, its intellectual ideas, and, above all, its moral tone, are 
barbarou,," They belong to the barbaric period of our history ; 
and we are like the earth-worms poisoning Iiviug minds by bring
ing to them germs out ofthe decayingcarcases of the dead minds 
of a former age I Could any action be more suicidal? more 
obstructive to moral progress? And mark. the direct teaching 
tlt~_t the boy's mother gives conflicts at every point with these 
ideas. She buh him love hiS enemies, and never seek revenge. 
IDie-tells him Ananias and Sapphira were struck dead for 
telling lies, and that the man who robs and plunders must btl 
put in prison, and so on. Imagine the confusion of the infant 
mind! No wonder that what is right and what is wrong take 
no clear shape within him; and since all his malignant feelings 
l are excited and made active, what wonder if in the moment of 
Itemptation he acts at once from these. Jack of the Bean·stalk 
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disobeys his mother. He pleases hims"/on all occasion., and 
when she prays to bim with tears, be turns away and leaveo 
her broken-hearted. Nothing but good, however, results from 
this behaviour. He leads a charming life of free adventure, 
plundering and killing giants, and getting petted by a fairy; 
until at last he settles down, a worthy, a noble man I The 
youthful reader thinks he may do likewise. H is mother'. 
words sound tame to him and foolish; what matters it if he 
deceive her now and then, and go hi. own way; perhaps he 
too may meet ,,;th strange ""ventures. I do not say that 
consciously he reasons thus, but that unconsciously he does; 
and even when without the smallest motive for deception, a 
clever child is questioned on some simple matter, he is very 
apt to let his vivid fancy colour and embellish all the facts, and 
think there is no harm in being thus untnJlhful. 

Now, should these pages fall into a moth.,.,. hands she 
may object that I, whilst pointing out the evil. to avoid, pro· 
pose no substitute for barbarous tales, and, naturally, she 
shrinks from reducing her child's happine .. , or limiting his 
pleasures. But my conviction is, that if we made a holocaust 
of all these survivals of a savage pa.t, and started on a new 
and rational mode of dealing with the yOllng, one of our 
earliest steps would be to . v arid 

vas . crease t· ha~nm For, whilst we make 
mistakes m spomng them to art, c pleasures, and furnishing 
their minds with hideous pictures of an unreal world, we just 
as constantly err on the other side by checking and repressing 
them, when, if only left alone, they would quite innocently 
grope their way to pleasures that are simple, natural, and 
beneficial This is, however, a wide subject, and not to be 
entered llpon at present I only t<>Deh upon a lingle point 

. A niece of mine, whose age is teD. announced nine month. 
ago that dolls had lost their charm for her. She never, nc"'er 
meant to play with dolls again; her mothers had laughed, and 
called it a childisb amusement! She pot them all away and 
steadily kept her resolve for some kw month.. Then came 
a fit of doll atttaction, ... hich sbe dares not no .. indulge in 
po blic. She finds a hard sofa-pillow suitable in shape, and 
with it draped in a crib-blanket, she steak into a room where 
boys must not intrude, and wanders up and down, the clumsy 
baby in her arms, crooning to it, and singin~ as happy as a 
bird Here is an innocent, harmles play, of which the child 
is made ashamed; a source of pure enjoyment which she (ore-
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goes, or only snatches at in secret; yet this play usefully calls 
out the hudding instincts of her womanhood, and strengthens 
these throu,:!h exercise. Why are onr bOJ's not t~!lgbt to reve
rence sex distinctions? I see no reason for not telling them 
dlstmctly that a sister's love of dolls arises from the difference 
of sex; it shows her tender, gentle nature, and points to future 
fitness to fulfil the sacred duties of a mother. If elders took 
a tone like this boys would soon cease to molest a little sister, 
and a foundation would be laid in character for right relations 
between men and women. As it is, what better dare we expect 
from lads whose ideal heroines are of the M orgiana class, than 
that they should feel contempt for play that is not wild and 
savage in its character. 

But even our best guides in the great work of education 
make grave mistakes in this importa!'t matter. One of the 
most learned of these guides says: "Predatory pursuit excites 
us from the earliest years, and any incidents embodying it will 
waken up the feelings, and exercise the imagination in a 
bloodthirsty chase; thus enlivening the dull and dreary exercise 
of learning to read and spell." 0 Therefore, this high authority 
approves of making a child's n.ist reading~lesson sensational
about a cat and rat; or he suggests that a mouse would be 
better, as a eat's torturing play with a mouse before eating it 
comes within the range of the child's own experience, and I 

is to him "one of the rare!;t treats." t Is this not atrocious? 
The child has an emotional as well as an intellectual nature. 
Are we deliberately to sacrifice the former to the latter? Are 
we to teach him to read at the expense of fostering and 
strengthening his anti·social, predatory, savage instincts? If 
all we airq, at is to make our children keen and clever in com
mercial competition, this method may be wise; but if our 
object is to carifully d",t/op al/ th, impulses on whid. must rest 
tI .. ,h·wglh and wortl. 0/ "un, then, certainly, the method is 
altogether wrong. 

It is our ignorance of the supreme importance of social 
conditions in the building up of character that so misleads us. 

I Favourable conditions are an all-powerful factor in the makin§ 
01 a nome human bemg. \Ve want our children to be some
thing more than nodos~ Santais, or than gentle Arafuras; and 
we possess the means to make them highly cultured; but pefore 
high culture we must put. as of sIll/ greater value, all the virtues 

• U"Educntion as a Science," by Alexander Bain, LL.D., p. 244-
t Ibid., p. 246. 
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!hat the Arafuras show; and from the history of these uncultured 
savages, and the lact that they have risen to a moral .tatc that 
puts our boasted civilization to shame, we ought to learn this 
lesson :-The surroundings of our race in childhood and youth 
are full of adverse influences, and character is daily suffering 
injury that direct moral teaching will never rec;lify. 

We have to search lor and dUiCern what all these adverse 
influences are, and to control them, or cast them out 
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CHAPTER III. 

THE TRANSITIONAL NATURE OF SOCIAL CONDITIONS. 

"The Ascidian throws away its tail and its eye, and sinks iotoa quiescent 
state of inferiority .... We are as a race more fortunate than our ruined 
cousins-the degenerate Ascidians. For to us it is possible to ascertain 
what will conduce to our higher development. what will favour our degene
ration."-Professor E. RAY LANKESTER., F.R.S. 

THE doctrine of evolution is calculated to produce a twofold 
effect upon the human mind.' ~t is capable of giving intellec
tual clearness and emotional beneficence. To do this, however, 
it must be thoroughly understood and logically applied to our 
present social state. It must be regarded as explanatory of . 
things as they are, and prophetic of things as they will be, and 
should be. 

When the doctrine is so regarded and applied, the evolutionist 
no longer feels despairing in face of a society, whose perplexing 
miseries and many-sided evils had hitherto overwhelmed him. 
A ftood 01 !ight enters the field of human action. He perceives 
the social forces that are at work amidst apparent confusion. 
He apprehends their approximate causes or antecedents, and 
he sees that in the enlightened ioteliect of man there lies latent 
power, not to overcome, but to direct and control these forces. 

This knowledge alters his emotional state. Anger and 
disgust are undermined. They die away, and into their place 
is born sympathy, beneficence; for, however great may b. 
the wrong-doing of humanity, individuals are not to blame~ 
AlLiru!ividual is ~ood or bad according' to the conditions of 
h1s birthf.ilie meJ19d of bis educatioJH the circumstances of 
iiiSli'feT and by alteration of these objective phenomena (under 
the ruling of an enlightened and persistent reason) the sub
jective phenomena of individual human nature and of social 
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".elations "ill be redeemed, and raised to nobler ends aDd 
JPurer morality. 

At the present stage of social evolution the militant qualities 
of human nature are everywhere prominent, and disfigure our 
civilization. We have lively predatory instincts, keen pursuit 
of gain, treachery, cunning, gross injustice, brutal selfishnes .. 
rampant in our midst. 

Individuals of the highest type, those who are by nature 
good and gentle, are inwardly gneved and outwardly buffeted, 
by the perpetual outcome of vicious, uncivilized tendencies. 
If ignorant of the great doctrine of evolution, they are certain 
to feel despairing of the immediate future, and regretful of the 
past. They sigh for the" good old times," when, all they fancy, 
work was conscientiouslv done, Itot Il'...amped all it is now; 
when the necessaries of life were pure and unadulterated; wheD 
servants were less exacting and more: honest; WhL'11 wages 
were not perpetually rising; when labourers were not discon
tented; When children were not rebellious; when doctors were 
less required; when la,,·yers did not charge exorbitantly; and 
when camfon and ease were more abundant, and far more 
liberally enjoyed. 

Of these .. good old times .. we shall presently speak, but 
what I would here point out to my reader is, that whilst with 
the good and gentle this state of mind only begets d""r>ondL-nLY 
and a measure of whining. thousands of human beings of a 
different type are thrown by it into anger, jealousy, or lI01IIe 
other turbulent emotion. In society at every point one comes 
acr()5S either passive discontent, or active indignation, accom
panied by the intellectual conviction that some individual or 
individuals must be to blame for the unsatiofactory state of our 
industrial and sociaJ life. 

A few days ago a grocer's assistant charged a lady customer 
a price for candles above the market value. The lady rernon
strated, remarking, .. at the co-operative store the price is 10 

and so." The grocer immediately Repped forward, and 
explained that he bad lowered the ... hole of hi. prices to the 
level of the store's, but that as yet his .hop \ads were apt to 
make mistakes. ~ Probably," said the lady, .. had the prices 
been raised, not lowered, the \ads would better apprehend the 
change." Her irony gave no offence. The man at once ~ 
conlidential and communicative. .. These al><>minalJie stores: 
he said, .. threaten to drive honest tradesmm !ike me out of the 
liili It is all the fault of clergymen and lawyers." H Indeed ! 
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how 50?" the lady asked. "These men, tJ he replied, II are 
clever and idle. They do uncommonly little work themselves, 
and charge enormously for the little they do. There is no 
other class so eager to buy cheap, and they have' set their wits 
to work and invented these horrible stores, where fMy buy 
cheaply to the ruin of such men as me. The lawyers," he 
went on, "are the worse men of the two. Their own work is 
perfectly useless. If two men quarrel about a bit of money, 
the lawyer may settle the dispute; but he pockets the whole 
of the money and calls it his fees!" .. Well, well," said the 
lady, .. if no lawyer existed, at least you must allow that the 
men would fight about the money, and very probably homicide 
would be the result. Surely bloodshed is a worse evil than tlie 
loss of money," 

The grocer's condition of mind is extremely common in 
the present day. Men ignorant of evolution, and pressed 
upon by social changes that make the struggle for existence 
severe, and too often overwhelming, have a v~aue sense of 
injustice done them. They reason quite illogically, each one 
from his own centre of difficulty, and are alike in cherishing 
a spirit of vindictiveness, a readiness to strike out 'in any 
direction that prejudice or bias Inay prompt 

This grocer is certain to make church disest~blishment a 
vital point in his political creed. His dislike to the clergy, and 
his hatred of co-operative stores, aided by faulty logic, will 
become dynamic force in his exercise of the franchise. 

I am of course aware of the general opinion that education 
is the panacea. for ignorant vindictiveness, and every other 
social evil. With State education made compulsory, progress, 
it is argu$d, must necessarily be rapid. It may be .o-but pro
gress in what? Will it be progress in all the benign in.lluences 
of a happy civilization? 

I venture to &Ssert that the first effect of education upon 
the masses is naturally to increase the gel)erai sensibility to the 
many disabilities of their lot 

Hitherto the great working-class of ihis country has borne 
a strong resemblance to the patient, toiling Issa.char-crouching 
down as a strong ass between two burdens, and bowing hit 
shoulder to bear; but, as education throws into activity the 
massive brain, Issach.r will no longer crouch. He shakes off 
hls submissive lethargy, his ·passive contentment with a meagre, 
squalid existence: He demands, with a growing consciousness 
of strength, and a growi.'lg irritation of feeling, why, to the poor 
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man, the conditions of life are wholly different from what they 
are to the rich man. U The conditions of your life," replies 
public opinion (amongst the wealthy classes), .. are dependent 
upon wag"'; and wages have been steadily rising for many 
years. This boon you owe to capitalists, that cla. •• of men 
whose abstinence has created the power of payment of your 
labour. What you owe society i. gratitude, not rebellious 
discontent; and the science of Political Economy, carefully 
studied, will prove to you the perfect justice of our relative 
positions. r, 

Now, in reference to this public opinion, it is a significant 
fact that John Stuart Mill, a master in the science of Political 
Economy, declared, in the year .869, that the great questions 
involved in Socialism were destined by the inevitable tendencies 
of modern society to become more and more prominent, until 
fully discussed, and finally settled. 

In Socialism the fundamental question turns upon the 
justice of the long-established arrangements of society in 
reference to property, and to the production and distribution 
of wealth. 

In .884 we are forced to recognize the correctness of 
Mr. Mill's prevision. 

It is not Issachar alone who complains of injustice. We 
have not now to deal only with unorganized masses whOle 
sense of grievance smoulders under the weight of dull wit., 
unable to formulate a clear and definite claim. 

We have a body of Socialists, small in number perhaps yet, 
but sbarp.witted and keen-sighted, who will no longer permit 
these all-important questions to be tyrannically disJlO!I"d of, or 
coolly ignored .. The present arrangement. of society," say 
tbese Socialists, .. are not justified by the fact that they have 
been long established They are wholly inadequate to general 
requirements or to promote lhe .... elfare and good of all They 
act injuriously upon Ihe happiness of every oocial class, and 
hurt the moral nature of humanity at large. By Ihese arrange
menls success in life depends upon the accidenl of birth, and 
afterwards on accident of opportunity; and no degree what· 
ever of personal good conduct can be trusted to, to raise one 
in the world, without the aid of fortunate accident n 

N eilher must we think thaI Ihe race is 10 the swift or 
the battle to Ihe strong, and that, viewed from afar, and 
called .. survival of the fittest," we may hail the issues as a 
triumpb to redeem our present sense of unfitness, .hame, and 
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sorrow. It is not so. Vices, not virtues, help one aD, servility 
and sycophancy, the lies and tricks of trade, gambling and 
downright knaveries; and unless our consciousness of right and 
wrong can be reversed, society must enter on s'Ome different 
path, ere we can say that all is going well to bring about in 
human nature moral, intellectual, and physical" survival of the 
fittest. " 

Let me just revert here to our good friend the grocer. 
His little trick was palpable, and the allusion made to it told 
on him as a soft impeachment, calling for no sense of shame. 
It was quite evident to the customer that the man's own feeling 
justified it on the ground of self-preservation. 

To put it plainly, the social pressure is so great in trade, 
that cheating is justifiable; because every man willing to work 
has the right to get his living somehow, by honest means if 
possible; if not-then by dishonest means! Competition rules 
the destiny of every individual in trade, and morals must 
succumb to profits, if the daily bread depends on profits. In 
former times it paid a man to keep his customers by strictly 
upright dealing. His field of trade was limited, and if he lost 
his character for honesty by shuffling and petty fraud, he soon 
would lose his customers. Thw the forces breught to bear 
upon him as a tradesman, or small distributor, tended to keep 
his moral nature pure. But now conditions are altered, and 
the forces tend the other way_ The slow and constant 
trade of regular customers pays less well· than periodic bursts of 
active trade, dependent on chana customers whose poverty or 
cupidity. keeps them ever on the strain to nibble at and rise to 
the bait of dllapness. Annual sales, and constant advertising 
and puffinI'; are the order of the day, and tricks of trade, 
adulteratIOn, petty fraud, are natural, because profitable. If 
you detect an adept in this art, he knows he is no worse, and 
rather boasts he is no better than his neighbours in the trade, 
and should you treat him with harsh condemnation his serise 
of justice is aggrieved. The conscience then in trade admits 
of cheating up to the point of doing as others do, when 
necessary to maintain the business niche and keep one's own 
profits on a level with those of competitors. • 

But meanwhile Ruman nah". suffers. It is not possible 
to have two mora! standards for one's daily life, to cheat in 
husiness, and be above cheating in all private matters; there
fore at the present time strict honesty and downright truthfulness 
Oll"e rare in all transactions into which money er,ters. 
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A gentleman was travelling some little time ago from 
Scarborough to York in a third-class railway carriage where 
every seat was occupied A young couple present were 
mutually engrossed at first in talk of Scarborough, the aquarium, 
the music at the Spa, and so forth, when suddenly the young 
gentleman began to inform the general company how he had 
got the better of, and taught "a valuable Jc""on" to, the 
money-taker at the gate of the Spa. He had pre!lented 
himself for entrance, put a shilling down, and waited for the 
change. Sixpence was handed to him, but the shilling was not 
swept into the till. The shrewd young gentleman kept his eye 
upon it, waited until the money-taker retired for a moment, 
and then returned it to his pocket; and so was able with 
evident pride and satisfaction, in presence of hi. young lady 
friend, to relate the circumstance as though he felt it was 
greatly to his credit, and had every reason to anticipate that 
others would feel the same I Nor was he much mistaken, for, 
with the one exception, all his fellow-travellers received hi. state
ment with a smile of sympathy, and some with hearty "'orda of 
gay approval These people were not of a low class. Gentleness 
and some refinement of appearance showed that fact dillinctly. 
The gangrene of a low morality, this tendency to trickery and 
petty fraud, has made its way in all directiun., and .hoWI itself 
with open face where one would least expect iL Some young 
ladies of the upper ten thousand, when skating.rinks were 
fashionable, were kDOwn to take advantage of their social ltatul 
and their sex, and, entering with a crowd, to push their way 
into one of these rinks not oncey but many times, without 
payment! These girls mull have received ... hat is considc-red 
education of the highest kind, both moral and religiou.; thc-y 
were outwardly refined and cultured How romes it that 
the seDse of simple honesty and truth was not within them? 
Had some poor urchin in the crowd snatched a purse, they 
would have known it was a crime and readily denounced it; but 
thi",;ng in the lown-cIass is tangil>le enough to blunted mmda! 

Police and all our paraphernalia of protection point us to 
transgressions of the poor, whilst in the middle and upper 
classes similar transgressions pas!! unnoticed 

L pon this point of public morals the indictment of Socialism 
agairu .. t the present system is too true. With a usel ..... and 
olten Dnhappy, though wealthy upper class, a middle class 
eagerly strained and overworked, and a lower class reckless 
because so suffering-the moral nature of mankind has little 
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chance to prosper, the nobler elements of humanity are crushed 
and trampled on. If Socialists are correct in their impression 
that we are travelling onwards towards a new feudality, viz. 
that of the great capitalists, we may anticipate tbat all the 
fierr:e, militant tendencies of human nature will long survive 
and flourish. But that we slwufd continue long to travel in 
that direction is to me inconceivable . 

. Let us glance for a moment at the history of the past 
For two centuries after the Conquest intestine war and feudal 
oppressions embittered the life of the British labourer. At any 
moment he might be called from the plough to take up arms 
in his master's quarrel; and if he did sow seed and see his 
fields ripen, the harvest of his hopes might still be cut down by 
the sword of the forager, or trodden by the hoof of the war
horse. He was bondsman and slave, defenceless in the bands 
of the lords of the soil, wbo, at the best, protected him in the 
barest necessaries of a scanty Iivelibood-a but witbout a 
chimney, its furniture a great brass pot, and a bed valued at 
a few shillings.· 

In Edward the Third's reign a change for the better came, 
for the plague of 1348 and perpetual war witb France made 
men more valuable by diminishing their number. 

Edward freed the bondsmen to recruit bis armies, and the 
forced services of villeinry were gradually exchanged for service 
paid by wages-tbe wages, however, often fixed by statute. 
By the middle of the eigbteenth century, wages, after many ups 
and downs, stood at the ratio of about a busbel and a half of 
wheat for one week's labour. By the middle of this century 
they had fallen to what could only purchase one bushel of 
wheat. t N,'V, why was this? Because, meanwhile, two men 
had lived and died whose great discoveries had given an 
impetus to industry beyond all previous experience, and had 
made Great Britain rich-l mean Arkwright and Watt The 
barber had used his brains to purpose, and mechanism took 
the place of human fingers. Were human fingers, then, thrown 
out? Not so. Cheap supply created more and more demand. 
Machinery and human labour, side by side, were under strain 
and stress to meet the call of new desires. Cotton and wool 
and flax were woven into fabrics, and poured out of Great 
Hritain to every quarter of the globe; capital was coined, and 
wealthy capitalists bid against each other for more labour still ; 

• Wade's H History of the "'arking Classes.n 

t Robert Dale Owen, .. Thrading my Way," p. 220. 
D 
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agriculturists /locked into towns, and huge factories sprung up 
in all directions; population rapidly increased, and children 
were sucked into the vortex; health and happiness .. ere never 
thought of when work was freely offered. Outwardly the 
British world had vastly altered; internal wars were over, and 
no longer was the war-horse visible in harvest-fields. 

What the scene presents now resembles rather a huge hive 
of bees secreting honey and amassing stores for future u .... 
Beyond her shores Great Britain has assumed a foremost place 
among civilized nations. Everywhere her power is ftlt, for the 
resources of her wealth seem boundless. She can thin the 
ranks of her adult population, and swell her army to put down 
the tyrant Emperor Napoleon, who is carrying war and blood
shed across the plains of Europe, and still keep at work the 
huge Leviathan of her own trade and commerce by the deft 
fingers of her little children. Summer aDd winter find her 
tiny bees--infants of seven and eight-at labour in the fac
tories from 6 am to nooD. One hour for dinner is allowed, 
and then they toil again till eight at night I -Now, were these 
the .. good old times· of which we talk? These were, at all 
events, the times when England's greatness was built up, and 
unexampled fortunes arose, founded, alas! upon the industry 
of young children, sweating in factories for thirteen hours a day. 
Let critics of the present, who are staunch admirers of the past, 
read of IMI period for themselves and judge more wisely. 

In the year .815 the two Robert Owens, father and son, 
made a tour of inspection of all the chief factories in Great 
Britain. "Not in exceptional c:JSe5," writes the son, II but as 
a rule we found children of ten years old .. orked regularly 
fourteen hours a day, with but half an hour'. interval for the 
mid-day meal, eaten in the factory.. In tbe fine yarn cotton 
mills the "temperature usually exceeded 15 degreet;· and 
in all the factories the atmosphere .. as more or leu injuriout 
to the lungs. In some cases .. greed of gain had impelled the 
mill-ownert to still greater extremes of inhumanity, utterly 
disgraceful to a civilized nation. • Their mills were run fifteen, 
and sometimes sixteen hours a day; and children were em
ployed even under the age of eight ! U I n tome large factories 
from one.fourth to one-liftb of the children .. ere cripples or 
otherwise deformed. _ . • Most of the overseers openly carried 
stout leather thongs, and frequently we taw even the youngest 
r.hildren severely beaten. •• 

• u 11u:eadiDg .,. Way," P. un 
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What do we say to this picture of life now? Whom do 
we blame for it as we look back upon the past? Were the 
parents of these infants to blame, or their employers? The 
two reformers who inspected and exposed the evil, cast no 
blame on either. Robert Owen never indulged in personal 
abuse. He wrote to the Earl of Liverpool, .. It would be 
clearly unjust to blame manufacturers for practices with which 
they have been familiar from childhood, or to suppose that 
they have less humanity than any other class of men." Instead 
of blaming, he strained every nerve to bring about an alteration 
in the system. He wrote and spoke and agitated for protec
tion of children by the lalv, and for compulsory education; 
and he pointed out and demonstrated all the evils that arise 
from <om petition left unshackled by the law, and absolutely free 
to regulate itself at any cost of human life and health and 
happiness. ' 

In four years' time the first point he had aimed at was 
secured; public opinion reached his stand point, and the oppres
sion of infants was put down by statute. His second point was 
gained in 1870.- And ever since his noble and unselfish life 
was lived, minds have been hele, and there awakening to his 
third point, viz. the grave and sad drawbacks attached to free 
competition. Robert Owen proved that if all the branches of 
the cotton, woollen, flax, and silk manufactures were included, 
the machine-saved labour in producing English textile fabrics ex
ceeded, in tbe year 1816, the work which two hundred million 
of operatives could have turned out previous to the year I760.t 
The world was richer by all this enormous producing power
a power surely sent down from Heaven, he thought, to assist 
man in his rduous toil, and set him free from the old curse, 
that in the sweat of brow alone should he eat bread. But 
what had actually resulted? No leisure from the toil-no 
freedom from the curse I Throughout the old world the new, 
senseless, dull machinery (()mpeltd with the living sons of toil! 
A contest, Robert Owen says, goes on "~,!Y~ood and 
j~o~_on thLQ..n.~_lt~nd) and hum.~lhews and sinewSOritl'le 

_other ;aureadful contest at which humanity shudders, and 
reason turns, astonished, away."t His reason grappled with the 
problem, Wby does this rapid growth of wealth enrich the few, 
and leave the many in their misery? Nay, more than that, 
it presses down to deeper depths of poverty and degradation. 

'" The Government BiI1 ~ {or National Education. 
t U Threading my WOo,,!. 1 p. :OU5. l Ibid., y. 218. 
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Are there no means, he asked, by which mankind can work 
together for the benefit of all, and as the world grows ri~her, 
every son of toil be elevated and made happy? He turned to 
Political Economy to aid him in the search for a true remedy. 
lIs panacea was to lower the taxes, and his common sense 
rejected that as futile. Himself a manufacturer, he had every 
opportunity of studying the question. He was in sympathy 
alike with masters and their men; and, after years of keen 
inquiry and ardent devotion to the cause, the method he 
accepted and believed in as the only remedy .... a form of 
Socialism. Free from all personal greed of wealth, and filled 
with noble wishes for the happiness of man, he tried to give 
the world a brave example of his method, and embarked hi. 
fortune in a bold experiment, .. hich proved a failure. It is 
not my purpose to enter into any description 0( the simple 
communistic settlement of U New Harmony," or to try to 
discover all the causes of ito failure. With Socialism as a 
remedy I have nothing to do at presenL My object is to 
show how vast and real are the grievances, evils, and miseries 
on which the argume1ll for Socialism is based, and to reiterate 
the statement made by Mr. Mill in 1869, that the fundamental 
questions involved in Socialism, viz. what relates to property 
and to the best methods 0( production and distribution 0( 
wealth, have sooner or Iater to be thoroughly investigated. 

As regards Socialism itself, Mr. Mill's opinion was, that in 
some distant future time communistic production might p0s
sibly be found a method well adapted to the wanto and nature 
0( mankind, bnt that it would require a high standard of mor,,1 
and intellectual education; and the passage to that moral 
and intellectual state must necessarily be sknv. Meanwhile. 
the sorrows 0( oUr labouring class that vexed the righteous 
soul of Robert Owen remain just as before. The proulem is 
unsolved on which be spent bis life and wrecked his fortune. 
We have ail the evils that be deplored amongst us stilL 
We have an overwhelming mass 0( f<:lIow-creatures toiling to 
the utmos! 0( their strength, tied hand and foot by poverty. 
and often weighted by a sense 0( heavy dull despair, in spile 
of an in&ervening baIf-century that has been full 0( national 
prosperity and energy of life; in .pite of all that science does 
10 lighten manual wm ; in spile 0( intdlectnal power which 
pushes education to the front; in spile 0( wide benevolence 
and boundless human sympathy, ready. if only it were possible, 
to embrue mankind at large, and give enduring happinesa to 
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alt Recourse to poor-laws has resulted in a failure quite as 
great as Robert Owen's remedy of Socialism, and individual 
efforts to ameliorate the condition of the poor have accoln
plished almost nothing, 

In Robert Owen's day the evil was confined to wealthy 
Britain; now it has extended to that new world, which, with its 
vast stretch of rich untrodden soil, formed the sheet-anchor of 
our old world's hope" 

Mr, Henry George's picture of poverty dogging the foot
steps of progress in America I need only refer to. Its truth 
has been frankly acknowledged; and Professor Goldwin Smith 
speaks in a similar strain. -, It is a melancholy fact," he says, 
u that everywhere in America we are looking forward to the 
necessity of a public provision for the poor." Nor does I .. 
think that general education will mend the matter. On the 
contrary, he warns the public that" there will in time be an 
educated proletariat of a very miserable and perhaps dan
gerous kind;" for "nothing can be more wretched and 
explosive than destitution, with the social humiliation which 
attends it, in men whose sensibilities have been quickened, 
and whose ambition has been ar'ous'!d." . 

This great problem of poverty in the midst of wealth-and 
observe, it is a poverty which mars the happiness of the rich, 
as well as the poor-demands solution. It is forcing itself 
upon public attention, both in the old world and the new. 
There is no escape from it; sooner or later this problem must 
be thoroughly examined by educated reason, grappled with, 
and solved by the exercise of a cold calculatIOn. 

Our civilization moves rapidly; but in what direction it 
will continUf.usly move is by no means certain. We have 

I
reaChed a stage of civilization in which are to be found 
U elaborate arts, abstruse knowledge, complex institutions; and 
these are results of gradual development from an earlier, 
simpler, and ruder stat!! of life," but the stage is not one of 
satisfactory life or general happiness. 

Nevertheless, to bemoan the past is to betray an illogical 
mind, or an uncomprehensive state of sentiment or feeling. 
You or I, my reader, may be moving downwards in the social 
seale through press of circumstance. It may be true for us to 
say, that our grandparents had such good old times of ease 
and comfort, as make our days of mortifying life, of toil and 
worry and anxiety most painful by the contrast; but these 
days were full of misery for many. Every age has had its 
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favoured few, surrounded by its struggling, sulTering many. 
No age can be worthy of the name 01 good, until the happi
ness of all human beings becoming the aim and object of each, 
through combination in well-sustained and well·directed elTort, 
the goal of a state of universal wt/l-bdng, is steadily approached. 

In reference to this future golden age, one vital and certain 
point is this-a high moral standard of adult conduct in indus
trial and social life, with a high standard of education (or the 
young, form its all-essential, absolutely necessary conditions. 
Therefore, the smallest advance made by us in the elevation of 
general and individual morals, is a sure step upon the path 
Ihat leads 10 thaI distant goal 
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CHAPTER IV. 

DEVELOPMENT IN MORALS. 

.It There is no private life which hAS not been determined by a wider 
pubJic life, from the time when the primeval milkmaid had to wander with 
the wanderings of her dan, because the cow she milked was one of a herd 
which had made the pastures bare. "-GEORGE ELIOT. 

I MUST remind my reader that what we all desire and vaguely 
seek is happiness, although many of us are unconscious of 
the fact; and to others who at least suspect it in themselves, 
it appears meanly selfish; they therefore try to disguise and 
cover up the truth. But such is human nature; it craves the 
satisfaction of its whole being, and if the whole being is noble 
and dignified, its satisfaction cannot be other than an adequate 
aim. 

Were conditions necessarily such that each individual had to 
live an isolated solitary life, and satisfaction meant the free and 
spontaneous exercise of all the lower faculties of his animal 
nature on'y-if to sleep, to eat, to laugh, comprised man's 
whole happiness-then we who .. tand upon a wholly different 
platform, would jt:dge by heart ane! mind that the game was 
not worth the candle. , 

But the actual fact is far otherwise. Man is a social 
being, demanding for his happiness an iufinite variety of tender 
human bonds. He is linked to .his feJlow-creatures round and 
rou nd, not by outward iron chains forged on the anvil of har« 
necessity alone, but by silken cords of inward sympathy and 
feeling. If in his keen desire for happiness he overlooks, or 
selfishly forgets these cords, what happens? Inevitably I/UI
jarring and inward discord arise; the man has done violence 
to his own nalure, and has missed the path that leads to salis-
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faction. He is torn, lacerated, harassed, and in the indulgence 
of his ignorant selfishness, he finds himself most miserable. 

We need not fear, then, to face the simple truth, or feel 
ashamed concerning iL The fundamental facts of life are not 
degrading; if we thmk them so, it i. by some misapprehension 
of their nature. 

To se~k for happiness is a legitimate object of humanity, 
aDd if we understand humanity aright we shall perceive that 
the pursuit. the tonscious effort to achieve that end, entail. a 
discipline, a self<ontrol, an ordering and a regulating of our 
life which in itself ennobles. It i. the universal, blind, un
conscious grol'ing after happiness that we have cause to fear, 
or what is .worse-an aimleMl, purposeless, exist('l1ce, which in 
its blank indiffeT<nce leads to unsaupulous action on the part 
of the individual, who thus enLToaches upon the rights, and 
mars the happiness of others. 

Given., then, a v~t concourse of social units, that is, of 
individuals who cannot be happy if they live to themselvel 
alone, one great problem to be solved is, What are the ou,,"ard 
or objective favourable conditions? In other words, .. hat u. 
the form of integral life that .. iU best conduce to hal'pin ... ? 

But now there is another point made cItar to human 
reason, not by mference alone, but by evidence. It is thit. 
Man's goodness as well as happiness is conditioned by his life. 
That IS, the outward form or social system of human life, not 
only in a great degree control. the destiny of each individual, 
but it acts upon and moulds his nature. The existence of the 
gentle uncultured tribes of savages which have been deo<:ribed, 
I'resents to the world an objective proof of this fact, whillt 
subjectively we all may find some proof within the range of 
individual experience. 

These tribes have quite outrun the British race, and reached 
a goal of goodness and happiness beyond our own achievement. 
I do not say lkal goal would suit the British race; for we 
are oot simple--we are comples.. "-e are not uncultured-we 
have a grand inheritance of ioteUectual tastes, and intelJectuaI 
work accomplished by our forefathers; and it is not by return
ing to the oimp1e savage nature (as Rousseau wildly dreamed/, 
but by pursuing our fJ'1J!1I path, burdened by, or at J"""t cany_ 
iog with us, all that is worthy of respect and reverence from an 
almost hoary civilization, that we must fight our way onwards 
to a loftier goal of goodness and happioeH. 

There cannot be drawn a faIJ and fair comparison between 
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ourselves and Bodo, Dhimal, Santa!; for outward life with 
them has lain within narrow limits, and the adjustment of their 
conduct and nature to these limits was as the opening of a 
simple flower to meet the sunshine which could not fail to give 
it healthful, pleasurable existence. Our conditions from the 
first were very different. With a much wider range, obstruc
tions to a peaceful life were continually encountered, and in 
the effort to' overcome obstruction and the strife engendered, 
there came to be developed in our race the fierce and truculen t 
side of human nature, a warlike tone and spirit foreign to the 
Bodo, Dhimal, and Santa!. 

Our island in the sea had little of the wild luxuriant pro
ductiveness of nature's gardens, where sunshine pours to make 
it always afternoon, and allures to dreamy days of half-inert 
existence; and just as little was the development of our branch 
of the great human tree lik~ the opening of a simple flower. 
All along the line of our past history, hard and continuous 
struggles have been the very terms of life; and up to the 
beginning of the present century, the type that came through 
these struggles and was able most triumphantly to perpetuate 
its kind, was the hardy, the bra'le, the bold, the aggressive, and 
not the type in which gentleness and goodness were the pro
minent qualities. The latter type was worsted in the fight, 
and, as a rule, succumbed j never dying out entirely, but kept 
down in numbers, whilst the other preponderated in number, 
and was dominant in rule. . 

Meanwhile, tlie action of climate upon the vigorous active 
type must not be overlooked. It had a twofold effect in 
shaping the conditions that surround us now. Remembering 
our funda¥Jentai fact of human nature-that every individual 
without exception is groping after personal happiness, it cannot 
surprise us that dull gray skies and frequent outward gloom 
turned inwards the joy-seeking tendency. Inwards, both as 
regards the family group and as regards the individual. Home 
brightness made amends for outward gloom, and nowhere in 
the world has home life been made more rich and full, or 
has human nature developed greater faithfulness and depth 
of tenderness in all domestic ties. I 

In the individual the inward tendency has led to meditation 
and reBection. Intellectual joys have been pursued when sen
suous enjoyments could not be obtained; and steadily has 
great activity of brain and clear intelligence increased, until 
. the British have ceased to be "reatures of pure animal propen-
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sities and savage instincts only j and, although these instincts 
and propensities remain, the race has won, besides, an aptitude 
for sympathetic happiness and intellectual pleasures that has 
altered-in a word-the quality of life. 

In possession, then, of this wider nature, it has paised from 
the barbaric, ,,"aTlike stage of civilization into the industrial, 
more peaceful stage; and here its bright intelligence has found 
a Dew spbere of active enterprise. The effort to make life 
more easy and comfortable, has led to the study of the phe. 
nomena of nature. Forces hitherto unknown, have been found 
capable of working in man's service, and science bas taken 
its place in human history, and proved a powerful factor in the 
development oC the new industrial life. Nevertheless (as I 
have already pointed out), progre.. has been thwarted, and 
happiness and goodness marred by survival of the qualities of 
warlike life in man, qualities no longer absolutely necessary 
for national preservation, and which have led to inconsistent 
public action and frequent temporary relapse. 

In foreign politics the fierce aggressive spirit of the race 
has shown itself at interval.. We have trampled on the righll 
of other nations, have interfered in questions not affecting our 
own country" interests, have made ourselves the terror of 
races less advanced than we are, and oCten seized their land, to 
find it no advantage, but a burden and embarrassmenL 

In trade the warlike spirit, and savage predatory instincts 
have been even more conspicuous; but lure a new condition 
intervenes, a condition which, arising naturally and found in 
many respects beneficial, is now clung to as a necessary feature 
of our social system. I mean free (Omjxtili"". l: ndet 
pressure of a rapidly increasing population made possit.le by 
growth of capital, competition has Costered cruelty, rapacity, 
and greed. The subjection of outward foes has not caused 
the struggle for existence withio the nation to diminish. On 
the contrary, it was never more intense, nor in many individual 
cases more hopeless, than at the present day. 

National existence has been Cought for and won, and during 
that struggle the two great classes of the nation clung together, 
and formed a solid though not bomogeneous masL 1 he rich 
protected, guided, ruled the poor. The poor labouTed Cor and 
supported the ricb. l"e advantage ... as mutual, and the aims 
were alike. But now the nation is composed of heterogeneous 
element.>. Not two classes bot many live side by side, and 
rival one another in the stmggle for dective life. The 
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peaceful bond of wide protection on the one side, and helpless 
slavish dependence on the other, almost nowhere in the 
present day exists. Parental love, as we have ~eenJ gave way 
under the strain of competition, and- even infants were used, 
and frightfully abused, in purely industrial pursuits. It ap· 
pears almost a retribution, that now, in factory districts, 
children in their teens, barely touching manhood and woman
hood, no sooner become self·supporting, than they throw off 
parental control, and frequently establish themselves outside 
the home of infancy, slighting and discarding its protection. 

The sexes, we might think, would always retain the peaceful 
bond of strong protection and of weak dependence; for surely 
nature has decreed that man shall be the bread-winner, the 
supporter, whilst woman simply clings to his strong arm, and 
does her part in sweetening and embellishing his life. 

But theories go down before stem facts. Bread-winners of 
both sexes are equally numerous. In every field of remunera
tive labour into which woman has been able to force her way 
she. is struggling for her own existence and competing with 
man; whilst the old theory of man's protection, which lingers 
as a mere survival of the past, adds to her difficulties in many 
ways, and is as a stumbling-block laid across her arduous path. 

The two great classes of producers and capitalists are held 
together by a link of mutual dependence, absolute in its nature. 
Without capital no production can take place; without labour 
no capital can be employed; yet that absolute link does not 
suffice to maintain peace in these relations. The history of 
British manufacture is a history of perpetual conflict. No 
doubt amongst the ranks of employers of labour many noble 
and disi.'erested men have acted justly and uprightly, and 
intelligent lahourers have here and there shown their ability to 
recognize the fact But as a rule these two classes, compelled 
to aid each other, feel mutual antagonism, a mutual 'Suspicion, 
jealousy, and hatred Employers have aimed at keeping wages 
low, whilst amassing enormous fortunes for themselves
nothing but compUlsion has made masters' profits fall and work
men's wages rise. I 

Workmen have had to fight for every inch of vantage 
ground, to show their growing strength in Chartist riots, to 
combine in trades unions, to turn out on strike, and suffer 
frightful hardships in the cause of forcing wages upwards; and 

.. meanwhile the belligerent attitude of the class has told enor
mously upon the sensitive human nature of the race. The 
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children of that class instinctively rebel against and suspect 
the motives of their masters. Resistance to authority io with 
the rising generation a valid april de (orps, and dominated by 
it alone, they will resist all efforts at reconciliation, and .tUD
bomly hold out beyond the bounds of reason and common 
sense. Throughout the struggle neither capitalists nor labourers 
have taken a wide and rational view of the interests of the 
community (in which their QUm are necessarily involved), or 
been able so to adjust their mutual claims, as that both might 
equally expand and diminish with trade fluctuations, and 
capitalist and labourer share alike in mercantile prosperity and 
mercantile reverses. We may impute thi. inability, to de
ficiency of intelligence or to deficiency in moral sentiment-the 
sentiment of justice and equality of rights. But there the fact 
remains, and IWW the thoughtful and unbiassed onlooker for 
the most part has lost faith in reformation on the old line •. 
He looks for change of system and believes that in some form 
of co-operation alone shall we probably find the effectual way 
of reconciling the conflicting claims of capital and labour, and 
also the antidote to our great moral backslidings which to 'our 
shame and loss are fast becoming national. 

Another great section of our social community where 
change of system is DOW imminent, and indeed has begun, io 
that composed of owners ot; and labourers on the land 

Free competition among the wealthy, who desire land for 
other purposes than production, combined with rapid increase 
of our population, have given an undue value to landed 
property, and forced up rents beyond the point which admits 
of a fair remuneration to the tanner. 

In Ireland the mass of tbe people have for centuries 
laboured on the soil, for no other industrial employment in 
their own country, offered them the means of lubsistence. 
Landlords as a rule have screwed out of them a rent that 
left no margin of profit to tbe labourer, to be spent in making 
life enjoyable. When bad years occurred landlords have not 
remitted payment of rents, but held their tenants bound for 
past arrears; and these unfavourable conditions have so acted 
upon character, as to undermine the motive to pt.-rsonaJ exer
tion, and extinguish the spirit of independence. 

The Irish are a pleasure.loving race. What wondL'" is it, 
that during long centuries of bopeless toil, they, .hut up to 
."dcing happiness in animal propensitieo, ha"e imprudently, 
nay reckles.ly, populated at all Uwes up to starvation point, 
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until the climax has been reached, and, as a consequence of 
pressure from above and below, a period of rebellion is now in 
progress which is bound to ir.itiate decisive change. 

A social revolution is taking place, begun in Ireland, but 
that will not end there-a revolution of profound, far-reaching 
kind, and in its course hostility and keen antagonism show 
themselves in agricultural as in all mercantile relations. 

Again, amongst distributors as amongst manufacturers not 
peaceful association, but fierce competition reigns. This field 
of active life is specially over-crowded, and the general interests 
imperatively require that the numbers in it should be reduced. 

rt must always be for the benefit of a community that the 
price of commodities should be as low as possible- that such 
articles as are universally desired should reach the purchaser 
or consumer as cheaply as accords with a fair remuneration to 
producers and capitalist The price of most articles, however, 
embraces much more than this; it includes various profits to 
distributors, wholesale and retaiL One can clearly see how 
. that part of the price may be saved to the consumer_ Facili
ties of movement and of communication throughout the 
country are constantly increasing, and these facilities bring 
nearer together the consumer and producer, and make many of 
the links in the chain between them no longer absolutely 
necessary. Already in the country districts, ladies, by means of 
telegraph or letter, purchase wearing apparel from the large 
shops in London or from co-operative stores in the nearest 
towns; and small shopkeepers of their own immediate neigh
bourhood have'lost their custom. This is a movement certain 
to grow, and although entailing suffering on many individuals, 
it is desiJijl'>le that it should grow; for not only do the general 
interests require that commodities should be cheapened, but 
another tendency exists and mU5t be met. I mean the 
tendency of wages to rise. 

The actual producers in a Hourishing community must be 
adequately recompensed for labour. It is only common justice 
that the growing wealth of a country should reach the workers 
in the form of increased value of labour; and whilst in thif 
country it is possible enough that interest on capital has reachea 
a maximum, it is quite certain that wages have not done so. 

In order, then, to cheapen commodities, distribution must 
be simplified, and aU profits to unnecessary intermediaries be 
cut off. This implies the crushing out of the means of liveli
hood of thousands of human beings, who, in the struggle for 
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existence, are already feeling the action of thi.. IOcial force, 
viz. the new adjustment which slowly but surely will have its 
course. 

Men in the position of the grocer, of .whom I .poke in my 
last chapter, are incapable of judging calmly and justly of our 
social system. They see the wheel of Juggernaut approaching 
to annihilate them, and it is no wonder that the very love of 
wife and children, the longing for domestic happinc.. and 
comfort, acts like an acid on their relation. to the outer world, 
corroding and consuming all brotherly love in trade association, 
all healthy public spirit, and turning gentlenes. and goodness 
into hostility and spite. That grocer feels hatred towards 
lawyers and clergymen, a hatred founded upon a grievance 
purely imaginary; but the real pain and bitterness of spirit that 
the man endures give pathos to this error of hi. judgment It 
was referred to because it illustrates the antagonisms rankling 
in the bosoms -of men of his class, which are cau. .. d by fIOCial 
pressure, and aggravated by unlimited competition. 

Another cla.>s in which, with infinitely less apparent excuse, 
the moral nature is degenerating, is that of .tockbroker. and 
speculators. CottoD<omers and commercial rings are devt:lop
ments of our civilization that give us cause to !Jluslt. Many 
speculator. are men of wealth and social position. The pre .. 
sure of a bard necessity, the fear of wanting daily !Jread is nol 
Ilteir stimulus to keen pursuit of plunder and selfish public 
action. A love of sheer excitement, a gambling spirit, (>OS"""""" 
them, and is so strong that it "ill carry them to all extremes of 
reckless speculation, that may result in ruin to thousand., whilst 
it necessarily presses upon and imperils all trader. "ho, pre
ferring a safe and strictly honourable course, refrain from 
running risk of ruin by building upon pure apectation. 

I have said a gambling spirit is the cause of these com
mercial rings, but that does not explain the whole of the 
phenomena; for wby sbould men of lOme bumanity, lOme 
social feeling. some refinement and culture, be led by pure 
excitement into action that is brutal, cruel, unjust, utterly 
regardless of the interests of othen? There must be lOme
thmg lacking in the lives of men when such a state of thing. 
occurs; ... ben, notwithstanding all the civilized attainments of 
man, the latent savage instincts come to the front and canse 
relapse into barbarous conduct. If buman nature were utioDed 
witb bealthful, pore enjoyment, and time occupied in ennobling 
pursuits, this passion for wild yenture in the marts of British 
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commerce would be recognized for what it truly is-no better 
than the brutal instincts of a wholly barbarous tribe, or the 
zest that Spaniards feel in witnessing a bull-fight_ . 

Once more, then, we are brought to see that want of happi
ness is sapping the foundations of our national morality. 
The British are not happy; therefore they are not good. 
And as an approximate means for moral regeneration, we, as a 
nation, must exert ourselves to ascertain the causes of our social 
misery and discontent. So long as these causes remain hidden, 
we may anticipate that all the barbarous qualities of man will 
survive and flourish, while the gentler human virtues will 
languish and decline. 

But national consciousness is everywhere growing. Tlterein 
lies our ground 'of hope in view of the future of our race. No' 
single class throughout the social system is so sunk in degra
dation as to be ignorant of its own misery, or to be slavish in 
the endurance of it A slave will bend before the scourge and 
turn and fawn upon his master; not so the British subject 
On all sides murmurings and loud complaints are heard, and 
nowhere is there dumb and abject subjection. Each class is 
critical of the class above its own, and intellectual life in some 
sort is stirring everywhere. ' 

Hatred of rulers, and an ignorant belief that no-rule would 
make the misery less-jealousy of the rich, and childish preju
dice against some special c1ass-dangerous attempts to right 
what is conceived to be wrong by arbitrary measures-these 
are all symproms of a wide awakening to consciousness of 
misery; and however inconvenient in themselves, they are' 
nevertheless healthful, hopeful signs, in view of what our future 
may brini forth. 

Should my reader here ask: "Are you weak enough to 
dream that such a world as ours, a world of social life so 
wholly out of joint, can be speedily remodelled?" I reply, 
that I have no such dream. I am convinced of the truth 
of the words spoken by the wise John Stuart Mill_u there is 
no one abuse or injustice now prevailing, by merely abolishing 
which the human race would pass out of suffering into happi
ness." No I there is none. The world is not a stage on whiCh 
a transformation scene can be enacted The work must be a 
slow, gradual, measured process, dependent upon the growth of 
knowledge which will guide to rational and radical methods of 
reform. 

The public consciQusn ... is everywhere awake to misery. 
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It will in time awake to the causes of that misery and find that 
many of these causes can be avoided, if not overcome. Indi 
vidual members of society, learning the true nobility and dignity 
of seeking happiness, will consciously pursue that path, and i 
this aloM will lie a safeguard from many errors of the present. 
Personal conduct will adapt itself to bring about the general 
welfare, when this knowledge is widespread, that individua 
happiness greatly tkpmds upon general welfare. 

Lastly, and let this be noted, small alterations in individual 
conduct, which, taken separately, appear insignificant, bear with 
them great results when widened into universal action. 

In my second chapter I took a panicular fact in the train
ing of children and enlarged upon it, in order to illustrate this 

'point The evolution view of human nature and social life is 
modem, and novel to the majority of mind.. It is not yet 
established in the general consciousness. When it is, the 
utmost pains will assuredly be taken to avoid the direct fO!lter
ing of such instincts as are adverse to the nobler life we aim at 
and desire. . 

At present, parents in their ignorance reverse this principle. 
They thrust into children's hands the crude and barbaroul 
survivals of our savage epoch; and 10 unconsciously give to the 

: young. false views of life and a distoned preparation for life's 
j duties. It may appear a trifling error to give a child" Jack and 
the Bean-stalk," or .. Ali Baba ;" but if a tender mother will 
only make herself familiar with the action of such talt .. upon 
the infant mind, and see how all that slle holds worthless is 
exalted there, I ftel convinced she .. in pronounce the conse
quences not likely to be trilling. An idle, disobedient boy is 
cenain to encounter charming adventures! Lords and ladies 
are the people to admire, and all the gaudy glitter of an Eastern 
court, the empty pomps and vanities of life, are thought of as 
delightful! To plunder, plot, and scheme, bear no disgrace, if 
by such action wealth can be secured; and even murder may 
lead up to rich reward in brillant marriage! 

I need not recapitulate, bot I t me call u t. to 
be crib f ,..hatth . childr T is is a grave matter, 
for on it depends the bent of the young nature. Mental pie
tures m an infant's mind form one of the Weal conditions that 
day by day and hour by bour build up biB cbasacter, and Jay 
the sure foundations of his adult life; and I must repeat, that 
.. hen througbout society, individuals evelywhere are acting on 
this knowledge, tJ-.e small and apparently insignificant a1tera-
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tions in conduct that it mllst entail, will tell enormously on 
human nature in the aggregate. 

The nineteenth century stands, I believe, at the threshold 
of a new form of social life, and on the eve of a fresh departure. 

Hitherto the race has stumbled forward, fighting blindly, 
struggling manfully for life. Now the epoch before us is one 
of consciousness-the open-eyed, dignified manhood of our 
race. . Power, possession, both are ours; we only pause for 
knowledge, which will enable us to apply them to the good 
and happiness of all. The struggle that goes on within the 
nation is unworthy of its manhood. I do not mean that work 
will ever cease-far from it. Consciousness of what true happi
ness consists in, in the case of vigorous and social human 
beings, must bring to light this fact: that" the finest pleasures 
of life are to be found in the world of action," and voluntary 
work will therefore never lose its charm. But compulsion in 
our work- the bond of mastership and servitude-the fierce 
inhuman struggle to obtain a share of work, when aptitud~ 
and willingness exist-these will certainly subside, and classes 
now at strife will find new social joys in peaceful and indus
trial combination. 

To make forecast of what' we may anticipate, however, is 
not my present purpose. My aim is purely practical By the 
study of evolution I think it possible to guide the thoughtful 
and earnest in our midst to personal conduct which will tend 
to bring about a happier social state. 

OUf greatest miseries are Poverty, Disease, War, Drunken· 
ness, and Premature Death. If I can point to any causes of 
these miseries which may be modified and altered by our indi
vidual action and example, and if my readers are convinced by 
reason andot :nclined by moral sentiment to act upon the evolu
tion lines, my object will have been attained. 

Especially on Etlumtion is there much to say; for, whilst 
we seek to work out steadily the welfare of our race, and 
bring about a different social state, we have no less to train 
our children into fitness for the happie. and purer life, and 
free them from all gross survivals of our barbarous ancestry. 
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CHAPTER V. 

THE POOR. 

.. What do we live (or, if it is DOt to make !ife las difficult to each 
otherl"-GEORGIt ELIOT. 

fI Becky Sharp', acute remark that it is not difficult to be Yirtaous on 
ten thousand a year has its application to nations; and it ia futile to expect 
• hungry awl squalid popuIatioD 10 be anything bu. ~ •• ad ",010."
HUXLEY. 

IN the city of Glasgow, wbere cotton·factories, irOD .... orks, and 
other industries abound, it sometimes happens that """,ten 
give an annual excursion party to their operatives, and pay for 
their transit en mass, to Rothesay, InnelJan, Dunoon, or some 
other of the numerous watering·places on the noble river 
Clyde. 

Tourists on their way on a summer morning to feast their 
eyes on N atnre in all her solitary grandeur in the deep Highland 
glens, will travel down the river in a steamboat crowded with 
hnman beings, and gaze with interest on the sa:ne. A huge 
excursion party crammed into the steerage, like sheep packed 
dosely in a pen-the men respectable, the women for the 
most part bright with vulgar finery, the children not over-clean, 
but always burdened with the full complement of articln of 
wearing apparel cnstomary in genteel society-Dot a necker· 
chief; or glove, or feather iD the bat awanting-and all expect. 
ant in a bigh degree of some boors of great enjoyment. 

The retnm to Glasgow in the evening is a very different 
affair. The scene is of teo bideous and degrading even to look 
upon, and this, perhaps, when cloudJeg weather has afforded 
no palpable excuse fOr drunkenness, or any arti6cial aids to 
stimolate enjoymenL 

Some years ago, two girIs of the middle cJa.. were spending 
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the late part of the summer at a small watering-place on the 
Clyde. The season was wet, and not propitious for excur
sions of any kind, yet week after week these factory excur
sionists were landed at the place in droves of hundreds at a 
time, to spend the day, as best they could, on muddy roads 
and under dropping skies. 

It made the girls miserable. They could not see wisdom 
or kindness in the action of the masters, and they plied all 
business men of their acquaintance with the questions, "Why 
do not masters wait till settled weather gives some prospect of 
a really pleasurable holiday?" "Why are operatives not 
released in groups of six or ten at a time, rather than all at 
once? for surely in that case all could not be disappointed of 
good weather on their holiday, and those that were unfortu
nate enough to have wet weather, would not be too numerous 
to be offered shelter in the houses of natives of the ,coast 
towns." 

The replies to these questions seemed to them, in their 
youthful ardour of benevolence and ignorance of all the diffi
culties of manufacture, miserably inadequate. 

It was said that weeks befar~ the holiday the master had to 
charter the steerage of the steamee, and that to change the day 
would entail great loss on him; that the labourers would not 
care so much for a mere day of leisure ~pent with wife and 
children-they preferred these huge excursions; that the custom 
had grown up naturally; it was the cheapest way for employers, 
the happiest for employed, and so on. 

At last, one morning when the barometer was low, the 
ground already soaked, the clouds very threatening, there 
landed at that place two large excursion parties-hundreds of 
men and (\romen, with young children, even babes in mothers' 
arms. They spread themselves in all directions, climbed the 
wet hill, formed crowds upon the sea-road, laughing, joking, 
trying to be merry. It reminded our young friends of Dickens's 
Mark Tapley in his brave efforts to appear jolly amidst the. 
horrible surroundings of the malarious swamp at Eden. 

It was eleven' a.m., and until oix p.m. they knew they must 
remain just where they were, without a chance of shelter if the4 
clouds broke overhead. In half an hour the flood·gates, alas ! 
were opened. The rain came down in torrents, and 'so con
tinued pitilessly all day long. 

Now, in that place, not nearly so large a town as Rothesay 
or Dunoon, there was DO public hall or building of any descrip-
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tion capable of sheltering these people except the churches, and 
these, unlike the churches in most foreign lands, Btood with 
closed doors and gates securely barred. The only hospitable 
open door was that of a large hotel, and there the drinking·bar 
was quickly crammed with men, who, beginning with a moderate 
glass to justify their entrance, soon ended in excess-a 10 .. and 
despicable debauch. . 

The little row of shops afforded here and there a chair to 
some poor mother burdened with a babe in her arms, perhap~ 
a child of three or four upon her lap as well. In one shop 
alcohol was sold, and here young men were treating (a. they 
called it) young women to this poison, to keep out the wet, but 
thereby implanting, it may be, seeds that in their future homes 
would develop into fruits of misery and wretchedness. 

The sight was, to the eyes of our young friends, so onions 
and distressing that it stung them into action. They went 10 
ministers and elders of the churches, and entreated that the 
doors of these should he thrown open to give .helter· to the 
miserable excursionists, who by that time resembled half· 
drowned rats. A hundred objections were made- it wa. 
Saturday, and there would not he time enough to clean again 
and make the buildings fit for ".istian congregatil". on 
the Sabbath; Bibles and bym th ... ;night he stolen; and, 
besides, a slep so grave an . y, inne bi:. ',ld not he taken 
without the full consent of th g·places on .... e5O reasons for 
rejecting the proposal pro"ed . '-" but at l .. t 
the third cburch ... as opened a summer '!lommg 19, housele •• 
wanderers and gi"e them shel . 'U!."deur JD the de.: 

The sad experience of that day teamhoat crLion on the 
girls never to be forgotten. For the fir. the . .,..ene..ad rome 
into close contact with the poor, had felt e, like .he< fficulties 
and sorrows of their lot, and the bitter d e wamell. Is they 
are too often exposed to. en not '" ~ 

As they watched them embark at six 0'c1 'nt of arl". bus-
. bands, screaming cbildren, angry mothers, e not

d 
a 1o.'.ipsy 

girls in draggled, ta"dJy finery-the sense of d n all L"'Wn 
overcame disgust, and as they turned a ... ay they menL . _~ to 
one another, " Poor things! poor things! they are ~ ddt~ ey 
are not good; but then, it is kuz_ they are not harf." to ~ 

This ..... a youthful judgment, and it is its convei!ffarc ift 
mature minds, for lite "",sf pari, hold; nor is this fact surpriP , 
for disappointment is 10 frequently the 01U result of earr>e> 
effort to ameliorate the condition of the poor that patience gets 
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exhausted, and robust philanthropy, pronouncing judgment, 
"They are not happy otcaus. they are not good," retires, and 
leaves an open field to those religious workers whQ put morality 
upon the Christian basis and are quite content with small 
ameliorations, since they think it a Divine decree that the poor 
should be with us always. 

It seems to me that, just as in a stereoscope we place two 
pictures of one object in order that we may obtain a perfect 
picture standing out in full relief, so we should act in judging 
of the poor. We must consider the two aspects of our subject, 
and form no judgment till in imagination we can combine the 
two and see the object in its true proportions. We must come 
near to them, get into sympathy with them, understand aright 
their nature and their true desires j then from a distance study 
their surroundings, and see how, within the lines of social 
justice and the general well-being, adjustments may be made 
that will conduce alike to elevate and make them happier. 

In reply to observations that the poor should have more 
pleasure and less work, that toil with them is too monotonous, 
life much too unvaried, and so on, I have often heard it argued 
that if changes in that direction are to be carried out, we must 
prepare ourselves for greater degradation, drunkenness, and 
vice amongst them; it is only constant occupation that keeps 
them out of mischief; they ;u-e not fit for leisure. This and 
much more is said, and then excursion holidays are pointed to 
as proof that idleness invariably causes self-auuse, and that for 
their own sakes, as well as for that of the community at large, 
things should remain just as they are, and men are cautioned 
to beware of interference. 

Now, 'oI'e nature of this argument is illogical and the proof 
irrelevant. 1 freely grant that periodic holidays are often wholly 
misspent, and prove injurious to the physical and moral well
being of the pleasure-seekers. I think they foster drunkenness, 
extravagance, and reckless licence, and 111) huge excursion such 
as I have described can possibly take place without some 
positive evils resulting. But then, we treat our operatives very 
much as cattle. We turn them out to grass in crowds, and at. 
wide intervals; we send them here and there in ill-selected 
droves; and so long as this is done I cannot see that we have 
any right to judge them by human standards or to expect from 
them the virtues of a civilized race. Besides, have I not shown 
how, on the day in question, every influence was adverse to in~ 
dividual comfort and contentment, to kindly social feeling and 
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a high moral state? By the law of parsimony, therefore, we are 
logically bound to recognize these antecedents as quite enollgh 
to explain their iIl-conduct, at least on that occasion, which 
leaves us without basis for the assumption of an ineradicable 
and innate human depravity. 

The truth is this: ca aci for recreation must be cultivated, 
like all other human rs and for Its cu n -'.!J;lIw:nt 
.klsure IS required; but after mont 5 of monotonous toil, when 

J workers are set ffee for twenty·four hours, joy will not come at 
sudden call, and in their efforts to obtain it, drinking and strong 
excitement, ending in collapse, are all they know of pleasure. 
It is a natural result-a strong rebound from tension of the 
string that held_~uma!! be!nL'!PrTglit _~!L wh§J too 
~ Aud when we view the matter calmly we p.-rcelve that 
otJiermethods than those we use at present are required to 
accomplish the great end of giving, in that section of our social 
body, pleasures that will not injure and corrupL 

But here we must take up a question hitherto untouched 
We m)1Sl define happiness, and see what its "snltial conditions 
aIe. / An individual, to be happy, must, in the fir" place, be 
free from pain and positive discomfort; in the second place, he 
must have free play to all his instincts, and free exercise of all 
his pow~ in such degree as will not Injure him as a whole./ 
Let us apply this to ourselves, whilst bearing in mind thi 
history of our race which I have tried to sketch, the phases of 
its past development, and the impress these phases have left 
upon its nature. 

We have seen that whilst we are social heinz, on the .. hole, 
and social life must be maintained, anti-social qualities abound -
No single individual is exempt from these; therdore repression 
is absolutely necessary, and every one must bear the yoke and 
feel the curb, in jost so far as his anti-oocial nature tends to 
the injury of others. In short, the perfect man nowhere exi.m, 
and perfect happiness is impossible. But ~tical problem 
for us is how to -ve to rt individua· . 'ed as he IS, 'all 
the ppmess possibu, t oug we must revrns and counteract 
in him tile Vicious tendencies that cause unhappiness around 

In those excursion parties bodily discomfort largely mingles, 
and tlle anti-social qualities assert themselves; the conditIOns 
necessary to happiness are not bestowed, and instincts that are 
low and baIbarous get exercised. The .ystem is an error in 
the present state of human nature, and with an uncertain 
clim:ue &UCh as ours. 
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Let us turn from holidays and leak at daily life amongst 
our working classes. Bodily discomfort and frequent mental 
anxiety are in a great measure the lot of the married women • 

. A few days ago I heard a health lecture delivered to some 
hundreds of these women by a well-known doctor. On the 
subject of alcohol, he said-it was the grave opinion of the best 
authorities, that drinking among women is greatly on the 
increase; that amongst men the causes of drinking are various
exposure to inclement weather, conviviality, social feeling-and 
although he did not tender these as any excuse for men, he 
wished to point out that the case of women is entirely different. 
They fall victims to the vice from two causes mainly; either 
they inherit the predisposition, and the number of that class is 
small compared to the other, or they begin to drink in order 
to relieve pain. T () counteract the feeling of weakness they 
resort to it again and again, until it becomes with them a fatal 
habit. He exhorted them to pay far more attention to their 
general habits, to be more selfish, as they would think it, 
attending to their own food and comforts, and not always 
considering first their husbands and children. He told them 
to take rest, and said, he firmly believed that poor women 
often endure excessive pain when patiently pursuing their 
daily toil; he advised them to take food instead of alcohol, 
and to seek variety in their food. 

AU this was admirable, but I thought he might have said 
much more. In innumerable cases these women faU into bad 
health from their children being born too rapidly, and their 
number being too great. It is simply impossible for poor 
mothers to rest sufficiently long after each confinement. 
Internal <ii.comfort arises, and by the time they have three or 
four children, the daily life has become a drudgery, a constant 
strain upon the nerve force- They strive to keep up to the 
mark by dram-drinking, or tea-drinking. The one induces loss 
of self·control and self-respect, and ends in utter degradation; 
the other induces horrible dyspepsia- Mental depression sets 
in, and the constitution gradually gives way. 

Now, mark the consequences. Unhappiness of wife and 
mothe~ means un.happiness all r:<.?u~~; fOr s%e Is the. very ~1 
onwhlch turns the wneel of life In tne orne Circle. e 
husbarid becomes alienated, the chudfen ate aoss@d an 
thwarted, if not neglected, the anti..social instincts are not 
repressed, the gentle and laYing qualities are not fostered and 
strengthened, the evil spreads out widely, and ·in the end 
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society at larl(e is sure to luffer by the ruin of lome member or 
members of that family. The prison or workhouse will receive 
them at the last. 

This is no exaggerated picture. I speak from personal 
knowledge and from the knowledge of trustworthy friends. 
Some of these tell me that in a factory district in the centre of 
England the usual number of a workman's family i. eight. in 
some cases ten, twelve, or fifteen, and in a few even twenty; 
and mothers have been heard to oay: .. I've 'ad my fifteen or 
my twenty on 'em. but thank 'eaven the churchyard .... otood 
my friend!" This was not spoken by hardened women. 
incapable of mother-love, but by gentle. patient drudges. who 
had felt the burden of their number incompatible With their 
social position. and with simplicity and frankness .poke ou& 
the honest truth. It shows us that a large family, in that cia .. 
at least, not only strains tbe physical endurance of the mother. 
but also it unduly strains her emotional nature. her power of 
tenderness, and of parental love. 

This is important in all its bearingo upon human nature. 
Knowing as we do the benign influence of .ympathy and 
affection upon chlldren, we must perceive how desirable it i. 
for social well-being, that philoprogenitiveness or parental 
desire should be the prime motive to continue from generation 
to generation the human race. But in those cases where 
children are born long alier parental desire is exhau.ted, the 
amddigns are unfavourable to the cbild, botb before birth and 
during cbildhood, when its existence is felt to be a burden and 
not a blessing. 

Mr. Jenkins, in hi. touching Iitde oatire ... Gins'. Baby," 
has put a fathers state of mind broadly before WI when a 
thirteenth child is in question; but he contra.,," with it the 
inexhaustible (as Ize thinks) mother-love! Gin,," frankly gave 
her n (his wife) "notice that, as his utmost efforts could 
scarcely maintain their existing family. if .he ventured to 
present him .. ith any more, either single or twins, . . • he 
would most assuredly drown him. n This is a deliciOWI touch 
of irony. for it is so whoUy a man'. Yiew of the position-hers 
the blame ! bis the burden! Later. wben the arrival of number 
thirteen is imminent, the poor mother being unable longer to 
hide tbe impending event, Gin>: "fixed bis determination by 
much thought and a little extra drinking. He argued th ... : 
• He wouldn't go on the parish. He couldn't keep anotber 
youog= to save hio 1iIe. He bad nev ... taken charity and 
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never would. There was nothink to do with it but drown it." 
Another effect of an over-crowded home upon the father is 
also well told. Ginx" acted honestly, within the limits of his 
knowledge and means, for the good of his family. How 
narrow were those limits I Every week he threw into the lap 
of Mrs. Ginx the eighteen or twenty shillings which his 
strength and temperance enahled him continuously to earn, 
less· sixpence, reserved for the public-house, whither he 
retreated on Sundays after the family dinner. A dozen 
children overrunning the space in his rooms was then a strain 
beyond the endurance of Ginx. So he turned out himself to 
talk with the humble spirits of the 'Dragon,' or listen sleepily 
while alehouse demagogues prescribed' remedies for State 
abuses." 

We have no need, however, to take a fancy sketch of life 
amongst the poor. If we do not visit them ourselves, we are 
all at least familiar with Miss Octavia Hill's labours, and hel' 
simple, truthful account of ladS: "Our lives in London," she 
says, "are over-erowded and over-strained; we all need space 
-we all want quiet;" and again, " a friend at the East End has 
said, 'the winter does not t1]':Js half so much as the summer, 
for in the summer the people drink more; they live more in 
public, and there is more vice.''' They are driven, poor 
creatures, out of their hot, close, crowded rooms, into lanes, 
courts, or narrow streets, where good and bad must herd 
together, and where the very children cannot be protected 
from sights that must necessarily corrupt the moral nature. 
In short, the street affords an admirable school for developing 
inherited brutality and every anti-social instinct Let us realize 
this fact The summer, .which poets glorify and celebrate-• 

CI Child of the Sun 
From brightening fields of ether fair disclosed, 

Refulgent Summe<;" 

which brings refreshment in some shape' to all other classes, 
which is the very hey-day of enjoyment' to the children of the 
upper class, that season is for the poor of London a time of 
dread, of fresh discomfort and misery, worse in some respec~ 
than the cruel biting winter--a period of great temptations and 
of sinking lower in the moral scale. In this temperate zone, 
where none of us at least have ov~r-much of summer, how 
infinitely sad to know of human beings who feel that, however 
keen may blow the wintry wind, it is in their lot not so unkind 
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as lovely summer! And how are we able to anticipate any 
great moral rtgeneration, so long as homes are over·crowded 
and home·life fails to give bodily comfort and enjoyment? 

Another evil of the over-crowded homes is the quick with
drawal of youths and maidens from the domestic circle. At 
sixteen, or even earlier, many lads and girls go into lodgings, 
and throw off both the restraint of home life and its useful 
responsibilities. Fathers and mothers can scarcely claim to 
be aggrieved by such action, for the young people are self
supporting, and if during childhood they have seen that parents 
thought them a burden, if their young emotional nature. were 
not fed to the full by mother·love, they are not likely to be 
held to home by any strong tender tie, and their sense of 
justice does not impel them to carry habies, !lCrUb floors, or 
stand af the wash-tub for mother in their leisure hour .. when 
pleasure lures them to the theatre or some enticing place of 
recreation. To themselves, however, and especially to girls, 
the loss is great. A bread.winning occupation as a rule gives 
fU) training for the duties of a wife and moth<." and many a 
girl marries, as ignorant as a babe of everything she ought to 
know, and on the knowing of which her own and her husband'. 
happiness largely depend. An honest decent workman once 
told me, he had married two girls out of a gutta·percha factory, 
and that the only thing these girls could do (to be called 
domestic work) was make a crochet collar I They could not 
sew, they could not cook, they could not light a fire I But 
said he, "before my second wife came to me, I took good care 
to engage a tidy, active, neighbour housewife, to teach her 
everything." Too frequently, bowever, it is not .. itb respectable 
husbands that these poor girls who early leave theu homes find 
refuge. They fall easy victims to those who traffic in youth 
and innocence, and are dragged into a life which their for""ken 
mother grieves over as a deep degradation, and ... hich fills to 
tbe brim the cup of unhappiness of ber married life 

I do not say that crowded homes i. tbe only cause of these 
evils. I bave already pointed out that t!!.e young of t~a
tion have an instinctive, sturdy ~rit oItnd~!ldiii!~ are 
Dr nature iocltDed to teoeJ agam5t all aurnority. A crushed, 
over·oUidencd modiei IS cenain to "lind Ii difficult to control I 
her offspring. But .. hat I argue is, that the counteracting rorce I 

of tender love and cherishing, the influence of a bright and 
happy home, are donbly necessary in the present day, and that 
~ is impossilJle to secure these blessings, so long as families I 
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are not limited to a number d 
t e " . 0 without in' ur to r constitution, 
and can nd to without rui 

I have trace In t e history of industrial life, from the 
beginning of this century, the various forces that have led up 
to OUf present condition, the impetus given to manufacture by 
the introduction of machinery, the removal of men to the field 
of war and their replacement by children, the impetus con
sequently given to rapid populating, the introduction of the 
mercantile spirit into family life, the tendency to regard children 
as so much capital in hand, the custom of looking upon large 
families as in all ways desirable, the break-down of parental 
love and parental authority, and the absence of any great 
improvement in the condition of the labouring classes. If we 
try to gather· up the general results, these are an enormous 
increase of national wealth, but extreme ineqUality in the 
distribution of it, and in regard to the comforts it gives, a much 
greater inequality than in the earlier feudal times. Again, 
the nation has solidified and taken foremost rank amongst 
European powers; but within it classes have become strongly 
antagonistic, and the family has lost its solidarity. The 
patriarchal group, with its privileges and its responsibilities, is 
disintegrated, and there is no firm and well-assured Patrire 
Potestas to control and mould the young, - who for the most 
part receive no training whatever in domestic and social virtues; 
The habits and c oms of the present da in many cases 
reserilble those 0 bjr.£s. T .. ere 1 liITle pamng, ore 
ra-pra breeding, followed by thiScattenng of ffie brood when 

the Jioung ale batdy fledgEd, mitt later on, these- young anes 
01 e homill late, broken into harness at the wheel of our 
industrial" life. are treated, as I said, like cattle, and have no 
outward surroundings calculated to ennoble or exalt them in 
the scale of being, making it, therefore, all the more important 
that humanizing mfluences should be around them within their 
homes. 

Now, let us see if other obstacles to happiness lie in the 
path of our working-classes. 

We are often told that wages are extremely high in thit 
country, Ll)at workmen have it in their power to live in perfect 
comfort, if they choose to expend their money frugally, to look 
before them a little, and by saving and economy prepare to 

• The princl~le of Patriz Potest.as is explained in the fifth chapter of 
Sir H. S. Maine Ii U Ancient law." 
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meet inevitable contingencies, such as siclcne9~, or being thrown 
out of work for a time. Lately, indeed, Mr. Mallock ha.. spok,," 
at some length upon the want of motive power amongst our 
labouring classes. He says: .. If they are poor, squaltd, and 
dependeDt, it is because they have no efficient desire to be 
anything else." Then he draws a contrast between an imaginary 
cluster of poor curates' dwellings, and a rude colliery or pit 
village. .. In the former," he says, .. we should find every 
modest improvement that was possible. We should find .uch 
riches as there were made the most oC In the latter we should 
find dirt and disorder. We sbould find every .ymptom of out
ward penury; and yet all the while, as it were, there would be 
money spilling itself in the gutter. The reason is that the 
riches of the colliers would be in excess of their d •• ires. They 
would have the power to get many luxuries, but they would be 
unable to conceive what luxuries to get They would throw 
part of their money away on objects that gave the .... no pleasure; 
another part they would "'Iuander in exces.ive eating and 
drinking. They would have what in their 0 ..... language i. 
called a 'spend-ouL' In this way they would again redur.., 
themselves to that degree of want, which would once more llet 
them to work. n • This is in many cases no doubt true. 
Extravagance and waste are common enough in the lower, aa 
they are also in the middle and upper cw.... In the manu
facturing district of the Midlands, before spoken of, my friends 
met with many wives and mothers who were in the daily ha I,it 
of fr);ng sausages in fresh butter! These poor people believed 
that such was the custom in the houses of the rich! Emulation 
of those above them in social station, and ignorance of wherein 
true happiness consists, combined with the absence of any lOTI 
of rational training to domestic life, bring ruin in their train; 
and were a sudden and universal rise of wages to take place. 
I do not doubt that dirt, disorder, and every symptom of 
squalid misery would remain much as before. Th ",ire for 

clean and bri ht surrotlnding~, and S<'.JJid com 0 

must be instilled in ear y years, or ra tr WI. 0 J - J W 

U wit In the 'OU 1 nnly planted in homes affm'd-
~ __ .em 1 e5e l~sing5; bUt .hiJst an op~jte fttate to this 
prevairs;arur youn~le are set adrift at fifteen or sixteen, 
spare money will certainly be spent in dr .... in gaudy fupperies 
or in follies that debase and vitiate tbe taste. There is 114 

• CewlnIt}tWary R~ for Febnary, 1882. "The Paoaions 01 
Weahh," by W. H. lWIock. 
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immediate and sudden cure for the state of things in Mr. 
Mallock's pit village. We can only look forward to a gradual 
alteration in· schools for 

lolive (J1I.ler if future coli' t a m'oral elevatlo 
ual to tha e curates. 

e.nume, instead 0 g on faults and follies of the 
poor, which, after all, are but the natural results of our industrial 
system, with the customs it has introduced, and the habits it 
has engendered, our practical work is this-to reason out Ollf 

social problems, and initiate changes in outward conditions that 
will act on human nature for its good Even Mr. Mallock 
would allow, that amongst the poor a certain number, at least, 
do possess motive power, and in effect show a strong desire 
to lift themselves out of their low condition. The impulse to 
thrift is not by any means wholly absent. Widespread and 
extensive operations of Friendly Societies, Burial Societies, 
Industrial Assurance Companies, etc., clearly prove the contrary. 
One of these, named the Prudential Insurance Company, had 
grown so remarkably within a very few years, that the commis
sion appointed to investigate and report upon Friendly Societies 
called attention to it. In ~I,e year 1867 it had 358,000 
members, and in 1872 it had no fl!wer than 1,013,041 members, 
showing that in five years It had nearly trebled the number. 
Others have made almost equal progress. Now, conceive how 
largely the interests of the labouring classes are bound up in 
the honest and economical management of these institutions. 
I mean intellectually as well as' materially, for the impulse to 
thrift has to be stimulated encour ed and established We 
must never orge a fact that evolutIOn tea es, IZ. human 
nature is like a plant that constantiy throws out new shoots 
and tend~;s significant of healthy life; but if the atmosphere 
is all ungenial, if the soil gives no deep root, if nowhere tendrils 

,can lay hold on strong supports, the healthy life is blasted, 
nipped in the bud, frustrated, and progress is arrested. Now 
mark, the management of these societies has been frequently 
bad, and always extravaganL In the Prudential Insurance 
Company, out of a premium income of £1,608,849, no less 
a sum than £753,455 was spent in salaries, office expenses' 
and other business charges. Judge from this fact of the 
expensive nature of this kind of society. I must not enter into 
details; these are given in the Forlnigktly Review for December, 
1881, in an article called" Thriftless Thrift," and to it I refer 
my reader. The writer, however, there sbows that the society's 
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collectors go from door to door and find contributors among.t 
the very poorest and most ignorant, who are often unable to 
read the rules presented to them. Then by neglect of these 
rules they lose their membership in a few years, or months, 
perhaps, and derive no benefit at all from the society which, 
moreover, has taken money from them. It is, unfortunately, 
to the interest of the society to gain new members, and then let 
them drop off; consequently, poor contributors (too ignorant 
to understand the merits of the case) can only feel defrauded 
of their savings, and the impulse to thrift in them is checked, 
and terribly frustrated. 

But let us see what the nation does in the way of fostering 
and cherishing this precious tendency to thrift It offers to 
insure the poor man's life. but not for any sum lower than 
£.0. This excludes a number of the labouring class, men 
who have DO wish to provide a small inheritance (or their 
children-possibly they may think them berter without inheri
tance-but who do desire to provide (or their own burial, and 
not put their children to expense on that account We can 
trace down (rom patriarchal times the ambition to be decently 
if not ostentatiously buried A pauper burial is (elt by the 
poor to be a degradation and disgrace, and surely this is a 
sentiment we ought to guard, and not permit to be It:lmped 
out As early as 1868 it was perceived that Government 
arrangements for li(e insurance did not meet this natural desire, 
and Lord Litchfield brought in a bill to enable the working 
classes to insure their lives (or the sum o( £5- But the 
bill was opposed by insurance companies, and those socielies 
whose interests were at <take, and this important measure (or 
the benefit of the poor remains in abeyance to this day. 
Burial societies, then, are still resorted to, and a calculation 
has been made by which it appears that i( a man keeps up his 
penny a week subscription to one o( these (or (orty year., he 
has actually paid £8 IV. ¥-, which, with interest, amounts 
to £16 7s., (or the sum o( £6, ... hich his family receives at his 
death. "Therefore," says Mr. Trernenheere, U it is (ear(ully 
mani(est that a vast number among the humble, the most 
confiding o( the wage-<:arning classes, are blindly led to spend 
in the pursuit of an object that does them honour, a sum 
enormously beyond what ",ouId procure (or them that object, 
could the desired (acilities be put in their way by the Govern
ment n There is no doubt that the weekly savings of our 
industrial classes fall a prey to expensive societies and clubs 
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that very frequently become insolvent; and bitter disappoint
ment is added to the anxiety of toilers who have striven to 
forestall their future, and provide for what they feel to be 
a serious evil of their lot It is true we might judge differently, 
and think more space and comfort in homes of far greater 
consequence than decent burials; but it is not our business 
to judge for the poor. We have to observe rather what are 
their. own wishes and feelings, and when these are in no way 
adverse to the general well-being, our simple duty is to aid 
them in their purpose, assured that if we add to the innocent 
happiness of mankind, we are taking the right course to help 
in moral regeneration. ' 

PhiJanthro c its ave error when it tries to atronize 
and aree 11 on the oor arne lOratlOns an r C en 

a cultus J teo no ee t e nee of or desire. With 
classes, as with In lVI, a I 11 e 0 mmd is that 
which Dorothea found in Ladislaw. " He was a creature who 
entered into everyone's feelings, and could take the pressure 
of their thought, instead of urging his own with iron resistance." 
We have too often urged with iron resistance our own views of 
reform upon the poor, and when we find them not at all plastic 
in our hands, we lose all faith in human nature, tlzei, side of 
it, at least, though not our own. 

To return to Mr. Mallock; he makes a statement which, 
as a general truth, I look upon as quite misleading. He says: 
"The condition of the labouring classes is, within .certain 
limits, proportionate to their faculty of desire." Of course, to 
what extent he means the words, "within certain limits U 

to qualify and quantify his proposition I cannot say, but, unless 
they nullify it altogether, the statement is untru", Happy 
contentnlt,lt does not prevail amongst the labouring classes, 
and a majority of individuals have the faculty of desire ex
tremely active. Thousands are rising steadily in the social 
scale, carrying with them a sense of grievance against those 
classes that have wielded the legislative power. From the 
records of the Probate Court, and by comparison with the 
Registrar·General's death· roll, Mr. Mulhall clearly proves that 
the middle class has been largely reinforced from the ranks sf 
the lower, and that since the year 1840 the progress, especially 
in Scotland, has been quite remarkable. Nevertheless, he 
concludes his interesting paper with this strong caution to the 
pubhc: "\Ve mllsl elevate the masses, mora.lly and socially, 
not for philanthropy or Quixotic sentiment, bat for the same 
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motive that we carry out our sanitary improvements-the 
instinct of self-prt=servation." 

Now, I maintain that uatropage is not the mean. by lYbjch 
We shall elter elevate the masses or materially jmpr..Q.!e..,.!hem 
morally and socially. 

I I he thmgs we must look to are the following :-A 
gradual rise of labourers' wages; a steady lowering of the 
price of necessary commodities until they almost reach the 
cost of production; a gradual change from the competitive 
and capitalist system to co-operative methods of production; 
the narrowing of hours of labour until time is left for daily 
recreation; the growth and spread of rational opinions con· 
cerning population, parental health, and parental duty, with 
the strengthening of all family ties; the opening of faciliti"" 
for life insurance, and for aiding personal efforts in accumu
lating wealth, proponional to desire, on national security; and 
lastly, education based upon the principle that the habit., 
dispositions, and sentiments of children have to be formed j",. 

I
them; and that all education must bear upon, and lead up to, 
the right conduct oC life. 

In my next chapter I ... iII show how Patronage is at present 
demoraluing the poor, and thereby revealing itself as a Corre 
adverse to the well-being of society. 



CHAPTER VI. 

PATRONAGE OF THE P00R. 

Professor Huxley said, at the opening of Sir Josiah Mason's College, 
Binningham: U If Priestley could be amongst us to-day • . . the kindly 
heart would be moved, the higb sense of social duty would be satisfied. by 
the spectacle of well-earned wealth, neither squandered in tawdry luxury 
and vainglorious show t nor scattered with the careless charity which blesses 
neither him that gives nor him that takes, but expended in the execution of 
a well·considered plan for ~he aid of ,present and future generations of those 
who are willing to help themselves. 

WHEN mention is made of our great middle class, there imme
diately arises in some minds visions of lordly mansions where 
wealthy merchants dwell, or magnificent, often untasteful houses 
erected in the suburbs of manufacturing towns, where stiff and 
stylish dinner-parties are given, that for luxury and show 
surpass anything found amongst the higher social class, but 
where the "feast of reac;on and the flow of soul" seldom, if 
ever, charactenze the entertamment •. 

One tlt.nks of princely fortunes made in the course of perhaps 
two or tluee generations, and expended in a free and lavish 
way, that equally suggests the princely style. A wife or 
children have but to give expression to .. wish, to find· it 
gratified; and whilst undoubtedly the retainers of the modem 
prince, i.e. his employes, in all departments will find remunera
tion for their services kept strictly down to market value, 
not one penny more, benevolence is a marked feature in this 4 
social life, and every fresh appeal to pity or compassion is 
responded to with a charity that is libera~ in some cases almost 
unbounded. One thinks also of men who, flushed with success 
in commercial life, very naturally suppose themselves admirably 
adapted for political life, and possessed of an ample supply of 

F 
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what has hitherto been looked upon as the nece.",,'Y sinew. 
of war, tight their way by mean. of these into Parliament, 
and by their action and g<neral behaviour there, draw down 
upon themselves the sarcasms of that master of letters and 
culture, who alludes to "Bottles," and speaks more or less 
'contemptuously of some individuals of the great middle cia .. 
as " Philistines." 

We must, however, take a far wider view of the middle cia ... 
Within that class there are many " Hellenes,'" and, what is more 
important to our su bject, there are thousands and thousands of 
gentle suffering souls with an innate relinement that would grace 
whaeever social standing could be given. Gre~Lo~snt ... (if I 
may so speak) is a strong feature or British charager.---We are 
not a very social people, but what I mean J. thIS; we like to act 
in herds or flocks, and if Vie see our neighbourv, or intimate 
associates, removing from small houses into large, and launch. 
ing out into a more expensive style of living, we like to do the 
same, and we do it, without very much consideration whether 
it will or will not add materially to happiness. 

In a great section of the middle class, it has been the 
fashion of the day to live luxuriously and expensively; and 
throughout that class, as .... ell as in the lower cia •• , it i. and 
bas always been the British habit to have large families. Now 
what is the result? Throughout the "hole class the young 
people are accustomed to live softly. In childhood and youth 
they knOll' no hardships, yet when they them .. lves enter 
industrial life, social pressure is extreme, and how to get on 
is a very difficult questiOJL 

Mr. Mallock. bas described the case of poor colliers who 
occasionally are possessed of means, as he think.., beyond their 
desires, and who have a speorl-out which speedily restores them 
to their poverry-stricken state of equilibriuDL But I might 
dra .... a converse picture of individual. and ... hole families in 
every directinn throughout the middle class, ... hoo<: not occa
sional but constant condition is one of posoessing desires, 
feelings, and ideas beyond their pecuniary means; and I say 
this without attaching any blame. I am not thinking just now 
of actions which one must needs approve or condemlL I think 
only of human beings passively bearing a burden of wi.hes they 
cannot gratify, of ideas they have no means of carrying out, and 
perhaps aptitudes they must repress instead of exercise. 

We must not call the!iC families or individuals the poor. 
In /heir surroundings we see no squalor, DO unsightly indica.-
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tion of poverty. But penetrate within the veil, and we find 
untold suffering and sorrow-anxiety about ways and means 
-disappointments in the search for employment suitable to the 
capacity-humiliations to natural and proper pride, during that 
search,. that are almost unbearable-a slow awakening, perhaps, 
to the crushing fact, that this country is overcrowded, and a 
decision come to, that to loving mothers has the bitterness of 
death in it-viz. that there is no escape from the hard and 
cruel necessity of parting with sons, who are as the very light of 
their eyes, and sending them into distant colonies to rough· it, 
when they know too well they are unfit to do anything of the 
kind, and that, in short, their whole nature and upbringing-have 
rendered them mentally and physically unfit 

We must refrain from following to its often bitter end, the 
career of young men who emigrate. What we want to make 
clear is, that whilst the plutocracy is much spoken of, and 
wealth and lUXUry are the prominent features of middle-class 
life, grinding poverty is in its very midst-always as much as 
possible covered up and hidden- but eating nevertheless like 
a canker into happiness, and spoiling if not degrading the 
quality of human life.· • 

N ow, in addition to the problem of how, out of a· narrow 
income (looked upon as cloth), to cut a garment that will fit the 
personal desires of individuals whose requirements are great 
and varied, there is another serious difficulty here. One social 
class, we must remember, hangs on the skirts of another, and 
our middle class has voluntarily assumed the patronage of that 
class we technically call the masses, or the poor. As I pointed 
out, the rich give freely and spontaneously enormous sums 
in so-callp1 charity. Nevertheless the task is felt by many 
individuals (and with abundant cause) as a burden and tax 
upon meagre resources, almost too hea\'Y to be borne. 

What mn such persons do? Starvation is a lot that 
British sympathy will never consciously allow to overtake a 
fellow-creature, and many a half.crown that can ill be spared 
passes into the hands of a collector for the poor, wrung from 
the sweet and tender human feeling of some already careworn4 
widow, leaving her to pinch and scrape and sigh more bitterly 
than ever, in efforts to keep free from debt, and hold herself, 
and those she loves, from sinking irretrievably in the social scale. 
Half-a-crown seems but a trifling matter, but the proportions to 
which has swelled the practice of collecting at house doors for 
charitable schemes and institutions can scarcely be conceived. 
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In some places, spring and autumn bring constant applica
tions, and I have heard many poor householders express \he 
sense of irritation, disgu8t, and dread aroused wi\hin them by 
these frequent c1aims upon a meagre purse. 

Take for example a city I know welL The number of 
inhabitants is about 229,000, and there are forty scparate and 
distinct charities of various kinds, in addition to an enormous 
infirmary for the sick, a large asylum for the insane, eight 
dispensaries where medicine is supplied gratis or cheap, three 
ragged schools, and two huge union workhouses, which are 
generally full, and for \he support of which the whole town is 
taxed 

Now think of what an this implies to straitened members 
of the middle c1ass-distributors, it may be, whose businesscs 
are declining, and who foresee that by-and.by they .. ill collapse 
before eo-operative stores, but who are Cathers of large families 
-or it may be some widow lady, .. ho, bereaved of her pro
tector by sudden death, finds herself compelled to face the 
dilliculties of life alone. She has children .. hose innocent 
tastes she could gratify whilst her husband lived, and an 
income which, when mulcted of govermnent taxes and lawyers' 
large fees on the winding up of the estate, has become miser· 
ably small, and inadequate to supply her own wanlS and those 
of her children. Now this lady pays poor-rat"" and school
board rates. Society obliges her to give money for the support 
and education of the class beneath her own, and then ""pe<1S 
her to give "oluntarily for \he further wanlS of that class. By 
post or by lady-visitor, or by a paid male agent, no fewer than 
forty special calls upon her purse and appeals to her benevolent 
feeling are yearly made. Sbe is entreated to keep up her late 
husband's benefactions; she is told that this or that cause i. 
mOTe necessitous, more urgent, more distressing than any other ; 

I 
and, strange to say, not one collector ever tells of work succe .... 
fully accomplished, of social evils remedied, and institutions 
able to wind up \heir ... ork and peacefully retire! On the 
contrary, all are gradually expandin~ 1~he more ... e do, \he 
mar remain . or 05 to undertake. Tha/ls the key-
D9re of abe wnes of t'V:lla urer In tn; fie 0 C5tltUlion ; 
and the wido ... ·s heart, eady burdene ,ntlinef(;wn--=es, 
sinks in despair in dealing trilh \hose interminable calls upon 
her charity. 

These forty schemes, too, are quite distinct from efforts of 
the Church. The trido... is expected to bear her share in 
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ministering to the poor of her own church, and upwards of a 
hundred churches within the city have their own district visitors,. 
their individual schemes to elevate the masses. Vndoubtedly 
these individual schemes cross and intersect one another, and 
it is not difficult for idle and designing paupers to invent a 
scheme, more individual still, by which they can impose and 
gain the point of winning aid, considerably beyond necessity 
as well as beyond their own deserts. But mark-this cunning 
that they show is partly the result of these conditions. Who 
can wonder that they take advantage of a clumsy, ill-adjusted 
system? There would be greater cause for wonder still if they 
did not, when we recall the absence of home-training and 
home·discipline in youth, and the surroundings that have 
tended to foster, never to eradicate,· their vicious anti-social 
instincts from the first 

OJIT system of benevolence helps onwards in a course of 
vagrancy and vice. I do not say, It does no good In any fOrm; 
but what I say is this: it does a minimum of good, with a 
maximum of effort and expense; and everywhere throughout 
its field of action it does some positive injury, in the way of 
pauperizing and further demoralizing those whom we call the 
lapsed among the masses. . 

In our city of the forty schemes, a few years ago, the fact 
that much injury was being done was brought before the public, 
and a resolve come to, to amalgamate, unite, and centralize the 
charities. That this was possible seemed clear, for in various 
cases one special section of the poor had two societies or more 
devoted to it For instance, the aged poor had one for men 
and three for women. I give their na.mes :-1, Society for 
relief of lJ>c!igent Old Men; 2, Society for relief of Indigent 
Gentlewomen; 3. Senior female Society to re1ieve Indigent and 
Aged Women; 4, Junior female Society for relief of Indigent 
Old Women. 

For the class called fallen-women, there are four separate 
establishments :-1, A Magdalene Asylum; 2, An Industrial 
Home for falien women; 3, A Rescue, and Probationary Home 
for fallen women; 4, A girls' house of Refuge, or Reformatory. J 

Then for girls in danger of losing good character, two 
establishments, called a Training Home and an Institution. 

For expectant mothers, three charities :-1, A royal Mater
nity Hospital; 2, A Lying-in Institution (for delivering poor 
married women at their own houses) ; 3, A Society for relief of 
poor married women of respectable character when in childbed. 
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For the sick :-1, A Society for relief of the Destitute Sick; 
2, The large Hospital or Infirmary; 3, A smaller Hospital; '" A 
Hospital for Sick Children; 5, A Hospital for IncuralJles; 6, A 
Society for relieving Incurables at their own homes; 7, A Con
valescent House; 8, A Samaritan Society; 9, Another Conva
lescent Home, and so on. 

The blind had two societies to aid them; the deaf and 
dumb, one. 

Surely it was no irrational view to take that some of these 
might be united, or at least that the middle cla.s might be 
relieved of those tormenting counter-claims and applications 
at their house doors. They would be invited to send their 
benefactions-all they desired, or perhaps could afford to 
bestow in charity during the year-to one central a.'isociation, 
and entreated to give no alms to any pauper, but to send all 
beggars to the association, assured that every case would be 
investigated and relieved if necessary, and all deception and 
hypocrisy exposed The a.sociation was formed-ill purpose, 
as appears in the title, U to improve the general condition of 
the poor and to discourage mendicancy, idleness, and di. .. ipa
tion." But behold! After an existence of several years, .. ith 
all the usual paraphernalia, an office, paid officials, etc., it is 
now admitted to have failed entirely in its great aim of reducing 
the number of separate and distinct charities. Not tJTU has 
been found .. illing to retire from ill own individual field of 
labour; each clings to its special work of patronage, its pd 
scheme for the amelioration of the condition of the poor, and 
goes on as before making its appeal for support, in public and 
in private. This effort, then, resulted in adding one more to 
the already numerous associations! • 

The energetic thoughtful official at its head tells me, that 
money is sometimes sent, for distribution to the dIfferent 
schemes, and when marked "for the incurables," th<'Y have the 
trouble of ascenaining to which society for incurables they are 
to hand it! .. Have you succeeded," I asked, .. in putting down 
mendicancy?" '" By no means, H he replied, h and never .hall, 10 

long as wealthy people selfishly do ... hat is easiest to themselves 
-give alms, instead of taking a little trouble. We know of 
beggars who can quite readily and regularly obtain from thirty 
to thirry.five shillings a week, and who consider it absurd that 
we should offer ... ark and urge upon them labour as a duly • 
• Ricb men are idle, why should not we be idle also if we 

• ID LiwupooI, I .... told, this _ boo heal mach more --=-fuI. 
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choose?' is asked;" and my infonner added, "to me there 
seems no doubt that in that class, viz. the lowest of all, 
socialistic ideas are gaining ground" 

Now, of course, such beggars have no real knowledge of 
the ingenious schemes of socialism; but they exhibit a marked 
disregard to the rights of private property; and this practical 
man feels, much as Mr. Mulhall does, that there is danger to 
our social life in the air, i .•. in the mental atmosphere of the 
lower class, and that for our own sakes, from the instinct of 
self·preservation, we of the middle class must find some more 
effectual means of elevating the masses. . 

"Is there any special error in our system you can point 
to?" I enquired; and he replied, .. Our poor-laws are a great 
mistake; they seem to me to foster pauperism and crush out 
the independent self-supporting spirit You see the poor 
conceive they have a right to be supported, and population 
amongst that class increases far too rapidly. I know at this 
moment of at least one woman who has had five children born 
in the union workhouse, and she is a most miserable specimen 
of humanity-she scarcely cares a rap for any of her babes." 

This system of taking women for their confinements to the 
workhouse seems strange, when we consider that a maternity 
hospital is close at hand, and two societies for helping women 
at these times. Nevertheless, the matron at one of the unions 
showed me by the house doctor's book that seven children had 
been born there (all of them illegitimate) during the preceding 
eight weeks. She also mentioned a case of a married woman 
who had given birth to her whole family, and that a large one, 
within the workhouse. This woman's husband is frequently 
out of work, and when a babe is expected ne forsakes her. 
She appllb for parish relief, and is sent with all her children 
t() the union, where she is confined, remains some two or three 
weeks, and then rejoins ber husband, until in another year or 
so the same thing recurs. 

This workhou .. , like all similar establishments, is en1arging 
its borders. When capable of holding 600 paupers it was 
filled to overftowing; and now the number necessary to pr<>o 
vide for is computed at from 950 to 1000, and building ¥ 
going on. The staff of functionaries has also to be increased, 
so the rate·payers may anticipate a further calion their finances. 
And this is only one of the two workhouses for which the town 
is taxed. The matron observed to me that of late the in
.pectors have been sending into the house an l1Ilusual number 
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of young men, and these seemed to her of a markedly low and 
brutal type. This, of course, must be attributed to scarcity of 
work aDd over-population. Occasionally it happen. that a 
mother forsakes her child. climbs the wall. and make. her 
escape without it. Such little forsaken ones. left a burden on 
the State. are boarded here and there in the country, and given 
the chance of gaining the love of some more kindly f""ter
mother, and growing up under home influences. The babes 
of single women are frequently healthy. but. as a rule. it i. not 
so with those of the low class of married women who come 
to be confined. In most cases the women drink, and their 
children are rickety and diseased 
. Now. cruel aDd heartless as it seems to be to say it-the 
bes~ thing for tlust d,iUirm. and in one sense for toddy allarKt 
also. would be that they should perish. and that as quickly as 
possible. 

"We want," as Mr. Galton says, "as much baekbone as we 
can get, to bear the racket to which we are henceforth to be 
e.posed ... • and those who haYe it not, and yet must struggle 
for their daily bread • • uiU not and cannot find the gift of life to 
be a precious boon. If we left them alone. and refrained from 
stretching out a band to help them, undoubtedly the law of 
natural selection would speedily prevail. and these young 
organisms. unfit for happy. healthful emtence, would be 
crowded out by pressure of the vigorous and strong. }jut 
social agencies are actively at work, that counteract that law 
of natural selection and survival of the fittest. We do not, in 
fact we cannot, leave these little ones to perish. Our OW" 
social nature renders that course (to us) impolliblt. although 
we see its salutary nature; therefore we build hospital. for 
sick children, and in every waT oppose or antagonize the law 
of natural selection. To do this appears right, and certainly 
far more natural than to let the poor children die; neverthel .... 
a different vie ... sometimes occurs to unsophiuicated minds, 
brought into close contact with the working of the sy.tem. 

"Some years ago," says a lady-friend of mine, "a Testleu 
eagerness to help my fellow-aeatnres took posse!5ion of 
me. I had taught in Sabb&th-school, been a tract distributor. 
and, in shoft, tried all the occupations devised to give girl. of 
the middle c1ass, who are nnmarried, a ...... of effective life; 
and yet I fdt a power of work in me, a surplllJ energy that 
made me miserable, so I resolved to offer mT services at a 

• ~ fJerediwy GeaiaI. - F. GalklD, P. 34,. 
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dispensary fot the sick poor. Our own medical man objected. 
He thought the risk of infection for me too great. Ultimately 
we compromised the matter by my becoming a member of the 
ladies' committee ror the Sick Cbildren's Hospital, at that time 
newly built. I frequented the wards, taking a deep interest 
in all the tiny suffering inmates, and never shall I forget the 
painful, complex feelings I experienced there. Many of the 
children had frames so s013ll as to make me think them infants 
only a few months old, wbilst their faces were like those of 
aged people-tbe foreheads wrinkled, the cheeks thin and 
withered. The eyes had n~~e of that sweet ignorance of life 
which we call innocence. Rather it seemed as though a life
ume of bad experiences had been crushed into tbeir few short 
years, leaving an indelible impress. And as we strove to doolor 
and restore these children, I kept thinking-what' "U.11I their 
future be ? We cannot giv.e sound constitutions nor perfect 
health, and still less can we blot out the past and give them 
painless memories of happy. healthful childhood, without 
whicli, It seemed to me, no human . Dun e In 0 

Y..: w en rom time to time I saw success 0 ow 
';ou;:;r:':e::'U;':o""'"rts, and the r •• ults of all the tending and nursing appear 
in a growing vitality and some' approacb to feeble health, I 
wondered if our office was a truly wise, beneficial one, and 
slowly I grew convinced that, with the best intentions, we WCfe 

yet "ot doing unmitigated good. Standing one day by the bed 
of one of these sad <:aSes, a little blighted bud of poor humanity, 
I was surprised to smell alcohol! until the nurse explained: 
• Poor dear, she's one oC them we call our whisky children! 
Boril of intempetate parents whose blood takes up alcohol 
from whiskv, the wretched nourishment they get is mother's 
milk imprtgnated with alcohol; and they tum at first from all 
food that has not a similar flavour. These poor unfortu
nates have to be cautiously and gradually weaned from the 
injurious ,oitiated taste, and won to take the natural, healthful 
nourishment" 

My friend goes on to say, that gravely perplexed and 
puzzled by the social problem, whether she was or was not. 
engaged in useful, beneficent action, she carried all her 
difficulties at last to an elderly man in whose great wisdom she' 
implicitly believed. But his replies to her inquiries upset her 
reverence for his wisdom. He said, II You're doing all you 
can for these children, and for yourself the work is excellent. 
Young ladies of the present day lead butterfly lives; their time 
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is spent in flirting and folly, a poor preparation for wifehood 
and motherhood. These hospitals are very useful. They 
give to girls like you some real work, and draw out all the 

. tender feelings of your hearts. You must not doubt that you 
are acting well and rightly." 

It is almost unnecessary to comment on this irrational vieW' 
of an important question. I have. already shown how much 
the comfort and happiness of many individuals of the middle 
class are marred and frustrated by the miserable conditiolf of 
the poor. No one can think that I deny what is too evident
that the interests of these classes are intertwined and closely 
united; but, that the poor should suffer, that little children 
should be kept alive to linger on a sick.bed, or to fight their 
way in life with odds painfully against them, merely that girls 
of the middle class may profit hy the task of tending them, i. 
too grotesque a travesty on human justice. It savours of the 
childish moral sentiments of Watts', hymns, where the spectacle 
of the poor is made a reason to think about and plume our
selves on our own superior position. 

U Whene'er I take my walb abroad, 
How many poor I lee r 

"'hat shall I render to my God 
I"or all His gifts to me? 

Not more than others I d~e, 
But God has given me more; 

For J have food while otbcnl 5lan'e, 
Or b<g from door to door." 

We have all outlived this way of looking at the poor, and 
recognize that in our modes of dealing with them we are bound 
to have a single eye to what is of paramount im""rtance, viz. 
tka,. psonai happinus and moral good. If sick children'. 
hospitals are only, or even chiefly, good as schoo," for uneJll
played young ladies, I think they stand condemned. 

But I need not dwell on that poinL What I am here 
concerned to show is this-... e consciously, and of set purpose, 
oppose and frustrate the action of the law of natural sel,ection 
and survival of the fittesL We take (so far) the destiny of 
these ... eak and sickly children into our 01rn hands; for, IInjil 
as thC'!' are, we help them to survive. 

We must not overlook this fad, or tum aside from recog
nizing and admitting that effect of our patronage of the poor. 

It was most natural for that young girl to eh to do effe<:
ti ve work, and good that she could feel assured would prove 
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both permanent and unalloyed. But of which of all our forty 
benevolent schemes could such an assurance be given? Let 
us consider one which is par excellefltt a ladies' charity. It 
helps expectant mothers, and, indeed, goes by that title in the. 
midlands factory town of which I formerly spoke, where 
there is a very large and flourishing one, partly supported by. 
the device of giving a public, ladies'. charity ball! Of that 
kind of charity amongst our forty there are two. They differ 
in respect of what they give. The one supplies a nurse and a 
small sum of money; the other sends no nurse, but for three 
weeks it doles out tea, sugar, bread, meat, and soap, with one 
small suit of baby-line", In the midlands these are given, 
and the nurse supplied as well; the ball being a successful 
method of keeping up the funds I and the operations of the 
charity are increasing and extending. Of the two others also 
that may be said; for one reports the number of mothers 
relieved last year to have been ninety-nine, whilst this year it 
has risen to one hundred and thirty. Now, in a factory town, 
where population is densely crowded, what goes on in one 
little dwelling is quickly known all round. A thoughtful, self
dependent, young, expectant mother has been saving her 
pence and sewing for nine months, preparing for the advent 
of her child, and often giving hints and gently kind reproofs to 
her poor, thoughtless neighbour next door, who is in a similar 
condition. But when the period arrives, behold the thought
less one is much the better off of the two! She has been 
worldly-wise; for she has all she wants, simply because her 
hour of trial found her unprepared; whilst her more thoughtful 
neigh hour hears of a nurse, and ladies' visits, and of sympathy 
and kindness shown, and she herself is left the while to the 
solace oP'her Sll perior pride or independence! Can we wonder 
if the independence melts away; if, as tbe years roll on, that 
mother too appli ... for help, and all her prudence and self
helping ways are sapped and undermined by this benevolent 
ladies' charity? . 

There is nothing more certain to my miud than this-that, 
for years and years, these good, but foolish ladies, have been 
injuring the moral nature of the poor. Their patronage hali 
helped to make them thriftless and deceitful, and has fostered 
the increase or propagation of the stock whose qualities tend 
to deteriorate the human race. It almost sickens one to think 
of precious sympathy and noble energy thus run to waste
nay, worse than thai-spent to the hurt aud ruin of our 
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common Humanity, ,and all for lack of scientific knowledge to 
guide and point the way to methods that are rational and 
right. 

One turns with a sense of some relief to education; for 
surely in that field no danger can exist of doing harm instead 
of doing good. 

Amongst the earliest of the ragged schools were those 
founded by Sheriff Watson of Aberdeen. Hi. heart wa. deeply 
pained by the neglected children-oome two hundred and 
eighty-who were idling in the streets, or frequently committing 
crime. The parents' excuse for keeping them from school wa. 
that these little ones must make a living for themselves, and 
on the street there was some chance of errands for them. 
Now, Sheriff Watson resolved to give them education, employ· 
ment, and some food, but not to clothe and lodge them. He 
saw the evil and danger to society of relieving parent. entirely 
of the duty and expense of maintaining their own children, and 
he carefully guarded against it. Even where homes were bad, 
he thought them better than no homes at all ; and he said the 
children trained in his schools were more likely to improve the 
tone of a bad home than be corrupted by it. The principles 
which he kept steadily in view were, that there should be no 
separation from the parents, a minimum of interference between 
a child and its parents, and that economy should be strictly 
practised. He estimated the cost of providing for each child 
at little over £s a year. 

Now, his grave expectation was, that when this system had 
improved the habits of the people. the number of rllildren to 
be thus dealt with would be greatly and certainly diminished. 
Alas! the very opposite of this has occurred. The school. 
which Sheriff WaL>on founded have amazingly increased, both 
in the number of the children and in expense. The annual 
cost of each child has trebled. They are no longer lodged in 
a plain and simple dwelling, but in large handsome hospitat., 
erected in the country, and all the inmates are boarded, fed, 
and clothed within the institutions. It is no longer, then, 
a minimum, but a maximum of interference that takes place 
between parents and children; for every bad parent, and 
many good ones, are entirely relieved of the burden, or the 
duty, or the happiness-whatever we consider it-of maintain
ing their own children. Various inftuences have led 01' to 
this result. Government bell' has been given by meani of a 
capitation grant on each child, and this has formed one great 
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inducement to receive the children as boarders. Again, as 
numbers increase, the management falls more and more into 
the hands of permanent officials, whose interest it is to expand 
rather than to shrink, and so on, 

In the reformatory and ·indu.trial schools of Great Britain 
there are now about twenty-three thousand children, and the 
annual cost is £3r6,000, of which £260,000 is provided by 
the Treasury. Parents, it is said, anxiously compete for places 
in the schools; and there is often ground for suspecting that a 
parent has caused the misconduot of his child in order to be 
relieved of its maintenance! The provision that they should 
contribute in some small measure to the -cost is easily evaded, 
and the worst of signs is showing itself; viz. the beginning of 
a hereditary class, where parent and child succeed each other 
as inmates. 

Dwing the first few years of the existence of the sy.tem 
there was a diminution of juvenile crime.; latterly it has not 
been so. The rate of wminution has decreased, and bears no 
sort of proportion, to the increase in the numbers maintained, 
and consequently in their expense to the community. • 

Even in this field, then, of education for the poor, to 
middle-class reformers there is no relief from a sense of failure. 
Sad and discouraging as are the fncts, the truth stands clear 
before us. Our method somehow is a wrong one. The inwrect 
effect of ragged schools, as at present conducted, is to increase 
the number of ragged children, and by the action of the schools 
upon the minds of parents and of all the adult poor around 
them, they foster pauperism and anti-social feelings. What 
they accomplish in the way of temporary good is not to be 
compare~ with the amount of mischief ultimately done in 
making pennanent our social misery and crime. 

I quote a passage from the gr~atest thinker ihat we have 
on social subjects: .. By way of checking recklessness, and 
discouraging improvident marriages, and raising the concep
tion of duty, we are diffusing the belief that it is not the 
concern of parent.; to 6t their children tor the business of life, 
but that the nation is bound to do this." t Practically the 
ragged schools diffuse this belief, and the evil is none the les~ 
great and charged with danger, that it is subtle, and concealed, 
from a superficial view. 

In our city of the forty voluntary schemes we have three 
• SC(JIsm4" of January 28th. ISSZ. 
t Mr. Herbert Spencer, U Study of Sociology. 'I 
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schools for children of the lower class distinguished hy the 
termS-I, Original Ragged and Industrial School; 2, Unit.,.j 
Industrial School; 3, Ragged Industrial School. And besides 
these we have another institution called an Industrial Brigade, 
which in reports is spoken of as an adjunct to the ragged 
schools, and which, like all the rest, i. steadily increasing. 
In 1871, eighty-two boys were sheltered there, and DOW one 
bundred and fifty is their number. 

Of similar homes for girls there are two, and one of theBe 
bas lately had an addition built The matron at that home 
told me of a father who had one girl at the one home, and 
two at the other, and who refused to pay a penny. At first he 
paid a little, and by the time he ceased to do so the children 
were attached to teachers and companions- As the father 
threatened to remove them if a claim were made on him for 
aliment, the committee preferred to waive the claim rather than 
let the children lose the benefit already gained by their .hort 
residence there. Another case was this. A waiter in a hotel 
was left a widower "'ith one little girl, a child of seven. He 
brought her to the home, and said he could not properly 
secure for ber the attention she required_ If she could be 
received he would, of course, pay ber board, and feel most 
grateful For a time all went well, then IlJddenly he disap
peared from the town without giving notice- At the end of 
six months be wrote, gave his address at some country place, 
and begged to have his hill forwarded, with news of his child 
This was done, but no reply and no money were ever received! 
After another year bad elapsed a woman called once to ""k 
about the child. She said the filther sent her, but she refused 
to give information of bis address or bis employment Again 
the ladies of the committee feared to lose the little one by 
prosecuting any inquiries; so that parent and child are sepa
rated probably, if not certainly, for ever_ 

This is only a sample of what takes place in all directi0D5-
Parental duty can be evaded, and human nature, which in the 
discharge of parental duty might be improved and raised, is 
injured and degraded 

Moreover, thoosands in the middle class, burdened by the 
support of tbese forsaken children, have 1ess to give to real 
orphans, and the public have to be urged and stimulated to 
meet a ttUasory outlay. I am thinking at this moment of a 
scene I witnessed at an English watering-place during the last 
sommer_ Cbi!dren (a mixed lot of boys and girls) from a 
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Sailors' Orphans' Home had been brought some thirty miles 
by railway, and were paraded up and down and round the town, 
with banners fiying and the infant band playing. whilst in the 
front of the procession marched the teachers and some clergy
men. Every now and then a pause was made, the crowd en· 
circled them, and round went little boys and out and in amongst 
the crowd with begging boxes. At last they all assembled on 
the 'seashore. . A clergyman addressed the bystanders, and 
made a strong appeal to public charity, pointing to the 
orphans, and emphasizing, by the sight of them, their claim. 
The crowd became so dense that he feared some spectators 
might not clearly see the children. He therefore singled out 
3- little girl, and with her in his arms mounted his rostrum. 
The child burst into tears and sobbed bitterly, and as he 
placed her on the ground again pence were thrown into her 
lap and showered all round about her. When the whole 
party had departed, carrying with them the spoil, a goodly 
sum, resulting from the day's display, I ventured to impugn 
the whole proceedings to the clergyman. I asked him 'if he 
thought it wise and right to teach young children thus to 
beg, t,o pose before the public, and play upon benevolent 
feeling. Could we attribute any blame if in some future time, 
when toiling for the daily bread proves dull or too distasteful, 
these children turn to begging, and fall back upon the lesson 
taught them by pastors and masters in their youth, viz. to 
parade their destitution, their necessities, and trust to human 
sympathy? It seemed to me that rather should the fact of 
their dependence on the public be concealed from these poor 
children, at least until they reached their adolescence and 
were sel~"lpporting. His reply was simply, that the method 
was effective, and in no other way could the money aOsolu(r/y 
necessary be obtained. This was an argument so far un
answerable. That orphans who are destitute must be main
tained, either voluntarily or by the State, I certainly admit; 
and the innumerable bazaars, fancy balls, sermons, all inspired 
by the necessity of keeping up tbe funds of our unending 
public charities, prove to a demonstration that the burden iii 
/00 great,' the tax upon us is more than pure benevolence win 
bear. Hence this resort to grovelling sensationalism. 

But as regards the work that most of these charities are 
doing, of each small scheme, the annual report is sure to say it 
does a large amount of good; and if we think of the enormous 
number of the schem.s, and add them all together in our 
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mind's eye, we are entitled to an outlook most exhilarating. 
Surely with all this mighty energy applied, the masses in a few 
short years will be elevated, and pauperism, di.ease, and crime 
be rooted out But wheo we put aside reports, and go amongst 
the poor and into every field of action for their good, to what 
conclusion are we brought? To this, that on the whole, our 

'patronage is doing infinitely more harm than good; that all 
these tiny streams of surface charity are .imply irrigating and 
refreshing the field of poverty and vice, and nourishing weeds 
for future generations to contend with. 

Not one appears to penetrate and reach the C3U1eS of 
destitution and misery. Tltest year hy year increase; and, if 
no better can be done9 it were wiser far to withdraw from our 
presumptuous aim of elevating the masses, and with at least 
a modesty, born of our knowledge of truth, desist from futile 
efforts and leave the poor to elevate themselves. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

POVERTY IN RELATION TO GENERAL WELL-BEING. 

U It is the curse of England that its intellect can see truths which its 
heart will not embody. "-LAURENCE OLIPHANT. 

IN entering upon the subject of the poor I observed that we 
must avoid a one-sided judgment, and I used 'the figure of a 
stereoscopic slide, which by means of two representations of 
the same object taken at slightly <tifferent points affords in full 
relief a picture more truthful ""d complete than could otherwise 
be obtained. 

Now, in my two last chapters I have given as full a picture 
as space permitted of my subject from one point of view, and 
here I desire to look at it from a different point, and place it 
before my reader under the aspect of a widely general social 
question. . 

But first let me make some preliminary observations. It 
is possiblct 'or us ideally to single out a special social class (as 
I have done with the poor) and, for the moment, to view it as 
though it stood alone, havIDg sufferings and interests apart and 
separate from all the rest. But in reality the various classes of 
a social bod,Y..Ee as closely related as are the members oTa 
@I}&'~!l!s,n, and the interests 01 ail are Intimately mter
twine~<1- Viewing society, then, as a wllo/e, and bearing in 
flunCl that it resembles a living organism, it gives us DO surprise, 
to perceive that chan~ has been the constant condition of 
~ealthful, progressive lie. \\'batever the future may brmg 
forth, the past has never shown a stationary state of social well~ 
being; but perpetual alteration in human conduct and feeling 
has characterized a growing social body. In other words, the 
forces tll.t hold the units together change in accordance with 

G 
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changes in the outward environment of the units (or the social 
life), and those forces that are good and useful at one time 
become bad and hurtful at another, and are then gradually 
superseded A new adjustment take. place, which infu"". 
fresh vigour into the society and make. it healthfully pro
gressive. Now, it is knowledge that is the great factor in 

! producing these readjustments; but knowledge is necessarily 
slow in diffusing itself throughout society, and meanwhile public 
sentiment clings about old customs and habits, and is invariably 
at first violently prejudiced against all knowledge that con
demns the customs and habit. of the past. Hence the pioneers 
of progress are often made to suffer acutely for their cause. By 
pioneers I mean those individual minds that, recognizing and 
grasping knowledge, venture to formulate or emt,ody it in 
language, although they are conscious that the changes it ",ill 
bring about must be difficult, to public sentiment extremely 
painful, but also inn',~ab/e, and in the end certain to prove 
beneficial. These pioneers put in movement the car of pro
gress, and are themselves, if not crushed, at least bruised and 
wounded by its wheels. 

Numerous illustrations occur to me; and as I hesitate 
which to choose, a picture rises in my mind of a gentlewoman, 
made to suffer in the cause of truth in times so recent, that 
there seems a double propriety in selecting it as our illustra
tion and warning. When Harriet MMtineau was engaged 'in 
writing her series of Political Economy tales, she received 
various cautions and hints in reference to her treatment of the 
PopUlation question. " Go straight through it," wrote a friend, 
"or you'll catch iL" Another, who seemed more an enemy 
than friend, suggested hesitation, professing grave anxiety lest 
the reputation of a lady should suffer by even touching upon a 
question which, neverthe1ess, the interests of society required 
her to deal with. Had she been left to herself, lIi." Mar
tineau would have felt no difficulty at all The qUL-Stion was 
a purely philosophical one, and was certain to be regarded, 
at least by all free and truth-loving minds, withont vulgar 
prejudice. It contained one of the principles of the science 
she 1I'as illustrating, and her limple duty ... as to evade no 
question that Jay in the direct line of her undertaking. But 
these ... arnings changed tbe easy, pleasant task into a burden 
and distress to her. She was reminded of the fact that public 
sentiment lingers tenderly with the past, and is violently pre
judiced against DC1I' koowledge that condemns the customI or 
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habits of the past As she sat writing her innocent little story, 
called" Weal and Woe in Garveloch," the perspiration many a 
time streamed down her face (so she tells us in her autobio
graphy), and although she felt convinced that there was not 
a line in it which might not be read aloud in any family, still 
she feared lest the publication of what she knew to be 
important truth might cause her to lose credit and influence. 
Nor were these fears unfounded. No sooner did the tale 
appear, than Messrs. Lockart and Croker reviewed it in the 
Quarterly Magaz .. 1Z', and, taking advantage of her sex" made 
" gross appeals to the prudery, timidity, and ignorance of the 
middle classes of England," and so inflicted upon her a 
suffering which few, if any, pioneers escape. * This occurred 
in the year 1832; but now that fifty years have passed away, 
it is evident how great a change has taken place in public 
sentiment Were we to search throughout the middle classes 
of England, it would be difficult in 1882 to find a single 
individual of ordinary education and good taste ready to cast 
:t stone at a woman because she writes or speaks upon the 
population question. . It is clear that the moral dignity of 
truth is fully appreciated when. ignorance gives way to know
ledge, and public sentiment (however long it takes) is always 
ultimately brought into harmony with lad . 

. To resume the subject of the poor. We saw that their 
condition is one of social misery and degradation i and if we 
approach them nearly enough and sympathetically, we are 
<omldltd to admit, that the causes of that misery and degrada
tion lie so much in their environment or surroundings, that 
towards the individuals we are bound to feel only deep com~ 
passion, ..,j to abstain from blame. We utterly repudiate and 
deny the statement that the condition of the labouring classes 
is proportionate to their faculty of desire. We believe them to 
be full of unsatisfied desires, and that the craving for a happi
ness, which they know not where or how to seek, is what 
often causes them to snatch at coarse indulgences and vulgar 
excitements, which only further brutalize and degrade. We 
should remember that our huge proletariat, which lives crampedi 
up in densely crowded cities, toiling lill perhaps it sweats to 
death at sedentary drudgery (such as cotton-spinning, wea\-jng, 
tailoring, etc.), and sleeping at night in noisome, airless dens, 
where health and comfort are alike impossible, is the direct 
descendant of an agricultural class, whose whole surroundings 

• U Harriet Martineau's Autobiography," v~l 'i. p. 199. 
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were essentially different And knowing this (notwithstandin~ 
that our present knowledge of all the laws of heredity is but 
meagre), we have, 1 think, ample grounds for supposing that 
thousands of the members of our proletariat class are inheritors 
of a physical organization, with instincts and cravings far more 
in harmony with the life of their progenitors than .. ith their 
present actu:': surroundings. 1 do not mean to aosert that the 
lives of these progenitors were in all respects enviable. No 
doubt their huts or cottages were miserably poor and crowded; 
their lot was one of constant Iahour, and destitute of all the 
embellishments of life that education and refinement give; but 
.. hen they crossed the threshold of their homes, frc.h air was 
all around them; they could breathe a pure, uncontaminated 
atmosphere, and could enjoy the soothing, satisfying influence. 
that flow from nature when ul1SflOiled by maIL Sow, with a 
nervous system attuned to the slow and calm monotony of 
rural life, with aptitudes for agricultural pursuits, and an in
stinctive, though latent, love of animals, tre ... and flower .. an 
infant born in a densely populated city, and dc.tined to 
labour year after year amid the whirl and turmrJil of indU!Jtrial 
life in Glasgow, Manchester, or London, perpetually breathing 
an atmospbere made thick with smoke, is p,ofoundl:! 10 be piliLd. 
His youth and manhood must lack a cODuitivn """""tial to the 
satisfaction of bis organic nature, and he will .uffer di;;cord and 
restlessness within bimsel£ When to this is added the absence 
of right training, and the presence of poveny, a fierce com
petition in all the fields of honest labour, causing a lifelong 
stru~gle for eustence-and very little domestic happiness and 
comfort-is it not marvellous that social order is maintained at 
all, and that a comparatively small proportion of the Dumber, 
only, sink to the level of criminals and outcaots? 

~factO~ life is alwaY" the result of adaptatkm; ~ 
". ada :on at-fDa; upon a DtQ!Unged ojme(~e oet,,!~ the 
or~ism and cim,w;t;mces that r~majll 1M saIN. Eut Irl to 
(or a moment endeavour to reahz.e tl'ie enOflDOU5, the amazino; 
change of outward surroundings or circumstance that has come 
to our great proletariat during the last hundred years; and we 
shaJJ cease to .... onder that tbe adaptation is as yet 10 fright
fuJly inadequate. and life is felt by many human beings to be 
nothing but a blank, miserable e<istence, destitute of happiness. 

We may auticipare, how..-er, that vast and 5alutary altera
tions will simrly, surely progress in. hi., directions. On the 
ODe band, buman nzture will be modified and rendered fit for 
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a complex civilization, by a new system, free from superstition, 
-I mean a system of direct definite training of the young to 
natural and worthy social life. On tbe other hand, still greater 
changes will be made in outward circumstance, as gradually men 
learo by experience that happiness is what tbey want, and that 
a nation's gloQ" consists Dot in its greatness of positioD or its 
wealth not in the culture and art that flourish in ita midst, UQl 
in the" oodness and noble elevation om! of its members, 

lit in t le ure 1 i-
vidu wlthm its bounds, from the hiihest and most prominent 
to the lowest and most obscure. . 
-"AS regardS the tatter, ihere are already thousands of noble 

hearts, on whom the burden of the poor lies like an incubus, 
and who would give their very life's blood to be able to stoop 
down, and lift that mass of suffering humanity out of its 
" slough of despond" and of degradatiolL 

It is not waot of human sympathy that impedes our 
progress in this direction; it is that wrong ,ntlhods have been 
adopted, and we are only now beginning to perceive that these 
must be discarded and stampe<l out, whilst in their place must 
come a rational reform, which reaches to the (Quses of poverty 
or pauperism, and cuts away its great, outspreading, gangrened 
rools. 

II1r. lI1atthew Arnold has told us, that on one occasion, as 
he and a good man were looking at a multitude of children in 
one of the most miserable regions of London--children eaten 
up with disease, half-sized. half.fed, half-clothed, neglected by 
their parents, without health, without home, without hope-the 
good man said: "The one thing really needful is to teach 
these littlt oncs to succour one another, if only with a cup of 
cold water; but now, from one end of the country to the other, 
one hears nothing but the cry for knowledge, knowledge, know
ledge I" But Mr. Arnold's thoughtful mind rej«ud the remedy 
of this good marL He muses upon it in this strain: so long as 
the multitude of these poor children i& perpetually swelling. 
they ",usl 1M cltargld with miser)' to themselves and us, whether. 
they help ooe another with a cup of cold water or no I and thel 
knowledge how 10 prez.tnl litem tKculNlllatillg is what we want. 
W. must let our conscienccs play freely and simply upon the 
facts before us, and we must listen to what it tells us of the 
intelligible law of things :is concerns these children-and what 
it tells us is, ".!!tat a man's ..shit r not really st-nl, any 
more than the I>lCill!.cs upon his wall or the bors.s m It: 
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ire Stilt· and that 10 b(iIJ~o..pJ.!Li~to th~orld~ .. w]len one 
cannot alford to keep them and onesar<!ecently, 6r to bring 
more of them mto the wQr~d !h~1] QQ:~"'ian an:ord. __ t9 k._~p-thus, 
is by no means an accomtishment of the DiviDe will, ·or a 
fulfilment of naiiJ-,.e¥5imp~it.Ja».S:;.jiui is-"~ -. • contrary _ to 
reason and the will of God" • This knowledge, he asser't,;;
oug8t to be habituallj acted upon, as one acts upon the know· 
ledge that water wets and fire bum •. 

Now, here Mr. Arnold touches the ttllder spot of ourdiseam/ 
sodal state, and points to the very nucleus or centre, from which 
there radiates-poverty and pauperism-social pressure and 
fierce competition-and disease, with all the misery and 
wretchedness that follow in its train. 

I 
Parental conduct has an all-important bearing upon the 

social state It affects the mental, p.hysical, and moral health 
of all mankind; and were parental conduct guided at all times 
by enlightened reason, we should ere long bail the develop
ment of a regenerated race 

I bave described the inftuence and position of mothers 
amongst the poor, and have shown that as a rule they have 
neither ample comfort nor health. They are over-weighted by 
toil, and physically exhausted by child-bearing. The nervous 
system gives way, and they sink into peevish, discontented, 
hopeless creatures, utterly unfit to make the sunshine of a 
home. Husbands tum in for comfort to the alehouse, where 
stupid, beartless mirth leads to debauchery, and meanwhile the 
little children stand no chance of being carefully Immght up. 
Tbey tumble liP; they are tended anyhow or nohow; and in 
innumerable cases, wbere drunkenness bas grown into a habit 
with tbe fatber, they are left alone all day, or put in ,rkMs, 
whilst the poor, miserable, broken-down mother stand. at some 
factory wheel to earn the daily bread. The only useful training 
that they get is at the public schools, and that is of the bead, 
--the tender feelings of the heart are never adequately dealt 
with there-and pracricaJJy, the children are left without the 
smallest attempt to develop in them those qualities which are 
absolutely uecessary to happy domesric and sociaJ life. 

TI.e fact that from delicate mothers, too large families, too 
crowded homes, spring many social evils, is certainly no nntI 

discovery. Pbilanthropists have long kuown it, and have 
strenuously endeavoured to obviate the evils. Some have 
said, society sbould build worlunen'. houses, airy and spacious, 

• "Calta:re aDd Anarchy," P. z.t6. 
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and should bribe or perhaps compel the poor to leave their 
miserable dens, which should be pulled down at once. Much 
in this way has already been done by private effort, and many 
noble workers have followed the poor to their new dwellings, 
inspiring energy and hope, and striving to instil .such lessons 
as would raise them to the level of a purer, better life. 

These measures may ameliorate in a small degree some of 
the miseries of the poor; but when we regard them as a remedy 
or cure for poverty and pauperism, we are constrained to muse, 
as Mr. Arnold did, upon his good friend's remedy of a cup of 
cold water: H so long as the multitude is perpetually swelling, 
they must be charged with misery to themselves and us, 
whether they help one another with a cup of cold water or no, 
and the knowledge how to prevent them accumulating is what 
we want." 

We may keep huilding up and pulling down their houses 
from year to year, but if 'hal is 01111. .. do, it is something like 
Mrs. Partington'S brave attempt to dry up the Atlantic with 
her mop and pail! 

The 0 ulation aestion h .. to be studied for i . 
ve root 0 t e w r; an when general conduct is 
widely 10 uenced by intelligent comprehension of that question, 
then, but not till then, we shall possess the true foundation 

. upon which to rear & solid edifice of social well·being. 
In 1801, the population of England and Wales was 

8,892,536, or let us say about nine millions. Now it has 
risen, as we see by the last census, to about 26 millions. 
Roughly speaking, we have trebled our numbers in the last 80 
years, and the increase has been at an accelerated rate. I 
mean, tM. whereas for the ten years between 1841 and 1851 
the percentage of increase was 12·65, from 1861 to 1871 it 
was 13.19, and from 1871 to 1881 it was 14·34-

This increase in our numbers is not due to the birth-rate 
only, but also to & full in the death-rate. The birth-rate has 
been swelling, the death· rate has been shrinking, and as far as 
the immediate consequences are concerned, the latter is of course 
a matter for rejoicing~ Increase in the average duration of lift 
may, (alms paribus, be taken as a fair index of material welfare; 
but there is much to set against this Olft encouraging feature. 

By the parliamentary return of marriages, births, and 
deaths, registered in England and Wales in the year 1881, it 
appears that in different districts the percentage of marriages 
varies considerably. It is greater in the mining, manufacturing, 

. , 
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and trading districts than in the farming districts, and much 
higher in London than in the provinces. In the district 
which comprises Hertford, Buckingham, Oxford, Bedford, 
Cambridge, the rate equals twelve persons per annum for each 
thousand of the population. In London it is eighteen per!!Ons 
for each thousand, and in the divisions which comprise York· 
shire and Lancashire, the rate is sixteen and seventeen persons 
to each thousand. 

As regards births, somewhat similar proportion. are Itated. 
In London, there were thirty·five births to one thousand of the 
population, whilst in the south·eastern division, there were 
only thirty-one; but the rate rises again to thirty.five and thirty. 
six in the great manufacturing districts of the midland. and 
the north. 

From the facts presented it is evident that the most rapid 
growth of our population is taking place in the great industrial 
centres, the mining, manufacturing, and trading dislricb ; and 
the type that there prevails is necessarily widely affecting the 
British race. 

Now, it i. precisely in these centres that the greatest amount 
of poverty and destitution exists, and the racial type i. the 
most degraded; and as I have (I think) clearly shown, p<Jveryr. 
-tere individuals are thoughtless and ignorant js DO rl~tramt 
IIpon the bJ!lh.rate. It 15 in the poorest localities that chifiIren 
most abounQ,3:ln!. prudence has "" (Qntro/ over the multi·· 
pl);ng of the lowest specimens of humanity. frudence pre
supposes considerable intelligence, and some ""pa<.lty ,or 
jMeptndent dlOugtn I but thtse poor creatUrt!sM---aTUl!" are 
like machines, lU.~ing, without one moment's thought, from 
those customs and habits which accord with natural instincts 
and personal desire. 

Now ... custom and habit are never safe guides. They are 
handed down to us from the past, and are oJtt:n ouE of ie 109 
WI e r "- t ow are 50(; UDU.s that 
are urunte eDt to be dealt with in regard to bad and injurious 
habits ? 

In the present stage of our civilization, social units !wId 
firmly togdher, and injlue"rL-<!"ren apart from rea'>OD-is '1ery 
great. The ..... ay of intelligent minds over the unintelligent ;. 
immet1SCly powerful when calmly exercised and wisely directed; 
and as yet this enormous lever bas Dever been applied in refer
ence to the population question. 

Mr. MaIthus expounded a great truth some eighty-seven 
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years ago, and formulated it for our benefit; since that time 
it has been taught by every writer of repute on economical 
subjects. Those authors who questioned or assailed it, such 
as Ingram, Alison, Doubleday, have never been able to shake 
its hold upon the public mind; but notwithstanding this, its 
action on public morals has as yet been nil, and from it our 
social life has derived no benefit, but rather the reverse . 

. Mr. Malthus' celebrated essay showed, that man tends to 
increase more rapidly than the nleans of subsistence-in other 
words, that population and food, like two runnel S of unequal 
swiftness chained together, advance side by side, hut the pace, 
or natural rate of increase, of the former is so immensely 
superior to that of the latter, that it is necessarily greatly 
checked, and the checks are of two kinds. They are either 
positive-that is, deaths occur from famine, accident, war, or 
disease, and keep down the population, so that the means of 
subsistence are just sufficient to enable the poorer classes 
barely to exist; or they are pr~enlive-that is, fewer births 
take plac~ than man is capable of causing. 

Since Mr. Malthus' day another great and powerful mind 
has thrown fresh light upon 'the subject. Mr. Darwin showed 
us man's place in nature, and demonstrated that the chief 
means used by nature in breeding a successful race is a 
struggle for existence; so now we know that the positive 
checks, that Mr. Malthus pointed out, have in the distant past 
been beneficial to the human race; because they have resulted 
in survival of the fittest. 

So long as population was restrained by positive checks 
alone, the painful struggle for personal existence was, as 
regards Ii' e human stock, useful and salutary; for individuals 
who were physically and mentally weak were certain to 
succumb, whilst only the strong and able, who could over
come all obstacles, became continuators of the race through 
the process of natural selection. When, on the other hand, 
preventive ch~cks keep down the population, the action of this 
torce upon the quality of race is not so beneficial. It is the 
intelligent, the thoughtful, the prudent, who are swayed ~ 
the knowledge that Mr. Matthe,v Arnold commends, and who, 
reflecting that, to bring people into the world when one 
cannot alford to keep them, is contrary to reason and the will 
of God, refrain from marriage, or marry late; whilst, as a 
consequence of this, Ilu!ir children keep numerically weaker 
than the children of the thoughtless and, reCkless members 
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of society, who exercise their reproductive powers to the 
utmost 

Another grave consideration is forced upon us on the 
examination of this subject. In a wealthy nation where the 
~cial units are well knit toge£fieT,two powc"ifiil·1':fCttmJ must 
be Th pbt of jn socIa pro c can 0 ce DC 
!9pi1a1 and the force 0 uman sympathy, ss(."S!uon 
of capital signifies the possessIOn 01 constant power over the 
available means of subsistence, and consequently the man who 
bas ample capital, i. not only himself relieved from all 
necessity to struggle for his personal existence, but he may 
at any moment lift out of that struggle the individual. who 
appeal to and enlist his human sympathy. Now, both indio 
vidually and in his corporate capacity, man i. doing this to 
an monnous exttnt. The poor Jaw, our innumerable pulJlic 
charities, and all the efforts of private beneficence, result in 
placing individuals either temporarily or permanently above 
the field in which they would otherwise be struggling for 
existence. This course of human action has a twofold aspect ; 
it affects dired/y the recipients of the bounty, and indir(I/y it 
affects society at large. In the first of these aspects one see. 
nothing to condemn; on the contrary, it is a matter of 
rejoicing that the great social heart of the community beats 
warm and true, and will not consciously permit a lingle 
member of its body, however weak, inca paule, or imbecile, to 
perish unaided in the struggle for existence. 

But in the second aspect, as regards society at large, the 
case is very different; for observe, no social restraints are put 
upon these recipients of bounty, who "ery naturally obey the 
human instinct, and perpetuate their kind. 

As Mr. W. R. Greg bas said: "Among savages the 
vigorous and sound alone survive, among us the diseased and 
enfeebled survive as ... ell • • . with UI thousands with tainted 
constitutions, frames weakened by malady or ... aste, brains 
bearing subtle and hereditary mischief in their recessea, are 
suffered to transmit their terrible inheritance of evil to otiJer 
generations, or to spread it throu""",,, a ... hole community." 

It is an inevitable complication of our advanced civilization, 
with its power of capital, and power of tender sympathy, to oet 
aside, or rather, I should say, to tounteract the la ... of natural 
selection, and 50 to lose the beneftt of its action in the 
survival of the fittest. We artiJiciaUy select hundreds of 
thowands of individuals, and help them to survive, ... hom, iC 
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they had been left alone, hard nature would have deemed 
unfit; and in our midst the race is no longer to the swift nor 
the battle to the strong. 

But here I must call attention to a verbal point wbich may 
perplex my reader. The outcome of man's beneficence I 
have called artificial, as though his kindness to the feeble of 
his _race was not supremely natural. A moment's thought will 
show my meaning. I am compelled to use a word that marks 
a difference, and shows that man's selection is not what Mr. 
Darwin meant by natural selection. He was pointing to the 
forces of the cosmos, and all opposing forces that would 
ruthlessly bear down, destroy, crush, or crowd out, all but the 
strong and vigorous of mankind; and his theory did not 
embrace the state of things that now prevails-a state in 
which wide benevolence, the exerCise of all the helpful, tender 
qualities that characterize man's civilized human nature, 
combined with power derived from saved-up capital, have 
caused the introduction of a wholly new condition, viz. an 
environment that closely surrounds the feeble of the race, and 
gives them added strength ag.inst opposing forces. 

This new condition, whi.h affects the quality of life, 
cannot be ignored in any adequate solution of the population 
question. 

The quality of life (and what I mean by quality is the 
mental, physical, and mOl-al health of the race) is mort 
important than the quan#ty of life; since what mankind is 
aiming at, and seeking to achieve, is happiness for all 

But let us here look at the quantity of life, whilst bearing 
in our minds the simile I used, of popUlation and the food
supply, ., two fast runners chained together, and advancing 
side by side, though of unequal swiftness. The increase of 
the swiftness of the second runner during the last half-century, 
has been unprecedented in the world's history; and no 
wonder, for man has learned to put aside his self-made 
obstacles as well as to overcome the obstacles that outward 
nature placed in his path. U Forty years ago the peasants 
of Castile and Leon saw their wheat rotting, because it was 
forbidden to export it; whilst Great Britain was paying 
famine prices for bread rather than repeal her corn laws.ue 
The removal of arbitrary laws against grain has greatly told 
upon the increase of the world's food-supply; and when we 
add to that, the opening up of new countries, with extension 

• Wulm;lISltr Rlflit:rtJa R. P. Porter. 
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of railroads, the improvement of ocean navigation, all faci
litating the carrying DC grain from distant countries, we can 
perceive how, notwithstanding the enonnOU9 jncrea'ic in our 
British population, no widespread famine has occurred to cheek 
the speed of that tremendous runner. The British runners, 
indeed, have been douIJly aided to keep side by side through 
the discovery and opening up of new grain countries j for not 
only is the swiftness of the one, the food-supply, accelerated, 
but the swiftness of the other is checked, by the absorption 
(if I may so speak) of its speed-I mean the carrying away of 
surplus population. 

A perpetual exodus is going on from England, Ireland, 
Scotland, and Wales. No fewer than 1540000 emigrant. from 
our British Isles entered the United States in ISS,; whilst 
from France, the number that took refuge there was only 5227-
The fact that we so largely seek relief by emigration, show. 
how at home the labour market is overcrowded. The l"'pula
tion presses upon the food-supply and strives-of course in
effectually-to outrun iL Nothing but iDtense suffering could 
uproot these tens of thousands of our fellow-countrymen, and 
make them expatriate themselves to seek a living in far-distant 
lands; and who can doubt that many at least in doing this 
have forfeited their happiness, which was bound up in friends, 
and all the loving ties that held them to their homes? Xever
theless, through emigration some temporary relief is given to 
the old country, which has its industries congested through its 
too rapid birth-rate; but there is a per am/ra we must look at, 
a very serious drawback to the benefit derived from emigration. 

It affects the quality as well as the quantity of life in the 
old country. It ,,-ithdra .. s a large proponion of individuals 
who are above average in physical strength and mental vigour; 
and this tells both 011 the actual state of things, the popula
tion of the time being, and on the stock from which the 
breed 1ri1I be kept up_ I use these terms (more applicable 
to the 10 .. er anituals) sitnply to make this matter plainer and 
more easily understood The physically strong are urged to 
emigrat... Only the other day, a clergyman in the city of the 
fony charities .. as lecturing on Canada, and el0<1uently advo
cating its claims to be considered a line field far emigration, 
and an El Dorado to the British w-orking man; .. but,· said he, 
.- peBOD5 who have not sufficient stamina to stand considerable 
hardships at the outset had better stay at bome • 

l:-!nigrarion, thenr is a social farce that lifts o"!.!'r~: 
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and selects the finest . ens to send them to I distant 
co ames. t a so sifts out the men an separates the sexes. 
~ooo contained, no doubt, many wives, and some whole 
families; but it is an ascertained fact that thousands of single 
men went oul alone; and what that signifies-as touching human 
happi",ss-both to the men who thus departed, and to the 
women left behind, is sickening, nay, appalling to contemplate. 
Happiness is not meat and drink alone. At least, if it means 
this to any, they must be very few. Happiness· rrowest 

, sense nsists in the ossession of a certain a e 
requisites 0 eXls ente food clothin love and tran-
9U1 lty. Wlt 0 slOna eXCitement.,; Since emigration cannot 
gIVe all these condmons, but only some, it is, I venture to assert, 
when looked upon (and many do so regard it) as a remedy for 
all our social miseries, most ludicrously, yet, alas, seriously, 
wofully inadequate. 

And moreover, as the solution of our population difficulty it 
fails; for great as are the numbers of the surplus population it 
disposes of, these numbers are not equal to the surplus num
bers of the birth-rate. The. Marquis of Blandford, writing in 
the Nindemllt Century for February, r882, says: .. Probably 
one of the least considered, though at the same time one of the 
most vitally important problems of the future in England, is the 
question of population. Matters affecting trade and the laws 
regarding property, are only correlate questions, which vary in 
their importance together with this other factor. England has 
practically doubled· her population since the beginning of this 
century, besides having kept up an immense flow of emigration 
to other countries. Even in the last ten years tlte popUlation 
has iDcfea.sed three millions. Every temporary increase in 
prosperity, caused by trade or abundant harvest, can be traced 
by noting the fluctuation of the birth and marriage rate among 
the population. Nothing synchronizes more completely in 
an inverse ratio than the price of bread and the birth-rate 
among the people. That such a fact should be true is an 
immense indication, if any were wanted, of the improvident 
character of the English working class. No sooner doesoa 
small increment of wages accrue to the people during pros
perous times, than it is all at once absorbed by increased cost 
of living through early marriage among the more improvident; 
but the increase of population so caused again reacts on the 
~ondition of the labourer by creating more competition in the 

• N.D.-It bas done IIIOlY t~ this. 
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lanour market, and therefore a lower rate of wages. The cost 
of production is no doubt kept down, but the profits derived 
from trade are absorbed by the manufacturers in the higher 
interest obtained on capital in consequence of the lower rate 
paid to labour. Capital thus rolls up with capital, and becomes 
more and more concentrated in the hands of the few, while the 
great mass of the 'people are only semi-maintained at what we 
call a food level." -

A mass of evidence which (f)1IU1 to UI from n,,'Y lide force. 
upon our minds the consideration, that our general social wel~ 
fare depends upon the habits of the lower cla. .. e., espedally in 
factory towns, and all the great industrial centres; and uoles! 
we can discover how to control their too rapid multiplication, 
we shall continue to suffer, and that perh.ps mQre onten'K:ly 
than ever, from poverty and pauperism-fierce competition and 
ex.treme social pressure-an increasing inequality in the distri~ 
bution of wealth -and a lowering of the healthy vitality and 
vigour of the British race 

It i 'm I im i Ie or al well-being to be main-
tai cietv where the incrca.< ~- -LTronr the 
\,'ors1 stock; an tru y the mdlvidua 5 at the ha.,e of oui--!wciety 
'are not of such menta~ physi~ and moral type a. to make 
it desirable, or even safe, that the greatest proportion of young 
life, the vital strength (we may call it) of the coming race, 
should spring from them ! 

But u it possible to regulate parental conduct, and to change 
time,honoured customs amongst people who are, for the moot 
part, unintelligent, ignorant, degraded, immoral? To seek to 
enlighten such upon the population question in all its bearing., 
and to spread before them the ... ide-reaching evil results of their 
personal action, would be absurd; and it would be e'lllllly absurd 
to appeal to nohle feeling in them, and to denund or r"'luire 
from them unselfisb or altruistic conduct. Ynull the method 

I 
we adopt is fitting to their purely selfish, or egoistic state of 
feeling, 1I1e must fail. There is no force that we can rationally 
expect to inOuence them but one, yjz. their own pe!5Onal 
interests. But in acknowledging this fact, let us check all 
impulse to irrational blame They are what they are, through 
the action of ouhvarti JUrrountiings upon j1lkrikti nalureJ they 
did not choose. If development has stood still ... ith them, and 
left them in the stage of simple egoism, it is because society 
in its ignorance has not been able rightly to respond to their 

• U Political Opportllllitim. • BlaDdbd.. 
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claim, and mould them into better social units, .: •. altruistic, 
Of, in other words, tender and considerate human beings. It is 
for social intelligence now to deal with them 'simply as they 
are, and by thinking/or them, and appealing directly to their 
egoism (for that is the only force strong enough to propel them 
along a somewhat difficult path), cause them to adopt a line of 
con,duct which will give them first greater personal comfort, 
and after that, in a thousand ways, will tend to their improve
ment, to their attaining a higher and wider mental, moral, and 
physical development. 

The use of artificial checks promises, in my 
opi lon, to effect even ua y all that is desirable, and seems to 
me the onl ,ole method b which socie each to the 
fOUD ation of its mIserieS au erism an c ck 

lese a u source. If my reader does not accept my argu
mentS, let him disprove them; but I trust that no mere pre
judice, no sentiment of prudery or false shame, will deter our 
many warm-hearted and intelligent philanthropists from afresh 
examining this all·important subject, and from obeying Mr. 
Arnold's brave and dignified Jnjunction, to U let our consciences 
play simply and freely upon the facts before us." 

The facts are too momentous and too grave to trifle with; 
and if, as I assume, a poweifully o.nejidalpolicy may be adopted, 
responsibility must rest on all who, from ignorant bias, or from 
conservative feeling, which they cannot rationally defend, 
condemn that policy and run the risk of retarding social 
progress. 

If the preventive checks upon population, to which Mr. 
Malthus looked, had sufficed to keep our rate of increase 
moderat~, and if these checks acted alike on all minds, and 
not only on the wisest and the best, my argument for the 
propriety of artificial checks would be greatly weakened; but 
the restraint that signifies total abstinence from all the joys of 
married life during long years, and at the period of life when 
the domestic instincts and the human passions are strongest, is 
only possible to individuals who are rare amongst the best 
intelligences, and 1Io",here to be found amongst the masse'. 
And after all does it seem credible, that an inexorable law of 
nature demands from poor Humanity a sacrifice so great? 
The late Mr. W. R. Greg has told us frankly that he at least 
did 1101 think so. His words are: .. Though man is bound, 
both as a condition of progress and under p"in of suffering, 
to control his proi'ensities and to moderate his appetites 
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and desires, he is not bound to deny them. . . . If .he cato 
or drinks immoderately, nature punish .. him with dr.pep.ia 
and disease; but nature never forbids him to eat when he is: 
hungry, and to drink when he is thirsty, provided he docs 
both with discretion. Indeed, she punishes him equally if he 
abstains, as if he exceeds." • Then Mr. Greg goes on to show 
that as regards sexual instinct the action of nature is precisely 
similar. If man indulges to excess, nature punishes with 
"premature exhaustion, with appropriate maladie~," but not 
otherwise; on the contrary, enforced and total ahstinence is 
punished often, if not habitually, "by nervous disturl>ance and 
suffering and by functional disorder." Finally, Mr. Greg sums 
up: "Providence win be vindicated from our premature mis
givings, when we discover that there exist natural laws whme 
operation is to modify and diminish human fecundity, in pro
portion as mankind advances in real civilization, in moral and 
intellectual development" t 

Now, my thesis is-that we have reached the point in 
civilization which Mr. Greg here indicates. We JlO'Isess a 
power hitherto unknown; J mean a power of controlling the 
physical conditions of reproduction, through the application of 
human intelligence; and to use this power in favour of general 
happiness and well·being is to obey the higkesflaw 0/ n"fun 

The development through social life of tendt-rness and 
sympathy has led to the counteracting of the law of natural 
selection, a traversing of the law of survival of the fitte>t; and 
as a consequence of this there have been introduced fresh 
miseries and ",;15, relating both to the 'luanuty and quality of 
human life. If we can counteract and subdue the.e evil. 
(whilst retaining all the tenderness and sympathy, and all the 
pleasures that are unhurtful to Humanity) by action that ,..i11 
moderate our increase, and promote the birth of social units 
that are generally mo;t fil, ,..e shall unqu""~ionably be in the 
path of strict moral rectirude. 

Meanwhile we must not dream that in adopting a ne .. 
policy our social miseries could at once be remedied On the 
contrary, fresh complications are likely to arise, and the 
apprehension of these will stn1te all minds that for the lirst 
time face this great social problem. But let these not too 
hastily decide. A remedy is not the Ies.. a remedy because it 
is attended witli1"me senous evils j and my argum(''1lt IS that 

- • .. Enigmas of Lif<," £p. ii. 
t Mr. Greg makes IX> aIlG>ioa 10 artificial <hed ... 
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artificial checks to re roduction will rove a remed e 
onIVFemedYr for poverty and paupensm, w ilst any increase in 
laxity of conduct that may occur, IS In comparison a superficial 
evil, capable of contro~ and certain to be checked by forces of 
another kind, such as discipline and training. 

If philanthropists, 'then, oppose .my thesis, I think that they 
are bound in fairness to attack it on the main argument and 
not upon side issues only. 

But other considerations must also come into play. The 
present policy of widespread benevolence and patronage 
towards the poor is hurtful to benefactors and to the patronized. 
From a material point of view patronage is an utter failure. 
It is no cure for poverty and pauperism. It has been patiently 
and persistently applied for half a century, and yet our poverty 
and pauperism are not sensibly diminished, wbilst as a moral 
agent patronage is worse than worthless. It is like a U pas 
tree exhaling poison from its leaves. The individuals who 
take shelter beneath its branches, and still more the masses 
born and brought up below its shadow, are for tbe most part 
destitute of moral beauty; for the conditions are wholly 
adverse to the poor man's virtue... His dignity and pride are 
trampled on, his honesty and frankness never pay, and if he 

. prefers self-help and independence to accepting favours from a 
patron, he must often submit to see the men who are inferior 
to himsel~ with cringing and subservient natures, advance 
before him in the struggle for existence, and win the prizes 
which 114 cannot reach. 

Patronage, again, acts prejudicially upon the benefactors, 
thousands of whom perceive that poverty and pauperism do 
not deer.,.,e, and yet, continuing on the lines of patronage, 
because they know of nothing else to substitute, they work 
and labour on amongst the poor mechanically, with feelings 
gradually hardening, and with tenderness and sympathy 
depressed, through hopelessness of any adequate success. 

But now, rejecting all patronage as 11seless and injurious, 
the true method in all its details would require to be scien
tifically thought out and acted on. It is of a twofold,( 
character, embracing on the one hand vigorous- measures 
bas d u on a hi h and definite standard ormoraiLEy, aild on 
t Ie other a....m,:ster y po ley 0 inactIon. ere s ould be a 
gradual but persiStent lowermg of the props-a steadfast with~ 
draw.u of those charities which may prove impediments to the 
.growth 9f healthy independence amongst the poor. There 

H 
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if this be so, what right have we to look for greater self-control 
from individuals of the pauper class? 

The fact is clear that instinct often overbears intelligence; 
and disastrous consequences to society will certainly prevail 

. unless intelligence can point to a path comparatively easy. 
The poor hear from the lips of their appointed teachers that 
!' Happy is the man that hath his quiver full" We may 
assuredly assume that both precept and example in this matter 

. have hitherto been forces running directly counter to the 
interests and well-being of society. 

Then, general benevolence has also, as a rule, given pre
ference to the men with U quiver full;" and competition has 
distinctly fostered the tendency to over-populate. Infant 
labour in factories bas been put down, and children are now 
protected there; but the State does not forbid children trading 
in the streets, and their employment as news-agents, match
sellers, etc., has of late years become so general as to call for 
special notice. In the city whose forty voluntary charities have 
been described, the evening newspapers are principally sold 
by children, who are frequently complained of as bold and 
importunate; and a thoughtful judge, within the last few 
months, publicly condemned the practice. He pointed out 
that vicious habits are contracted by these juvenile tr~ders; 
and be showed the foUy of a system that permitted their 
exposure to conditions certain to degrade them, and then 
established institutions to reform young criminals. Rather 
than cure, prevention by the State would, he thought, be easier, 
wiser, and more humane. In Leeds, a public meeting was 
held on July 22nd, 1882, to consider the very same subject. 
The mayor deemed it necessary to take some steps towards 
H the protection of the numerous children, of both sexes, who 
sold newspapers and light articles in the streets." One gentle
man proposed as remedy to organize a C'ildren's Aid Society, 
and a News-Boys' Brigade, similar to those in Manchester, 
and -he saw" no other means, if the gutter children were to 
be rescued from their present normal condition, and brought 
up in habits of industry and honesty." Another disapproved. 
this course of action. He remarked that-so long as they 
were told on very creditable auth .. rity that four-fifths of our 
charities promoted pauperism, it was advisable to be careful 
before creating more of such institutions. A tbird speaker 
urged the necessity of legal measures-U an extension of the 
Factory Acts so as to make it criminal for parents to send 
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children out into the streets after a certain fixed time." He 
thought also, .. that blame lay at the door of the new.paper 
offices. for that the issue of so many late editions contributed 
to the demoralization of children." There seemed no anani
mity of opiaion except on one point, viz. the necessity of doing 
something. The facts stated were, that from "50 to 300 
children were regularly going about the streets of Leeds. 
selling newspapers and matches, and that they could make as 
mach as 31. 6tI. in a day; but frequently parents took the 
money from them for the indulgence of their own drunken 
habits. 

The account of this meeting given in the Lulls Mertll1Jl. 
is followed by a leader upon it, in which occurs this passage: 
.. No one can watch from day to day the life which i. thus 
growing up in the streets without feeling that with all our 
benevolence. and with all our charitable appliances. we haYe 
somehow or other failed to reach these poor victim. of the 
improvident and the drunken, who are forced almost from the 
cradle into the gutters to earn their own living, and to lupply 
the vicious cravings of those who should be their protecton. 
And yet it i. doubtful whether a new organization is desirable. 
• • • Whatever is done should be done thoughtfully.· 

Surely all who were present at that meeting felt keenly 
with Mr. Arnold that the knowledge how to preYent them 
accumulating is what we want, and that the thing of primary 
importance is to reduce the number of the births, and to 
restrain the drunken and improvident from furnisbing an eYer 
fresh perennial stream of gutter children. 

With the new knowledge we possess, backe<l b,. a strong 
opinion in its favour from intelligent and thoughtful minds
minds that have grasped the fadS in all lui, signijiuma ""Ii 
tkir kan"np-philanthropists ma,. now-succeed in checking 
the reckless multiplication of paupers without any appeal to 
IegaI force; bnt certainly the State sbould by law protect those 
children who are sufferers from the customs of the past, IIDd 
wrest them promptly from all trades that are degrading and 
demoralizing. In the interestS of the whole social body. no 
reYelSing of the relations of parents and children should be 
possible. If individuals seek the happiness and incur the 
grave responsibility of parenthood, they owe it to society and 
to their children to support them entirely during their tender 
years; whilst, on the other hand, children owe no IUpport 
whatever to parents dwing the period of infancy. And if this 
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principle is not respected, society should teach the lesson, and 
in self-protection act upon it at all times stringently. 

The State might also with propriety put down all charities 
which are subversive of this principle, and which tend to 
foster the immoral habit of reckless reproduction. What are 
caI\ed ladies' charities - are distinctly of this order. The 
work they do is not in any sense beneficial to society in 
general. On the contrary, it is materiaIlyand morally injurious. 
It fosters multiplication amongst units that are soda/ly unfit 
for parental duties; it is grievously unjust towards the prudent 
and industrious poor; it saps the spirit of independence, and 
discourages the personal habits that ought to be promoted. 
As regards these sO<a1led charities, there seems to me but 
two a1tematives-either they should be suppressed, or wholly 
altered in character. As agencies for bringing educated women 
illto contact with poor mothers who are ignorant, they might 
be made most valuable, both in giving knowledge requisite in 
the controlling of the physical conditions of reproduction, and 
enlightening these poor women on all that relates to parental 
health. U ladies who support these charities adopt this 
course, they will be public benefactors, and redeem, to some 
extent, the mischief already done by their foolish and baneful, 
although well-meant, benevolence. A few ladies are already 
carrying out this policy with marked success. !lw tr"ct t they 
offer to over-burdened mothers has been receIved with grati
tude, and its instructions acted on. 

But now I must refrain from further comment on the many 
individual schemes of general benevolence. My purpose is 
accomplished if I have proved tlmt in that field reform is 
abso/utelyw !«ssary. 

We live in a political age, and on political reforms atten
tion is apt to be concentrated; whilst personal conduct, with 
its far-reaching results for good or evil, is overlooked, or little 
thought o£ The general mind is critical of government, and 
wide awake to the importance of continual readjustment there, 
to meet the changes that time brings about; but it is not 
critical of long familiar habits and customs, although thes. 
may militate against the general happiness far more decisively 
than even bad government 

Our national prosperity is at this moment great, and yet 
• The charities that assist poor women in childbed. 

I t to Lnw of Populati.on," post free, 7J. PublishingC.,mpany, 6JJ Fie ... 
Su~el, London. 
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we have amidst us miseries and evils so profound as to call 
forth in every earnest mind a sense of national disgrace. 
Political reform will very little-,-indeed scarcely at all-affect 
these miseries and evils; therefore political reform, although 
important, is of secondary importance. 

The leading reforms that are of primary importance. are 
rst-the regulation of the number of people to the available 
eans of comfort and subsistence, that is, attention to the 
w of population, and wise limitation of human births; and 

econd-the improvement of the stock of the human race by 
romotion of the best types, and repression of the increase of 

the worst, that is, attention to the law of heredity, and wise 
social action in accordance with that law. 

In regard to the portion of the population which is so 
degraded as to be buapabk of giving heed to the morals of 
parenthood, I believe a time must come when the State, pr0.
foundly convinced of its moral obligation to promote the 
welfare of posterity, will sequestrate and restrain the individual. 
who persist in parental action detrimental to society. It cannot 
be permitted that superior types of mankind should be lessened 
in number by the increase of the inferior. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

SOCIAL PRESSURE IN THE MIDDLE CLASSES. 

II There are many in the world whose whole existence is a makeshift, 
and perhaps the fonnula which would fit the largest number of lives is I a 
doing without, more or less patiently.' "--GEORGE ELIOT, 

.. SPORTS," said Thomas Carlyle," are all gone from among 
men; there is now no holiday for rich or poor. Hard toiling, 
then hard drinking, or hard (ox-hunting! This is not the era 
of sport, but of martyrdom and persecution. Will the new 
morning never dawn?)J 

Poor Carlyle I for him the new morning never dawned. 
The social pressure he was under throughout his youth, the 
hardness of his struggle for an honourable existence, and the 
accomplishmen~ of what he thought his great mission, were 
too great. When his efforts were crowned by entire success, 
and he had won honour and wealth, his nature could not 
unbend; and life brought him but little of pleasant ease of 
mind an. ~heerful recreation. 

Early in his r.areer Lord J ef£rey had written to him: "You 
have no mission upon earth, whatever you may fancy, half so 
important as to be innocently happy; and all that is good for 
you of poetic fe.:ling and sympathy with majestic nature will 
corne of its own accord without your straining after it. That 
is my creed, and right or wrong, I am sure it is both a simpler 
and a humbler one than yours." • J 

But Carlyle did not think so. He strove to check his 
natural joyous instincts; he preached to himself continually, 

.and wrote in his diary, .. Cultivate thyself in the want of 
enjoyment, gather quite peculiar experiences therein;" and 

• II Life of ,ThODl8.S Carlyle," vol. i1 p. 42. 
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this subjective repression of his nature, added to the objective 
repression of his hard surroundings, combined to make him 
stem, unsympathetic-a gloomr, discontented man. Repre .. 
sion (whilst absolutely necessary in some directions) when 
wrongly directed, or when too great, is full of injurious conse
quences. Carlyle's glorious powers and noble nature were 
distorted and deformed by it; and what the British race 
requires is precisely the opposite of Carlyl"s doctrine, viz. to. 
~ate i~lf in a titudes for innocent en' 0 ments and ~er 
to reE.r~s Itsc un u!x or ID wrong IrectlOIlB. 
~ navespoken-or [fie stram upon our factory workers, the 

stupid, spiritless condition their hard lives reduce them to, anll 
how when holidays are given, and for the moment repression i. 
removed, the dull phlegmatic temperaments will only respond 
to coarse and pungent .timul~ and social gatherings with them 
become satumalias. But in the higher cla'1t1e5 also the same 
features are clearly discernible Monsieur Taine's description 
of the Derby day shows what impression our national amuse
ments may create in the mind of a being of a different race, 
who is simply a dispassionate spectator. 

"It is the Derby day," he says, .. a day of jollification; 
Parliament does not sit; for three days all the talk has been 
about horses and their trainers." Then, aft'" a glowing picture 
of the beauty of outward nature, and the gay scene on the 
race-course, he goes on: "The illuminated air, like a glory, 
envelops the plain, the heights, the vast area, and aU the 
disorder of the human carnival 

.. It is a carnival, in fact; they have come to amuse them
selves in a noisy fashion. They unpack; they proceed to 
drink and eat; that restores the creature and excites him; 
coarse joy and open laughter are the result of a full stomach. 
In presence of this ready·made feast the aspect of the poor is 
pitiable to behold; they endeavour to seU to you penny dolls ; 
to induce you to play at Aunt Sally, to black your boots. 
Nearly aU of them resemble wretched, hungry, beau ... , mangy 
dogs, .. aiting for a bone, without hope of linding much on iL 
They arrived on foot during the night, and count upon dining 
off the crumbs from the {,'Teat fea.'L Many are lying on the 
ground among the feet of the passers-by, and .Ieep open· 
mouthed, face upwards. Their countenances have an expr ... 
sion of stupidity and of painful hardness. •.• The great social
mill crushes and grinds here, beneath its steel gearing, the 
lo ... est human stratum. 
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nature bad full vent There is nothing exaggerated in Rubens'. 
4 Kermess' in the Louvre. The instincts are the same, and 
are equally unbridled; only, in place of portly, overflowing, 
and ruddy forms, picture to yourself faces which remain grave, 
and well-eut modern garments. The contrast between the 
natural and the artificial human being-between the gentleman 
who, by habit, and mechanically, continues grave, and the 
beast which explodes-is grotesque. 

.. On our retnro there are drunken people along the whole 
road; up to eight o'clock in the evening they might be Been 
staggering and sick at Hyde Park Corner; their comrades 
support them, laughing, and the spectators' bees do not 
betoken disgust To-day everything is allowable; it i. an 
outlet for a year of repression." • 

We perceive, then, that it is not only amongst the lower 
classes that holidays become saturnalias; amongst the higher 
classes the bruta~ sa"age instincts are not eradicated, and there 
is no such wide difference as one would " pri,ri expect 
between the British labourer and the British gentleman. 
There are plenty of outward distinctive marks, but tbe inward 
nature is mnch the same. The Derby day gives year afi~ 
year a clear indication of our uncivilized human nature and 
our diseased social condition-a !Itate of misery and unnatural 
repression which finds relief in bursts of wild excitement and 
brutal license. What many boast of as our" national sport, n 

.... hen looked at with all its antecedents and surroundings, is to 
the thoughtful full of cause for national shame and sorrow. 

But is it reasonable to trace any connection between our 
diseased social state and this wild camiva~ except to nOlice 
on the surface, mingling with the throng, the miserable victims 
of poverty, drunkenness, prostitution, and crime-these deeply 
seated ailments of the social organism? The throng is for a 
considerable part composed of the wealthy and the so-called 
great-the aristocracy of Great Britain, the leaden of fashion 
in the gay world, the lnclr.y individuals in life's game of 
chance, who without much penonaI effort are raioed above the 
rude necessity of labour, and may if they like make of their 
lives a long holiday of pleasure-oeelr..iug. Poverty at leaJt does 
not approach them, save to touch the hem of their garments ; 
50 surely misery and discomfort cannot form with them, as 
with our factory exrorsionists, at once a paIliatinn and expla
nation of their coarse license. 

• at !iotcl ... Enghnd,'" by IL Tame. ~ iY.,fro. p. 37. 
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Nevertheless, when we look closely, facts are not so dis
similar as a hasty glance suggests. Amongst the wealthy as 
amongst the poor, the conditions of life are unfavourable to 
happiness, and discontent and vague unrest in literal fact 
prevail A life devoted to pure pleasure-seeking seldom if 
ever satisfies. Humanity wants more than this; it craves to 
have its best and noblest powers called into play, and exercised 
in action that will tend in some way to promote the general 
good; and idle men are as a rule suffering men, however little 
we may think it 

The younger of the two Robert Owens tells of a deep 
impression made on him by an incident in his father's history, 
and which greatly influenced his own life. His father on one 
occasion, becoming exhausted by his private and public labours, 
went to the house of one of his partners in business to rest, and 
recruit his health. The partner was a man of leisure, very 
highly educated, and able to gratify his cultivated tastes. His 
marriage was a happy one, and his children were growing up 
around him with the fairest promise. He had a handsome 
town house and a country seat, six or eight miles from London, 
in the midst of a magnificent park. The country seat with its 
surroundings was the ideal of rural elegance, and its owner, who 
had travelled over Europe, possessed mementos of his journey
ings in statuary and paintings of the best masters. Everywhere 
there was luxurious refinement and all that makes life enjoyable. 

There Mr. Owen found his friend, a man of leisure, with no 
more pressing occupation than to pore over the treasures of 
his library or enjoy his conservatory, filled with rare plants. 
Mr. Owen felt refreshed, and channed by the eleg~nce and the 
complet. "epose. "I have been thinking," he said to his host, 
" that if I ever met a man who has nothing to desire, you must 
be he. You have health, cultivation, a charming family, every 
comfort wealth can give, the choicest of all that nature and art 
can supply." 

His host interrupted him: U Ah, )ir. Owen," he said, U I 
committed one fatal error in my youth, and dearly have I paid 
for iq I started in life without an object, almost without a.JI 
ambition. I kr,ew not the curse that lights on those who have 
never to struggle for anything. I ought to have created for 
myself some definite pursuit-literary, scientific, artistic, poli
tical, no matter what, so there was something to labour for and 
overcome. Then I might have been happy." 

Mr. Owen sugg'Osted that he might still tum into a new 
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course, and in a hundred ways might benefit others, whilst 
fully occupying himself. But the reply was: .. It is too late; 
the power is gone; habits are become chain!. For me, in all 
the profitless years gone by, I seek vainly for something to 
remember with pride, or even d,,'ell on with satisfaction." 
And the effort to adopt a new life was never made; the man 
remained an inwardly repining marly' to kisure.· 

Now, who can doubt that thousands of ollr wealthy c1asses

1
, 

are in the same position? To have no stimulus to labour, and 
no opening for effective Iabollr suited to the distinctive indi 
vidual capacity, are sources of misery to a portion of mankind, 
almost as great as are overwork and hard necessity to another 
portion. 

As a converse to this picture of Mr. Owen's friend, let U5 

now tum to George Eliot's Caleb Garth, the man whose happi· 
ness in his work had nothing whatever to do with its money 
payment .. Caleb Garth often shook his head in meditation 
on the value, the indispensable might of that myriad.headed, 
myriad.handed labour, by which the social body i, fed, clothed, 
and housed It had laid hold of his imagination in boyhood. 
The echoes of the great hammer where roof or keel were 
a.making, the signal-shouts of the workmen, the roar of the 
furnace, the thunder and plash of the engine, were a sublime 
music to him; the felling and lading of timber, the crane at 
work on the ... harf, the piled-up produce in warehouses, the 
precision and variety of muscular effort ,.,herever exact work 
had to be turned out-all these sights of bis youth had acted 
on him as poetry without the aid of the poets, had made a 
philosophy for him without the aid of philosophero, a religion 
without the aid of theology. His early ambition had beel! to 
have as effective a share as possible in this suMime labour." t 
He was, she further says,l a man of a reverential soul and a 
strong practical intelligence, bot with no keen competitive spirit, 
no strong self·interested views on the question of profit and 10M ; 
and consequently unfit to fight his ... ay to fortune in an in
dustrial field ,..here purely selfi,h competition and antagonism 
reign. He had to give himself wholly to the kinds of work 
which he could do without handling capital; and he .. as " one 
of those precious men within his 0 .... district .. hom everybody 
would choose to ... ork for them, bet-ause he did his .. ork .. el~ 
charged very little, and often declined to charge at all It is 

• "Threading my Way." "" R. Dale 0. ... pap« iii p. 79-
t u MMtdlmnn:b,," book iii. P. '8+ 
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no wonder then that the Garths were poor, and lived in a small 
way. However, they did not mind it" 

Now,. wbat George Eliot bere depicts is a man witb 
aptitudes for varied and useful employments, wbo deligbted in 
the exercise of these aptitudes, and wanted nothing but scope 
to bring them into effective action. " 'It's a fine bit of work, 
Susan I A man without a family would be glad' to do it for 
nothing. It l!lakes me very happy, Mr. Farebrother,'-here 
Caleb threw back his bead a little, and spread bis arms on tbe 
elbows of his chair-' that I've got an opportunity again with 
the letting of the land, and carrying out a notion or two with 
improvements. It's a most uncommonly cramping thing, as 
I've often told Susan, to sit 011 horseback and look over the 
hedges at the wrong thing, and not be able to put your hand to 
it to make it right'" Metaphorically speaking, many an idle 
human being at this moment is sitting on horseback looking 
over hedges at busy workers on the other side, and feeling 
uncommonly cramped by the dignity, the honours, the non
laboriousness of the position he holds, and is compelled to hold, 
for be neither had, nor has, any free choice in ~he matter. 

My reader may incline to think that I exaggerate the posi
tion. Surely work is everywhere, and willing workers who can 
alford to dispense witb pay, may find their mission in amateur 
philanthropy, if not in the sphere of politics. But the all
~entiaJ point in work is that jt should be useful. that it 
s~QllJd clearly and unmistakably tlRa lie ~8 \Vjll being of 
ourselves or others. \Vithaut tnat, it is salt without its savour. 
And I maltltatn ffi'3.t very few of all our pllilanthropic schemes 
for social reform can give one grain of healthy satisfaction to 
the min<! that craves a useful outcome in the field of action. 
As to politics--special aptitudes 'and qualities are required for 
that, as for every species of labour; and even if it were possible 
(which it clearly is not) to find occupation in it for our innu
merable men of leisure, we should certainiyexperience that too 
many cooks spoiled the broth, as well as that many of our 
cooks were bad, ,:e. wholly unfit. 

The fact is this-our r~~nt §ystem of things does lI/It 
. of ever . seful work suited to his 

~ture; and whilst it is painfully true, that a war an no 
play makes Jack a dull boy," all play and no work equally 
make. Jack spiritless and dull What is required is botk; for 
pleasure lies in the alternation, and so long !1S man has only 
one, conflict goes en in buman nature There are promptings, 
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innocent' and pure, which are repressed, and in repression the 
happiness of life is spoiled. 

The dissipation and final ruin of many fine young men 
arise from no other cause than this. The outward conditions 
of their lives, their social standing or position, oblige them to 
check desires, which, if they had been able to .atisfy in a 
normal and legitimate manner, would have given them satisfac
tion and inward harmony, whilst causing no injury to any 
human being, but which they had not moral or intellectual 
strength enough to hold soppressed, whilst ltanding upright 
like marryrs at the stake. Weakness, not badness, was the cause 
of ruin, and what was wanted was conditions favourable to 
happiness, for happiness makes iudividuals Itrong. 

When there is in the minds of parents a scientific knowledge 
of human nature, and of all that is essential to the happine55 
of the young, conventional barriers will be broken down, and 
many changes take place; but there wiU be fewer, and in the 
far distance, we may hope, not any shipwreck. of young lives. 
As it is now, many middle-aged men awake, like Mr. Owen'. 
friend, to a humiliating double consciousn.... They feel a 
cra\ing for useful honourable occupation, and at the same time 
the conviction tbat 'they could not fulfil the duties of luch 
occupatiolL It is not easy to break the chain of idle habits, 
and whilst inwardly fretted by these, a depressing sense of 
feeble impotence tends further to distress and sadden them. 

When health is good, individual happiness largely depends 
on useful activities; and a social system that fosters and 
encourages the growth in num ber of the class of the community 
called in the language of Political Economy u non-productive 
consumers "-that social system, I say, is 1IPt productive of 

, widespread general happiness. 
Women especiaJly have been great sufferers from lack of 

sarisfactory outlets for their energies. Numerous women in the 
middle classes, unable to marry, through no Cault of their own, 
but simply through the force of outward conditions, have been 
condemned to lead narrow lives, unsuited to their nature. 
Have we not all recognized the truth of George Eliot'. picture 
-" Miss Winifred Farebrother, nipped and subdued, ... single 
women are apt·to be who spend their lives in uninterrupted 
subjection to their elders'? 

Wives and mothers have a social position; old maids have 
none, nn1ess they are wealthy. To suppress themselves is 
.. bat society bas required of them; to hide away in obocure 
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corners, and to come out at intervals to fill some gap in other 
people's lives-to keep a widower-brothers house, perhaps, until 
he forms another marriage tie, when back the old maid goes 
into her corner, or to nurse some married relative when 
sickness has overtaken him-this is all the sphere that such 
women have as a rule enjoyed. Ought I confidently to assert 
that this is not enough for bappiness ? 

All of us may readily recall some example of a life of so
called" single blessedness," surrounded by an atmosphere, a 
very halo of patient gentleness, and sweet, though sad, content
ment Tbe nature has adapted itself to tbe inevitable, and 
religion has proved a solace- But approach that life more 
closely, and in its bistory read, as it were, between the lines. 
You will find a world of suffering, a record of continuous 
struggle to keep the attitude of mind which conscience approves; 
and you will recognize how much is lost in a society that 
" nips and subdues" a flower-like life, instead of offering it free 
scope for full expansion. 

Celibacy not freely chosen, but forced upon an individual, 
is a trUe/luI; and so long as to that is added social contempt 
(which as regards women is; in a great measure, the case), so 
long as old maids are mo!e like social ciphers than social 
units, what wonder is there if embittered hearts and gossiping, 
perhaps malicious, tongues make social life discordant and 
contemptible? 

When a pent-up river finds an outlet, its rapid course and 
wide outspread show the observer how great has been the 
force, cri bbed, cabined, and confined; and similarly the 
"\Varnan's Rights JI movement, with aU its offshoots, shows 
the amo\ll': of energy that bad been suffering undue repression. 
The last few years have seen a rapid, wide advance; and, 
gentle as the sex proverbially is, it has been somewhat loud in 
self-assertion. Men may feel surprise to see women invading 
provinces hitherto held sacred to themselves, demanding equal 
education and a fair share of what there ;s to gain in trades and 
professions, pushing their way to social influence on school
boanit; and poor-boards, mixing themselves up with municipal 
elections, and fighting for the franchise- But all this is account- . 
able and clear as daylight to the student of past history who 
discerns the antecedents of those social forces that compel 
attention now. The lives of unmarried women, and of many 
who are married, have never yet afforded the general conditions 
of human happin ... ; and all the fuss and effervescence will 
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subside when these conditions are better apprehended and to 
a great extent secured. 

The utmost individual freedom women require, and bave 
a right to, as much as men. Their personal development must 
be no longer checked; the vexed question. of what woman's 
natural sphere is, what she is lit for, can only and will only be 
solved by experience, and the free exercise of her power. in 
acrion that is tentative. 

Tbis great advance of women, wbil.t beneficial to tbe 
intellectual development of tbe sex, and certain to result in 
better adaptation of the laws and other outward conditions of 
life, carries witb it in the mean time many drawbacks. It is a 
struggle between tbe sexes. Antagonism flourishes, and cordial 
relations between men and women become more difficult to 
maintain. .Men of conservative nature, who love to protect 
the weak and who admire tbe gentle qualities that have been 
evolved during the period of the subjection of the sex, are full 
of fean that now the female type is altering; that Amazons, 
blue-stockings, strong-minded females, are alone what the 
future will provide as men's companions, wives, and mothers. 
But the th is even red inant in a tranYr: 
bon e ot nuusaril the woman of the uture.. With 
a secured position on e p orm 0 SOCI I t: as e evated and 
a spbere as free as man's, with sex equality established and no 
distinct and special battle of her own to fight, the Amazon is 
certain to disappear. The comers that offend will be rubbed 
off, and tbe gentle female nature, far the lirst time allowed 
a full and free expansion, ",ill get roooded into moral and 
emotional as well as intellectnal beauty. 

00 the othc:r hand, to women who are fighting their way to 
social liberty and equality the action of conservative men seems 
mean and despicable. To grudge them a fair chance of lucceu 
in fields of remunerative labour; to shut the gates of high pro
fessions and bar them legally, lest 1lmmm shodld enter in; to 
keep to themselves the privileges and rewards of great attain
ment in arts; and, in short, to act on all occasions on the 
principle thaI "might is right," although that is a principle not 
publicly acknowledged-aU this.is barbarous; it partakes of 
sawge tyranny and brutal despotism. But when we look to 
_ it appean; less the result of indi,~dual coarse brutality 
than of a social foR:e, which, acting on indiylduals, indaces 
onjust conduct. 

When first a band of female aspirants to the medical pro-
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fession appeared in Edinburgh, and tried to force an entrance 
to the sacred inner !>recincts of its University, one of their bitteJ; 
enemies and staunch opponents, himself a doctor, quite frankly 
stated in public that his ground of opposition was the danger 
that he and his brethren might be crowded out by ladies 
from a field of remunerative labour. .. I have myself," he said, 
.. six sons. I purpose to make some or all of them followers of 
my own profession. To my certain knowledge there are plenty 
of young men available for all the work the medical profession 
alfords, and we have no need of women. Why should we, 
then, admit them? No I let us be wise; let us resolve to keep 
them out, and not expose our sons to greater' hindrances and 
social pressure. JI • 

Here, then, is the force that, acting on men, makes them 
unjust and brutal in action. The social pressure is /00 great. 
The struggle for success in every calling is intense. The 
numbers are excessive, and competition is fierce and un~ 
scrupulous. The father of six embryo doctors was to be pitied, 
whether women entered the medical field or not; some of the 
six would certainly succumh to the hard struggle for existence, 
and bring him pain and sorrow. ' 

He did not exaggerate the' facts. Within the last eight 
months a dentist in Edinburgh advertised for an assistant. 
The salary was small, and yet there were above two hundred 
applicants, and half of these were young M. D.'s. 

In other fields, where culture and long and careful training 
for the work are required, the prospects of success are quite as 
small The number of pictures sent to the Royal Academy 
this year t has been without parallel The average hitherto 
was six tlluusand canvasses, but fifty per cent must be added 
to this year's total, and no fewer than seven-eighths of the 

'number have had to be rejected. Let us pause to think what, 
in the domain of human emotions, this fact alone implies. If 
we could follow back to where they came from all these re
jected pictures, the overwhelming disappointments, the blasted 
hopes, the frantic despair we should encounter would appall us. 
lt me:lltS to many the impossibility of selling pictures, whilst orfl 
a ready sale depends the bread of loved ones. It means semi
starvation, followed, perhaps, by premature death. It means 
madness to some, and to all mental suffering. 

The field of Jaw is equally overcrowded. A few days ago 
• I am not quoting verbatim, but this W3S the tenor of the argument. 
t This was ",ritteD in r88z. 

I 
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two ladies were expressing deep regret on hearing of the death 
of a well-known lawyer, a man in the prime of life, wh""" 
death was SUdden and unexpected. The son of one of these 
ladies entered the room, a lad of sixteen, who had been about 
three or four months in a lawyer's office. Hearing what had 
happened, he looked grave for a moment, and then remarked, 
.. Well, mother, there is one good thing; his death i. a step 
up for me." "What do you mean?" his mother Lliked; and 
jauntily the lad replied, .. We've far too many lawyers here. 
The fellows tell me I'll have little chance unle .. a few die 
oft; or emigrate. I sometimes think I'll emigrate mysel~ 
for, you see, it needs one to be so jolly clever to get on and 
make any money here!· To hear young people speaking 
in this tone is inexpressibly sad How can sympathetic, 
generous feelings he fostered in surroundings that create a 
sense of gladness when a fellow<reature dies, and eagerness to 
fill the dead man's place? And yet what can a mother say? To 
chide were folly. Our lads are brought into contact with hard 
facts, and we must face these facts and deal with them, not live 
in a world of pure imagination, preaching unselfishn ... when 
all the time we wish our lads to achieve success in life; and 
that is only to be done by pushing. scrambling, and a large 
amount of egoistic self-assertion. 

The intellectual atmosphere and moral tone in business life 
are so .ntirely different from the teaching given from pulpits, 
and in homes by refined mothers, that it is perhaps surprising 
that clearness of intellect is ever reached at all; and certainly 
it need not surprise us that a vast majority of individuals go 
through life confused and muddled in their thinking as to what 
is right znd what is wrong in actual conduct. Yes, it i. tme, 
there is an utter i1WJllsistmq between the morals taught the 
young and the moral code they see acted upon by business 
men; and if the future is to produr..: noble, upright, generous, 
conscientious professional and business men some rwmalialion 
must be fOund, and human conduct must be studied and then 
taught as a science and an art. 

Some fifty to eighty yean ago, as peasants multiplied and 
cottage homes .. ere crowded, the problem of a career fOr all 
was solved by e!illCaliofL However closely packed within the 
home children were mostly out of doon the whole day long, 
and those who inherited strength of con<titution bad favourable 
conditions to healthy physical life. Those members of the 
group who sbowed superior clevern.... any mental power 
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above average, were singled out by the parents for a higher 
calling than their own, and every effort was made by the whole 
family to give these favoured ones a good education. That 
once secured, no doubts were entertained of ultimate success 
in life; and meantime the social pressure at home was suitably 
relieved. 

·The picture of the peasant home of Thomas Carlyle's 
childhood, and his career, illustrate my meaning. The solidarity 
of the peasant group is striking and pleasing. Father, mother, 
brothers, sisters, all aim at helping Thomas to a good educa
tion; and no sooner is he earning money than he supports and 
educates his younger brother John. To that class a higher 
education formed the egress from a life of too great social 
pressure at their own level But now there is no such escape. 
To rise from peasant lifo to commercial or professional life is 
only to exchange one field of social pressure for another. The 
struggle for success is quite as great in the sphere of educated 
labour as in those spheres where little or no education is 
required, and education makes us all more sensitive to the 
pain of failure. 

Again, if emigration is to be the door of escape to which 
we all must look, then education of the higher kind is a barrier 
to success, and a drawback instead of an advantage. Now, 
what do I mean by sua"s 1 Do I mean gain in money, and 
am I forgetful of the natures which, like Caleb Garth's, can 
make, without one mercenary thought, a joyous poetry, philo
sophy, religion, out of intense personal devotion to the cause of 
wholesome and effective work? No. But work is not whole
some under all conditions; and when a being, refined, cultured, 
sociil, susceptible of all the pleasures of civiiized life, is forced 
to cut down wood in Canada, or live in isolation on a sheep~run 
in Australia, success to him can only mean making enough of 
money to return to his old home before capacity for enjoyment 
has wholly left him. Meanwhile the qualities that rendered 
him fit to enjoy and embellish social life in intellectual circles 
cause him in solitude to pine and suffer acutely. I can con~ 
ceive (tiO greater act of cruelty than to call out the high~ 
powers of individual hUClan nature, and then thrust the indi
vidual into conditions where none of these powers can meet 
wqh satisfaction. Yetlms is what many parents do. If money 
can be ma.de in distant colonies, the real fitness of the workers 
Cor the work is little tho~ght of, and present happiness is wholly 
sacrificed to a possible future good. MQreover, when the 
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future good arrives and money has been gained, how often does 
one see that all the sap and pith of sweet humanity are gone! 
.. The human heart finds nowhere shelter but in human kind," 
and when removed for years from its true shelter it is apt to 
fossilize or petrify. 

A young man writing from Manitoba, on March 3 lit, ,88., 
says: "I have been asked more than once if there are many 
young ladies here, and with the exception of a few of these fair 
creatures at tbe town of Birtle, we are all out in the cold here. 
But for my own part, I have become wedded to my pipe, and 
as tobacco is cheap, I find it suits me better than a wife with 
expensive tastes ! II No doubt this man will marry when he 
bas made a fortune and can afford both the luxuries he thus 
classes together! His future wife, methinks, is to be pitied 

The British nation is intensely proud of all her colonies, and 
perhaps with good reason; but after al~ to thousands they 
have proved the grave of hopes. the death of happine.... the 
birthplace of despair. Social pressure at home makes emigra
tion necessary, but it is not a channing and sublime exit from 
all our difficulties, and as a permanent relief from our too rapid 
increase of population it is failing. 

The annual excess of births over death. is larger than the 
diminution of our numbers by emigration, and therefore sociaI 
pressure continues. It is for parents to take wider views of 
success in life, and weigh well the prospects of their children. 

§
Piness is the great object of life; and individual happiness 

depends upon conditions suitable to the individual's nature, 
both the inherited nature, and what it has become by training. 
and by the action of outward surroundings upon it, during 
childhood and youth. Many a cbild is educated into physical 
unfitness for enduring hardships; and emigration is simply the 
old country getting rid of surplus numbers by the "",6ar()flI, 
tTIId duck of premature tlmt". 

The remedy is to regulate the birth-rate by thoughtfulness 
and care. Surely no parents are incapable of forming an 
estimate of their own sociaI position, and _hat number of 
children they may reasonably hope to rear, train, educate. and 
put out into the world with fair prospects of achieving a happy, 
useful, satisfactory life. If parents exceed this number, and run 
all risks of misery for their children, an enlightened public 
opinion should condemn it as a socia1 crime.. • 

That public opinion is moving in tbis direction is certain; 
but that indications of this should appear amongst the young 
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. is humiliating to our adult population. . A few years ago an 
educated mother of the genteel but poor portion of the great 
middle class was deploring her hard life bef01e her children. 
Her large family, she said, gave her constant care and toil, and 
left her neither time nor moneY for amusements. To her 
surprise, a boy still in his teens, quite gravely put to her the 
question: "Why did you bring us here, mother, when you had 
no fortune and no good looks to give us?" This is a striking 
sign of what is going on around us. 

Up to this epoch the social organism has been unconscious. 
Blind impulses have been obeyed and reflex or spontaneous 
action has controlled our destiny. By the law of natural 
selection, however, which (when uninterfered with by man 
himself) brings about survival of the fittest, and by the slow 
uprise of duty, viz. that moral sense 'in man which has its 
origin in the tendency of right action to promote the general 
welfare, progress has actually resulted, although at fearful 
sacrifice of individual life and happiness, and, as Mr. Greg 
expressed it, by "marching forwards in an exceedingly piece
meal fashion! " It was the infancy of the social organism, and 
stumbling steps are natural to infancy. 

A ttnIJ era is dawning for tis now--the era of self·conscious
ness. The social organism has developed intellect as well as a 
new power of sympathy and deep emotional feeling. It 
demands reasons for all things. It boldly asks, "Is life worth 
living? II and will take no answer that does not commend itself 
to able reasoning powers, to a rational and calm intelligence. 

It finds its sympathy at variance with intellect; for whilst 
sympathy prompts it to indiscriminate charity, and to the 
cherishing and keeping alive of individuals who are feeble and 
diseased ISO that they multiply their kind), intellect condemns 
such action as morally and physically injurious to the race. It 
sees distinctly that in acting thus, it frustrates the law of nature 
by which survival of the fittest is secured, and makes more 
permanent the diseased state of the whole society. 

Again, it finds its sexuality at variance with intellect; for 
whilst the purely natural impulse leads to the rapid birth "f 
children, these children are often mentally or physically. 
diseased-or have too feeble a vitality to pass through hfe with 
healthy, joyous vigour-or find the fields cf labour they must 
occupy, too crowded to admit of ordinary capacity gaining 
success-or in some other way the lives the parents give are not 
surrounded by general conditions favourable to human happiness. 
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Without these conditions society begins to judge that life i. 
not worth liv!ng. and to condemn those parents who act as 
though tluy thought otherwise. Blind impulse in this matter 
will soon no longer be tolerat",l; for human intellect has 
discovered how it is possible to dissever the connection 
between sexuality and the law of popUlation. and to bring 
about a state in which, without undue repression of that natural 
function, sympathy and intellect in the social organism can 
harmonize and 6. at "ae •. 

Hitherto there has been a groping after social regeneration. 
through political reform, reforms of government. of Ia .... of 
classes, and so on. But now eyes are turned in the true direc~ 
tion. A change in imJividual uJI1dud throughout the U,;'QIe 
sodal 6Qdy is rc:quired A change which ",iii in time procure 
the advent of a healthy. pure-blooded race. in numbers that 
will not prevent their full development, their ample possession 
of all the comforts. and many of the amenities of life; and in 
the end. will bring them euthanasia painless and unregretta~le, 
instead of death when immature or by acute disea'IC. 

In artificially checking the birth-rate intelligence controls 
the law of population. and luredify. with all its deep significance, 
becomes a social force, tending to race improvement and to 
general well-being. Irrational breeding stands in the .. ay of 
rational training, and tends to social misery of every kind 
But as society slowly but surely attains self-conliCiousnes., 
rational breeding will be followed by rational training, and 
individual conduct will take the form which best accords witl) 
all the bighest interests of the wbole social body. 

There will DO longer be a crushing social pressure ",hich 
cramps all our activities, and renders it .. e1l-nigb irnpo."ible 
to force a .. ay to happy. bealthful, free expansion. Political 
economy, with competition as its great factor of advance, 
belongs to the spontaneous, unconscious epoch of our history_ 
By all economists before John Stuart 101111 it .. as assumed that 
when that science sho .. ed ",hat course of conduct tended to the 
most rapid increase of wealth, all individuals who accepted the 
arguments ... ould certainly adopt that coune.. But Mr. Mill 
repudiated such an inference. and held that it belonged to 
every individual to decide for himself. whether the "'" to be 
gained is equal to the cost of its attainmenL There are many 
no.. who recognize that wealth is 1IQt the highest good for 
human beings, and that .. hen much wealth is ill div.ributed it is 
the direct cause of disrontent and many still graver social c:vih.. 
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A science of society in its conscious, rational state is sure to 
be developed and to supersede political economy; a science 
in which sy.mpathy and co-Operation will take the place of 
competition, and not wealth alone but happiness will be the 
object that every social member seeks to attain. The misery 
of too exhausting and laborious work, and the misery of idle
ness, will be alike condemned and shunned; whilst active 
employment, suited to the capacity of each, will be embraced 
by all; and to that happiness which springs from exercising all 
our faculties and then reposing them, there will be added all 
the hi~her joys of mutual, helpfulness and sympathy in cc
operatIOn. 
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CHAPTER IX. 
• 

THE EVOLUTION OF MODERN SENTIM'E~lTS. 

U The (acts in moral history which it is at once moM: important and 
most difficult to appreciate, are what may be caUed the (actl 01 ("Iing."
LECKY. 

II He roved among the vales and Jtrearns, 
In the green wood and hollow dell ; 
They were hill dwellin" night and day
But nature ne'er could find the way 
Into the heart of Peter BelL 

• • • • • 
A primrose by a river". brim 
A yenow primro5e was to him, 
And it wu nothing more." 

THERE were no tender chords of feeling thrown into vibration 
within Peter Bell, no delicate shades of pleasurable sen'lation 
called into hi. consciousness by the sight and lCent of the 
lovely primrose; yet no one would deny that the poet Word .. 
worth in his picture is just to human nature. There are plenty 
of Peter Bells amidst us even now, and there are also ten. 
of thousands of human being. of similar clay, so far .. one 
can judge by the esterior, who yet iD point of feeling are 
cast in a wbolly different mould-unlettered men it may be, 
without one spark of the genius of a Bums, but whOle natures 
can be thrilled to sudden .... eetness and pathos by the mere 
light of some wild flower, aDd who, had they the gift of song 
.. Burns bad, would give a lit espressioo to their rich emotions 
in rbythmic measure .. full of charm .. are his .weet lines to 
the mountain daisy. 

If it were possible for us to {ollow accurately step by step 
the intellectual development of a man from infancy to age, and 
mark the process, we should see bow every outward cbange, 
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however slight, in his environment, is instantly responded to by 
change within-how one by one his crude ideas fade away 'and 
are dropped off to be replaced by thoughts of.wicler range, and 
truer to the facts of life around him-how,with the larger grasp, 
the outward seems to grow to his new powers of comprehension, 
and steadily intelligence ascends from simple perceptions to 
the more compound, from simple reasoning to reasoning more 
and more complex and abstract; till thus, along a path of 
infinitely small gradations the force of evolution has borne the 
child to manhood, transformed the germs of thought within 
him to comprehensive and wide cognitions, and given him 
ample powers for neW' attainments in the sphere of intellect 
and knowledge. 

Now, a similar process takes place in individual feeling, or • 
the sphere of the emotions. A child's feelings, like his thoughts, 
are simple, not com pound. They are for the most part vague 
and indefinite, and always fleeting or evanescent; but as he 
grows, his powers of feeling grow also, and the feelings them
selves alter, in character. Their childish simplicity passes 
away, they augment in mass, they become compound and 
complex, more permanent' and coherent in their nature, and 
far more delicate in susceptibility. Consequently the breadth 
of range, the depth and richness of emotion possible in an 
adult, as compared to the emotions of a child, are as the music 
of an or~an to the sweet notes that lie within the compass of a 
penny whistle. 

The group of complex emotions that we call resthetic were 
absent in Peter Eell. He had no sensitiveness to beauty of 
form or colour, as shown in cloudland, mountain~top, or lowly 
primro., at his foot. 

II The sort blue sky did never melt 
Into his heart, he never felt 
The witchery of the soft blue sky." 

Yet, bad man as he was, victim to all demoralizing effects of a 
vicious city~life, he trembled in the presence of a woman's 
sorrow, and showed himself capable of a wealth of sympathy, a 
deep emotion full of mingled elements-compassion, fellow
feellnKJ impulse to comfort-until as the widow sat-

" In agony of silent grief-
From his own thoughts did Peter start ; 
He longs to press her to his heart, 
From love that cannot find relief." 
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And so it is with millions of our countrymen whose hard 
lives make them outwardly seem dolts or dod-hopper., blunted 
to all fine feeling_ When the spring, the hidden chord that 
touches their most tender vital part is played upon, the emotion 
stirred, the sentient state the man experiences and exhibits IS 
unlike the simple feelings of a savage and inferior race; it 
shows what evolution effected through a long course of years 
by action within and on his ancestors-it shows emotion far 
removed from the rudimentary stage and far advanced towards 
a stage of rich, full, mellow maturity_ 

Now, it is this l1Jo/utwn of sentiment, not in the individual 
but in the race, with which I have here to do; and my purpose 
in this chapter is to point out some of the modifications certain 
to take place as social life progresses in the path that leads to 
general happiness. My reader is probably quite alive to the 
fact that distinctive sentiments and modes of feeling characterize 
the different races of mankind, as well as distinctive outward 
features, and that the impressing upon a plastic race of these 
divergent states of feeling is mainly, though not entirely, due to 
extemal conditions, by which I mean, not climate, geographical 
position, and sueb like only, but also the form of civilization 
that bas taken root, and moulded the habits and customs of 
the race. For instance, the Greek civilization tended to develop 
largely the :esthetic group of feelings; whilst on the other 
band in Scotland (through outward inlluences which I must 
not pause to trace) these feelings have been stunted in their 
growth, and moral sentiments bave had a far deeper and more 
firm developmenL Amongst barbarous tribes of men, the 
simple but more violent emotions, such as anger, fear, jealousy, 
revenge, generally hold sway; bot there are also uncivilized 
communities where these fierce passions are liule known, and 
where, in consequence oftbe absence of all warlike surrounding .. 
the gentle, tender sentiments, thai: have for their foundation 
family ties and peaceful social life, prevail, and are considerably 
developed. 

Again, the sentiment of love of property is clearly of slow 
growth, dependent on the growth of intellect in the race, with 
which it seems to correspond; for mark, a savage only cares 
to obtain the things thai: he immdiatdy requires. He lacks 
imagination wherewith to picture to himself whal: he will want 
to-morrow; he lacks intelligence to meet remote contingencies, 
and sympathy to give a motive for providing for others; 
consequently improvidence is with bim the rule. But in a 
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civilized community, wbere an established government gives 
security of possession, prudence and forethought meet with 
due reward. The man who steadily accumulates, surrounds 
himself with comforts and inspires the like desires in others. 
Secure in all his comforts, his energies are free for self·develop
ment, and the man bimself becomes more complex. He baS 
intellectual tastes that bring him pleasure; he bas love of 
tr~vel ; be delights in seeing and possessing works of art; he 
has keen sympathies which give him exquisite enjoyment when 
he finds means to minister to others' bappiness; and for all 
these new gratifications he must have property. As he goes 
on accumulating, he recognizes with his expanded intellect the. 
varied and wide result of all bis labour, and bis acquisitiveness 
becomes a compound sentiment, made up of elements in great 
part intellectual, but which in his descendants may appear as 
the pure, unconscious, yet complex emotion, which we call 
love 0/ property. 

Now, is this love of property capable of abuse? Are we· 
bound to admire it in all circumstances because we see its 
genesis to be respectable, nay admirable, and clearly beneficial 
to mankind? A p,;o,; we ,should expect that in all circum
stances where it is wholly ab.mt, there would be little or no 
development of resthetic tastes and pursuits, although there 
might be <as in effect we see amongst the Dhimals and Santals 
and other tribes) a wide development of sympathetic emotions 
and of all the amenities of peaceful social life. This forecast, 
however, bas been lately proved a false one. Dr. Le Bon has 
laid before the French Geographical Society an account of a 
primitive unsophisticated group of people, numbering several 
hundred thousand individuals, dwelling in a remote region 
high up among the Carpathian Mountains of Galicia, of 
whom he says, "Riches have no charm for them." They are 
poor, living principally upon oats, boiled or ground, and 
converted into cakes, and on goats' milk whey, of which each 
man consumes three or four litres daily. They enjoy perfect 
health and live long lives. They are frank in manners and 
extremely quick of apprehension. They are fond of dancing, 
and when the labours of the day are over they meet to indulge 
in their favourite pastime. But mark this point. Dancing is 
not their only art. They are poets and musicians ·also
,. born illlprtJ'//isatori," Dr. Le Bon calls them j and many of 
them sing their own songs set to music of their own com
position. Their poetry is tender and artles. in sentiment, 
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generous and elevated in style; and he attriuutes these qualities 
to the wealth of spontaneous resources posse.sed by natun'll 
which neither know violent passions nor unnatural excitements. 

We see, theo, that where there i. 00 development at all of 
this sentiment which we call love 0/ property, there may, never
theless, be a considerable development of the group of 
emotions which we call ..,.thetic, and JVhich we look upon as 
evidences of refinement and culture. Therefore we are not 

, entitled to allege that were the British love of property and 
instinct to accumulate vastly moderated, there would result 

, from this the gradual decay of art and a reversion of our race 
. to a more barbarous, uncivilized condition. 

Looked at m masse the British race presents a wonderful 
contrast to the Podhalians; for not ooly have riches lome 
charm for it, but they have a charm out of all proportion to 
their true value, which is their power of helping man's advance
ment and ministering to his happiness. Throughout society 
we note this aspect of the general mind A man', worth IS 

very commonly estimated by hi. wealth. The ability .hown 
in building up a fortune is conceived as fitting any man to 
enter Parliament, whether or not he bas had the intellectual 
training and the culture absolutely necessary to make him 
useful there. MillionairL" are suujects of universal envy. 
The successful merchant goes on from year to year accumulating, 
long after he has amply provided for himself and family, and 
for future contingencies, so far as that is possible; while the 
improvident poor man's state of mind relative to money is as a 
rule extremely similar to that of the lowest savage towards hi. 
3i~ He 1ecls-a-reverenee wr money; compounde.r-of 

mingled admiration, awe, rising almost to fear, and desire, with 
a sense of distance from his god which makes him helpl .... 
hopeless, abject, and despairing. 

Now, the Podhalians notwithstanding, I think we may 
with certainry infer that without the outward accumulation of 
wealth, and the inward corresponding feelings, viz. respect for 
property and individual acquisitiveness, no nation could ever 
reach a high state of civilization and be in the van of the great 
army of Humaniry, as it pursues its conquering course, and with 
»Ioodless weapons masten Nature'. forces, wrests her grand 
secrets from her grasp, and in the glorious and manly strife 
expands ill own intellectual powers, and shapes its destiny in 
accordance with virtue, happiness, and peace. 

But Mr_ Herbert Spencer tells us that in lOme estabfulhed 
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societies "there has been a const"nt exercise of the feeling 
which is satisfied by a provision for the future; and there has 
been a growth of this feeling so great that it now prompts 
accumulation to an extent beyond what is needful."· Un
doubtedly we are a case in point. Great Britain as a nation 
has the impulse to accumulate beyond what is needful, and 
this is true, in spite of the apparently contradictory fact that 
throughout the nation improvidence is largely displayed, and 
there are in it literally hundreds of thousands of individuals 
with no property at all, and with no desire or capacity for 
accumulating'property. Capitalists have often said, and with 
reason, "Why should we raise the wages of our men? They 
never save, they never make provision for the future." 

With, of course, many honourable exceptions, the individuals 
of our great working class have far too little of the sentiment 
of acquisitiveness, whilst our capitalists have far too much j 
and the problem for the future, if as a nation we set ourselves 
to work out general and universal happiness, is, how by wise 
institutions and by wise and enlightened training of the young, 
to stimulate this sentiment where it is deficient, and to repress 
and carefully subdue it into J?roper proportions where it is 
too largely developed 

The terribly unequal development of acquisitiveness through
out the community is due to perfectly definite causes, although 
causes so complex that only a s~udent of evolution can trace 
them out by stUdying the history of our extremely rapid growth 
in industrial activities, and watching the action and interaction 
of the forces these activities have brought into play. The 
inquiry, however, is apart from our subject. The inequality 
exists, and is evident on every side; and what it deeply con
cerns ut to know and understand is, how far this ineqaality 
hurts our social well-being, and checks our intellectual and 
moral development. , 

For happy social intercourse amongst individuals, for 
mutual respect and confidence, and sympathetic emotional 
enjoyment, some affinity of sentiment is absolutely indispen
sable. A wide di'parity of feeling is as obstructive to the flo)f 
of sympathy as a wide disparity in intellectual thought and 
knowledge, If in the play of circumstance an individual 
who resembles somewhat an inarticulate Bums is thrown in 
daily, hourly contact with a Peter Bell, there can be no 
enhancing of the joys of life through interchange and sharing 

• Volume of EssaY~t 2nd seri6, p. 132. 
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of resthetic emotions. In that direction Peter's mind i. blank. 
his nature dumb. and both are losers by the want of equality 
in development of resthetic feeling. 

Now, what we see between these two, let us extend to 
a whole group of individuals. In a community. whethc'l' great 
or small. the steady growth of social qualities and of the happi
ness that flows from these. depends upon the opening up of 
channels of sympathy throughout the whole group. and the 
forming of <()1ftmunity of in/<ruls. I do not use the word 
interests in the business sense of material profit, nor in the 
vulgar sense of idle curiosity as regards one's neighbours, but 
in the purely intellectual and emotional sense. There can be 
no such channels of sympathy. however. with a great ma •• of 
heterogeneous social units grouped into classes that are wholly 
different in feeling. and therefore in action. for it is always' 
feeling that directs and controls our action. 

I might, of course. enlarge upon the differences in culture 
and intellectual thought that impede sympathy amongst u.; 
but others have spoken far more eloquently on that theme 
than I could do; and relatively to general well-being I think 
it much less important than the difference in this one emotion 
of acquisitiveness and love of making provision for the future. 
Its strength and potency with a vast number of our sodal 
units can hardly be <wer-estimated; it forms the pivot of their 
daily revolutions. Their thoughts and feelings are centred in 
and mele round property. and the relations of property to 
themselves and others; and to acquire property (even after 
they appear to neighboUrs and friends to have infinitely more 
than they know what to do with) they will risk serenity of 
mind. health of body. and even life itsel( 

As Mr. Howells ttuly says in his graphic description of the 
business aspect of New York on. a hot day. when the monal 
glare of the sun blazes in upon beart and brain, "The 
plethoric millionaire will plot and plan in his office till he 
.woons at tbe desk.· But sucb a man is essentially a victim 
to the over-development of acquisitiven .... in the same way 
as a drunkard is victim to the unhealthy development of the 
instinctive impulse to obtain the pleasurable sensation given 
by stimulants. The latter has a depraved taste, a physical 
craving that is injurious to himself. and creates in other. cold
ness and contempt. The former has a depraved \a,te abo. 
a mental craving that is injurious to himself. and produces 
in others estrangement and a lack of sympathy which in lOme 
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takes the form of envy, malice, and all uncharitableness of 
feeling; in others comes out as cold disdain, and shows a 
moral estimate (mingled with self-approval) of a fellow-man 
as little else than a fool. 

We too must form a judgment or moral estimate, less of 
the man, however, than of the quality, which, over-stimulated 
and over-developed, becomes a, mental disease, an aberration 
of the mind, a· social vice to which he has unhappily fallen 
victim. This quality, then, of acquisitiveness is a compara
tively new emotion. In the barbarous stage of its existence 
the British race had none of it, and our infants or young 
children show no signs of it now. In feudal times it was rudi
mentary, but quite subordinate to feelings of a different and 
less complex character, such as courage or bravery, hatred, 

. warlike ambition, etc- In our industrial age it has been 
rapidly, enormously, but very unequally developed; and its 
results are mixed-tending to good, but also to unmitigated evil. 

These results are both SUbjective and objective. The 
subjective, that is the results within the individual, are ex
tremely good up to a certain point Every adult ought to 
care for his own comforts, and provide for his own future, 
otherwise he lacks one of the distinctive, noble characteristics 
of civilized man. He is not a self-dependent, rational creature, 
but a feeble one, certain sooner or later to be a burden and 
drag upon society in general. . 

This self-regarding quality, exercised with scrupulous 
honesty, with manly justice, and with delicate consideration 
for the happiness of others, conduces to the healthy expansion 
of the mind and heart of man; but only so long as the direc
tion of the force is towards a worthy goal. When that goal is 
reached ... hen the man can no longer say and feel, ,< my 
purpose in acquiring property is to maintain and educate my 
family, and to make certain that the sum of life to them and 
me shall be as great as possible;" t}un a different state occurs, 
a new condition of mental phenomena sets in. The man 
cannot intellectually justify his continuing to accumulate. If, 
nevertheless, he goes on and on amassing wealth, his conduct 
is from reHex action (like an automaton), and not from motiveil 
that are rational, wide-reaching, and elevating. The mental 
quality that now directs his course is a mere passion, an 
arpetite, which, to indulge ad libitum, will slowly but surely 
degrade the man, and sink him to the level of a poor drunkard, 
or an unreasoning brute. 
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A miser gloating on gold has long been looked upon a. 
a despicable creature, and in literature hi. figure i. held up 
to public ridicule and scorn. But the merchant prince, rolling 
in wealth, who yet devotes his days and yea .... his .. hole mind 
and heart to business, and (IJ that alolrt-the capitali.t .. ho, 
in' employing thousands of his fellow<reatures, reaps golden 
harvests, and yet keeps down wages, and strains every nerve 
to magnify his profits-the hold speculator .. hose game of 
chance has so enriched him that his appetite for gain is 
infinitely whetted, and to indulge it he will hazard all that 
nobler men deem the most precious things in life, and even 
that honour which tMy would rather die than lose-the.., men, 
I say, have never yet in public esteem taken their true places 
at the miser's side; yet they are sotial "'It".",it«s, and as 
mentally diseased as he. 

The social or objective results of this love of accumulating 
are also twofold When a young man enters upon industrial 
life, and steadily pursues the path that leads to honourahle 
success, his example and the tone of mind which he convey. 
to others inspire 50CiaJ virtues, or we may call them qualities, 
without which no civilized community conld long exist Th""" 
qualities are prudence, forethought, enterprise. patience, perse
verance, etc. But when acquisiriveness ha. grown to a defor· 
mity within the individual, and passion for money has, like a 
poison, corroded the fine tissues of his emotional and moral 
nature, the atmosphere that surrounds him is full of evil germs, 
that root themselves in other minds, and blOS5ODl into anti. 
50CiaJ qualities and feelings which disturb the general happi
ness and degrade the moral elevation of our social life. Envy 
and jealousy are amongst these, a fatal tendency to discontent 
with equitable returns for labour expended, a blind ambition to 
make wealth at any rost, a mental state of feverish unr""" 
wbich strains the moral fihre of the whole community, lay. it 
open to manifold temptations to di.oonesty and in justice, and 
in short keeps it (if I may so speak) for ever hovering on the 
very verge of crime. 

Now, to mv reader's mind there is almost certain to occur 
the thought, th3t I am . covertly condemning the laws of pro
perty that tend to inequality in wealth, and that my hopes 01 
reform lie in some 50CiaJistic scheme, some measure for arbi
trarily despoiling a ... hole class, such as, for instanr~, ,Mr. Henry 
George sets forth in his attractive won:, "Progress and· 
Poveny." But it is not so. In the first place, I believe that 
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the moral sentiment or tone diffused throughout a community 
affects the general happiuess much more than even the system 
of its associated life; and any fordok despoiliug of landlords or 
any other class would create, in some a sense of gross injustice 
and personal injury, in others of iudifference as to justice, 
which, looked at from the point of view ·of general well-being, 
would be a greater moral iujury or /Qss, than any gain that 
could arise from giving more equality iu wealth_ In the second 
place, outward equality produced by external force or authority, 
and not by impulse from within, could never be maintained. 

The measure Mr. George suggests would prove no remedy_ 
Mter seizing landlords' rents we should find ourselves com
pelled to seize capitalists' profits, and so on ad Iw. The 
course would be a vicious one, a terrible relapse from our at 
present tolerably advanced position in the scale of civilized 
humanity. We stand possessed or a considerable amount of 
liberty and fraternity. Are we to sacrifice flus, in pursuit of 
what we as certainly require-equality? I answer, no. We 
have to solve the problem, how, without recourse to any 
measure that savours of barbarous tyranny and despotism, we 
shall maintain our liberty, enhanc~ our fraternity, and by spon
taneous generation give social birth to a glorious equality, not 
artificial and mechanical, but natural and intensely humaIL 

Our course, as I conceive it, is a progression step by step, 
through greater knowledge as to the true conditions of happi
ness, through change iu public opinion and estimate of wealth, 
and through modification in individual sentiment finally, to a 
conscious, purely voluntary adjustment of outward system to 
suit the changed condition of the social units. 

But nr. observe, this complex emotion of love of property 
or tendency to accumulate ha. not yet reached its final stage 
It has to be weighed in the balances of right reason, and 
publicly pronounced UpOrL It has to be treated educationally, 
and inpressed upon the plastic young in lines that will beautify 
and not deform the character; and throughout society it has 
to undergo 3 process which we may describe in terms of clear, 
though inelegant political slang, as "levelling up and alsol 
levelling doW"-" 

Of jealousy I have spoken as an anti-social feeling. I may 
add, that it is essentially a semi-barbarous one Like every 
other sentiment, it has a long, interesting history of its own, 
and its pedigree is much more ancient than that of the emotion 
we have just been cO:lsidering- At one period of man's deve-

. '" 
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lopment it was useful to the welfare of the tribe, therefore it 
was then a social virtue. That period, however, has long since 
passed away, and it survives amongst us as a social vice. From 
acquisitiveness it differs essentially. That emotion can be 
exercised sympathetically and made to minister to the happi
ness of all; whereas jealousy cannot be so exercised. If I am 
jealous, it means I have a happines .. a joy that I would guard 
from others and would monopolize. The happiness may be 
self-produced or it may rest upon a being whom I love, but 
in any case it causes in me (ears of interference, accompanied 
by suspicion of my fellows, and a general tendency to dislike, 
nay, even to hate them, if they dare to meddle with my source 
of joy. It is clearly then anti-social in its essential nature, and 
if a human being becomes sympathetic all rou"d, he i. inca
pable of, or he has risen above, the egoistic passion of jealousy. 

But are there any such human beings? or is it but the 
U stuff that dreams are made 0(," when we picture to ourselves 
a far-off social state, in which that base emotion is only con
spicuous by its absence? I maintain that here and there 
amongst us, even now, are individuals free from it wlwlly, and 
that in them, as well as through other evidence of ... hich I 
shaU shortly speak, we have a promise of what shall be-1J. vista 
of human happiness such as the ... orld has not yet seen. 

It is unnecessary for me to enter fully into the question of 
how jealousy has done useful work in the past. The mere fact 
that it has been developed more or less in all races that have 
passed from barbarism to civilization proves to an evolutionist', 
mind its usefulness. But we can place against that (act thi. 
other fact, that it is useless now, and not feel that there IS 

~ween the two a single shade of inconsistency or contradic
Uon. What Mr. Darwin says of jealousy is 10 this effeCl. 
"Amongst savages, intemperance, utter licentiousness, and 
unnatural crimes prevail to an astonishing extenL As soon, 
however, as marriage, whether polyg4mOUll or monogamous 
becomes common, jealousy wiU lead to the inculcation c 
female virtue." Here Mr. Darwin gives the key which opent 
to us the secret of the past usefulness of jealousy. It has in 
a great measure .... ayed the destioy and .haped the tenderly 
emotional nature of woman; and its history is inextricably 
intertwined with hers, in all the wrying degrees of servitude 
that mark her 51011' advance from the condition of absolute 
chattelism to that of rational equality with maIL He, from his 
great endowment of superior strength, has from the fust, and 
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that unconsciously, adopted and acted on the false theory, that 
"he was made for God alone, whilst she was made for him;" 
and in the struggle to make good that theory; jealousy has 
evolved and formed a powerful factor in producing a very 
different emotion, viz. constancy, a social virtue for aU time, 
and one as certain to wax and grow, as jealousy is to wane and 
slowly disappear. 

When one turns to literature, in search of a reflection of the 
history of jealousy, there comes before one's mind at once the 
play of Othello, and perhaps nothing could better show the 
demoralizing anti-social nature of the passion, and the subject 
position of woman and general barbarous social conditions in 
which it flourishes. First Shakespeare reveals the lack of equi
poise in the jealous mind. The merest trifle upsets its equi
librium ; and although the Moor says bravely enough to Iago ; 
" I'll see, before I doubt; when r doubt, prove;" that vil1ain 
knows better. He says to himself aside; 

U Trifles, light as air, 
Are to the jealous confirmations strong 
As proofs of holy "Tit; tI , 

and in e/fect Otheno is inc<~pable of sifting evidence, and the 
poor device of the stolen handkerchief seals the fate of Desde
mona. Shakespeare exposes, too, the very foundations of the 
passion, viz. gross masterhood and pride of power. Otheno's 
wife must be his slave and puppet. "Out of my sight!" 
he cries, and patiently she goes. Then the next insll\llt; 
"Mistress," he calls, and she returns. "You did wish" (to 
Lodovico) "that I would make her tum." Poor Desdemona 
is the veil!' type of patient, gentle, subject womanhood; the 
ideal woman of a rough, barbarous age. Her father describes 
her as 

H A maiden never bold; 
or spirit so still and quiet, that her motion 
Blush'd at herself." 

She despises jealousy, and perceives its low nature, 
says to Emilia; 

Ie My Doble Moor 
Is true of mind, and made of no such baseness 
As jealous creatures are." 

for she 

" 
Nevertheless, when the base passion transforms her " noble 
Moor " into a very monster of injustice and savage cruelty, she 
is without one spark of the dignity of a free creature, and .. 
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resembles nothing higher than a pet dog that fawns upon and 
licks the hand that strikes him. Her only dignity is shown in 
her refusal to display her sorrow to Emilia. 

II Do not talk to me, Emilia; 
I cannot weep; nor answer I have none," 

But to him her very mind is subject and prostrated by the 
ignominy of his treatment of her. She makes her patient 
moan: 

If Tis meet I should be w'd 50, very meri; 
How have I been behay'd, thai he might atick 
The small'st opinion on my lebr misuse?" 

I cannot but think that even the haters of the typical 
strong-minded woman of the present day and of the still more 
objectionable" girl of the period" would, in condemning them, 
never take Desdemona as their ideal type. No! we have no 
admiration for her now; only pity or compass'on, and a clear 
apprehension that the whole play, with its warlike men, its 
coarse ideas, its fierce passions, its bloody deeds, its uncon
trolled hatred, revenge, and jealousy is simply barbarous-of 
a past age to which, happily, we shall never return. 

Cold-blooded murder as a result of jealousy, fiction has, 
perhaps, rarely depicted If it (that is murder) appears now 
in the pages of a novel, the sentiment of "'1/. 0/ prop.rly is 
much more likely to be concerned in the motive. But since 
Shakespeare's time jealousy and duelling combined have bad a 
long period of real and representative existence. Our growing 
civilization condemned and put down duelling, since .. hen 
jealousy has received less favour at the hand of authors; and 
in the present day a first-class novelist ... ould besitate to draw 
a hero vile enougb to pick a quarrel with a rival for a woman'. 
love. 

Nevertheless, George Eliot represents her Adam Bede (fine 
fellow as he was) as capable of this, early in this century; and 
she shows that jealousy in him is panly a ""nse of property in 
Hetty-the wounded pride and dignity of a too despot;" nature 
whicb finds relief in fighting Anbur Donnithome. In another 
of her great works we have a d.fferent picture-a noble .. oman 
wre..-tling with jealousy in the secrecy of her own cham ber, 
rising above all anti-social feeling, and going forth to the help 
of her rival in such a glow of generalIS emotiom, that the force 
is irresistible-she not ooIy •• DS the confidence of Rosamond 
Lydgate, but, fOl" the time, she dra.,. that selfish, narrow nature 
up to the level of her own. 
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Turning now from works of genius, I take up a common
place second-rate tale of the present year, sold at railway. 
stations, and, it is said, widely read.· The plot is certainly 
original, and, as I think, absurd. Elaine, a lovely girl, lay 
dying-so every one thought. Doctors and physicianS had 
withdrawn. Her case was hopeless, and she could only live a 
few h"urs. She calls to her side another lovely girl, her cousin 
Madolin, and re"eals that she had given her heart away to a 
Sir Aldewin, who, she thinks, also loves her. Now she desires 
-intensely longs, indeed-to be his wife, die in his arms, and 
have above her grave a marble cross, with these words 
inscribed: "In loving memory of Elaine, wife of Aldewin 
Chesleigh." But Madolin has herself only a few days before 
exchanged lovers' vows with Aldewin, and promised to becqme 
his wife. What will she do? She hesitates. Her heart 
is well.nigh broken; nevertheless, the pressing sympathy of 
the moment prevails. She goes to her lover, and actually 
persuades him to consent, against the dictates of his hetter 
judgment; for he says, "I cannot. I should loathe myself 
for being untrue." The marriage takes place, and, of course; 
Elaine recovers to confound the d~ctors, and create an involve
ment sensational enough to carry on the reader. Now, surely 
bere, if anywhere, is a fair field for jealousy-nay, one might 
half suspect the author meant to make the interest of the 
story hang upon the phases of that emotion. But it is not so. 
The girls, and also the young man, are drawn as quite inca
pable of jealousy developing to hatred and revenge. Aldewin, 
in a burst of sorrow, cries out to Madolin," I cannot even 
dislike Elaine. I cannot grieve that she lives, even though the 
price of her life be my happiness." And of Madolin the author 
writes, " All her life long she loved Elaine, and that which had 
happened, so far from lessening her love, had rather increased 
it." After two years the young wife grows restless. She dimly 
feels that Iter love for her husband is greater than Itis is for 
her. She questions him, and when he answers, half reproach
fully she exclaims, U I am not jealous j 1 have never been 
jealous. If I were to grow jealous of you the pain of it would/ 
kill me I" The truth comes to her, however, and in Madolin 
she recognizes the woman to whom her husband had given his 
heart-his whole heart-previous to the marriage forced upon 
him. How will she act and feel now? She suffers keenly, 
but the suspicions, the pains, wither away" in t],e clear light of 

" U The Love that Li\""es." 
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Madolin'. sweet presence." She clung to her and cried, 
U Keep my faith in you alive, Madolin; never let me mistTU!ft 
you." And Madolin replie., "You never shall, darling, if 1 
can help it I See how 1 love you. It seems to me always 
that 1 am your mother and sister, cousin and friend, all in 
one.· The author of this sentimental tale understands some
thing of the human nature that surrounds us now, and has 
grasped the truth that love will cast out jealousy, that as sym
pathy expands, its tender consideration for the happiness of 
others will make jealousy simply impossitJle, and that at the 
present day it is disgraced, and must not even wear the sem
blance of virtue. Had the author only elevated and put intI) 
its true place the modern sentiment of love of truth, as well 
as she has debased and relegated to its true place the semi· 
barbarous one of jealousy, we should have heartily admired 
her work. But then, alas! for her purpose, the plot had 
proved" the baseless fabric of a vision! I, 

We must not look to fiction for our .lllia; but we may 
see there the standpoint average humanity has reached. and 
the confusion of ideas upon the subject of right conduct, 
natural to a transitional epoch. No .... although I assert that 
jealousy is passing away. its usefulness is Ion.; since gone. 
average human nature despises it, select individuals are free 
from it, public opinion condemns it-nevertheless it existJ, 
and is rampant in our midst, a powerful anti-social emotion 
causing alike to those who are the subjeLu of it and to those 
who are the objects of it. a weight of suffering, sorrow. and 
shame, that lies like a vast incubus on human happiness. 

Have we, as evolutionist refonn~, no other than a passive 
"'It to play in face of Ihis great source of misery? There are 
many earnest and devoted people who note the tendencies of 
modern thought, and fancy evolutIon principles almost pre
clude human action! But they mistake. What evolution 
means is this: that there is a predicable order in the sequence 
of phenomena, a discoverable method in the march of event>. 
Man is within this order. He is of the forces, not simply 
under them. The hUIIIOII illkllat is all '1ID1"IIUJII, «J,mjc /01"a, 
and on its exercise by myriads of indi,idual units depends all 
social progress. Far from stopping action, evolution principles, 
if they are rightly understood and firmly embraced, will stimu
late effort, and call into play the noblest powers that man 
po'S esses, whilst guiding and directing them towards the full 
accomplishment of worthy aims. 
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Now, in this sphere of human sentiments or emotions we 
stand in need of action, and none of us are justified in being 
passive. There is scope for vast improvement in character and 
conduct by fostering the sympathetic and repressing the anti
social feelings within and without ourselves; and if such action 
were general, Mr. Herbert Spencer would cease to tell the 
world that emotional readjustments to the needs of life are 
tardy' in the extreme. To rid ourselves as rapidly as may be 
of jealousy is essential, otherwise the great movement in favour 
of equality of sex will necessarily meet with checks and grave 
obstructions. 

But this subject I shall enter into fully in another chapter; 
meantime my object is to indicate the method of our action. 
Ch~nges within ourselves occur in similar fashion to changes 
without. Old laws give way to new; old institutions are 
replaced by institutions of a better kind; but nowhere do we 
see a clean sweep (if we may call it) of what is old, leaving a 
blank and arid waste unfilled with what is new. And so it is 
with human sentiment. The changes are displamnents,. old 
emotions make way for those of wider range, of nobler, finer 
issues; and jealousy will be subdued and finally expelled by 
entrance of the sentiment of truth. This sentiment .shows 
itself objectively in candour and transparency of word and 
deed, subjectively in honesty of mind; and, take it all in all, it 
is a royal emotion, as sure to elevate humanity as it is certain 
on the other hand to regulate the whole social life, and make 
it a fit abode of peace and happiness. 

By obeying our own instincts to be true, and helping the 
impulse in others, above all by training the young in habits of 
truth, and..,> implanting in them the love of it, we shall accom
plish a great end in reference to jealousy. But let me illustrate 
this point by simply relating an incident as it occurred in real 
life. A girl had been engaged to m::.rry a gentleman, whom I 
shall call Edgar, for eight long years. lJuring the greatest 
part of that time the intercourse was kept up by correspondence 
only, for he was in India, she in England. Meanwhile, she 
formed relations of another kind with one whom I call Roger. 
For a considerable period the girl was in the presence of the 
latter daily; and thoughtiessly, but very guilelessly, she let her 
heart go out to him. !>he called this new relation friendship, 
but in reality it was a fuller, deeper sentiment than the love 
she bore to Edgar; and, strange as it may appear, she never 
spoke to Roger of her engag<ment, till suddenly the prospect 
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of its fulfilment was brought vividly before her. Edgar 
wrote of an immediate return, and of his joyous hopes of 
making her his wife. And then the disillusion .. as complete, 
for Roger made known that he had dreamed she understood 
his love! Ignorant of any obstacle, he had been couning her 
affection in the deepest sense, and his avoidance of a frank 
avowal arose from scruples of a conventional nature. Would 
her relatives think him rich enough? The girl was bitterly 
distressed. Her mind, distracted, perplexed, could see no 
issue to her false position. Roger urged: .. You know your 
own heart now. Can you deny your fJlamusllove ill mine? n 

And because she could not deny that fact, it seemed to her as 
though it would be selfish and mean to reject the absent Edgar, 
and consent to marry Roger. Duty, she thought, .. i. alway. 
difficult, and I am called on to choose the hardl .. t path, and 
tum away from Roger." But ever as she pondered thus, fresh 
doubts arose, and fears were mingled with her sense of shame. 
What if masculine jealousy brought fresh disaster? Poor 
girl! her misery was complete, and her emotions overwhelmed 
her judgmenL Fortunately for her, she felt her own incapa. 
city, and knew she could depend upon the reasoning power. 
and moral nature of a clergyman within reach. To him Ihe 
went, and bra"ely laid bare the lIC<7ets of her hean and mind. 
He gravely said, .. Now let us for a moment reverse the position. 
Edgar, we .ball suppose, has written to you to come oUt to 
India and marry him; the fact being that he has fallen d .. 
perately in love with another girl-illn«mfl.1. remember. He 
could not help it, he did not mean to do it, but unconsciously 
his hean has slipped away from you to her. He is shocked, 
he blames himself (and not without sg11U cause) for fahen.,.., 
and with a martyr's spirit, a heroic sense of honour, he resolves 
to keep bis engagement, and, • so help him God,' to make you 
happy. He meets you then witb a lie in his heart, not on his 
tongue, for be will carefully avoid the subject of your rival 
But teU me, Is he right? Would you be happy, think you? 
Would you miss nothing? Would you fee~ if you came to 
know the truth, that bis generous action was psi '" 7'''' 1 .. 
.. Ob no!" she cried, U J could not bear it; he ought to teU 
me al~ and I would never wish to sacrifice in that way "iI 
happiness to lIIillL .. " ~'J U5t so,"' her monitor replied; " IrIIlII is 
always Dat; but I see you think that Edgar i. not to unselfish 
as are you yourseli In this are you quite just 10 him?" N I 
cannot te~' she murmured; .. but are not men jeaJous?" 
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"Jealous!" he answered; "ah, well, we men are frail, 110 doubt! 
But were I Edgar, I tell you frankly it would not mend matters 
to me, that I had won my wife without the priceless jewel of 
her love. No, no, my young friend, he true to yourself, and 
just to him, and fling to the winds the fears that cause deflec
tion from the path of rectitude." Strengthened, enlightened, 
comforted, the girl went through her painful task. Relinquish
ing her false, heroic mood, but in no selfish or self-sparing 
one, she met Edgar, and later she became the wife of Roger. 
To her wise mentor she expressed her mingled sense of thank
fulness and sorrowful contrition. U He freed me at once," she 
said; "he grieved, but yet he thanked me for my candour. 
He would never wish my hand without my heart; he'd rather 
keep my friendship pure and sweet, than my love with any 
tinge of falseness through it. But oh! that I could cure the 
pain and sorrow that I have caused him." "Hush, hush, my 
child!" he gently said; .. don't let your self-importance grow 
inflated; his own true heart is his best comforter at present, 
and by-and-by it will be, shall I say, born again. It will send 
out fresh shoots and leaves, aye, and blossom into fruit all in 
good time. You have paineo ,but not misused him. Let the 
past be past for you, for'him, for aU." 

My optimism, or tendency to be hopeful in respect to the 
prospects of the human race, has often been opposed by 
dreamy ev.olutionists, who refuse to look vigorously into the 
causes of social misery. "\Vhat folly," it has been said to me, 
"to think that sin, pain, sorrow, can ever pass away! II As 
regards sorrow, death and dying are certainly sorrows we 
shall never be able to surmount j. and as our powers of loving 
expand, ~,.e sorrows will be even more deeply felt. But if 
we reflect on what is around us, and look back upon our own 
inward histories, we shall perceive that these are not our only 
sorrows-far from it. There are emotional trials, in which 
death has no part, which, nevertheless, prostrate us more com
pletely than even when lVe mourn the loss by death of our best 
beloved. These sorrows will be mitigated to an enormous 
extent in two ways. First, the bitterness will be removed wheg 
we can lay no blame upon our fellow-creatures, and feel no 
sense of personal injustice. The trial may be of an entirely 
different order from what overtook Edgar; but whatever the 
nature, if the subject of it knows he has been treated without 
deception, and with scrupulous justice, the s"rrow will have 

• Premature deaths, however I will undoubtedly be much fewer. 
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lost its greatest sting. The second mitigation lies in the 
greater sympathy the social units will feel and show. 

Which of us who has lived and suffered lon~, docs not 
know that the universal consolers are time and human sym· 
pathy? And to the extension of the latter an evolutionist, at 
least, can set no bounds. But justice I Alas! when ... i11 that 
sentiment hold universal sway? Of all emotions it is the one 
demanding most in the way of human capacity. It presup
poses intellect, viz. reasoning powers and imagination; also 
knowledge, sympathy, and a delicate susceptibility to quantita
tive relations, to a sense of equalness, or a want of equalne!is in 
every possible position. So complex an emotion could only be 
of slow de\'elopment; but step IJK step as man progresses in 
education, culture, and true refinement, it will progress, and 
make its influence extend to ever-widening circles. 

That it is growing steadily is too obvious to need proof. 
One trifling indication, however,.! may here point to. In will
making, or the disposal of personal property, justice has greatly 
modified custom. ! do not allude specially to the upper 
classes and the old law of primogeniture; but in the great 
upper middle class, where fortunes have been rapidly made. 
and property does not mean land, the father of a family would 
as a rule at the beginning of this century dispose of his estate 
in'unequal portions, leaving more to sons than daughter.. At 
the present day a father makes his will· on lines more just and 
equitable. .. Let all share alike," is his pnnciple; and there 
are even some who feel and try to act.from a still finer ""'Ii,e of 
justice-a desire t6 weigh in delicate sca.1es the relative position 
of sons and daughters, and to make the balance good by 
leaving most to daughters. These men say ... ~I Y daughters 
may not marry. and alas! for them, marriage seems year by 
year to grow more difficulL If they do not, and if at my death 
my property is not enougb for all, their lot in life must neces
sarily be more precarious than that of my son.; for even if I 
train them to a trade or a profession, their sex ... ill prove a 
stumbling-block, a disability; therefore. I must put thi. per
sonal disability into the scale that I may act with impartial 
justice." 

But now. turning from all the tI,,! emotion. of humanity
the powerful sentiments that lie at the foundation of our social 
life-let us merely glance for a moment at the changes taking 
placeoin those emot,ons that play upon the surface of that life; 
I mean the sentiments that have to do with conventional pro-
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priety. We have only to read carefully Lord Chesterfield's 
.. Letters to his Son," written about the middle of the last century, 
to be struck with the alteration in the habits and customs of 
polite society, and in the state of feeling thought proper to polite 
society, which has taken place. It is truly marvenous. Imagine 
a father gravely writing to a son: " If you love music, hear it; go 
to operas, concerts, and pay fiddlers to play to you; but I insist 
upbn your neither piping nor fiddling yourself; it puts a gentle
man in a very frivolous and contemptible light, and takes up a 
great deal of time which might be much better employed Few 
things would mortify me more, than to see you bearing a part 
in a.. concert, with a fiddle under your chin." Or again, 
"Having mentioned laughing, 1 must particularly warn you 
against it; and 1 could heartily wish that you may often be seen 
to smile, but never heard to laugh while you live. . . . In my 
mind there is nothing so illiberal, and so ill·bred, as audible 
laughter. It is low and unbecoming, not to mention the dis
agreeable noise that it makes, and the shocking distortion of the 
face that it occasions. 1 am neither of a melancholy nor a 
cynical disposition, but 1 am sure that, since 1 have had the 
fun nse of my reason, nolx;dy has ever heard me laugh." 
Poor man I we can affo.d without any cynicism to pity him as a stiff-jointed puppet in an artificial society, when we reflect 
upon the freedom, the ease of future generations, whose 
laughter win be as natural and guileless as a child's-the 
rippling overflow of joyous life. The changes, too, in woman's 

, position, ~=iments she caBs forth, are equally marked 
r: \\' omen, ~. U are only children of a larger growth; 
they have an entertaining tattle, and sometimes wit; but for 
solid, reasoning good sense, I never in my life knew one that 
had it • A man of sense only trifles with them, plays with 
them, humours and flatters them; but he neither consults 
them about, nor trusts them with, serious matters. Here 
dissimulation is very often necessary, and. even simulation is 
sometimes allowable; it pleases them, may be useful to you, 
and is injurious to nobody I Women,-hc gees ::i_lAin a 
great degree establish or destroy every man's reputation for 
good breeding; therefore you must overwhelm them witt. 
small attentions. You must be sedulous, and rather over'
officious than under, in procuring them their coaches, their 
chairs, their conveniences in public places. ""ll" The company 
of women of fashion will improve your malfuers, thoug. not 
your understanding," he writes. But in another letter he 
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guards him against wasting his evenings frivolously in the 
tattIe of women's company. Vet Lord Chesterfield was (or 
his period a worldly·wise and affectionate father. He con· 
demns the balbarous sentiments of anger and revenge, and 
exhorts his son to gentleness and generosity. The lesson 
for us is clear. Throughout the whole range of public 
and private social life change in sentiment is rapidly going 
on. What is thought proper now will very probably not 
be thought proper in the year 1919; llurifore, let no mere 
consen-"ative bias thwart our judgment. All feelings are open 
to criticism, and it is by permitting the seaJching light o( intel· 
lect to penetrate into the daJk corners of human emotion, that 
we shall best secure or aid progress in the right directions. 
The subject is a very large one, and it may seem to my reader 
that I have treated it superficially; but my object is not psy
chologiea~ but purely sociological. It would Dot be relevant 
to my purpose to analyze and classify human sentime."ts. The 
order of evolution is what I have to do with, and it only falls 
within the scope of my work to make a few general observa.
tions, and note one or two important points. These are, first 
-that in this sphere o( feeling the path of advance towards 
greater happiness, lies in fostering the sympathetic, and re
pressing the anti-social emotion.; second-that love of pro
perty ~ost be modified and subjected to reason; third-that 
jealousy is anti-social and must die out; fourth-that love of 
truth and the sentiment of justice ale of recent growth, and 
demand general attention and aid in their development; and 
fifth-that the sentiment of what is proper or improper in 
conventional society, is no true guide to right conduct. 
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CHAPTER X. 

THE PERIOD ,OF YOU1'H. 

"From these high windows behind the flower-pots young girls have 
looked out upon life, which their instincts told them was made for 
pleasure, but which year after year convinced them was somehow or other 
given over to pain."-J. H. SHORTHOUSE. 

THERE appeared in the Saturday Review for March, 1868, an 
article entitled "The Girl of the Period," written by a 
woman who certainly possesSes what Lord Chesterfield called 
"solid, reasoning good sense/, the type of woman which, 
according to him, had no existence in hi. day, but of which we 
have at least a few specimens now. 

This writer bolds advanced opinions upon many subjects. 
She has given to the world works that show knowledge, high 
culture, experience of life, and wide human sympathies. It is 
impossible for us to impute ,to ber any prejudice against her 
own sex, any want of true sympathy with girls; nevertheless, in 
this artivlp her teaching is conservative. She compares a past 
state of things with a present state of things, and gives a 
distinct opinion in favour of the former. 

"Time was," she says, "when the phrase-a fair young 
English girl-meant, a creature generous, capable, and modest. 
It meant a girl who could be trusted alone if need be, because 
of the innate purity' and dignity of her nature, but who was 
neither bold in bearing nor masculine in min~; a girl wh9' 
when she mamed, would be her husband's friend and com
panion, but never his rival; a tender mother, an industrious 
housekeeper, a judicious mistress." U Of late years," she goes 
on, .. we have changed the pattern, and have given to the 
world a race of women as utterly unlike the old insular ideal 
as if we had created another nation altogether. The Girl of 
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the Period is a creature wbo dyes ber bair and paints her 
face; . . . whose sole idea of life is fun; whose sole aim i. 
unbounded luxury; and whose dress is the object of such 
thought and intellect as she possesses. Her main endeavour 
is to outvie .her neighbours in the extravagance of fashion. 
The Girl of the Period has done away with such moral 
muffishness as consideration for others, or regard for counsel 
and rebuke. 

" Noone can say of the modern English girl that she i. 
tender, loving, retiring, or domestic. Love is the last thing 
she thinks of, and the least of the dangers besetting her. 
Love in a cottage-that seductive dream which used to vex 
the heart and disturb the calculations of the prudent mother
is now a myth of past ages," and her only ideal of marriage i. 
"the legal harter of herself for so much money, representing 
so much dash, luxury, and pleasure." She concludes with a 
grave warning to the young of her own sex, in reference to 
marriage. .. The Girl of the Period," she tells them, .. does 
not marry easily. Men are afraid of her; and with reason. 
All men whose opinion is worth baving, prefer the simple and 
genuine girl of the past, ... ith her tender little ways, and pretty 
bashful modesties, to this loud and rampant modt'fllization, 
with ber false red hair and painted skin, talking slang as glibly 
as a man, and by preference leading the conversation to 
doubtful subjects." 

Now, I entirely agree witb tbe writer of this article in her 
condemnation and denunciation of tbe girl of the period whom 
she describes. The picture is a truly odious one, and I 
suppose we must admit that there are amongst us a con
siderable number of tbe type. But the article seems to me to 
carry two inferences with it, whicb I regard as erroneous. 
First, sbe assumes that if we reject ber type of girl of the 
period, we are shut up to the type of the past; and becau5e 
we cannot admire or tolerate the loud aDd rampant moderniza
tion, we must revert to the girl whose c~ief attractions lie in 
"teuder little ways, and bashful modesties." Second, she 
infers that the proper standard of feminine excellence is 
masculine desires. Her principle seems to me to be that 
woman is made for man. At all events, in es:horting the girl 
of the period to lay aside ber absurdities, she appeals to no 
higher motive than that men do not approve, and do not want 
that kind of thing in ber.c 

I do not for a moment deny that some men are es:ce1lent 
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judges of what is good in woman; but that man's opinion is to 
be her guide and rule, that she is to find out, in short, what lu 
requires and wishes for in a wife, and shape herself accordingly, 
is to my mind teaching of a misleading, mischievous character. 
And in reference to the spirit of the age it is like a false note, 
a jarring discord in the music of the future. The true 
harmony lies in a wholly different view, viz. this-woman exists 
as Dian exists, for the development of her varied faculties, for 
the achievement of the highest work within her power, and the 
attainment of the greatest goodness and happiness possible. 
That her happiness is deeply involved in her relations to man, 
and that her goodness must be compatible with, and in no way 
obstructive of, his happiness, are undoubted facts; but the true 
measure of her standard is not his requirements, and her 
mental and moral calibre are not to be controlled by, and 
fitted to, his personal tastes. 

But is this question about our ideal in womanhood, with its 
necessary discussion of the frivolous lives of spoilt girls, a 
fitting subject to introduce here? Am 1 justified in asking for 
it the attention of minds that may be occupied with such grave 
matters as capital punishment, Ollr criminal code, the reform 
of drunkards, the land laws, church disestablishment, etc.? 
In my opinion, the question is an extremely important one. It 
forms part of a wider subject, which in relation to general 
welfare and social advance, comes next in importance to that 
of poverty and increase of population-I mean the subject 
of the Period oj Youtlt in both sexes. Let us put it in this 
way. Given the prevailing disposition, character, habits, and 
Customs of the young men and women of the present day, 
and givea the conditions of their life-that is their environ
ment or surroundings-what result may be rationally looked for 
as regards present happiness and as regards the moral eleva· 
tion of the next generation, of which they are the potential 
parents? .. 

In dealing with poverty, we found the pauper a blot upon 
OU~ .nineteenth~century civilization and a reproach to the wh.ole 
Ilntlsh race. We saw clearly, that to abuse and attach; 
personal blame to the pauper was irrational and cruelly unjust. 
His antecedents and his surroundings explain his existence; 
and it is by enlightened modification of these conditions alone, 
that we shall compass the great end of securing his gradual 
and total extinction. Similarly with the Sah<rday Revieu/s 
girl of the period. !5he is a biot upon our civilization, and we 

o 
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may place her figure side by side with that which Mr. Lecky 
calls .. the most mournful and in some respects the most awful 
upon which the eye of the moralist can dwell That unhappy 
being whose name is a shame to speak . • . who i. scorned 
and insulted as the vilest of her sex, and doomed, for the moot 
part, to disease and abject wretchednes ..... That degraded and 
ignoble form. ... She remains while creeds and civilization. rise 
and fall, the eternal priestess of humanity, blasted for the oins 
of the people."· This latter figure io more despised than the 
former, more publicly and popularly recognized as ignoble; 
but the girl uf lite p(riod form is in reality not OIU whil leo. 
degraded. Both are vicious, unseemly outcomes of our social 
system, and point to something radically wrong in our nine
teenth.century civilizatiolL Neither should be treated super
ciliously or with abuse. Compassion is the tone of mind they 
should inspire, and on the part of all reformers, persistent, 
eamest endeavour to remove the c;auses that perpetuate their 
number, or give them birth. As regards the prostitute, the 
fundamental and primary cause of her existence i. poverty, 
with its antecedent, a too rapid birth· rate. Hut there are 
other secondary causes on which we shall else~'here touch; 
meanwhile we tum again from her, to her companion picture
the objectionable girl uf lite frriod. 

And let us glance first at the essential nature of youth. It 
is a period of effervescence. There is in youth, if it i. healthy, 
an exuberance of life, which is ever ready to bubble up and 
overflow. It tends to movement or to action in all directions, 
and the movement is threefold It may be muscular or 
physical, it may be emotional, or it may be intellectual; but 
if the latter, the activity is not of the judgment or reasoning 
powers, but rather of the imagination and the facnlty of quick 
perceptiolL Now, society is bound to find safe and ready 
channels for all this surplus energy. Y oun~ people of both 
sexes require a sphere for useful activities aIlS well as: recrea
tional activities, a .. ide choice of intellectual pleasures, and a 
field for Ihe free play and exercise of all Ihe opontaneous and 
varied emotions that are not of an anti~1 nature. 

In the novels of the present day, as I observed in my last 
chapter, we must not expect to find guidance 10 right conduct ; 
bUI .. hat we do find th.:re is a true representation of the inner 
and outer life lhat surrounds us. One of Ihese novels gives 

. a striking description of tbe position and feding. of a young 
• "tfulory 01 Euopeaa )loW.," Yol. ii. p. 299-
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girl, charged with life, as a thunder-cloud is ch~ged with 
electricity, and who for lack of outlets that are pure and safe 
shows herself up to a certain point in the novel a heartless 
mischievous flirt-one of the loud and rampant kind, ready for 
fun at any cost But suddenly this girl, Fanny Dover, finds 
herself in a new position. In a house full of helpless women 
and a helpless man, something is expected of her-something 
depends upon her. She is transformed at once! But we shall 
let her speak for hersel~ and in transcribing, whilst in one sense 
the words I write are fiction, I aIso feel that they are fact 

The hero of the tale, who is a woman-hater, or thinks 
himself so, says to Fanny Dover, U Please explain a remark
able phenomenon. You were always a bright girl, and no 
fool; but not exactly what humdrum people would call a good 
girL You are not offended?" 

"The idea I" says Fanny. "Why, I have publicly dis
owned goodness again and again. You have heard me." 

"So I have, but was not that rather deceitful of you? for 
you have turned out as good as gold. Anxiety has kept me at 
home of late, and I have watched you. You live for others; 
you are all over the house to serve two suffering women. That 
is real charity, not sexual charity which humbugs the world, 
but not me. You are cook, housemaid, butler, nurse, and 
friend to both of them. In an interval of your time, so credit
ably employed, you come and cheer me up with your bright 
little face, and give me wise advice. I know that women are 
all humbugs; only you are a humbug reversed, and deserve a 
statue-and trimmings. You have been passing yourself olf 
for a naughty girl, and all the time you were an extra good 
one." tit 

"And that puzzles the woman-hater; the cynical student 
who says he has fathomed woman! My poor dear Harrington, 
if you cannot read so shallow a character as I am, how will you 
get on with those ladies upstairs-Zoe, who is as deep as the 
sea, and turbid with passion-and the Klosking, who is as 
deep as the ocean? " 

She thought a moment, and said, "There, I will have pity;' 
on you. You shall understand one woman before you die, and 
that is me; I'll give you the clue to my seeming inconsistencies 
-if you will give me a cigarette." 

h '''hat, another hidden virtue! you smoke?" 
" Not I, except when I happen to be with a noble soul who 

won!t tell." 
L 
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Vizard found her a Ru .. ian cigarette, and lighted his own 
cigar, and she lectured as follows :-

II \Vhat women love, and can't do without if they are young 
and healthy, and spirited, is-Excitement I am one who pine. 
for it. Now, society is so constructed that, to g-ct excitement 
you must be naughty. Waltzing all night, and flirting all day, 
are excitement Crochet, and church, and examining girls in 
St Matthew, and dining (II famil/e, and going to bed at ten, are 
stagnation. Good girls-that means stagnant girls; I hate 
and despise the tame little wretches, and I never was one, and 
never will be. But now look here; we have two ladies in love 
with one villain-that is exciting. One gets nearly killed in 
the house--that i. gloriously exciting; the other is broken
hearted. If I were to be a bad girl and say, 'It is not my 
business; I will leave them to themselves, and go my little 
mill·round of selfishness as before,' why, what a fool I must 
be! I should lose excitement Instead of that, I run and get 
things for the Klosking-Excitement. I cook for her, and 
nurse her, and sit up half the night-Excitement Then I run 
to Zoe and do my best for her, and get snubbed-Excitement 
Then I sit at the head of your table and order you-Excite· 
ment. Oh, it is lovely! II 

"Shall you be sorry ... hen they both get ... ell, and routine 
recommences? " 

" Of course I shall; that is the sort of good girl I am. 
And ob, when that fatal day comes, how I shall flirt ! Heaven 
help my next ainee ! " • 

No", the Fanny Dover type i. a., common as possible 
amongst English girls. They are neither good nor bad in any 
strong sense. They are simply shallow natures, bubt.ling over 
with exuberant life, and ready to be good or bad according to 
surrounding conditions. In themselves they have little in
stinctive sense of ... hat is right or ... hat is wrong, no moral 
sentiments strong enough to be a motive power, holding them 
back from one course, and impelling them to another, and all 
tbeir motives, therefore-the forces that direct their energies-
are sure to be derived from tbe predominant tone of tho~1 
and feeling holding sway in the social circle of which they form 
a part 

Society, then, has here and there and everywhere a I'anny 
!lover of neutral tint and shallo" nature. If society can 
utiLze her surplus energy, leaving ooly enough for recreation ; 

• ,. A Womao-Hat:cr," by Cbarics Reade, .. 01. iii. po 3J. 
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if it can give her a useful honourable career, and lay on her 
young shoulders a sense of responsibility, not bununsome, but 
perceplibl., no more outwardly is wanted. The simple hpse 
of time, the discipline and experience of life, will check her 
levities, give depth to her nature, and colour to her character. 
But ii, on the other hand. all that society requires of Fanny 
Dover is to amuse herself and obtain a husband, the girlish 
innocence will rnn to waste, and from a few years of frivolous 
and mis-spent life there will emerge the heartless, hardenedl 
coquette, the loud and rampant girl of the period, who dyes 
her hair, screws in her waist, paints her face, and carries with 
her a moral degradation which will taint directly all the young' 
of her own sex, and indirectly all the young of the opposite 
sex who come within her reach. 

Now let us look at the quiet girls, of whom Fanny says, " I 
hate and despise the tame little wretches;" good girls but 
stagruint, she calls them. Stagnation, however, is never an 
element of healthy youth, and in all probability these girls 
differ from Fanny, not in amount of force, but in the direction 
the force has taken. Hers overflows at the surface, theirs runs 
in inward channels; and still waters usually run deep. Crochet, 
or nowadays Russian embroidery, lawn tennis, church-going, 

, Sabbath school teaching, and a little mill·round of very trilling 
occupations, is all their visible life, and to Fanny it looks tame. 
She thinks contentment with a very humdrum lot is the key· 
note of their position, but she is wrong. They have their 
surplus energy as well as she. Timi.dity, innate refinement, or 
some high moral instinct, prove forcible enough to control the 
outward conduct, but the interior ebullitions are stron~ and 
deep. V Jeue longings for a wider life, wild dreams of what 
may De perchance, vain flights into a world of purest fancy, 
alternate with great gusts of passionate eplotion, followed by 
numbness-a duH sense of pain sud self-reproach-because 
they cannot feel the resignation which they think is ri!(ht, and 
inwardly repress their hot desires, their restless state of juvenile 
impatience. To the outwardly good girl as well as the out
wardly bad girl, the conditions of her life are thoroughly" 
unsatisfactory. 

I do not' expect many educated women to admit this. We 
have an a happy power of forgetting our past sorrows, and it 
is marvellous how little real sympathy is felt by even tender
hearted mothers with the troubles of the young. Their own 
lives are filled to overllowing with duties, cares, and pleasures, 
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and they have no surplus energy to expend in recalling the 
inward history of their own youth so that they may tJUly appre
hend the natures of their children, and the griefs, that to a 
practical and busy woman of mature age, are apt to seem 
fantastic. 

But we have the direct evidence of !;ome women of mature 
age to the fact, that the conditions of their youth were un
favourable to happiness and goodness, and in novels the theme 
is harped upon perpetually_ Who does not sympathize with 
the girl who exclaims, U I am weary of theories, I want ftc~h 
and blood, I want to feel myself a part of this striving, eager, 
anxious humanity, on whose labours I live in comfort, by whom 
I have been educated, to whom lowe all, and for whom I have 
done nothing"?· 

Madame George Sand deliberately tells us that she was 
shut up in egoistic sonow till she was thirty, and Miss Martineau 
gives a clear and definite account of the misery she endured 
during the whole period of her youth. .. My life," she writes, 
.. began with winter_ I did not know ten years ago what life 
might be in regard to freedom, vig<)ur, and peace of mind; 
the spring, summer, and autumn of life were yet to come# At 
past forty years of age I began to relish life, and for ten years 
I have been vividly conscious of its delights_" 

Now, Miss Martineau's youth was spent in a comfortable 
English home She was surrounded by love and care_ Food, 
clothing, education, all were hers; but some condi.ion, in .pite 
of aU these blessings, lIWIe her miserable; and observe, ..-hat
ever it was mu.st have been tnt/silk of herself, becau.~ later, 
she proved that she possessed the power to relish and enjoy 
existence Probably ber mother would have said that two 
conditions were lacking to malte her happy, viz. health of body 
and contentment '" mind; but in reali.y both of these, one 
partially, and the other wholly, w""e due to outward pres.ure. 
The girl's whole nat"re .... cramped She had no freedom to 
expand and d",-e1op according to her own inborn I,attern, and 
aU the forces of ber organi.,m turned inwards, fretted and 
corroded both her mental and pbysical health. 

What to others might prove a cause of misery-the failure 
of a father's house of business-was in her case a b1 ... ing, for 
it opened the ga.e of freedom, and ga,-e an outlet to her 
energies. "My mother and her daugh.ers," she oays, "lost at 
a stroke nearly aU tbey had in tbe world I, for one, was left 

• II All SorI5 and Cooditi005 01 Mea, 99 Walter 8cw.aL 
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destitute; that is to say, with precisely one shilling in my 
purse. I rather enjoyed it, even at the time; for there was 
scope for action; whereas, in the long, dreary series of pre~ 
ceding trials, there was nothing possible but endurance. I 
had henceforth liberty to do my own work in my own way; 
for we had lost our gentility. Many and many a time since 
have. we" (i.e. her sisters and she) "said, that but for that loss 
of money, we m;ght have lived on in the ordinary provincial 
method of ladies with small means, sewing and economizing, 
and growing narrower every year; whereas by being thrown, 
while it was yet time, on our own resources, we have worked 
hard and usefully; won friends, reputation, and independence, 
seen the world abundantly, abroad and at home, and in short 
have truly lived instead of vegetated."· 

Do I desire, then, for young girls unlimited liberty 1 By no 
means. On the contrary, I know many girls who have far too 
much liberty in some directions. As for instance in the spending 
of money, the ordering of servants, etc. However wealthy a 
girl's parents may be, to acquire the habit of lavish, thoughtless 
expenditure is hurtful to ch~racter, and may in the future 
render her life miserable; and ... uthority given to the young 
to control their fellow-creatures, and command obedience to 
their slightest whim, is certain to foster the 'VlJ~ of power, an 
emotion which ought to be very carefully. and judiciously 
repressed. 

No, it is not less interference, in any general sense, that is 
required. It is a thorough understanding of the nature and 
position of girls; and whilst breaking up the purely conven
tional system that surrounds them, and loosening all the bonds 
that hold 4" check their innocent activities, it is the bringing 
them into contact with external forces that will discipline the 
mental and emotional nature, and fit the character to the true 
needs of life. 

The "shut up in egoistic surrow" state is not confined to 
girls of an inherited ~uperior capacity,3uch as George Sand 
and Harriet Martineau. Many a simple girl of ordinary 
powers suffers in the same way, although it may be in a les,.l 
degree. She finds on her return from school, that in the busy 
world around, the eager, striving, anxious crowd, she is, and is 
compelled to be, a fnj!(t"--nothing more. In her home, the 
necessary domestic duties are aU efficiently performed by 
servants, or it may be by older sisters, and if a few are yielded 

• U Autobiography," vol. i. p. 14~. 
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up to her, it is a make-belief of usefulness, a sham that doe. 
not satisfy her craving. 

Brothers' careers are carefully canvassed and considered, 
active measures 3re taken to give them a good chance of 
making life effective; but for her, t;ffi'Clit1t hfe seems never 
thought of. She feels herself a surplus c01nmodity, the sense 
of present uselessness depresses her, and when she ponders on 
her future, anxious fears take pos"",sion of her mind. There 
is a tacit understanding that the r"'e for her is marriage, and 
tbat if she does not marry she will disappoint her friends and 
be a social failure; and inwardly the girl shivers at the thought 
that some day she may find herself that evil thing which forms 
the very bugbear of her young imagination-a sour old maid! 
What shall she do, what am she do, to esupe that awful 
doom? Nothing at all but wait, and vainly stnve to possess 
her soul in patience_ 

The strict, conventional law in reference to marriage, &he 
clearly seeS engra"ed on all the minds around her. It i. the 
man's prerogative to seek, and actively to create the warmest 
of all relations. It is the woman's duty to sit stin, be jJassit't 
only; and if she feels emotions stirred within her, she must 
conceal them, until the moment comes when 5he is a~ked to 
speak a final yes or no. The position doe. not differ in 
essentials from the Babylonish marriage market, which Mr. 
Long has placed so powerfully before our ey.,.. Row. of 
women, ranged according to their external point..5, from loveli
ness to plainnes., and d",", to ugliness, ,.ith every shade 
between, sit waiting in the market (or men to lJid, to purchase, 
and to make themse)"es the masters of their de;tiny. 

Kow, there are many nineteenth·century girl .... ho rebel 
at this enforced passivity. I do not say all or nearly all, for 
in a transitional age we have of course a mixed inward as .. ell 
as a mixed oun"ard condition; and the attitude of the female 
mind is in some cases fitted to a pa~ stage of c1 tilJization-the 
stage in which barbarous surroundings rendered the entire 
subjection of womaJI natural; whilst in other <as<" the ,tale of 
thought and feeling is otted to the rapidly advancing epoch of 
pnfed UJua/if)' 0/ YX_ 

The girls I speak of ha\'e great spunlolUl/y of heart and 
mind.. They are not simply respan,i,e. It is their nature to 
throw out tender tentacles of homan feelinl!', and to folio. 
these with candid word and geneTOUS action. SOW', the'fe is 
nothing culpable in this, nor is it even dangerous, where 
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refinement exi~ts, and where there have been inculcated the 
two modern sentiments-love of truth, and justice, i.e. a 
conscientious regard for the feelings and happiness of others. 
But in a society, where the question of marriage is made too 
prominent, such girls are never able to be free and natural. 
They may obey their impulses to some extent with their own 
sex, but with the other sex, they must be carefully upon their 
guard, they must be formal, cold, unnatural, or run the ~isk 
of being taken for husband-hunters, and condemned as 
wanting ia the very quality they eminently possess-delicate 
womanlioess. 

Cramped, then, on every side, with no sphere of useful 
activity, and no freedom to seek for themselves a life filled 
with emotion, they either tum to religion for comfort, and 
spend their youth in a piety which is morbid, or they draw 
in all their tentacles like a sea-anemone (out of its native 
element) and live shut up in U egoistic sorrow." 

But the conditions of a young man's life are in marked 
contrast to all this; and naturally the tone of mind engendered, 
is a senSf of personal supmiJrl~Y. And here again let me 
resort to fiction, for Mr. Black has excellently portrayed the 

. boyish spirit of masculine contempt with which a brother gazes 
on and spurns the narrow life his sisters are compelled to lead. . 

In the tale called" Beautiful Wretch," a young lad exclaims: 
"I see the puzzlement you girls are ill who haven't got to earn 
your own living. You don't know what on earth to do with 
yourselves. You read Ruskin, and think you should be 
earnest; but you don't know what to be earn.e~t about. Then 
you take to improving your mind, and cram your head full of 
earth-curae"1ts, and equinoxes, and eclipses of the moon. But 
what does it all come \a? You can't do anything with it- Then 
you have a go at philanthropy-that's more practical: Sunday 
school teaching, mending children's clothes, and generally 
cultivating pauperism. Then, 10 and behold! in the middle 
of all this there comes by a good-looking young fellow; and 
phew! all your grand ideas are off like smoke." The girls 
drop their philanthropy at once, and vie "'"ith one another tq 
obtain that greatest blessing to the sex-a lover! 

Now, in view of the permanent and natural relation of the 
sexes to one another, 1 think my readt:r will allow that the 
disposition necessary to cultivate in lads is r(speet for woman
/woa, with tendencies to judge it jair!;', and to value it accord~ 
ing to its real and Dt)t its superficial merits. The comrentional 
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surroundings of youth, however, bring about an opposite rCHulL 
Contempt for girls, for their frivolous, or at least comparatively 
useless lives-self-importance and a sense of power and 
masculine superiority-impossibility of knowing an educated 
girl's genuine nature and disposition, and therefore liability to 
be attracted by personal beauty only, or by fictitious charms, 
these are what a young man feels, and what the best young 
men both suffer from and bitterly deplore; whilst on the worst 
they act injuriously, and slowly but surely degrade the character. 

A lad at seventeen is as a rule set free from trammels. 
His career is decided He enters an office, or at a lJ niversity 
prepares for some profession, and takes into his own hand. 
the guidance of his private life. He finds himself at liberty to 
strut along the street, cigar in mouth and cane in hand, at any 
hour, _and stare at girls of every order, clao;s, or social station. 
He explores .in all directions, music-halls, dancing-saloons, 
billiard·rooms, gambling-houses, and it may be spends houn 
in chaffing (as he calls it) girls of the count<..-, at the bar, or in 

'his favourite resort, the cigar-5hop. Nothing is forbidden to 
; him It is the spirit of the age to give young men in some 
directions unlimited freedom, even to license. A. proof of 
this, I Deed only point to the complaints of studeDts one li,t<-m 
to in every U Diversity city. They interrupt business at political 
meetings. They sing and shout and arc so noisy in theatres, 
that unless play-goers have aD unusual amount of nerve force, 
they feel compelled to stay at home on students' nighl'- When 
snow is on the streets they ..-ill obstruct a thoroughfare, and 
take their own amusement at their neighbours' cosL They 
treat professors occasionally with open r.bellion and derision, 
and they have stopped a grave Lord Rector iD the act of 
delivering his inaugural address and forced him to retire. 

All this they look UPOD as manly, and as a self-as.oertion, 
only fropr to their youth and grade. And public opinion 
tolerates it! Professors ..-ink at it; fathen laugh at it; and 
sufferers from it endure in silence. Is it any wand<.,. that 
many of these lads become in time domestic despots, selfish 
husbands, grinding mast<-rs, showing one element of character 
iD all their dealings WIth their fellow-creatureo, namely, 
dominancv, ... her",·er and whenever it is possible to assert it? 

Mean~hile the sisters of these students go to no public 
plACe ..-ithout protection. They are chaperoned to balls and 
concerts; they never walk ant at dusk alone; aDd even at 
midday, if young Jadies of twenty.five or thirty choooe to 
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attend a gaIden promenade, propriety approves the lad of 
seventeen escorting them as guardian! This gives him a 
delicious sense of power, and observe, the dangers he protects 
them from are purely itka!, wbilst tbe inflation of bis egoism is 
very reol 

Again, the ball-room, whether public or private, is always a 
field for masculine supremacy. A young girl, unless she is 
willing to be thonght loud and rampant, can never venture to 
choose a partner for the dance The young men are masters 
of the position, and girls must sit and wait, very much as in 
11k Long's Babylonish marriage market! Indeed, one is 
forcibly reminded of the picture; for what guides selection 
with the men is personal appearance (with good dancing). If 
girls are plain-looking, they may very probably sit etill all 
evening, or hang upon the hostess' hands like a drug in the 
markeL 

Skating is, for girls at least, a more recent amusement, and, 
"ecallse nludern, it is not r.llt!d as dancing is by tyrannic custom. 
To skate in pairs, seems as pleasurable as to dance in pairs, 
but girls never stand waiting" on the ice for men's selection. 
They pair off with one another, a,-,d the glow of healthy exercise 
and happy life is on tb~ chetk, altbough no flirting in tbe case 
is possiule. 

The mixture of the sexes, both in study and in all innocent 
amusements, 1 look upon as eminently desirable; but in a 
country ",here we have a/16t1t a million of surplus women, and 
in every dlstrict except the great business centres, at least six 
marriageable girls to one marriageable man, sex equality 
1fumerically is quite out of the question. 
, In mauy places the giving of a ball depends upon facilities 
for importing men from a distance, and therefore opportunities 
for dancing are to the natives a rare occurrence, confined to 
once or perhaps twice in the year. \Ve seem to me to be every
where, except in large towns, in positive danger of dropping 
out of our socialliie one of the greatest, most healthful enjoy
ments of youth, and that simply because we are slaves to con
ventional custom. To move in rhythmic measure, to skim the 
ground, and Ooat along in waves of delicious music, is as 
natural to some young people as play to little cbildren; and 
the keen sense of pleasure, the delicate exhilaration caused to 
the whole nervous system by dancing, is a precious boon to be 
guarded by society, and to be freely and imparLaily distributed 
as a means of innocent happiness during ~e period of youth. 
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lIut in the present day, not only does society fail to ful61 this 
mission, but it fails more thoroughly than it did some thirty 
years ago. 

In a small University city, where there has always been a 
select and cultured society, a lady called my attention to this 
fact. " \\-hen I came here," she said, " twenty-five years ago, 
the social visiting was easier and (ar pleasanter (or the young. 
Parents and old people were invited to dinner at five or half
past live o'clock, and ,,-hen they left the taLle, the young 
people had arrived and were assembled in the drawing-room 
ready for music, games, or, what they liked best of all, a carpet 
dance. The elders looked on, or had their whist-table in 
the comer, and after a slight refreshment, all would go home 
togeth.,.., and that before midnighL Now everything i. differenL 
The dinner-parties are very late, and the old and young seem 
separated. The latter, too, are no longer un~phistlcated. 
They want elaborate preparations for a dancc, an elegant 
supper, champagne, a floor with no carpet, an instrumental 
band Dances are therefore rare, and 1 am not sony; (or I 
look upon them now as too ari/ing, a son of midnigbt dissi
pation:' 

This sophistication of the young is , pecul~"ly melancholy 
feature of modem society, and yet how natural it is ! In pro
ponion to the tender susceptibility of the young human plant, 
is the readiness with which it imbibes the menw and moral 
hue of the surrounding social atmosphere; and jf we want 
simplicity to be the genius of character in the young, we musl 
make the conditions of their life, simple, ea,y. and natural. 

Amongst the .... ealthy classes in this country. however, th(-re 
is now III) simplicity in social life, and very little in domestic 
life. Lavish expenditure has brought about lUXUry and con
ventionalism, and these have eaten out the heart of IOCW 
intercourse and left it hOIlO..... They have uuerly destroyed 
the ease, the cha.."" the tender grace, the gm:al warmth of 
English society. 

The remedy lies in a puLlic, a universal awakening to iOfIIe 
of the important facts of human life, and in adjusting public 
and printe conduct to these facts. 

One of these facts is that wealth does not always minister to 
happiness, but on the contrary, it very frequently obstructs and 
injures it, and at the present moment it IS largdy obstructing 
the happiness of youth, and frightfully injuring its natural sim· 
plicity and innocence. A perfectly free and spontaneous inter-
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course between the sexes is necessary to happiness in the period 
of youth; and it is possible even now under wise regulations 
to obtain that innocent freedom, in each and every social class. 
The stiffness of the ball-room, the late hours, the conventional 
fules, the stimulants, and aids to artificial excitement, however, 
do not promote that end; and dancing should be rescued and 
set free from the moral degradation and formal conventionalism 
that surround it, at a public or private ball. 

My reader at this point may plausibly suspect my logical 
consistency, for whilst I have assumed that too much freedom 
is permitted to young men, I here assert that what we want is 
greater social freedom I I grant the inconsistency, but it 
belongs not to my logic but to the action of society. Young 
men should not be free to cause discomfort or loss to .fellow
citIZens. They should not be free to indulge in irreverent dis
courtesy to teachers or their elders. They should not be free 
to create social disorder; and clearly civic authority ought 
firmly to suppress such ebullitions. Again, youn,l\ men should 
not be free to seek female companionship in any class without 
regard to social equality; I'nd to approach with insolent 
familiarity girls whom they would not choose their sisters to 
associate with. But heee public opinion is the only controlling 
force that can legitimately be exercised; and with right training 
in regard to sex relations, and perfect liberty' of social interw 
course within their own class, no other force would be required. 

I think Illy r<ader will Of,'fee with me, that a young man of 
ordinary education and average good taste, would never prefer 
to tlirt with barmaids and form friendships with young ladies 
of cigar-shops, if he felt free to do the same with girls of his 
own soei. grade, at his and their sweet will And this is the 
freedom that society ought to accord, but with a perverse 
inconsistency socidy checks his impulses, and trammels him 
where he ought to be free; and on the other hand gives free
dom where its exercise brings degradation to his character, and 
causes misery in a social class in which his presence is nothjng 
less than an impertinent intrusion. 

']'lure' is no middle (ourse possible to us here. Respect fo; 
womanhood is what society must aim at impressing on her 
masculine youth, and that has two implications. It implies, 
first: not a superficial acquaintance, but a thorough knowledge 
of the womanhood within his own class, and more than this, 
freedom and power to enter into all the varied ties that are 
unhurtful to society and mutuaJly agreeable. Second: it 
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implies a courteous distance from the womanhood of a different 
social class; a distance free from all personal contempt, and 
simply resting upon a necessity of nature, Vil_ the need of 
sympathy in tastes and hahits, in order to form Irue BeX 

relations. 
I of course admit that social inequalities and cia .. distinc

tions all tend to disappear with the steady growth and spread 
of rational education; but in the meanwhile social justice 
must wear this twofold aspect, for without some repression, 
womanhood within the classes that are socially ..... k is literally 
preyed upon by men belonging to the classes that are socially 
stronger. 

Now, to parents who have never carefully examined (as I 
have done) the evil. of the present system, and whose mind. 
are thoroughly occupied with other, and I venture to say, much 
I ... important subjects, my proposition-that young ladies and 
young gentlemen should enjoy intimate, free, and frefluent 
social intercourse-will appear stanling and perhaps strongly 
objectionable.' Visions will rise up before them of grossly 
imprudent marriages, of friendships that /uui< improper, of love 
affairs of boys and girls in their teens ! 

I am not myself a parent, but with all parents I have the 
deepest sympathy. I am not ignorant of the many difficulties 
of their position, of the grave sense of respon;ihility that weigh. 
upon them, and of their natural and strong d""ire to keep their 
daughters morally pure and safe. !Ii evenhelcss my .Iowly 
formed but now calm conviction is, that with the Ix .. t 
intentions, the highest aims and purposes, the generality of 
thoughtful parents in all classes are at the prt-scnt day acting 
irrationaUy towards their children, and of the" 0;"" free will 
are subjecting them to habits and custom. that will inevitably 
degrade them, and in the end will th wart and defeat th_ 
higher aims and purposes. I say higher, fur no doubt there 
are moments ,..hen parents feel that if their IOns are outwardly 
respectable, and daughten well married in the mere worldly 
sense, success has been or will have been achieve'!. But thL"fe 
are other moments when the mind is in an dcvated and a~tract 
rather than practical mood. when what mig'" be, rather than 
,..hat seems lilu/y III h, is tbought of; and at these m()mcnts 
parents reject, as qUIte ilUllkquak, the outward comfort and 
respectability, unless adorned ... ith inward pority, and that 
sympathy whicb in their secret bearts they know to be the very 
wine and elixir of life. 
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Now, if I seek the confidence of an affectionate mother, and 
ask her privately-" Is the moral purity of your sons less dear 
to you than that of your daughters?" she answers, "No.", "Is 
it less important in respect to the happiness of married life? " 
she answers, "No." " Or less important as regards parentage? 
I mean less likely to alfect for good or evil the health and 
dispositions of your future grandchildren?" and again she 
answers, "No." If I demand a deeper confidence still, and 
trusting to the nobility of her mind, which will enable her 
to see throllgh the apparent indelicacy to the true motive of 
the question, ask_u What has marriage been to you?" she 
replies at once-" A disappointment! But," she explains, "I 
was a dreamer in my youth, a pure idealist I married with
out any real knowledge of what life is, or is meant to be. I 
throw no blame upon my husband. He is practical, a man of 
the world; not always, nay seldom sympalhelic, but kind to 
me, and outwardly we are a united couple. In the inner 
depths of my own consciousness lies the fact that marriage 
has been a bitter disappointment; but I am wholly ignorant of 
whether the calise of litis lies in my objective experience, or my 
romantic expectations. It m'ay. be, I freely admit, that I have 
looked for too much, rather than that the relation has yielded. 
me 100 lillie." The personal question site would gladly solve, I 
must not dwell upon. 

The point of grave importance for us is, that under the 
fair surface of decorous married life, there exists in this country 
in hundreds and thousands of cases a vacuum, I mean a 
space, empty and void of real, substantial happiness; and 
although I have represented it from one point of view only, my 
reader, if.,re or she has any experience of life, will Ii 11 up the 
picture, and recognize that men suffer from uncongenial part~ 
nership as frtqll~nl'YI as truly, and &.s delIO', as women suffer. 

Congenial marriage is, and perhaps always has been, 
extremely rare j but if society ever approaches the goal of 
general bappiness, it will be by a path strewn with this flower 
of life, a path in which mock unions will give pbce to those 
that rest on the only firm foundation-deep and true sympathll 
of nature. This sympalhy of nature in adult life is what we 
have to preserve, where it exists, and to produce where it does 
not exist 

A community which has outlived its infancy and childhood, 
and has ceased therefore to act from either blind instinct or 
archaic authority, b,.t has entered upon a stage of rational and 
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self-conscious existence, will see clearly that pure and innocent 
happiness is absolutely dependent upon broad sympathy 
between the sexes; and it will take the forces of evolution 
into its hands, and apply them to produce that sympathy_ 

In my last chapter I have shown how forces of evolution 
are perpetually at work within the sphere of human emotion., 
and how steady growth in all the noble sentiment, that elevate 
mankind above the brutes is attainable both in general society 
and in individual social units_ Sympathy in 'he young, a. 
compared to sympathy in adult life, is very much like pap Of 

baby-food, as compared to all the rich and varied diet of the 
strong man's table. A sympathetic friendship between an 
innocent but shallow-minded Fanny Dover and her male prota-. 
type is music of a weak and trivia1 order; nevcrthclcs!';, it is hy 
practice of that music, by interchange of these pOOf harmonies, 
such as they are, that the yOl1ng instruments gflin in capacity, 
that all the notes of tender feeling deepen and grow dearer, 
all the chords of human sympathy grow stron,:t, rich, and full, 
and at last the music that each Of both are cal.able of bring
ing into life, is like the glorious harmonies,. the com j,inatioDS 
of delicious sound, conceived and executed by a great master 
such as Handel Of Mozart. 

But here let us suppose that instead of general harmony 
and individual sympathy between the sexe., what society 
requires is the Vtry oppusiu iJf Ihis :-society desires men and 
women to be discordant, disunited, to have no earnest thoughh, 
aims, and purposes in common, no community of enthusia'lms, 
no similarity of habits. tastes, and dispositions, but, in ("me word, 
to be as thorou~hly unJilu as nature .. ill permIt. Then, un
doubtedly, no better system than the present could be devised; 

1
0f observe, just at the period when the character i. growing. 

and habits, iastes, and dispositions forming, we carL-fully 
separate the sexes. We hedge our girls round securtly, .. e 
tether them with strict conventional rules; we keep them 
i~oranl of real life, and feed them on rom:mce anti fairy·like 
llusioDS; we lift them above all tuassary work, and bid them 

lamuse themselves and ornament rociety_ We hint at marriage 
and a possible future of grave and important duties, but as no 
certainty of this in their own case exim, we only kinl. \\~e 
give no positive inO;-bUcUon in reference to .. ifehood or mother· 
bood, but leave all v:u;ue, and vagueness 'nthin a girl', mind 
we call innocence. and treat it as a chann. 

Tbe general result is that our girls are discontented, often 
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miserable. The bolder natures rebel, and take a path their 
parents can scarcely approve; they make excitement their one 
pursuit, and follow it to the loss of all womanly dignity, until 
.. the dyed and painted, loud anel rampant modernization" 
appears upon the stage of social life. The gentler natures 
inwardly repine. they suffer both in mind and body; hysteria 
takes possession of their frames, and lowers, every pulse of 
1ife 'within them, till they become timid, shrinking, narrow in 
intelligence and judgment, but intense in purpose, fastidious 
in taste, and morbidly emotional. 

Meanwhile, our boys are maturing in a wholly different 
school-a school as much too wide as that of girls is too 
narrow, and one in which the refining influence of mother and 
sisters is often wholly absent. They" see life," and that 
technical phrase implies something which refined women never 
see. And the general result is that our lads are full of worldly 
wisdom, which means gross selfishness; they are wide awake, 
and broad, and somewhat coarse, tolerant to every masculine 
vice, but strongly, fastidiously proper on the one point-female 
conduct within their IlWn dass: and to the girls within that 
class they show tbemselve~ ,conceited, presumptuous, and 
tyrannical. 

Now, dropping the fiction that we want discord and 
antagonism between the sexes, we face the fact, that here are 
the elements from which there must be organized the music 
of the future-the harmonies of character-the quick response 
to thought and feeling; the deiicate play of sympathetic 
emotions that make the real charm of life, and on which 
depends the happiness of the race, when we ourselves shall 
have pasV1 into" the silent land." 

All these young people will form relations of some sort 
with one another, and weave the web of social life destined 
to adorn or to disfigure England in the twentieth century. 
Perhaps five out of every six of the lads, -and four out of every 
six of the girls, will form the closest of all ties, a relation so 
near, and requiring such intimate and tender sympathy, that 
failure to apprehend a momentary thought, a chance impuls~ 
is capable of causing a jar; . 

II A little rift within the Juv.: 
Thllt by.and.Ly will make the music mute, 
And ever widening slowly silence aU." • 

• Tennyson. 
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/ But alas! that power to apprehend a husband's thought, 
that delicate susceptibility to a wife's (perhaps morbid) feeling 
-dare we of the nineteenth century expect it? Have we 
prepared for it by giving them in youth the opportunity of 
intimate knowledge, and of growing each to each in fitn ... for 
the needs of life? Have we not deliberately caused them to 
become as unlike as nature will permit? And is it not true, 
that judging from our action in the present day, what we may 
rationally anticipate in the future is a society more miserable, 
more hollow and empty of real joy, and above all, more 
feeble and diseased than even the society which surrounds 

, us now? Unless we adopt a new policy, our girls are certain 
• to be weakly, delicate, and fretful wives and mothet!;; and the 

very higher education with ",hieh we try to make them happier 
is straining the nervous system, and bidding fair to make 
matters by-and-by considerably worse. 

There are comparatively few girls with strongly intellectual 
proclivities; and when these proclivities do not exist, to (orce 
upon them an education beyond their natural a~similating 
powers is to intlict an injury in addition to the negative result 
of doing them no good. The average British lad, although 
more rational than the average girl, is by no means intt:llectuClI, 
and even amongst men of highest education and attainment, 
it is rare to meet with one ",-ho values culture in a woman, and 
will deliberately seek to give and take the intellectual inter
course with her, which might add so immeasurauly to the 
happiness of life. 

When, in consequence of this, I say to parenl!i, do not 
let us think too much of this higher educatir.m, and aim at 
cramming girls with Greek and Latin, I am not traitor to my 
principl~ that woman exists, not for man, but, as man ex.ifiLi, 
for the development of her varied faculties, for the achievement 
of the highest work within her power, and the attainment of 
the greatest goodness and happiness I'0s.ihl.. Goodness and 
happiness will not be promoted by artificial educ.ation, any 
more th:m by artificial restraints upon her frtedom, that i~ 
certain, and yet we are in danger in the present day of looking 
on this higher education as a panacea for all the evils that 
I have pointed out. The movement, with iL'; Ildmirabk rtsullJ 
in offering facilities to ..-oman fOr the development of all her 
... ried faculties, is (if not aloused) a glorioll5 step of mal 
progress, and gives abundant promise of a happier life to eame. 

But to parents I respectfully address a word· of caution. 
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Your girls are for the most part of the Fanny Dover type. 
Whilst full of buoyant life their mental calibre is commonplace; 
and Cambridge scholarship or Girton Greek and Latin rna y 
add no real dignity to their womanhood, but only prove veneer 
that hides the homely grace, the solid merit of the human 
nature that lies below. 

In my young days all parents in my social class strove to 
give their daught~rs what was called" polite accomplishments,~ 
and many who could ill afford it spent money freely on music 
lessons for girls who had neither ear nor any aptitude for 
music. Piano-strumlJJini. was the order of the day, and oh! 
the wear;: HOUls 01 wasted youth spent iD producing agile 
fingers, capable of sending forth a rapid sequence of hard 
sounds with mechanical precision-the whole performance as 
different from true music as the jingle of a baby-rattle from the 
delightful language of Herr .Joachim's violilL A smattering 
of music is a poor attainment, and a smattering of anything,. 
whether Greek and Latin, Mathematics and Algebra, or even, 
Moral Philosophy, is not one whit superior. It may give 
vanity, but it will add neither worth nor interest to the social 
unit . ! 

"rhere we err is in our lack of reverence _for nllman Ilalure. 
We must remember that no two human beings born into the 
world can ever be alike. Nature intends no dreary sameness; 
each human plant has individual instincts, aptitudes, and 
tastes, and the surroundings of each should permit of free 
development according to its own inborn pattern. No parents 
need regret that not very many of their daughters are of an 
intellectual pattern. Amongst the other sex, as I have said, 
there is bet Iittl~ of that pattern too; and what we really want 
for goodness and happiness are u~~ of aims and p"Q2oses, I 

gl1ll.JJ,U!nity 9!....iDterests, _ affinity in tastes, hiIlllony of habits, 
an~~of~nt. _____ 

If girts of commonplace intellect are guarded frOiilthe 
vulgarity of false assumpticns and affectations, if thet are 
silll pie aDd natural, if they are instructed in all the ordinary 
dUlies of life, and practised in the use of their reasoningj 
powers within the sphere of these duties, if their dispositions 
are trained, and their emotions regulated to social life, and if 
they emerge from a happy yo~th, not tklicate, and not morbid, 
but healthy in mind and body, then, even although deslitute 
of polite accomplishments and high culture, they will form 
a solid foundauon fer a superstructure of social life, a century 

" 
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after 'ltis. vastly superior to what we have now-a social life in 
which men and women. of stronger mental calibre than their 
parents or grandparents. will unitedly enjoy high intellectual 
intercourse. 

Meanwhile. there are exceptional girls, with latent powers 
for full reception and enjoyment of the highest culture. and 
these in every case should be enahled to drink deeply at the 
purest fountains of knowledge. No smattering. of ocience or 
of art should be deemed sufficient for the Iady-student. and no 
public or private countenance should be given to the false. 
corrupting theory. that it is right and proper for the female 
sex to make a toy. a plaything. or at the best an ostenlati",," 
personal ornament of culture, whilst men must use it for the 
public good. 

Pursuit of knowledge in every direction should by a 
civilized community be regarded as StUred; and whenever 
trifling takes the place of earnest study. it ought to be con
demned as vicious and degrading. For this reason, it betray. 
an immoral attitude of mind towards frulh. and hinders the 
development of the highest, most important modem moral 
sentiment, viz. reverma for truth. 

But in reference to inldkctua/ girls, there are some points 
we must consider. A strong head and a tender heart are not 
incompatible. On the contrary. the girl with large brain ill 
endowed with emotional as well as mental capacity. above 
average. If her intelligence is fed, and well digested know
ledge causes her mind to .. pand, the development will be 
according to the inborn pattern. and she will become a woman 
of unusual powers of loving her fello ... -creatures, as well as of 
unusual po .... ers of apprehending and enjoying truth. So .... in 
our present sociaJ state these are DOt altogether favourable to 
happiness; for with strong impulses to ... ards .. a life filled with 
emotion," she will find it difficult to form close ties. In 
respect to marriage her requirements wiD be greater than those 
of ordinary women, and her chance of marrying ",tuh leIS. 
She ... ould not be happy to decline upon a lower level than 
her own, and be mated with a clown like the heroine of 
Lochley HaIl; and whilst men of intellectual tastes in Eng
land are comparatively few in number. a considerable portion 
of that smaIJ number are unsympathetic and even antagonistic 
towards women of inteUect. The vulgar prejudice agaill5t the 
.. blue stocking· bas its faint reflection in every circle, and 
aIthough the best minds see clearly the justice of sex equali,y. 
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hearts have not yet embodied the truth, and ~e is no warm 
welcome frankly offered to the female " blue.' 

" It has been said that the man of the nineteenth century 
insists upon having for a wife a woman of the seventeenth 
century. It is, perhaps, nearer the truth that he demands 
the spirit of the two centuries combined in one 'Yoman; the 
activity and liberality of thought which characterizes the present 
era, with the intellectual submission to authority which belonged 
to the past. J) • . 

Parents should be open-eyed to the disabilities that 
culture entails, and deal candidly with their daughters in 
reference to marriage. In our present position, when so many 
men emigrate, and the sexes are wholly disproportionate in 
numbers, marriage is to all girls only a probable contingency; 
but to intellectual girls it is not a very probable contingency, 
it is a possible but improbable contingency, and life without it 
should be faced and carefully prepared for. They should be 
strengthened to withstand the temptation of forming false ties, 
and to pursue, if need be, a lonely path without anti-social 
bitterness. But above all they should be trained to make 
their culture useful to their fellow-creatures; and in the noble 
effort to benefit humanity and to a.ccomplish the highest work 
within her power, the largest-hearted woman will find some 
satisfaction in her life. 

Society has in female culture a social force to utilize, which 
has as yet greatly run to waste. Some openings have been 
made for it in educational and municipal responsihilities; but 
until every profession is open to woman, and every public 
duty devolves upon the social units (able to perform it), irre
spective of sex, there can be no certainty that the force I speak 
of, is not lost to public service and creating private misery. 

My reader has 1'.0 doubt observed that my whole treatment 
of the subject of the Period of Youth is built upon this 
argumenL After a community is established in peaceful life, 
its warlike stage passed througb, and it 'has become secure in 
the mere necessaries of existence, without which life of any kind" 
is impossible, the thing of greatest importance is human sym
pathy. In every relation cf life, whether near or distant, sym
pathy, that is kindliness of feeling arising from affinity of 
sentiment and disposition, is what makes the wheels of the 
vast machinery of social life move easily and pleasurably. 
Naturally, then, in jUdging of a community we look first to the 

III "The Relations of tbl! Sexes, II Wtstmi,ulw R~fI, April, 1819-
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closest of all relations, the tie which certainly tends most to 
make or mar the happiness of individual life, in order to see 
if this sympathy, this great factor of human happine .. , exist. 
strongly ,he,.. And what we find is, that in the British com
munity, behind the fair outward surface of decorous married 
life, there is very little of this intimate and a11·important sym
pathy. Tbe causes of this we trace without difficulty to the 
surrounding conditions of the two sexes at the plastic period 
of human life; and we maintain, that by the application of the 
mature reasoning powers of the general community, we are 
able to take into our hands the force. of evolution, and 80 

alter the environment of youth in our own generation as to 
evolve or develop sympathy to an extent hitherto unknown, 
and lift the next generation to a level vastly superior to ours, 
both in regard to happiness and goodness. 

But noW' it is always in reference to goodness that earnest, 
thoughtful minds deprecate reform of system, and shrink from 
change. These minds coDceive that whatever may be the 
faults of our present system, and however great its fuilure in 
produ~ happiness, it at least secures IQdal urdn- a"" """,util; 
purity; and these two elements are of such transcendent im
portance, that we may well be willing to pay for them a costly 
price. I grant the importance of these element., but I firmly 
deny that our present system secures them; and in proof of 
this I tum to our historian of European moral.. and quote 
his facts. Of the most degrading and corrupting of sex 
relations, prostitution, be says, " However persistently !IOCiety 
may ignore this fOnD of vice, it exists, nevertheless, and on the 
most gigantic scale, and that evil rarely assumes .uch inveterate 
and perverting forms as .. ben it is shrouded in obscurity, and 
veiled by a hypocritical appearance of unconsciousness. The 
existence in England of unhappy .. omen, sunk in the very 
lowest depths of vice and misery, and numbering certainly not 
less than /ifry thousand,· sho .. s sufficiently what an appalling 
amount of moral evil is feslering uncontrolled, undiscossed, 
and unalleviated, oader the fair surface of daoroUJ society." t 

My fellow-eompatriots, let us not deceive ourselves. The 
price we are paying for the purity of daughters is the moraJ
degradation of sons, and the NaSSilJ for reform lies in this, 
that our apparent goodness is oot real It is only as the 

• Some _ estimate thot iD Loudon alooe th<re Oft eigbly moa.od ..-..... 
t • Hiowry 0( ~= lIonk,· W. E. If. Luky, .01. ii. P- pl. 
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sounding brass and tinkling cymbal. If we fear to break the 
"fair surface of our decorous society," lest it should cave in, 
the system is not worth preserving. To break it up with con
scious mind, and strive to make it pure and sweet throughout, 
would be no revolution of blind force, but a ... -formation-the 
rational action of a free and civilized race, a race resolved that 
the surroundings of its social life shall be such as will present 
no vicious temptations to young men, no constant strain upon 
their moral instincts, tending to reduce the innocent, impulsive, 
unreAectiveness of youth to mean and despicable hypocrisy. 
A fair and decorous surface is no compensation for an in
wardly diseased organism, and this great social evil festering 
in our midst is like a canker that saps and undermines our 
truthfulness, and utlerly destroys our moral growth. 

The changes that are necessary are numerous and complex 
in detail. But they admit of being generalized in very simple 
form, for one and all of these changes will be movements on 
the lines of-greater reverence for human nature, greater sim
plicity in social life, equality and unity of the sexes, and ell
lightened training of the young to social sympathy, and to the 
steady repression of every anti-3~cial feeling. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

THE SUBJECTIVE REQUIREMENTS OF SOCIAL L1FJ!. 

.lln any case,let us know the {acts about human nature, the pathological 
{acts no less than the others; these are the fint thing. and the second, and 
the third also."-JOHH MORLEY. • 

U Passion may bum like a d"ouring flame; and in a few moment., Ijke 
flame, may bring dow D • temple to dust and uhn; hut it .. caront aa 
flame, and essentially PUTe. "-Aultlbiogral"7 of Mari Nullierj"d, 

IN the year 1789 all British subjects sufficiently developed to be 
altruistic, i.e. individuals possessing OVeI and above the self. 
reguding qualities, intelligence to apprehend and sympathy to 
feel the struggles of Humanity, engaged in a great effort to 
break down the tyranny of circumstance in search of happiness, 
had their wbole attention fixed upon events in France. To 
such individuals it was well known that the miSeIable condition 
of the down-trodden French people made revolution justifiable, 
and the great idea which lay at the beart of the revolution, viz. 
simplification of life-a return to nature, accompanied by the 
shaking off of all the artificial, conventional intricacies of an 
old and corrupt civilization_as in itself a noble ideal that 
kindled the enthusiasm of distant spectators as well as of the 
actors in these memorable scenes. 

In prOportiOD, boweveI, to the expan<ion of feeling ex
perienced by distant onlookeIS (in proportion to the strength 
of their geneIous desires and ardent hopes for tbe French 
people) was their disappointment when the collapse came. 
The Great Revolution culminated in a paroxysm of lavage 
violence, a debauch of every barbarous and brutal passion 
that bumanity is capable of; and sympathy for the sufferings of 
the loweI classes at the moment was quenched in /wrror by the 
spectacle of their bloodtbirsty and inoatiable revenge. But we 
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who look back upon the awful tragedy and calmly survey 
events from a distance in time as well as space-we at least 
perceive that it left valuable fruits behind. With these fruits 
we are not, however, here concerned, but rather With its errors 
and the causes which conspired to make the judgment of a 
thoughtful, nol unsympallulic, British mind find expression in 
these words: "The Frtndt Revolution disgractd reason."· One 
great- factor of the phenomena was the spirit and teaching of a 
single man. Rousseau had, as Mr. Morley tells us, "hold over 
a generation that was lost amid the broken maze of fallen 
systems." Now, Rousseau died in 1778; but what Mr. Morley 
means is, that in the minds of the leaders of the Revolution 
Rousseau's ideas held dominion, and, unfortunately, his tentral 
idea was "disparagement of tbe reasoning faculty." t It was 
a true case of the blind leading the blind. Rousseau was a 
man of unusual sensitiveness, and his whole surroundings in 
childhood and later life tended to make his character morbid 
or ill·balanced. His self-regarding feelings became excessive 
and exaggerated, his intelligence was untrained, his social 
sympathies were repressed, and because the artificial system 
of Parisian life was wholly unocngenial to him, he developed a 
marked unso,iaIJilily, and gave himself up to rI. brooding imagi
nation, a sensuous expansion over a purely ideal U natural 
life," which had no real basis in the facts of human nature. 
But all reform, to be true and lasting, mllsl be based upon the 
facts of human nature, and the false notes in Rousseau's teaching 
were bound by law (as sure and natural as the law of gravita
tion) to produce discord and confusion. Rousseau was not 
responsible for the defects of his training. Before he was 
seven Y":'f' old he had learned from his father to indulge a 
passion for romance. His father,.Isaac Rousseau, and the boy 
of six would together spend whole 'lights in reading romances 
to one another in tom till the morning note of the birds recalled 
them to actual life, and the elder would cry out that he was 
the more childish of the two I In reference to this practice, 
Rousseau himself says, U It gave me bizarre, romantic ideas of 
human life, of which neither reflection nor experience has eve~ 
been able wholly to cure me." t Every wide and powerfur 
stream has its many tributaries, and each tributary has its tiny, 
thread-like sources, could we but trace them ouL Now here, 
in this fact of life, this young imagination feeding day by day 

• George Combe. t 10 Rousseau," by John Morley, vol. ii. p.206 . 
l Ibid., vol. i. p. 11. 
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on fiction, we come upon a source, a tiny spring of cosmic 
force, destined to converge and to contribute to the great out
break wherein" a generation was I""t amid the broken maze of 
fallen systems." Hut we see in. it more than this-a partial 
explanation of one of many causes why the great hench 
Revolution was not a rational reform throughout, but objulhltly 
a wild saturnalia, and subjectively a phantasmagoria of ideas, 
false and true, inextricably mixed. Rousseau's psychology was 
defective, and the modem moral sentiment of universal jU~lice 
was in him little developed. True, he desired equality of class, 
but of sex equality he had simply no conception. He revolted 
against all tycmny of aristocracy over plutocracy and of Ihe 
rich over the poor, but of private or domestic tyranny, IUch as 
the despotic rule of husband over wife, he took no notice what
ever. His ideal of womanhood was nol even up to the civili
zation of his own period and race; it wu Oriental, and his 
conception of Ihe natural state meant social freedom for man, 
but for woman entire subjection! In his great work,'· Emilius," 
of which Mr. Morley writes, " It is one of the seminal book. in 
the history of literature. . • • II touched the deeper Ihing. of 
character. It ... as Ihe veritable cbarter of youthful deliverance,· 
manhood is extolled. The hero, Emiliu., was to be lirot and 
above all a man. Not so ... ith the heroine, Sophie. Her 
individual dignity is nowhere recognized. The duties taught 
to women are to please men, to be useful to men, to conllOle 
them, to make their lives agreeable and .... eet to them. 
Woman's orders are caresses, her threats are tears. NoW', even 
in the seventeenth cenlury, oays Mr. Morley, French history 
bad shown a type of ... omanhood in whicb .. devotion wenl 
with force . . . divine candour and transparent innocence c0-

existed with energetic loyalty and intellectual uprightness and 
a linnly set will"· Clearly, then, on tlUs point Rou_au .. as 
behind his age, and his dDctrine was a faJoe one. Bul,-again, 
his conceptinn even of manhood ... as incomplete. Because he 
sa.... the goodness of humanity under ito coal1Ie5t outoide he 
scorned contemptuonoly all literary culture, oociaJ position, and 
sociaJ accomplisbments. He taught the supremacy of emotion 
aver reason, and never analyzed emotion or pointed out that 
there are certain phases of human emotion whicb, if indulged 
in, will degrade man below tbe brute.. In the training of the 
young he imagined that self-loYe is the one quality of embryo 
character 00 which to ... ork, and did not recognize that 

... Pac MD." YOI. ii. P. 247. 
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"sympathy appears in good natures extremely early, and is 
susceptible of rapid cultivation from the very first" .. 

That the great French Revolution was not productive of 
unmixed good, that it disgraced reason, and that a·generation 
was U lost amid the broken maze of fallen systems" creates now 
no surprise in minds accustomed to look to antecedents and 
see. throughout phenomena the course of natural sequence. 
But it stands for us a terrible warning-a warning of how false 
teaching plays a part in bringing into action forces that are 
overwhelming in their destructive power, incapable of aU 
control, and how in all forward movement intelligence must 
he the guide, the pioneer, the supreme ruler of human destiny. 
]"or social units to act aright spontaneously as Rousseau desired 
is, no doubt, a beautiful dream> but before that dream can 
become a realit)", habits that harmonize with general weU·being 
must be formed in the social units, and under the directing 
intelligence of an adult generation each young generation must 
he trained into fitness for social life 1M more th.r.ughly than 
has ever as yet been accomplished or attempted 

The known facts about human nature are quite indispensable 
to a theorizer upon social systems, and some comprehension of 
these facts must be established in the general mind ere we can 
hope to see a widespread, individual, and yet general prepara
tion for a better system. The facts are, of course, both phy
siological and psychological, and these terms embrace the 
emotional nature of human beings as well as their intellectual 
nature and bodily structure. The purely animal appetites and 
propensities are of transcendent impor.tance, because unless 
these are exercised there could be no life at all, and unless 
exercise. in proper measure, there is no healthy foundation 
on which' to raise a superstructure of elevated, widely in
telligent life. 

The importance of eating and drinking has never been 
wholly misunderstood, and the British race has long since 
passed out of the stage of ·mental ignorance in which fasting 
and inanition could be regarded a., more holy than paying due 
attention to the laws of nature. Whilst, however, the necessily 
for sufficient eating and drinking is recognized, and we are 
in no danger of loss of life through wilful abstinence, the 
pleasurable sensation given by exercise of the function is often 
unduly esteemed and overstrained, and the epicure is as much 
the victim of this error as the glutton or the drunkard, although 

!;J If Rousseau," voL ii. p. Zl? 
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in a somewhat different form. In reference to this appetite, 
what we want is the rational treatment of it, and rational 
training to the proper exercise of it in childhood anel youth. 
And it belongs to the eonsdous epoch that we are entering upon, 
to think out and devise the method we shall adopL 

There must be thorough, adequate teaching of physiology 
in schools, that children may have correct ideas regarding the 
structure and functions of the body as soon as the mind is 
capable of understanding and assimilating the facts. This 
teaching should be entirely oral (no text· books given to children), 
but accompanied by the use of prints, models, and all ap
pliances that can aid a child to receive knowledge through the 
eye and ear without strain upon the imagination. But here I 
am compelled to pause and guard my reader against the sup
position that I would acid to the already far too burden!lOme 
daily lessons of our children. Were it 80, I should deserve to 
be condemned as the wilful placer of the straw that .. ill break the 
camel's back. No! What I desire to see is a lightening and 
simplifying of the daily tasks, a sweeping away and discarding 
of all lessons that are uninteresting and useless, and substituting 
in their place only what is useful and can be made thoroughly 
interesting to a child Amongst the upper cia .... , at least, 
books in the present day take far too prominent a place in a 
child's daily life, and tbe evils resulting from this are so great 
that I think it matter for grave consideration whether we should 
not banisb all lesson.iJooks from primary schools, and only 
permit reading to be publicly taught from the age of eleven or 
twelve. I suspect that what we should gain in heaith of body and 
in the natural development of general intelligence would more 
than compensate for our loss in mechanical proficiency in reading. 

In the Century Magazine for November, 188., lIti .. Mayne 
says, .. I can tell you of a little girl, six years old, who cannOl 
read a word, but who kno... many lIowers, and how they 
grow . • . who knows some of the planets and constellations, 
and ... here to look for them, who delights in watching the 
ants, bees, and birds, and in hearing stories about tbem, and 
who expresses her ideas witb ease and accuracy; and all this 
has been accomplished without perceptible effort on tbe pan 
of the child' However, apart from this there are lessons in 
history and in book-taught geography· that may well be 

• "I ~ber,'" ~ Mr. Hany George. Ha little girl, pretty well 
along ;" ..... school geography aDd astronomy, ..-ho .... much ...... iob<d 10 
fiDd thaI the groaod ia .... __ " back yanI w .. really the _au of 
tbt eanh. ft __ " progrcs .... Pmcrty," book. ri. dI. ii.. 
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banished to make room for the 'oral teaching of p.hysiology. 
We have only to recall the long lists of names we painfully 
committed to memory in our own youth-name$ of rivers with 
their tributades (tiny streams we have never heard of since), or 
of towns noted for this or that production, and our after disap
pointment to find that no shawls are made at Paisley; that 
but few of the carpets we meet with are manufactured at Kid
derrllinster; that Coventry is by no means famous for ribbons 
-to perceive how useless this kind of teaching is. Could 
anything be more irrational than to impress upon the plastic 
brain of childhood fixed ideas about conditions that are con
tinually aitering? 

And worse than this is done in reference to history. We 
feed a child's imagination upon all the bloody deeds, the 
cruel carnage, the hideous warfare that was necessary as our 
race gradually took possession of and settled itself upon that 
portion of the earth's surface which we call our native land, 
and in the process we foster every barbarous, cruel instinct 
which the child has inhedted from warlike ancestors, and think 
that this will fit him for peaceful, gentle, profession'!i or com
mercial. and domestic life, and a social system in wbich tyranny 
and masterful ways are simply 'intolerable. Again, we load his 
memory with dates which, unless he is to be an historian, he 
will never require, and, if he is, he could easily find them stored 
in books (their proper place), instead of uselessly engraved on 
the delicate, precious tissue of his brain. We require him to 
remember the names of Henry VII!.'s six unhappy wives, 
and which the royal monster divorced, and why-facts which 
we ought to bury in oblivion rather than plant them in the 
pure gar4en of a child's innocent thoughts. 

Now, if instead of (not over and above, but instead of) all 
this, we have our children taught tbe functions of the heart and 
lungs within themselves, the structure of the eye and ear and 
brain, the active process started in vadous glands when they 
have swallowed food and caused digestion to begin, and so on, 
we exercise the mind and draw out intelligence without effort j 

and we give them some simple facts of nature that will nevel 
change, and are certain to prove useful iu their own individual 
lives. More than this, we steer clear of two dangers: first, 
that of fostering anti-social feeling; second, that of warping 
the moral nature, by bdnging belore the infant mind human 
conduct which requires explanation or comment, but the true 
analysis of which is quite beyond the infant comprehension. 
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After this long but necessary digres.ion, let us return to 
our main subject-the purely animll propensities or appetite •. 
Besides the direct teaching of phy.iology and training the 
young mind to reverence for all I ..... of nature, and to ,Personal 
obedience to some of the simple laws of health (as, for mstance, 
the avoidance of over-eating, or too frequent eating, because 
of the evils that mu .. follow if the organs of digestion have not 
sufficient rest, etc.), we have funher to "'wart of indirectly 
causing the young to overvalue the pleasures of eating and 
drinking, and this is not a trifting or unimportant matter. 

The kindest parents thoughtlessly draw their children'. 
attention to this pleasurable sensation by using it al a rtwarti. 
"If you are good I will give you sweets," a mother WillI3Y; or, 
.. If you are at the top of your class this week you shall have 
whichever pudding you like best on Sunday," and so on. At 
that early age Ihe habit of thinking of the stomach and acting 
with a keen eye to its gratification is soon acquired, and .Iowly 
but surely anolher habit grows as well-I mean the tendL'IICY 
to discriminate and over-analyze the sense of taste, and to 
reject whQlesome food, simply because it does not give the 
grtaltsl pleasurable sensatiolL Fastidious children are·far too 
common; and in my own social circle I know mallY young 
men and women, apparently in good health, who are thorough 
epicures. I do not mean that they alway. desire luxurious 
dishes, but that they are incapable of taking without comment, 
and disposing of with healthy appetite, whatever good food is 
placed before them. Now, this adds immensely to the trouble 
and cares of housekeeping. I do not hesitate to say that an 
enormous change in favour of health, comfort, and happi"""" 
might be secured by attention paid to this minor poinL 1 
mean that parents, and all who have the guidance of the 
young, should carefully avoid what may tend to exalt the 
pleasures of the table in their minds, and train them from 
the first to keep this appetite in its truly natural position, 
which is an entirely suDortiinuk one. 

Next in order to the animal instinct or appetite of eatmg 
and drinking comes that of the sex instinct or feeling. Of equal 
importance to life-that is the life of the n .. e-this latter 
differs in its essential nature from the fOnner. Mr. G. H. 
Lewes, in his important work, M The Problems of Life and 
Mind,' makes dear to os, that whilst the individual functions 
of man (alimentation being one of these functions) arise in 
relation to the COSIDOI, his general functions, including sex·· 
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appetite, arise in relation to the social medium j and "animal 
impulses," he says, U become blended with human emotions," 
till "in the process of evolution, starting from the merely 
animal appetite of sexuality, we arrive at the purest and most 
far-reaching tendemess." The social instincts, wbich he calls 
analogues of the individual instincts, tend more and more to 
make "Sociality dominate Animality, and thus subordinate 
Personality to Humanity."· 

This appetite, then, holds in reality a higher position than 
the appetite we have just been considering. It is not purely 
egoistic, it has a wider range; and w hen exercised under 
moral conditions it calls into play ·emotions that are of the 
highest, most purifying order. The indulgence of it in measure 
purely normal and healthful bas always been encumbered with 
difficulties arising from the law of population, that is, the 
tenaency of man to increase more rapidly than the means of 
his subsistence can increase; and the outward consequences 
are seen in the various forms of social life, the promiscuous 
intercourse, the polyandry accompanied by destruction of 
female infants, adopted under barbarous conditions, and when 
the tribal solidarity had not 'yet been secured. In days when 
a considerable development of tender human feeling and the 
dawn of moral sentiment added new factors to the phenomena, 
the dijJirolius (onlinuil1g jusl llu saml!, false theories regarding 
this appetite quite unavoidably sprung up. The instinct was 
regarded as in itself impure, and the self-control that was 
capable of suppressing it and living a life of celibacy (or entire 
abstinence) was exalted as the highest form of human dignity, 
.. egardless of the injury to health and happiness that such a 
life ent.;t'_d. 

Another outcome of the difficulties, and also of the peculiar 
conditions that surround maternity, appears in this: that in 
the present day, the strength of this inherited instinct differs 
in the sexes, although the appetite is common alike- to both. 
The difference varies of course in individual cases; but as a 
rule, the instinct is in all men keen and strong, whereas in 
many women who have tenderness and all the sympathe4c 
qualities largely developed, the appetite Irom which tbese latter 
have arisen is in itself extremely weak, and sociality in them 
entirely dominates animality, In Mr. W. R. Greg's essay, 
called .. Mallbus Notwithstanding," he thus refers to the 
strength of human passion. .. If Mr. Malthus' doctrine be 

• "ProbldDS of Life and Mind.," vol. i. p. 159. , 
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correct, the great majority of men and women must not only 
keep within moderate bounds the strongest propensity of 
their nature, but must suppress and deny it a1together-always 
for long and craving years, often, and in the case of numbers, 
for the whole of life. Observe, too, that the desire in question 
is the especial one of all our animal wants which is redeemed 
from animalism by being blended with our strongest and least 
selfish affections, which is ennobled by its associations in a 
way in which the appetites of eating and drinking and sleeping 
can never be ennobled-in a degree to which the plea.ures of 
the eye and ear can be ennobled only by assiduous and lofty 
culture. ... Is there any other instance," he goes on, II in which 
nature says in the most distinct and imperious language, 
• Thou shalt do this'? and also in language equally imperious, 
if not equally distinct, 'If thou dost thou shalt be punished' 1". 

There is in the general or popular mind of the present day 
a tolerably correct estimate of the importance of this appetite, 
and a recognition (although not publicly expressed) of the fact, 
that wherever it exists nature requires its due and healthful 
gratification; and by a few thoughtful individual minds one 
of the greatest and most pressing problems is plainly seen to be 
-How shall this function be exercised during the whole period 
of virile life, without injury to society and wlIh all due regard 
to personal dignity and purity? To those reformers who per
ceive that human intelligence has found a means by which to 
subjugate the law of population and regulate the birth.rate, an 
enormous obstacle is, in their minds, swept away. Humanity 
needs no longer to tread upon its own heels and pour in 
countless muJutudes, further human beings, upon a stage
already ",,"cruwded, and where the actual generation gets 
crushed out ere it has had its lair share of comfort and happi
ness. By limiting the family it is possible to find a solution of 
this problem in early marriages; but the inevitable corollary to 
this proposition is, that our marriage laws must adjust them
selves to entirely new conditioos; and this corollary would 
make imperative a thorongh search for truth in reference to 
marriage-a sifting of the wbole question to ascertain what are 
the proper objects, the true purposes of married life. 

This subject, however, we shaU not here coru.ider. At present 
I must say a word regarding artificial checks to reproductlOlL 
There are many parents in the middle classes, who, aware that 
they ha,"e brought up their children Iuxunously, and that their 

... E.oigmos 0{ Life,' W. It Cree. p. 7'. 
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personal requirements are therefore great, dread early marriage 
for them on account of the expense and cares that an establish
ment and a young family would necessarily bring. On the 
other hand, they plainly see the dangers to sons and daughiers 
of a dissatisfied and restless youth, and they know that in many 
cases, although not in all, the true means of giving equipoise, i.e. 
a healthy balance of mind and body, would be by entrance into 
married life. To such parents the thought of obtaining for 
their children the advantages, without the drawbacks, of early 
marriage would be hailed as an inestimable boon but for ideal 
scruples which confuse the judgment and perplex the mind. 
It has been said that artificial checks do not suffice, and that 
if they did, to use them is improper and contrary to nature. 
Now, my reader will easily perceive, that in a work of this kind 
it is the abstract aspect of this question only with which ·r 
have to deal; but when we look at France, a nation quite as 
civilized as our own, and see that her popUlation is all but 
stationary, and that the small birth-rate is not confined to 
cities (where licentiousness might be suspected as a partial 
factor), but extends to country districts, where the indusmous 
peasantry lead a pure, domestic. life, it becomes evident that 
there is no practical and irwurmountable obstacle to be over· 
come. • Again, the second difficulty is one of sentiment, and 
th"e principle of reverence for the vital nature of humanity is 
precisely what ought to lead us in the path I indicate. To 
reverence human nature is to give it freedom for the exercise of 
every pleasurable function, whether physical, mental, or emo
tiona~ which is unhurtful to the individual and to society. When 
the in~erests of these two conflict, individual interests are subor· 
dinate, an!! rightfully must suffer; but the moment that the two 

, ' 

• Tbe following paragraph appeared in the newspapers early in January 
of the nresent year (I88S) :-

.. I~VERTY IN PARJs.-Paupensm in Paris is not increasing, but 
slightly diminishing. The trienllia~ census just taken by the nuthoritie.. .. 
shows 23,324 indigent persons, being 411 less than three yeall ago. the 
househ Ids they compose being, however, 47,627, an increase of 812. 
The fan ilies arc therefore becommg smaller. The percentage of pauperistl\ 
to the I pulation has sunk (rom 6"22 to 5 "43, but in two arrondissements" 
is over .2. l'rovincials and foreigners form the majority of the indigent, 
and of elvery 1000 foreigners in receipt of relief, 407 are Germans, 356 
llel~ans, 72 Dutch, 51 ltalinns, and 10 Eliglish." 

file permitted inllux of foreign laoourers into ... ·rance keeps wages low 
and partly defeats the prudence of her people. According to Mr. Gosselin 
there wure in hanee. in ISS., 378,000 foreigners; sin~e then they have 
iDcreas~ to more than 1,000,000 in 1881. 
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can harmonize, the aspect of the question alters. If we IIwl 
refuse to take advantage of a rational discovery, and still 
peanit individual suffering, when the general welfare no longer 
makes it unavoidable, we are convicted of a double irreverence. 
We show ourselves irreverent of human happiness, and irreve
rent towards the highest, noblest of humanity's endowments
I mean the reasoning powers of man, by which he may control 
the forces that are adverse to his happiness. To feel Ihus is to 
be akin to Rousseau, who exalted one part of human nature, 
whilst his central idea was .. disparagement of the reasoning 
faculty." But, as we know, the intellect may see truths which 
the heart will not embody, and the sentiment of impropriety 
is apt to linger and cause pain even after the principle that 
condemns the sentiment is well established in the general 
mind What I have said on the evolution of sentiment in 
Chapter IX. I need not here repeat There was an epoch 
wben to. think the earth moved round the sun ... as impious 
and perverse; there w"" an epoch when to talk of substi· 
tuting stearn for honest ships' -sails and the wind of heaven 
on Neptune's broad bosom, w"" felt by many hearts to be 
a desecration; there was an epoch when to al13y maternal 
pangs by chloroform was to evade a providential discipline; 
and there was an epoch when a loving father said to his son : 
.. It is Dot rIghI-it is Dot betlJ1Ring-it is not Prol" to play 
upon the violin, or even to laugh"! ""hen sentiments, then, 
are out of hasmony with the principles that intelligence acr.epts, 
what we must do is strive to alter I~nlimnzls, or wait till slowly 
but surely the master·hand of time alters them without our 
willing aid. 

And now one other point Our greatest living sysk:matic 
thinker holds tbe theory, that "" civilization advances, all the 
higher pleasures that arise from culture of the intelle<'1, the 
feelings, and the :esthetic taste, .. ill be preferred to those of 
smu a/Q,u. My method does not oppose this theory--in effect 
it would hasten progress in this true direction. "There is 
nothing degrading," says Mr. G. A Gaskell, .. in the enjoyment 
of a good dinner, and the interest taken in it; but al; it is 
despicable for a man to live only in order to eal, 10 it is 
tkspicobk (because merely selfish and narrow to buman nature) 
to make animalism in any sense bis supreme good· Where 
animalism is strong and instinctive, and love of ollspring 
deficienl, the tender joys, the ..mons cares of parent"ge are 
not desired, and .. ill be, by means of asti6cial chec~ easIly 
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and intentionally avoided. Not animalism alone, but animalism 
combined with philoprogenitiveness will be the complex force 
to bring into the world the coming generations, and two results 
will follow. The inestimable blessing of parental love and 
parental responsibility, assumed by dwia, will be the outward 
heritage of all, and. inwardly, the new race will by inheritance 
partake of natures that are broader and fuller than the type of 
man in whom the pure and tender love of children bas no 
existence, and animality dominates sociauility. 

Thil; hopeful forecast is no wild dream. It has a scientific 
basis in the organic laws of human nature. Meanwhile, the 
daily record of our police courts furnish melancholy proof that 
we are surrounded still by human beings in whom animality, 
and not sociality, is the predominating force, and in whom, 
when passion is fairly roused, there is no strong enough tender 
feeling or moral sentiment to check or control the brutal 
instincts. This is a painful fact; but we must act in accordance 
with my motto: «In any case let us know the facts, the path<>
logical facts no leSs than the others," otherwise we cannot 
rightly deal with questions of reform. " Sensuality," Mr. Lecky 
tells ns, U is the vice of young men and of old nations."· 
The latter half of this proposition would lead us to consider the 
many outward temptations presented by a corrupt civilization 
and an artificial social life. But these questions are apart 
from the subject of this chapter, whilst the question, how are 
young men trained and guided as regards this vice to which they 
have a strong natural tendency? bears directly upon my sub
jecL The answer is, that in the present day there is no training 
or guidance systematically given, but all is lift to thana. 

A w~ and thoughtful writer of the male sex gives evidence 
on this poinL He says, "So far as a knowledge of the duties 
of sex is concernoo, an Englishman is hom and brought up in 
Egyptian darkness . 

.. 1 cannot help thinking that in all stages of human society, 
the community at large ought to know all that can admit of 
any practical application in the physiology of sex. It seems 
clear that the confused ignorance in which EOl(lishmen grow' 
up is unnatural and vicious, and that this fundamental false
hood is one chief root of the social evils we deplore.. The 
ancient lamentation of the prophet holds good here: • My 
people is destroyed for lack of knowledge.' 

U We do. however, in an indirect way, give our boys 
• "History of European Morals, n voL. i.. r. 152. 

N 
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lessons on the subject which we know must powelfully awaken 
their natural. curiosity. We set them to study a literature, 
which however invaluable or indispensable as an instrument of 
education, has tbis most serious drawback, that almost all of 
it is more or less permeated witb a .pirit of falsehood and 
licentiousness, such as would never be tolelated in the litera
ture of the day, but which is glorified and excused because it is 
classical There would be no harm in this if boys were trained 
in the knowledge whicb would enable them to detect the false
hood and to despise the licentiousne... But hele Ihe school
master is silenL 

"We must not, however, imagine because parents and Khool~ 
masters say nothing, thaI no leaching goes 0lL ••• Curiosity is 
one of Ihe most irrepressible tendencies of human nature, and 
... at the lime of life when Ihe animal instincts begin to 
develop into consciou. activity, curiosity in regard to all 
matters pertaining to lhal instinct is .ure to be specially strong. 
The only remedy passi!)le is to destroy curiosity by giving such 
full information as will leave nothing to be inquired about. 
That this information will very soon be obtained in one way or 
another is a matter of absolute certainty ..•• We have no 
choice .•. except between true and wholesome information, 
given by Ihe parent . • . and the one-sided, false, and sensual 
teaching which boys are certain 10 derive from each other. 
Let no one imagine. thaI \/lis curiosity can or ought to be 
suppressed and stamped out by any measures of supervision 
and restraint. II is indeed God's voice within the boy crying 
oul for light; and if we refuse to answer that dumb, inarticulate 
cry, or endeavour only to stille it, because it t",ubles WI, we 
are fighting against God, and the guilt of whatever consequences 
may ensue will rest upon our heads. n 

For the method to adopt in training to a correct knowledge 
of the physiology of sex I must refer my reader to the impor
tant article from which I have been quoting. It is in the 
Westm;ItSUr Devino for July, .879> and the title of it is, 
" An Unrecognized Element in our Educational Systems.· 

Mr. Morley, in his interesting and otherwise highly sym
pathetic "Life," makes ODe severe remark on poor, simple, 
untrained Jean Jacques ROII55e3IL " Rousseau,· he ... ys, .. is 
the only person lhat ever lived who proclaimed to the .. hole 
world .•• the ignoble circnmstances of lhe birth of oemuality 
in boybood. n • In the conscious epoch of bwDanity it will be 

."RQ an,"wLip.l,S. 
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held a grave reflection on the adult generation, a shameful 
disregard of social responsibility, if any youth has his boyhood 
stained, his pure mind sullied, by passing into manhood in 
surroundings that can fittingly be spoken of, or thought of as 
"ignoble circumstances.» 

But now we must beware of thinking for a moment that a 
knowledge of the physiology of sex would be an all-sufficient 
equipment of the young for the duties and responsibilities of 
social life. There are many relations between the sexes with 
which sensuality has nothing whatever to do, and in which not, 
physiology of sex, but psychology, and a knowledge of the 
emotional nature of human beings, is the necessary guide to 
noble, true, and upright conduct. The dilferences of sex do 
not belong to bodily structure alone, they extend to the intel
lectual sphere, to all the varied faculties of thinking and 
feeling; and throughout their whole range, these modifications 
present a foundation for sympathy without uniformity, for a 
harmony wider and fuller than unison, which ought to give a 
special charm and interest to the multirudinous relations of our 
complex life. This subject if, only now beginning to be con-
sidered.· • 

During the epoch of the 'entire subjection of women, female 
education was completely neglected; since that epoch it has 
been too superficial, and even now is not sufficiently solid to 
make apparent what are the real and fundamental sex distinc>
tions in intellect; and besides this, comparisons have been 
little brought out, because men are not yet free from the ideas 
of the past. They ignore the possibility of close mental com
panionship with women, and look for the attractions of the sex 
still in "Cender little ways and bashful modesties;" or build 
their hopes upon a fallCY picture such as Lydgate's, whose 
dreamland contair.ed "a perfect piece of womanhood, who 
would reverence her husband's mind alier the fashion of an 
accomplished mermaid, using her comb and looking-glass and 
singing her song for the relaxation of his adored wisdom 
alone" ! 

So far as we at present know, one broad divergence seeml 
this: the sensual and intellectual faculties predominate in 
man, whilst in woman it is rather the emotional and moral 
faculties that predominate. I have spoken in my last chapter, 
of the extremely emotional nature of some girlS, and of the 

• Miss Sam HenneU treat!. of it ill her work.s, and Mr. Higginson in his 
U Common tiense about Women.·J 
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misery they endure from the simple fact that there is no wide 
field in which these emotions can disport themselves in joyous 
freedom, ready to seek, take, and respond to every impulse 
that is innocent and pure and true. The false notion that 
every girl instinctively desires a husband, and the gros., vulgar 
ideas regarding sex relations that permeate society disgust 
and shock her nature; and the more susceptible she i. to 
all the finer issues of a life of feeling, the more .he i. com
pelled to self-repression, and to wear an outward, artificial 
garb that falsifies her nature. George Eliot's Dorothea is a true 
and noble picture of the type oC womanhood to which I here 
refer. " No life would have been possible to Dorothea which 
was not tilled witb emotion," and when I.ydgate (the man 
whose ideal woman was of the mermaid order) was brought 
into closer contact with ber, and perceived the tenderly 
-rmpathetic nature of her intellect, it filled him with astonish
me!!!' and be mused over it thus: "She seems to have what i 
never ~'!!')n any women before-a fountain oC'friendship 
towards men ;- a -man can make a frien.d .., bef~-" .. 

In sucb women -(and there are many luch) !VJCiability 
dominates animality, and provided they are trained in, or 
have themselves attained to, correct ideas regarding human 
nature and wherein its dignity consists, to set ibem free from 
all conventional repression would be a gain, a whok-some, pure 
advantage to society in general Affection, not pa.o;sion, is the 
mainspring of their being. They may be .. Cely truoted to 
Corm ties with men that wiD not degrade, but ralher elevate the 
cbaracter and sweeten life, and if they marry, it ... ill be because 
some human being has approached them through the higher 
channels of their nature, and not through that of animal 
instinct or appetite. 

But my reader may obj«f in this wise-ha"e I not spoken 
of morbid emotions in women, and the f<-male tendency to 
dIVeD too mucb upon tbe feelings? yet J seem to advocate a 
V"licy that might foster and increase that tendency. My 
reply is this: morbidity is an unhealthful condition caused by 
repression. Where emotional pleasures are proportionable to 
an individual's emorional insriucts, physiological benelits will 
arise, and every power possessed, wbether bodil,. or mental, 
wiD be strengthened and increased To be morbid is to suffer 
from the craving which accompanies the under-activity of an 

• u 1IiddIaDarch. " 
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organ; what I propose will give the comfort and happiness 
tbat always accompany the normal activity of an organ.-

But I do not deny that in this sphere of human nature as 
in every other, instruction and training are required, and during 
the period of my own youth it was to me a marvel, a source of 
great surprise, that my elders never deemed it necessary to aid 
me in the understanBing and regulating of a highly emotional 
nature. . The suffering caused by mere bewilderment and 
ignorance was very great, and milch of vital force or energy 
was literally wasted in combating imaginary fears, that ought to 
have been spent in brightening life around me. 

If we are to inculcate and train the young to reverence for 
human nature, we must not leave out of count the master 
passion, the ruling force of human nature, but we should rather 
seek to give direct and forcible lessons upon the dignity of love. 
The term love is so indefinite that my reader may very possibly 
consider this suggestion vague and unpractical Love in some 
minds mean~ shnply sexual feeling, in others it implies all the 
tender ties of sympathy that bind us to our fellows; and again, 
in other minds it points to that wide charity which covers up a 
neighbour's sin and mingles deep compassion with its sympathy. 
From pulpits and in sabbath schools there has been direct 
teaching upon the latter, but upon the first and second there 
has been little or none; and on the first 1 have myself heard 
indirect teaching given in schools, which would be certain to 
produce injurious effects upon the children'S minds; and I do 
not here refer to classical stories, the evils of which have 
been already pointed out. • 

But let me illustrate by what I heard on one occasion. A 
history I~.on was given to a mixed class of boys and girls of 
ages ranging from eight to twelve. The school was not a 
second-rate one. The children were of the upper middle class 
and the teacher was outwardly a gentleman. The siege of 
Quebec was the subject, and to give adJed interest to the 
iesson, reference was made to a somewhat similar siege of 
Edinburgh Castle, as the children were well acquainted with 
the latter. The difficulties presented by the impregnabllj 
posItion of the castle, the despair of the besiegers, etc., were 
graphically described-the attention of the children was rivetted. 
Then came the telling incident. A soldier from the fortress 
betrays his countrymen. He offers to lead the enemy up the 
most precipitous side of the rock, which is therefore the side 

• Vide Her~ Spencer's H Datil of Ethics," p. 91. 
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least defended, and so to give them entrance to the castle. 
The English leader asks for what purpose he had adventured 
his own life in descending such a pri!cipice? "Now, children, 
can you guess?" says the teacher. "No? wen, that man camel 
down the steep rock in the datkness every week to ,.'sil his 
swmluiJrll Don't you think he must have been awfully fond 
of her to risk his neck just to see the girL he loved?" and the 
children broke into laughter, and the teacher smiled, if he did 
not. laugh. And there was not a young mind there that did not 
momentarily think IIuzI soldier was a fool, nor a young heart 
there that did not expand with a sense of its own infant 
superiority! 

Such impressions are not easily etraced, and the impression 
undoubtedly was, that of i,rn'ernue towards one form of human 

- love. And yet the teacher was not, I am convinced, consciously 
ter ...... ble. He was inteot on making the history lellSOn in
heads, """; his business was to fasten facts within the chilc!r ..... '. 
public hav ... nu· .. as doing that extremely well. Parer." and the 
th.ey,do, we must not blall1anded more from.;- ... f-:hen, and until 
WlthlD t~e head, may ch' thp/'_;-J>.u-.fI'b~ fastening facts 
demoralIZe and hurt the yo tb..,.e are many ILelings, and to 
that gross, wlgar ideas If rllll~A. 'ney are I have said 
society, and make it impossiL .t points to tha, w Onl permeate 
as frank and free in interco and mingl"" deep ~ nement to be 
and natural to their womanh~d in sabhath sc uld be true 

Now, Me is OIU source and eng uer, but u 
manly teachers are careless how Ihey . e.; and 0 e~nd if geotle
of love, and cast the shadow of fra. m scho< he the emotion 
wlLlt dare we to e:r:pect of servants WI u,.Y' It ,nllity upon it, 
(under present social arrangements) are througt,ur childreo 
tact? That class has not as yet the germ ugh thalbourly COD

philosophy of seL What wonder 15 there t of a $Dund 
some affinity of nature begin to attract and dr ave I :lOner does 
a girl and boy, than the feelings aroused are- ..,a1e "'e another 
to be asluzmal uf, something to /tar! or somethlD'A to 'something 

BDt the clear aDd definite teachmg regardmg .... dt«ma'4l. 
should be, that love is essenl~ly noLle. havmg "II < emotion 
conceal, nothing to fear, nothi"g 10 be ashamed ot'li1hing to 
onlJ .. ben mixed .nth some antHooal feeling, such as J.~" it is 
or tyranny (that would coerce another to respond to ..... 
advances, and .. ould inflict thraldom upon a free felio1t'-creature) 
that there is something 10 ettite iII us a ......, of shame. In 
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such cases, however, the s<>-called love is spurious. It is not 
the true, genuine emotion j it is a homelier instinct, viz. egoism 1 
A selfish, despotic passion, wearing the garb of a tender, 

.delicately minded, sympathetic emotion. True love repudiates 
tyranny and masterhood. It would not, if it could, control; 
another human being's feelings-it glories in its freedom, and 
it rejects as worthless all response to its advances that is not 
equally spontaneolls and free. 

Bu t are such lessons required? I think I hear my reader 
ask, and is it not to take the bloom, the modesty, the delicate 
refinement off a maiden's mind to speak to her of love at all? 
I reply-it is possible to treat the whole subject with refinement; 
and if this is not done, the v'Ilgar aspects of the question are 
certain to be forced upon minds unfurnished with true ideas 
to counteract the false. The merest children are talked to 
and joked with upon the subject of marriage. A year ago my 
niece, a ehild of ten, said playfully, " I'll do so and so when I 
am married." "Perhaps you'll be an old maid," said her 
smaller brother; to which the child with confidence replied, 
" No! Mr. W-- said when he was cutting my hair that I'm a 
pretty little girl and sure to g~t married, for young men fall in 
love with a pretty face." . 

N or is it only what is said to girls that may mislead them. 
If Rousseau suffered all his life from "bizarre, fantastic notions," 
derived from romances, assuredly our girls are exposed to the 
same danger. The frivolous, idle life so many of them lead, 
just at the period when the organism is specially impressible 
and emotional, causes novels to be devoured, and it would be 
difficult to exaggerate the coufusion of ideas, the confticting 
principles, the illogical, contradictory states of mind and 
feeling P' oduced by this promiscuous and undirected novel 
reading. . . 

Sometimes by chance a happy lesson is taught, as. in this 
instance. A girl I knew began to think of love as early as 
fourteen. She formed opinions on the subject, and one opinion 
was, that for a girl to fall in love was quite disgraceful. A 
woman should be mistress of her feelings, and only let 
affection go out towards the man who is in love with her I At 
sixteen the girl left school and entered on a new experience of 
life. A brother's friend, a lad of seventeen, became an intimate 
companion, whose society she thoroughly enjoyed; when 
suddenly ber theory alarmed her. Could it be possible that 
sM was guilty of that heinous sin against tile modesty, the 
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dignity of womanhOOd? Had she tli'I(1'aatl herself hy fallinK 
in love 1 Closely and anxiously she examined her heart; but 
truly she did Dot know I for where was her standard of 
measurement? She liked the lad extremely, but whether she 
was in love with bim or not was a mystery Ihe could Dot 
solve. Meanwhile she had DO self-deceptioD as to his leeling •• 
She did not highly estimate her own atlractions, and was aure 
that he was nol in love with her. But all this thinking OD the 
matter, this self~miDation and morbid fear of doing wrong, 
created a new symptom I Self-consciousness was painfully 
aroused, and every time the lad addressed her .he would blush, 
to ber own inward confusioD and disgust. Xe .. fears assailed 
ber. This tell·tale symptom was a false witness. What if it 
told the lad she loved bim, when in reality it only meant that 
she had been thinking much about him? She determined to 
avoid him altogether; but hehold, he seemed to guess her 
purpose and boldly to counteract it. He sought her OJ"'IIly, 
drew forth her blushes, and attracted notice to them. At lint 
this puzzled the girl, for she knew she had become awk ... ard, 
stupid, unentertaining in his presence, and yet he seemed to 
like her company iJetltr than before I But also she perceived 
that what he liked was not her company 80 much as the 
painful state of shyness and distress into which he alone ... as 
able to throw her! It gratified his "lISt Df putt'er, and .Iowly 
the truth dawned on her. True love, she thought, is sympathetic, 
kind, considerate, and Iu was showing him. ... 1f selfish and 
tyrannic. Her hero fell in her esteem, but l/lal did not give 
her back her self·respect. For months she was a melancholy 
misanthrope, all relisb for outward life was gone; and ... hat 
sbe cared for only ... as feeding ber emotions on religious books 
artd novels. 

Xow, amongst the latter she chanced on one that threw 
a rne. light upon her trouble, and literally restored her self. 
respect. The heroine of the tale, a girl called Maud, "as 
something like herself--not prepossessing in appearance hut 
full of inward life. She .... a lonely creature, until a bright, 
frank, and free young man became a boasder in ber father'. 
house. The opposite natures attracted one another, artd 
Maud espanded and blossomed into gaiety and exuberant 
happiness in this De'II' companionship. Mrer a lime, however, 
a temporary separation takes place, and )Iaud makes the 
disco'-ery that she bas given her .bole bean to the young 
maJL Xevertheleso, DO bumiliation overwhelms ber. She 
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accepts the fact calmly, and has e',ery reason to suppose that 
he is equally attached to her. Meanwhile a pretty sister, just 
returned from a boarding·school, has taken her, place at home, 
and when Maud reappears there, the young man is in the full 
swing of·a violent flirtation with Cecilia I Maud receives a 
shock, and naturally draws in her tentacles, and lives beside 
them" shut up in egoistic sorrow. n She makes no attempt to 
recover her faithless lover, who sees her now gloomy and 
morose, as compared to her more lively sister. The flirtation 
reaches a climax, and when Maud is suddenly made aware of 
the fact that she must regard as her future brother the mao 
whom she had looked upon as her lover, a passionate burst of 
emotion sweeps aU before it. Reserve is gone, and to· him 
she speaks out the simple truth. She had given him all her 
love--she could not help it, she was not ashamed of it, why 
should she be? But now, now that his best love was not for 
her but for her sister, he must be kind, and aid her to avoid 
his presence until her peace of mind has been restored, and she 
ean meet him with feelings rightly fitted to their new relations. 

Now, in this picture in fiction, the girl in actual life saw the 
dignity _/ love. Maud had· to bear the shadow of grief and 
disappointment for a time; but her fine character was not 
degraded or injured, but rather ennobled and enriched, by 
having had called out in her and exercised, the latent faculty 
of unselfish love; and even the volatile lover respected her not 
less, but more, after she had spoken out and met him freely in 
the strength of artless, unaffected truth. The girl discarded 
her false theory of love; but how much happier for her and 
those around her, if at fourteen, when she began to ponder on 
the subject, her parents or teachers had known what was in 
her mint!, and had prepared her for social life by giving her 
the true ideas. Besides, as I have said, novels are no safe 
guides, and it seems perfect folly to permit the young of either 
sex to pick out at random and store up from novels alone all 
their ideas regarding the emotional relations of life. 

Girls are perhaps the greatest novel.readers; but young 
men read them also, and many a student, who is outside the: 
range of home influence, spends his Sunday in a perhap~ 
solitary lodging over a pipe and a novel. 

To the question then-is teaching upon this subject of love 
required? I answer-yes. Nor do I think that' teaching 
sufficient which would deal only with the abstract quality of 
love. We must associate it with the human being, and strive 
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to (asten in the minds o( the young of each sex, a worthy, 
elevaled ideal o( the opposite sex, so that they may be 
attracted to one another by what is admirable in character, a.. 
well as by the outward charms o( beauty and o( manner. If 
instead o( the ancient classics, where the predominant attrac
tions of womanhood are naturally beauty of (orm and (eature, 
we educated young men, far more than we at present do, in 
English classics, and (rom the works o( genius of Thackeray, 
of Robert Browning, and, above all, of George Eliot, gave them 
pictures of modem social life, inculcating at the same time the 
moral principles that should direct and control their conduct 
in social life, we should have no difficulty in familiarizing their 
minds with ideals of womanhood that would preserve them 
from the errors in which so many now make shipwreck of their 
happiness. 

In .. Middlemarch· the noble Dature of Dorothea i. so 
minutely described, that the study of it would prove a valuable 
lesson in psychology. Young men would learn to see that 
girls are not for the most part like waxen dolls with pretty 
faces-that they are not in the least perfect like angels, nor 
are they soulless as the mermaids I but flesh and blood human 
beings, neanr to themselves in thought and feeling than they 
had dreamed With natures somewhat gentler perha"", and 
with an inward nerve equilibrium very easdy overhalanced, the 
best of them are seeking and striving like themselves to 
understand the great mystery of life, and to lay hold upon the 
true, the beautiful, the good. And then, again, in Lydgate's 
personal history, the miserable consequences flowing naturally 
from his false ideal of womanhood are all so true to nature 
and so graphically told, that unless our lads were dolts or 
dunderheads they would be sure to carry the picture in their 
minds, and find it as a beacon or signal to preserve them from 
similar dangers. 

But in our present educational system we give the first 
place not to the best light literatUre of our own age, but to 
that of a past age; a literature which carries with it moral 
ideas coml'letely out of date, and sensual pictures that unmis
takably tend to corrupt and degrade the mind Sensuality, 
says Mr. Lecky, is the vice of young men, and il seClllll an 
undoubted fact that nol emotional sympathy but sexual feeling 
is the ptedominating force, at the presenl epoch, in ea,1y 
_nlwod. In an old country like 0...... where a high and 
increasing birth-rate causes an intense strnggle (or existence in 
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the lower classes, and causes also social pressure in the upper 
classes, mercenary marriage unions or gross licentiousness 
result. The sensuality of youth .perpetually tends to social 
vice and individual degradation. But if we Can succeed in 
lowering the birth-rate, and relieving both the struggle for 
existence and the social pressure, and thus altering the sur
rounding conditions of youth, on the one hand; and if on the 
other hand we can succeed in impressing upon the mind in 
boyhood a noble, yet true ideal of womanhood, we may 
anticipate that the whole strengtll of sen.iualiry-this predomi
nating force of early manhood-will set in the direction of 
virtue, and tend to elevate and ennoble character. 

for observe, its gratification will depend on new conditions. 
Purchase alone will not suffice. Brutality, tyranny, masterhood 
in any form will prove an obstacle, and it will only be by 
kindness, gentleness, sympathy (all which are social virtues), 
that love will be responded to, and passion be gratified. 
There was wisdom in Mr. Garth's judgment of Fred Vincey's 
ease. .. The lad loves Mary, and a true love for a good woman 
is a great thing, Susan. It shapes many a rough fellow." 
And we may depend upon it that when false love will no 
longer pay, true love will be rapidly developed.· 

But again, as regards training, or the subjective requirements 
of social life, something more is necessary than even the right 
directing of emotional forces. The young ought to be 
enlightened on the subject of how to regulate and modifY 
emotional by intellectual forces; and for two reasons, one of 
these individual and the other social, such lessons are more 
important in relation to girls than boys. Girls have fewer 
outward distractions than young men, and have, besides, an 
inward '\endency to dwell upon their feelings. George Eliot 
points this out in "Middlemarch. u 

II Rosamond," she says, 
"had no pathological studies (as her husband had) to divert 
her mind from that inward repetition of looks, words, and 
phrases, which makes a large part in the lives of most girls." 
Now, in view of the fact that in this 'Country the female sex is 
in a large majority, we must not shirk this other fact, that girls 
very frequently suffer from disappointment in love; and ·if 
greater social freedom is accorded to them, these disappoint
ments are at first likely to be more rather than less frequent. 

Ought this to deter us from adopting a freer social system? 
• Miss Martineau, in her "Morals and Manners,1I remarks: II If 

women were not helpless, men would find it far less easy la be vicious." 
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I answer-no. But it should make us doubly anxious to 
prepare our girls by training for the experiences which we 
know must come to them. Nature has already done it. part, 
for, as I have pointed out, they are capable of forming other 
pure and happy relations with men, besides that of marriage, 
and their lives may be made full and satisfactory, although 
there be truth in Mrs. Cadwallader's shrewd observation; 
.. That is the nonsense you wise men talk! How can she 
choose if she has no variety to choose from? A woman', 
choice usually means taking the only man she can get." 
Mrs. Cadwallader was, of course, looking at society under the 
old ,;gimr of man's supremacy and woman's subjection; but 
even under the r;gifN of equality of sex, where no girl would 
need to check her spontaneous impulses or repress her kindly 
feelings, many an one will yet find herself (like the Maud 
whose position lYe described) compelled to alter the attitude 
of her mind towards the man who has won her warmest love. 
Now, in such a position, the first impul"" is alway. towards 
concealment and isolation. Like Desdemona the lick heart 
says: "Do Dot talk to me, Emilia; I cannot weep; nor answer 
I have none." The wounded deer hides from the herd to 
suffer alone, and although we seek help from one another 
under physical hurts, when our hurt is emotional, we act 
similarly to the wounded deer. It may be pride that causes 
us to do this, but (again I quote Geor~e Eliot) "pride is DOt a 
bad thing when it only urges us to hide our hurts-not to hurt 
others." And it may ""en be wise policy; for human sympathy 
has not as yet the delicate touch it will no doubt in time 
acquire. It is apt to be a little rough in its handling although 
it means well 

But seeing, then, that there is this tendency to concealment, 
the hour of trial is ""t the rime for elders to intrude advice 
Such lessons muD be given in atlvatta, and girls should have the 
knowledge Iww, wben a crisis of penonal grief overtakes them, 
to set about at once acting nobly and bearing wisely. The 
possibility of giving the lessons I do not for one moment 
doubt, and I can conceive of no more attractive branch of 
education to a girl of fourteen, than that which deals with the 
principles of action that should guide her conduct on her 
entrance into responsible social bfe, provided th""" lessoM 
are given by a thoughtful, tender woman, who freely admits 
that the principles are not of arbitrary authority, but are to be 
tested by the girl's own experience in the years to come. 
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I well remember the effect upon my mind when an old 
lady of eighty gave me touchingly the history of a chapter in 
her life. "I had," she said, "a grief that almost drove me 
mad, and for a time it ruined my health. Day after day I rose 
with effort from my bed, and in a donkey.chair drove in the 
Devonshire lanes, with book and vasculum and lens, to study 
mosses, never returning till sunset and darkness compelled me 
to desist. Fr"sh air and all the healing influences of outward 
nature restored my bodily health, and as my knowledge of 
these wonderful, though tiny plants, in all their beauty and 
variety, grew each day greater, my interest increased, and to 
my own profound surprise and inward thankfulness, the sorrow 
I had suffered passed away, and my mental peace and happi
ness were ,omplelely restored." Now, this lady discovered for 
herself that just as pure air and sunshine oxygenate and regene
rate the blood and restore physical health, so fresh ideas and 
mental exercise in a new world if thought will revive the 
drooping spirits and regenerate the sorrow-stricken heart. But 
there is surely no reason why this should be an individual 
discovery, made as it were afresh by girls who might and ought 
to benefit by the experienceo( their elders. 

My reader may feel inclined here to remind me that I 
have said few girls are strongly intellectual, and it is possible 
that such a science as botany might fail to interest a Fanny 
Dover. Just so; but occupation of some kind suited to the 
capacity may be within the reach, and let me quote what 
Mrs. Ellis tells us in her "Daughters of England": "I fear it 
is a very unromantic conclusion to come to, but my finn conw 

viction is, that half the miseries of young women and half their 
ilI·templlT'. might be avoided by domestic aotivity, because there 
is no sensation more cheering and delightful than the convic
tion of having been useful, and I have generally found young 
people particularly susceptible of this pleasure." Activity 
(bodily and mental) is the panacea for the emotional pains of 
youth, and it would be e • .sy to show girls, how, when grief 
assails them, true courage and true wisdom consist not in 
sitting still to bear-not in resignalion and endurance onll, 
but in a brave setting of the face to some intellectual pursuit 
-if not science, perhaps language, literature, poetry, music, 
according to the individual taste, and a patient persistence in 
the effort to acquire, until the reward which they may certainly 
anticipate breaks in upon them. 

Now, if individuals are furnished with this knowledge, and if 
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they have the moral sense-an instinct already largely deve
loped in the average young of our race-we need have very 
little fear concerning love-disappointments in early lile. It i. 
the period of frequent change of feeling, and if useful activities 
take the place of lassitude and idleness in suffering, each trial 
of the kind will lift the individual in the scale of being, and 
enlarge and widen character; whilst we shall cea"", in great 
measure at all events, to be surrounded by hysterical girls and 
reckless Jads. 

There exists, however, an altruistic as well as an egoistic 
reason for regulating human emotions. If friendship. between 
men and women are to be freely formed, it is clear that these 
relations will cross and intersect the closer ties, and that the 
latter must be carefully respected An ardent, warm-hearted 
girl enters into friendship with a married man who reciprocates 
her affection. H ere, besides respect for social order and for 
mutual gratification, the happiness of a third individual ill an 
element in the position, that makes right conduct depend upon 
intelligence and a sympathetic understanding of the feelings of 
others. I have already pointed out that the great movement 
towards equality of sex will advance rapidly or slowly accord
ing to our success or non-success in divesting ourselves of the 
anti-social passion of jealousy. But jealousy is a word of "ide 
import, and I do not mean only the 6erce passion that raged in 
the bosom of Othello, but all the petty jealousies, the mean, silly 
grudgings of another's superiority or happiness, that .immer 
in the breast of a narro .... -minded, perhaps malicious, .. oman. 

In proportion to the repression and gradual disappearance 
of the anti-sociaJ feelings small and great, including petty 
jealousies of every kind, will general happiness be built upon 
the giving of great<:r and greater freedom to the expression of 
every social feeling that humanity possesses or 11',11 in time 
develop. And if right training regarding these emotions ill 
carefully bestowed upon the young, it .. ould, I am convinced, 
give an enormous impetus to progress by teaching them to 
iitn-aUy IliU the germs from which the aotHociaJ passions 
spring, gro .. up, and are ultimately ,eproduad. Parents forget 
their own long past experience, and perhaps few are aware 
at how early an age a cbiJd may feel and keenly suffer from 
jealousy. Mrs. Jamieson, the .. ell-la:DOW1l writer, gives in her 
.. Commonplace Book· some particulars of her childhood 
In reference to this oubject she says: .. 1 was not more than 
six years old .. hen 1 suffered, from the fear of not being loved 
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where I had attached mysel~ and from the idea that another 
was preferred before me, such anguish as had nearly killed 
me ! Whether those around me regarded it -as a fit of ill
temper or a fit of illness I do not know. I could not then 
have given a name to the pang that fevered me. I knew not 
the cause, but never forgot the suffering. It left a deeper 
impression than childish passions usually do, and the recol
leciion was so far salutary that in after life I guarded myself 
against the approaches of that hateful, deformed, agonizing thing 
which men call jealousy, as I would from an attack of cramp or 
cholera. If such self·knowledge has not saved me from the 
pain, at least it has saved me from the demoralizing effects of 
the passion, by a wholesome ten-or and even a sort of disgust" 

No-doubt this self.protection was to Mrs. Jamieson a great 
gain; but I hold that even a wholesome terror or disgust of 
the passion may cause a girl to make mistakes in reference to 
jealousy, unless her miQd has clear ideas on the subject And 
here I will quote a case in point exactly as I know it to have _ 
occurred. Two girls became strongly attached to one another. 
They worked together,- studied together, and for a time the 
friendship made the very sunshine of their lives. After some 
years one married, and, of,course, oulwa,dly, conditions some~ 
what altered. But inwardly they altered too, and without the 
same necessity, as it afterwards appeared. The girl who did 
not marry felt herself forsaken. She suffered from jealousy, 
and imagining that if she kept her hold upon her friend the 
husband would suffer simIlarly I she set herself to loosen the 
bond between them, for this she deemed her duty. A hus
band's right was in her view a monopoly of a wife's affection, 
and for .. old friend to make a claim was possibly to cause a 
breach in married happiness I She strove to cool her own 
affection, and she hid her misery from her friend, lest it should 
dash fur newly found joy. The sentiments were generous and 
tbe action was brave, but from the want of an intellectual 
understanding of the true position th~ whole thing was a mis
take. A few short years of married life and then the wife spoke 
from her death-bed to her former friend: .. Why did you separatll 
yourself from me? What made you think my love for you 
would change? I have been happy in my husband and my 
child, but love never narrO'wea me; it u'zaened all my nature, 
and there was room enough for friendship too. I have .orely 
missed my friend, and felt that her loss has t~rown a shadow 
over my married life." 
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Now, clearly in this instance wrong action simply arose 
from ignorance, and not from any want of earnest desire to do 
right. The girl was thoughtful and meditative, and the only 
direct lessons she had ever received upon personal conduct 
were from religious teachers. The general drift of these le .. ons 
had been that selfsacrifice is always right, and that in every 
crisis, where how to act seems to present a puzzle, the saJat 
rule is to choose the most difficult path, and look upon it as the 
path of duty. This rule the girl had acted on, at great self
sacrifice, and the result was, that besides the immediate pain 
to herself, she had hurt the happiness of the very friend she 
would have died to serve, and brought upon her own future a 
cloud of mingled self·reproach and grief that shrouded her life 
for years. This fact alone speaks volumes as to the necessity 
and propriety of giving lesson. to the young upon the guidance 
of their conduct in reference to the emotional part of human 
nature from a purely secular standpoint. It is a significant 
fact, that one of the professorships of Harvard University in 
America, was founded by a woman, who propooed to call it 
" A professorship of the heart;" nevertheless, at this moment 
the chair go"" by the name of a .. profes!101"8hip of Chri,lIan 
morals."· The truth is this-the sdmlijie a..pect of ethics i. 
waiting still for man's consideration, and the field of education 
in this direction has never as yet been entered. Mrs. Charles 
Bray, however, has written a small educational work uVOn the 
true lines; t and when a rational public opinion calls for the 
effort, there are plenty of minds capable of producing such 
manuals as may be required in the practical work of instructing 
children. 

The French Revolution was, as we have seen, a cataclysm, 
a pulling do,", of system before intellectual id.as .. ere ripe 
for building up a nobler, simpler, purer form of social life upon 
the right foundation, yiz. knowledge of human nature The 
British race avoids French error, and that, partly at least, 
through absence of French enthusiasm. 1Soth in political and 
educational reform the work 1« do is never radicaL As new 
light comes to us, we alter or add a little here and there, but as a 
rule lI'e do not pull down and sweep away. The bulk or 5UUC
ture of our sy5tem remains as before As a consequence of 
this our politicians are overweighted and frightfully encumbered 
by the load of lumber from the past, whu:h they carry with 

• .. t:ommon. Sense about 'womtD, " Thoma. Higgiosoo. 
t fa EIcmeo15 of Morality.-
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them in every progressive step; and our children are burdened 
by an education which prematurely exhausts the brain, and 
leaves them, after all, without the really necessary subjective 
requirements of sodal life, 

These requirements embrace some knowledge of bodily 
structure that is correct and solid, not superficial-an under
standing of the dignity of the animal appetites and instincts, 
but at the same time the necessity for wholly subjecting these 
to the still higher requirements of social man; an apprehension 
of the delicacy and beauty of the emotional part of human 
nature, and the extreme importance of regulating it by develop
ment and exercise of the intellectual faculties, and a definite 
conception of moral principles that will guide to right action in 
social life, without reference to disputed theories of the uni
verse, and subjects which young minds have not the power to 
judge of, or comprehend. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

INDIVIDUAL flIGHTS. 

II Eccentricity has always abounded where strength of character IwI 
abounded.. That so few now dare to be ecuntric markJ the chief danger 
o(the time."-JOHIi' STUART MILL. 

"Do you think it worth while for people to make them""lves 
disagreeable by resenting every trifling agg.-e9Sion?" an American 
asked Mr. Herbert SpenceT, adding: .. We Americans think it 
involves too much loss of time and temper, and doesn't pay." 
The tenor of Mr. Spencer's reply was, that the political cor· 
ruption, the decay of the free Institutions of America, spring. 
from the habit in individuals of .. easy-going readineos to per
mit small trespasses, because it would be troublesome, profit
less, or unpopular, to oppose them;' and he quoted to the 
qoestiouer words spoken by one of their 01111 early statesmen : 
.. The price of liberty is ekmal tJigilana." Free inotitutions, 
said Mr. Spencer, can only be properly worked by men, each 
of whom is jealous of his 01111 rights, and sympathetically 
jcalous of the rights of othero-who will neither himself aggf""" 
on his neighbonr in small things or great, nor tolerate aggreuion 
on them by others. 

I have hitherto condemned jealousy, bot my read<.'T will 
readily perceive that what Mr. Spen<:er here indicates is an 
emotion of a dilferent nature, spoken of under the same term. 
Evolution in thought goes on 10 rapidly that evolution in 
Iaogoage does not keep pace with iL The jealousy I have 
condetnned is anti-social, an emotion in entire antagoni .... 
and opposition to gener.aI happineM; whi15t the sympathetic 
jealousy which Mr. SpeDceT commends and approves is in 
perfect conformity with gener.aI happines5. 
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The first has been already des~ribed and exposed as a 
selfish passion, spontaneous, tyrannic, capable of producing 
brutal cruelty, or mean, malicious action. The second is 
intellectual in its ger.esis, and beneficial in its results. It 
arises from respect for individuality-an intelligent appre
hension of the fact, that general bappiness is absolutely 
dependent upon freedom (to a certain extent) being accorded 
to each individual With intellect thus advanced, the greater 
our sympathetic desire for the happiness of all becomes, so 
much the greater also will become our jealolls regard for the 
individual rights of etun. 

This state of mind, which the poverty of our language 
forces us to call a sympathetically jealous one, is social in the 
widest sense. It is possible only to a race which is so advanced 
in civilization as to repudiate tyranny and oppression, and 
form correct conceptions of social justice. To the children 
and children's children of that race, bowever, this sympathetic 
jealousy may become an unconscious, spontaneous instinct, a 
habit of the mind, requiring no justification or enforcement, 
and causing no jar or discord when humanity is in its highest, 
noblest states of feeling. The sentiment is In fact founded on 
that delicate sensitiveness to quantitative relations which we 
call justice, and which, as we have already stated, is certain to 
increase with the advance of civilization. It may be, and 
assuredly will be, in time, exercised without anger or cruelty, 
but with calmness and personal gentleness, without attributing 
blame to ignorant trespassers or aggressors, and yet with all the 
unswerving firmness that belongs to each force which rests 
upon a rational or scientific basis. To understand this state 
of mind '\I'd to aim at producing it in ourselves and others, is 
of vast importance to human progress; therefore we are bound 
to inquire, what are the rights of man? why are they rights? 
and what will be the result to socie!'j in general, if the faithful 
guarding of these rights is a duty universally discharged? 

I chanced to read lately a short newspaper article upon 
Mr. H. George's work, U Progress and Poverty," in which 
occurred the following statements: "There are "0 laws ofJ 
tulhlre, and there are no rights of mo". We are simply using 
meaningless phrases when we speak of either. Law is com
mand, control; but nature is instinctive force, and can there
fore neither give nor receive laws. Man has no natural rights 
any more than the wolf or the bear. All rights are conventional." 
Now, in these propositic.ns there lies a mixture of truth and 
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error dangerously misleading to ignorant minds. The word 
law is at all times apt to perplex the reader .. ho know. nothing 
of science, for it certainly carries with it the notion of arbitrary 
authority, and that simply because its fir" uoe was to indicate 
human regulations or systems of control Of these la .... as 
the symbol But when thinkers adopted and adapted it to the 
scientific conception of nature, the reference to authority was 
put aside. It then became a term to lignify a certain order in 
nature-the sure and constant co-existences and sequences in 
phenomena, which man can ascertain and guide his conduct 
by. To say then, .. ith the writer of the newspaper article, that 
there are 1W laws of nature, is simply to reject the term fixed 
on by men of thought and culture as the best expression within 
their reach to represent a concept or idea, which we shall no 
more in this nineteenth century get rid of than we .hall see 
the moon depart. 

The laws of health, for instance, are perfectly invariable, as 
are indeed all Ia ... of nature; but they do not NCUlllrily 
t/Qmillllk, since other and opposing Iawl of disorganization 
may at any moment get the upper hand Man is competent 
to disregard the Ia ... of life. If be 10 acto, another coone 
of "atural order is initiated; the man becomes IUbject to 
pathological laws, which conduct him steadily to the grave. 

Neassiry then, without command, leaves .. no choice. If 
we would gain the end that all bumanity desires, that is, happj. 
ness, we must conform to aU the /aw, 11/ lIatllre that Cavour 
that end; and in man'. inteUect which is .Iowly developing, 
aided by the scientific method DOW discovered, we are on the 
road to control the forces of Dature, by paying constant regard 
to Dature's II1IClumgillK /aw,. Within, man has the IaWI of his 
organization; without, he has the laws of circumstance or bis 
environment By intellect, by science, by anion or c0-
operation, he has the means to take a firm adYaJltage of these 
laws, avoid the pitfalls of the past, and move with energy and 
joyous freedom along the path of progreso.. 

But DOW we tum to the _,.ral riglUs of man, which ba.,., 
DO existence, says our newspaper philosopher, any more than 
natmal rights of a wolf or a hear. If he had said a cat or dog, 
a dobkey or a borse, we should baYe replied: "But these 
dumb creatutes too bave rights, and now civilized man proteCtS 
them in their rights.' The wolf and hear, we c:oncede to him, 
bave none; but we deny that man'. case is analogous to theirs. 
For obsave, these brutes bave DO control oyer their breeding 
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instincts. Their numbers are held in check by forces external 
to themselves, and no law is possible with lower animals, save 
that of force. 

The African elephant, the Siberian bear, the wild horse, in 
all its freedom, are alike under mastery. The forces of 
carnivora or other destructive creatures, of starvation, of 
disease, etc., control them, and the fierce struggle for existence 
has its outcome in "survival of the fittest" When the horse, 
dog, cat, pass from the mastery of carnivora and other extel'lllli 
forces to that of man, he controls their breeding powers, and by 
a gentle force, renders their existence harmonious with the 
rights of Humanity. A happy life is possible to horse and dog, 
without infringing on the liberty of man. Fear gives way to 
love. The canine tendencies to growl and fight become 
transformed, and visible in playful gambols ; and the law of 
gentleness is henceforth supreme-a law which recognizes the 
individual rights of every sentient creature, unhurtful to the 
higher life around it Society, supremely powerful in its 
humane emotions, dominates all domesticated animals, and 
makes them subserve general happiness; whilst admitting the 
obligation to give to each a happy, though useful life, and a 
painless death. . 

Vivisection is in accordance with this law. The practice 
is justifiable only in so far as it subserves general happiness; 
and society rightly claims to guard it carefully from all abuse. 

Now, the law of universal sympathy. is only slowly rising in 
the broad domain of human thought and feeling, like the 
morning star appearing in the east-a star of hope, low as yet 
on the horizon, but giving promise of a glorious day, filled 
with th" sunshine of an all-embracing happiness. Are rights 
conventIOnal? Undoubtedly they are, in the highest, truest 
sense; for conventional means, by tadt agreement,. and we 
have now a noble band of socia! units whose deveiopment, 
intellectual, emotional, and moral, raises them above the law 
of force, and ranges them in tacit agreement with the higher 
law of love. So long as the natural man has self-regarding 
qualities only, individual rights have no existence. But when 
evolution has brought the natural man intelligence to grasp the 
fact, that general happiness depends on individual interests, 
and a moral sense, with the delicate perception of quantitative 
relations which we call justice, then, but not till then, individual 
rights exist. They are claimed by the reason, and yielded by 
the sympathy of the chilized man; and they belong to every 
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social unit, from the prince to the pauper, (rom the refined 
and cultured sage to the ignorant street Arab, and down to the 
babe in the cradle, the old maid's gentle cat, and the sport .. 
man's ill·used pigeon. 

What, then, are the individual rights that a high morality 
will sanction? I find the answer to this question in a natural 
principle or law of happiness applicable to perfect man, which 
has been formulated thus: .. Every man has freedom to do all 
that he wills, provided he infringes not the equal freedom of 
every other man." This is not an arbitrary law of man'. 
devising. It is the order of nature which will hold good in 
tbe social relations of a perfectly civilized race; or, in other 
words, the condition of social life by which that race will 
attain to bappiness. And humanity knows this, not "r authority 
or arbitrary command, but by the study of tbe intrinsIc qualities 
of human nature, and the extrinsic elements essential to 

. bappiness. Meanwhile, we are a very imperfect race, with but 
few social units as yet prepared for this delightful freedom. 
The liberty of semi-barbarous man i. often as inimical to 
general bappiness as the liberty of the lower animal.; and out
ward restraints musl De mainlailW/, until an inward force of 
self<ontroi is everywhere efficient in restraining evil, regulating 
society, and promoting order, peace, and concord. 

By virtue of this force-interior, not external-each separate 
unit will be controlled, beld, and balanced in its true social 
position, without being pressed upon, and without pressing on 
its fellow-units. But wbat is this force? It has a twofold 
aspect, and may be described in two ways. We may call it a 
man's sentiment of rel-erence for humanity in bis own person,. 
and his reverence for humanity in his fellow-aeatures; 01' we 
may call it tbe individual's self-respect and instinct fur personal 
rights, and his sympathetic jealousy for the rights of others. 
The instinct of personal rights is already jirmly implanted in 
our race. If my reader doubts this, let him pass a day in any 
well-liDed Britisb nursery, and closely observe wbat goes OIl 

there 
Baby and little Jessie, a child of four, are on the floor. 

Jessie plays with ber doll, wbilst baby creeps around her on 
the carpet. An impulse seizes baby to clutcb the doD which 
Jessie bolds finnl,.. Baby screams, and nurse turns round and 
raises him. "See, Jessie,· she says," he wants your doll, and • 
(with a chiding tone) "you should be kind to baby-brother." 
She takes the doD from Jessie, and gives it to the infant. Jessie 
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throws herself upon the ground and kicks and screams. A 
_ paroxysm of emotion sweeps over her, and until the wave has 

spent itself, tranquillity in nerve or muscle is simply impossible. 
But now the nurse angrily commands her to cease crying, 
although for the moment the child is utterly bereft of any power 
of se!f-control! As the screaming still continues, she scolds her 
for disobedience and bad temper, and finally thrusts her into the 
corner, to sob and weep till pure exhaustion brings passivity, 
dejection, and a sadly abject tone of mind, which the ignorant 
nurse calls being good again, and stamps with her approval 
by a kiss I 

Now, the feeling which little Jessie experienced, and which 
the nurSe stupidly (because unnecessarily) called out, and then 
did her best to .:rush and injure, is a valuable e/tment of human 
nature, an instinct of the civilized being, which ought to be 
guarded, preserved, and trained, or directed, but never crushed, 
and never trampled on, as in this case. To take her doll, was 
to trespass on Jessie's innocent freedom (for she was not injur
ing baby) ; it was to hurt her proper pride, her infant sense of 
personal dignity, and to bruise the precious seeds of justice 
germinating in her mind. The paroxysm that ensued was no 
indication of a barbarous nature; it was a virtuous emotion, 
a just, rational indignation, and proved the child to be the 
olfspring of a self-dependent, self-protecting race, and not an 
embryo slave or sert: It was, in fact, a wave of the very force 
of which we have spoken, as certain in the future to regulate, 
restrain, and hold together social beings in the only relations 
conducive to peace and concord. 

Later in the day, poor Jessie has her doll restoTed, and with 
it in her arms she feels happy again. Baby plays with his 
rattle on nurse's knee. Thinks little Jessie, "My dolly is a 
baby too, and wants a rattle." She takes the rattle out of 
baby's hands to give to dolly I Baby screams, and nurse is 
furious. She snatches back the rattle, slaps Jessie, and calls 
her" a naughty, naughty child." This time Jessie does not 
even cry, although the tender little fingers ache from the rude 
blow they have received. No hot indignation fires her bloo~ 
her pulse is lowered, and she shrinks away silently. Why is 
this? Has nurse'. violence frightened tJ-e child? No, not at 
all. But within that infant bosom, there is a vague, indefinite 
feeling that, this time, she herself was in the wrong_ She was a 
trespasser on haby's rights. Now, if the child is of a reflective 
nature, the little brain begins to work. " Why may baby take 
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my doll if I may never take his rattle?" Ab, why indeed I 
The gropings of the young intellect come to no light on thi. 
problem, and by.and-by, poor Jessie's ideas of right and wrong 
depend entirely upon the frowns and smiles, the Ilaps and Iti..., •• 
of an ignorant woman, who rules the nursery with barbaric 
authority, and kills, or at least warps, each budding conscience 
that comes within her sway. 

At this point, I suspect my reader's sympathies will all he 
roused in favour of the nurse whom I appear to he belabouring 
with blows as arbitrary as bers on little Jessie! 11 may be 
said: .. Nurse did her best to show the principle on which she 
acted Her words, 'You should be kind to baby-brother,' at 
least inculcated sympathy, and bave you not harped upon the 
string that sympathy i. precisely what we want most developed 
in our children?" I reply-Yes I But sympathy is fInId 

developed by """mmuJ, and to order a child to be kind, at the 
very moment wben an aggression has been made upon his or 
her individual rights, is as insane a proceeding as to command 
a steam-engine to move forward without turning on the steam ! 
Moreover, baby received a lesson, young as he was-a lesson 
that was sure to start him on a viciOUI course. He learned 
that if he cried, he probably would get all that he wanted, and 
depend upon it, he would unconsciously but vigorously act out 
that principle. 

But tell us then, my reader says, what Ihould the nur"" 
have done? She should have instantly removed the baby, 
saying gently, .. Children must never take things trorn ODe 
another. Not even baby can be permitted to do that ; we must 
teach him better. But see, he is 10 young, he does not even 
know yet that the doll is youn, not hi&. Would you like to 
lend it to him for a little? No ? Ab, well! he cannot have 
it, then; but come and help me to amuse him, that be may 
forget the doll" The lirtle maid puts down her treasure to 
kiss and fODdle her baby-brother; and 1m duz"us /Q 11111!, that 
by-and-by her sympathy, c:aJled out naturally and not by 
authority, carries her a step further, and &be sayo, "Nuny! 
baby may bold my dolly for a lirtle now." Then, later, wben 
the hril\iant idea occurs, that dolly 1I'ould like the rattle, Jessie 
know. that she must not trespass aD baby'. rights, and she 
restrains her impuJse, and thereby esercises the noblest facuJty 
of her nature, viz. self-control, DOder the dominion of the 
rudimentary moral sense of jlUtia or t¥J"ivaima ".f riglds. 

Is, then, the charge 1 brought against our typical nurse a 
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true one? My charge is both negative and positive. On the 
negative side, she misses the precious opportunities of develop
ing sympathy, and training conscience in the cbildren;' and on 
the positive side, she injures them, by confusing tbe infant 
intellect, crushing or trampling out the instincts that are 
valuable, and shaping them so far as she can do it, to abject, 
craven servility, under ignorant, barbaric authority. 

'But would it be in accordance with my principles to bring, 
an indictment, simply for the purpose of condemning indivi
duals? Certainly not; and let us pause and think for a. 
moment of the antecedents of our ordinary nurses. The 
crowded bomes in, perhaps, the back slums of some factory 
town, the loveless childbood, the many slaps and buffetings of 
their own youth, the scbool-board school, wbere scarcely any
thing is said to them on sucb subjects as how to treat a 
little cbild, or bow to curb tbeir own barbarous instincts, and 
cbeck their tendencies to tyrannic despotism I The whole tone 
of this work is misunderstood, if anyone supposes tbat my 
purpose is to blame, for ignorance, inclividuals who have never 
enjoyed the true conditions of enlightenment_ What my argn
'ment really leads up to, is the condemnation of our systelll
When the wlwle of my premises are taken ,into account, the 
logical deduction is, that hitherto the vast importance and the 
many difficulties of training during infancy, bave not been 
recognized, but tbat in the future the nursery must become a 
field, where intellect and culture rule suprem.,. in order that 
the young generations may enter upon responsible social life 
with all the subjective endowments that an advanced civiliza
tion is capable of bestowing. 

The instinct of personal rights which, I again repeat, we 
must look upon as a master power-the great force, in short, that I 

will rule and regulate the social order of the future-is in many 
of our unit. ill-balanced; that is to say, it is developed on one 
side only, viz. the egoistic, whilst the alauistic side of sympa
thetic jealousy for the rights of others, is latent only, not active. 
Now, this is somewhat like tbe position of a planet, pulled from 
its course by an overdue proportion of centripetal to its centr,j.. 
fugal force-equivaience of each being the necessary condition 
to its retaining the true orbit. And thet ,Jtoblem is, how to 
increase the force on the one side, without in the very slightest 
degree injuring it on the other. The practical work of ac:COID

plishing this, in the case of each little individual organism, in 
view of all the grand possiQjJjtjes of life, is, I maintain, a labour of 
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such extreme delicacy and interest, as to be quite wonhy of all 
the attention and intelligence that the most cultured women 
can bestow. 

A gardener thinks but little of the lower order of plants, that 
are simple, not complex. He roots them in his garden, under 
natural conditions of space, air, and sunshine, and leaves them 
alone. But with plants of a more composite, a higber order, 
he acts differently. Tky have to unfold a greater variety of 
delicate, sensitive, beautiful organs. He watches them closely 
day by day, in order to place around them the conditions 
necessary for bringing into functional activity all these delicate 
organs; and by his fostering care, he secures the healthy deve· 
lopment of each, through his knowledge of, and attention to, 
the laws of their being. in spite of the fact, that (in another 
sense) he has no power to make even a blade of grass to grow. 

In the nurseries of the past, the primitive arrangement. 
were suited to a very low order of human beings, and no doubt 
the little inmates were comparatively simple or uncomplex. 
But now, our nnrseries are filled by the children of an advanced 
civilization -the offspring of a bighly organized, a widely 
complex humanity; and can .. e in the name of common senoe 
keep round them a social medium of archaic authority and 
barbaric force? The primitive nursery, it iI true, has in lOme 
degree altered; for, within the last few yean, the natural cosmic 
conditions of fresb air and sunsbine have been more considered; 
but the true and natural sodal conditions for tbe development 
or Unfolding of the varied mental, moral, and emotional faculties 
within tbe nurseries, are at thil moment in complete and ntter 
abeyance or neglect. 

But I most pass from the nanery to the ochool In the 
pIay-ground, quarrels amongst boys arise, not 10 mucb from 
purely barbaric impulses, such as simple cruelty, anger, batred, 
etc., as from a .. boUy different cause-an efficient sense of 
personal rigbts, accompanied by a deficient symparhetic 
jealousy, or sense of the personal rights of others. " It isn't!" 
or " It wasn't fair ! " iI a phrase very frequently npon a ochoo!
boy's lips; and it is quite remarkable with "bat a manly 
courage and dignity a little urchin of ten or twelve will eriticize 
his master's treatment of him, and tell the man of lifty to his 
face that he put him down in clasI when "it wasn't fair." 
Now, if each boy in the school were as eager that all the other 
inmates, masters included, should be treated fairly, and get 
IIrdr dues, as that he himself should get IIis, all that would 
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be wanted for regulation, would be intelligence to discriminate 
in each case of quarrel or misdemeanour where lay the right, 
and where the wrong. Ai; matters stand, however, both sym
pathy and intelligence are deficient, and the former is lacking 
especially towards masters; for in a measure sympathy springs 
up naturally amongst the boys, through community of interests, 
and takes the form of an esprit tk corps, leading them to espouse 
a companion's cause in antagonism to the cause of a mastet, 
without much regard to whether the boy be right or wrong. In 
such cases sympathy actually becomes a force, d<Jlecting the 
whole school from the path of rectitude, and under these con
ditions deceit and cunning flourish to an alanning degree. To 
have successfully hoodwinked a master, in order to save a 
companion from some deserved reprimand or punishment, 
becomes a schoolboy's virtue I 

Seeing that intelligence and sympathy are the two things 
urgently required, a system of pure authority which begets 
antagonism is unsuited to British young people in the present 
day; and this has, throughout the whole nation, been dimly 
felt, although not as yet frankly considered or openly dis
cussed. The feeling, however, bas wrought out certain results 
within almost every school" It' has caused arbitrary authority 
to relax, whilst no other fonn of strict discipline has taken its 
place, and there follows as a very natural consequence, all that 
I have already described as frequently occurring in university 
towns-the public sulfer acutely from the self-assertion and ill
regulated conduct of young men. 

'A very pressing and important want of the present day, is 
an ~cient discipline of the young; but whatever system may be 
adopted, it must be free from external despotism. It must 
differ from the old fonn of arbitrary authority upheld by 
rewards and punishments; and it must appeal to 'the instinc
tive sense of justice and of personal rights which is strong in 
the bosom of every juvenile John BulL The reform instituted 
by Dr. Arnold at Rugby seems to have been on right lines, so· 
far as iJ went; but it was deficient, and its fruits have not been 
in any great degree a marked national success. The faCll 
remains, that whilst during the last forty years the authoritative' 
control of the young (especially of the male "'x) has relaxed in 
an astonishing degree, there has been very little, almost no 
progress made in the development of the inward regulative 
force which must ultimately take the place of outward discipline..... 

At the beginning of this century, the wise, philanthropi<; 
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Emmanuel Von Fellenberg, had upon his estate of Hof .. yl, 
two leagues from Berne, a self.governing college, which for a 
considerable number of years was, in reference to three point' 
-first, the happiness of the students; second, the order and 
discipline of the school; third, the development of self-control 
in the individual members-a triumphanl succes.. This col· 
lege had a constitution drafted by a select committee of 
students, adopted by an almost unanimous vote of the 
whole body, and approved by Mr. Fellenber,s signature. 
The professor. had no authority except within their class-room •. 
The laws, whether .. relating to household affairs, hours of 
retiring, and the like, or for the maintenance of morality, good 
order, cleanliness, and health, were stringent, but all were 
strictly self-imposed·· A breach of the lawl was an offence 
against tbe union. and in reference to such the students alone 
had sole jurisdiction. 

Mr. Fellenberg meanwhile kept watch over the doings of 
tbe students, but be appears to have seldom pr never inter· 
fered Punishment by college authorities IWI literally no 
place in the system, and neither was any outward stimulus of 
reward, or even of class rank, admitted Emulation was in no 
way artificially excited There were no prizes, and there waH 
not even the excitement of public examinations. As regard. 
tbe tone of feeling amongst the students, one wbo was at thi. 
college for some years records that there was no bitterness or 
ill-will there, no coarse incentives to right action. no mean sub
missiveness, no selfisb jealousies. .. Tbere was pride," be say., 
"but it grew cbiellyout of a sense that we were equal membero 
of an independent, self-governing community, calling no man 
master or lord.· The system nurtured a conscious independ
ence that nevertbeJess submirted with alacrity to what it knew 
ta be the will of the whole. It gave birth to public spirit, and 
ta sociaI and civic virtues. 

The students, about a hundred in number, were divided 
into six circles, and eacb circle elected a councillor, whose 
jurisdiction extended to the sociaI life and moral deportment 
of each meJDber of his circle. Each circle _was a band of 
friends, and the chief; chosen by itseU; was the friend mosl 
valued and loved amongst them. Tbe circle had its weekly 
meetings, held nsuaIly in summer in a grove near by. The 
counci1Iots formed a grand jury, holding meetings occasionally • 

• This aa:oaat is t.a.kea from uThradiJ:Jg ., Way." by It. D. Owen. 
P. '24-
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and having the right of presentment when an offence occurred. 
The judiciary consisted of three judges, whose sessions were 
held with due formality in the·college hall The punishments 
within its power to inflict were, a vote of censure, fines, which 
went to a fund devoted to relief of the poor, deprivation of the 
right of suffrage, and degradation from office. But trials at 
any time were rare. 

Now to us, with our British experience of the irrepressible 
nature of the student vis vitlZ, the organi1.a.tion of this college 
appears almost Utopian, and when told of its success, our 
impulse is towards incredulity I Nevertheless, it .is a fact, that 
order and discipline were maintained, and that the method of 
control sufficed even to overawe such lads as from time to 
time transgressed the rules. An instance of this I may give; 
but first let me mention that, strange 10 say, one rule of 
this student·made constitution was, .. The use of tobacco is 
forbidden." 

Two German princes, sons of a wealthy nobleman, were 
more liberally supplied with pocket.money than the other 
students; and as there was no outlet for the legitimate ex
penditure of so much at HBfwyl, it only proved a snare to 
them. Now and then they would get up at night, and go to 
the village of Buchsee, and spend an hour or two in the tavern, 
smoking, and drinking lager-beer. This irregularity became 
known to one of the other students. who communicated it to 
the councillor of his circle. He called together his colleagues 
in office, and they, having satisfied themselves as to the facts, 
presented (as the term was) the two princes, Max and Fritz, 
for breach of law: and the brothers were Officially notified that 
on the second day thereafter, their case would be brought up 
before the Tribunal of Justice, and they would be heard in 
defence. To face this Tribunal, composed of students, was 
an ordeal the princes were unable to bear I They decamped 
secretly, and returned to their parents. Mr. Fellenberg took 
no action in the matter; he allowed the fugitives to tell their 
own story at home in their own way. In a few weeks the 
father came, bringing the runaways, and asking as a favoui 
that they might be again received on probation. This was 
agreed to, and no unkindness was sho.,..-no allusion to 
their offence was ever made by the other srudents. Max and 
Fritz remained in the college several years, and proved per
fectly quiet and law-abiding members of the union. 

Since Mr. Fellenberg's dea.th the college has declined, and 
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lost all its distinctive characteristics; but the years of its succe .. 
suffice to prove, to my mind at least, that a method may be 
found by which to reconcile the sturdy independence of the 
young generation-an independence which we dare not, must 
IWt tnlSk-with a controlling power, a stringent discipline, pro
perly adapted to youth in the present stage of our CIvilization. 
As soon as girls and boys are old enough to unite for self
regulative purposes, by placing upon their shoulders the respon
sibility of their own and their companions' social conduct, we 
may txflrase the very spirit of rebellion against authority, and 
at the same time immensely exercise intelligence and develop 
sympathy. Do I mean that masters and professors should have 
no authority? They would formally abdicate in favour of an 
authority, which in relation to the young would be both educa
tional and disciplinaoy. They would remain the teachers and 
guides in every position of perplexity-a court of arbitration 
or appeal-but never rulers in any sense that would appear 
arbitrary or antagonistic to the young. When bad conduct 
came before them they would decline to punish, and hand 
over the delinquent to the judgment of his equals; only re
quiring that they should carefully consider the case from their 
own standpoint of personal dignity and individual freedom, 
and judge it on behalf of social order, in accordance with the 
principles of equ#y taught them by their professors. 

But it may be said: .. Would not this system ca.... great 
waste of precious time that ought to be devoted to book
learning? for we may assume that misdemeanours, which a 
master of experience would summarily dispose of, would as 
certainly create great discussion in a court of juveniles.v 

Possibly that might be so; bot the effort to judge justly, the 
sifting of evidence, the forming logical conclusions from the 
evidence that all could accept, would callout intelligence in 
many cases far more effectively than book-learning, and would 
in fact fonn a training of the K",zkst 1JIli1lL After all, "hilst 
we DO doubt desire onr children to become cultored, acc0m

plished men and women, "hat we absolutely require for happy 
life is practwI, """aI Humanity-creatures of noble character, 
full of dignity and self-control, yet brimming over with generous, 
spontaneous sympathy for othen. 

One certain element of good in adopting this method, 
would lie in directing speeial attention to personaJ conduct, 
and its bearing npon general happiness. To be critical of his 
own individual conduct is foreign to the nature of !hi! average 
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British youth, but self-criticism would become a mental habit, 
where duty required the c~ing out of a self-made disciplinary 
system. Again, the faculty- (If placing one's self for a· moment 
ideally in the position of another would also grow; for effort 
would be made to feel as James or Robert felt when they were 
tempted to break a rule, and committed the trespass which 
brought them up for judgment before their fellows; and the 
stimulus given to this faculty would assuredly promote a rapid 
development of sympathy. 

It is a curious fact of evolution, that in our transitional 
state there are many human beings, especially men, with a very 
large development of henevolence, who are yet destitute of 
real sympathy. They cannot image to themselves a fellow
creature's outward position and inward condition, so as to 
discover hi. or her desires, however much the individual may 
be loved by them. The representative faculty had no exercise 
of this kind during the period of life when the brain was 
essentially plastic, and in adult life, rigidity of the mental 
structures renders the acquisition impossible. But there is 
much in this fact that they themselves deplore. Under such 
limitations, kindness often misses its aim, and with all the 
will in the world to make some deeply loved one happy, 
alas! there lacks that kinship of spirit which is the only 
key to all the delicate, tender, secret emotions of the human 
soul 

The present position, then, is this. From the nursery, where 
authority is purely barbaric, and lhe budding conscience i. 
hurt, our children pass into schools, where they are drilled and 
moulded into book-learning machines, but no attempt is made 
to train the emotional nature; from these again to high 
schools or colleges, where, except in class, they are emancipated 
from control, and as a natural result of his want of Sraining the 
British student's future is gravely uncertain. He presents in 
many ways an element of social danger, simply because his 
bumptious independence and sense of personal rights is not 
duly balanced by an intellectu!l! understanding of, and a sym
pathetic feeling for, the equal rights of others. Authority f 
have said has unconsciously re)axed and fallen back before 
the bumptious freeborn British schoolb,», Dare we expect 
that he will ever be submissive to a self·made system of 
control? . 

I think we may. The study of boy-nature shows me 
imilalivmess largely deyeloped. What one boy does anether 
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will do, no matter at what cost I The custom. and fa.hions 01 
equals are adopted and followed with slavish, punctilious obe
dience. If a collar or necktie, a cane or pipe, is not exactly 
what companions nse, a young man will discard it in defiance 
of a parent'. wish, and that, not from an impulse of rebellion, 
but simply from inability to bear the pain of being unlike hi. 
fellows I Now, this imitativeness will prove an immense factor 
in self-regulation. When the British nursery is under educated 
supervision and control, and the higher social qualities of our 
children are from the first carefully guarded and developed, 
we need have no fear that the schoolmaster will fail in 
organizing unions for self-government In most Engli.h 
schools combination already exists for purposes of regulation 
in reference to sports and pastimes; but a good cricketer 
may be a public nuisance in many ways, "ithout the members 
of his cricket-club deeming it their duty to call attention to 
his breach of sociaJ morals, and requiring him to reform, 
under penalty of the censure of his comrades. What we stand 
in need of is, eondud·duIJs, and I am convinced that in the 
generous ardour of youth, an equal vigour and energy to that 
shown in the foot-ball and cricket competitions (which take 
place over the whole country) would be called out, in a nobler 
emulation, to develop sociaJ virtues and repress all antHocial 
and barbarous vices. 

What human nature has already accomplished, on however 
small a scale, it would be presumption to deny, may on a 
much larger sca\e be by-and-by worked out by a Humanity 
improvable and improving; and in Mr. Kordhoff'. account of 
the Oneida Communistic Society, I lind an ,institution of criti
cism described, and pronounced effective in maintaining order 
within the group, and restraining every vice, whether petty or 
great These people, says ML N ordholl; U depend upon criti
cism to care whatever they regard as faults in the charact« of 
a member; for instance, idleness, disorderly habits, impolite
oess, sellishness, a Jove of DOYeI·reading, • selfish love,' coaceit, 
pride, stabbornoess, a grumbling spirit." 

Now, these are precisely the faults that we want our young 
people to com:ct, and aldlOugh in our huge, ill-r<gUJated c0m

munity, we do not as yet recogni,., the fact, we are undoubtedly 
in the exact position of these Communists thus far, tbat we 
bave "0 Corce to depend upon but criticism to effect what we 
wish. We differ from them, however, in this-whereas their 
criticism is systematic, and in a great degree effective, ours is a 
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matter of pure haphazard. It is ca.'Tied on in slapdash style, 
in the public prints (often, however, anonymously), and in 
private circles it takes the form of backbiting .. even slander, 
and the result, in respect to -what we want of criticism, is an 
utter, unmitigated failure. 

Its working at Oneida, I give in Mr. Nordhoff's words: 
"On Sunday afternoon, by the kindness of 'a young man who 
had offered himself for criticism, I was permitted to be present. 
Fifteen persons besides myself, about half women, and about 
half young people under thirty, were seated in a room, mostly 
on benches." Mr. Noyes (the head of the community) in 
a rocking-chair. Charles, the young man to be criticized, 
"sat inconspicuously in the midst of the company." He 
was asked if he desired to say anything. He replied (whilst 
retaining his seat), "that he had suffered for some time past 
from . . • intellectual doubts-a leaning especially towards 
positivism," and so on. 

Hereupon, a man being called on to speak by the leader, 
who was "of Mr. Noyes, remarked, .. that he thought Charles 
had be.en som~what hardened by too great good fortune; that 
his success in certain enterpri6es had somewhat spoiled him; 
if he had not succeeded so well; he would have been a better 
man; that he was somewhat wise in his own esteem, etc. 

" One or two other men . . . had noticed these faults in 
Charies, and that they made him disagreeable; and gave 
examples to show his faults. Another concurred in the general 
testimony, but added that he thought Charles had lately made 
efforts to correct some of his faults, though there was still 
much room for improvement 

" A young woman next remarked that Charles was haughty 
and supercilious, . • . tI,at he was needlessly curt sometimes 
to those with whom he had to speak. 

u Another wom3.n said Charles was often careless in his 
language; sometimes used slang words. "c.. • Also that he 
did not always conduct himself at table-:--.. . with careful 
politeness and good manners . 

.. A man concurred in this, and remarked that he had heard .. 
Charles condemn the beefsteak on a certain occasion as tough; 
and had made other unnecessary remarks," bout the food on 
the table while he was eating. 

"Amid all this very plain speaking which I have can· 
siderably condensed, giving only the general charges, Charles 
sat speechless, looking before him; but as the accusations 

p 
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multiplied, his face grew paler, and drops of perspiration beg 
to stand on his forehead. 

" Finally, two or three remarked that he had been in 
certain transaction insincere towards another young man, sayin 
one thing to his face, and another to others; and in this one C 
two women concurred. 

.. The remarks took up about half an hour, and now each 
one in the circle having spoken, Mr. Noyes summed up. 

" He said that Charles had some serious faults; that he had 
watched him with some care; and that he thought the youn~ 
man was earnestly trying to cure himsel£ He spoke in general 
praise of his ability, his good character. • •• " He remarked 
that, on one occasion, Charles had come to him for advice, and 
had acted upon tbe advice given, at considerable self-sacrifice. 
Taking all in view, "he thought Charles was in a fair way to 
become a better man, and had manifested a sincere desire to 
improve, and to rid himself of all selfish fault .. " 

Thereupon, the meering was dismissed. In ret ence to it 
Mr. Nordhoff says, whilst Charles" might be ben ted by the 
• criticism,' those who spoke of him would perha also be the 
better for their speecb; for if there had bittern.,.. in 
their hearts before, this was likely to be d' . ted by the free 
utterance. n • 

Now, it is not as a model for us to . imitate that I speak 
of this Oneida Community, but simply to corroborate my 
proposition-that human nature may by /reMtJill adopt 
methods that outward authority could never successfully 
etmzpd it to adopt. Throughout our whole social body, there 
is much Jess of docile subjection and instinctive veneration 
towards superiors than formerly, and also much more of 
union and ~on (conscious and unconscious) amongst 
equals. The latter is a force that at the present moment 
tends frequently to persona1 degradation, and always to class 
antagonism; nevertheless, it is capable under enlightened 
guidance of becoming the direct agent of social morality 
and general happiness. 

I have shown bow an april tie corp. amongst boys turns 
them from the path of rectitude, and in kindness to one 
another they prove fa1se to masters and teachers. Let us see 
how the very same spirit of union and brotherly fellowship 
affects the morals. of tbe working d.ua. I give a homely 

• "The CommaD;.uc Societies at .... UDiIed Stauo," by CJauIs 
N ... dhoIr, pp. _3-
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illustration. In a late snowstorm the roofs of houses were 
endangered, and a widow lady sent for her plumber to remove 
the snow from her root The plumber was unusually busy, 
and to overtake all his engagements he employed unskilled 
labour, with this result. The snow, in this case, was not 
thrown off the roof; but only piled up on one side, whence it 
fell in masses and completely unroofed a scullery which pro-

. jected at the back of the house! Two lawyers told the lady 
that the plumber was legally liable for the £4 expended on 
repairs; nevertheless, the man repudiated the claim and 
scoffed at the idea that she could compel him by law. - On 
consultation with legal friends, the advice given was: "Threaten 
as much as you like, but do not take legal action I That would 
entail further expense, and probably you would obtain no 
redress! Tradesmen are banded together in such fellowship 
that the chances are, no plumber will give evidence against his 
brother in the trade." 

Behold, then, clannishness amongst workmen actually 
renders the civil law in such cases nil; and it does this un
consciously, for in trades unions there is no rule compelling 
members to refuse to give, evidence against a comrade. 
Personal conscientiousness, the, instinctive love of truth and 
justice, is in our labouring classes subordinate to clannishness 
or fellowship amongst themselves; but we should expect that 
amongst the highly educated members of our social body at 
least, conscientiousness would rule supreme, and at all times 
subordinate class feeling. Let us judge if this be so. 

Some of my readers may remember the case of Thomas 
Pooley, the poor Cornish well-sinker, who, in 1857, was tried 
for blasphemy, and because he had written upon a gate some 
foolish words concerning Jesus Christ, was convicted, and con
demned to imprisonment for a year and nine months. The 
man was very poor, but very industrious and perfectly harmless. 
He was weak in the intellect, and when cast into prison he lost 
his reason entirely, and had to be conveyed ~o an asylun;> for 

• The (ollowing, from a newspaper of January J I th, 1883, will sbq'w how 
the law stands in such cases :-

•• PLUMBERS' WORK.-An action was brought by a plumber named Dee,_ 
in the Croydon County Court, on Monday, against a civil engineer named 
Dalgairns, for upwards of £30 lor the erection of ,1:l.vatory. Defendant 
made a. counter claim of £120, on the ground that, tM work being impro
perly dune, sew!!r air escaped into the house, and caused the illness of six 
members of the household, and lhe death of his son. He therefore 
claimed the doctor's bill and other expenses. The judffe struck out tbe 
plaintitl's claim, and gave judb'1tlent f?r the defendant." 
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the insane. The whole proceeding was an offence against 
humanity, and in opposition to the spirit of the age. Our 
blasphemy laws had for years been practically obsolete. The 
brain of our social organism, that is, the thinkers amongst us, 
bad perceived that vital truth needs no protection from law or 
any outward authority. It prevails in virtue of ilB own vitality ; 
and its discovery and progress are best aided by the natural 
condition of perfect frwwm in the expression of all specUlative 
opinion. Persecution for any doctrine, Dot seditious, or not 
libellous on individuals, is detrimental to truth, and as general 
happiness depends on trut" in all t"in/{s, to punish any man 
for merely saying in his own way, what he thinks true, is 
contrary to the general well-being. 

Enlightened men of that day-John Stuart Mill, and many 
others-came forward to protect poor Pooley, and thus showed 
their intellectual standpoint, their moral rectitude, their sym
pathetic jealousy for the rights of other men, embracing even 
the poor, the imbecile, the lowly. The man was r"tored to his 
family, and again the blasphemy la .... which are barharOlll, 
belonging to a primitive age, fell into proper abeyance. 
Strange to say, however, they have reappeared recently upon 
the stage of public action, and barharous tyranny has once 
more striven to overcome freedom, and ""ppr... by violence 
the purely speculative opinions beld by individual. who are 
in a minority, therefore socially weak. 

Since the year 1857, a great advance bas nndoubtedly been 
made in intellectual freedom throughout the whole nation, and 
also an advance in Imowledge of the moral principles which 
justify toleration. It would therefore seem natural to expect 
that all individuals who are in the lIow of intellectual progress, 
would spontaneously comhine on the lint symplO1Wl of an 
outbreak of the Old World spirit, and vigorously call to order 
(that is to adaptation with our own age) those that are tending 
to relapse. No such action, however, was taken, and we are . 
bound to ascertain the cause. • 

Tbe three men who suffered in 1883 from this new outbreak 
of persecution do not hold a high social position, and the 
penny joumaI which was prosecuted belong. to a cla.. of 
Iitel3lUre thought vuIgar. It is destitute of high culture and 
relined taste, and it circulates only amongst the comJl"l'llively 
uneducated of !be lower middle cIasI. Nevertheless, !be editor 
in his defence showed great erudition, and a clear understand
ing of !be principles by which all men are in duty bound to 
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maintain and defend the liberty of the press. He pointed out 
that the doctrines pronounced libellous in the Freethinker,. 
have been over and over again expressed in decorous language 
by our most prominent leaders of thought; and since these 
men have never been placed in the dock as criminals, he in
ferred that the social force which carried him there, was no 
earnest, bigoted, mistaken love of truth, hut a sentiment of 
vindictive prejudice and dislike tmyards a special class of 
individuals. "You ought to show," said Mr. Foote, in his 
address to the jury, "that the liberties of those who seem 
friendless and poor shall not be rashly imperilled in the 
interests of classes; hut that every man, whether he addresses 
his fellow-men through. the medium of a penny paper or a 
twelve-shilling book, has precisely the same rights." It seems 
clear enough that the master of literature who spoke of the 
Trinity as three Lord Shaftesburys, is as guilty of blasphemy 
as Mr. Foote; and if public opinion took no offence at the 
latter expression, it was bound to put down this persecution, 
and rebuke the men who set it in motion. 

A curious contrast was presented by this case and Pooley's. 
Pooley was prostrate in face .,,{, the law. He could neither 
speak in his own defence nor pay others to speak for him; 
whereas Mr. Foote and his companions boldly and ably 
defended themselves. The law crushed Pooley, but before 
the bar of public opinion his weakness and utter helplessness 
proved favourable; for benevolence and compassion were 
thoroughly aroused, and as thousands of individuals are swayed 
by these sentiments alone, apart from any rational principle 
bearing upon the special subject before them, the social force 
was broad and strong-it swept aside the ancient bulwark, and 
promptly rescued Pooley. The law had not an easy task in 
crushing Messrs. Foote, Ramsay, and Kemp. They showed 
vigorous fight, and loudly appealed to public opinion for aid; 
but benevolence and compassion were by no means excited 
in their favour. What they demanded was simple justice, not 
justice allied with patronage. . 

Now, although the social forc. of rational, moral principleJ 
in favour of free-thought is immensely stronger in the present 
day than in Pooley's day, that force has '\Ct overcome preju
dice. The Freethinker is a vulgar publication, and its writers 
support their doctrines in a combative spirit which is wholly 
repUlsive to men of refinement, who, thmking very much as 
they do, are nevertheless able to express their own' thoughts 
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in good taste, and with philosophic calmness. These men 
shrink (rom the suspicion of alliance or fellowship with Me ...... 
Foote, Ramsay, and Kemp; and whereas Mr. Buckle and 
John Stuart Mill led public opinion in 1857, to the rescue of 
Pooley, the men whom we look up to now for intellectual 
strength and culture held back, ana silently, we may say, 
basely, permitted smaller men to suffer persecution (or merely 
exercising a freedom of expression which they themselves 
enjoy. Am I not justified in saying that the sentiment that 
attracts like to like, in other words, our class (eeling, clannish· 
ness, or upTiI de (0'1', controls our morality, throughout the 
whole social system, in the highest circles, a. well as the 
lowest; and unless we 'lay hold of this'social force, and use it 
to develop conscientiousness and support character, it will 
continue to subordinate reason and equity, and tend to the 
greater degradation of humanity. 

I bave already alluded to the threefold regulative system of 
control which bas outwardly restrained our anti~1 tenden· 
cies, and shaped our life to some degree of order, during our 
long progression from savagery to our present mixed, semi· 
barbarous, semi-civilized condition. 

O( this threefold system, two-thirds-I mean Law and the 
Church-have greatly lost in outward authority and induence, 
wbilst the other third, viz. custom or fashion, bas (through 
growth of sociaJ feeling) rather gained than lost in jts power of 
arlJilrary amlrol Liberty in some directions is far (rom im
plying liberty in alL Our great labouring clas., (or instance, 
is shaking off its legal disabilities, and wrestling with the ruling 
class for liberty; but within his own class the working man is 
all obedience. Trades UniOn! rule despotically, and each 
iIIdividuaJ member imitates his brethren, and submits to the 
rule with touching, cbildlike docility. 

Sperularive minds, again, have freed themselves from 
archaic dogmas. Truth is the divinity they worship, but not 
as a fetisb to serve blindly. Open-eyed, they range through 
the univeISe o( thought, seeking truth everywhere and revelling 
ill freedom. Nevertheless, in daily li(e and conduct they show 
themselves not (ree men, but sla.-isb conformists. They foUow 
custom, however inational, without pr~! TIuy, too, simply 
imilllte their brethren. Their love of truth does not control 
and shape their social relations and their daily li(e, because 
ill these familiar domains they are not mentally free. The 
pressure of opiDion outside, combining with a spirit of fellow-
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sbip, a tendency to union within themselves, form a stream 
upon which they dnft along in the current of every senseless 
fashion of the day-examples of a kindly but, alas! a weak, 
frivolous conformity. .. That so few now dare to be eccentric, 
marks the chief danger of the time," is a reflection as true now, 
as in the days when Mr. Mill wrote his Essay on Liberty. 

Outwardly we are a free nation, taking off our hats less than 
any other European nation, which is a very significant symbol, 
as Mr. Spencer shows.· In religion, we are thorough non
conformists-Protestants protesting against popish or clerical 
supremacy-but inw.ardly we are prostrate, letting the tyranny 
of that monstrous pope, conventional custom, crush out of us 
the pith of individual character, and the sweetest honey of our 
social life. "Send no poet to London!" cried the sweet 
singer, Heine j "that colossal uniformity, that mechanical 
motion, that irksomeness of joy itself, that inexorable London 
stilles phantasy and rends the heart" This tendency to uni· 
formity is ad verse to progress and to happiness. 

The path of evolution is one that leads from the lwmo
geneous to the heterogeneous, but our impulse to conformity 
turns us the other way. It gives supremacy to the mediocre 
natures that always preponderate in number; it suppresses 
genius, which is ever exceptional, and grinds our common 
humanity down to, the universal level of the commonplace. 
"Is there no remedy for this?" Yes, there is a remedy 
within our reach, so soon as leading minds awake to full con
sciousness of the danger of our present position. On examin
ing the question of our material welfare, in a former chapter, 
we found that Mr. Matthew Arnold enlightened us as to the 
great centre of evil from wbich there radiate-poverty, crime, 
disease, and exhorted us to let the light of reason play freely 
upon the popUlation question, whereupon it became clear to 
us that intellect is capable of controlling adverse· forces, and 
working out human happiness, in spite of the instinctive 
tendency whicb he sbowed as the great obstacle to our material 
progress. 

N ow, similarly here, Mr. J. Stuart Mill points to a central 
evil-to the special obstacle, in short, which obstructs out! 
mental and moral progrc£s; and as in the lormer case, so here 
also we find that intellect can guide us. It must teacb us 
how to take the lora of union that is diffused amongst us, the 
gentle spirit of conformity that is at tbis moment working our 

• In his Essay on Manners and Fashion. 
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ruin, into our Dlvn hands (as it were), and forge out of it a 
strong chain, to hold back the tyranny of social conven· 
tionalism, and place a banier around each and every incli· 
vidual, whether high or low, rir.h or poor, strong or weak, to 
guard his rights, and keep sacred his liberty of thought, word, 
and action, within the whole sphere of his personal or individual 
life. 

For political liberty, for religious liberty, for clis. liberty, 
we have long been, and at this moment are still bravely fight
ing; but for social liberty-that is, individual freedom from 
the SuDtle tyranny 0/ ~onvenliuna/jsm-we have not yet begun 
to fight; and until we do, we are not upon the evolution palh 
to natural social heterogeneity, the only true condition 10 bring 
about rapid mental and moral development- But my reader 
may say, "Why fight at all? What hinder. individuals from 
preserving their own freedom in all social matters? Surely a 
man DeedS no aid to eat, to sleep, to dress, to see his friends, 
in short, to live out his personal life, according to his own 
ideas, and ~recisely as he chooses?' Strange 311 it may seem, 
he does require this aid_ A. a matter of fact, the tyranny of 
custom and fashion so press upon him at every point, that 
alone, he cannot maintain freedom .. ilhout a fight, and if he 
fights unaided one primary result is injury to character_ 

Now, it so happens that development and preservation of 
character are precisely .. hat we desire, and if we mar or hurt 
it in the individual (by thrusting upon him a OIruggle for 
personal liberty), we are simply frustrating our direct aim and 
ohject-

And here we have a point in reference to human nature 
.. hich we must carefully observe If aD individual has worked 
out intellectual freedom for himself, and is compelled to live a 
life of nonconformity in marten that he deems essential, he i. 
certain 10 yeam tenderly and deeply for conformity with his 
fellow. on every other side; and in all that he thinb Jeoos 
important, he will avoid eccentricity_ He will eat, dress, li"e, 
like others if he can, although in doing so he suflen greatly_ 
Individual strength of intellect does not suffice 10 0JlP05C the 
social strength of intellectual weakness and foUy; the laucr is 
much the more j>tnunful; and wbat we have to do i. 10 subdue 
it by another StH:i4I force that will dominate the tyranny of 
numbers, and protect the individual in his freedom_ 

The only force available for this purpose i. a well-directed 
puhlic opinion. Society in the aggregate is bound 10 protect 
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individuals from tyranny, and the peculiarity in this case is that 
the tyranny is its own. Society, then, has to renounce tyranny; 
it has to change its own ment~l attitude, to cease from 
meddling interference, from petty exactions, from despotism in 
trifles, from all desire and demand for uniformity. It must set 
itself to desire variety, to show reverence for personal freedom, 
and sympathetic jealousy for individual rights, and, above all, 
it must brace itself to an energetic guarding of the liberty of 
each and every social unit with an eternal vigilance. 

By union and co-operation we may (if we will) bring about 
/(eneral enlightenment.,-the opening of all eyes to the true 
nature of this despotism which enthrals our minds. Conven
tional custom means the rule of the unintelligent We ought 
consciously and intelligently to reject its authority, and adopt 
that of principle or law, but law not of man's devising, but of 
his discovery only-the social law of civilized human nature, 
that .. Every man has freedom to do all that he wills, pro
\"ided he infringes not the equal freedom of any other man." 

In some few directions the pressure of tyrannic conven~. 
tionalism has led to union in opposition. For instance, a 
Rational Dress Association n~w exists which thus sets forth 
its purpo;e: .. Female dress has reached an exlreme pitch of 
extravagance both in form and expense, and even rich and 
fashionable ladies moan over the slavery to which they are 
subjected. The objects of this society are to promote the 
adoption according to individual taste and convenience, of a 
style of dress based upon considerations of health, comfort, 
and beauty, and to deprecate constant changes of fashion, 
which cannot be recommended on any of tbese grounds." 
This movement, then, appeared progressive. It was calculated 
to lead public opimon in a matter important to health and 
happiness, to venlilate the whole subject of dress, and gain 
freedom for individuals. "Women's dress," said one of the 
promoters, "ought to facilitate freedom of movement" But 
behold, upon the 8th of February, 1883, at a meeting held in 
London, a lady speaker stated that tbe society had arrived at 
three conclusions, and one of these was, that" fl.uctuating fashion~ 
must be crystallized into some unchanging shape of dress"! 
Alas for freedom I We are to be as indivi~',a\s physically free 
within our clothes, but we are not to be mentally free to choose 
our own clothes! Fashion is to rule us still; only, instead of 
a changeful dame who keeps us for ever on the move, she 1S to 
become rigid, and settle once for all what we poor women are 
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to wear down the dark ages to the crack of doom I Let u. 
beware. The law of social freedom is not to be obeyed by 
shaping new forms for tyranny to assume, and even union and 
co-operatioD may prove obstructive unless in/elligena and 
knowledge guide them. 

At the beginning of this chapter I quoted Mr. Spen","", 
words to au American; and now in ending my chapter J will 
remind my reader of his wise comments on the social state of 
the Americans. The American people, he said, retain the form 
of freedom, but there has been a considerable los. of the suh
stance. The sovereign people are fast becoming a puppet 
which moves and springs as the wire-pullers determine. The 
remedy is a question 01 character. There is a lack of moral 
sentiments. . . . In short, the Americans aDd we sail in similar 
boats. Both nations are outwardly free, inwardly slavish. 
Both require consdentiousnes. ; that is, love of truth and justice 
-a sense of individual rights, a sympathetic jealousy over 
the rights of others, and willingness to pay the price of libeny 
in an eternal 7JigiJan<'. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

OUR UNORGANIZED SOCIAL LIFE. 

II Institutions left us from the past are DO more diabolical than divine, 
being the fruit of necessary developmept. It-PROFESSOR SEELEY. 

CI It will be our own fault if in our own land society is not organized 
upon a new Coundation."-MlSS SEDGWICK. 

IN this country, as we have seen, parental and other despotisms 
have marvellously relaxed' j\rbitrary, ruible authority has 
given way to respect for the individual; but a subtle, invisible 
authority-the rule of Mrs. Grundy-has, on the contrary, 
vastly increased This rule of Mrs. Grundy is a social force 
of entirely different nature from the inward, invisible force, 
which ultimately will regulate a perfect society, holding its 
units together in such relations a.') cannot fail to produce pure 
and innocent happiness. The latter is centred in each indi
vidual-a power of self-control making pressure from without, 
to keep him in his true position, unnecessary, and removing 
from him all impulse to press upon or tyrannize over others. 
The former is a tyranny as complete as any system of outward 
control; only it is a tyranny of the mind rather than of the 
person, ruling through fear, and not through love as the future 
force will 'rule. It tends to crush individuality and repress 
development of those qualities that beautify and ennoble 
human character. Whereas, on the one hand. the regulativ# 
force of self~control causes each social unit to resemble a ma
jestic planet, revolving upon its own axiS! md freely radiating 
forth in all directions its little portitln of the cosmic light, 
this other force makes of the individual a piece of mechanism 
to be wound up and moved hither and thither, as Mrs. Grundy 
wills, and often put by her to base and ignoble uses. 
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" But," says a fashionable lady of my acquaintance, "you 
make a mountain of a molehill. It plealles you to inveigh 
against conventions-it pleases me to follow them I I want, 
for instance, to entertain my friends. I lind it easier far to do 
it just as otbers do, than to invent a method of my own. I 
ask my hired cook what dishes are in fashion. She tells me, 
and I get them. I bid the waiters do precisely as they did at 
Mrs. D--'s. I lind from the fruit merchant, to be sure, that 
this season no table is complete without a pine.apple, and one 
costs thirty shillings-tao dear by half! But still my husband 
likes to have all things """me if faul, and we must keep quiet 
now for a time. I have had three dinner.parties in a week, 
and three are quite enough for a year. In our set more are 
seldom given." What can one say to thi.? That lady's 
entertainments are pure machinery-the springs or catchel 
that hold ber securely in her own set; and since she wants 
nothing more let us leave her in peace. 

But society is not wholly composed of Mrs. Grundy's 
puppets. We have lIesh and blood human beings, minds 
thirsting for social intercourse, hearts palpitating wilh social 
desires; and ho .. do IMS< fare in this luxurious age, when 
nothing is too costly to grace our dinner-tables? Mr. Herbert 
Spencer says: "Not a few men, and not the lea.t sensible men 
either, give up in disgust this going out to stalely dinners and 
stiff evening parties; and instead, seek society in clubs, and 

-eigm di • ....,.,and taverns. 'I'm sick of tbis standing ahout in 
drawing-rooms, talking' nonsense, and trying to look happy,' 
will aDswer one of them when taxed with desertion. 'Once I 
.... as ready enough to rusb home from the office to dr ... ; 
though I found each night pass stupidly, I always hoped the 
next .. ould make amends. But I'm undeceived. Cab·hire 
and kid gloves cost more than ""y evening party pays for. 
No, no; I'll no more of it. Wby should I pay five shilling_ a 
time for the privilege of being bored?' Iff DOW,"'e8RtindL4 
Nt ~F eng:::a:;a 'we consider tha& tbis very common mood tends 
towards biJJ.ianl.rooms, towards long linings over cigan and 
brandy-and·water_wards every place where amusement may 
be had-it becomes a question whether these precise obser
vaJJCe$ which hamper our set meetingJl, have not to anower (or 
much of the prevalent dissoluteness. • • . Alen must have 
excitements of some kind or other; and if debarred from the· 
higher ones will fall back upon the knrer. n t.;Inis pasoage, we 
IDU>"t remember, is DOl the utterance of a .4pbficial thir.l<c:r or 
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a commonplace mind. It is the thoughtful, deliberate convic
tion of a gteat philosopher, who has studied human nature, and 
knows both men and manners--who knows the world in which 
we live, and the heings to whose happiness that world should 
minister. 

We have already found that our Fanny Dovers pant for 
innocent excitement, and complain that as society is con
stituted they canno~ get it without" being bad; " and now we 
find another claSs, called by one of their own sex, "sensible 
men," in a precisely similar position. They want excitement 
too, and when they cannot get it w#h propriety they take it 
wil/tout I On most occasions, to be sure, they pay outward 
homage to propriety, and carefully conceal what Mrs. Grundy 
might object to, or deplore; but on the Epsom holiday there 
is open revolt! Mrs. Grundy may frown as she likes- The 
English gentleman, for one day, soars mentally above her strict, 
despotic rule, and (lest we should doubt it) gives public demon
stration 'of the truth of Mr. Spencer's allegation. 

It is not to abuse or condemn, hewever, that Mr. Spencer 
chronicles the fac'Lthat sensible men desire excitement. He 
goes on to say: 'n! is not ·that those who thus take to irre
gular habits are essentially those of low tastes. - Often it is 
quite the reverse. Amongst half a dozen intimate friends, 
abandoning formalities, and sitting at ease rounel the fire, DODe 
will enter with gteater enjoyment into the highest kind of 
social intercourse-the genuine communion of thought and 
feehng; and if the circle includes women of inte igenee'lInd 
refinement, so much the greater is their pleasure. n 

I pause here to state that I know many women o' . 
gence and refinement to whom the ~asy intercourse above 
described would be an inestimable boon-women shut out of 
all conventional social life (because of limited incomes), and, as 
a rule, indifferent to that effect of poverty-but who, in their 
solitary lives, would find infinite refreshment in mental contact 
with the other sex. . As society is constituted, unless they have 
the courage to be eccentric, they cannot seek men's society, 
and men do not seek theirs; and in their minds baa gtown th,e 
somewhat sad conviction, which I have elsewhere expressed, 
that men have no desire as yet for commllnion of thought and 
feeling upon a platform of mental equality with women, but 
care only. to exercise these faculties. in intercourse with their 
own sex. 

Now, it is only from this intimate communion of thought 
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and feeling that true friendship can evolve, and friendship i. 
the social relation which, aoove all olhrrs, tends to enlighten 
and elevate human character, and is least liable to any base 
alloy. But the averment made is that men have no capacity 
for that kind of friendship which, in addition to the pure enjoy
ment that results from intimate intercourse of sympathetic 
minds, would add the distinctive charm of sex differences in 
thought and feeling. 

This opinion has again been privately expressed to me 
quite lately, by a woman of intellect and culture, and how 
deeply she regrets this state of things is evident from her 
published works. Here, for instance, is Izr, view of friendship; 
.. It is curious that so little enthusiasm is ever stirred by de
scriptions of friendship, whereas this order of affection is the 
real salt of human life. In it there are no heart-burnings, or 
jealousies, or darkening of the understanding by the fumes 
of passion or the mists of despondency; calm, clear, and 
harmonious, it strengthens, elevates, and satisfies; "it gives 
cheerfulness and beauty to the most rugged and monotonoUl 
career; while the want of it is desolatiolL"· 

This usnlalibn is the lot of thousands of my sex. There 
are tired governesses who have outlived the spring of youth, 
and lost the personal attractions that many men most prize; 
but whose life, whilst making them unfit to sympathize strongly 
.. ith the purely domestic pleasures and cares of their own sex, 
h"" eminently fitted them for intellectual interests and pursuits, 
and to whom the bracing inlluence of contact with a masculine 
mind, and the soothing pleasure of a strong mads friendship, 
,,'ould prove a luxury indeed. 

There are widow ladies who, unable to give stately dinners 
and stiff evening parries, find themselves thrust out of the social 
circle of which they previously (as wives) had formed a part, 
and without intimate companionship, except that of little 
children. "I have trustees, and I have male acquaintances," 
a widow will say, but "not one single f1IQJ(uli1U friend to 
..-hom I could with perfect freedom and confidence resort, 
when some new development of character takes place in my 
young sons, and I feel sadly ignorant and perplexed. I would 
not cast on others a responsibility which must be borne by me 
alone; but what I long for is, the moral Itrength that comes 
through frank, intelligent discussion of a 5Ubject with minds 
that are mature, and have a wide experience of life." The 

... The Admiral'. "'ani." Mn. AJesander, Yol. ii p. 2J9-
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very joys of motherhood are overborne by anxious cares, when 
there is no husband to share these cares ; and in this country, 
where widows are shut up to the privacy of domestic life with 
children only, and there is absolutely no easy, intimate social 
intercourse with men, and nothing to divert the mind from care, 
the position is a cruel one, and desolafe in the extreme. 

Again, we have thousands of women in tbis crowded land 
more desolate still, because, without a mothers ties, cares, and 
occupations-single women, with means enough to live the idle. 
life approved for the sex as genteel, and no call to usefulness, 
save that of the Cburch-a little patronage of the poor, which 
they perceive is, at the best, a very partial and unsatisfactory 
good They do not give stately dinners, because there is no 
bost to fill the usual place. Their entertainments are the old 
fashioned tea.parties. and not a man is found to fit in suitably 
with these simplicities. All men dine late, and only women go 
out to tea. Society, then, to them means a few intimate acquaint., 
antes of their own sex, who are similarly situated to themselves. 
Can anyone deny that such a life is cramping to the nature 
and inadequate for happiness? These ladies in their youth 
were members, perhaps, of, a large family circle, which has 
diminished one by one, to the saddening of their hearts. Some 
brothers may survive, lint they are busy men. They have an 
active public life, a private domestic life, and take their part 
as well in all the stately ceremonious conventions of their circle. 
No wonder they have neither time nor inclination for women's 
tea-parties. 'Qj 

Miss Martineau has written, and I think her words are 
strikingly true: .. The fact, the painful fact in the history of 
human affections, is that of all natural relations the least 
satisfactory is the fraternal. Brothers are to sisters what sisters 
can never be to brothers---objects of engrossing and devoted 
affection." . When all the lines of individual life have gradually 
diverged, and middle-aged sisters only "egetate, brothers may 
be kind and often helpful to their sisters; hut between them 
there is not the genuine communion of thought and feeling 
which Mr. Spencer rightly calls .. the highest kind of socifl 
intercourse." / 

When I say, however, that desolation fI; the term by which~ 
to characterize the lives these ladies lead, I do not mean that 
they themselves are always miserable, or that they feel society 
has wronged them, and show it by envious thoughts or spiteful 
words. Far from #. The picture familiar to us all from 
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books, of a cross-grained, gossiping, malicious old maid iI, in 
my opinion, a mere survival of the past The general evolution 
of humanity has carried us beyond the point when such develop. 
ments were common, and now a specimen of the genus i" 
extremely rare. But here is the point When any human 
being, male or female, finds the conditions of life narrowed, 
and his or her faculties are in excess of those conditions, a 
state of restlessness, a dissatisfaction which has been well called 
"negative paint" sets in. Disuse, however, in time kills the 
faculties that are in excess of the conditions of life, and gradu. 
ally contenttnent takes the place of restlessness, and the organism 
itself becomes adapted to the gray life and still monotony of 
a sunless, cheerless existence. The pu .. y cat that purrs upon 
an old maid's hearth is not more inotfen§iv~ sweet, and gentle 
than her mistress, who sits knitting by that heanh alone. Yet 
wben we think of that mistress's bright dreams in early youth, 
of all the strong capacity she once poslleSsed for fulne .. of life, 
and when we contemplate the ideal of a rational and social 
life which science and philosophy alike pronounce possible, we 
tum sadly from this peaceful picture of the llritillh domestic 
beanh and caU it nothing less than tiuolation. 

I do not expect this sentiment will be re-echoed in the 
minds of my readers of the masculine sex, for the average man, 
so far as my experience goes, bas quite a DWVellous concep
tion of the adult feminine nature, its homogeneous feehleness, 
and the primitive simplicity of its requirements. A middle
aged, unmarried woman of my acquaintance tells how she 
at first rebelled against her fate, and desperately shrank from 
a lonely life in lodgings; and how she told her feelings to 
a brother who, she believed, loved her, and whose own 
domestic life was rich and full, with wife and children, and 
every lunry that money could bestow. But her confession 
that she wanted mOre than lodgings-that she desired a Mme. 
and power to have friends, and a social life around ber-was 
received with grave surprise and DOl one spark of sympathy. 
The words spoken to ber were these: .. I cannot conceive that 
any unmarried woman really requires more than a conple of 
apartments comfortably furnished and means enough to uk 
a friend to tea D01f and then." This Yiew of feminioe _IS 
is not at all eueptional, and the gentleman, 10 far as I under· 
stand, showed ortii1llZT7 benevolence and brotherly spirit towards 
his sister.. 

But now lbe conventional sociaJ life which, in innumerable 
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instances, brings to the one sex desolation, and in the case of 
the other leads to irregularities of life, is surely quite unworthy 
of our nineteenth-century civilization. In effect. all thoughtful 
far.seeing minds amongst us have long perceived that some 
great and radical changes must take place. But wke" these 
changes shall be initiated must necessarily depend upon pro· 
gressive movement within the individual social units. My 
personal conviction is that the tirst stage of preparation for a 
better social system has already been passed through, and that 
throughout the whole community there are, here and there 
and everywhere, isolated individuals whose inward condition 
of thought and feeling eminently fits them to in#iate change, 
and introduce the order of tke juture. To my mind, what 
Mr. Spencer says of his own sex is joyfully indicative and 
reassuring: "Men as well as women long for substantial mental 
sympathy, and, abandoning formalities, delight in easy social 
intercourse; and if the circle includes women of intelligence 
and retinement, So much Ike greater is fkeir puasure." If this 
be true, it gives, I think, a hopeful promise for the immediate 
future. 

" It is," Mr. Spencer tens ns:, "because men will no longer 
he choked with the mere dry 'husks of conversation which 
society offers them, that they fly its assemblies and seek those 
with whom they may have discourse that is at least real, though 
of inferior quality. The men who thus long for substantial 
mental symp.thy, and will go where they can get it, are often, 
indeed, much better at the core than the men who are content 
with the inanities of gloved and scented party·goers-men who 
feel no need to come morally nearer to their fellow-creatures 
than they can come, while standing tea-cup in hand, answering 
trifles with trifles; and who, by feeling no such need, prove 
themselves shallow-thoughted aud cold-hearted." * What Mr. 
Spencer here asse:-ls in reference to his sex, I calmly and 
deliberately now assert in reference to mine. It is outside'the 
ring of strictly conventional society, in solitary nooks and 
hidden comers, that individuals dwell, who, "better at the 
core" than gloved and scented party-goers, are longing day, 
by day to come morally nearer to their fellow-creatures than 
superficial flippant talk could ever bring ~hem, even if they 
attended every stately dinner that takes place Ihroughout the 
kingdom.' . 

But in facing any social problem, we are bound to look at 
• UManners and Fashion," Wesl",insler RtvUw, Jan. and April, J8S4-
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it from every point of view, and to remember that when millery 
arises from non-adaptation of organism to environment, there 
are two ways in which adjustment may be effected. The 
organism may alter and become adapted to the em'ironment, 
which rnnains flu same; or the environment may change to 
suit the organism. 

Stately dinners, crowded sOirtlS, brilliant bans, and a wealth 
of luxury, show, and glitter form an artificial environment to 
humanity-the organism-and from the interaction of the two, 
there results a large amount of misery and desolation, with 
a small amount of general happiness. But from these premises 
alone we are not logically entitled to infer that change of 
system ",usl laiu pltu<. To some minds it will appeas more 
rational to expect that humanity itself will alter, and find 
means to bring to this artificial environment a charm hitherto 
unknown. 

I listened, many years ago, to an easn""t sermon upon this 
subject, viz. our conventional social life. Its ""'ptin"". of joy 
was distinctly pointed out, and human beings at stately dinner. 
and crowded soirus were pronounced to be a. destitute of 
liveliness and grace as the souU .... furniture, the chairs and 
tables, that at each entertainment played an alm""t equally 
effective part! The preacher's view of the position, however, 
dIffered from Mr. Spencer's. He thonght the organism, not 
the environment, was in fault; that each individual bidden to 
a feast was bound to bring with him a portion of the dixi, of 
social life, like bottled champagne,. and nOl to draW' the cork 
until the company could share the effervescence. In.1ead of 
that, individuals, for the f1IIJsl part, with the ICeDt and gloves 
and company attire, assumed a stately arti6cial manner, and, 
except that the outward appeasance was often extremely 
pleasurable to the eye, 11td, contribution to social intercourse 
was of the fiat, stale, unprofitable order, without the quality of 
ministering to .. the feast of reason and the flow of souL n 

His remedy was more of duty-spirit within the indiYidual. 
He eloquently exhorted his heasers to exercise force of moral 
constraint within themselves, in order to caU!1C to bubble up 
and overfloW' a stream of joyfu~ exuberant life in every social 
circle of which they formed a past. .... 

Shortly after this discourse, the clergyman hilD5e1f gave an 
evening entertainment, at which I .. as a guest, and somewhat 
closely observed him. As 1wsI, he had " the value of positioo," 

• I am DOt ~ 1be .......,." ooIy ncalIiD&: iu geoeuJ ........ 
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and I am sure he strained every nerve to carry out his theory; 
but I am also sure, that the theory broke tWwn I There was 
no "feast of reason and flow of soul," no mental friction o( 
a sparkling kind, no genuine warmth of fellowship, no spiritual 
abandonment of all formalities and breaking forth of keen 
enjoyment; and, on the whole, time passed on that occasion 
as heavily and stupidly as at .any ordinary evening party, and 
gave· the usual sense of disappointment. 

Nevertheless, for many years that sermon influenced my 
mind It never once occurred to me to doubt the doctrine, 
and I continued blaming my fellow-creatures and myself at 
every fresh experience of the blank, hollow nature of our 
conventional festivities. As time passed on, I ceased to wish 
to go to any; and, perhaps, had I been" a sensible man," might 
have deemed myself free to act as Mr. Spencer describes-to 
abandon formalities in favour of an unpolished .society and 
irregular life. 

The true nature of the problem stands before me now in an 
entirely different aspect. The good clergyman's argument is, 
to my mind, a fallacy, and his panaeea an utter delusion. 
What is the use of carrying with you to a stately dinner your 
bottled champagne, if the companion allotted to you, and with 
whom you ought to share it, is a teetotaller? Or, to drop 
metaphor, suppose a man is full of wit and humour,. and of 
the strong resolve to use these faculties, these bright endow-. 
ments of his nature, for the enlivening o£ his feHow-creatures j 

and suppose his two next neighbours at a dinner·party of 
twenty, where no general conversation is possible, are, on the 
one side, a lady, whose real interests centre in domestic 
management (to which occupation her life is principally 
devoted), and whose lmowledge of the literature of the day is 
strictly confined to Challlo,rs's Journal and Good Words, and, 
on the other side, a lovely girl of Fanny Dover type, who 
devours Miss Braddon's and Ouida's, novels in her boudoir, 
but thinks Thackeray's works intensely stupid, who very 
naturally finds dinner-parties tame, and hates them, and whose 
mind. is at the moment vividly recalling her previous night's d 
flirtation with a brainless youth, whose waltzing was, to use 
her own words, "simply delicious; "_in tl". '.:nvironment, how 
(an the man of wit or humour kindle Promethean fire? and 
what will duty-spirit, or a strong resolve to master circum
stance, do for him? He has the flint; but no amount of force 

• would bring an answering spark. Is he not right to husband 
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his resources, to spare his moral energy, to simper weakly and 
talk nothings gravely, like his fellows? 

But if, by any chance, the being seated at his side is 
of a mental calibre similar to his own, the duty .. pirit or 
moral force is quite superfluou.. The intellectual life will 
bubble forth and sparkle in the light of mutual sympathy; 
and if the sympathy extends to feding as well as thought, the 
genuine communion will follow, and the delicious sense of 
moral fellowship, or nearness of spirit, be enjoyed, without the 
aid of any inward or outward compulsion. It is true, that the 
set formalities of the surroundings may, for the moment, blight 
a delicate organization, and congenial spirits in close proximity 
!'lay fail to strike the vein of happiness. But if that be so, 
lDward sliffness of riso/vi, the duty·spiril, would only hamper 
further, and prove obstructive to the birth of what, to be of 
real value, 11Iusl be spontaneous. 

What, then, are the dumas for a man of noble nature, 
cultivated mind, and wide capacity for brilliant convenation 
at a stately dinner.party? What are his chances, I say, (or 
enjoyment of a kightr kind than the eating of a well-cooked 
dinner? -'ue they equal to tint chance in a hundred? 
Perhaps not n'tn litis low azkulalion I For consider, fint, 
congenial intercourse is not the primary aim and object of 
these entertainments. The primary object is a commercial 
one, viz. to repay in kind-that is, in .ubstantial food and 
unsubstantial show and glitter-the debts incurred by the host 
and hostess, and to prove to demonstration that their c0m

mand over available commodities-that is, the wealth of the 
countty-is tjuiU qual to lkal of their neighbour.. Second, 
the hostess knows nothing of her guests' particular sociaJ 
powers. She has no intimate knowledge of any man, save her 
husband; therefore, even if she wished to select his partner 
with some view to his intellectual plea5UTe, the result would 
equally be one of tkana. The host should know his guest 
well, for he is a club acquaintance; but even in clubs, 
acquaintance may be merely superficial. .. In the clubs I sa." 
"'YO Mr. Nadal, American Secretary of Legation, " tbere 
rarely seemed to be any alHuulatt or beartines~· And 
Mr. T. H. S. Esrort remarks: .. Of society in the sense of 
fellowship, a club does not necessarily give anything; indeed, 
the genius of modern club life may be almost described 
as that of isolation. A new-comer into the community 

••• lIDpreaioaI of Loodoo Social Life," E. S. Nadal, p.. 15-
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will probably find that he is not the less completely alone 
because he happens to be in the company of some score 
of his fellow-creatures." - In any case, our host would not 
dream of arranging partners at a dinner.party-the function 
belongs by prescriptive right to his wife; and a woman shut 
out from public duties is apt to be tenacious of her private 
despotic rule. In the matter of companionship, then, our 
brilliant social unit must take his chance. 

As he enters his host's drawing-room, he sees in a corner 
a girl, with whom he once spent half an hour in intimate, 
genuine communion. How long ago? Ah me! he thinks, two 
years, at least And yet the flavour of that talk is with him 
still, and he has never had one glimpse of the girl siD.ce. 
What would he not give to go straight to her now, and saying, 
" Yau and I are congenial spirits j let us for this one evening 
keep together," boldly conduct her to the dinner·table? Alas! 
he dares not for his very life. A sin against conventional 
etiquette so great would certainly be punished by social 
ostracism. And, still more sad, the girl might, he thinks, 
mistake his motives, and attribute too much significance to his 
attentions. So he lets slip tl:e opportunity, and I confess my 
own opinion is that he could 1I0t do otherwise. Obedient to 
authority, he gives his arm to one of the bright leaders in the 
world of fashion, whose ornaments are all external, and whose 
mind, compared with his, is as a vacant chamber empty of 
ideas to one furnished to profusion. Meanwhile, the girl he 
would have chosen for companion is as much bored as he. 
Her allotment in this game of chance is a young squire full of 
enthusiasm for horses and dogs, but whose interest in life does 
not extend to higher phenomena than fex-hunting, cub-hunting, 
and horse-racing. The girl has never seen a race or hunt, and 
has no desire to do so. She thinks of these pursuits as 
barbarous, and alread)' she is consdous of a strong antipathy 
to her partner! so, after a few remarks upon the weather, she 
allows silence to reign between them, whilst her thoughts are 
busy elsewhere. 

N ow, it is possible, that at this moment my reader also mall 
feel bored and somewhat impatient It is always painful to 
have our attention called to evils which l"e see no means of 
remedying, and I am dwelling upon the disappointments that 
a stately dinner-party brings to select indiVIduals, and yet I 
admit that an exceptional individual here and there cannot act 

• U England, its People, Polity, and Pursuits," vol. ii. p. 60. 
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differently from his neighbours. More than this, the 1010 of 
freedom, which I adhere to and uphold as our only right 
principle of action, does not permit me to de,ire that any 
arbitrary external authority should exist, by which to put down 
stately dinners or crowded suirles, and I would not, even 
if I could, compel a fashionable lady against her own desires 
to desist from giving three stately dinners in one week . 
.. What is your object, then?" my reader asks; anell reply, 
"A simple one." I address myself only to individual. who 
dislike the stiff and formal mode of enlertaining. who feel 
repressed and miserable at stately dinners, and who at 
intervals are conscious of in ward disgust in the very mid§t of 
brilliant outward surroundings; and my object is to bring such 
minds to the logical eonvi<tion that their human Dature is worthy 
of a very different environmeot-th~t it is one of the very highest 
and noblest duties of life, to act in accordaDce "ith their own 
instincts in this matter, and instead of constraining themselves 
to bear with geDtle patience the tedium of an artificial, COD
ventional society, to put it for themselves firmly and resolutely 
aside, and seek a new form of social intercourse. 

Am I, then, advocating the irregular life which Mr. Spencer 
tells us some sensible men have adopted? Certainly DoL I 
cannot advocate that of which 1 know nothing, and I have no 
right to judge it, either with approval or contempt. But ... hat 
I say is tllis. There are now amongst us a suffiCient number 
(not, perhaps, a majority, but a large minority) of individuals 
who are by development thrown out of any possibk adjustment 
with the prevailing forms of social intercoun;e, and who, 
although they can do nothing singly, are yet capa~le by union 
and co-operation of eVolving for themseh."es an environment at 
once nobler and simpler. I mean a social life, not rigid and 
uniform or ruled by tyrannic custom, but shaping it<;<:lf from 
inward forces according to the in6nite variety in butnaD 
n:lturc, and everywhere giving freedom to kIndred spirits to 
come together in close communion, to the enjoyment of 
mental and mOTa! fellowship without U let or hindrance" 
~ The price of Itberty is demol vilJilana," said the American 
statesman; and the free institutions of America, sayo 1ofr. 
Spencer, must be porU in this spirit of etenOILI vigilance. 
In the ordering of our life, however, with the view of 
producing genuioe social intercourse, we have as yet to 
.bike our first "I"", for libtrl7, and to estal>lisb the inlltitu
lions which will S«1Ire itulividwl freulam. Now, this we are 
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bound to accomplish without be:.m auitude and without 
aggression. 

The problem stands th.... fIt,...na1l we IlUbdue the 
subtle tyranny of Mrs. Grundy by a /{)'rce €II anion in 
opposition to Mrs. Grundy? HOW' ohaIJ we be: able to pnt 
down the domineering, interfering spirit whiclI is the origi
nator and upholder of strict conventionalitm, "hil!lt we al!lO 
raise individuals above the slavish and imitative _pint which 
supports' and fosters strict conventionalism? If by union we 
only aim at causing fashion to crystallize in some new form f ai, 
for instance, the Rational Dress Society proposes to do, then, 
no matter how superior the new form may be, we shall fail in 
aiding progress. To supersede an old tyranny by a new 
tyranny is a very poor performance, and when we consider the 
heter\>geneous elements of a society, the infinite variety of its 
units, and the complexity of their social feelings and desires, 
we may surely see that rigidity or uniformity would be certain 
to cause repression somewhere, and interfere with happiness. 
To kill or exorcise the very spirit 0/ fashion is what we must 
aim at We want to make our social organism more organic, 
and to have done with this "colossal uniformity, this me
chanical motion, this irksomeness of joy itself, that stifles 
phantasy and rends the heart." 

"You are very illogical," is the taunt with which some 
bright young friends of mine meet my remonstrances on their 
pursuit of fashion j "you like variety, yet abuse us for love of 
change! We are glad that fashion constantly changes; we 
hate to have our skirts trimmed, and sleeves cut in the same 
form, as three months ago. We prefer freedom to change." 
" Freedom I" I cry; "pray which of you would venture to 
design ~ form for herself, without scrupulous regard to what 
other girls wear, or are likely to wear? And as for variety I 
why, at this moment I am surrounded by uniformity! Your 
figures are all alike-small waists and high shoulders. Your 
heads are alike-fringed on the forehead Your feet are alike
high-heeled. Your dresses are alike-ornate and tight-sleeved' 
and on the breast of each of you I perceive a flower fastened 
on precisely the same spot-one inch from the centre I No 
no, my young friends, there is nothing admirable, nothing ~ 
defend, in this mental slavery to fashion. Viewed personally 
it is contemptible; viewed socially, it is hateiul j for it caus~ 
you to tyrannize over tbe old I perpetually see and feel that 
the aged, for peace' sake, yield in this matter to the imperious 
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will . of the young, and pay a tribute to fashion which cau..,. 
them bodily discomfort and mental worry." 

There is also another moral aspect to this question. A 
passage in a journal which I chanced to meet with lately bas 
taken hold of my mind It is oddly expressed, but contairu a 
truth we should all do well, I think, to ponder. I give the 
passage as it stands. .. In the present stage of human progres., 
the ... thetic and the moral are conterminate at neither end 
.tEsthetic emotion may be roused in us by that 'which is 
ethically odious, and moral feeling may be caUed up by that 
which is artistically ugly."· When a girl compresses her 
waist, she commits an immoral action. It tends to evil, and 
the evil may be propagated and injuriously affect a portion of 
the coming race. To think small waists beautiful, then, is to 
have "",thetic emotion running counter to morality, and this 
presents a very ,.ritnn danger to human happiness. 

Again, my young friends coJUtantly assert with confidence 
that this is rig'" and that is wrt»lg, in reference to dress. And 
when I ask, .. Do you mean artistically or morally right or 
wrong? What is your standard?" they recognize at once 
that the form which they at the moment approve might be 
condemned under the artistic atandard; so they defend it 
upon moral grounds, falling back upon the theory that it is 
rig'" and proper to do as others do, and carefully to avoid 
making one's self conspicuous. In regard to smoking and drink· 
ing, however, girls judge differently. They have no toleration 
for the lads who cannot resist drinking as mucb beer aa their 
neighbours, without any reference to their own individual 
capacity; and they scoff openly at the boy who, in opile of 
painful sickness, perseveres in learning to smoke, and thinks it 
"is duty to be seen with a pipe like other boys, and to avoid 
making himself conspiCuous. The present fashion of tight 
trousers amongst young men is a subject of derision amongst 
young ladies; and DO doubt the tight sleeves, tight waists, higb 
heels, etc., of the latter, are equally derided by the fanner! 
And, in effeer, the similar condition of thought and feeling in 
the two sexes begets lUI mutual sympathy, but, on the contrary, 
pushes tbern apart. Now, .. by is this? Simply bee'''Ie the 
subjective state is i. ihdf iIn_mz/" The subtJP tyranny of 
fashion, the slavish imitation of our fellow<reatnres, is utterly 
degradmg to bDDJaDity. The mind becomes bowed to the 
yoke. The higher famlties, capacities, and IU5Ceplibilities are 

• D~ io N.a.-I IUf..-...r. 
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crushed out and an unintellectual, unsympathetic nature results 
-a nature so dulled and blunted that it neither sees things as 
they really are, nor feels so strongly as to care to look below 
the surface. 

In speaking of sex differences, I alleged that moral instincts 
appear to me more firmly implanted and slightly more
developed in woman than in man, and that therefore a far 
closer union between the sexes throughout the whole social 
body, than "t present exists, would prove beneficial to our 
highest interests. But in this tendency of woman to be 
thoroughly conventional, this deflection of her moral nature, 
which causes her to think, that what the majority do in small 
matters is generally right, and that -in any case it is admirable 
to acquiesce, there lies what I cannot conceal from myself is a 
very serious drawback to my theory, viz. a force antagollistic 
to general welfare and progress. Moreover, I am compelled 
to admit that with advance of sex equality this injurious, 
immoral force may temporarily increase. If freedom from 
man's rule is followed by a williug, docile obedience to Mrs. 
Grundy's rule, and if liberty is exercised merely in a mechanical 
although kaleidoscopic dre~sing, a luxurious high-living, and 
what has been well called ",conventional foolery," progress 
will undoubtedly be retarded. 

On the other hand, this danger may, and I trust will, be 
overcome by the higher education qf women. But I must again 
guard my reader from supposing that I indicate by that term 
what is commonly understood by the name. A knowledge of 
Greek and Latin, or even what in one word may be styled 
culture, is not to be depended upon as a force likely to 
counteract social evils and guide us to right social conduct. 
My meaning is, that the growth of general intelligence, the 
development of common sense, the cultivation of the logical 
faculty in woman, the systematic training that will harmonize 
her emotional with her jIloral nature,-these tend to true 
elevation of character and correct guidance of private and 
social life. That false logic which sees in the changes of 
fashion the spontaneous variety that healthy human nature 
requires will become impossible to the female mind; and \lie 
female heart will cease to expand with ",sthetic enjoyment 
when brought into contact with what is ~t,tically odious. 

Education must embrace direct teaching upon the moral 
aspect of ",sthetic emotion, and Mr. -- Mill has furnished us 
with an excellent text for such lessons in these words: .. It is 
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not by wearing down into uniformity all that i. individual in 
themselves, but by cultivating it and calling it forth within 
the limits imposed by the rights and interests of others, that 
human beings become a noble and beautiful object of con
templation; and as the works partake of the character of those 
who do them, by the same process human life also becomes 
rich, diversified, and animating, furnishing more abundant 
aliment to high thoughts and elevating feelings, and strengthen
ing the tie which binds every individual to the race by making 
the race infinitely better worth belonging to." An instructor's 
skilful handling of this text would speedily convince girls that 
fashion, even in the matter of dress, is no unimportant question, 
and that to resist the tyranny of fashion at every point, and 
aid others to do the same, i. to accomplish real work in the 
moral elevation of humanity. 

"It is ideals," says Mr. John Morley, "that inspire conduct;" 
and a worthy ideal of sodallift bas never as yet been thought 
out and placed before girls in graphic words calculated to 
lay hold of the imagination. They catch glimpses of such an 
ideaf here and there in works of fiction, no doubt; but that is 
insufficient, and the actual social life around them is often 
basely artificial, only fitted to inspire conduct in a wrong 
direction. To quote Mr. Spencer again, U Our social inter
course as commonly managed is a mere semblance of the 
reality sought. What is it that .. e .. ant? Some sympathetic 
converse with our lello .. -creatures; some converse that shall 
not be mere dead words, but the vehicle of living thoughts and 
feelings; converse in which the eyes and face shan speak, and 
the tones of the voice be full of meaning; converse which .hall 
make us feel no longer alone, but shan draw us closer to one 
another and double our own emotions by adding another's to 
them." Lord Bacon upon society sa fS, "A crowd i. not 
eompany, and faces are but a gallery of pictures, and talk but 
a tinkling cymbal, where there is .no love," These passages 
(and many others from our best authors) contain a lesson con
cerning social life ..-hich, if impressed by elders upon tbe 
enthusiastic mind of youth, wonJd make its mark upon a 
generatioo. It ..-ould tum into a nobler channel tbe exuberant 
life, the ardent activity ..-bicb at tbe present monl!bt is carry
ing us in a vicious course; it would inspire the young to wrest 
conventional society from its down .. ard tendency, and raise it 
in the scale of civilization by giving to it beart and souL 

It is no,r thirty years since Mr, Spencer wrote in the 
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Westminster Review, "The time is approaching when our 
system of social observances must pass through some crisis, 
out of which it will come purified and comparatively simple." 
Thirty years is a long period in the life of a generation. That 
period, however, has passed away and brought no crisis, the 
harbinger of relie£ Social intercourse was never more 
mechanical, fashion never more imperious than now. . There 
has been change. Dinners are later, invitations are more 
formal, mentiS are more extended and more varied. Balls are 
more magnificent, soirees more crowded. Fashion is more 
extravagant, and etiquette more rigid. And as a consequence 
of this, there are more human beings than there ever were before 
thrown· out of the unsoaal social ring, leading desolate lives, 
with heart and mind starved for lack of the bread and wine of 
human fellowship, of intimate, warm, genial converse with their 
fellow-creatures. Surely in this epoch of awakm,ing consdous
""ss, of passing out of childhood into the strong manhood of 
our race, we ought to do something more than stand and 
wait, longing for a crisis that never comes. 

And again, thirty years ago Mr. Spencer wrote, "To 
reform our system of etiquette and fashion, is an aim yielding 
to few in urgency." We may at the present moment urge, I 
think, upon the young that no reform in which they can take 
part is more absolutely ll«eSsary than reform of etiquette and 
fashion, and that to aid in this great work is an aim worthy of 
their highest endeavours and warmest enthusiasm. We, who 
are old, are little fitted to turn the stream of our existence into 
any new cours~. inertia has In a large measure laid hold upon 
the most of us. We have borne the burden and heat of the 
day; we are somewhat weary with striving, and we have more 
of the longing for quiet rest than readiness to embark upon 
any Dew adventure. But we may be generous to the heart's 
core. We may lay before the young the facts of our experience 
with a Ilobk calldo"r. We may tell how the organized social 
intercourse of our day has failed to make us happy, ho", 
fashion, yielded to, has tyrannized over our minds .and hurt our 
sentient or emotional nature, until we are painfully conscious 
of being more the puppets of society, ruled by if, th~n 
spontaneous efficient social units ruling society and using' it 
to evolve the human happiness, which ti' the great end and 
object of life. We may point out the truth of Mr. James' 
proposition, that "the general efficiency and spontaneity of 'a 
people is the very essence of civilization." And we may exhort 
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them to learn wisdom by our experience, and build up a noble 
social structure upon the ruins of our failure. 

Can we guide them in the actual work? That is not for flit 
to say. There is no one method of social life superior to all 
others. The fitness of any method to a group of human beings 
(and fitness means its success in producing happiness without 
social disorder or any hun to society in general) must b. its 
entire justification. And in our present semi·barbarous con· 
dition-a society composed of individual. in every stage of 
civilization, from the simple primitive savage to the highly 
complex human being, the inheritor of both refinement and 
culture-the outward life must display an infinite variety of 
forms, if it is to be the spontaneous outcome of the varied 
inward condition. "To give any fair play to the nature of 
each, it is essential that different persons should be allowed to 
lead different lives. In proponion as this latitude has been exer· 
cised in any age has that age been notewonhy to posterity." • 

We want, at the present epoch, t",peri_nts in living under 
the law of equal freedom and in the spirit of brotherly union
a spirit which, as I have shown, is already so widely diffused 
amongst us that it is capable now of becoming. with tiirtdion, 
a thorough and efficient disciplinary force. Experiments in 
living of any kind, whether public or private, have been in this 
country as yet atrtNuly rart; and as those on a large !Cale, 
such as Roben Owen'. experiments, the Agapernone founded 
by the Rev. Henry Prince (on a religious, not a purely social. 
istic, basis), and some others proved failures, tbey, DO doubt, 
have tended to check ... ithin the cautious Britisb mind all 
impulse to funher experiment on the same lines. 

A thorough understanding. however, of Mr. Owen'. schemes, 
and of the adverse conditions under which they neverthel""" 
secured a partial S1I«LSI, would bring out the fact that, from a 
rational point of view, they ought to be regarded as giving 
distinct encouragement to funher effon and ground for hope 
that in the present day such efforts would be crowned .ith 
success. If my reader wiI1 carefully peruoe the little work 
called "Cottagers of Glenburnie.· by Elizabeth Hamilton, be 
will perceive "hat were the habits of the Scotch peasantry at 
the beginning of this UI1tary. The confusion ad din inside 
the pool' houses of one apanment, the dunghill close to the 
400r outside, tbe idle, gossiping, slatternly women, whose 
usuaJ reply to any remonstrance ."'" "I canna be Cashed,' 

• E.tuy _ " uDmy," I. S. )I ill, chap. iii. 
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presents a perfectly tnN picture of the peasant homes of the 
period; and the mill-workers at New Lanark, Scotland,.were in 
no way superior to their class, when Mr. Owen brought to bear 
upon them his gentle rule and his methods of organization. 

One of his first steps was to give lectures to his workers on 
flrder and cleanliness, and then from among themselves a com
mittee was formed to promote these social virtues by simple 
criticism. The duty of the committee was to visit each family 
weekly, and report upon the condition of the house. At first, 
a storm of rage and opposition was roused amongst the 
women. A majority locked their doors, or met the inquisitors 
with abuse. .. They had paid their rent and did no· harm to 
the house, and it was nobody's business but their own whether 
it was clean or dirty." The committee was encouraged by 
Mr. Owen to persevere, but also instructed to act witb perfect 
gentleness, and only to request admittance as· a favour; whilst 
.the minority, who welcomed the visits, were distinguished by 
having a few plants sent to them from tbe master's greenhouse. 
These conciliations worked wonders, and the weekly reports of 
the committee gradually became full and favourable. - A few 
short years sufficed to lift the New Lanark mill-workers from 
the state of moral and social degradation, in which Mr. Owen 
found them, to one so vastly superior as to attract the attention 
of all benevolent minds interested in the welfare of the lower 
classes. Between the years 18, 5 and 1825, DO fewer than 
19,500 persons recorded their names in the visitors' book at 
New Lanark. There came there, not only nobility and gentry 
from every part of Great Britain, but also many foreigners of 
rank from the Continent, and many individuals of the highly 
educated classes heartily approved of Mr. Owen's experiment, 
and publicly witnessed to its success. 

Mr. Abram Combe, a man of judgment and ability, deemed 
that success so great as to warrant his following in the same 
course, and accurdingly he established at Orbiston, Lanarkshire, 
a community founded on Mr. Owen's principles, and in which 
he ventured the whole of his own capital, and induced friends 
to venture theirs. The sum expended in the erection of houses, 
:;chools, and workshops amounted to £36,000, and accommoda
tion was provided for three hundred persons. Clearly, Mr. 
Combe was strongly impressed with Mr,l)wen's success. t 

• U Threading my Way. n R. Dale OweD. ·chap. iii. 
t This scheme ultimately failed, from various causes, after Mr. Abram 

Combe's death. See" Social Systems," by Mary Hennell, p. 136. 
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Meanwhile, Mr. Owen had been hampered in his work at 
New Lanark by the unsympathetic nature of busine •• partner., 
who aimed principally at financial succes., and disliked the 
diminution of profits ari.inl!' from the wider aim. of the noble 
man, who sought to combine the moral elevation of the labourers 
with the material interests of the employeTll of labour. When 
he freed himself from. this element, another of an equally 
hampering kind presented itself. A benevolent Quaker became 
his partner, whose conscientious earnestness proved oblJtruc~ 
tive. Between Mr. Allen and Mr. Owen there was much unity 
of feeling, but also much disparity of thought; for Mr. Allen 
beld strictly to the rules set forth in the text-book of early 
Quakerism-a book which says, "games and sports, plays, 
dancing, etc., consist not with the gravity and godly fear which 
the gospel calls for;" whereas Mr. Owen believed in the 
beneficial action of innocent recreation of nitty kind, and 
especially desired to promote music and dancing. Mr. Owen'. 
enthusiastic zeal for the benefit of hi. race made him impatient 
of restraint, and the irritation caused by the coDstant ol'P,,,ition 
to his plans offered by men who only partially underw..od and 
sympathized with him was a large factor in decidong him to 
withdraw from New Lanark and emhark on fr",h schemes, 
which were prematurely and somewhat hastily organized. and 
ultimately resulted in discrediting his principles and bringing 
tbem into public disfavour. 

The offer of a village ready built in a country where the 
expression of thought was free was an overpo"erin~ cemptation 
to a man whose ruling tksin was a vast theatre on which to 
try aD his plans of social reform, unhampered by ad • ...., 
opinions and by unsympathetic coadjutors; and the youug life 
beside him threw ... eight into the scale. .. Well. Robert," laid 
Mr. Owen to his eldest SOD, "what say Y{)1l-New Lanark or 
HartDony?" to which the \ad answered ... ithout hesitation, 
" Har1llQflY ;" for novelty had its atttactiOD5, and tho unso
phisticated youth was propelled towards the new country l..y an 
inward force of which he then said nothing. but in later yean 
wrote, "I thought if our family settled in Western America it 
... ould facilitate my marriage with J essie" The purchase d 
the Harmony property in Indiana ..... completed;oand a society 
forated there, which, as the above-mentioned Robert tells, 
included "waifs and suays-men and women of crude, ilJ. 
conditioned. extravagant notions; Day, wane, vagrants looking 
out for pecuniary gain or a convenient cloak for immoral 
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demeanour." - No wonder, indeed, that what Mr. Owen him
self called" the great experiment to ascertain .whether a large 
heterogeneous mass of persons collected by chance can be 
amalgamated into one community" proved a downright failure; 
and Mr. Robert candidly tells that his father' made a grave 
mistake in changing the scene of his experiments from New 
Lanark, Scotland, to the United States. 

Later, an experiment was made on the estate of Tytherly, 
in Hampshire, England, but without success; and Mr. Owen 
died in 18S8, without having permanently effected for any 
great group of individuals the change in the social and in
dustrial structure of their life which 1M conceived to be 
necessary. Nevertheless, his work at New Lanark proved that 
association, gentle treatment, and the introduction of self
discipline will work wonders in the elevation of the masses; 
that children may be well trained and educated withont re
course to punishments of any kind, and without the artificial 
stimulus of rewards; that, given a market for their produce, the 
labour of a group of steady, industrious human beings is suf
ficiently profitable (without pressure of long hours or over
exertion) to supply, first, for the adults, all the necessaries and 
'comforts of life and recreational pleasores,-second, for the 
children, abundant attention 'and complete education,-and 
third, an equitable return for the use of capital to carryon the 
primary industry. 

Since Mr. Owen·s day, the above propositions have been 
tested and proved in the case of the Ralahine Co-operative 
Association and Farm, established in 1831, and successfully 
conducted by Mr. Craig until the gambling propensities of the 
landlord brought ruin upon himself, and caused the estate to 
be sold off and the happy community to be broken up. For 
infonnation as to this experiment, I must refer my readers to· 
Mr. E. T. Craig's published work. t And at the present time, 
when unhappy Ireland is again causing alarm and rousing 
within our breasts mingled indignation and sympathy, the 
picture given there of the nature of the Celtic race, its docility 
under gentle treatment, and the marvellous change effected by 
co-operation in labour and close association in intercourse, is 
in itself a valuable lesson, which thoughtful English minds 
would do well to ponder. • 

Turning, however, now from these great experiments, in 
• "ThreadingmyWny,"p. 228. 
t II A liistory of Ra.lahine," published by Triibner and Co. 
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which hundreds of social units are implicated and enormous 
sums of money are necessarily risked, we inquire what has the 
British race done in a much smaller way to give fresh vigour 
to its daily existence and improve the structure of its social 
life? Spontaneity is of the very essence of a high civilization, 
and originality is arlain to be manifest in any nation hrimful 
of healthy vital energy. What we see, however, within our 
own nation speaks but little for either its high civilization or 
its vital energy. I should lik~, for instance, to know how many 
individuals have feared to enter into marned life for the simple 
reason that the alS/omary habits in that relation appeared 
unsatisfactory, and yet in how few case, has any trifting 
alteration in method been adopted! 

Tbe noble Mary Wollstonecraft and her philosophic 
husband, William Godwin, give us one little .,.ample of origin
ality in the minor arrangements of domestic life, on which so 
much of individual comfort and happiness depend. Mary 
Wollstoneeraf!,s .,.treme sensitiveness and quickn ..... of temper 
were likely to he tried by Godwin'. bachelor habits and far 
more callons nature. To guard the precious love that held 
them together from too great a strain in the early day. of 
wedded life, before habit had brought about mutual adaptation, 
was to their bright intellects the ",isest policy. When they 
married, therefore, .. Godwin took rooms in a house about 
twenty doors from that in the Polygon, Somers Town, which 
was their joint home.' To these rooms he repaired as soon 
as he rose in the morning, rarely even breakfasting at the 
Polygon, and here also be often slept. Each.as engaged in 
his or her own literary occupations, and they seldom met, 
unless they walked together, till dinner-time each day.. H We 
agreed also," says Godwin, .. in condemning the notiou pre
valent in many situations in life that a man and his wife cannot 
visit in mixed society but in company .. itb each other, and we 
lather soogbt OCCISions of deviating from than complying with 
this rule. n Mrs. Godwin', sentiments are e:xpreosed in a letter 
to her husband during his first absence from home with a 
delicions frankness and childlike simplicity. H I am nut 
fatigued with solitude,' she says, .. yet I have nut relished my 
solitary dinner. A husband is a conven"'" pan of the 
furniture of a house, unless k be a du""7 jiZfMrG I .... ish you 
from my sonI to he rivdtd in my heart, but I. do not desire to 

• If "-illiam GodwiD, his FrieDds ad Cootempor.uic:s" YOI. i. 
p. 233-
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have you always at my elbow, although at this moment I should 
not care if you were. Yours truly and tenderly, Mary." 

The universal custom in this country of setting up a 
.separate and often expensive establishment at marriage has 
this twofold effect. Thousands of young men, who desire at 
two or three and twenty to marry, delay for years, and in the 
interim suffer so greatly as tG hurt the health, temper, and dis
position, and render them at last unfit to become open-hearted, 
generous-minded, warmly sympathetic hllshands. On the 
other hand, a girl is taken from a domestic life without 
responsibility (perhaps out' of a merry group of sisters and 
brothers), and planted in her separate establishment, where, if 
her hushand is a commercial or professional man and out all 
day, she feels very desolate. The management of servants, to 
which she is unaccustomed, worries her, the hours of solitude 
depress her, and when the married pair come together in the 
evening, the mental atmosphere surrounding them is one of 
fretfulness, vague discomfort, or "erve fatigu,,- This may 
seem an exaggerated picture. But I allege that thoughtful 
middle-aged married ladies have frequently remarked to me, 
that the first years of married life are always more or less 
miserable to a girl, and have ,spoken as though this were a 
nuessity of nat"rt to be calmly faced and acquiesced il/. 

During my whole life, I have only in one single instance 
seen a new method adopted. A young man was encouraged 
to marry early and bring his bride into his father's large and 
commodious dwelling-house, where the young couple remained 
until their family had become numerous, and the pecuniary 
position admitted of a separate establishment. Whether this 
arrangement was satisfactory I cannot tell. That would 
depend, of course, upon the dispositions of the various 
members of the household In associated homes, happiness 
is sure to be proporlionalt to the a!Jsenct of jealousy, domi
nancy, and all anti-social emotions, and the prlSence of the 
kindly, gentle, and sympathetic feelings. But to my mind, the 
experiment was a noble onc, indicating elevated character on 
the part of father, mother, son, and daughter-in-law; and such 
experiments are in the direct line of social progress. If thi 
drawbacks clln be overcome, conceive how great are the advan
tages of such associated homes. Marr&ge would be made 
possible at an earlY period of life, without improvidence and 
without ovenvheloning care and anxiety. A young man's whole 
emotional nature might be satisfied, his tender domestic quali-

R 
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ties exercised bef9re the shadow or remorse or disappointment 
had touched him, or any hard slruggle for exislence had em· 
bittered his nature. A girl would be protected from worry 
and dreary monotony in the first years of her married life,. 
and would ha,"e leisure to fill up her education, and adapt her 
intellectual studies to her husband's tastes, prompted by .ffcc· 
tion and the desire to think and reel as k does; she would 
have leisure also to devote herself to all the s.cred joys and 
duties of motherhood. These advantages, weighed in the 
balance against the mere honour and glory of separate estab
Jishments-the highly extolled British manliness that must be 
master in its own house-are 1QQf'Ih contending for, worth 
putting forth our high .. t efforts to obtain. 

Experiments of the kind may fail. One single semi· 
barbarous individual may mar the harmony of an enlire house· 
hold; nevertheless, it is in the above direction that rea50n 
and hope will continue to point; for observe, as humanity 
becomes more and more civilized, the anti-social emotions all 
tend to disappear, and happiness results from the exercise of 
all soaal feelings, induding the emotional, the intellectual. the 
..,.thetic. Now, the exercise of these i. ab!lOlutely dependeDt 
upon intimate intercourse and association; ~rKo, aw>ciated 
homes are in the line of social progress. A~in, as humanity 
becomes more and more civilized, the social feelings !(TOW 
stronger, the craving for sympathetic relations of every kind 
more intense, and solitude more painful and depressing; ''-go, 
to persist in a line of action which produces isolation and 
tltsolation is contrary to the la.... of our own being, it i. 
adverse to progress, it tends to individual misery and to social 
decay. 

But to return to experiments. The custom of a toor 
immediately after marriage, a honeymoon spent in ... andering 
from place to place, is all but universally practised by the 
British, and aU but equally universally condemned! by lome 
individuals on the ground of its discomfort, by others on the 
ground of its expense. The American. frequently discard this 
practice and spend their honeymoon quietly at home, delaying 
travel till adaptation to the new life has been e,ubli.hed, and 
a thor.>ogh knowledge of each other's Ia,teo a/ld babits fit the 
married pair for encountering the httle irritations and dis
~omforts of an extended tour. With wbat result i. prettily, 
and I think truly, told in llF. HoweD's chaiming little .ketch 
of "A Wedding Journey.o 
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But John Bull, in his manly independence, keeps steadily to 
the prevailing fashion. Custom with him is always best, and to 
alter an old habit implies admission that John Bull is capable 
of error. It hurts his manly pride-a pride which, alas I 
makes him callous to individual suffering under the galling 
thraldom of the tyranny of custom. The British race has 
bowed the neck and bent the knee to Mrs. Grundy. She is 
th~ Moloch upon whose altar John Bull is ready to sacrifice the 
happiness of his children and his children'S children. And 
when the breath of unsatisfied desires disturbs his equanimity, 
the impression is momentary; he will not let it seriously impair 
his self-complacency or destroy his peace, still less will he alter 
one iota of his practice. He hugs to himself the fond belief 
that British ways are admirable; that the habits and customs of 
British social life are perfect, or nearly so; that national wealth 
proves national prosperity and health; and he, John Bull, may 
laugh to scorn the warning given by his high-souled, pure
minded son, whose presence has passed from us_H that ~Oi 
rew now dare to be eccentric marks the chief danger of th 
time."· 

• li:sso.yon \. Liberty," chap. iii. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

LEGISLATIVE VERSUS VOLUNTARY METHODS OF REFORM. 

"Though the truth may not be {elt or generally ac1c:nf)Wleflg-ed (or 
generations to come, the only school of genuine moral sentiment a. society 
between equals."-]. S . .MILL. 

AT the close of the seventeenth or the beginning of the 
eighteenth century, a fencing-ma.ter named Machrie intrD
duced into Scotland the old Greek game oC cock-fighting. 
In England, it was a Cashionabl~ amusement at the period, and 
Henry VIII. had built a cock-pit at Whitehall. James I. was 
accustomed to amuse himselC with cock-fighting twice a week. 
It was not regarded as more inhuman than hunting, coursing, 
or shooting, and Machrie was looked upon as a benefactor to 
Scotland for having staned a new, cheap, and innaceDt amuse
ment. He bad written, U in 1705, 'an Esc;ay on the Innocent 
aod Royal Recreation and An oC Cocking,' in which he 
expressed his hope that 'in cock-.. ar village may be engaged 
against village, city against city, kingdom against kin~dom, 
nay, the father against the son, until all the wars oC Europe, 
wherein so much innocent Christian blood is .pilt. be turned 
into the innocent pastime of cocking: The Welsh main, 
which was the most sanguinary form of the amusement, was 
exclusively English and of modem origin •.. '. A. many as 
sixteen cocks were sometimes matched against each other, at 
each side, and they fought till all on one side wcre killed 
The victors were then divided and Cought, and the process 
repeated till but a single cock remained County engaged 
county in cocking matches, and the church "'!!ells are said to 
have been sometimes rung in hooour of the victor in the 
Welsh maiu." • 

• .. History ... EDgIaod ia the _Eigbt<eDth Cenbuy," Lccky, .01. i.. 
P. 554-
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The Royal Academy Exhibition for tbe year 188r con
tained a little picture which depicts this" innocent" amusement 
of the past. Three men, whose laced and ruffled garments 
betoken high birth, are eagerly watching two miserable cocks, 
engaged in furiously pecking each other to death. The 
contrast between the elaborate costume of these fine gentle
men and the purely savage instincts expressed in attitude and 
face is very striking, and as I stood before it I realized the 
great change that has taken place in humanity itself during 
the lapse of a single century. Machrie was probably right. 
The thirst for blood was better appeased in witnessing the 
suffering of brutes than the suffering of mankind; and in those 
days, the appetite was too strong and deep to dwindle into 
nothingness by simple disuu. Rather hke a j>el!kJlP.~.rorreil1, 

-it would.J.li!!'~Et,~~_tt?g.~n. baIi,!er and (ors-eQJij~J:V,aJ-' on ... SOlDe 
des"irijii"re rourse. Cocklng, therefore, was as a safety-valve for 
the protection of mankind. 

Our position nO'UI is wholly altered. Except in the case of 
isolated individuals, the race is comparatively free from blood
thirsty cruelty. Its destructiveness and all predatory instincts 
are slowly dying out, and inaction is concerning them, the 
proper and masterly policy of'the nineteenth century. It is 
tnte that some great teachers of the present day think other
wise, and, as I have already pointed out in Chapter II., would 
move upon Machrie's lines still, and, in the case of little 
children, do H evil that good may come." The error is a 
grave one. To excite a child's anti-social emotions over the 
spectacle- of a cat destroying a mouse, and thereby interest 
him in a reading lesson, is training of a vicious kind in reference 
to his future social life, and unworthy of wise men later than 
the tigl'lcm/I, century, when outward and inward conditions 
differed widely from present conditions. 

But in reference to anti-social instincts, it is not only in 
childhood that the policy of i"action .hould be carefully 
observed. In adult life, wariike tendencies exercised injure 
character; therefore, society ought to ,relieve individuals from 
all necessity to fight for protection of their rights; and wit\!. 
growing rationality it will, in time, be generally recognized tb:ft 
this policy condemns the whole competipve system on which 
our industrial life is almost universally based. Keen compe
tition means the rousing of a man~s rapacity and greed, and 
frequently a belligerent attitude of mind towards fellow· com· 
petitors whose lines of pursuit converge with his. It means 
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vicious joy upon the overthrow of competitors, and sharp 
desire to drive them one and all from the field. It means the 
growth of selfish monopoly; and what it displays i. a pitiable 
illustration of the old saying, .. Evel)' ... (m~Jor bimself.-and.lhe 
d~~l take the bjndmost." As a result of the sYlitem, we have 
a million paupers fed at public cost, aDd about half a million 
of crimiDais who feed themselves or are fed at public COlit. 
We have also a numerous, powerful class of huom.D beings 
whose success in industrial life has degraded their humanity, 
who, in short, by the constant exercise of barbarous instincts, 
have been kept at the level of eighteenth.century social units. 

~s there a practical, decisive remedy for this evil state? 
Does anyone force exi~t competent to sweep away compe
tition, with every condition adverse to man's integrity, and 
establish institutions which would at once secure the material 
prosperity and moral well-being of aD imperfect, an unequally 
developed race? The force of legislatioD is very generally I 
regarded as a powerful factor that 11',11 remove mountains and 
accomplish what man, in his strODg faith, requires of iL The 
preseDt age is pre-eminently a political ODe, and it i. to 
government measures that all classes alike look for amelior ..... 
tiOD of their miseries aDd for aid iD social reform. . 

The lower classes, hut recently roused from the lethargy of 
ignoraDce, look DpoD "ad laws as the fUDdamental cause of 
suffering, aDd in every emergency they clamour for fresh 
legislatioD to remedy aD evil Those of the people who caD 
tbemselves .. radical reformers: meaD by tbe term reformers of 
law and govemmenL Their special aims are the suppression 
of perpetual pensions, of laws of entail, aDd other abuses; in 
short, the c1eariDg out of survivals of a past epoch from 0U1' 

legislative code, and adapting our code to present conditions. 
All great secular leaders of the people have been poli.icians, 
and altDougb tbe extensioD of the Franchise, the Free-trade 
movements,· and other important legislative reforms have in 
a great measure disappointed public expectation, and dearly 
shown themselves to be only very .Iightly beneficial, the. 
tendency persists to anticipate redress of e'lJU7 grievance and J 
reception of every benefit thsough the direct action of govern-
mmt ~ 

• For tw ... .., ,.,... prerioas to the repeal 01 tbe ""'" 12.... tbe 
av..-age price 01 com .... 56<. "". p<I' bu.".,I. The .. eng. pria w. 
twcoty yean after {J850-J86c)J _as 521. 711. Sb.nring that, <.ietpirC' the .eTJ 
luge i.nc:n::ue in the quantity 01 com imported. me pre.are of popaIatioa. 
.... Up< up IIIe price 01 food to aImoot the _ -..-. 
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A large class of individuals, calling themselves" socialists," 
h,ve grasped the fact that c<Hlperation is destined to supersede 
competition, and form ultimatdy the great spinal cord of lhe 
industrial social organism of the future. Now,·the majority of 
these socialists· rely upon government action for the execution 
of their purposc. The old-world method of external authority 
is what they trust to in the inauguration of their new-world 
"/Jim<. In them, no less than in the iguorant populace, this! 
mental tendency exists, to look to Government as the good) 
fairy which can reduce disorder to order, and, touching with 
her finger the secret springs of happiness, can compel them to' 
burst forth in fresh life-giving streams. If tlds is a delusion; 
how comes it that the delusion is almost universal, and ha.s its 
hold on active, energetic natures as well as· on inert slow-
moving ones? < 

Looked at in relation to a perfect Humanity, external govern
ment and legal restraints are, of course, in their nature, simply tvll 
They are at best clumsy mechanism for tne strengthening and 
regulating of a society which bas latent capacity for self-regula
tion and self-restraint, and which will ultimately, by internal, 
not external, forces, hold its units in a firin embrace and keep 
itself upright Scaffolding, everywhere conspicuous ·in the 
process of building, disappears when the edifice is complete; 
and evolution, in raising man out of barbarous degradation and 
lilting him step by step to a high, noble civilization, pursues a 
course destined to give him stability, independent of external 
support, and finally to abolish repressive government and the 
whole machinery of arbitrary authority off the face of the earth. 

It is absolutely essential that we shouhl perceive the path 
of evolution, if we propose, with open-eyed intelligence, to aid 
evolution. I have in previous chapters used a figurative 
expression, viz. that we may take the forces of evolution into 
our hands, and apply them to our purpose in hastening the 
rapidity of tneir action. But we can never alter the path or 
direction of advance, and unless our action is in harmony with, 
or (let us say) sets in the same direction as, the main force, we 
shaU only foolishly oppose nature and stultify our own pigmy 
efforts. Tne main for" of progression is, and must lqng 
continue to be, purely automatic-a mighty irresistible move-

• The English Co-operation Union differs lom conti~entaI socialism. 
It Our co-opcmtors," says Mr. Thomas Hughes, II do not a~k the State to 
do anything for them, beyond giving them a fair field and standing aside 
while they do their own work in it. in their own way."-r-" A Manual for 
Co-operators," pr.:face, page xiii. 
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ment of unconscious evolution, tending in a definite direction. 
It is the part of conscious intelligence, as an e11()/fllign a~tncy, 
to ascertain this direction and study carefully the DumerouI, 
varied subsidiary forces that play important, although uncon· 
scious, parts in the general phenomena. 

By study of our national history, we can clearly see the 
order of evolution in the government and legal institutions of a 
slowly civilizing race. In England, the government has passed 
through the purely monarchical and aristocratic, or oligarchical, 
forms, ami is now ste>dily approaching the democratic form. 

The government of the aristocrdC}' ceasetl at the Reform 
Bill of 1832 ; and DOW, in lluory, the people govern themselv •• , 
whilst in reality the people are lDere puppets, furming part, it is 
true, of the outward mechanism of government, but answering 
unconsciously to the pull of the strings held by their political 
leaders, or by the wealthy and often the unscrupulous, who have 
voice enough to render them simply popular. .. The conclu.ion 
in regard to the republican form of government which I draw," 
says Mr. George Combe, H is that no people is fit for it in .. hom 
the moral and intellectual organs are not largely d<-veloped, 
and in whom also they are not generally and e'tensively culti
vated The reason is clear. The propensities being all selfish, 
any talented leader who will address himself s .. ongiy to the 
interests and prejudices of an ignorant people w.1I carry their 
suffrages to any scheme which he may prop<...." and he will 
speedily render himself a dictator and them slaves."· Again, 
the bribery and corruption that occur occasionally at electIOns, 
and the self-interested votes of subservient electors, disclose 
the secret but potent rule of motUy in the government of our 
counrry. 

Notwithstanding all this, "Democracy must advance. We 
cannot put the clock of time back; we must go on, and IIJis is 
becoming generally recognized '11 it crediLle,' asks lJe 
Tocqueville, 'that the democracy which has anmhiiated the 
feudal system and Yanquished kings will respect the bourgeois 
and the capitalist?'· t No, it is MI credible. The order of 
unconscious evolutiOD is definite and clear. From despotum 
and irresponsible authority, through responsible authority 10 
rational free.rlom; from tyranny and coercion to liberty of 
action and self-control, moves on the great strea;;;' of things ;
and those reformers who would _d and intensify State govern· 

• "1oI<X21 Pbilooophy." p. 3iS-
t " S<;tuce of )IaD," Chub BraT, p. :z6o. 
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ment, who would, in its present unscientific condition, invite 
its further interference with private life and give it more of 
arbitrary control, are setting themselves against, not with, the 
stream. They may retard, but they will certainly not hasten 
progress. State socialism may be tried. It will never succeed. 
And the Comtist system is also but an abortive effort, noble 
in conception, beautiful in imagination, but opposed to the 
irresistible flow of unconscious evolution going on around us. 

. Comtism rejects the force of co-operation and rests its scheme 
of life, social and economical, upon the force of domination. 
In this system, the cultured are to rule with gentle but despotic 
authority. Wealth must not even tend to equality of distribu
tion. It must be c entrated in a small number of holders, 
who will regulat . roduction, so that the existing amount may 
somewhat tban reproduce itself, and so that a share . 
sufficient permit of healthy life falls to the lot of every pro
ducer Capital will rule, but the capitalist, cultured, refined, 
a morally inspired by the" religion of humanity," will wield 
111s sceptre with the Wisdom.9.f.§Qs;rates, thejllsticeJlf .A:.istides, 
the ~enderne~~Qf Christ Now, domination of the good is no 
douut a lesser evil than domination of the unscrupulous and 
bad, in the same way as cotk-fighting i. a lesser evil than war. 
But, as I have shown in regard to cock-fighting, we are now 
advanced beyond the necessity to replace a major by a minor 
evil, and if we consciously strive to replace the despotism of 
kings, or of a corrupt oligarchy, by the despotism of the very 
salt of the earth-the Hilt of mankind-we are acting similarly 
to Machrie in the eighteenth century, and out of all fitness to the 
more advanced and rational epoch in which we live. 

Apart from Comtisls and Socialists, there are reformers who 
\uild tlltir hopes for humanity upon an equal distribution of 
t , land, and who long for State interference in this matter, 
an . would not heshate to sanction such an exercise of dominant 
pow by Government as the abolishing of landlordism at one 
fell swoop. 

No American book on social problems has been more 
widely read in this country than" Progress and Poverty." In 
addition to its literary merit, the striking truthfulness ,jof 
Mr. George's powerful and feelingly rendered picture of the 
tremendous evils of our present state, av j the social miseries 
that everywhere· surround us, and that seem the natural,. 
because the as yet inva.riable accompaniment of a nation's 
growth in wealth, explains its popularity_ But Mr. George's 
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argument throughout is vifialtd by his denial of the law of 
population and his palpable ignoring of the '.ffidl of that law of 
nature; and the fact that, in spite of this, he makes disciple. 
amongst the thoughtful and intelligent, can only, I think, be 
explained by the bias of the general mind-that is, the polilical 
Imdendes of the age. His remedy of State interference kindles 
enthusiasm with a magnetic touch, and the slow march of 
evolution is forgotten in the keen excitement of an honCllt but 
misdirected public spirit 

It seems a gross contravention of the ethical principle of 
UJlIivakna of righls that £66,000,000,· produced by the 
labour of one million six hundred and fifty-seven thousand of 
our fellow<ountrymen, should annually pass into the pockets 
of a small class of landlords, whilst one and a halt million of 
agricultural labourers remain poverty·strickl'1l, or are crowded 
out of Great Britain to seek a livelihood in some less densely 
populated land To remedy this injustice and promote llOCial 
equality (in which lies, he thinks, general happiness), the State 
would be justified in seizing rents and applying them to the 
relief of taxation. The moral position involved in thili scheme 
let us here neglect, and grant for the moment that the injustice 
to landlords is swamped in the justice it awards to the far 
wider class of lowly toilers, who dig and plant from day to 
day in the sweat of tbeir brow. The economic result, howL'Ver. 
we must not overlook. and I give it in the words of an evolu
tionist, who looks more deeply into social question. than the 
brilliant, earnest,· but superficial American. .. In the present 
state of education and individual prudence, were the cultiva
tors of the soil to begin upon a new system and in a high 
state of comfort, they would increase their marriages. and in
crease their children, so that in a few years poverty would 
come back and so many would be living on each farm that 
all their means would be used, as at present, in sati>fying the 
most urgent cravings of nature." t I Deed say nothing in SUJ"" 
port of this position, since, in Chapters V I L and V I Il_ of this 
work, the question of population bas been fully discu>sed 
But this is not a11-a relapse into poverty is not the only sad out
look unavoidably attached to Mr_ George. !Cherne of reform. 

Looked at in the aDsirad. IIIn1i1ortiism. i.e. ~Iule pos_ 

• .. In the opinion 01 a well·kDOWll stalistici.an, the annual rent 
of the agricull1U2l Jaad in this """""y ;. about £66,000,000_ "-If. 
}'AWCETT, )1 .... 

t G. A.. ea.uD, in a _ to working ....... 
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sion of the soil of a country by a very select number of the 
social units born into that country, is essentially and peculiarly 
unjust, and the evolutionist steadily and confidently anticipates 
for the human race a better time in the future, when land
lordism and all other arrangements-of social injustia will cease 
to be. But turning from the absolute to the relative, land
lordism has been in the past, and is still to a very great extent, 
an important factor of ch-ilization; and its sudden removal 
would cause national ruin, because the people are not as yet 
sufficiently advanced to value civilization and to prudently 
preserve it for tlumstlves. 

The peasant proprietors in parts of France, where the state 
of education is low, have neither books nor prints in their 
cottages; civilization amongst them hardly exists. On the 
other hand, those (and there are undouhtedly some) who live 
up to a certain level of comfort and refinement are stimulated 
by an education which proceeds from another state of society 
than their own. 

In this country, the sweeping measure of s<>-called reform 
advocated by Mr. George would tend to the decrease, perhaps 
the actual loss, of science, art, literature, and the whole move
ment would be a retrograde, ~ot a progressive one. In a social . 
system such as ours, where education has no hold upon the 
substratum, ':1. the masses at the base of our society, and cul
ture has not even permeated the great middle section, for the 
present, and probably for many generations to come, the wave 
of evolution, deep, strong, widespread, mllst carry in its bosom 
the class distinctions and social gradations that at this moment 
prevail The policy that is coercive and would cause a break 
or rent at any point in our present system is a mistaken policy, 
and these political tendencies of the age are a source of 
national weakness, not strength. The reason of their universal 
prevalence is not difficult to understand. In the order of 
evolution, that which is on the sUlface is always first perceived; 
and it is only when superficial measures are found to bring results 
that are trivial and disappointing that the hidden springs of life 
are diligently searched for, in the deeper, more vital, stratum, 
where they abundantly lie. , 

" It is cleOiT, that in taking into consideration the institubons 
under which man can be made most" \Ppy, we mnst include 
his political as well as economical and ~ocial institutions.". 
But, in the order of importance, the first stands last and 

• II Science of Man," C. Bray. 
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r the /llSt,fint; and apart from all institutions, the habits and 
customs of the people, the domestic and individual life, and 
the ordinary usages of society form the sphere in which rifor", 
is mosl urgtnlly r"luimi, and where every effort put forth in 

I 
a right direction will uRrtStlvtdly Itil. Therefore, instead of 
attacking classes and governments, if we, who see the truth, 

. do our utmost in spreading knowledge of the causes of evil, 
'and showing how and where our individual halJits, our lOCial 

1 
life, our educational principles, may be improved. we shan be 
doing that which must hasten the advent of a happier state. 

An enlightened, .igorous, warm·heaned teaching of the 
people is required But a teaching of what? Not of theories 
that give a transcendental view of existence-not of an 
asceticism which by self-repression duUs or even kins faculties 
of human nature, that are endowments calculated to render 
existence innocently pleasurable; but a teaching of the lCience 
of pure and happy life, mundane, not ethereal or saintly, but 
life healthfully egoistic, controlled by reason and by sympa· 
thetic instincts, and tending towards regeneration of race and 
the moral elevation of humanity. 

A few pages back I asked this question-Does anyone 
{orre exist competent to sweep away competition and oth<-r 
adverse conditions of life, and introduce a thorough radical 
reform? And since .. king it, I have been engaged in show· 
ing that the Government action, State interfere-nce, legislative 
measures, etc., to which we all more or less instinctively tum 
an expectant gaze, are only broken reeds..la.lean upon, emp~ 
cisterns from "'hich we shall draw no living water. 

But-no,", ih.:re is a force "hic~ rightly dir~ct<d, may acc0m

plish much, and that is the force of puIJli< ,piril. As an element 
in our present social bfe, that force is minuIe in quantity and 
ineffectIVe in action, through dillusion and frictional wa,,,,- It 
wants nur.ing into .-igorous strength and turning into channel. 
of healthy exercise. But so long as pohticians are all at eros. 
puJP05eS, and science bas not even entered the domain of 
popular polItics, there is no safe channel for public spirit in 
llud direction, and ... e need hardly regret the small amount of 
the force. Our social units ... ho are advanced in science are 
singularly devoid of puIJli< 'pzm, and yet th~blic spirit is 
essentially a form (if J may so expresa 11) of the Religion of 
Humanity which mll5t eventually tI,,,,,inale society. Selena, in 
the first insta~ albaCtS or dominates the bultWl nature that 
is phlegmatic ~ cold in tempeament. AI a Wer stage only 
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does the human nature that is warm and sanguine imbibe its 
spirit and adopt its methods. In the interim progress lingers. 
Scientists are contemptuous of the public spirit which prompts to 
action of an irrational, although benevolent and unselfish kind; 
and they omit the educating of that force in lhe childhood 
of their offspring. Whilst, on the other hand, individuals of 
enthusiastic temperament and uDscientific intellect, in whom 
at present this precious force of public spirit chiefly centres, 
look timidly askance at science, seated at a high altitude and 
breathing an atmosphere of cool indifference. When these 
tw(), viz. science and public spirit, are closely, firmly united, 
progress will no longer linger-the halcyon days of man's 
future will commence. ' 

The union I speak of has been visible for years in the life 
and work of Monsieur Godin, of Guise, that eminent French
man who, in building up his own fortune, has steadily minis
tered to the well-being of his fellow-countrymen; and in climb· 
ing the hill of difficulty that leads to wealth, has carried with 
him, step by step, the labourers without whose aid he could 
have accomplished nothing; and has finally placed at least a 
thousand of them in surroundings of comfort, security, and 
independence. At the age of seventeen, Monsieur Godin 
laboured as an apprentice in' the iron trade, from five in the 
morning till eight at night. "I saw", he says, "then, the 
misery and wants of the workman laid bare, and I resolved, 
that if ever I rose above the position of workman, I would 
endeavour to make the working man's life more tolerable and 
satisfactory to him, and to raise labour from its degradation." 
Here was the prompting of a publi< spirl~ which, guided and 
controlled by a rational and scientific intelligence, ultimately 
realized the generous, glorious aspiraticns of youth. My reader 
will find a detailed account of the Famiiistere, and a history 
of its founder, in a lecture, published by Macmillan and Co., 
London, called ".'\~!,.9sJi!led Hom~~. by Edward VansittaIl-. 
Neale. But the principles set forth by Monsieur Gotlin, I lbust 
reTer to here. 

M01'.<!Lorder, Monsieur Godin considered, is ultimately 
bound up with materiaT "6qf2rization; and so long as institu
tions fitted to conduct men to the practice of goodness ~'do 
not exist, ndlher 'will moral ordtr. IC,:\ poor man's wife is 
to be a model of home virtues, cleanhness, tidiness, etc., she 
must not be compelled to wash and dress linen in the one 
liltle chamber where she cooks and eats her daily food. If 
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she is to be a model of good temper, never slapping or abusing 
her children, she must not be subjected to irritating interrup
tions at her work. The rich man's nursery performs a function 
which is equally essential in the poor man'. case. Children 
bave to be safely and happily disposed of, whilst parents of 
toil, as well as parents of luxury and leisure, are othenvj~ 
occupied. Again, if the poor man is to behave like a gentle
man, he must, like the latter, have surroundings of comfort and 
happiness within his home, and some security (rom the we:tr 
and tear of constant anxiety regarding the daily Lread of him
self and his family. In short, the working class, although not 
rich, ought to have the equivalents of riches, or, in other wordA, 
adt'anlages analogous to those whicb fortune grants. 

Now, is Ihis jJossible 1 Mons;eur G<>din has not simply 
asserted, be has jJrot"" that this is possible, and to be carried 
out by two means-first, the use of capital (which is not lusl to 
the capitalist); second, the formation of a unitary or a'isociated 
home. In this home, every appliance which the wealthy man 
possesses for his own individual service is ai-<;o at the servir.-e 
of the poor man, but is not possessed by him individually, only, 
io common with a group of fellow.workmen and by mutual 
accomodation, applied to his individual requirements. 

The Familisti:re was built gradually, as Monsieur Godin 
could afford the outlay. Not being able, as he said, to change 
the hot or garret of each .... orkman's family into a palace, he 
has placed the dwelling of the worker ill a palace. The Fami
listere is nothing else. It is the Palace of Labour-the Social 
Palace of the future. The industrious poor man Ita. there a 
convenient dwelling with the same resources and ad"antaget 
with which the abode of the ricb is provided, and ... ith commQn 
institutions which replace those services that tbe rich derive 
from domestic servants. The necessary space for each family, 
the necessary heat along with thorou~h ventilation, the suffi
cient .... ater supply, the appliances for rapid disposal of ref .. ,"", 
and 50 on, along with ~eneral baths, washhouses, and Iaund","" 
general day nurseries, infant schools, etc.! gen .... al hospital, and 
staff for tending the sick, general appliances for amusement 
and re\axation-all these under the same roof. or close at 
hand, may be seen at the Familistere, and arellLtainable cLoe .. 
.. here without detriment to the capitalist, and without the 
labourer dIffering in any essential parllcular from the great 
mass of our own iodustrial population. 

The <ast.wing of thc F'm,liSffre was fuDy occupied in ,861, 
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and ~he central building was completed and occupied in the 
year 1865. In 1874 Monsieur Godin wrote: "For the edifica
tion of those who believe that the working classes are undis
ciplined or undisciplinable, I must say that there has not been 
in the Familistere since its foundation a single police case, and 
yet the palace contains nine hundred persons; meetings in it 
are frequent and numerous, and the most active intercourse 
and relations exist" among all the inhabitants.· 

. Monsieur Godin has taken a part in the political life of his 
country, but he has lived in his Palace of Labour. His scien
tific intellect applied to the improvement of the '. grande 
induslne" on which his economic success depended, made 
various important discoveries and inventions, and in the benefit 
his workmen have always shared. He was head and brain of 
the grande industrie, they the hands or limbs; and as in a 
material organism these members are v.itally united, and suffer 
or prosper loget/leY, so in thi .. social organism vitalized bya pure 
and noble psyche, viz. publi( spirit, all the members have alike 
reaped health, comfort. and happiness through the associated 
action of their distinctive and varied functions. The animating 
psyche bas extended to every member of the social body, and 
good order is maintained 'by no despotism or tyranny-no 
external, arbitrary authority. In Mr. Neale's words, "The life 
of the Familistere is one of carefully guarded individual liberty, 
which is prevented from degenerating into license simply by 
the iDfluence of public opinion among its inhabitants, who, ad~ 
ministering their own internal affairs as a united body, exercise 
a disciplinary action upon each other." t Behold, then, a 
realization, in a small degree, of the forecast given in my 
previous chapters, of orderly social life resting upon principles 
of abstract equity and individual liberty-a life which, made 
happy in its freedom, blossoms into personal dignity, warms 
into .ympathetic jealousy for the rights of all, and cheerfully 
pays the price of liberty in an etemal vigilance. 

The administration is conducted by <emmittees elected by 
general suffrage. Thus, there are committees for provident 
purposes, for medicaments, for medical attendance, for the fire
men (who, by the completeness of their organization, and th,iir 
residence in the building, make a large fire almost impossihle), 
for music, for festivals and pleasures, fon the club, the library, 
the claims of workers. In addition to these committees, there 
are two general councils of twelve men, elected by all the 

• II Associated Homes," by E~ V. Neale, p. xi. t Ibid. 
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males. and twelve women. elected by all the females above 
sixteen; and the functions of these council. are described as 
initiatol}' and observant. with no special limit assigned to either 
of them. The council of men busies itself principally with 
questions of improvement of work, the provident institutions, 
the organization of festivals. and other matters; whilst the 
council of women quite naturally occupies itself with the 
domestic functions. the quality of articles sold at the Famili.tere. 
the care bestowed on infancy. the general c1eanlin •••• anel all 
improvements which may assist the household management 
Both councils note, either zeal. or exactnes •• or forgelfulnes. and 
negligence in those employed in any office. They hold meet
ings whenever they think fit. They give advice on the conduct 
of whatever is going on. They serve as a lever of moral influ
ence. and great! y promote the regular course o~ the general 
interests both in the factol}' and in the unital}' home. 

Attention was called in this country to Monsieur Godin', 
noble experiment as early as the year 1865. The Tima. the 
Soda! Scim" Journal, Rn:ino. AI/Ike Y,or Rou11d. and other 
puhlic prints. opened their columns to description. of the Fami
listere. The twenty years that have since elapsed. however. 
have seen no similar attempt in England, 3r;d thie. seems 
strange when we call to mind our national beneYfJIcoce, our 
numerous wealthy capitalists, our t'nergetic social reformen_ 
True. we have not, I think, amongst these. men of genius such 
as Monsieur Godin; for, as I have pointed oot, the .-eight of 
conventional custom in Cteat Britain-the slavi:;h suiJrnLY.jIOD 
to the tyranny of fashion, ';.&he- colossal uniformity. the me
chanical motion of that i.£xorable London," and of the innu
merable minor pro,;"cial social rings. that s"ing round in 
exact conformity r.th, anel imitation of., that inewralJle London ! 
-all these, I say. tend to crush originality. to repr ... spon
taneity. to render the birth and development of genius rare 
and dijJicult_ To the genuine John Bull. of hau~,. depon
ment, and of submissively COD"entiosaJ mind. Mon.iour Godin'. 
action of living in close proximity to the labouring cla.s, and 
assuming that the labour of guidance and direction i .. although 
different in kind. in no way worthy of grmler r .... ard than .he 
manual labour. "ithout which it ... ould be ... nhless, .. vours 
of eccentricity; and "hat the British rich man luna is 
eccentricity. 

0", capitalists amass fortunes, in some perhaps undesirable 
manufacturing district, or perhaps in diswu India, and ulti-
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mately drift to London, to live in luxury, and to aid in keeping 
up the weary mill·round of frivolity and selfishness, which in 
Great Britain passes for a life of social independence, ease, and 
happiness. There are in London thousands of Rouses, at rents 
of £300, .£500, ,£1000 a year, or more; and when one tra.
verses miles covered with the dwellings of the rich, and not a 
single poor man's abode apparently within reach, OBe percei,"es 
how far apart the social classes are, aDd what an enormous 
amount of the yearly toil of tbe working classes goes for the 
support 'of the idle rich, who live in magnificent mansions, 
whilst they remain miserably lodged and fed. Palaces for the 
rich is our British method, but no palaces of labour for the poor. 
Instead of Familist~res there are-I use Miss Ellice Hopkins' 
words-" extensive districts in London, Liverpool, and all our 
large towns, where our people are living in little more than half 
the area of ground required for a corpse, and which could be 
claimed for them if they were dead, in tenements whiclh are 
the graves of all decency and chastity."" 

But now let us estimate in a rough way how much labour 
of other people each rich man absorbs year by year according 
to the income that he spends. Professor Leone Levi estl· 
mates that the average wage of. n mall in this country is 24S. a 
week, while that of a woma!). is much. less. Let us, however, 
put it at "ss., which amounts to nearly £65 a year, and behold 
we find that fifteen persons are labouring for every £1000 
spent per annum by the rich man on his domestic living. But 
an income of £1000 is a very sm111 one in the West End 
of London. £5000 might be an average, and £5000 means 
no less than the entire labour for a year of seventy jive persons 
absorbed by ODe man and his famiiy. 

This calculation may seem strange to a reader who does 
not understand the intricacies of our economic system, but it is 
no exaggeration, and let us not think that the idle rich man 
gives any adequate return for the poor man's labour. We 
have undoubtedly some legislators and rich men who are work· 
ing for the general good, and Iltese repay in ki .. d the poor 
man's labour; for they give to society per.;onal exertion, the 
work of the brain in the sweat of the brow. But the British 
estimate of all such labour as compared with the manual labour 
of the poorer classes differs essentially frdn. Monsieur Godinas 
The British view is this. All labour Ihat is intellectual or 
highly responsible and truslworthy, deserves at all. times . 

• • , Social Wreckage, II Cqnlemporary Revlnv, July, 1883. 
S 
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reward of greater happiness than the simplest and most Don· 
intellectual Iauour. Observe, however, it is the intellectual and 
trustworthy themselves who are the zealous upholder. 0/ rhi. 
opinion. It sways, in fact, a society in which the olMrl, I 
meaD the unintellectual poor, are obscure aDII dumb, and 
judged of in their ab",nce. Is this opinion, then, to be tru.ted? 
Is it the unbiassed outcome of the civilized intellect in union 
with the moral sentiments appropriate to our epoch? An 
evolutionist must unhesitatingly answer flO. The delicate su .. 
ceptibility to quantitative relation., the moral sense of justice 
which pulsates in an embryonic state within humanity, bill 
which .. ill by.and·by expand and strengthen, till it breathes in 
vigorous maturity, and dominates the feelings of mankiDd
that infant virtue will shrink, tum from, and ntterly repudiate 
tbe opinion. 

Jnstice fuls. that the c1od·hopper working heartily for an 
hour at digging potatoes, is as much deserving of happiness, a. 
the philosopher, who for an hour strains every nerve to solve 
a problem in social phenomena. Justice SUI that" all pro
gress, all diminution of misery and increase of happines., is in 
direct proportion to the utilization of the various sorts of 
capital-physical. intellectual, and moral-land, money, muscles, 
brains, hearts, which we pas ..... ". Our philosopher's work 
is intellectual-M supplies us with brain power. Our clod
hopper's work is muscular-M supplies us .. ith material force. 
Both are alike necessary to progre .. , therefore society ought 
Dot to mete out to one a share of happiness represented 
by pounds, to the other a share of happine55 repre"""ted by 
pence, in return for one hour of conscientious hearty work 
according to the ability of each. 

Nature, to be sure, has endowed the one with a high order 
of capacity, and the other with a low order of capacity, and 
their enjoyment also is of a different order. The philooopher 
cares for "intellectual ambrosia," ... hilst the c1od·hop"", thlOks 
his beer and porridge quite as nice! But there is no reason 
why society should increase these inequalitia. Its nobler 
mission is to reward with impartial justice and ICrUpnlous 
equality the labour of all men ... bicn is conducive to !be 

. ..ge!leraJ well·being. -

.... Again, !be wealthy merchant'. time.is spoken of as ""ery 
~Uahle: !be operative's is treated as of comparatively insig-

. ··'The ~biIitics of liabelid;" v ....... Lee, C-U",I"iUJf 
- ~. May, J~J. 
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mficant value. The latter for his ten or twelve hours of 
labour earns the average wage of twenty-four shillings a week
The former for Ais three or four hours of daily work often 
reaps, and always considers himself entitled to reap, a far 
higher rewani, and this sentiment is in a great measure the 
cause of the frequent failure of co-operative production schemes 
in this country. The leaders want 1ftore pay than the melL 
Monsieur Godin required a fair return for .the use of his 
capital But the \"alue of the time he spent in the directing 
and guiding of operatives and in the exercise of his scientific 
faculty (through execution of the high order of work which 
suited his personal capacity) was computed by him in accord
ance with a dictum of unselfish ju.stice. His action has been 
to apply the profits of associated work for the equal benefit of 
a/l the associated workers. 

The sentiment w\lich controls the action of ordinary men, 
which tends to unequal distribution of wealth, and which I 
have been engaged in examining, has had its distinct use in 
evolution. But just as, in Chapter lX., I showed th~t the 
sentiment of jealousy had in the past aided in evolving con
stancy, and yet, in its essential nature, is thoroughly anti-social, 
therefore destined to disappear; so we have here a transitory 
form of human thought, a mood of human feeling, certain 
to give way and be submerged, as the gradual upheaval 
of humanity takes place from the lower level to the nobler 
elevation, the purer atmosphere of a region where reason domi
nates and social morality sways the daily conduct of mankind. 

And DOW the subject-matter of this chapter is easily 
summed up. Enthusiastic philanthropy is doomed to disap
pointment if its hopes of remedy for all the great evils of 
society are placed in acts of Parliament, State interference, 
and State superintendence. "The people," says Mr. Herbert 
Spencer, .. will be morally injured by the State doing things 
for them instead of leaving them to do things for themselves. 
In proportion as the members (of a nation) are little helped 
by extraneous power they will become self-helping, and in 
proportion as they are much helped they will become helpless. 
And this helplessness shows itself in a retardation of all social' 
growths requiring self-confidence in the people-in a timi i.I¥-
that fears all difficulties not before encoundored-in a gllJ.., 
less contentment with things as they are." . If my . e.-t'liI'\ll. 1 
stirring within him the great soul of our future cial lif~ 
a pure, unselfish public spirit-let him beware f ~el~6!.\. 
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nay, let him aid in the creation of fresh vigorous fonns of 
social institutions-institutions based on equality and freedom, 
capable of spontaneous growth, of untrammelled development 
from within. If he do this, then, by certain laws of evolution, 
as sure in their action as the law of gravitation, he will aid the 
elevation of humanity through growth of moral sentiment; tor, 
as Mr. Mill truly says, .. The only school of genuine moral 
sentiment i. society between equal .. " 
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CHAPTER XV. 

HOME, SWEET ROMEI 

U Two (aces o'er a cradle bent: 
Two hands above the head were locked ; 
These pressed each other while they rocked ; 
Those watched a life which love had sent. 

o solemn hour J 
o hidden power I 

U Two parents by the eVening fire: 
The red light fell about their knees, 

. On heads that rose by slow degrees 
Like buds upon the lily spire. 

o patient lire I 
o tender strife! 

II The two still sat together there, 
The red light shone about their knees ; 
But aU the beads by slow degrees 
Had gone and left that lonely pair. 

o voyage fast I 
o vanished pnst I " 

GEORGE ELIOT. 

To the ordinary British mind there is no more sacred institu
tion than that of home. We are proud of our domestic life, and 
ideally we worship' the British home for its purity, privacy, and 
peace; its comfort, respectability, and independence; its vener
able name and nature. J ohu Bull is not a sentimental fellow, 
yet his eyes will fill with tender tears as he listens to the 
melody of" Home, sweet home! there is no place like home. Ii 
Valued friends have said to me, "Take care how you approach 
with cruel criticism our noble conception' of the home; JJ and 
my own life has its far-off memories of a happy childhood's 
home, that would alone suffice to guard me from all hasty and 
ftippant treatment of this hallowed subject I am brought to 
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it, nevertheless, in the course of my examination of our social 
condition, and although the ground I tread i. holy, I can but 
advance, since I hold intellectually the firm conviction that 
rational argument will never injure truth, but, on the contrary, 
it will weaken error and strengthen truth. 

The necessary elements of an ideal home are a father and 
mother of sound constitution and domestic habit>, a large 
family of brothers and sisters affording companion'hip to one 
another, and wealth enough for comfortable or luxuriou. 
maintenance, abundant recreation, occasional travel, and the 
exercise of hospitality. Where these conditions exist, and, a!IJ 
age permits, the young inmate. are launched into active life 
with suitable careers, these homes are sending forth the right 
material for repairing the waste of British life, and building up 
the nation. But alas for the home itself ax the years roll on ! 
If daughters marty its brightness becomes over.lvldowed. The 
rooms are emptied one by one, until at last out of tlvlt merry 
group of brothers and sisters perhaps but one remains to 
minister in the desolation of lonelines. to parents whose infir
mities of age give them a peculiar claim upon the tendern",. 
and love of all their adult children. Observe, the typical 
British home makes no systematic provi.sion for the solace of 
old age. It leaves that to haphazard; and although the 
genuine John Bull would scorn ideally to neglect his aged 
parents, the actual fact is, that in the hurty and bustle of life, 
he gives them but a few fragments of his time, and a faint 
fraction of bis tenderness; and they too often pine and 
languish for the daily presence of the being. on whom their 
lifes best affection. have been centred. Even this ideal British 
home, then, is unstable and imperfect. It wls in respect of 
a paramount duty of life', 'viz. the duty incumbent upon the 
generation that is in its prime, to console, .upport, and cherish 
to the utmost the generation that is tottering on the brink of 
the grave. 

But, turning from the ideal to the r~, let us consider for a 
moment .. hat proportion of the actual British homes make any 
approach to this ideal which we have described. . Mr • .Bright, 
in bis Rdorial address at Glasgow,· stated that in that wealthy 
city no less than H forty-one of every bunmw families live in 
a single room, and that beyond these forty-one, thlrty-seven 
families out of every hundred live in two rooms." More than 
t.o-tbirds, then, of the British families in oar IIonrishing 

• Ddiwr<d iD -ell, ISS}. 
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Glasgow are without such necessary elements for comfortable 
Jiving as space and air. We may safely surmise that to them 
home is not the abode of purity and peace. 

Dr. Anderson, in his report to the Police Commissioners 
of Dundee on the ravages of fever, states that there are in 
Dundee 8620 houses of only one room each, in which there is 
a population of 23,670 persons, and 16,187 houses of two rooms, 
int,! which are crowded 74,374 men, women, and children. 
Among the population living in one or two rooms, 183 persons 
per 10,000 were attacked by fever, and rather more than 16 
per 10,000 died during the year 1882. The" Bitter Cry of 
Outcast London" was sent forth to proclaim the abject con
dition of the homes of the poor, and the cry was re-echoed 
from Liverpool, Edinburgh, and other large cities. Family 
life in the dwellings there described is impossible upon lines 
that answer to any worthy ideal of a home; and the facts 
compel us to recognize that in outward conditions and inward 
sentiment a change is taking place, which indicates the approach 
of, and the necessity for, a nl!1Q social order. 

In the year 1878 the Committee of the American Social 
Science Association meeting at Cincinnati prepared a paper 
descriptive of the rapid and startling changes brought about in 
the United States, since the commencement of this century, by 
the use of labour-saving machinery. What is said there in 
reference to home life I shall transcribe. " Not long ago the 
farm found constant employment for all the sons of the farm, 
and many of the children of the city. Now, the farm furnishes 
employment for but a very small number of its sons, and that 
for a very few weeks or months at most in the year, and for 
the rest work must be had in the cities and towns, or not at all. 
In the time of our mothers, they, with all their daughters, had 
an abundance of employment in their homes. Throughout 
our country every farmhouse possessed its looms and spinning
wheels. From the sheep reared on the farm was the wool 
taken and carded by our mothers ready for spinning ..•• The 
women-folk, day after day, week after week, month in, month 
out, for fully or more than one half of the year, were all con
stantly employed in c.arding, in spinning, and in weaving t'lie 
woollen an" linen cloths that clothed the f.,mily, or were traded 
at the store for tea or coHee and sugar. Irl he household music 
of that time was the hum of the spinning-wheel, the steady 
flow of the tones of the Hax-wheel, the rattle of the shuttle. 
These operations were in constant pro/{ress in all the farm-
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houces, and a very large portion o( the town house.; and the 
never-en<1ing labour of our grandmothers must not be (orgotten, 
who with nimble needle knit our stockings or mitten.. The 
knitting.needle was in a.. constant playas their tongues, .. hoo. 
music ceased only under the power o( sleep. All, (rom the 
youngest to the olclest, were abllndantly employed, and all 
decently clothed. Now all this is changed. Throughout the 
length and breadth o( oar land the hand-card, the spinning. 
wheel, and the hand·loom are to be found only as articles 
without use, kept as curiosities of a pase age. The occupation 
of our grandmothers also is gone; no more does the knitting· 
needle keep time to Ihe music of their tongues, for the knittiDg· 
machine in the hands of one little girf will do more work than 
fifty grandmothers. The consequence is, there is no more work 
at home for our farmers' daughters; they also mu.t seek the 
towns and cities, where they find their sisters equally idle, and 
in thousands are found upon the streets, spinning yarn or 
weaviDg webs, the warp of which is DOt of woo~ Deither is the 
woof of IlDeD. In conclusion, labour·saving machinery It .. 
broken up and destroyed our 1IIM« s)'Skm o( household anti 
family manufactares as done by our mothers, when all took 
part in the labour and shared in the product to the comfort 
of al~ aDd has compelled the daughters of our country and 
tOWDS to factory operations for ten or twelve hours a day in 
the manufacture of cloth they may not wear, or to the city to 
ply their needles lor eighteen or twenty hour. a day in hunger 
and cold, or to the street in thousands ,plDning yams and 
... eaving webs that become theu- shrouds. H 

Now, a somewhat Slmilar change to that here described 
must have occurred in the past history of our race; and the 
conception of MIfU, that (fie. vaguely in the inlt:lIect, and 
embues the emotions of the British people, reflects a /tJr11td 

socia1 condition, but neither poiDts to a/ulllr~ that is poaible, 
nor to the prtsent domestic state of the great rna. .. of our over· 
cruwded population. In these old times, doubtless, the life 
was a poor one, even at its hesL Redundant numbers were 
continually swept off by famine, pestilence, war. But JOciaI 
conditions weire more favourable to the union of 5DrvjyOfS than 
no.... No facilities for migratmg existed, "lIbd sisters and 
brothers, for the most part, lived and died side by side, .hil" 
the famIly sentiment was, on the whole, strong and enduring. 

The parenl-stock from wbieh sprang Thoma. Car!yle, was 
plaDted on a lillie farm where lather, mother, brothers, listers, 
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worked cheerfully together. Thomas drifted to the town, and 
soon attracted thither his brother John. Home life on the 
farm was ultimately dissolved-the units scattered. But in the 
private history now brought so fully before the'public, strength 
of kinship, warmth of filial and fraternal love, stand out as 
notable features characterizing this remarkable family. These 
features have excited wide observation, admiration, and cornw 
ment, which, I think, shows that the mind of the public has 
dmost ceased to look for strong and abiding love in kinship! 
Ardent family love, and personal devotion to family interests 
'1re not pr""inent in the unstable domestic groups around 
us; and since the actual presses upon and tends to dim our 
ideal, we have come to approve and even to reverence the 
family life that appears tola-ably united, although it is all but 
destitute of the appropriate sentiment-deep and ardent love, 
of kin. 

As regards the poor, then, rural life in the past was favour
able to the growth of the family sentiment; but town life, as 
at present ordered, is wholly unfavourable to that sentiment. 
Town life separates the domestic circle prematurely, whilst 
within the home it miserably circumscribes the pleasures and 
freedom of youth. There is thore no airy hay-field in which to 
hold merry-makings, and rustic festivals at harvest-home; there 
is tbe one room, or the two rooms only (spoken of by Mr. 
Bright), where children's gambols are an inconvenience, and 
the cramping limitations fret and irritate, till what results is 
anti-social bitterne!\s instead of pure domestic love. \Vhen 
factory life begins, brothers and sisters no longer consort. 
Companions of the factory or workshop are better known, and 
naturally are preferred. A girl has her lover. Can she bring 
him home? Alas! no. .. There is not room enough, and 
mother is too busy to care to see him." So the theatre or 
tavern becomes the nightly resort, and by-and-by a room is 
taken in a distant narrow street, and another scrcalled home 
established, where the girl-wife, ignorant of all domestic man
agement and work, scrnlls and scours to the best of her 
ability, but to the young husband seems ever in a muddle. 
Life goes on somehow, and in a few years thai room too..tis 
filled with children, whilst the parents, prematurely old, are 
bowed down with care and with a wei~ilt of almost joyless 
responsibilities. What wonder is there that every now and 

. then the public mind is startled, and the heart of the people 
tom by some horrible tragedy, such as the mental overthrow 
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of that unhappy labourer, who (as I write thi.) lies in prison 
for the murder of his five children? • 

But now, one question remains. We still have rural life for 
many of the poor. Are social conditions in the agricultural 
districts altogether favourable to the stability and purity of 
the British borne? In the Ni-uuenllt Cenfury magazine for 
October, 1883, the Rev. Dr. Jessop writes thus: .. The im
mediate future of our agricultural population seems to me to 
be gloomy. The rustics are not happy; they are .sullen, di .. 
contented, averse to labour; they are 00 the alert for any 
grievance, they are ready for any form of ro .. dyum ••• they 

. have lost all belief in kindlines. or disinterested motives; they 
disdain to submit to such restraints as religion has a tendency 
to impose. Hovels which the ragged est tramp would .hun 
, -•• hovels which the local board of any borough in the king. 
dom would condemn in a week as unfit for human habitations, 
are, in a thousand instances, the only places that our country 
people can Jay their heads in. There has been, or there is, a 
constant drain of the best men from the villages to tbe town .. 
Physically and morally a .teady deterioration in the quality of 
oor Arcadian swains has been and is going on. ••• hom the 
parish in- which I write, thirty-one soos of the soil have been 
enrolled as London policemen in thirty year.. What does 
that mean? It mean. that th ... young men, .. ho were the 
very pick of the parish, have been taken {rom us never to 
return. Why should they return? They will be fath""s of 
families elsewbere. ••. We retain the sediment-the vicious, 
the immoral, the sickly, the dissipated and profligate, the 
rough. who would have been poachers in the day. when 
poaching paid" t 

Passing from the lo .. er to a big-her social stratum, we must 
now glance at the average home hfe there. Poverty prevad., 
but in a new form, for there is no squalor. There are rooms 
enough within the dwelling, "hich is situated in a dari<, 
narrow street. It is closely surrounded by other d .. ellings 
... hose inmates strive to keep themselves concealed from neigh
bours, "hilst conscious of an irrepressible d",ire to spy upon, 
and take a kindly interest in the doings of neighbours. Gos5ip ..... 

• I releT to lbe case 01 \\illiam GoaJdwlnc. at "· .. hharmtow. U So 
JDOtive can be amigncd for the lerrible crime fhan that which a indicated 
by compbints that his wire bad ..., ......,. dDldreu. "-s.pc.mbeT, 1&,1, 
Couesf""d<-n. of the SaU..-, 

t u Clouds o.-eJ' A:«:::IAiy." the It'illduld.l Cm:i,,?, Oc:tobcr. 188J. 
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is disapproved, but gossip more or less is indulged in. In this 
home there is great refinement wbich daily struggles to express 
itself in an environment threatening its destruction. Purity 
and nicety of detail in all domestic arrangements are neces
saries of life, and when the cost of these is covered, there is 
no surplus income to expend on the thing of beauty which 
would be a joy for ever in tbat borne. The very children have 
an innate sense of beauty, causing them to long for pretty 
playthings, and in gazing at sbop windows they proffer prayers 
for this and that, whicb tbe poor motber sighs to refuse, yet 
dares not grant. 

Within the last few hundred years, tbe shops in all large 
cities have become a wide spbere of brilliant beauty for 
,",stbetic taste to revel in. Rare gems are no longer hidden 
away by Jews from public gaze, but in the open light of day 
attract to the jeweller's couoter. Lovely pictures flood the 
market, at prices that appear an insult to real art, rather than 
its due reward. And the china·ware and glass shops are filled 
with objects that are beautiful in form, and of true artistic 
value. To the rich all this seems gain. It proves rapid 
development in industrial. arts and national wealth. Great 
Britain can afford to apply a luge proportion of her capital to 
the production of the beautiful, and in doing so she educates 
public taste and ministers to happiness. Newspapers and 
public prints written for the wealthy, and of course reflecting 
the opinions of the wealthy, are embued with this sentiment. 
It is possible, however, to regard the question differently. We 
have tens of thousands of individuals amongst us, whose taste_. 
is already considerably educated whilst their pockets are empty: 
On every side the beautiful attracts them, but 3.dmiration is not 
the only emotion called forth. Their human nature is com
plex. It contains a sentiment of acquisitiveness or love of 
property which is apt, nay certain, to glow at the sight of 
the beautiful, that lies within the range of human possession. 
This sentiment we must remember is highly approved by public 
opinion. The lack of it is what we are constantly deploring 
in the thriftless pauper class; and the general mind is tolerably 
conscious of the fact, that to it we owe much of the energy 'IIld 
industrial progress of our race. We do not then wish to 
depress it unduly, nevertheless we bliltll.ly rejoice in social 
conditions that tend to the turning of this sentiment-love of 
property-into a source of depression, irritation, even acute 
iuffering. in the case of myriads of our fellow-<:ountrymen. 
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To an impecunious young man of taste, the sight 0( lovely 
things be may not prudently acquire, instigates to debt, or (reu 
the nature into morbid discontent. To the woman of refine
ment whose delicate organization thrills a response to every 
line of outward beauty, the joy of seeing lovely things is (right
fully impaired by contrast with sarroundings that are poor, 
bald, mean. Unless she bolds the master-key of money, and 
can embellish her home in accordance with her own pure 
taste, the :esthetic drawing-room 0( a more fortunate friend, 
the shops filled with /Jric-tUr1lC and oIJjeh de ,,"hi, are like the 
Dead Sea apple whicb tams to bitter asbes in the mouth. 
Dickens has given us a fancy picture of poverty with conte:lt· 
ment in his Tommy Traddles and bis young .. ife Sophy. 
" Wben it's fine," said Traddles, "and we go out for a walk in 
the evening, the streets abound witb enjoyment for UJ. We 
look into the glittering windows of tbe jewellers' sbops, and 
I sbow Sophy ",hicb of the diamond-eyed serpents coiled up 
on white sarin rising ground! I would give bet if J could 
afford it; and Sopby shows me which of the gold watches 
she ... ould buy for me if SN could afford it; and we pick out 
the spoons and forks. fish-slices, botter-knives, and lugar-tonJ!!! 
we should both prefer if we could both afford it; and real& 
.,. gu tl1J/~ as if "'" Nzd gt1ll11n1 I" 

Traddles and Sophy, however, ase in tbe heyday of yoang 
love. and Dickens's creations are not altogether the 6eth and 
blood human beings of oar everyday experience. No! humanity 
is not truly repre;ented there, and if in judging of thi. malter 
we extend ouSYiew until it embraces every social class, the poor 
0( every grade as well as the rich, we must, I think, perceive 
that the amazingly rapid growth in national prO<!uction of 
tJijds de hue does fIi1t minister to narionaI happin""" in any 
broad sense, bat only to the bappiD~ 0( the few. We are 
bound to pot into the scale, the painful emotions engendered, 
the Iongiog desires, the envy, the discontent; and without 
reference to banher results in malice or cnme, we find, since 
the poor ase far ..ore _1IIertJIU than the rich, that the balance 
descend. upon the wrong side-not bappines5, bat pain, is so 
far the national result. 

To return to the horne in .. hich poverty aDil're6nement ase 
in close alliance The children ase educated at day schools, 
.. here they mingle with aU son. and conditions 0( boyJ and 
girls, and their young ideas take .hape in a mental environ
ment 0( which the parents know literally 1IOIbing. A Rigas 
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phrase will startle them and be corrected superficially, but the 
coarse thought it covered sinks into the boyish mind, lies 
undetected there, and germinates to undermine in manhood 
the delicate refinement oi the inherited nature. The parents 
would willingly know all their children's friends, but to keep 
open table is expensive, and would entail domestic service 
beyond their means, so only a favourite companion is brought 
in now and then, and the range of her children's Ceelings, as 
well as thoughts, passes from the mother's ken. A girl of ten 
is asked in holiday-time to visit a companion whose home is in 
the country. Fresh air for the child who droops in summer in 
the town, cocntry needoll)., keen enjoyment, these advantages 
are great. Consent is given, although not one member of the 
group she enters is known to her parents, and the social forces 
dominant there may counteract the moral teaching they have, 
striven to impart. The boys of the family are literally let loose 
upon the public. I mean-as there is no billiard-table at 
home, no lawn-tennis ground, no smoking-room, they cater 
for amusemeat elsewhere, and in my chapter upon youth I 
have sufficiently described the life that is led. Its dangers and 
drawbacks could scarcely be exaggerated, and the profound 
anxiety that tender mothers Ceel is a deplorable source of 
suffering. Yet no n1other, whose home is in a town, can 
possibly escape this anxiety, so long as social life is what it is, 
and the constitution of the British family retains its present 
form. 

Nor is sutTering mitigated when sons depart one after 
another to begin the individual industrial career. One goes 
to London. where the temptations of city life are greater still, 
and a solitary lodging i. the poor snbsbtute for home. Others 
to New York, China, India, AustmJia. Backwoods or diggings, 
or a rough peasant's life in some wood shanty planted in the 
solitary pampas, are the alternatives to youths pushed far afield 
by social pressure and industrial competition in the over
crowded laud that gave them birth. Ar.d daughters too, move 
on. The home even for them is no abiding-place_ Do they 
marry? Alas! no. The young men they could love are far 
away, and marriage everywhere brings such expense, resPQIlsi
bilities, and cares, that contrary to her theory, the mother's 
heart rejoices over Jives predestined to tll mulcted or mutilated 
in the tender ties that give completeness, roununess, happiness 
to womanhood. 

Two of the girls are exceptionally intellectual, but since 
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strict economy has to be practised, no suil1ble sphere save 
tuition is open to them. One passes through a normal school 
curriculum j takes many prizes; and in a few yean is selden 
for life in a village in the north of Scotland. A tiny cotta~e 
attached to the "chool is her home. She hag no society, for 
the villagers are uncultured. She pines for mother and friend., 
but can only write to them affectionately f visit them once a 
year, and for the rest plod on as best she mly. The other 
scholar of the family has great musical as well as intellectu"1 
talent. The stage would be her natural sphere, but the stage 
is so surrounded by danger. to youth, that nothin~ would 
induce her tender parents to make dramatic art her calling. 
She goes as private governess to Russia, ~s society, and 
mixes in a wholly different world from that of her sisters, with 
whom her correspondence becomes lax, indifferent, almost 
colJ. How can it be otherwise? Sh.e has become an 
accomplished woman of the world, but the literature she 
delights in, the people she meets, are alike unknown to her 
family at home. 

One sister there has entered a shop; millinery is her daily 
ol"-cupation. Her fingers are agile, but her bnin i5 not active. 
Her mental conceptions deal only with the ordinary doings of 
her neighbours, and kindly gossip i. the main inter .. t of her 
life. She is affection"te and good to the poor parent', now 
left almost desolate in the old dwelling. One daughter only 
with them stil~ but not one son. The d,u.,hter, feeble in 
health, has little spring of youth within her. A narrow life, the 
want of breezy freshness in ber home, will, the d .. pondency 
of old age overshadowing it, tell upon the nerves and spiritl, 
and at the early age of thirty. she is practicaliya .. reck-s .. eet, 
gentle, devout, tv.t sickly in body and mind. 

The trio are a!1noally transplanted for a month to seaside 
quarters; the daughters at a di...unce seDd money (or this 
purpose.. But tbe variety in their mon(Jtonou1 life bas come 
too late for pure enjoymenL In summer the re;tl ... spints of 
this restless age are all abroad. The whole world travels. A 
little rise of wages occurs in the irOD trade, immediately the 
operatives rush off to the coast. With money in their pockets. 
monotony and smoke become intolerable; "tdey must have 
change at any cosL A servant in the milIhnds gets a ten 
days' holiday. Regardless of thnft, she cheerful,y .pends two 
of these precious days in rra,·elling. and a third of her year. 
earnings, for the pleasure of YisltUlg Sco~od, of which she has 
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heard her master or mistress frequently speak. The wave of 
general movement is at its height 1n August, and it is not sur~ 
prising that the thoughtless poor are caught upon its crest and 
whirl about in the mads/rom. This expansion in traffic, how~ 
ever, is not satisfactorily provided for by railway companies. 
Chea.p trips, excursion trains, etc., are organized hastily, and 
bustle, confusion, noise, and wear and tear of nerve at stations, 
the overcrowding everywhere, makes travelling to the aged too 
great an effort and toil Our trio emerging once a year from 
still life in a familiar groove, are shaken out of all composure 
by a railway journey, and when they reach their destination, 
chosen because some sixty years ago it was a rural retreat of 
charming simplicity and quiet, behold, it too is transformed. 
It is a bustling, thriving, vulgarized watering~place, where, 
roaming on the sea·beach, may be seen company as gaily 
dressed as on a city promenade. 

In Great Britain it is difficult indeed to find a ha,'", of 
rifuge for the old, or to place around them in winter and 
S\1mmer those varied conditions of life which are essential to 
health in the years of declining strength, when life's active 
work is approaching the ciose. The great Mrs. Somerville 
maintained health of body' aDd mind to the last; but she 
forsook her native land a~d made Italy her home. At the 
advanced age of eighty·one she found solace in grief (the 
grief of Mr. Somerville's death) in writing a new book on 
Microscopic Science. The undertaking was a great one, but, 
"instead" (she says) "of being discouraged by it>. magnitude, 
I seenled to have resumed the perseverance and energy of my 
youth, and began to write with courage, though 1 did not 
think I should live to finish even the sketch I had made." 
She completed this work, however, and lived on to the age of 
ninety-two, when" her pure spirit passed away so gently that 
those around her scarcely perceived when she left them. It 
was the beautiful and painless close of a noble and happy life." 
The same witness, her daughter, writes ;"'. My mother's old age 
was a thoroughly happy ODe. She often said th1t not even in 
tl,e joyous spring of life had she been more truly happy. 
Serene and cheerful, full of life and activity as far as physi<;lll 
strength permitted-to the last her intellect remained perfectly 
unclouded; her affection for those she lof<.d, and her sympathy 
for allliviog beings, as fervent as ever. ' .. . She always main· 
tained her habit of study. . . . Mathematics delightet! and 
amused her to the end. Her last occupatioqs, continued to 
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the actual day of her death, were the revision and completion 
of a treatise on the .. Theory of Differences" and the study of 
a book on " QuatemioDs." • 

Now, my reader may regard this sketch of Mrs. Somerville'. 
history as a wide divergence from my subject-the British 
home-and fail to see that I can base any argument concemin~ 
the latter upon personal facts relating to a woman so iIIustriou. 
and exceptional. I admit that such minds as hers are rare, 
but all minds, even the most commonplace, are immemlel)" 
in8uenced by surroundings up to the last moment of existence; 
and whilst Mrs. Somerville had in old age an environment 
favourable to happy contentment, and healthful mental activity, 
and was usefully productive to the end of life, I maintain that 
amongst us the great majority of aged ones have on the con
trary an environment that promotes sadDest, tends to the 
relaxing not the bracing of bodily and mental powers, and i. in 
every way unfavouraille to healthful life. The happy activity 
of old age is, in each generatioD, eminently desirabJe for 
naliDIUII uvIfQ'~ We suffer, I am convincetl. an enorm01lt 
national loss by premature suppression of a vitality, which (if I 
may so express it) bears within its bosom, a ... ide knowledge, 
and an intimate experience of life. 

Mrs. Somerville's hfe was sustained by all the natural tie. 
which DOrmal humanity requires, and consciou.ly or u .... 
consciously craves. She had a devoted husband, ... ith nature 
akin to her own, whose society was freely bestowed upon her 
up to the hour of his deatb. She had the companionship of 
daughters .. ho lived at her side till sbe passed peacefully a ... ay. 
She had a large circle of intellectual friend., with whom .he 
held converse upon a platform of mental equality. She had 
iD sunDY I taly the warmth that old age require!. She had 
variety, the freqnent change of air and scene tbat keepo the 
mind vigorouo; and this without the hurry, bu.t1e, aDd nerve 
exhaDstion which travelling in Great BOllin commonly entail .. 
From Venice, she writes to hel" SOD: "ThiJ place .oiIs .... to 
the life, constant air and DO fatig1Je; I Dever once have had a 
headache." ADd in another letter, g This place is .ell lUited 
for old people, who require air without fatigue.' t Alas l bow 
many of our \OWtHlwellers a! the age of .... '" can obtain air 
";tboot fatigue? .. Nay." says my reader, .. gondolas of 

••• P........J R_ 01 Katy SomerrilJe, • byloer daach .... 
t Ibid, P. 259-
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course are out of reach, but there are private carriages." 
And what are they amongst so many? and who drive in them? 
Often the young women of fashionable society whose health 
would be vastly improved were they Obliged to walk I Many 
young men, to be sure, succeed in mercantile or professional 
life, and straight proclaim it to the world by setting IIp <as 
the phrase goes) their carriage. But it is the wives and 
children, not the aged parents, as a rule, who benefit thereby. 
These sit co'ltented (the world supposes) all day long in 
easy chairs at a desolate hearth, -and are compelled (unlike 
Mrs. Somerville) to narrow their mental as well as physical 
range. 

To return to my typical British family. Several of the sons 
lie in distant graves, and the thought of death-beds unsoothed 
by the love of mother or sisters makes the hearts of the aged 
parents ache. But two of the number attain what the world 
reckons enviable success. They make considerable fortunes 
and return ""me to marry and settle in London; for observe, 
/uvne to them now, means simply their native country, without 
reference to aged parents and the dwelling of their childhood. 
Filial and fraternal love have no warmer colour than what 
prompts to the gilt of a little Ploney now and then if required. 
The tender chords of affection that bound them in childhood 
are broken and silent, and if an emotional life is to be re~ 
a wakened in beings who have had no domestic relations for 
many years, perhaps the forming of new ties is a wiser course 
than seeking to reunite ties that have been severed. 

The daughters, however, with the pure idealism of woman
hood make the experiment. When the parents are dead and 
they alone in the world, with the meagre capit'" that steady 
toil has enabled them to accumulate, they resolve to live 
together. Alas, the power to do so happily has passed away. 
They jax and irritate one another, and the home is full of 
discords, not of narmony. Shall we call these sisters unnatural, 
and blame them? By uo means, for the whole phenomena are 
pre-eminently natural. Social units buffeted by adverse forces 
become misshapen or deformed, and when that process has 
been completed, to adopt a life that requires the weldin§! of 
these units into solidarity is to demand of humanity what is 
directly opposed to nature. The sisters ""arate again, for their 
dream of family life Ij.Ild a restful home after the struggle for -
existence W3.S over, has proved a mockery and delusion. 
Sadly each one pursues a solitary path, feeling utterly forlorn, 

T 
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although closely surrounded by a race that daily boasts of its 
venerable institution, the British HOlM. 

And now in reference to our highest social stratum, I draw 
my picture of domestic life there, from Mr. Escott's work on 
England, and quote his words. .. The domestic life of England 
has undergone a complete metamorphosis. For the nation i. 
only an aggregate of households. Modern society ill possessed 
by a nomadic spirit, which ill the sure destroyer of all home 
ties. The English aristocracy pass their existence in a 
perpetual round of visits. They lIit from mansion to mansion 
during the country-house season; they know no peace during 
the London season. They seldom endure the tranquillity of their 
own homes in the provinces (or more than a month at a time, 
and then they temper their rural solitude, by a sucr-es.ion of 
visitors from the great city. Existence for the (a.hionable and 
the wealthy, is thus one unending whirl of excitement, ad
mitting small opportunity for the cultivation o( the domestic 
affections, no time for reftection, or the formation of those 
virtues which depend upon occasional intervals o( thought and 
seclusion." - And again, " The influences of the time arc not 
favourable to domesticity, and in our progreso towards cosmo
politanism, the taste for the family life which was once supposed 
to he the special characteristic o( England, has to a great 
extent been losL The claims o( society have continually 
acquired precedence of the duties of home.· 

Assuredly it cannot be denied, that the whole tendency 
of modern industrial life, of modern society, and of modern 
philosophy, is towards a weakening of family relations, .. It i. 
not, that there will not he in the future," says a thoughtful 
evolutionist, .. as in the past, a prevalent disposition to form 
strong attachments within the family group. But, the mere 
fact o( heing children of the same parents ",ill not be held 
as sufficient ground (or life-long intimacy and favouritism. 
• Behold thy mother and thy brethren stand without desiring 
to speak with thee: said some one to J CSUS: But he an ... ered 
and said onto them that told him, • Who .. my mother? and 
who are my brethren?' And he stretched iort~ his hand 
towards his disciples and said, • Behold my mother, and my 
brethren! For whosoever shall do the will .,,, my Father who 
is in beaven, the same is my brother and lister aDd mother.' 
This is," says the evolutionist, .. an ~ statement of the 

... Eogbod, its People, Polity, aad Punai .. ," T. H. S. EKott, YO!. 
ii. pp. 9 aDd J 3-
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frame of mind of the man who is religious in the best sense, 
whose every thought is subordinated to the welfare of the 
sentient beings by whom he is surrounded. ' What to me,' he 
virtually asks,' are the accidents of birth? . If any men and 
women are by preference my brothers and sisters, they are 
those who manifest most brotherly and sisterly feeling for other 
men and women.' . . . Love of kin as such has had its day. 
As a step towards a wider and more spontaneous sympathY it 
has been useful, even necessary. But the family h.... now 
ceased to be the social unit. The sceptre is fast falling from 
the hands of paterfamilias, and it needs no Daniel to read the 
writing on the wall which pronounces the doom of the primal 
despotism." • 

Disintegration is the process that unconscious evolution is 
year by year forwarding in the British family and home. And! 
unconscious evolution is, as I have already pointed out, a vast 
force, impossible for man under present conditions to control 
He must conform to the general drift 'Of the onward stream. 
But he may nevertheless voluntarily contribute new forces to 
that stream, forces that will annul or counteract many of the 
evils that prevail If the contracted sentiment of love of kin 
has had its day, there are new emotions ready to take its place, 
so soon as man destroys the barriers that restrain these Dew 
emotions, and prepares for the life that is to come. 

U The wine of life is on the lees," sang our great old poet 
with a melancholy ring. But, U New wine in new bottles.," is 
the true theme of inspiratiQD for our nineteenth-century singers. 
Let us turn to face the future rather than the past. Let us 
renounce old ideals that are incomplete or false, and openly 
condemn the system which leaves cultured minds to stagnate I 

in solitude, and tender hearts to be bruised and broken in a 
world teeming with life. Family home life never was, never 
can be, a perfect or ideal life. Frailty characterizes it. 
l'railty belongs to it as a nece .. ary defect. It is venerahle, 
and, like all institutions of the p,.t, has played its part in 
evolution; but it is DO longer adapted to the present environ
ment, and moreover in its actual fann it is incapable of 
adaptation. '.J 

By emigration alone may the British race still approach its 
ideal of the good old family life. In II new country sparsely 
populated a large family group may co·operate and keep 
together, although employed in various industriest provided 

• D .• in NaiiomU Rljormer. No. Ill). 
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there is sufficient capital for maintenance until the group i. 
firmly established In Great Britain itself no such life i. 
possible. Have we then reason to look back regretfully, and 
mourn continuously the good old days that are gone? Says 
Mr. Holyoake : - .. Let unthinking and unknowing people who 
talk of the good old days which are gone, understand that 
there never were velY good days for the poor. There has 
always been a golden age for opulence, but no age save a 
desolate one for indigence." Yes, the burden of redundant 
numbers has in evelY age brought sorrow to the poor. When 
they migrated less, they had to suffer the shocking a1ternabve 
of a higher death-rate, and a shorter life. 1be golden age 
that will embrace all, lies before us, cot behind; and a devout 
reverence for human happiness must constrain U5, sooner or 
later, to abjure our reverence for the venerable but un.table 
and sadly defective domestic institution-lhe is.lald Family 
Home. 

• In his II HiltOJ)' of Co--operatjOll." .0). i. p. u. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

THE EXPANSION OF OUR. DOMESTIC SYSTEM. 

U Home must be a sanctuary of exhilarating enjoyments, as well as an 
ahode of peace. Tbe labours of every day must be relieved by thel 
constant return of tranquil pleasures, and heartfelt deligbts."-lsAAC 
TAYLOR. 

THE importance of possessinE true ideals is little understood 
by the majority of mankind. The British are intensely 
practical As a rule they have no patience with a theorist or 
.peculator (unless his speculation be one of money.ma!>ing), 
and to have new views UpOll any subject that is important 
is regarded as sometimes dangerous, and always eminently 
unpractical. Since the commencement of the industrial epoch 
our marvellous success in the creation of wealth has resulted 
in the steady, rapid growth of population, producing in the 
lower classes an unceasmg struggle for existence; in the 
higher a mental restlessness, a constant emulation in 
the spending, if not the making of money. These conditions 
have created outwardly a social atmosphere of hurry, bustle, 
confusion, and inwardly a love of action for its own sake, 
which predudes the calm, deliberate forming of noble ideals, 
or pushes them aside for some practical outcome inspired by 
exp,dimcy alone. When in isolated cases doubts and vague 
suspicions arise that things are not as they might and should 
be, two factors-the feal of Mrs. Grundy, and the outward and 
inward clamour for action-stifle the doubt 

" They dare not, one man out of len. 
To think their thought thoroughbr out; 
The practical 1;l1ucks at their siebe, 
ADd they'r~ fnghtened to shock and to grieve."· 

• H Hilda among the Broken Gods," Walter C. Smith, D.D. 
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Nevertheless, speculation is nece.sary. Ideal. are of the 
ntmost signification, and our first step towards the thorough 
reform of our domestic system is, that in the minds of a con
siderable number of individuals there should shape it""lf a 
conception of home life, difft-rent from and superior 10 the 
home life that is everywhere around them. The conception 
must be at lirst purely ideal, but as it strengthens, tentative 
efforts will be put forth to real ire it again and again, until at 
length the noble ideal is practically attained. If action, 
however, precedes the full development of the mental con
ception, and the thirst to be practical hurries lOCiety into 
premature efforts, the tide of refonn will be caused to ebb 
rather than flow. 

Domestic relations and individual home life form, as 
touching happiness, the most vital spot of Humanity, and in 
initiating refonn here, evolution must pa •• from the purely 
reflex, automatic stage into a conscious state, in which 
reason and elevated moral sentiment are bound to play a 
conspicuous part. The fonnation of a superior domestic and 
social system is like the weaving of a fabric of highly complex 
structure and exquisitely delicate quality. It can only be 
accomplished under certain conditions, and the primary con
dition is litness or adaptability of the raw material, out of which 
the superior structure must be elaborated; By raw material I 
mean, of course, in this case, the human nature to be welded 
into the social organism, the mental and moral ca1iin'e of the 
individuals destined to combine in close domestic union. The 
raw material chosen in Robert Owen', experiments was unfit, 
and how unfit we may gather from this one .igtJificant fact
a! Queenwood it was found that some of the members had not 
even read the community rules, and everywhere there had been 
grave infractions of these rules! In every well-ordered isolated 
home household rules are acted npon, although they attract no 
public attention, and are Dot necessarily read and adopted by 
the family. Parents arrange domestic malters to suit their ~n 
comfort and well-being.. Servants and children are trained to 
be cleanly, orderly, punctual a! meal., etc., and the rule of the 
house is followed without any written Iegi.hrive code. A few 
oral bi..,ts and the force of example are genera'lly sufficient in 
the simple primitive social organi>m of the family. 

But with a complex social organism of; say, twenty l'all!ilies 
combined, the position is entirely different. In order to secure 
happy individual xelatioDs and free interaction of the social 
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units without jar or discord, simple but clear and definite rules 
have to be thought out by some, and by all members have to 
be strictly observed. For instance, that no one shall enter the 
private room of another, except by special request; that no ODe 

shall smoke where it interferes with the comfort of others; 
that no one shall talk in a reading-room; that dirty boots in 
carpeted rooms are not permissible; that punctuality at the 
dinner hour and other set times is essential; and so on. Such 
matters in our present disorganized, loose, and shambling system 
of life appear to many individuals the merest trifles, not worth 
considering; but, in reality, they are extremely important, and. 
their significance will be understood-so soon as humanity 
perceives the true position of the order ".I domestie life, and 
exalts it to its right level as a Doble. invaluable art. 

"But," says my reader, "if such trifling matters as these 
have to be punctiliously attended to, where is the superior 
freedom that a superior life should accord?" I reply, the 
freedom lies in the banishment of useless etiquette. in boundless 
liberty to approach our fe1101v-creatures with confiding warmth, 
to enjoy with them intimate intercourse, and enter spontane~ 
ously and without reproach into every kindly social relation 
that is mutually pleasurable. It lies in the absence of all 
necessity for self-protectio". the serene enjoyment of a sphere 
where belligerent attitude is never called for, where no one 
trespasses on another's rights, and personal dignity needs no 
defence. It lies in power to spend one's hours of recreation 
in such pursuits as minister to pure taste and ::esthetic joys. 
U How so? " my reader asks; :lnd I reply, whereas in family 
life, individuals who are musical can only have music occasion~ 
ally at home, and now and then attend a public concert; in 
associated homes, the means for regular and frequent indulgence 
of all innocent and pure tastes would be universally provided. 

By the present system, twenty families of the genteel order 
have each a small parlour or dining-room and a small drawing
room, in all, forty sitting-lOoms. Yet the varied family group 
is confined to one of the:se two sitting-rooms, where the long 
winter evenings, spent in regular succession, are ext~emely 
mo.notonous and dull If chess is played, all must sit sile,\!; if 
piano and violin are played, whist must be relinquished by the 
elders, and lhe young man who love .. I eading must lay dowu 
his book. Unless all the members of the group have similar 
tastes, the liberty of some is neces>arily restricted; and if the 
environment of the home is a town, the young men seek. 
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pleasure outside (where and bow parentfJ knoW' not, ano 
scarcely dare inquire), whilst the sisters are left in posse •• ion 
of the domestic hearth, whose monotonoWl dulne.. dri\-es 
them to seek excitement in novel. and day-dreams that sadly 
enervate the men.tal powers. 

When the twenty families comhine, the forty small room. 
are exchanged for, perhaps, two large well-heated and ventilated 
but uncarpeted refectories, a music.room, an aJt..room, a 
smoking-room, a dancing-room, a chess and whist room, a 
library, a mechanic's room, some school-rooms,. and two 
nurseries--in all, perhaps twelve or fifteen fine rooms, furnL,hed 
comfortably if not luxuriously. Every member has a wide 
choice of where, how, and "ith whom be will spend hi. 
precious hour. of relaxation. By s.rict rule, each chamber i. 
devoted to a special purpose. Intrusion or mixture of occu· 
pation is not permitted Within each a small group of happy 
individnals is, under a law of natural selecllon-affinity of 
nature--harmoniously and pleasorably occupied lSo one i. 
cotopelled to talk who prefers to read or wrile; no one neco-I. 
check bis own desires to accommodate his neighbour. The 
home itself gives facilities for following the bent of every 
innocent inclination, and this freedom to spend our evenings 
just as we liKe is a great part of trw liberf;f in lifr. 

" But," says my reader. "yoo infer that all humanity is 
social and gay, and bright evening. spent in the cotopany ", 
others is "hat every indi,;dual long. for?" By no m'" "
There are, I am well a .. are, gentle, lonely sault W born , 
society is often oppressive, whose natures, cor. ia~ar. . 
responsive on the whple, need an ever·recum g sohtu" to 
breathe freely. Unless privacy and all : e nece.sar COD
ditions for solitary tbought and calm rellecuon can be oecured 
to every member, the unitary home wooW not be _bat I allCJt 
it will be--<l social organism superior 10 the f .. OIly in its 
power of promoting human happiness. Observe, there are 
two methods by wbich solitude can be secured and maintained. 
for eacb indiridual at the moments of desire. The sleeping. 
ch3lllbels may he furnished according to the conlinCDul 
system. In each is placed a writing·table, a &uch, an easy 
chair, with faalities for lighting a lire; and when the inmate 
chooses to be alone, be is there safe from aU intrusioD, and in 
the comfortable mrroundings neassary for study or hapPY' 
thoogbL If; however, in the 1J nitary Home the system of 
large dormitories has been adopted, some ter. or tweh'e SDJaIl 
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boudoirs are pro\'ided for purposes of solitary study, and by 
means of a small piece of mechanism placed at the door, 
whoever enters, desiring to be alone, can indicate to anyone 
approaching the door that the room is occupied, and his 
privacy will remain undisturbed. . 

.. But will there be no bold spirits eager to intrude and 
utterly indifferent to wishes so expressed?" In the open 
world there are undoubtedly plenty of social units ready to 
trespass on their neighbour's freedom in matters small and 
!(reat, and without one particle of the sweetest modern senti
ment of civilization-a jealous regard for the rights of others; 
but these will probably adhere by choice to the social system of 
the past, or if they enter into the new system, it will either 
adapt them gradually, or reject them as material unfit for a 
social organism whose healthy life depends upon delicate sensi
bilities, of which they, alas! are wholly destitute. An advanced 
social organism can only exist permanently by the exercise of 
advanced principles in a medium of advanced sentiment. If 
units wholly unfit intrude, they will in time become again 
extruded; or if they preponderate in the mass, the organism 
will disintegrate and ultimately break up. . 

We must not conclude, ho\\ever, that brilliant intellect is 
required for the superior life, and that individuals of ordinary 
mind have no capacity for an associated home. The general 
and particular rules devised in regard to the well-being of the 
community may be perfectly simple and clear. They will be 
carefully inculcated, all the children of the home will be trained 
to observe them, and should they be followed mechanically 
(that is, unintelligently), that aWl" would prove sufficient. It 
should never be forgotten that habits once formed are perfectly 
easy, and that good habits are quite as easy to follow as are 
bad habits, rather, I should say, easier; for good habits in 
good surroundings minister so directly to happiness that they 
suffer DO check, whilst bad habits cause discomfort to others, 
aDd bring to the perpetrator more or less of resistance and 
punishment. If my reader will carefully study the natural laws 
that lie at the basis of social life, he will discover, I think, that 
in the true order of nature all such unitary homes as 'lte 
destined to embrace family life, to supersede isolated homes 
and to survive into the distant future arcl ~ertain to be schools 
of good hahits, where new graces will be evolved for the adorn
ment of humanity, but where lhe frivolous rules of a senseless 
etiquette will as certainly have no existence. 
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In our present social state, the mingling of etiquette and bad 
habits is bewildering, thoroughly uncomfortable, and often 
intolerable. To give an extreme instance taken (rom life. 
A young man will enter society dressed like a Beau Brummel. 
He has expended anxious thought over the fit of his garments, 
and i~ sensitive to a degree upon the delicate subjects of hi. 
necktie and button-hole. In the drawing-room, if a lady 
drops her pocket-handkerchie~ he hastens to pick it up; if 
she approaches a door, he flies to open iL He hates music, 
yet he compliments and thanks the girl who has blundered 
through a sonata, and his politeness excites general admiration. 
At home, his habits are irregular and slatternly. When he 
leaves his bedroom, his well-fitting garments litter the floor. 
An individual beloDging to tbe sex ile so politely walts upon 
in society (possibly a mother or sister) performs the menial 
office of pickiDg up, folding, and replacing them in his wardrobe. 
As he leaves the house he calls brusquely to his mother that 
he will be home at seven o'clock to diDDer. A game of 
billiards, however, detains him, aDd he makes no apolO'b'Y 
wben be enters his home at eight, but grumbles openly if hi. 
food is Dot served to perfection.. His ii..ter. are dependent 
upon hi.m for escort to places of public amusement. He 
readily promises his escort, but quite .. readdy breaks his 
word, and disappoints tbeir expectations. He is never exact 
to any appointment made WIth the inmates of his home. 
He keeps tbem waiting for him without compunction.. Hi. 
presence is often a source of irritation to femiDine nerves.. It 
is his habit to ligbt his cigar in the hall; to leave the siuing. 
room door open, or close it with a loud bang; to make 
no response when called in the morning. or ignore the break
fu.st bell On Sundays be lies in bed till eleven or twelve 
o'clock, thereby disarranging household work, to the annoyaace 
of parents, the disgw;t of servants- Yet wben remonstrance i. 
made, he fails to see that these habits are other than insigDi
ficant trifles; and he conscieDtiously believes that his general 
bebavionr is thoroughly consistent with the chancter he 
ass .. m-s a civilized man of the world and I,er(ect gentleman.. 

He is a curious anom"ly, a combinatim .. of laboured 
gentility and striking ill-breeding; a model of f:utitliou. 
elegance, yet an insusceptible human machioe; a creature 
craving society, bot miserably deficient in all the delicate 
qualities that render socia1 life easy and pleasaot.-in short, a 
narrow.and anificiaI, DOt a si.mple, genlline, product of aD 
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advanced civilization. Nevertheless, we must judge him as we 
judged the paupor and the girl of the period-without censure to 
the individual. Two hroad factors have produced the type, viz. 
the false system of hollow conventional society that encircles 
our domes~c system; and, within the latter, the isolated home, 
in its unstable equilibrium, ever tending towards the" doom of 
the primal despotism "-the loss of parental authority. The 
important question is, Would this type be favourably affected 
by a new dome.tic system? 

Had Mr. John Stuart Mill lived, the world would probably 
long ere this have received from his pen a complete work 
upon Socialism, 'containing valuable opinions concerning its 
defects and its worth as a system of life. In one of his articles 
on this subject, published in the Fortnightly Reviw in 1879, 
these words occur: "What is incumbent on us is a calm com~ 
parison between two different systems of society, with a view 
of determining which of them affords the greatest resources for 
overcoming the inevitable difficulties of life." He expressed 
the hope that .. the best parts of the old and new systems 

.might be combined in a renovated social fabric;" and he made 
this striking observation: "jn communist associations private 
life would be brought in an, unexampled degree within the 
dominion of public authority."-

Now, I bave sholVn how the tendency towards individual 
freedom throughout the community has told fatally upon our 
masculine youth. The forces for its regeneration undoubtedly 
require to be disciplinary-capable of inducing social purity 
and order; and humanizmg-capable of inducing sympathy and 
ready re'Fon.iveness to all the amenities of a gentle life. The 
conventional type of young man, with his courtly manners and 
Frivale bad habits, is no subject for a commune. Vet the 
authority necessary for the ennobling of his chard.cter would 
there (according to Mr. Mill) exist in an unexampled degree. 
And there also, I venture to assert, would be found homely 
influences wide enough and warm enough to develop in his 
nature the genial domestic qualities of which he stands in need. 
I do not, however, deem it likely that an only son, for instance, 
brought up in an isolated home, petted and spoiled in child
hood, and in manhood permitted to dominate the household, 
would submit to communism, and be mollided by it to a higher 
form. Individuals may cease to be plastic. But let us ever 

• II Chapterti on Socialism," by John Stuart Mill, Ji(Wlnigkl/y Review, 
March, 1879-
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remember that the race is plastic, and adaptation step by step 
is the modru ojtrand; in the path of progress. In pursuit of 
personal happine .. , the race at present is struggling to adapt 
itself to a weak domestic system and a vicious social system, 
and in the struggle it is degenerating. If the domestic and 
social systems are remodelled, and attention paid to the IaWI 

of heredity, the inevitable bappy result will be a regenerated 
race. 

In the "Manual for Co-operators" it is well pointed out, 
that organized combination for the purpose c( realizing a life 
consistent with the ideal beld, ;~. the concep ,;on of the true 
end and purpose of life, i. no new tbing. Our Catholic an
cestors systematically and successfully established the monastic 
or ascetic form according to llui,. ideal o( the high""t and 
noblest life possible. Since Iheir day the ideal bas changed 
Let us slightly alter the .. ell·known lines of a poet of the 
Church of England, who stands midway between the pall and 
the present, and adapt them to the purely modern ideal. 

" We Deed not bidy for cloistered cell, 
Our Dright..ouJ and the world (arewelJ ; 
The triYial round, the common Ia"k, 
Will furnish all we ought to aK ; "
With happy heart and geotle mind 
To cling more clOllely to our kiad. 

Are we able, like and yet unlike our Catholic ancestors, 
systematically and successfully to create a social orde!: in 
harmony with this ideal? The task is no easy one. 

Voices from America tell of social dangers similar to ours, 
the escape from which can only be by the binh of a new social 
order. A recent writer says: H I am afraid that the inftuences 
at work among us, wbile competent to produce a good deal of 
individnaI refinement, single specimen. of humanity character
ized by a sort of hot.bouse rapidity of growth and delicacy of 
sbucture, are adverse, and growing more ad verse, each year to 
gathering and organizing these fine units into anything deserv
ing the name of a social order_"· 

A new social ortkr is, indeed, the pressing want of civilized 
man. It speaks 10 us in all the restless ~ :Olsic of this age. 
There is all around us a voiceless w";l of humanity, waiting (or 
the birth of a nC1l' order, .. hich as y!t giVCl no sign. Blindly 
waiting. for in the mind of our civilized humanity there is DO 

• )I;' P_ ill !be folJli4>wJ knmw. 
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distinct conception of what the new order shall be, although 
deep within its tender heart, the emotion of desire shapes itself 
to the masterly problem of Morelly, viz. "to find tbat state of 
things in which it should be impossible for anyone to be 
elepraved or poor." A social order that does not embrace the 
future of the poor, as well as of the rich, that does not promise 
to elevate all, to make happiness and goodness possible to all, 
will never satisfy tbe noble cravings of a. socially developed 
race. 

Does it logically follow, then, that State socialism is the 
order required? I think not. A system established and 
upheld by force could have no stability in a civilized nation, 
and the use of force inevitably injures the steady growth of 
moral sentiment. Voluntary association is the orily instrument 
available in the organizing of a new order; and neitber 
advanced communism· nor socialism will at present be 
voluntarily assumed. A community where intellect has been 
sharpened by competition and made preternaturally keen in 
the pursuit of wealth is not prepared for any levelling system, 
that in securing the well-being of the whole, would banish 
distinctions often bravely fought for and boldly won. In the 
yet far distant future, whep another stage of life's history 
has been reached, when men know the happiness-value of 
material wealth and turn from its too eager pursuit to seek 
higher and purer joys, socialism may become possible. Mean
while for us the step to take is a less ambitious one, and in 
aspiring less we shall accomplish more. 

Must we, then, turn from the various systems proposed by 
Fourier, by Robert Owen, and others, to the far less sweeping 
measures of reform adopted by the members of the Co-opera
tive Union, and advocated by them as practical efforts rather 
than utopian theories? Voluntary co-operation in the produc
tion and distribution of wealth, I have spoken of elsewhere 
as eminently desirable j and wherever success is achieved, 
the results will be valuable in two directions-<lconomically, in 
the saving of labour and avoiding of ",aste ; educationally, in the 
diminishing of anti-social foelings th3lt are fostered by competi
tion, and the increase of those gentle social qualities that are 
indispensable to progress. Nevertheless, so long as CO-OpeM
tion is confined to industrial life, and leaves untouched our • • Communism implies tbe absence of private property. Socialism 
usua1ly implies that the land and implements of production should be the 
property of communities, or associations, or government&. 
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unstable homes and defective domestic system, it will accom
plish comparatively little. The direct path to rapid advance 
lies, in my opinion, the other way. Robert Owen went too 
fast He tried to make people live and work together before 
they were fit to simply live in harmony. We call for union in 
domestit lif" and when people can live together happily, then, 
but not till then, they will take the other great step of progr .... 
widely and effectively. Let motion of a healthy expansive 
kind begin in the very centre of our life-the hom, itself, and 
the wave will roll outwards in ever.widening circles, till our 
social life, our industrial life, oor national life, are thrown into 
harmonious movement. 

. But again. I repeat that true idml' must precede practical 
effort. Some individuals in the community must know clearly 
and definitely what is wanted and why, before healthy move
ment can arise. It may be that imtial efforts ",ill take the 
form of societies for promoting improvem.nt in the social 
relations of lif.-societies in which meetinjrs will be held for 
discussion of questions regarding the varied evils of our 
present domestic system, and for consulta.ion upon the 
methods by which these evils may be mitigated or overcome. 
The scientific principles of harmonious social living would be 
brought forward and adopted, and finally the rational evolving 
of an advanced and stable unitary home would be the out
come of intelligent constructive arlo 

Rational discussion must soon make prominent what 
elements are essmliai in a l:nitary Home. The primary 
elements undoubtedly are, that it shall afford greater comfort, 
ease, and happiness to adults than their present condition 
affords, and such facilities in training the young as .. ill give 
promi. .. of a still better and happier future.. In reference to 
the first of these two essential .. it is a very remarkable fact 
that, prematnre as ... as the Tytherly experiment, fataJ the 
mistakes made in the commencement, and misullaneous the 
members collected together, superior happin", ..... certainly 
afforded to many. Mr. Holyoake tells us, that as the end 
approached working members said. they would rather live on 
an Irisb diet of potatoes than go agam mto the oW world, if that 
would enable the society to bold on. " Re.i<lmts-and there 
were many wbo were boarders in the communitY-all regretted 
the end of their tenancy. • Later they spoke .. ith regret of tbe 
loss of the happiness Queen.ood had afforded them. U Ladies, 
who are always,· says Mr. Holyoake, U difficulties in a DeW 
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state of miscellaneous association, came to prefer Queenwood 
life." Some, U who were tartars in their social relations in the 
old world-just women at heart, but impatient of the crude 
wayward ways of dome'tics-there hecame the most agreeable 
and honoured of residents. It was not because they had to 
control their tempers, but because the occasions of natural 
irritatioll no longer existed under the happier circumstances of 
equality of duties and enjoyments." • 

. Perhaps Mr. Holyoake, like others of his sex, scarcely 
appreciates the magnitude of the burden so many of my sex 
bear, in the management of domestic servants. "Why don't 
you dismiss her at once?" a husband will say, when his wife 
complains of a servant, oblivions apparently of the fact.that to 
obtain another entails effort, and that the chances of improving 
matters by this masterly policy are extremely small. The 
weak, defective domestic system in the homes of the labouring 
class, causes the problem of domestic service in the middle 
dass to become increasingly difficult Girls are no longer 
trained at home by mothers, who were good servants in their 
day, retaining their first situations up to the hour of marriage. 
Our girls go to board schools at an early age, and are so occupied 
with book-learning' that learning, how to use the hands and 
exercise the heart at home, hars little or no place in their lives. 
The outward conditions of their youth mould them to sturdy 
independence, and to the restless spirit of the age. They hate 
monotony, dulness, routine, and whereas the nurse whom !" 
loved in my childhood was thirty years a member of my father's 
household, the neater smarter maids I meet with now, flit 
rapidly from place to place and never feel their master's house 
is Milito But in this matter, as in most others, money gives 
its possessor an undue advantage. The rich hold butterfly 
servants by a purely commercial tie, instead of one mingled, 
as of old, with the sentiment of household affeclion. They 
raise wages freely and generously, according to their personal 
ability, without reference to the inability of others in their 
social class to follow suit, and every step in this direction
increases the difficulties of life to families whose incomes are 
limited or small. 

U English servants," says Mr. Escott, "are not in g60d 
repute. They are often idle, exacting. lill~nkless, incompetent, 
wasteful, and dishonest. There are a rew English households 
in which not a single English servant is kept. ••. There are 

• Holyoake's U History of Co-operation in England," vol. t P.31"1. 
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Gennan and Frencb nursemaids, the cook is Belgian, the 
par)ourmaid Swiss, the footman Italian." • 

In the colonies, and all new countries, to find British 
servants at all is extremely difficult, and in old countries the 
facility varies with the state of trade. When trade is brisk 
marriages within the class are more numerous; and other 
means of making a livelihood presenting themselves, there 
immediately follows a scarcity of good domestic servants. It 
i. social pressure alone that causes ready consent to domestic 
bondage, and the inference we are compelled to dra .. is this. 
In the future, as social pressure decreases, through the exercise 
of conjugal prudence, few persons will be willing to become 
servants, and the only natural and adequate escape from this 
difficulty lies in the wide adoption of the associated home system. 
The central trutb in reference to this question is, that un
conscious evolution bas already carried us beyond that stage 
of our bistory, wben domestic masterhood and servitude of 
adults, was an appropriate relation. This relation is at the 
present moment ill suited to the human nature around UJ, and 
in the future l:nitary Home, domestic servants would prove 
incongruous. Service without servitude, the banishment of 
every species of slavery, with the introduction of the voluntary 
fulfilment of every domat.ic duty, is an essential element in the 
new social order, an element, bo,,'ever, not likely to be attained 
rapidly or suddenly. • 

Meanwhile the initial movements that will lead up to tbe 
disappearance of domestic slavery are to be seen in various 
directiOD!. I know of two families in which the young 
membets have chosen to undertake domestic work, in pre
ference to the alternative of elders iUffering from domestic 
worry; and I have been told of tbree whe. living in a good 
bouse in a lmldon square, wbo, dislIking to have a servant, do 
all for themselves except rough wor<, which is \eft to a 
charwoman. 

But more significant stiJI is the fact that girls of birth an<l 
breeding are everywhere sick to death of "waitiog to be 
married.· They are shaking off enforced passiVtty. prtHing 
into fields of Iaboor, and bravely buckling on their armour 
to enter the arena of active life, and find ,htr !roe function 
amidst the .. eager, s/ri.-ing, bustlmg crowd around them. 
Mistakes at preseDt are often made. Ambition is taken for 

... EDgW>d. as People, PoIdy • ..t 1'1mai1s,. T. H. S. E«ou, .... iL 
p.6. 
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capacity, and girls thoughtlessly choose occupations for which 
they are mentally and physically unfit. Change of sentiment, 
however, will tend to counteract this evil False ideas of 
.gentility will cease to sway the mind, and when every kind of 
useful work is perceived to be noble, and if well done, highly 
creditable, our numerous Fanny Dovers will instinctively seek 
and find their true places in the order of industrial life. 

Experimental Unitary Homes are sure to be of mixed 
cliaracter, in conformity with the mixed outward and inward 
conditions of life, in a transitional epoch. Some metbod will 
be adopted by whicb servitude may be modified, so as to lose 
tbe repulsive aspect of serfdom. If a class of persons, inferior 
in point of gentleness and training to tbe actual members of tbe 
borne, are required for duties that are at present regarded as 
menial, tbey will work by contract, * and not on the principle 
of personal subjection to superiors. And I make this assertion, 
because it is clear to me, that the only possible stable barnes 
for the future will be those based upon principles of distinct 
equality, and individual freedom. The difficulties of domestic 
service, however, may prove much less serious than they look 
at present. In talking with a refined gentlewoman of those 
difficulties, she remarked: ., I go to my kitchen every morning, 
and order dinner for eight persons .. I could as easily arrange 
a dinner for forty or fifty, and if in doing so I discharged 
the duties of perbaps six lady-bousekeepers, these ladies 
would have. their nerve force set free for other domestic 
functions in our Unitary Home." Economy of labour would 
result, not only from union of function, but from tbe superior 
amount of thought bestowed upon the problem of how to work 
efficiently. Labour-saving machinery may also come into 
service. In this direction invention has yet done very little 
in domestic life, becau.e the ricb are able to pay for labour, 
whilst the poor in isolated homes can ill afford the outlay that 
new methods always entail. By combination the economic 
difficulty may be overcome and intelligence be stimulated to 
the discovery of mechanical appliances for the relief of domestic 
service. 

But the great question of economics, and of agree~nt 
in the arrangement of economic details, js a fundamental one 
in reference to the Unitary Home. It 'P; the rock upon which 

• This suggestion is made ioan vticle entitled II Home Life of English 
Dwellings," in the Wuhninsltr Ra>itw for January, 1815. 

U 
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the ship of the Tytherly experiment struck and foundered. Too 
much money had been spent upon the hall The experimental 
ship was launched with .. insufficient capital to last while the 
new order of life consolidated itseU, and the conditions of 
industrial profit were found.· • In the more cautions experi. 
ments (as I conceive them) that will ultimately succeed, the 
stability of the Home will not depend upon the industrial 
profit arising from association. J mean that ind ividuals not 
associated in industrial life, will unite in domestic life, and ohare 
the household expenses. The apportionment of these expenseo 
will be a matter of somewhat delicate adjustment, to be dealt 
with only in a spirit of broad, generous humanity. It is clear, 
that the human nature that is mean and selfi.h in money 
matters, composed of misshapen social unill in whom acqui.i. 
tiveness or love of personal property amounts to a deformity, 
is not the material from which to elaborate a Unitary Home. 

At the same time the entire relinquishment of individual 
property would be unnecessary, and in tentative experimento 
unwise. Individuals must reserve power to withdraw, should 
the experiment not increase their happiness, and means to 
re..,.tablish themselves according to the old domeotic oystem, 
without detriment to the Home ;1Ie1£ There will, doubtless, 
occur some failures of adaptation in individual cases; but 
these, I think, will not prove numerous, since the mixed con· 
ditions necessary to progress may now be understood and 
secured. They are-4irst, a bome life full and satisfactory, in 
the midst of a large group of individuals, the grOup consisting 
of adults and small familie. of children co-operating in close 
community of interests; second, an industrial life, oUllide the 
bome, in which the individual is temporarily subjected to the 
prevailing system of competition. This environment ... iII tend 
to the improvement of human nature, ... hiIst not rendering it 
unfit to grapple with the special diflicnltie. of a transitioual 
epoch. In Isaac Taylor's .. ork on Home Education he thul 
speaks of the family home: .. No disparagement, DO privalioD 
is to be endured by some of the little community, for the 
aggrandizement or ease of otberL Along with great inequaJi.. 
tie. of dignity, power, and merit, there is vet a perfect and 
uncouscious equality in regard to comforts, b>joymentJ, and 
personaJ consideration. There is DO room either for grudges 
or {or individual solicitude. WhaleYer may be the measure of 
good for the wboIe, the sum is dislributed without a thought of 

• U Hiscory of Co-i, ... UN ... " G. 1- HoIyoakc, yol L p. 311 .. 
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distinction between one and another. This single circumstance 
would enable parents to cherish with more success those bland 
sentiments, the development of which it favours. Refined and 
generous emotions may thus have room to expand, and may 
become the fixed habits of the mind, before adverse principles 
have come into play. Home is a garden, high walled towards 
the blighting north-east of selfish care." Again," Within the 
cir"le of home each individual is known to all, and all respect 
the same principles of justice and kindness. There is there
fore no need for that caution, reserve, or suspicion, or for 
those measures of defence and restraint, which in the open 
world are safeguards against the guile, the lawlessness, and the 
ferocity of a few, and which are never altogether out of sight or 
out of mind But these operate to depress very much the level 
of the generous sympathies, and to chill or deaden -the happiest 
emotions of our nature. _ It is otherwise within the republic 
of home, where the most absolute confidence, and an unchecked 
good-will may, and ought always to prevail. On this ground 
we possess _ .. a main means for raising the hapFiest feelings 
to a high pitch, and for keeping them there."· Isaac Taylor 
underst.ood the nature of man, and the mental and moral 
atmosphere essential to devation of character. But what 
would he say in our day, of the myriads of homes within which 
there is no atmosphere of moral purity or genial love? In 
very sooth, the home he dreamed of, as "a garden high walled 
towards the blighting north-east of selfish care," has no exist
ence. The bitter wind of anxious care penetrates into every 
home, and blights the tender blossoms of our noblest life. 
Man's generous sympathies, the happiest emotions of his 
nature, do, in the very bosom of our often miserable homes 
continually flag and languish even unto death. Isaac Taylo; 
was deemed a practical man, yet his ideal waits its fultilment 
now. We of the nineteenth century have to create, to call 
into existence the true republic of home, which after Isaac 
Taylor's ideal shall be free from selfish care, free from all 
suspicion, guile, lawlessDess, and capable of raising happy 
feeling to the highest pitch, and keeping it steadfastly there. 
The means by which we shall accomplish this are, I believe,~ 
Mr. Mill foresaw, the combining of the best parts of Socialism 
and of the old system, and therefrom .. wiving a renovated 
social fabric. 

.. Plato's Republic, Sir Thomas More's Utopia," said a 
• "Home EducatioD, U pp. 33, j ... 
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practical ma~ of the world to me, U are quite as realizahle a" 
your scheme, and we are as little likely to see J'our scheme 
acted upon as thei,s. Do you not see that in the hy,lropathic 
establishments that dot the country, buildings answering pre. 
cisely to your picture of what i. required, asllOciated life i. 
tried by an immense number of the community and found 
wanting. You have there meals in common, society in the 
evenings, recreation rooms, and so on ; yet DO one tind1f the 
life satisfactory. Ten days of it make!! a man sigh for hi. home 
with all its drawbacks; and (this given with emphasis a. a 
<:rUshing argument) hydropathies are for the most part en",
IlUTdal failura." Now observe, to practical mind! of this 
order I bave no hope of commending my scheme. {jole •• 
there are, throughout our community, minds practical, and yet 
like Isaac Taylor'S mind, lugically idatlistk at"", we are not 
prepared for any great and definite step in lOCial progress. 
The tendency of the age towards asSOCIation is seen in the 
birth of hydropathic e!!tablishments, although the purely com· 
mercial spirit bas dominated the movement, and thrO'.gh 
competition almost worked its ruin. The growth of oocial 
feeling is also seen within these hydropathies. Individual. 
from various social classes, of heterogeneous nature and interests, 
are there promiscuously thrown together, yet gentlen",," and 
kindness prevail, and it is extremely rare to see the ruleo of the 
house disobeyed, or to bear any anti-social feeling expre....,d. 
So far from resembling the Unitary Home, however, these 
establishments are destitute of all tbe essential elements of a 
home. Without knowledge 'of one another's characteristics 
and antecedents, how can rational beings closely unite, and 
live together in open-heaned confidence? M is natural, the 
ismates of a hydropathic are reticent, self-defen.ive, and in
wardly suspicious of the companions, .. hom they may possibly 
"""er meet again, or possibly may encounter in the world of 
social and political life as competit0r5 and rivals. 

That the hydropathic is a shade Jess expensive and more 
homelike than an ordinary hotel, is all that can be said in ill 
favour. The domestic comfort it presents is by no means 
great, ,..hilst privacy and comfort amWined are not attaiDable 
within its....us. The household management 'and service are 
hase<l upon individual interest alone, and without self-assertion 
the socially .eak may have their rights infringed by the socially 
strong. The principles of socialism have no part in the 
system. The institution is simply one of commercial enter-
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prise, and pressure in that field of enterprise has brought about 
the failures which my illogical friend irrelevantly uses as argu
ment against the introduction of a wholly new, or at least an 
entirely different system I , 

In the order of unconscious evolution these establishments 
simply indicate the growing tendency of humanity towards 
union, and some fitness in humanity for the great step of con
scious evolution, viz. the adopting of an Associated Domestic 
System. Other indications of approaching fitness are from 
time to time brought before the public, such as when Mr. S. P. 
Unwin, writing to the Pall Mall Gazette from Shipley, of a 
successful series of social entertainments given to the working 
classes, says: .. I should like to notice the immense improve
ment in manners, bearing, and social disposition that has 
taken place among this great manufacturing population during 
the last few years. Among so much that makes good men and 
women sad and fearful of the future, it is a good and hopeful 
sign. Twenty or fifteen years ago it would have been impos
sible to have conducted such assemblies as those I have been 
describing; they would have broken up in rude horse-play; 
but in tlus undertaking there has been no difficulty, the 
behaviour of the people to each other has been charming to 
witness." , 

This" social disposition" is not, however, of itself sufficient 
to warrant decisive change of system. Fitness for a superior 
life implies advanced moral character, rather than mere socia
bility; and whllst in a well-formed Unitary Home a compara
tively unsocial individual should find it pleasant to live, there 
are certain moral qualifications, without which the stability of 
the Unitary Home could never be ensured. Let me make 
this point unmistakably clear. The individuai 'fit for a Unitary 
Home, is one who is prepared to give up liberty in some direc
tions for the sake of special advantages and liberty in others. 
He must renounce liberty to domineer over others, ~nd liberty 
to be wayward in living. He must maintain equitable rela
tions, and be wary of trespassing on the liberty of his neigh
bours. He must be prompt and thorough in fulfilling his set 
duties and engagements. He must be reasonable and patient 
in conferring with fellow-members, ready to promote free!lom 
in the expression of opinion, and to ¥if'" without reproach all 
mere personal eccentricity in fellow-members. He must be 
able to take a generous, not a rigidly self-exacting view, of the 
proportional expe~diture. He must be free from class pre-
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judices, and personal pride, and above all, he must abhor 
anger, jealousy, ilI·feeling, and quarrels. 

Now, in what social class are we likely to find these qualifi· 
cations? Not amongst the rich, with whom domination has 
become the daily habit of the mind, who value the position in 
conventional circles that money gives, and 'deem themselve. 
superior, because they can indulge in luxurie. and pride. And 
alas I not amongst the labouring poor, the great mas. of .. hom 
as yet are hasty in thought, uncontrolled in action, and inca· 
pable of any sensitive appreciation of true social relations. The 
rough training of the children of the poor utterly .poil. them 
for a superior state of life, and even make. that state incom, 
prehensible to them. 

The people most likely to be ready for the initiation of a 
new order of life are to be found, I expect, only in the middle 
class,-people of gentle training and small incomes who .re 
at once free from vulgarity and clas. pride. To these, the 
economic motive will be a strong motor (orce, prompting to 
the successful working out of the problem, ho .. by associati(m 
and mutual help to secure the equivalents of wealth, and such 
society within the home as .. ill make it an abode of peace. 
where the labours of every day are relieved by the constant 
return of tranquil pleasures and heartfelt delights. To these 
people there is another strong (although negative) motor force 
to the putting forth of effort in this direction. I mean the 
impossibility of securing any satisfactory training for their 
children under the present system. Home education ;. not 
within their means, the high-class colleges and boarding. 
schools are too expensive; the alternative (they have literally 
no choice) ;. day~ools of an essentially vulgar order. In 
these schools whole armies of children are drilled into un~ 
formity in the matter of inteUectoaI acquisition, whilst the for· 
mation 'of character is in no way attempted The excitement 
of school life with its competitive examination .. its bursaries, 
its clubs for every form of child-amusement, is intense, and 
throws home life victoriously into the shade. To the, children 
home is dull, monotonous, sometimes even hateful, and parents 
are year by year losing more of their hold upon the young, 
whilst the sentiment of fumily life is t,..,ding to disappear. 
There is to my miud, in the exigency of these disastrous con
di.rions, no escape save one-the Unitary Home. There alone 
wil.I parents of moderate income be able to give their children. 
without undue expense, the lUlTouoding. of happy childhood. 
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the systematic supervision and training that will fit them for 
responsible existence, the abundant companionship which is 
absolutely necessary 10 healthful life in the offspring of a 
socially developed race. There, children and the one parent 
at least will he under the same roof-not, as now, separated 
for many hours of each day. A tender mother, of capacity, 
will he able to take cognizance of the children's occupations 
from hour to hour, 10 watcb the evolution of intellect and play 
of emotion, 10 direct the desires, control the passions, form 
the habits, and maintain ber rigbtful position in the hearts of 
her children, and her sway over the delicate intricacies of their 
inner lives. The systematic teaching of different branches of 
education may he supplied by members of the home, married 
or single, who devote themselves 10 the fullilment of that social 
function by choice, and have carefully fitted themselves for it 
by a prelimiruuy course of adequate study at Girton College, 
or elsewhere. 

The formation of Unitary Homes is likely, I think, to begin 
in the neighbourhood of large towns, where the independent 
industrial life can he secured. The organizing and arranging 
of domestic matters will he complex. and of course somewbat 
difficult, entailing the creation of various committees for the 
regulation of affairs, including amusements. Mr. Nordhoff 
says in reference to the numerous committees he found existing 
in the Communes of America: .. At first view these many com· 
m;ttees and departments may appear cumbrous, but in practice 
they work well." When we call to mind, how througbout our 
native land in all large towns there are bundreds of young men 
who live in lodgings solitary and homeless, whilst in many 
country districts there are bundreds of girls daily pining for a 
practical sphere of social activity, and a wider, fuller life of 
healthy emotion, it is impossible to doubt the existence in our 
midst of a strong, vigurous social force, capable of overcoming 
all obstacles, bowever great, if only it is rightly directed into a 
happiness-producing path. 

The policy attached to the Unitary Home is of a high order. 
It is, that each member helps toward the happiness of all, in 
the sure hope that in giving others happiness, the happiness 
of each will be enhanced, as it never could be by any other 
policy. The valuable sentiment of home·pride will diffuse 
itself throughout the dwelling. Each member will take pleasure 
in enriching and improving, by his inventions and exertions, 
the home that is dear to him, and a keen zest will be added 
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to this pleasure, through the knowledge of how many tender 
friends and gentle fellow-creatures will directly benefit in hill 
labour. Loneliness, that intolerable burden to Humanity--that 
secret ache that drives so many solitary beings to despair, 
will be banished nom home life; so also will be banished the 
gnawing pain of anxiety and care regarding the ways and 
meaos of living; and everywhere the sympathy tbat civilized 
man keenly longs for, will lIow freely in the channelt of a 
bighly sensitive and organic social life. The Unitary Home 
will have its quiet comers full of comfort for the aged, where, 
till the last breath of life is drawn, the love and cherishing of 
many friends will be their portion; and the young will live in 
closest union, boys and girls allied in stady and in play, till 
mutual experience of their diverse buman nature becomes the 
ground of knowledge, and kindles sympathy to friendship and 
to love. 

Finally, upon tbe creation of associated homes, three 
important social cltanges will ensue. FU"St-the experience of 
old age ,,;11 no longer run to .. aste. It will permeate and leaven 
domestic life. Second-the ardent warmth, the healthy vigour 
of youth will be utilized. It will become the stable factor of 
general happiness. Third-the strength of manhood will pre
vail to disr.ipline society and everywhere to reduce it to order, 
purity, aud peace. 



CHAPTER XVII: 

MARRIAGE. 

U We may define marriage as that union of the sexes which is most in 
accordance with the moral and physical necessities of human beings, and 
which hannonizes best with their other relations of life."-RlcHARD 
HARTE. 

MR. ESCOTr is of opinion that of late years there has occurred 
amongst us a change in the theory of marriage. " The 
central idea, the very type of marriage with the English girl," 
he says, .. used to be home, but in the higher strata of 
(English) society, girls marry in a large proportion of instances 
not that they may become wivoes, mothers, mistresses of house
holds, but mistresses of themselves, and are often goaded 
into it by a sense that a fashionable !nother finds them incon
veniently in the way .... The spirit of feminine independence 
after marriage ... often asserts itself in a manner compara
tively new to EngJish society." "The wife creates for herself 
a little world of her own, in which the husband only figures as 
an occasional visitor." " It is impossible to deny that the 
relations of husband and wife show often an increasing laxity . 
. . . The ftirtations of girlhood are perpetuated, or reproduced 
in what was once, the staid and decorous epoch oi matron
hood. Nor is it merely that such things are; they are con
ventionally recognized as existing, and when recognition has 
been once won for a fact or a custom, ,it has practically 
obtained a social sanction. II • Mr. Escott goes on to describe 
the daily life of a modern English matron, but he does not 
give its companion picture, viz. the daily doings of her fasljion
able husband He has his club life into which his wife is not 
invited to enter. Within their home IE has his smoking-room, . 

• "England, its People. Polity. and Pursuit$." T. H. S. Escott,. 
vol. ii. pp.. 15. 16, I,. 
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where he prefers to sit with masculine companions. He i. a 
sporting man. His afternoon resort is Hurlingham. He flirts 
as freely as.his wife-and ~ualli(mu is the principle of matri
monial harmony. 

The explanation of this greater laxity in tbe social and 
domestic life of our upper circles, Mr. Escott finds in the cl""" 
intercourse that now obtains between France and England, 
and the tendency of the English race .to imitate French man
ners and customs. The French have no doubt in a great 
measure discarded the pompous, artificial stiffness of the past, 
and made society easy and pleasant. They exalt social life 
into an art, whilst they leave domestic life in a corrupt and 
barbarous condition. 

But evolution in each distinct race, or people, moves upon 
independent lines, and the changes that we perceive to be 
advancing in our social condition, and that affect every class 
from the highest to the lowest, are not due to any surface or 
superficial movement bearing directly on the upper circle. 
alone, but arise from social forces that are national, and deep
seated in their source, and certain to be far ... preading in their 
ultimate development. When Mr. Escott ""ys, .. the very 
type of marriage with the English girl used to be home," I 
fail to understand him; and when he expresses bimself thu_ 
.. the central idea' of marriage used to be home, I fail to 
participate in his regret that the theory of marriage is altering. 
If a man is tired of bachelor life, and marrie.. because he wan .. 
a home, or if a girl accepts a husband because sbe would 
rather be mistress of a housebold than remain a comparative 
cipher in her father's house, the union effected bas a purely 
mercantile aspect, .... d is by DO means a relation of life which 
the instructed can view with unmixed reverence and approval 

But putting aside for the moment the question of theory, 
and turning from the upper circle, .... d the plutocracy or wealthy 
class, I affirm that in the social strata of our great middle 
class. the condition. of marriage have vastly altered within 
the last sixty years, and three powerful factors have produced 
these changed conditi""", 

First-The growing intelligence .... d growing prudence of 
the mass of the people, under pressure of p"""lation, cbecks 
marriage or canses it to talte place later in individual life. 

Second-The increasingly great disproponion of the sexes 
makes marriages fewer in relation to population. Polyandry 
.... d polygamy are forms of marriage lIlitabie to a lOCiety where 
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the sexes are numerically unequal; but when we have mono· 
gamy as the established fonn of marriage in a society contain
ing a vast preponderance of the female sex, the cOllditions are 
anomalous and, as regards the past, unprece~ented. In no 
country of the world hitherto has there been reared, year after 
year, thousands of female children whose environment in adult 
life is certain to preclude the possibility of their ever entering 
into a relation which humanity teaches us to regard as pre
eminently normal, and true to nature. In savage communities 
surplus female infants are commonly destroyed, and the absence 
of a civilized sentiment-reverence for human life-is favour
able to the happiness of a people whose development has not 
advanced beyond the stage when the purely physical and 
sensational enjoyments predominate over all other. We are 
far removed from thaI stage; but with all due regard to the 
moral, intellectual, and emotional requirements of civilized man, 
marriage must ever keep its place as the supremely natural, the 
happiest condition of human life. 

Mr. Escott observes that" marriage is and will continue to 
be, the grand object in life, to every young Englishwoman." I· 
differ from him here. There are plenty of young English
women who perceive that if they make marriage the grand object 
of their life, they must vigorously compete with other girls 
for a husband, and with the instinct of a true refinement they 
tum from the task. In past ages there has been fighting for 
wives, capturing wives, and various modes of purchasing wives j 

but competing for husbands is a feature of modern society 
only; a new position, in which men become coy, and women 
aggressive. 

The third social factor to which I allude is the advancing 
movement which will lead to the entire emancipation of woman. 
Independence strengthens character and is productive of nothing 
but happiness to a free self-governing creature. But, no married 
woman in this country is free, and the growing spirit of indepen
dence in the female sex carries changed conditions, productive 
of misery and bitterness, into the private relations of married 
life. Notwithstanding the late amendments to O1,lr marriage law, 
the inferior position of woman is still its fundamental b~is, 
whilst tbe only possible condition out of which a pure :fud 
happy monogamy can arise is perfect f~uality of sex. The 
legal status of woman does not of course result from modem 
tyranny, and in the present generation of husbands a majority, 
1 conceive, are adapted in sentiment to sex equality, which is 
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the true principle of a high civilization. But there remains the 
large minority of husbands, whose nature is tyrannic in grain; 
and whereas formerly these marital and paternal despots ruled 
supreme without danger of rebellion in the domestic camp, 
now, the rising spirit of independence among women, and the 
tendency to insubordination amongst the young, are opposing 
forces that disturb equilibruim and create conjugal discord and 
social confusion. In the upper circles, as we have seen, an 
independent life of pleasure is led by husbands and wives, and 
the relations between them show increasing laxity. In the 
middle classes, separation or divorce is an increasing outCome 
of matrimony, and where a life of independence is possible 
through female self·support, matrimony is often avoided. 

Now, under the predominant force of evolution, the three 
great factors of change, which I hue indicated, will cease to 
act similarly on social life. The first and second facton will 
tend to decrease, whilst the third will increase, although ceas
ing to create disturbance. Population will not double itself in 
short periods when humanity i. sufficiently enlightened and 
moral to exercise self-control in a matter which, above all 
others, affects its happiness; and the disproportion of the 
sexes will be far less extreme when social pressure no longer 
pushes our masculine youths to distant lands unmarried and 
alone. But the force that carries freedom and emancipation 
in its train, will advance, until the opposing forces of tyranny 
and injustice give way before it, and peace is won, through 
universal acceptance of the principle of sex equality. 

In the social strata of our lower classes the condition. of 
marriage are not the same as in the middle classes. Pressure 
of population does not cause marriages there to be few. On 
the contrary, they are numerous, and of"'" consummated at a 
very early age, whilst the birth-rate, embracing many illegiti
mate children, is out of all proportion high as compared with 
that of the middle and upper social strata. Along with the 
sturdy independence ... hich makes the young throw olf all 
ordinary parental guidance, there is, throughout this class, a 
growing spirit of dependence upon State aid, or private 
cbarity_ The Poor La .... and the widespread machinery of 
benevolence with which we 5UlTouod the pcc~. have under
mined the sentiment of self-dependence and pauperized Y3St 
multitudes. Religion turns, from the study and teaching of 
dogmas, to alleviate human misery; and the spirit of univenal 
bcotherbood which it incuIcates has a twofold aspect.. In the 
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benefactor it breathes a tender sympathy; in the beneficiary it 
often begets a hard defiant claim of personal rights beyond 
the just limits of national welfare. 

An utter absence of prudence, and an easy-going life of 
thoughtlessness, are the natural results of some of the social 
forces that press upon and mould our lowest classes. Girls 
and boys marry, or live together without marrying, and have 
children, at an age when the true welfare of sociery requires 
that they should be under strict guardianship, and the rule of 
domestic or social authority. What matters it, in their view, 
that no provision for the future of themselves or their children 
has been secured by personal endeavour? The children will 
be clothed and educated by the public ;. in sickness charitable 
aid is always to be had, and in old age, tllere is the House or 
Poor-rates. No authority or regulative force follows the social 
nnits, who become parents when they are mere children, into' 
their isolated homes. Our reverence for the freedom of the 
British subject forbids intrusion there; and the overcrowded, 
miserable condition of the poor in every town is now forcing 
itself upon public attention. In the words of a leading journal 
of December 12th, 1883: "Things are about as bad as they 
can be without creating an ~ctual panic. Overcrowding is the 
rule ..• what is the result?' It is not so much an alarming 
death-rate, though the death-rate is often far too high. It is 
rather to bring down the general standard of health in a way 
of which no public record is kept. It multiplies the number of 
weak and ailing children, of workmen liable to sickness, of 
mothers unable to nourish their offspring; in short, it converts 
the nation into a feeble folk. It is bad health that leads 
directly to the intemperance of the poorer working men. If 
we mean to hold our own in the international race, we must try 
to elevate the physical and moral stamina of our working men." 

On the question of hOW we try to do this, everything 
depends. If new efforts are put forth only upon the' old lines, 
the moral and physical deterioration will simply advance with 
greater impetus. One hopeful sign I gladly note. In an account 
of the "Peabody Town, Bunhill Fields," given in the Pall 
Mall Gazdle t I find this paragraph: .. It goes almost without 
saying, that the superintendent watches carefully the incrtlas • 

• I once beard a respectable workman say, I' 'My children get their gar_ 
ments made at our Dorcas. A Dorcas is useful to the ladies; it teaches 
them to sew." 

t Of November 21st, 1883. 
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of population, and when a family has been so enlarged that 
the apartment, or apartments, originally taken have become 
overcrowded, it must either move to a larger tenement, or quit 
the dwellings." Here, then, we bave the attention of these 
tenants forcibly drawn to the advisability of limiting their 
families, and this policy is virtuous, although it may appear 
barsb wben viewed in contrast with the vicious' policy of 
those benevolent ladies who supply all manner of necessaries 
to thoughtless, improvident mothers, on the birth of an infant. 

How ought society to deal with thoughtless early marriages 
amongst the poor? Tbis question is a fundamental one in 
relation to national health and well·being. I bave shown that 
in our lowest class the Unitary Home system, with its valuable 
discipline and guardianship of the young, ... ill not quickly ~,lce 
the place of the old domestic system that is ral,idly decaying. 
The rough training of the poor, their low moral calibre, and 
teDdeucy to spontaneoU3, irrational action, makes elevated 
domestic life impossible to them at present, and failure would 
follow anyauempt to gather them into Unitary Home.. It 
is true that in the Familisrere a large group of the French 
working class live in harmony and purity, but they have 
Monsieur Godin, as their inspiring geniUJ and familiar friend. 
Should society, then, in our case condemn early marriages and 
hy public authority restrain from marriage, boys and girls in 
their teens? Even if this .. ere possible, it would be unwise. 
Early marriage is at least respectable, and an increase of sexual 
immorality would result from its restraint. The lowest Irish, 
tbough steeped in poverty and destitution, are yet far above 
the British in sexual morality, and this is uoiver.aJly imputed 
to their hahit of early marriage. 

It is not with marriage itself, but only witb its evil conIC
quences, in the too rapid birth-rate, that society ought to 
inteIfere. H immature penons many, deferred parentage is 
what society has a rigbt to require, and it .mould exercise 
moral pressure, througb an enlightened public opinion, to that 
e1fect, and bring home to all parents the social responsibility 
they incur by the birth of a child; wbilst private action of 
social reformers abouJd teach the rational methods by wbich, 
in this class, the populating tendency may be kept within due 
Iimiu, and prudence, foresight, an" self-dependence be pro
moted. To other pcinbl of oociaJ reform within this d.... I 
will later refer; meantime I pass on to make this broad IUte-

• ,..;""",0--1 ... 1aIdmg 10 eril. 
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ment-that throughout our whole society, from the upper circles 
downwards, early m=iage is desirable, and that the prudence 
which restrains marriage in the middle classes is not a factor 
that tends to social purity and well-being. . 

The awful fact that in London alone there are upwards of 
eighty thousand prostitutes, reveals how far distant we are as 
yet from the national adoption of such sex relations as would be 
worthy the name of a pure monogamy; and this other startling 
fact, that as civilization advances, this great evil does not 
diminish but increases, and in this nineteenth century is fatally 
corrupting the merest children, calls for a thorough sifting 
of this hideous subject, and an exposing of the forces that 
underlie the painful social condition.· Miss Ellice Hopkins' 
work amongst ladies is strikingly significant. It shows that we 
are rapidly approaching the conscious epoch of evolution, and 
that even the strong sentiment of delicacy, admirable though 
it be, will no longer pennit humanity to close its eyes to truth, 
however ghastly. Until the facts of human life are made pure 
and sweet, a delicate refinement will not and (annol dominate 
the whole mental atmosphere of social intercourse. Science 
has taught us in this age a reverence for truth unknown before. 
It is training us to the pati~nt investigatIon of facts. It has 
led us to reject Puritanism as tbe best form of human life, and 
to give sex appetite an honourable position in our theory of 
life. t But it has not reorganized society, nor shown us how 
the normal healthful exercise of a general function is to 
become harmonious with moral and social well-being. It has 
simply launched the new conception into a society already 
tottering upon its Puritan foundation, and something like an 
immoral chaos has resulted. 

I have drawn attention in Chapter XI· to the late Mr. 
W. R. Greg's opinions concerning the old Malthusianism, with 
its doctrine of late marriage. The strength of human passion 
in the majority of men and women makes the entire sup
pression of it in youth unnatural-a sacrifice to the well-being 

• Whilst this work is passing through the press, the Pall Mall Gaulle 
disclosures of July, 1885, have drawn wide public attention to this subject 
of the systematic seduction and violation of young girls. Of all the painful 
lessons that those dreadful revelations teach us, the most important is-~at 
parents should instruct their children in all that relates to sex, and the 
dangers they may encounter in Hee; for, it is well said tbat U unsuspecting 
innocence is the prey of systematic vice." 

t I refer my reader to H. Spencer's" Data of Ethics," p. 7S, and to 
Ruckle's "History of Civilization, II voL ill. pp. 271 and 297. 
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of society which comparatively few· individuals only are 
capable of rendering, and further, that this animal instinct is 
redeemed from animalism by being blended with unselfish 
affections and ennobled by tender association .. 

Nee-Malthusianism, with its power of subjugating the law 
of population and deferring parentage, is a new key to the 
social position, and by its use early marriage, judiciously 
surrounded by new conditions, will lead to national regenera
tion al!d the gradual extinction of sexual vice. .. A thing to 
be carefully remembered," says Miss Martineau, .. i. that 
asceticism and licentiousness universally co.exiflt. AU ex. 
perience proves this; and every principle of human nature 
might prophesy the prooL Passions and emotions cannot be 
extinguished by general rule .... - Let us then, as a com· 
munity, grant this social science proposition, and set ourselve. 
to purge out our ghastly licentiousness by early marriage, 
keeping steadily in view that the marriage aimed at must be 
capable of guarding purity of morals, constancy of affection, 
and domestic peace. 

In my last chapter I pointed out how our poor attainment 
in the matter of home life had corrupted our ideal of home and 
lowered the family sentiment, and I showed that if we can 
create a worthy conception, a noble ideal of what home should 
be, in the general mind, it would prove a powerful factor in 
improving and elevating our domestic system. Now, simiJarly 
here, a noble iii"" of flUlmage is an imperious want in th •• 
nineteenth-century civiliZ3.tion of ours. The general mind is 
utterly confused as to what are the true motives that should 
lead to marriage_hat is the right attitude 01 mind in the 
relation of marriage-what consequences of marriage society 
is hound to control And this need excite DO surprise, {or 
hitherto the whole subject has been wrapped in mystery and 
carefully hidden away, or coarsely and flippantly played with, 
or decked out in delusive faity-like fanc.es. It is true that 
romances have altered their character of late yeats, and many 
of our best novel-writers are DO longer fanciful They are 
purely realistic. The scienti6c spirit of the day controls their 
genius, and what they represent is, things as they art, not 
things as they should be, and as we .~ strive to make 
them_ 

But in poetry at least, we may surely look for aspiration, 
{or ideals that will stimulate to purer life and mould humanity 

•• , How to Obocno, Monb ODd Mauacrs, • by H_ Manm..., po .6oJ. 
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to higher forms. Alas I even poetry fails us here. Turn, for 
instance, to the later works of our Poet Laureate. In" The 
Sisters" he represents marriage as following naturally and 
worthily from passion inspired by the merest glimpse of a 
pretty face. Love at first sight is exalted into· an honourable 
position, and the· hero, a young man of supposed civilized 
mind and manners, basely forsakes the girl who loved him and 
whom he was prepared to marry, so soon as he has a second 
glimpse of his first attraction. After the two glimpses only, the 
hero deliberately soliloquizes, .. But could I wed her loving 
the other?" Observe also, the trl who is forsaken defers to 
the sanctity and superior claims of love at first sight, and never 
perceives the flimsy superficiality of the lover. She dies in 
consequence of her disappointment, and later the worthless 
hero, posing as the affectionate father of two marriageable 
daughters, does not d.!sire them to marry in order to increase 
their happiness, but U one should marry" (he says) U or all the 
broad lands . . . wi.!1 pass collaterally." Love at first sight, 
then, and parental pride of property are motives for marriage, 
which the poet whom our nation has delighted to honour 
thinks worthy of his verse. Vet surely my reader will agree 
with me, that the first of these motives is respectable only in 
a savage epoch, and the second, during the feudal stage of 

. man's development. Doubtlessly we have plenty of p'imitive 
men and women amongst us even now, but in poetry we look 
for ideals that bear fitness to the highest rather than the lowest 
type of the present age, and point us to the humanity of the 
future. . 

The civilized man has a large development of intellect, of 
emotion, of resthetic and moral sentiment In him the love, 
that is the only true foundation for marriage,· is no simple 
passion kindled by the glimpse of a pretty face, or any mere 
superficial contact whatever. It is, on the contrary, a highly 
complex emoticn, and if it fails in complexity, if it does not 
embrace sympathy in thought, feeling, and moral aspiration, it 
will fail to sustain happiness in married life. 

If this be so, however, dare we' rationally expect that early 
marriages WIll result in happiness? and that the immature love 
of youth and maiden will expand into the fuller developQlent 
of sympathetic thought and feeling, that complete union in 
mature life signifies? Under cert:1.in· conditions, I think we 

• In Mr. Mill's U Subjection of Women," p. 177, there is the only 
true ideal of civilized marriage which 1 bave been able to 6nd. 

X 
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may. In the annals of the past I find record.d that Lady 
Sarah Cadogan, daughter of William, first Earl Cadogan, "as 
married, at the age of thirteen, to Charles, second !Juke of 
Richmond, aged eighteen. It i. said that the marriage was a 
bargain to cancel a gambli~g debt between the parents, Lady 
Sarah heing a co-heiress. The young Lord March was brought 
from coUege and the little lady from her nursery, for the 
ceremony, which took place at the Hague. The bride was 
amazed and silent, but the husband exclaimed, .. Surely you 
are not going to marry me to that dowdy?' After the 
ceremony, his Intor took the bridegroom away whil.t the bride 
went back to her mother. Three years after, Lord March 
returned from his travels, but in no hurry to join hi. wife. He 
went to the theatre, and there saw a lady so beautiful that he 
asked who she was. "The reigning toa'lt,l..ady March," was 
the answer. He then hastened to claim her, and their lifelong 
affection is much commented upon by contemporaneous 
writers; indeed it was said that the duche •• , who only 
survived him a year, died of grid: Now, here ... have a 
bright little picture of primitive simplicity. Marri",!"e by 
purchase and arranged by the parent., cemented, however, 
by passion springing from superficial attractions only, and 
leading to simple domestic felicity, the human nature involved 
being "ompazatively uncomplex or homogeneous. 

Would similaz antecedents, however, be followed by similar 
consequents, amid the complexity of life and variety of human 
sentiments that surround us now? L ndouUledly no. Modern 
sentiment would revolt from early marriages arranged by 
parents for purely selfish purposes. The young would revolt 
from all marriage in whicb personal choice was not the 
prominent element; and although a prettv tau excites 
passion. and in early youtb especially prompts to maniage. 
the college-bred husband of the present day demanru. more 
than superficial attractions in a wife, if he is to enjoy domestic 
felicity. His demands are not as yet understood or responded 
to, and there is much truth in Mrs. Lynn Linton', pictnre of 
Bored Husbands. "We can IC3l"cely wonder,' she says, .. that 
so many lIusbands think matrimony a mistake as we have it in 
our insular arrangements. . • . Few womf1) take a living 
interest in tbe lives of men, and fewer still understand thtJIJ. 
••. They aze utterly unable to con-prehend hi. (a hUiband'sl 

pleasures, his thoughts, his duties, the lesponsiLllities of his 
profession, or the bearings of any public question in which he 
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takes a part. . . . Most men are horribly bored at home, and 
the mass of lhem really suffer from domestic stagnation." 

Isolated homes and uneducated wives drive men to clubs, 
and c1ub·life has grown eno!mously in the last forty years, and 
further separated the sexes. - Nevertheless, soine elements of 
a nearer approach are plainly to be seen. Billiard-playing 
within doors, and out of doors lawn-tennis, skating, etc., unite 
the youth of both sexes; and girls are fired with intellectual 
ambition, and emulate their brothers' student·life at Oxford or 
at Cambridge. Here, however, there is no union. Male and 
female stuclents live widely apart; and the higher education of 
girls has had no appreciable result in eukindling any wide
spread intellectual sympathy between the sexes. 

But marriage, in my opinion, might frequently precede, 
rather than follow after, the student-life; and the tutor need 
not intervene to carry off the husband, as in the case of Lord 
March. The youthful pair might together attend college, and 
co-operate in all the serious duties of youth as well as in its 
recreations. Mental development side by side would promote 
conjugal union, and mutual knowledge, mutual interests, and 
mutual tastes, would be immeasurably enhanced. These 
student years would of couroe only be a preparation for the 
full married life with its parental and social responsibilities. 
Public morality forbids parentage during years of immaturity, 
and to parents belongs the duty of inculcating moral social 
restraints. Together the young husband and wife would study 
physiology in all its branches-the laws of health in marriage 
and parenthood, and when family responsibilities came to be 
incurred no ignorant mistakes would mar the health and happi
ness of offspring. 

My next chapter will treat of hered;ty, therefore I need not 
pause to touch on that subject now, but rather ask this ques
tion: Are parents alarmed at the mere suggestion of mixed 
colleges? Would they tremble for the safety of daughters 
studying-not in the conventual seclusion of Girton, Newnam, 
Saint Margaret's, Somerville Hall, etc., but side by side with 
a young husband or brother at Oxford or Cambridge; and if 
so, why? In America immorality has not resulted from mix
ture of sex at universities. I find recorded in the Centtby 
Magazine of March, 1883, that" the teVilllOuy of the colleges 

• A social dub for youn(! men and women was some time ago started 
at the Workmn.n's Hall, Hell Street, Edgware Road. The president is the 
Rev. Llewelyn Davies. This is a favour.:lble sign of the times. 
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already open to both sexes, of academies and high schools, in 
the hands of men touching life at more pGints, with e'lual 
uniformity encouraged it. In theory it was averred that the 
girls would become mannish, or the boys effeminate; that the 
standard of scholarship would be lowered in conce.sion to 
feminine limitations; and that sentimentalism would be cleve
loped, with a consequent deterioration of morals. In practice 
it was proved that while the boys aUluired finer manners, the 
girls advanced in truthrulness, sincerity, and courage; that the 
standard of scholarship was raised, a9d that the predicted 
period of sentimentalism, though everywhere overdue, had 
persistently failed to appear."· 

Tbe following evidence concerning Antioch College i. al80 
reassuring. .. At Antioch Colle~e in America the young men 
and women are educated together; and we are told that the 
influence of sex upon sex is arImiraLle; the young gentlemen 
become refined in manner and habits, and their higher amb~ 
tions are stimulated; the effect is naturally stronger upon the 
older students . . . No restraint bevon,l that of absolute 
propriety is put upon their intercourse; the recitations and 
lectures are of course in common, and so are the mea11t the 
refectory being arranged with small tables, at which the 
students form their own parries of four or Ii.. eating and 
hiking together like acquaintances in a restaurant. Out of 
study they associate as they pie ...... and often get up picnicA 
or excursions to visit the show.pla.ces in the DcighbourhlKKL 
Preferences and attachments are mevitable; but these, honour~ 
ably pursued, are not discouraged or interfered ... ith. One 
Instance has occurred of husband and .. ife taking their degree 
as BacheloTS of Am at the same time. One pair of belt 
scholars, .... ho har1 become attached .hile Seniors, and married 
after graduarin~. returned ro the college to become pro(e55OfI." 

It is precisely the separ:uion of the sexes that makes collef(e 
life dangerous to youth; and it fills one with prof'>fJnd melan
choly to think hoW' many fine youn~ men might have been 
saverl from debasing habits or a licentious life if the sweet and 
pure influe""" of mother and sister had been with them at the 
most cntieal period of their youth. H By I h-: mere play of the 
affectioos," says Mr. Buckle, "the finished IJUD is refined and 
completed· Tnis thought, which he gives us concerning 
mother and son. I apply to tbe marriage relation: H The most 

·,sacred form of human loY .. the porest, the bighest, and the 
• I.-ia Gilbert ktmkle. is !be c-.uy M~",. p. '*'s, )lanh, .88j. 
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holiest compact of which our human nature is capable, becomes 
an engine for the advancement of knowledge and the dis
covery of truth; the most truly eminent men have had not 
only their affections, but also their intellect, greatly influenced 
by women." 

A brother and sister are sent up to Oxford from a happy 
home. The influences of that home will encompass the lad 
far· more closely than if he were alone; and many a wine~ 
party will be eschewed for pleasures in which his sister and 
her lady-friends can safely join. There is no greater risk of 
immorality in mixed than in unmixed colleges. The risk is 
of early marriage, and sometimes of hasty and foolish marriage; 
and the question is, have parents cause to regard this risk as 
a danger too great to incur? In OUI transition state there are 
no conditions absolutely safe. The girl who pines for occupa
tion and a wider life at home is in danger of losing physical, 
moral, and intellectual health, and so marring the happiness of 
her future husband and children, if marriage ever comes to her. 
The choice is not between good and evil It is a choice of 
evils, in which the bias of established custom may cause parents 
to mistake the lesser for the greater evil 

Let us glance at the question from an economic point. A 
young man, who is maintained by his parents at college, loves 
a girl who is there also, and maintained by her parents. Mar· 
riage is approved by the parents, who will continue to meet 
expenses; and these are in no way greater than before. 
Neither a wedding tour nor a period of idleness is considered 
necessary. The young couple are in parental leading-strings, 
and gently kept to the performance of their duty in diligent 
study. But passion and aflectiou are satisfied. Love is not 
mistaken for the whole of life, by either of them. It falls into 
its true pbce in sweetening the whole. It lightens and stimu
lates intelleclual effort. It widens experience and broadens 
sympathy. It comforts in sorrow, and deepens the moral 
sentiment. It elevates and strengthens the whole nature.· 
Now, I dare not assert that in every case the love so begun will 
continue warm and enduring to th~ end of life. But I am 
convinced that the chances of its doing so are great (fOJ in 

• I might here dwell also on sexual emlAa-ion in selr·improvement. 
When ideals of what are the best qualities in eaLb sex are better under
slood and taught, each sex will then require of the opposite sex. th~e 
good qunlities, with the result that development in virtue amongst the 
young will be vastly stimuluted. 
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the period of yOllth they ",ill grow to each other intellectually 
apd emotionally), ano infinitely greater than if the lad at 
twenty· five, when established in his profession, had married the 
girl from her home (where the busy idleness of a life of plea
sure had been her sole occupation) after a few interviews at 
bazaars, balls, concerts, and lawn-tennis tournaments. 

To parents, then, would it be a hardship to support their 
children in the first few years of marriage, to guide an.! control 
them at the most critical period of life, and launch them into 
independent careers married rather than single? A mother 
would have to sacrifice pride. She would not be congratu
lated upon her daughter's brilliant marriage. But I addr ... 
myself specially to tbe parents whose strong .. t desire ii, that 
the happiness of their children may be secured, and who 
will pursue that end unbiassed by considerations that are 
purely selfish. These parents, however, may say to me, "Why 
suggest our sending daughters to Oxford or Cambridge 00 IOllg 
as the men's colleges there are not open to women? 0, J reply, 
that my aim is to gi"e what aid I can in educating public 
opinion, and creating healthy sentiment on this .ubject of the 
mixture of sex, and with this aim anticipation of the future is 
unavoidable. Even now there are in Binningham, Manchc51ter, 
London, and elsewhere, educational institutions open to both 
sexes, where young men and women may VUf3.ue sdenti6c and 

. art studies together. 
Some change of sentiment in respect to marriage i. an 

all.important step of advance at the pre>ent momenL Parents 
should cease to regard marriage as the ultimate crown of 
life, which their oons may only hope to albin after yean of 
patient waiting and earnest endeavour. They should regard ic 
as a means to an end rather than an end in itself-a vital and 
vitalizing means, namely, by which the young .. ill build up 
strong and elevated character, and achieve for themselves a 
widely useful and honourable life. 

The British race presents to the world the U fair owface of 
a decorous society.w It publicly prof ..... monogamy, and 
preaches to the young a puritan asceti<.ism; but behlDd the 
scenes the dr2ma ·e:ucted would disgrace a civilization of the 
Middle Ages. Amongst the lower cbsses, .. ife-beating and 
wife-murder-amongst the upper cbo ... , the hideous revela
tions of the Divorce Coun-witneso to the impurity and 
misery of our boasted monogamy. Privately we tolerate 
licence; we condone and studiously conceal the viciou. pro-
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pensities of youth-we harbour in our midst a social evil of 
gigantic magnitude; we permit hypocrisy to prevail; we insti
gate the young to fortn mercantile self-interested marriages; 
we have, in short, no lofty ideal of sex relations. We are 
corrupt in our social life-debased in our mental and moral 
conception of what life should be. 

Truth, simplicity, justice, must form the threefold basis of 
a better system of things in which asceticism will be put aside 
as false to the facts of adult human nature, and early marriage 
will be everywhere encouraged and facilitated. Simplicity will 
take the place of luxury in domestic living, and happiness be 
aimed at instead of magnificence and show_ Justice will give 
freedom within the marriage bond itself, creating outward or 
legal conditions that are neither immoral nor lax, but suffi. .. 
cienlly elastic to permit of retrieving the errors of youth, and 
honestly or openly retracing steps that have converged to 
mutual dissatisfaction and misery rather than to mutual com
fort and peace. 

Marriage, as it exists, is, in hundreds of thousands of cases, 
an artificial sham. If we would make it pure and true we 
must concede that" the dissolution of marriage shall be as free 
and honourable a transaction a. .. its formation." From divorce 
made easy, however, the British mind instinctively revolts, 
and I venture to assert that the mass of intelligent thinkers in 
the present day would prefer that the nation should hold its 
units strictly in bonds that are a sham and delusion, rather 
than that it should legalize the dissolution of marriages felt to be 
false. But why do we hold divorce in disgust and disrespect? 
Is it not because we have ourselves defiled it, and made its 
conditions odious? When its conditions are made reasonable 
and pure we shall respect it as necessary to general happiness. 
Meantime, Mr. Emerson's theory that in the conduct of life 
the great essentials are, to escape from all false ties, and to 
have courage to be what we are, is fully admitted, whilst the 
practical outcome of the theory, if openly advocated, would be 
fi~rcely opposed. 

Not so in the case of some grave and noble thinkers of 
the past. John Milton held that one of the four necesslry 
proprlies of marriage wa.~ "love to the height of dearness," and 
where that property did not exist ther" could not be true 
matrimony, and the pair ought not to be counted man and. 
wife. II Christ Himself tells," he says, "who should not 
be put asunder, viz. those whom God hath joined." But 
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.. when is it that God may be said to join? when the parties 
and their friends cODsent? No, surely. • . . Or is it wilen 
church rites are fiDished? Neither; for the efficacy of those 
depends upon the presupposed fitness of either party ..•. 
It is left, that only then when the minds are fitly disposed and 
enabled to maintain a cheerful coDversation, to the solace and 
love of each other .•. IhnJ ODly caD be thought to be God'. 
joiniDg. • . . The rest, whom either disproportion, or deadn"". 
of spirit, or something distasteful aDd averse in the immutable 
bent of Dature renders conjugal, error may have joined, but 
God never joined against the meaning of His own ordi. 
Dance. And if He joined them not, then there is no power 
above their own consent to hinder them from unjoining, when 
they cannot reap the soberest ends of being together in any 
tolerable sort ••.. Undoubtedly a peaceful dIvorce is a lese 
evil, and less in scaDdal than hateful, hard·hearted, and de
structive continumce of marriage in the judgment of Moses 
and of Christ." • 

AgaiD, he says: "What thing more instituted to the delight 
and solace of maD thaD marriage? And yet. the mi.,iDterpretiDg 
of some Scripture ..• hath changed the blessing of matrimony 
into a drooping and disconsola1e household captivity, without 
refuge or redemption. Wbat a calamity is this! What a sore 
evil is this DDder the sun! •. , Not that license and levity 
should berein be countenaDced, but that some ronJCionable 
and tender pity might he had for those who have uDwarily, in 
a thing they Dever practise<i before; made themselves the 
bondmen of a luckless and helpless matrimODY," t To the 
objection that iDdividual disposItions might and ought to be 
known before marriage takes place, lItiton replies: H For all 
the WariDesS that can be used it may yet heWl ~ discreet man 
to be mistaken in his choice; and we have plenty of examples. 
Nor is tbere that freedom of access graDted or presumed, u 
may suffice to a perfect discerning nil too Iate..: .. Who sees 
DOt,' be exclaims, .. bow much more Christianity it ... ould be to 
break by divorce tJ-.at ... luch is more broken by IIndue and 
forcible keeping, rather than to cover the altar of the Lord 
with continual tears , , • rather than that t·~ wbole wemhip 
of a Christian man', life should Ianguisb and fade away beneath 
the weight of an immeasurable gnef and discouragement:" i 

• •• The Doetrine ODd DisciptiDe 01 DiyOKe,' Jolm )Iii..... EditaI 
by J. A. St. JoIm, ch..vi. 

t lbid.. J bk. i., Prd'ace. t Ibid., ch. iii. I Ibid.., cb.. "i.. 
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And again: "He therefore, who lacking· of his due in the most 
native and humane end of marriage thinks it better to part 
than to live sadly and injUliously to that cheer(ul covenant (for 
not to be beloved, and yet retained, is the greatest injury to 
a gentle spirit)-he, I say, who therefore seeks to part, is one 
who highly honours the married life, and would not stain it ; 
and the reasons which· now move him to divorce are equal to 
the best of th",e that could first warrant him to marry; for, 
as was plainly shown, both the hate which now diverts him, 
and the loneliness which leads him still powerfully to seek a 
fit help, hath not the least grain of a sin in it if he be worthy 
to understand himself.JJ· " It is a less breach of wedlock to 
part with wise and quiet consent betimes, than still to foil and 
profane that mystery of joy and union with a polluting sadness 
and perpetual distemper; for it is not the outward continuing 
of marriage that keeps whole that covenant, but whatsoever 
does most according to peace and love, whether in marriage 
or in divorce, he it is that breaks marriage least; it being 
so often written that 'Love only is the fulfilling of every 
commandment.' )J t 

Milton wrote the essays from which I have quoted, about 
the year 1659, and Ilearly two hundred years later Mr. St. 
John, in re-editing them, calls attention to the fact that although 
every question connected with marriage and divorce is there 
discussed with surprising eloquence, learning, and freedom, 
these essays had produced DO sensible effect on the laws or 
manners of the country. The Roman Catholic theory of 
marriage has prevailed ever sipce, and yet now it is, says 
Mr. St. John, "repudiated by perhaps a majority of those who 
are able to think for themselves. Well, however, might Milton 
inveigh again~ custom. That which has been long established 
is usually invested by us with a sacred character; on which 
account we continue to submit to it though conscious of the 
innumerable evils of which it may be the cause to us and 
others. The object of marriage must be admitted to be the 
happiness of those who enter into it, not their mere worldly 
prosperity, or the well ordering of their household and families, 
but in a moral and intel1ectu:ll sense, their own indivil1ual 
delight and tranquilli[y of mind. Wh¥o this is not aimed at, 
marriage degenerates into a mere social connection for econo
mical purposes, in whicb. both husband and wife become 

• "The Doctrine and Discipline of Divorc~." ch. iv. 
t Ibid., ch. vi. 
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snbservient to the property they bring together, or may happen 
to amass."· 

Since Mr. St John wrote these words there has been a 
reaction in the minds of social units able to think for tholll
selves. They no longer repudiate indissoluble mlrria~e. 
Individual freedom has brought such social disorganization that 
further freedom is instinctively dreaded, and intellectually, we 
would rather submit to the innumerable evils of our present 
state, than face the unknown dangers that easy divorce might 
bring. Meantime, industrial life, accompanied by sociall're!i-o 
sure, has brought us into the exact position that Mr. St. John 
so well describes. In our upper and middle classes innumer
able marriages are mere social connectioos for economical 
purposes. Money is the main instigator to mnriage, the 
important element in matrimonial contracts. Hu~banrl and 
Wife are subservient to property, and individual delight and 
tranquillity of mind play httle part either as the motives to 
marriage or as its result. Me1.nwhile, in the l(}W'est cla~ pro
miscuous unions and unlimited child-bearing uepre'is the 
standard of national health, and weaken the social order of 
the State. 

It is an interesting, although a somewhat humiliating ",,,dy, 
to compare our civilization with that of some of the ancient 
Grecian States. In the Spartau State, tor instance, where the 
higher culture and the higher arts were di.couraged, and science 
was unknown, the common sense displ.yed by legislatorS and 
people is marvellous to look back UP-'D. The prominent idea, 
in the minds of both, was the strength aod permanence of 
the State, and if individaal freedom was adverse to the ... elfare 
of the State, or individual interests cla.hed with the general 
interests of the community, the former were unhesitatingly 
sacriliced. The position of Spam made ... ar (willent and 
necessary, and the rearing of warlike men a public doty. All 
efforts, therefore, were directed to this end Great auention 
and care .. ere bestowed on the physical training of .. omen. 
From their earliest days they engaged in gymnastic exercises, 
and when old enough entered into contests with each other m 
wrestling, racing, throwing the qnoit __ 

In this .. ay the .. hole body of citizens knew a girl's powers ; 
there could be DO concealment of disease; no .idly girl could 
pass herself off as healthy. The girls mingled freely with the 

• Ed; ..... pm;a.;o.ry ......ru to "n.. DoctriDe aad Dilcipllix 0( 
DmIn:>o. • 
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young men. They came to know each other well. Long 
hefore the time of marriage they had formed attachments, and 
knew each other's characters. All Spartans girls married 
except the sickly. No sickly woman was allowed to marry, 
for offsprillg 1/Iust be ;lea/thy. And indeed, if left to consult 
her own feelings, the sickly girl would refrain from marriage. 
The age of marriage was fixed, special care being taken that 
girls should not marry too soon. In all these regulations 
women were not treated more strictly than men. Men were 
practically compelled to marry. The man who ventured on 
remaining a bachelor was punished in various ways. Men 
were also punished for marrying too late, or for marrying 
women disproportionately young ·or old. By the Spartan 
system the main object of the legislators was achieved. 

For four or five hundred years there was a succession of the 
stroogest men that ever existed on the face of the earth, and 
they held supremacy in Greece for a considerable time through 
sheer energy, bravery, and obedience to law. The women 
helped to maintain this high position as much as the men. 
They were vigorous and beautiful, patriotic, and remarkable 
for moral courage. The wiyes wefe true to their husbands, the 
husbands fond and proud oE their wives, and adultery was 
almost entirely unknown. Lastly, a legitimate pride in physical 
health and purity of blood was felt and expressed. A poor· 
maiden was asked what dowry she could give to her lover? 
and her answer was, " Ancestral purity.u. 

How few of our poor maidens could with equal truth boast 
of this endowment I and yet we live in a scientific age, when 
rational means to rational ends are within the compass of an 
intellectually developed race. Our ends are wider and fuller 
than those of the Spartans. We .want something more than 
strong and brave men, healthy and beautiful women, to per
petuate fitly the British race; but as a nation we have not yet 
had the common sense to recoglllze, as the Spartans did, that 
marriage and generation are facts to be looked to as of vital 
national importance, and dealt with without that secrecy which 
is the invariable accompaniment of vice. Nor have we like 
the Spartans trained the sentiments of youth in accordaac.e 
with national welfare, nor formed our regulations with impartial 
justice, trc:lting men as strictly as womell, or (should that seem 
the preferable course) women as unstrictly as men. 

• ViJ~an article on "The Position of Women in Ancient Grec::ce," by 
James UOJUlldson, Con/~JJlpora", J(nl;no, July) 1818. 
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It is a very striking feature of the present age Ihat the 
action of putting immoral women under the stringent control 
of the police, and young girls under protection of the law. i. 
regarded as the best possilJle remedy for social evils in which 
the other sex is deeply implicated.· The Spartans appear to 
bave been before us in the knowledge of this truth; that 
national happiness and virtue are not likely to spring from 
unequal treatment of 'the sexes, or {rom injustice in any 
form. 

U The Romans admitted three kinds of marriage -the ' CQI1~ 
farrtalio,' which wa'i accompanied by the most awful reJigiou!I 
ceremonies, was practically indis!Wluble. and was jealously 
restricted to patricians; the 'coemplio,' which was purely civil, 
and derived its Dame from a symbolical sale; and the '1ISIIS,' 

effected by a simple declaration ,. of marriag-e. t This last 
form became general in the empire and hw this important 
consequence-the woman so m;J.rried remained in the eyes of 
the law, in the family of her father, and under hi. guardianship. 
Another important consequence resulted from this form of 
marriage. Being looked upon as a civil contract entered into 
for the happiness of the contracting p .nies, itl continuance 
depended upon mutual consenL Either party might dissolve 
it at wi11, and the dissolution gave both parties a right to 
Te-marry. Now, observe, this gradual loosening of the marriage 
bonds in Rome was synchronous with the dissolution of public 
morals, and the setting in of a period of great corruption. To 
the casual observer of history, therefore, the experience of the 
Romans appears unfa vour.ble to the wisdom of a policy that 
facilitates dlvor~ Mr. I..ecky, hOlo·ever, clearly showl that 
there were independent causes (or the va<;t wave of corrup.ion 
that Bowed in upon Rome, and these would, uoder any .ptem 
of law, bave penetrated into domestic life. He lar- down the 
proposition that, U in a purer state of puLlic opinion a very 
wide la1itude of divorce mIght probably have been allowed to 
both panies without any serinus consequence.' To thi. he 
adds a significant obsen-ation, viz. U Of those who in Rome 
scandaliud good men by the rapid recurrence of theiT mar-

• I denounce the S)'5letD as irrational as well M· "njtm. Nothing' 10 

rapidly demorali.ze5 people aa to 5bow them ~ ~ and be conllnU· 
ally b.araming thtm. So long as we have prostitutes at aJJ~ we are boawJ 
to preserve in them as many good quaJitlCS a5 pr-"lriMe. wbtTeu t". the 
-.. system we dew.". the good and bring "'" all the bod qualitio 01 
their natme. 

t Leek,.. ... Hislory olJl'OO'aIs,· YO!. n. p. 322. Second edilioa. 
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riages, probably most, if marriage was indissoluble, would have 
refrained from entering into it, and would have contented 
themselves with many informal connectioDs, or if they had 
married would have gratified their love of cbange by simple 
adultery." 

To the student of social evolutioD the preseDt positioD of 
the British Empire is not aDalogous to that of the Roman 
Empire approaching its fall. Bad as our social state is, false 
and impure as are- the relations of sex amongst us, public 
opinion and sentiment are so far firmly fixed. Monogamy is 
felt to be the one form of marriage suitable to aD advanced 
civilization, and we need fear DO relapse iDto polygamy, poly
andry, or any of the barbarous forms out of which the ciVIlized 
man has emerged, and from which his moral nature revolts. 
The purification of our monogamy, not its dissolution, is the 
goal to which we shall advance; and UDder the rule of a pure 
public opinioD latitude 'iI divorce is certain to prove a direct 
meaDS of the purification which we are bouDd to achieve. 

If my reader will refer to Mr. Spencer's .. Principles of 
Sociology," vol. i. p. 788, he will there find described the 
natural course of evolution in marriage. When" permanent 
monogamy was being evolved, the union by law (originally the 
act of purchase) was regarded as the essential part of marriage, 
and the union by affection as .non-essential; and whereas at 
present the union by law is thought the more important, and 
the union by affection the less important; there will come a 

-time when the union by affection will be held of primary 
moment, and the union by law as of secondary moment." 
Then uccurs the condemnation and reprobation of marital 
relations in which affection has me-I ted away and the union 
regarded as s.cred j,as naturally dissolved. In some civilized 
countries this stage has been entered upon. 

Let us glance at results in two of these countrieR which are 
in advance of ourselves in respect to the sacred institution of 
marriage. In the United States, although divorces are nume
rous, it was publicly declared at a meeting held at Piccadilly, 
London, in June, 1883, that there is no country where the 
rel.tions of husband aud wife are more respectecl and t""der 
and, 1 think, American light literatute gives ample proof of th~ 
truth of this statement. In France~ the law makes no pro
vision for divorce, and even legal separations are few. But if 
we compare French romances with American novels, it is in 
the former, not the Jatter, that we find pictured a domestic life 
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to inquisitorial interference with the strictly private matters of 
domestic life. 

The really important social epoch of marriage i. at the 
birth of the first child; and after that event, divorce should be 
more difficult and carefully guarded by society, in the interroL. 
of the child or children. These interests, however, may ollen 
be fas bener secured by parental divorce, than by enforced 
parental union, and private friends, chosen by the parties and 
approved by the legal court, should be charged ",ith the duty 
of private investigation and settlement of the questions at 
issue. Arbitration of mutual friends acting under the dictates 
of common sense and from experience of the human nature 
around us, is a social force likely to adjudicate more justly and 
wisely, in reference to these delicate relations of life, than 
public officials applying the antiquated regulations, which ase 
survivals of an old r'gil1le, neither well adapted to the conditions 
of modern life, nor to the complexity of modern humanity. 

The law concerning parental guardianship, which efforts are 
now being made to alter. is a manifest survival {Tom the epor:h 
when man ignorantly believed that father and child were more 
closely and vitally related than mother and child! We are 
surely sufficiently advanced to perceive that the parental 
relation does not so ditTer, and to demand that for the 1"'0 
sexes equality of parental righL' and duties should be recorded 
in the statute book, ""d juslice he made the basis of our 
marriage laWs. 

Legal changes are required in til''' directions, viz. toward. 
greater freedom as to marriage and greater strictnn. as to 
parentage. The masriage umon is essentially a private matter 
wilb which society bas no call and no righl to interfere. 
Childbirth, on, the contrary, is a public evenL It touches the 
interests of the whole nation. The simplest fcrm of marriage 
is the hesL We .hould do well to follow the ancient RDmans, 
and adopt the IISUS .,ith its natural conse'luence-that the ""fe 
if young remains under the guardianship of her parenti. But 
as regasds childbirth we must become Spastan., and .,itb finn
ness and fidelity assume censol"'!ihip, and, to 501JIe extent, 
control over- action that atfect5 the order of society, and the 
entire well-being of tbe coming race. - • 

In reference to both, our customs al the present momenl 
ase destitute of common sense. We sanction, br religious 
services, the IMrcenary marriages that in our hearts .,e c0n

demn. We emphasize with sociaJ pomp and ceremony the 
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commencement of unions that in our present evil social state 
may speedily terminate in private misery and public disgrace, 
whilst we view with patient serenity and without public com
ment or rebuke, a careless, heartless assumption of parental 
responsibilities and an utter neglect of a great social duty, viz. 
that of transmitting only to the incoming generation ancestral 
purity and physical, mental, and moral health. 

In a scientific age man is bound to recognize physiological 
reasons for early marriage and physiological reasons for delayed 
parentage. Of the former, I have here to say that an early 
moderate stimulation of the female sexual organs (after puberty 
is reached) tends, by the law of exercise promoting develop
ment of structure, to make partuntion in mature life easy and 
safe; and that the healthy functional and emotional life of the 
marriage union is the best preventive of hysteria, chlorosis, 
love melancholy, and other unhappy ailments to which our 
young women are cruelly and barbarously exposed, and which, 
I do not hesitate to say, make them in many cases feel their 
youth to be an almost imuff,rabl, martyrdom. There are no 
less serious sexual evils which overtake masculine -yauth, if 
chaste and debarred from early marriage, i.t. persistent and 
mentaBy irritating cravings, sdf·abuse, etc. To these I need 
not, however, further allude. 

Conscious evolution demands that the eyes of the public 
shall be opened to the n«mity for marriage, and the great 
difficulties that lie in the way of true marriage, in order that all 
obstacles to human happiness, save such as are ;nevitable, may 
be bravely grappled with and overcome. The ineffectual 
gropings of unconscious humanity propelled by blind necessity 
are touching to enlightened minds. That civilized men and 
women l who for mutual happiness require the closest unions of 
affection, should ev~r have invented the miserable device of 
IIIatrimonial a,f[tncies, and that these should be commercially 
profitable, - spealc! volumes on the unsatisfactory state of our 
social life. Many newspaper advertisements under the heading 
U Matrimony" are genuine, and genuine also was a poor man's 
written appeal to the superintendent of a workhouse: "Sir, I 
am in lodgings and have no home. Could I have a tidy woman 
from your institution which could make me a tidy wife? II • 

Not so much with the uneducated, hqw~ver, as amongst the 
educated and those of gentle birth is there lacking, that free

• The MalnilU1llia/ NnJ./$ journal is here referred to. and there are 
various matrimonial agencies on the Continent. 

y 
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dom of access which might suffice for that discerning which 
is undoubtedly the only sure antecedent to true marriage. 
There are in the present day thousands of men situaterl as was 
Anthony Trollope dnring seven critical years of life. He lived 
in solitary lodgings in that great LOndon, where he says, 
.. Tbere was no house in whicb I could habitually see a lady's 
face and hear a lady'S voice. No allurement to decent respec. 
tability came in my way." How was he to spend his evenings? 
The alternatives before him were, a life not respectable, or in 
solitary lodgings, to sit for hours U reading good books awl 
drinking tea." Frankly be tells us, .. It seems to me that in 
such circumstances the temptations of loose life "ill almost 
certainly prevail with a young man. • • . The temptation. at 
any rate prevailed with me/'" Later in his U Autobiography" 
he speaks of his marriage, and adds, .. I ought to name that 
happy day as the commencement of my better life." . 

A social system that, on the one hand, leaves thousand. of 
educated women without daily intercourse with educated men, 
and therefore renders them unable to comprehend a man'. 
pleasnres, thoughts, duties, the responsiLilities of hi. profession, 
or the bearings of any pul,lic question in which he takes a part, 
aud, on tbe other hand, leaves thousands of gentlemen utterly 
unable to .. habitually see a lady's face and hear a lady'. 
voice! "-such a system is a failure, and wone than a failure in 
respect to necessary qualification. for (-,omoting the happine •• 
aud moral well· being of man. 

Let all social reformers aid in radical reii:m:n, viz. in the 
evolving of a IU7II S)'slnll which will bring men and women 
together in close relanons of a frank, pure, and healthy chara.c
ter-friendships, that are intimate, affectionate, faithful, to the 
benefit and enjoyment of all, and true marriage based on 
d1SCeTlllllCllt of individual natUre for all who d""rre to marry 
in so far as disproportion of sex will allow. 

Wealth must no longer figare as the chief promoter of 
human happiness. Wealth must be discrowned, and many 
products of wealth will have to be renounced. It is not iD 
pomp, glitter, or show, in luxuri0u5 and exuavagant living 
that the "nII syslml will be evolved. It will declare itself in 
simplicity of domestic and socia1 life, by ., ... pathetic combina· 
tion in all the &acTed duties and varied enjoyments of we, and 
by the clear en'Jnciaticn of the principle that in tbe .phere 
of the emotions man finds his bighest and pur .. t !I01aa; in 
universal kindliness and Jove the oausfactioo of ilis being. 

... An ~,-..,. Ami!Dooy TroIlope, yo!. L P. 69-
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HEREDITY, 

"The first .step towards the reduction of disease is beginning at the 
beginning to provide for the health of the unborn,"-Dr. RICHARDSON. 

U The laws of heredity constitute the most important agency whereby 
the vital forces, the vigour and soundness of the physical system, ate changed 
for better or worse. "-NATHAN ALLEN, M.D., LL.D. 

WHERE individual life is not menaced by poverty or destitution, 
diS(ase is the bane of existence, the great obstacle to human 
happiness. Calm resignation and even an exalted condition of 
inward peace are compatible w;th disease j but bright spirits, 
elastic exuberant. joyfulness, are unattainable without some 
approach to sound health. And alas I how few of us have any 
permanent possession of sound health. Sickness and pain dog 
our footsteps from infancy up to maturity, and onwards to 
death; and that in spite of medical science, of sanitary pro~ 
tection, of enormous strides made dur;ng the last hundred 
years in the knowledge of pathological conditions, and of vast 
resources now at our command for subduing and mitigating 
every form of physical evil. 

If I tum my thoughts to the life·histories of the friends 
I know well, everywhere I perce;ve wounds and scars left 
by our common enemy disease. I see mothers whose light~ 
hearted buoyancy died out when the children whom they 
had guarded with the fondest care were carried to the grave; 
husbands deprived by death in child·birth of the chosen com
panions of their lives-the young wasting in consumption'
the middle-aged bowed down by chroqic ailments, the aged 
martyrs to rheumatism. paralysis, gout In every direction 
there is disease made visible, or poison germs lying latent, 
ready to awake and carry sickness and sorrow into wide circles 
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. of human life. Nor is this direct physical sutTering even, the 
weightie.t evil in the case. Its indirect etTects in symvathetic 
pain and sorrow, in the torments of mental anxiety and nervous 
fears, in the anticipation of unutterable grief., these are beyond 
calculation, and yet so real, a. to appal the mind that for one 
moment strives to conceive and dwell upon them. 

The undeveloped nervous system of the savage, hi. weak 
feelings and callous nature, enable him to live hi. life at a 
tolerably even level. The height, depth, and breadth of 
emotion, in the civilized man, is to him unknown. CiviJiza.. 
tion has altered Ibe nerve structure, developed and revealed its 
latent powers, and transformed a gross thick-skinned humanity 
into a vital instrument of innumerable strings, ready to thrjlJ, 
to vibrate, and to throb, responsive to every wave that moves 
within its wide~Teaching sphere. The waves, however, that Circle 
persistently round us are those of sorrow. The delicate inOlru
ment of man's emotions vibrates to mortal anguish, and thrills 
to accents of despair. At no time in the history of our race 
has Ibe capacity for happine .. and the .ubjective need of 
happiness been so great; whilst at no former time has human 
misery been so openly revealed and keenly felL In vitw of 
the complexity of man's nature, and of hi. civili7.ed life, and in 
view of the intimate action and interaction of physical pain and 
mental sorrow, the great problem of how hawine .. i. to be 
achieved overwhelms one with bewilderment and dismay. But 
hope persistently whi.pers, human rea.'!011 has latent powers, 
science has resources as yet untried, and the app!ication of 
fluse to the veT}' mightie.t of task. may, nay 'U,jl/ .weep the 
world forward to happy issue. which we can but dImly for"""". 

There is an assembly, says Dr. Ri~hardson, of learned 
men, of earnest men, bent on understanding to the fuD human 
failures from health. These men spare DO Vains; to gain a 
spark of light Ibey ,.;n Iahour like miners in a mine.' Ob5crve. 
the subject-matter of these men's study ilJ, .. human failures Crom 
health." In other word., behind and below actual di;eaoc in 
all its forms, the cause or muses of riisealie are being diligently 
searched for. The world is at last beginning to ... awak,.n to 
Ibe fact, Ibat the life of the individual i. in some real sen", a 
prolongation of Ibose of his ancestry. His "'gour, his character, 
hIS diseases are principally derived from Ibeirs; IOreetim .. his 

• U n(urtunateIy we hne DO eamest band 0( .,JIDI:I) deYoted to lhd 
cause. although 1.hU field tJI iDi.{uu, • one in .hfch tcicoce .peciaJly 
ft<JUU<s fcmaJc aid. 
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faculties are blends of ancestral qualities ...• The life-histories 
of our relatives are prophetic of our own futures." Eugmics· 
forms the new field of inquiry into which eulightened reason is 
now carrying its penetrative investigations, and in that field 
undoubtedly the great battle with disease must ultimately be 
fought out. 

As yet, what medical and statistical re3earches have prin
cipally brought to light are some painful /acts and a curious 
anomaly. The facts are the "",treme pre valency of inherited 
disease, an increase of insanity, idiocy, and suicide, a deterio
ration taking place in physical su-.ture, 'a degeneracy of the 
structure of the teeth, t and clear evidence that. as Mr. Galton 
expresses it, "our human civilized stock is far more weakly 
through congenital imperfection than that of any other species 
of animals, whether wild or domestic." ~ The anomaly may be 
stated thus: "Whereas amongst savages the weak. in body and 
mind arc: soon eliminatecl, and those who survive commonly 
exhibit a vigorous' state of health," § an ,opposite condition 
results from Oilr civilization. Physical weakness and degenera
tion predominate, and as regards the mental and moral state, 
I again quote the words of Mr A. R. Wallace: "At the present 
day it does not seem po~sible for natural selection to act in any 
way so as to secure the permanent advancement of morality 
and intelligence, for it is indisputa~ly the mediocre, if not the 
low, both as re'.!ards morality and intelligence, who succeed 
best in life and multiply fastest." 

Now, I have in previous chapters explained what are the 
moral, -emotional, and social factors which have counteracted 
the law of natural selection and deprived us of its benefits in 
the survival of the fittest. I have shown that we have long 
been strong enough as a nation to withstand adverse forces 
without) whilst protecting weak members within our circle . 

• In the work" Inquiries into Human Faculty," from which, at page 
44. the above quotation is token, Mr. Galton points out tbot we greatly 
want a brief word to ex.press thp. science of improving stock, and he pro
poses the adoption of "mgelU'u" from the Greek ~lIgnUS. 

t The Lallal endorses an opinion recently delivered by Mr. Spence 
Bate, F.R.S., and long siilce maintained by the few thoughtful dentiih. 
that human teeth among the cultivated cla.-;scs are in process of degeneracy. 
The dentine is becoming deteriorated, interglobular spaces not found in the 
savage races making their appearance. while the enamel is becoming 
opaque."-SfrclaJor, September lKth, 1883. 

:t "Inquiries into Human Faculty," F. Galton, p. 23. 
§ "The Actiou of Natural Selection on Man," by A. R. Wallace. 
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We can afford to be generous, and accordingly we have become 
so. The cruelty that prompted our savage ancestors to destroy 
the feeble, the maimed, the incapable amongst them, h .. no 
existence in our nature. On the contrary, there has been 
developed in us both a reverence for life that will not permit u. 
callously to let a fellow-creature die, and a benevolence that has 
impelled us to the discovery and use of innume"ble method. 
for partially sub<luing disease and warding off its final catas
trophe. Fin~lIy, there has grown up within us a moral sense 
of justice that rn'o/Is from selection by the blind mechanical 
forces of external nature, and teaches us to oppo<e to these the 
vital, tender forces of a universal human sympathy. Xatural 
selection has given way to sympathetic selection, in which man 
has played :10 impo!tanl part, and indiscriminate survival h:HI 

taken the place of survival of the fittest All this h1. occurred 
in the epoch of unconscious evolution. But now we Shod 
upon the thresholcl of a Dew epoch, and con!tCious evolution is 
awakening us to the fatal consequences of our own uncon5cioul 
action. The truth is dawning- upon us, that pure benevoJence 
and moral impulse ha,oe forged the weapons wherewith we 
frustrate our own best d"'t~ns. Whil,t earnestly de.iring the 
happiness and goodness of all mankind, We have kept alive and 
generously supported the miserahle amongst us-the physically, 
intellectually, and morally .. eak. These hne p'opa~ated their 
kind, extending thoughtlessly the action of their dIsorganized 
frames and tainted IJlood. Population has too ral,idly in· 
creased. The intelligent and thoughtful hwe refrained from 
parentage. and the general result comes out in deterioratimt of 
national bealth, an appreciahle loss of vigour and vitality in 
!be white races of mankmd. 

The diseased coudltion of the stock from which we opring 
first presented itself to my mind through a remark made by an 
old, experienc~d medical man. I was relating to him IIr ..... , in 
a family which be knew well, two members had fallen mtim. 
to the Same organic di.ie3..§G. "'"ith r~et shadowing JI~ face 
he said gr1Vely. U Well, in all my large practice that family 
..... the one I beli""ed to have the greatest panty of hlood." 
Can it be possihle. I thought, that impurity of blood is the rule 
and purity only ,be Q('.eptlon? Health is. I am couvinced, 
the basis of happiness. How can man be h~ppy if all !be 
varied springs of his existence are poisoned at the $OUrce? 

But now let me ask, Is this melancholy reflection IUpported 
by acknowledged facts? In so far as great pestilences and 
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loathsome diseases are concerned it appears almost certain 
th.t no civilized people has suffered las th.D we do now; aDd 
the average of life during the last half-century and more has 
been steadily, though slowly, increasing. Progress in sanita
tion and in medical science, however, accounts for this. More 
care is taken of life; hence there is an increase in life periods. 
When all due allowance is made for the more favourable 
tx/(Ttlal conditions, we are compelled to admit that the internal 
forces aTe less vigorous and less efficient than they were a 
century ago. Our progenitors were mOTe healthy than we are; 
our great grandmothers had stronger muscles aoel firmer nerves. 
They had fewer doctors, but they needed the doctor less. 

Let us think for a moment of the multitudinous advertise
ments of merlicines in our day--the innumerable appliances for 
relief of suffering. "Ah 1" says my reader, "these in many 
instances are not genuine remedies." True; nevertheless the 
fact that society pays for these advertisements, and all they 
represent, proves to demonstration the prevalence of disease, 
the sharpness of a suffering that seeks relief on every side and 
prompts to wild experiment when hope is flickering or slowly 
quenching in despair. Mr. Hollowayalone expended.£ 50,000 

a year in advertisements! and this large sum, in addition to the 
cost of production of his drugs, and the enormous profits he 
reaped from his business, has been borne by invalids and their 
friend,. Let us think of the number of doctors supported by 
invalids and their friends, and the subdivision of labour within 
their order; of the number of dentists with flourishing practices, 
proving the diseased condition of human teeth, an enfeebled 
power of withstanding adver.te forces that penetrate and break 
down the dental structure; of the huge hospitals and infirmaries 
that dot the country (St. Thomas's Hospital in London alone 
embraces six huge buildings); and the numerous asylums for 
the insane. One is driven to the conclusion that, although 
pestilence and other scourges of the past no longer sweep away 
or thin the ranks, humanity has made no gain in that sound 
healtll which must oe laid, the only sure foundation for man'~ 
happiness.-

• On the 15th of February, 1885, Dr. Hime, B.A., the medical o"kcer 
or health (or Bmdford, stated publicly that Dot1e";S a sum than £209,000 is 
spent on disease in a year in Bradford. This did not include loss of wages 
or cost of funerals. He gave his method of computation, and said that his 
calculation tallied closely with one made on an entirely different basis by 
the great Dr. Farr, whose estimate was, however, higher. Dr. Farr calcu~ 
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"In point of health, our children in these times," says Dr. 
Richardson, .. are OUT reproach. Where is there a healthy 
child? ... You may put before me a child in all it. innocence. 
It has done no wrong that it should suffer; it may show 10 the 
unskilled mind no trace of disease, and yet I know that if I or 
any skilled observer were to look into the history of the life in 
question it cannot be found intrinsically sound. . . . It is sure 
to have some inherited failure." Now observe, Dr. Richardson 
.peaks of the" history of the life;" but 8urely a babe has no 
life-history of its own? It i. only a flower in the blld, an 
aggregate of possibilities. It is precisely these """sibilitie., 
however, to which he refers. The potential, though not the 
actual, adult life lies tbere. The character of the future man
his physical, mental. moral qualities-are transmitted from hi. 
parents, and knowledge of the stock from whicb he oprings 
gives, not exact, but approximate knowledge of what hi. 
chances are; that is, whether he is most likely 10 suffer failure 
or achieve success in life. As regards physical health, iJr. 
Richardson's view is finn and pronounced: "\Ve are as yet," 
he remarks, "unacquainted with all the phenomena of discase 
that pass in the hereditary line, but we admit the foDowing as 
proved :-phenomena of scrofula or struma, of cancer, of con
sumption, of epilepsy, of rheumatism, of gout, etc. It would 
be wrong, however, 10 limit the hereditary proclivitieo of disease 
to the above lisL ••• The further my own observation. extend 
of the present, from experience and experiments; of the pa,t, 
from historical reading; lhe .tronger is the impr ... ion made 
lIpon my mind that Ihe majority of the phenomena of dioc:aoe 
have a certain hereditarinC5S of character."· Sir James Paget, 
on Ibis subject, stated before a committee of lhe House of 
Lords, in 188~. "We now know Ihat certain di ...... of lhe 
lungs, liver, and spleen are all of syphilitic origin, and Ihe mor
tality from syphilis in its later {ormo is every year found 10 be 
larger and larger, by its being found to be the oource 0{ a 
number of diseases whicb previou'ly were referred 10 other 
origins." Sir William Jenner dwelt on the transmission of 
syphilis to the ofupring of a d i .... sed parenL t 

Iated that "'ill Eogland during .811 there_ere 1.029.:;-"SpmifJm corMtanlly 
lick., • DUmber sufficient to fiU 10,298 tx.pi:tala. each holding 100 patient.., 
and the Q1DIlben "'ere mstaioed. by aD annual ioflus 0( 1%"357.090 pa.lXo". 
au:h ill far • mouth GO aD •• en:ge, 01 .hom 1I..84z.2J7'tt.oYered 20d 
5 .... 1179 dMd "-From n'DiJ"'" 06 ___ of tet.n.a.y '7th, .885-

• U Ihoeues 0( Modem Life, • p. JIS. 
t nu. aa:oaDI .. cop;cd ....... the 71_ of Aoc- 11th, .S8%. 
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In America, as well as in tbis country, an advancing de
terioration of race is noted and commented upon. "A gradual 
change is taking place," says Mr. Nathan Allen, M.D.," in 
the organization of our New England people .•.. At the 
present day we bave a larger class of diseases arising from 
general debility .•.. The framework of tbe body generally is 
not so large ... the countenance is paler, the features are 
more pointed, and not so expressive of health, though more so of 
intelligence. Tbe nervous temperament, with all its advantages 
and disadvantages, is becoming 100 predominant for other 
parts of the body. As one of the consequences, we bave more 
diseases of the brain and nervous system, more sudden deaths 
from apoplexy, paralysis, and also from diseases of the heart. 
This change of organization has occurred principally within 
the last two or three generations." It is imputed by Mr. Allen. 
to various social causes, which have, he says, "exerted a per
nicious influence upon the I_ale constitution, and so upon the 
laws of inheritance."· Amongst these causes he places, U the 
increasing use of alcohol in its various forms, and especially 
of tobacco," and he remarks. "Could the evils of alcohol, 
tobacco, and opium, as transmitted by lureditary injiuentts, be 
fully realized, what more powerful motives could be presented 
for a reform in their use, or for their absolute prohibition? JJ 

The gravest aspect of these laws of inheritance relates to the 
transmission of no positive disease, but of a feebleness of 
vitality, a general incapacity to meet the conditions of life. 
"In sound healthy stock" (I am again quoting Mr. Allen's 
wOlds) .. we have developed in a far higher degree the recu
perative powers of nature, and generaliy Qne single disease at 
a time to comba.t; whereas, in case the original constitution is 
feeble ... diseases of almost every kind become far more 
complicated, and their treatment more difficult, as well as 
doubtful in result. ... We venture the assertion that all per
manent improvement or progress in the civilization of any 
people or nation is more dependent on these laws (the laws of 
inheritance) than upon any other agency whatever." t 1\' 

Now, the whole theory concerning heredity, and its marvel- , 
lous influence for good or evil, is a nauseous draught for .,an
kind to swallow. No wonder we revolt instinctively from a 
doctrine that charge:" tender parents .. ti. transmitting an evil 

• h Medicnl Problems of the Day." The annual discourse before the 
Massachusetts MOOlcal Society, June 3rd, 1874, by Nathan Alletl, M.D., 
LL. D. . t Ibid., p. J4. 
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heritage to the offspring whom they passionately love; and 
although many important bo,ks draw attention to the fact., 10 

far as they are ascertained, these momentous faJ:ts have as yet 
made no impression on the general mind. The extremely 
varied conditions under which the physiological law of inherit
ance acts, makes it comparatively easy for an unwilling mind 
to disregard the logical conclusions that ought to be deduced 
from iI, and applied to the regulation of conduct. Disease 
of len becomes transformed in passing (rom one generation to 
another. The failure of healthy organic function, which in a 
parent shows itself as paralysis, may, in a child, be scrofula. 
A motner's coD~umption may become insanity in her 100.· A 
family tainted with disease may show a generation compara
tively sound, and in the next there will reappear the morbid 
action of inhented weakness io, it may be, every member of 
the group. 

Biological phenomeR1 do not display the lamene .. and 
precision of mechanical phenomena, although equally deter· 
mined by unalterable laws. If, however, we could perceive 
all the conditions, outward and inward, and t Ike them into 
account. the lioc of causation would be dear to us, and disease 
would be fouDd no more an accident than the storm th.t 
breaks upon the seaboard, or the volcanic flamL .. that burst 
from the mountain-top_ That we "cannot perceive the whole 
conditions makes DO difference to the truth of this lhesis. The 
antecedents in every case are there, and the largest proportion 
of these antecedents are unquestionably some herita~e of weak
ness transmitted frum parents, lOme disabilities for healthy life, 
resulting from a bad weml. 

But let us look more closely at this matter; and in order to 
un.ierstand disease, we must first of all enquiJ'e, Wh>l is hfe? 
.. Life in all its forms, physical or menul, morbid or healthy, is 
a relation; its phenomena result from the reciprocal action of 
an individual organism and external forces; he.hh, as the 
consequence and evidence of a successful ada ptation to the 
conditions of existence, implies the preservation, well-being, 
and development of the organism, while disease marks a 
failure in organic adaptation to external conditions, and lead., 

• u \\"atching the decay 01 II &mil,.. it is often seen that phtbitU and 
imanity are of frequenl OCCUJTmet amongst jlA memben; and when ezlin,c. 
tioD oC it 0ttIIn., .. ben tbe Jut of the family dies. be IkJl Kidom did 
imome 01" phthisical. 0< bo<h."-"Tbe Pb,....,I"" ..... P~ 01 the 
lImd," IL M28<bIey, M. D., po 2Of. 
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therefore, to disorder, .decay, and death." We shall better 
understand these relations of organism and environment, by 
glancing first, for a moment, at the disease of madness. 
"When it is said that mental anxiety, produced by adverse cir
cumstances, has made anyone mad, there is impHed commonly 
some inherent infirmity of nervous element which has co
operated. Were the nervous system in a state of perfect 
soundness, and in possession of that reserve power which it 
then has of adapting itself, within certain limits, to the varying 
external conditions, it is probable that the most unfavourable 
circumstances would not be sufficient to disturb permanently 
the relation, and to initiate mental disease. But when un
favourable action from without conspires with an infirmity of 
nature within, then the conditions of disorder are established, 
and a discord, or madness, is produced," • 

It is the outward circumstances of life that often decide the 
nature of a disease, whilst inherited infirmity js nevertheless its 
primary cause; and we perceive that a man, liable to madness 
under mental anxiety, may, under temperature too severe, or 
fluctuations of temperature too great, develop, not madness, 
but consumption, the heritage of weakness appearing in a 
breakdown of the structure of the lungs, rather than in a 
breakdown of the still more delicate structure- of the brain. 
"Though the child is not the exact algebraic sum of his 
parents, yet both are constantly expressed in him." t If both or 
dther of the parents are diseased, the child mayor may not 
inherit the particular disease of the parent, but he will certainly 
inherit a constitution liable to some H kind of morbid degenera
tion, or a constitution destitute of that reserve power necessary 
to meet the trying occasions of life." ~ 

The word disease, as here applied, must also be extended. 
to the moral as well as the mental and physical condition of 
man. I mean that moral defects are distinctly transmissible, 
and as they pass from one generation to another may tend to 
physical and mental degradation. I have already pointed out 
the massive proportions of our national acquisitiveness, or love 
of property. I have shown that our industrial age has swelled 
this sentiment to undue proportions, and in many indivViuals 
it has hecome a moral deformity. The millionaire, the bold 
!'pecu~atc .. r. may be morally diseased .•• \,11 men, in fact, are so 

a .. The Physiology and Pathology of Ihe Mind, n p. 199. 
t II Blood Relationship in Marriage," Arthur Mitchell, A.M., M.D. 
: H. Maudsley, M.D. 
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whose sole aim is to become rich. A .life spent in the pursuit 
of wealth alone, saps the altruistic element in human nature. 
It makes a man egoistic or unsympathetic. and in hi. person 
humanity has relapsed or deteriorated. What i. the result? 
U If," says Dr. Henry Maudsley, U one conviction has been 
fixed in my mind more distinctly than another by observation 
of instances, it is that it is extremely unlikely such a man wi)) 
beget healthy children. . . . In several instances in which the 
father has toiled upwards from poverty to vast wealth, with the 
aim and hope of founding a f.mily, I have witnessed the results 
in a degeneracy, mental and physical, of hi. offspring, which 
has sometimes gone as far as extinction of the family in the 
third or fourth generation. . • . I cannot but think, after what 
I have seen, that the extreme passion for getting rich, absorbing 
the whole energies of a life, does predispose to mental degene
ration in the offspring, eitber to moral defect, or to moral and 
intellectual deficiency, or to outbreaks of positive insanity under 
the conditions of life.»· 

Now, in our present state of general confusion of thought, it 
is not the members of our lo"est social cla.ses only, who are 
mtchanically and instinctively bringing children into the world 
without regard to regulative principles. In no social cla .. is 
there any systematic attention paid to ""1f"tUl, that is, to im
provement of the human stock. Ignorance and prejudice are 
holding mankind in the old paths of ordinary custom, although 
these paths lead onward to misery as the portion of coming 
generations. 

Intelligent thought in every age, however, is in advance of 
popular custom, and Mr. Galton bas already brought before the 
public a scheme for race regeneration, which we have nOW' to 
consider. Mr. Galton's problem seems to Oland thus. How 
shall man be able to elevate the intellectual, moral, and phy
sical standard, and keep up the numbers of his race, by increase 
of the superior breed, and decrease and gradual elimination 
of the inferior breed, until the former shall finally cr01fd out 
the tarter? His policy is based upon facts collected by Dr. 
Matthews Duncan in regard to relallve ft'l1ility in early and late 
marriage. He shows that a group of a hundred mothers, whose 
marriages and those of their daughters should talte place at the 
age of twentv, would, in the cousse of a few generation., breed 
down a grou"p of a hundsed mothers, whose marriages and those 
of their daughters- were delayed nnti) the age of t .. enty.rune • 

• .. The f'hTl;ioWgy """ PatboIcgy 01 the Mind," p. 206. 
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Let us then, he reasons, promote, by every means in our power, 
the early marriage of human beings of superior quality, whilst 
we discountenancE: early marriage in those social members who 
are less favourably endowed. And" few," he says, "would 
deserve better of their country than those who determine to 
live celibate lives through a reasonable conviction that their 
issue would probably be less fitted than the generality to play 
their part as citizens." • 

. In examination for official appointments he would have 
attention paid to a candidate's ancestral qualifications as well 
as his personal ability. The man of inherited sound constitu
tion and average ability should be preferred to the man of 
superior ability who belongs to a delicate and short-lived 
family. The former will in all probability hecome the more 
valuable servant of the two. Some scheme should be devised 
by which to bestow marks for family merit, to put, as it were, 
a guinea stamp to the sterling guinea'S worth of natural 
nobility; and this, he conceives, might set a great social 
avalanche in motion. It would "pen the eyes of every famill', 
and of society at large, to the importance of marriage alliance 
with a good stock; it would introrluce the subject of race as a 
permanent topic of consideration, and lead to a careful collect· 
ing of family histories. a~d noting of those facts which are 
absolutely necessary for guidance in right conduct. Late 
marriage, as advised l;y Malthus, Mr. Galton utterly condemns. 
The prudent alone are influenced by that doctrine, and it is, 
he says, a most pernicious rule of conduct in its bearing upon 
race. His pohcy, then, is early and fruitful marriage for the 
best specimens of our race, and widespread celibacy in the 
case of those less highly favoured, whilst everywhere the senti
ment should prevail, that tllgmics, or the improvement of the 
human stock, is the primary consideration in marriage, and the 
guiding principle in sex relations. 

NolV, this theory I hold to he contracted, or one-sided, 
therefore defecti,e; and the policy built upon it is misleading, 
and to some extent false. Mr. Galton ignores the fundamental 
principle of social life, viz. that the happiness of all at all 
times should be the aim and object of rational man, an<\! he 
mistakes the qU<llity of human nature in highly civilized man. 
To demand celibacy of men and "". nen, whose defective 
organisms it is not desirable to perpeLUate, would be in 
hundreds of thousands of instances to sacrifice unnecessarily 

• "Inquiries into Human Faculty, '.1 p. 336. 
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present happiness to future gain-to build up the comfort and 
enjoyment of coming generations at the expense of the comfort 
and enjoyment of our own generation. The sentiment of 
justice as strongly repudiates this action, as it CODuemns the 
reverse position of a reckless, self-indulgent populating to the 
deterioration of the hum~n stock; whilst reason dIStinctly 
shows that individual liberty in respect of marriage is a social 
necessity perfectly compatible with the well· being of all. True 
theories concerning marriage are essential in the founding of 
a pure and elevated social state, and physical regenention of 
race will not be achieved by an ovo:rstrained morality, Ihal 
does violence to the emotional human nature of Ihe normal 
and a,,"erage maD. 

Marriage and parentage are not necessarily conjoined. It 
is with the latter alone that society properly deals. ,\.0 
guardian of public health, and of the coming race, it i. entitied, 
nay required, to forbid the propagation of disease; but since, 
by careful use of artificial checks, parentage, and hence the 
propagation of disease, may be avoided, all adult individuals 
of ordinary pubJic morality or conscientioDsness are free to 
marry, as spontaneous impulse dictates. EIIJ[mics i. nol the 
primary consideration in m:uriage. If philoprogenitiveneu 
is in some men the natural prompter to marriage, these men 
are at least rare. To put forward, therefore, as the correct 
motive to marriage the bringing into the world of healthy 
children. is to oppose the Ia.,s of human nature, and render 
more difficult the attainment of social purily and peace. In 
the normal mao and woman, love is the true motive to 
marriage. The ohject of marriage is the happiness of the t.,o 
who are united-their own indIVidual delight and tran'luillity 
of mind-and ... here not this but somethlDg else is primarily 
aimed at (""en if that something else be no mean and 
despicable aim, such as money or social position, but the 
nobler aim of bringing healthy children into the world), 
masriage is degraded inlD a mere social connection, a IJe that 
is not normal but in a measure false .. 

Love in a hi~hly civilized race is not the sexuality of the 
savage. It differs in this respect that it i. widely dlffUJCd.. 
In Mr. Lester F. Ward's words: "It were fool"h ID deny that 
the seat and radiating source of aU love bet.,een tile sexes is 
the generative system, yet in a highly organized indi,"idaal this 
sexuality is so thoroughly diffused that perpetual and enduring 
pleasures Bow from the entire nervoos system which ue 
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regarded as spiritual emotions."· The passion of love in its 
elevated form is properly the object of man's highest reverence. 
It must not be thought of as subservient to ellgenics. It must 
take its true place in OUt minds, as tbe essential condition, in 
most lives, to individual happiness-a condition, moreover, of 
which society bas no proper means of jUdging, and concerning 
which society, therefore, has no voice. Already men and 
women who love most, and most faithfully, are surrounded by 
difficulties anc! confronted by social barriers in forming a true 
marriage. Let us beware of a misleading doctrine whicb 
would increase further tbe obstacles to pure conjugal union, 
by regarding it as inextricably involved with, and indeed rest
ing upon, the social forces of reproduction. _This divergence 
from my subject of Heredity was unavoidable. Mr. Galton is 
our most advanced teacher in tbe field of eugenics .. and it is 
important tbat my reader should clearly apprehend the points 
wherein bis system of social reform differs from that scientific 
meliorism which it is the purpose of this work to set forth, and 
advocate. 

The systems are alike in teaching that it is in man's power, 
therefore it is clearly his duty, to improve the. physical, 
intellectual, and moral struct~re of his race, by intelligent fore· 
thought and careful action, in exercising the fuuction of pro
pagating his kind. Public opinion is exhorbed to express 
abhorrence of all thoughtless, immoral inattention to the first 
principles of ellgtnzts, or stirpiculture. Population mustllot 
be kept up by consumptives, or by persons whose pedigree 
is tainted by insanity, or any other disease known to be 
hereditary. t Such persons, 1I1r. Galton thinks, should live in 
celibacy; whilst I consider celibacy as in itself a vital evil, ' 
destroying individual happiness, and tending to social disorder. 
Wherever love in its highest form is a bond oi union between 
two individuals, marriage is eminently desirable; but if either 
or both be afflicted by hereditary tain~ the sacrifice demanded 
of them is to carefully abstain from giving birth to children. 
This sacrifice is not great to intelligent minds, because they 
foresee and shrink from the certain alternative of transmitt,ing 
some organic weakness which would cause misery to offspring, 
and become to sensitive parents a perpetual and stinging 

• "Dynamic Sociology," Lester F. Ward~vol. i. p. 610. 
t TemJ'orory illness ought also to be considered. It is when parents 

are in their best state of health only, that they are morally jusufied in 
bringing children into the world. 
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reproach. Men actuated by rational thought or moral feeling 
will sit in judgment on their own case and act in accordance 
with their own best interests, in so far as these do not conflict 
with the interests of the human race to which they belong. 
The ignorant, however, must be led into the right path by 
various social forces, such as prohibitory and attractive legisla· 
tion, the influence of example, and the well-directed control of 
an enlightened public opinion. 

:\Ir. Galton is not the only social science thinker who 
allinns the possibility of universaJ action which will slowly but 
surely eliminate unsound constitutions and eradicate the germ, 
of hereditary disease, whilst steadily raising the intellectual 
and moral stand>rd of the race. An American writer ru.. 
lately said: .. If there is one social phenomenon which human 
ingenuity ought to bring completely under the control of the 
will, it is the phenomenon of procreation. JU5t as every one 
is his own judge of how much he shall eat and drink, of .. hat 
commodities he wants to render life enjoyable, 10 n"ety one 
should be his own judge of how brge a f..Dllly he desire .. and 
should bave power in the same degree to leave off when the 
requisite number is reached"· 1 t will not be by mean. of 
the miserable lonely lives that celibacy entail.. but by the 
exercise of an enlighteued self-control, that civilized men and 
women will refrain from having any family at all, because in 
their case .. the reasonable conviction is, that their issue "ould 
probably be less fitted than the generality to play their part ... 
citizens. " I admit that human ingenuity has much to do .. 
yet in solving the problem, how to i>ring this social phenomenon 
completely and universaJly under col\trol of the";l! Ingenuity, 
in fact, has not been exercised upon the subject, '" the simple 
reason that there has been no frank and dignifie<i drawing of 
pnblic attention to the vital impottance of the problem, and to 
the proiound changes that its solution will inaugurate, in 
respect of individual happiness and social well-being. 1 n the 
savage epocb of our history, the force of natural selection 
produced survi"" of the fittest. From that epoch we have 
long since passed into a humanitarian semi-civilized epoch, in 
which sympathetic selection produces a miserable state of 
indiscrimin1te survival; and no .. we .. ait the 'Sr.JIUlion 0( the 
above problem, to pass onwards to a rational, 1<holly civilized 
epoch, when intelligent selection will systematically secure the 
birth of the morally, intellectually, and physically fit. 

... Dynamic:~.'" Lester F. Wu.J, ~"-:V .• .. I){. ii. p..,v.,;. 
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I AM enabled to place before my readers the following interest
ing correspondence. . 

N07Iemoer 13tH, 1878. 
Charles Darwin, Esq., 

SIR, 
You have so often invited correspondence on the sub

jects treated of in your most valuable books, that I trust you will 
pardon this liberty I, a perfect stranger to you, venture to take, of 
offering for your consideration some thoughts mainly originated by 
your writings.. . 

For many years -I have been accustomed to think sadly of the 
present condition and probable future of the human race. The 
works of Malthus and}. S. Mil~ your own works, and some others, 
have so clearly pointe out the evils under which man strives, and 
how slow and cruel in their action are various forces that tend to 
better his condition, that it is with a great feeling of relief 1 have 
quite recently been brought to believe that tbere are forces at work 
of which I had previously little conception, which will in a com~ 
paratively short time, and in a whoHy admirable. manner, bring 
about that state of things which is so earnestly to be desired. . 

You say (in" The Descent of Man )/), " I t is impossible not to 
regret bitterly, but whether wisely is another question, the rate at 
which man tends to increase j" and further, that man "has no 
right to expect an immunity from the evils consequent on the 
struggle for existence." In regard to this last, with all respect, I 
am glad to be able to say, I, in great part, differ from you. I think, 
(rom the advance of civilization, which is so much a conquest over 
na(Ure, and the growth of altruism, we have reason to hope for this 
immunity j and as I now think we can have it without any deterio
ration of race and decline of virtue, I am free to think It wise-to 
regret the continuance of the pressure 0\ population on comfort 
and subsistence. 

It is my duty to be concise in what I have to say, in order to 
take up as little of your time as possible, in case my ideas should 
be worthless; but I hope in the very short statement of the main 

z 
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results at wbich I have arrived, I shaD stiD be able to make my."'f 
understood. 

. J believe I can point out, 35 now in action, two important la,,,, 
of Race, to add to the one already so fully di'played by your""lf. 
They are both naturally destructive of the action of the tint law 
which is :Satural Selection; and the lasl.'which is now in the fir,' 
stages of evolution, annuls as it grows tbe action of the two 
preceding ones. 

They each have existence for the same reason, viz. that they 
tend to greater adaptability of race witb conditions, or greater 
strength against the forces which environ.. 

J summarize these laws as follows :-
The three great laws of Race Preservation in their natural order 

of ~uence in evolution are-
FIrSt, the Or~anological Law-N atural Selection, or tbe Survival 

of tbe F in .. t. 
Second, the Sociological Law-Sympathetic Selection, or Indi ... 

criminate Survival 
Third. the Moral Law-Social Selection, or tbe Binb of the 

Fittest. 
These three Ia .... ari .. naturally and gradually out of the 

conditions whicb precede each. 
The first is the Physical Law, which g~·ems all organi!.ms in 

which no (orm of sympathy is yet developed; it tend.§ to greater 
strength in the uni, or more adaptability of the individual to its 
conditions. 

The second is the PsychQlogical La_, which nec~3rily arises 
with ,he growth of sympatby, and is the natural oppoment of 'he 
first, ... bieb it gradually supersedes. It tend§ to grealer strength 
and adaptability in the aggregate, but to less strengtb and health 
in the unit. 

The third is the Judicial La •• evolved as a rule of ronsOen("e 
for .. ell-being. It gra<iually annuls the preceding Ia ..... hile com· 
bining their beneficial results, on ,he baois of ter.ding to greatn 
strength and health, both in the aggregate and in !he unit. It i. the 
final outcome of Ham.au. Evolution in the order of forces governing 
race propagation. It is necessarily evolved in the mind by tbe 
interaction of reason and sympathy, and iH development pToceed~ 
00 the fact of anificial binb.<:ontrol, unopposed to the force of 
saual passion ... hieb otherwise would, with the .eaker individuals., 
most certainly be too p7Werful to pennit its action. 

Of the fir>< of these Ia .... I need say nothing, ncept that I have 
been so bold as to name it " OrgmologicaL ., -

Of the second I may say, I b,aye fonm:' ... .ted it (rom a con
sideration of much m your "';tmgs., especially of chapten iii., IY,? 
and y .• in the '" Descent of Man." of porlitms in the _ritinZi rtf 
!otr. Herbert Spencer, Mr. A. R. Wallace, llr. F. Galton, llr. W. 
R. Greg, and otbeTs. !'iatDrai Selection was evidently defeated, 

.aDd yet species contiDaed to ftowUh; so it see-.! nidem to me 
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th::t.t a new law had been evolved, and this I set myself to discover. 
The word sympathy I have used in a wide sense, and as the quality 
meant has, as you point out, been most probably developed through 
natural selection, it exists in varying degrees of strength. 

Of the reality of the third Jaw there will be most dispute. That 
its evolution is proceedi,ng, I cannot myself see reason to doubt; 
and that it is destined to act a most beneficent part in the future 
of mankind, I firmly believe. 

As instance of its evolution I may mention the growing opinion 
that it js wrong (or consumptive people and persons inclined to 
insanity and epilepsy to marry; the opinion, becoming more and 
more prevalent, that it is wrong to have more children than can be 
brought up well; the opinion that celibacy is an evil, and that 
asceticism is absurd; that the sexual passion is at the spring or 
much that is noble in life, and is nothing to be ashamed of, but 
requires only to be regulated; the inference that in no case is it 
wrong to apply knowledge to guard against natural evils, so long 
as no injury devolves on others by so doing; the conclusion that 
procreation is perhaps of all social actions the most important, 
and ought therefore to be most seriously regarded, and effected 
only under moral conditions; tbe opinion that tendency to vice is 
hereditary, and that it would be best for society if confirmed crimi
nals were" put compendiously under water." And finally I may 
refer to the present painful conflict between reason and sympathy 
relative to the preservation of,the weak and incompetent while they 
propagate their stock to the injury of posterity. 

I think the extending (orce of the practice of the arts preventive 
of conception is in proportion to the capability in these arts of 
.increasing adaptation to conditions within and without the human 
organism. . , 

If it is a fact that they do increase this adaptability, it appears to 
me certain that their 'Practice will increase to the extent of society. 

The prejudice agamst them founds itself on the belief that they 
are in themselves immoral, or of immoral tendency, because social 
instinct is against them. But social instinct has, as you justly point 
out, been developed in favour of the general good of the species ; 
it follows, then, that if the general good conflicts eventually with 
an instinct, instinct will in time h<i.ve to adjust itself to the new 
conditions. 

A physiological fact having relation to man and society is one 
among other factors in the determination of morals. The conceal
ment cannot be defended j &.nd if the knowledge of it is of use, it is 
hopeless to expect any attempt at concealment to be effectual. 

If it be true that these arts do not increase adaptability to ~Q_ 
ditions, I see not how their manifest spread can be accounted for. 
I think their action is rapidly becoming ~ ~ 'lciological fact of the 
gravest importance, which cannot be left out of consideration in 
any speculation on social tendencies. I need but refer to France 
and its extraordinary statistics of births in relation to marriages. 
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J gather that you (ear much reduced social pressure would result 
in indolence. I submit that indolence is more a physical weakness 
than an acquired habit, and cannot, I think, he incrcued under 
" Birth of the Fittest." To those who love children will be left the 
task of bringing them up. This love is hereditary, and will increa!e 
by survival, and become a presiding force. It may not be utopian 
to expect that some day a medical certificate may be required to 
define the rectitude of adding a new member to society. The weak 
in body or mind may be cared tor and protected so long aJ they 
conform to the social mandate not to continue their race •• They 
may, to use Professor Mantegazza's words, "love, but mUlt not 
have offspring." 

[n conclusion, I submit, the birth of the fittest offers a much 
milder solution of the population difficulty, than the survival of the 
fittest and the destruction of the weak. 

I feel I take a liberty in speaking of any subject about which 
you must know so much more than J do. J ( J have been 10 fortu
nate as to make a true generalization, you will see it as lucb without 
many words from me. 

My present intention is to further develop these ideas as long as 
I think them true. 

DEAlt SIR, 

I am, sir, witb much e5teerJ1, 
Yours truly, 

G. A. G .... KELL. 

Down, Bet::1cenham, Kent, 
NIW,,,,o.r 'Si.t, 1878. 

Your letter seems to me very interesting and dearly 
expressed; and I hope that you are in the righL 

Your second law appears to be largely acted on in all c:iviliz.ed 
countries, and I just alluded to it in my remark5 to the effect (td 
far as I remember) that the evils .hich would. foUow by checking 
benevolence and sympathy in not fostering the weak and di~!ed 
would be greater than by allowing them to survive and then to pro-
create. . 

With respect to your third law, I do not know whether you 
have read an article (I for~et .. hen published) by F. Galton, in 
which he proposes certificates of health, etc., for marriage, and 
that the best should be matched. . 

I """e lately been led to reflect a little If",. now that I am 
growing old, my wl)I"k has become met'cly special) on the artificial 
checks to increase, and I cannot but doubt greatly, wbether such 
would be advantageous to the world at large ~J jJl'esent, however it 
may be in the distant future. 

Suppose that such checks had been in action during the Ia .. 
two or three centuries, or eYeD for a !lhorter time in Britain, what 
a difference it .nuld h;tve m::llde in the world, .. hen we con4wer 
America, Australia, New Zealand, and Soutb Africa! No word. 
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can exaggerate the importance, in mv opinion, of our -colonization 
for the future history of the world. ~ 

If it were universally known that the birth of children could be 
prevented, and this was not thought immoral by married persons, 
would there not be great danger of extreme profligacy amongst 
unmarried women, and might we not become like to "arreois" 
societies in the Pacific? 

In the course of a century, France will tell us the result in many 
ways. We can already see that the French nation docs not spread 
or increase much. 

I am glad that you intend to continue your investigations, and 1 
hope ultimately may publish on the subject. 

I beg leave to remain, dear Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

CH. DARWIN. 

P.$.-This note is badly expressed and written, but 1 have not 
time or strength to re-write it.. 

November 20th, 1878. 
DEAR SIR, 

I beg to thank you for your most courteous and en
couraging letter. I shall devote particular attention to the points 
you raise, which are most important, though extremely difficult to 
deal with. " 

The very strength of the popular fear lest these new checks 
should lead to immorality, ~ives me some confidence that the 
human mind, so long trained In favour of that which tends to social 
order, will be able to withstand the greater license of new conditions 
without relapse. 

Social change being evolutional is gradual; such disorder as 
may be prompted must therefore arise in detail, while social order 
obtains in the mass; disorder is disorganization, destruction of 
itself. I cannot conceive of the present order not being able to 
withstand the small corroding tendencies of disorder met in tktail: 
surely it will outlive them. 

The II arreois" societies are societies for death, not life; they 
are social suicides. The libertine and selfish natures, in furthering 
their own ends, will, [ trust, further their own destruction, and so 
be eliminated from society, while order survives. 

If I could conceive disorder to arise at one time from numerous 
centres, and grow in corrosive power until the combination of order 
should be destroyed by it, then would I fear the extinction of the 
human race; but disorder is of fitful growth and crumbles ~ it 
grows. 

Without, I hope, overlooking the imp:n tance of colonization, 
there is much, I think, in what Mr. W. R. Greg says in his essay 
on U The Obligations of the SoiL" 

Colonization if slower would have one advantage-that it would 
be less painfuL There is something about colonization at present, 
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which reminds me of a panic in an assembly, where the people g~ 
jammed in the doorway. Subsistence is so difficult, that is, food it 
so dear, that emigrants may often view the fertile land they cannot 
cultivate (or want of capital. or a year's provisions, and so be forced 
to turn away and starve. Higb pressure 50JIletimes defeats it' own 
ends. 

There is certainly one great danger in lessened fertility of some 
races, viz. that the pressure of other races upon them might extin
guish them. The lessened fertility commences in the races which 
are stronger socially; J trust they will endure. The nation''Juided 
by reason, could not long submit to having their standard com
fort lowered or their means lessened by the influx of an inferior 
race. I trust little to legislation, but its most useful action may 
some day be to preserve a civilized nation agaimt the JOcial 
encroachments of an uncivilizecL 

It was only that J could not find that what J ~II the Ja .. 
of sympathetic selection was formulated, that I ventured to' draw 
attention to it. It is, as you point out, alluded to in your writing5y 
and I am glad of the confirmation you give me. 

The sympathetic are pTOtective of their kind: the unsocial are 
left less protected.. The law which might be called the survival 
of the sympathetic (the fittest socially) is a law 0( prokcli()11 and 
survival, conducin~ to the compactness of the social organism, 
and therefore to exIStence.. Natural selection is a law of tiel/rue/in 
and survival 

J am hopeful that dispassionate stndy may help UI to the resolu
tion of several important questions. What 1 submit to you, 1 MfIJ.. 
mit with much diffidence. J beg you will not let any feeling of 
courtesy lead you to reply to this letter; J should he sorry to seem 
to give you this trouble, and much regret the .tate of your health. 

CbarJes DanriD, Esq. 

I beg to remain, dear Sir, 
Youn truly. 

G. A. GASKELl. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

EDUCATION VERSUS CULTURE. 

Ie Next in importance to the inborn nature, is the acquired nature which 
a p~rsoD owes to his education and training: not alone to the education 
which is called learning, but to that development of character which has 
been evoked by the conditions oflife."-DR. H. MAUDSLEY. 

To exalt culture is a common tendency of this age. . The 
higher classes amongst us decidedly overvalue it. Nevertheless, 
there are many individuals- who perceive, clearly enough, that 
culture is by no means the one thing needful, and that it may 
exist in respec~tble quantity and unimpeachable quality, where 
education is markedly deficient. A man may be an excellent 
Greek or Latin scholar, he may have classics at his finger ends, 
so to speak, and even a smattering of science frequently 
hovering on the tip of his tongue; he may be extremely 
resthetic in his dress, in the choice of pictures to grace his 
walls, and colouring for his dining-room carpet, and yet fail 
each day, and many times in the· course of the day, in the 
exercise of various useful faculties with which nature has 
endowed him. a 

Education is a term of wide signification. It implies the 
acquisition of knowledge, and especially of such scientific 
knowledge of phenomena as will lead to right action and the 
wise conduct of life; but that is not all. It also signifies the 
exercise of all non-injurious, useful faculties, physical, emOR 
tional, intellectu:ll, and moral, in due direction, order, Ind 
succession. j until, in the maturity 'If their strength, the 
individual applies them freely, in response to every stimulus 
from without, and lives a full, satisfactory life, harmonious with' 
his own inward capacity and the environment, inorganic, 
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organic, domestic, .social, and universal, of which he is the 
centre. We are each the centre of an environment more or 
less extensive, and to meet that environment all round with 
healthful, easy, pleasurable response constitutes the happiness 
and usefulness of human life. 

In the beginning of life the faculties and environment are 
alike limited, nevertheless the healthy babe in his nursery 
breathes easily and pleasurably the air of the well-ventilated 
room; he crows with delight when the sun's rays stream in at 
the window; he jumps by impact with the floor when safely 
b.eld in nurse's arms; he fingers and examines with concen~ 
trated attention every toy; he listens to every sound; he springs 
to meet his mother's caress, and smiles back in her face; and ~y 
the gratification of these and a bundred other infant activities, 
he stores up an unconscious experience which w.1l by-and-by 
fit him for wider and fuller surrounding.. In due time the 
infant becomes tbe man, with faculties mature and .trong. He 
moves amongst men with dignity and self-respect, conscious of 
power to meet on every side the relations of hYman life. His 
industriaI activities enable him with ease to .upply the real 
wants of himself and those dependent on him. No base 
motive has drawn or driven him into marriage; and within his 
home his domestic instincts and his emotional nature are 
satisfied, whilst bis intellect is fully exercised and interested, 
by the compaDionship of his wife, and in the rearing of his 
offspriDg. He responds eagerly and pleasurably to the social, 
ovic, and political claims, that embody his share of public 
duty_ If aDY worry overtakes him he deliberately let. his 
thoughts escape from the Darrow intere .... of a transitory life to 
an environment as bouDdless as the UDiverse itsel( The 
true principles of scieDce taught him in his youth have been 
the foundation .f self-adture. AstroDomy, chemistry, physics, 
etC.. have been bis recreational studies; aDd no" irritatioD 
of feeling is allayed by an intellectual range that gives a 
glorious seDse of liberty_ He sees aboye, beneath, beyond 
the world of strife and struggle. Impersonal Nature in its 
profound majesty, its unalterable sublimity, penetrates him; 
and at the promptings of a religiou. feeling, far removed from 
the abject, craven superstition of the savage, he relinquishes 
his passionate human emotions, and entus into the t:niver~l 
CaIm. When so inspired he briDgs bis tboughts to bear GD 

Humaniry at 1aJge. He thinks of tbe innun.eraLIe ra.,., of 
mankind, and the brave battles waged against obstructn e 
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forces all along the path of human history. In every field of 
life's activities he sees martyrs who ungrudgingly have shed 
their blood for truth and progress. He reds the bond of 
brotherhood that links the lowest savage to the noblest of his 
kind, the slave to the freeman, the pauper to the prince; and 
whilst hiS heart palpitates with the tender emotion of sympathy 
in the joys and sorrows of mankind, his eager personal desires 
and personal hopes are stilled, and he lays his life down on the. 
altar of Humanity. No selfish wish, no despicable fear, will 
make him swerve from duty; his whole moral nature is 
enkindled with religious fire. He will be true to the highest, 
noblest interests of mankind, and with simplicity of heart 
expend his strength in pure devotion to their cause. 

Now, the process of advance from the infant stage through 
all the intermediate to the mature stage here described, is 
subjective education. And the vital question of this education 
is, how to ensure steady advance without the dropping of 
7!alua/;/e stitches frOID the available material-in other words, 
how to secure the unfolding of ·the organism in every part of 
its complex structur~ fitted to the environment of civilization .. 
For observe, there are stitches to be dropped in the process 
of education, as belonging to the baser social structure of un
civilized life. We may, I think, assume that all infants of 
the nineteenth century have germina.l instincts, impulses, and 
sentiments, which education has to guard from springing into 
active vitality or to suppress. 

The warlike proclivlties of the ancient Briton, for instance, 
were useful and necessary to him j but they are intolerable and 
immoral in the modern Anglo--Saxon. Revenge was respectable, 
so long as th~re was no organized government in a community 
to protect individual interests; but it is immoral now. J ealousy_ 
and cunning were savage yet important weapo~ to the .abject 
slavish wife of the Middle Ages; by their aid she kept her 
social position at the side of her brutal lord. They are base 
and utt~rly unworthy of the free emancipated woman, aspired 
to· in the present day. Tyrannic force was activ.ely required 
when physiC'll strength secured survival of the fittest But now 
the passiv~ force of independent character, accompanied J)'i 
gentleness of word and action, makes the greatness of the man. 
The love of thrift, with the impulse to ace .mulate, and a blind 
admiration for wealth, are useful forces in the early days of 

• The marriage laws are not yet in accordance with the modem senli~ 
Qlent; wives arc not free. < 
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a nation's industrial life. They distinctly tend to the subjugation 
of ou~ard Dature aDd the establishment of the whole com
munity; but in our age these forces require modification. 
The accumulation of national wealth has ceased to promote 
progress and to be favourable to the welfare of all. Riches in 
the hands of the few does Dot lessen misery in the hearts 
and homes of the many, and it is not the creation of more 
wealth, so much as the distribution and right expenniture of 
wealth, that will claim the paramount attention of the rising 
generation. 

The British race has passed very rapidly from a primitive 
state of life to a highly complex, and in many respects highly 
artificial, social state. It re.ults from this that right education 
in the present day is necessarily a process of sifting and 
selection, and we educators have a fourfvld duty to perform. 
We have to inculcate real knowledge, that is science, in order 
that right and true action in the world may resulL We have 
to repress, io the younjl', instincts that are natural and therefore 
quite unblamable. We have to adequately develop other 
existent instincts and faculties. Lastly, we have to stimulate, 
aDd by attractive iDftuence bring into rapid evolution, some 
elements of character which are destined to be progressive 
forces in the social life of the future, but which at this moment 
are lamentably deficient, simply because we belong to a nation 
whose transformation from barbarism to civili .. tion has been 
rapid, and has occurred amidst condition. of social inequality 
perfectly uDprecedented and hitherto unknown. 

Now, why do I say we educators? I am not myself a 
mother, a School-Board functionary, or a certificated teacher; 
and my reader may be free from all conscious responsibility in 
relation to the young-nay, may be a bachelor, who pride. 
himself upon a wise relinquishment of parental pleasures 
and duties, in consequence of the social pressure of the day. 
Nevenhel..., we are educators, althongh sometimes it may 
be we are uncooscious of the fact. The young are ceaselessly 
imitating our maDnen and customs., talting in our ideas, and 
moulding" thenaselves according In the model we pTesenL In 
short, each adult generatlOD m ",asH exhal.-s au atmO!lphere. 
moral, intellectual. and emotional, which the juvenile genera
tion inhales, and, by the assimilative properties of iu nature, 
(orms into the nohle or ignoble Humanity of the future. 
The atmosphere around our free, unfettered social units is 
a powerful inftoence in this formative process. Perhapl DO 
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influence is greater with masculine - youth in its teens, than 
the example of wealthy bachelors whose ample command of 
money and uncontrolled liberty excite cupidity, envy, and emula
tion. Every adult man or woman (unless insane) has resting 
upon him educational responsibility. We are all, directly or 
indirectly, acting upon, therefore educating the young; and it is a 
momentous part of the religion of the future, not yet recognized 
and acknowledged, that we should cease to act unintelligently 
in the matter, and should enter consciously and conscientiously 
into the enlightened fulfilment of this social duty. 

I shall speak of education as divisible into four depart
ments, although these run into one another and present no 
clear and distinct line of division anywhere. To the depart
ment of physical development attention has been turned of 
late years, and in all the great public schools for boys, and 
many of the high",lass girls' schools, there is a marked 
improvement in the education of the muscles and the phYSical 
training generally. From the spontaneous activities of the 
nursery to the sports and recrOjltional activities of the school 
playground is an effective transition; and I have no comment 
to make here, except that -we have hundreds of city schools 
without playgrounds at all,' and hundreds of thousands of 
children (I do not mean low-class children) debarred, by the 
poverty of parents, from access to the expensive schools where 
these playgrounds are provided. 

In popular language the term education points specially to 
mental development and the acquisition of knowledge. Our 
systems of education are methods by which to promote 
intelligence and furnish the mind with facts as rapidly as 
possible. When a merchant or capitalist say,:; of his son, 
U He must be Wt/l educated," he generally means, he must 
be intellectually quick and sharp, ready to perceive and 
respond to the forces that underlie industrial life, and so keep 
his place in the mercantile ring. He must have the manners 
and habits of his social class, and so' much of moral principle .< to be neither above nor below the level of that class. He 
must not find immoral the practices of commercial life, and 
assume superiority by condemning them; nor may he strtop 
to baser practices, and be tabooed as less than gentleman. 
When an aristocrat desires the best ~ucation for his SOD, he 
means University culture, embracing the physical training of 
the high-class British athlete, tlle classical acquirements, the 
knowledge of Greek and Latin, and of such &ciences as Oxford 
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and Cambridge alford; in short, the muscular and mental 
development which will make him an ornament to society in 
his own class. 

Now, of education in this Darrow sense it is curious to 
observe the changed conditions time has naturally brought 
about At the beginning of this century the work of education 
was left entirely to parents, and society never interfered or 
inquired how the parental duty was fulfilled, George Eliol 
gives us in the Garth household a true picture of the period of 
which she writes. The mother, a noble specimen of woman· 
hood, making pies at a well-scoured deal ta~le, whilst also 
giving lessons to her youngest boy and girl, who stand oppo"te 
her at the table with books and slates before them, M .. , 
Garth thought it good for children to see that a woman with 
her sleeves tucked up above, her elbows could correct their 
blunders without looking, and know all about Ihe subjunctive 
mood and the torrid zone. As life became more aDd more 
complex., however, parents shunted their educational dUlie!, 
and schools multiplied in all, directions. Education was the 
term applied to the machinery of school life, and the school
master became the great erlucator of the nation. N owada yll, 
society steps into the parental position, and throughout the 
wbole of the lower social stratum at least, takes eacb child out 
of its home to pass under the schoolmaJlter's machinery, an<1 
be drilled into a measure of book-learning. In the middle and 
upper social strata no such action i. likely to occur, because a 
firm belief in the importance and efficacy of school machinery 
is all but universal John Stuart Mill was educated by hi' 
father; and William Pin, who was Prime Mini>ter at the age 
of twenty-four, received the greatest part of h", education at 
home under the close superintendence of his father, the Earl of 
Chatham. 

In 1837, Isaac Taylor wrote a book upon the merits of 
bome education, in which be lays down this pro~itioD, u that 
even if schools, and large'schools, were granted to be generally 
better adapted to the practical ends of education than private 
instruction, nevertheless the .-e1fare of sodety, on the .. hole, 
demands the prevalence, to some con!ider~~ Ie extent, of the 
other method. The school-bred man is of one 501T, the home
bred man is of another; and the community ha. need of both; 
nor could any mea;-ares be much more to be deprecated, Dor 
any tyranny of fashion more to be resi.ted, than ouch as shoukJ 
render a public education, from first to last, compulsory and 
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universal." • But behold in the present day the belief in public 
education has become all but universal. When education is 
discussed, the relative merits of this or that school, Rugby 
over Harrow 'or Eton, Uppingham over Charterhouse, etc., 
may be brought fon>ard, but never the relative merit.s of an 
education entirely conducted at home. An essay written upon 
the lines of Isaac Taylors book would certainly be condemned 
as teaching old·fashioned doctrines now happily exploded . 

. A mixed system of home and school education, however, 
exists in all large towns, where middle·class day schools are of 
a high order. The great public boarding·schools are too 
expensive for some parents, and there are others who revolt 
from the tyranny of an ill·formed public opinion, in favour of 
a school·life that separates parents and children, and who 
therefore adopt a method which seems' to amalgamate or 
embrace both public and private training. Many a family 
removes from a country house to a town house, that the children 
may alternate between school and home, and either reap the 
benefit of a double training, or, which is more likely, lose 
the benefit that either system taken separately would afford. 
In the department of intellectual education this mixed method 
may prove satisfactory. 'The lessons at school and the 
cramming and tutoring at home may tend to hasten mental 
development; but in the departments of emotional and moral 
education I have no hesitation in calling it an unmitigated 
failure. Nor is it difficult to see the cause of this, The 
children are poor little planets revolving daily in an irregular 
orbit, whilst without innate forc"!s to hold them steady ill the 
mazes of a complex sphere of action. Perturbations inward 
and outward occur, an erratic or 'wandering tendency of mind 
and body is engendered, and incoherency of thought with 
confusion of sentiment and feeling aI'e the general resulL 

U The master has no right to interfere with me out of 
class," said a little fellow of ten; "he never asks what we do 
ill play hours, and he'd better Dot I" . A"d to his mother, who 
proposed to visit the school and b.e present when the Latin 
lesson was given: "Oh, what a shame! Other boys' mothers 
don't come to school. They'll laugh at me, Don't do. it, 
mother. You shall not, you must not do it!" On the 
momentous question of authority what,..:e this child's ideas? 
That he is bound to obey his master in school, his mother at 
home, and in passing from the sphere of the one authority to 

• U Home Education," p. 22. 
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that of the other, he is as free as an Arab on a~ese plain, 
provided the policeman, whom he always calls" BoLb ," is not 
near enough to watch his proceedings. 

An innocent trickiness i. this boy's characteristic, and I 
take him as an extremely common sample of the shaping of 
character produced by middle-class day schools. The childish 
trickiness would be amusing, were it not that one knows it to 
be the germinal form of that hideous and degrading social 
vice, duplicity or cunning. The boy i. perpetually shifting hi. 
moral standpoint, and conforming his words and manDen to 
the conv~tional propriety of home~ the stern autocratic 
discipline of school, or the unprincipled freedom of the 
playground circle--a promiscuous group full of incongruous 
instincts and no clear ideas of what is right or .. ronlY Hi. 
native cleverness comes out in the rapid transitions, and he 
learns to present one side of character and conceal the other 
with facility and promptitude. 

Now, I hold it an essential in education, that a rea50nabJe 
authority, without pressing upon or limiting a child'. innocent 
freedom, should surround him continuously, perfolistently, and 
uniformly, that he should grow up subject to authority, and 
with no notion whatever that he is at any time free from iL 
Authority is the great condition whereby his moral nature will 
be shaped, his civilized and civilizing instincts developed, his 
barbarous instincts checked, his habits formed conformably to 
right action; until the period is reached when developed 
reason within becomes a steadfast guide, and the outward 
authority dies down before the inward authority of the mature 
judgment and tender conscience of the educated human being. 
Observe, there is no abrupt transition here. If the outward 
authority is fully reasonable, it is the same in quality a. the 
reasoning monitor within; and the child passes ea .. ily, without 
jar and without ha..ard, from the guidance of external leading
strings to the no less effective guidance of the delicate force. 
of rational self-control The outward authority I speak of, 
b01rever, must be consistent with itseIL 

Do I therefore indicate that one person alone must sustain 
it? By no means. But I do indicate that in the perfect 
education, which the (alas, still distant) fUlOre is certain to 
bring. all the adult members of each group in the centre of 
which children move, .. -ill act from moral principles, re:l5ODed 
out and yoluntarily adopted. Thcir precepts and example, 
therefore,,..ill not be discordant, but harmonious, forming an 
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atmosphere of consistent and coherent authority which the 
little ones will pleasurably and readily breathe. In Unitary 
Homes training will prove easy and natural, for scientific 
forethought will place around cbildren a daily,-hourly environ
ment suited to the development of character, the evolution of 
noble sentiment In the Unitary Home we shall no longer 
." give ourselves mighty pains to teach our children what they 
.ought to know," whilst" what they certainly ought to feel" we 
foolishly leave "in the main to chance, and habit, and the 
evil communications of the world." - On the contrary, what 
children feel will be a subject of careful consideration. The 
whole sphere of youthful emotion will be laid open to sympa
tlletic investigation, and become a field for the exercise of 
parental guidance, and judicious, responsible control. 

Meantime we assuredly ought not to add to the difficulties 
of our transition epoch by deliberately placing children in 
conditions confusing to the moral nature. No amount of 
gain in mental development can make up for what we sacrifice 
in the departments of moral and emotional development; for 
these are of far greater import in relation to individual happi
ness and general well-being. The sentiments of the future 
generation, what they shall be, whether base and worthless, or 
noble, dignified, tender, and religious, rests in Qur hands. Are 
we to run all risks in respect to the emotional side of human 
nature in order to rear 3. generation of clever speculators, adept 
workmen, industrious slaves, and, at the head of all, belligerent 
statesmen-each individual bearing the distinctive character
istics of his social grade, but one and all true to the national 
type so well named by Mr, Matthew Arnold, the British 
Philistine? 

As the eyes of an earnest and devoted mother fall upon 
this page, it may be that annoyance is the feeling she ex
periences. II I have," she says to herself, "a. large family and 
a narrow income. Even if I believed in the superiority of 
boarding-school education (which I do not), I could not afford 
it for my children. Yet here is the day-school system, and I 
think with some reason, condemned. What shall I do? II 
There is, alas! at t/~ pres~nl moment no available alternative 
without serious drawbacks. Home education, if it were 
possible, would, by rea.son of its limitan:ons, prove defecth·e. 
There are many middle-aged men and women who suffer con
tinuously from the natural effects of a childhood and youth 

• II Self-Yormation,." vol. i. p. lSZ. 
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"cribbed, cabiDed, and confined," that is to say, Bpent in a 
home that failed to exercise all their human powers, and con
sequently Liled to launch them into life fully equIpped for the 
complex social state around them. The comple"ity of human 
nature requires more dh'erse and liberal surroundings than 
household educatioD presents. Strange that the varioul 
evolutioDlTY forces of industrial and soci,1 life have culminated 
in thrusting children into an environment 3.5 much 100 wide 
for satisfactory training, as the former environment was too 
narrow. ADd as regards autbority; parental de.potism u'al 
apt to be rigid and somewlnt stern, but now with parental 
control relaxed, school discipline only occaSiODJI, aDd our 
universal mdiscriminate respect for the freedom of the Briti.h 
subject, however juvenile, tbe child with us is frequently a law 
to himself, unconscious of authority and surmunded Ly precept. 
and examples that are discordant, mutually destructive, and 
utterly confusiru; to the immature intellect. 

The true patb of education lies between tbe t ... o exITern ... 
Happily fur the cbildren of the future we coule! DOt, if we 
would, revi,e parental despotism; and the purely household 
education, "'bicn for small families or sohlUy children wal a 
dreary desolalen.,.., is DOW and for ever a thing of the past. 
But maD is able, wbeu he so wills it, to conSCIously evolve a 
Dew domestic system, that will not separate parents and 
cbildren, but will embrace home inftuences and school advan
tages, ane! pia"" the little ones iD surrounding. that are wide 
and liberal, autboritative, and yet so free as to meet all the 
varied requirements of COtbplcx infantile humanity, preparing 
for an elevated social life amidst modern ci .. ilization. The 
process of aggregatioa of families into composite do_tic 
groups has beeD sufficiently explained iD Chapter XVI. [ 
most not further refer to it bere. _~ll radical reform i5 of 
slow growth. ILs first step is a painful one, yjz. the rousing of 
intelligence to a setl5e of miierable deficiency in things as they 
are, and the sharp awakening of feelmg from a slumber full 
of pleasurable and soothing delusions.. Wbat [ aim at i. no 
agreeable Wok. I desire. if possible, to sluke public faitb in 
our mechanical, scholastic forms and met'-.d, of education, 
and to stimulate parenl5 to \ook into the whole matter frorn a 
scientific standpmnt. 

To .,.-ery devoted mother I say, "Follow your children to 
the day school as frequestly as yoo caa, and fOrm some lOTI: 
of relation with ti>e schoolmaster, so that your children may at 
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least recognize in you and him not two authorities but one."
What you want Cor your children is that their bodily and 
mental powers and their best feelings should be exercised, 
whilst their sentiments and habits are formed to some extent 
each and every <lay, so that at maturity they may be Cull-grown 
in body, mind, and character, able to control their passions, 
and shape their conduct in accordance with goodness and 
happine.s, in themselves and all around them. Now, a child's 
daily supply of vital energy and nerve force is, of course, 
limited. If these are unduly expended in the activity of one 
part of the organism, the other parts necessarily sulfer. If a 
man's nerve force is transformed into muscular energy, and 
spent on ploughing all day long, he will be unable either to 
think or Ceel at night; and if he tries to read he will probably 
fall asleep. One·sided activity is bad for a man, but for a 
child it is simply ruinous, seeing that what is required iD the 
child is many·sUkd growlh, to secure which there must be 
diffused nerve force and a variety of diverse activities. By our 
present system too much blood supply and nerve force are 
directed to one part oC the brain, and expended in intellectual 
processes. There is little or no surplus for the healthy auTlUIe 
and growth or the emotional' and moral nature, and in many 
cases an insufficient supply for physical enlargement and 
support Calculate for yourselves the number of hours spent 
over lessons at school and at home, and consider the number 
of books carried to and fro by the children. Do not these 
represent an amount of vital activity in one department of 
education, out of all proportion to the vital activity ill other 
equally important departments? . 

But besides causing children to spend far too much time 
in committing to memory facts and taking in new ideas, for 
the most part abstract, we stimulate this kind of cerebral 
action by various artificial devices. Through rew ... ds and 
punishments, prize·giving, public exhibitions and scholarships, 
we create a highly artificial, I may call it a hothouse culture 
Cor the intellect, which is detrimental to the characrer, or to 
the physical health, or in many CAses, to both. Again, the 
payment of teachers by results t is an unhealthy stimulljll 

• A schoolmaster remarked to me: "Twelve years ago parents came 
often to hear the children at their lessons; DO .... J never see them-they 
even send the fees by the children 1 Can it be that ~ey take less interest 
\han formerly?" 

The evils. of this custom ha.ve been perceived, and it is BOW partially 
relinquished. . 

2j. 
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under which many teachers break down, whilst straining every 
nerve to stimulate the children to effol'Ul which are injurious 
to them, in effect producing (I quote Mr. Herbert Spencer'. 
words) a bodily enfeeblement, which no amount of grammar 
and geography can compentate for.· The only healthy 
stimuli to growth in a human being are the natural onet. 
First, there is the functional pleasure. If a child has no 
pleasure in exercising the faculty of acquiring knowledge, it 
must be that there is something wrong. The faculty hat been 
overstrained, or the child i. ill, or the knowledge presented i. 
unsuitable, in its essential nature, or by the form in which it 
i. brought before the inCant mind Secondly, there ii the 
pleasure of using the knowledge acquired, which creates a 
desire for acquiring more. Thirdly, there is the pleasure of 
winning the approbation of teacher and parent. Prize.giving 
brings with it two injurious sets of e/Tects, the one negative, 
the other positive. On the negative side it divertrl the 
attention from the simple pleasures that are the natural reward 
of effort, thus preventing the forming of an all-impdrlanl 
associalion of ideas; whilst on the positive side it creates a 
craving for something",," and a/JI111e the natural reward of 
effort, and so gives to Humanity an artificial requirement. 
" Why do you like school?· 1 asked a child, and the frank 
reply was, "I want to get prizes.. The equally frank state
ment of a lad of eighteen is, .. 1 crammed at my boarding
school, beat the other fellows, and brought a .. ay prizes, and 
now I've forgotten aU that rubbish!· Contempt for kno ... • 
ledge is the very common tone of mind engendered by cra .... 
ming, and where a boy is clever but not bookish, he .. ill to a 
certainty acquire the bad habit of veneering his mind as it 
were with a thin layer of information for immediate use in the 
gaining of prizes and admiration, but which will never be 
assimilated by his intellect or woven into an experience to 
guide and shape his future life. 

• A sc:boo1.boanj teacher tdls me th2t at the last eumination the 
cbiJdrm 0{ .. cia&, ag..t .... and eJeym, """,,,,,,ted to metI""J' .... 
foUcnriog pa5Ii'lgcs of Scripture:-ProYem. riii.from lin( to twenty·'nt 
y ...... the fifty·third chapter 0{ haiah, l"'4 Ii ... f,om .... I'w_ 24 I; .... 
from the p~ Abo from the tb;rtieth to <' ,';;:I><y-second questwa 
0{ the Sboner CatodUsm 0{ the Clnm:b 0{ Scotland. The wbole 0{ .... 
Sermooo 011 the )foant. wbid> .... repeated aI_ by .... n' ..nm. 
extr.o.cU from Saint Matthew's GoopeL And to .... end 0{ ..... wdf.b 
chapter 0{ IL Samuel, .. well_ the wh<>le 0{ L Sa ...... ~ they I"'epucd ... 
_ to be doid,. quectiocwd apoD it. This represcolS ODe Jingle branda. 
OIIIy,o{ the _motioa ......, dUldr .. 0{ SlaDdard V. anderp. Who 
cau doabt that bodily"" t, is heft the DaUI.I'a1 raah 1 
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In a class of fifty boys let ns suppose that half of the 
number possess the temperament called nervous sanguine (and 
are therefore highly excitable), whilst the other half are nervous 
lymphatic. The former are thrown by the competitive system 
into an excited state of keen pursuit; the latter, incapable of 
the strain, are discouraged, and fall into languor and indiffer
ence. The state of keen pursuit is analogous to the attitude of 
mind in a savage, hunting for prey. It is the barbarous pre
datory instincts that are aroused in the child. T!te prize is 
before him, he sees that alone: his intelligence is narrowed, 
it will be receptive of nothing but what relates to the prize; 
his feelings are cruel in their blank indifference to the desires 
of his companions; and when success croYt-us his efforts, the 
pride he feels has nothing to do with knowledge gained; it is 
the innocent but quite uncivilized joy of an ancient Nimrod 
who has beaten his fellows in the field. 

But the barbaric instincts of the chase are not confined to 
the bosom of the successful young Nimrod. The unsuccessful 
competitors are secretly suffering jealousy and envy, those 
passions of the uncivilized man which modem education is 
bound to keep latent until .they die out of the race; whilst 
the poor children who were never in the running, are cherish
ing an inward sense of self-.1epreciation, which, if no counter
acting influence intervenes, will make them grow into craven
hearted, abject-spirited men and women, subject to the rule of 
any tyrant they 3re near, or slaves to the tyranny of senseless 
fashion I My contention, then, is this, that in order to make . 
prominent the natural rewards of intellectual effort, and to 
bring into play all the gentle, pleasurable emotions that are 
appropriate to civilized life, and the charm of which must be 
experienced ~ar/y to prove effective in moulding character, we 
must banish prises from our schools, and firmly remove .every 
species of artificial stimulus. replacing these, however, by the 
natural stimuli, and never relaxing effort in this direction until 
every child is freely responding to these natural stimuli. 

I have spoken of love between ehil<i and teacher as the 
lhird natural stimulus to effort, but I conceive that there are 
some children, perhaps many, in whose natures this is tire 
primary, the necessary prompter to effectual effort; and if I'''s stimulus does not exist there is notl,beral putting forth 
of the child's whole powers in their normal strength. But here, 
with the British instinct for the practical, lilY reader may accuse 
me of Quixotic foUy. Do I demand the creation ora bond of 
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love between the schoolmaster and each one of hi. filly, or 
a hundred, or a thousand scholars? To do so were indeed 
to build my theory upon .. such stuff "" dreams are made oc." 
The schoolmaster, however, with hi. class of forty, fifty, or even 
thirty boys is nothing but machinery, a part of that mechanical 
system which we employ to tum out clever men and women. 
The whole system, in so jar as il is inorgank in its working, will 
be discredited and discarded when the public cease to aim at 
producing sharp and keen-edged tool. {or the warfare of a 
competitive age, and seek instead to produce the ripe and 
mellow fruit of a civilized humanity, viz. men and .. omen 
full of individual character, and gifted with that kind o{ real 
culture which Mr. Matthew Arnold expound. as lhe .llIdy if 
I,rjtdiml. 

There has hitherto been a universal aiming at perfection in 
the methods only of imparting • .,«Ied IlIttnllkdl{" Grammar, 
arithmetic, music, singing, drawing, are now taught scientific
ally, and with marked success. The improvement i. apparent 
on every side, and in so far "" tbese intellectual and ..,sthctic 
advantages are valuable to humanity, the present educational 
epoch is vastly superior to any epoch of the past lIut there 
bas been as yet no universal aiming at perfection in character; 
aod in reference to all the finer qualities of character the present 
bas little superiority over the past The baser instincts of 
humanity are nearly as prominent as they were fifty or a 
hundred years ago, although, owing to the chan~ed outward 
conditions, their form and action are somewhat different The 
average mao is no longer brutal, but he is intensely seffioh. 
The average woman bas gained in qualities necessary to her 
sex, but on the other hand sbe bas lost considerably on the 
domestic side of her nature, and in character as a wbole Ibe 
is nQ .. hit superior to her grandmother, or even ber great.great
grandmother. A larger proportion of women than formerly 
(whilst making due allowance for the vast increase in the 
general population) lead frivolous, wonhlcss live., and there 
bas taken place the development of an entirely new and most 
objectionable type, Yiz. the Girl of the Period. Those general 
results force upon us this inquiry: .. What 'lfe the mOlt powerful 
facto", in the formation of character?" An inquiry which, 
it seems to m~ bas as yet very little occupied the IIriti>h mind, 
since written opinions on the subject are extremely dLfficuh . 
to find 

In the year 1837, a period when boarding-schools for boyl 
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were becoming fashionable, Mr. Capel Lofft wrote strongly 
against the new custom, charging parents with adopting it 
simply because children are apt to be teasing and importunate, 
and parents do not like the responsibility. The advantages ,of 
school life and home life he thus contrasts. At school, boys 
advance quickly in knowledge of the auxiliary verbs, the 
mysteries of syntax, and the stories of gods and goddesses, 
" but," says he, " they could be without all that and yet live." 
At home, the heart, wherein are the issues of all good, develops 
itself from day to day. There children ripen in their affections. 
In shortt they learn "their humanities, not in the academic sense, 
but in the natural and true one." Boarding-schools for girls 
were not then fashionable, and Mr. Lofft rejoices over the fact:; 
If I am confident," he says, U that the reason why women 
generally are so much better disposed than men .... is simply 
this. They are penetrated with the home spirit, they are imbued 
with all its influences. They live domestically and familiarly. 
Their memory is not fed to plethora while tbe beart is left to 
waste and perish. No daughter of mine shall ever be sent 
to schooL" • . 

Now, Miss Martineau, w)Jo wrote at a later period, speaks 
quite as strongly on the importance of a full and satisfactory 
home life to develop feeliug, and througb feeling character, 
in a child. She was a woman of calm reflection, able to recall 
and judge of the impressions of her own childbood. Of the 
birth of a sister which occurred when she was nine years old 
she thus speaks: .. I doubt whether any event in my life ever 
exerted so strong an educational inOuence over me. Tbe 
emotions excited in me were overwhelming for above two 
years. . . . I threw myself on my knees many times in a day to 
thank God that he permitted me to see the growth of a human 
being from the beginning. I leaped from my bed gaily every 
morning, as this thougbt beamed upon me with tbe morning 
light 1 learnt all my lessons without missing a word for many 
months, that I might be worthy to watch her in the nursery 
during my play hours. • . • Many a time I feared that she 
never could possibly learn to speak. And when I thought 
of all the trees and plants and all the stars and all the humlln 
faces sbe must learn, to say nothing of lessons, I was dreadfully 
oppressed, and almost wished she bad na-c.r been born. Then 
followed tbe relief of finding that walking came of itself, step 
by step j and then talking came of itself, word by word. . 

• II SeJ£.Formo.tioD,U voL i. p. 42-
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This taught me the lesson never since forgotten. that a way 
always lies open before us for all that it i. neces.ary for u. to do, 
however impossible and terrible it may appear beforehand. . . 
that nothing is to be despaired of from human powers exened 
according to nature's law .... • Observe that in this child of 
nine the motherly instinct (I mean by that the protective 
loy: of a helpless being) thre .. into active movement quite a 
vanety of human powers; the religious feelings. her muscular 
system, her memory were stimulated. The altruistic sentiment 
of anxiety concerning another's .. elf are and happiness .. as 
awakened. and the higher intellectual faculties. viz. the observ· 
!og. the reRective. and the reasoning powers were all brought 
mto play. Valuable experience 11'3' gained. orderly habits 
were promoted. and the motor force in all was the simple 
natural s!lmulus, love of a babe. Young Harriet Manineau 
was here U learning her humanitiel, not in the academic, but in 
the true sense," and such humanities are character, the growth 
of which it is one great purpose of education to achieve. 

- In 1867 there issued from the press a little book. call~d 
"Day-Dreams of a Schoolmaster," in which the author. from 
a wide experieuce of school life. both as scholar and teacher. 
gives his reRections on the educational system of the day • ..-ith 
the ring of an earnest. thoughtful mind. and the graceful touch 
of a poet. .. At the best of the great public school .... says he, 
.. the youngest children-bless the innocents !-<lI'e suckled upon 
grammar; the more advanced are too often fed upon dull 
books ••• the manuals for prose compositions are in many 
cases tramways to pedantry •••• The whole system. and the 
elementary pan most of al~ is bookish, unpracticaLh t The 
mechanical, irrational method of teaching classics he humor
ously describes, and the implement of leather. by the dexterous 
application of which the schoolmaster was expected to quicken 
the apprehensions of such .. children a. might be uninftuenced 
by the m<)notonous music of his gerund-<ltone." Being himself 
a man of feeling, his nature revolted from mechanica1 inotJ'lle
lion, and from the use of what be calls the .. electric leather.
He. relinqnished both, and strove to supply their place by 
simple personal influence, sparing neit~"T time 110< trouble 
to educe by every moral and inteUectnal means at his disposal 
the dormant famlties of his cbarg~'S. -What was bis r .... ard? 
"The more I g:>.ve satisfactioIl to myseU; n he sa>',. "the It:ss 

.. •• HoasdIoId Educatioa. n p. S%-
f "Day-Drcamo 01. Sd-rl_ .... n D'Ney W_ Thom_ p • .p. 
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I gave satisfaction to the majority of my so-called patrons; 
the guardians of my young pupils. . . • When I was indulging 
in a dream of appreciated toil I heard of complaints being 
circulated by such as were favourers of mechanism in instruc
tion. Pupils in whose progress I had begun to take a keen 
interest, were from time to time removed .. ' .. 'They were 
not grounded,' said these waggish hut unmannerly guardians: 
meaning all the while, 'they were not ground.'" It was not 
by a happy childhood spent in the bosom of his family that 
our humane schoolmaster learned his humanities. He speaks 
of his own dreary, weary, boyhood-of twelve precious years 
of youth dragged out within the precincts of the Grammar 
School of SL Edward's; of the monotonous routine; the daily 
committing to memory pages of unintelligible books. His 
mental training was "a continuous sensation of obstruction 
and pain "-his mental and spiritual parts wele." furrowed," 
whilst his" growth in stature was left carelessly to his Maker." * 
As for his heart, it took its chance, and luckily for the boy one 
master had no vulgar instrument of punishment "By his 
noble presence, and the unseen force of his character, he 
maintained order in his cla~s.u ," Of that master," says the 
bo.y when grown a. maul " I have an affectionate remembrance," 
But why is it, he meditates, that fathers with personal experi
ences precisely similar to mine still send their boys to school? 
II They forgive," he answers, "over the walnuts' and the wine, 
the pedagogue that thrashed them to no moral or mental 
profit; the bully that appropriated their weekly sixpence. . .. 
and • depend upon it,' they say to themselves, • if there were 
no virtue in birching, caning, Latin verses and Greek wbat
you·may.call·'ems, they would not have held their ground so 
long amongst a practical people like ourselves.' So Johnny 
is sent to the town Grammar School, and the great time
honoured gerund-stone turns as before, and will turn to the 
last syllable of recorded time." t 

For the gerund-stone our schoolmaster would substitute 
an easy viva·v()(t conversational method of instruction in ele
mentary classes, for coercion the more than hydraulic pressure 
of a persistent and continuous gentleness. The necessity fpr 
physical chastisement rests mainly, he says, upon two blemishes 
In our school system, viz. the mechanical~ature of the routine, 
and the crowding of our class-rooms. Flogging can never 
instil courage into a child; it has helped to transform many a. 

• "'Da)'-Dr~" p. 240. t "Ibid., p. 40- . 
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one into a sneak. Let us discard punishment and our ridi. 
culous scourges. and depend for stimulus wholly upon love. 
.. Let us endeavour to make our pupils love thelf work. They 
may live-God knows-to love us . ••. Ah I believe me. brother 
mine. where two or three children are met together. unle .. 
. • . the spirit of gentleness be in the midst of them. then 
our Latin is but sounding brass and our Greek a tinkling 
cymbal." • 

The schoolmaster. then. sees as clearly as dill Mis. Mar· 
tineau and Mr. Lofft, that to feed the memory to plethora 
whilst the heart is left waste and desolate is no education; that 
to stand outside the region of feeling and dnU the children 
into obedience. order. mechanical proficieney. and even correct 
knowledge, is not education. The true method is to find our 
way into the region of feeling, and, keeping the children', feet 
steadily within the charmed circle of pleasurable sensations. to 
train them, step by step. to the enjoyment of nseful activities. 
to manual dexterity. to effort in pursuit of knowledge. to manly 
dignity in defence of the right, to sympathetic jealousy over 
the rights of their feUo .... to gentleness towards all mankind, 
to firmness in discharge of duty. to admiration for all that is 
noble in character. to Jove of troth and justice and faithful 
adherence to both, and to veneration of age. of experience, 
and of virtue. 

But no .. this qnality of character which we caD veneration. 
Are we middle-aged men and .. omen not strock hy its almost 
total absence in the juvenile population around us? The 
average child of this generation is wide-awake. clever. and 
somewhat forward. He may be outwardly respectful, but 
inwardly be is contemptuous of his eWers; and the only 
DleDtor whose spoken advice or warnlDg he instinctively loves 
to obey is the juvenile .. hose experience is precisely as long 
and as broad as his own ! Is the duId to blame for this? 
Nat so. Our system is to blame - the geruo<Htoue. the 
ridiculous scourges, the prize bunts, the inteUectuai strain, the 
emorionaJ blunting. the competitive examinations, the bookisb 
life, the mechanical school ronrine, and the tuatrI of that 
~ which is the sole condition ... ·ereby may be nur· 
tured into vigorous life the finer qualities ot human nature of 
which veneration is one. 

.. Domesticity ! n says my reader. a delicate mother of 
seven boys "bose exuberant youth is to her nervous system 

• ,. Day-nreaa... .. p. .J06. 
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somewhat overwhelming. " Do you suppose our school-bred 
children are never at home? Why, we have them in the 
domestic circle more than a quarter of each year. I think 
myself the holidays are far too long I " Ah! Ihere, my friend, 
I perfectly agree with you; for observe, "at home in the 
holidays" means wild freedom for the young ones. The 
parent who would train them to discipline in holidays would be 
indeed a bold innovator upon usual custom, and to say truth, 
if the strain has be.n severe and the young noses have been 
kept stringently to the gerund-stone during school term, a 
relaxation of the whole system, even to the opposite extreme 
of license, may be a Jesser evil than I think it But it i, 
an evil, nevertheless. The holiday season, with its indul
gences, its artificial excitements, its idleness, its languor, 
and often its ennui, is as injurious to character as is the 
school life, with its mental strain and stiff routine. A tender 
instrument, of feeble capacity and small compass, but myste-

. rious power of growth, is put into our hands. The purpose 
committed to our charge is to. evoke from it continuous sweet 
strains, until its feebleness has become strength, and its 
quivering semi-quavers a volume of harmonious sound. Is 
there wisdom in straining and screwing it up to concert pitch 
or far beyond, and then for months leaving it alone, its music 
dormant, but not so its sound? It can emit barbaric notes, 
and in the exercise of thes.e it attunes itself to wooden tom-toms, 
until all its music is aegraded into harsh and jarring discords, 
or petty, jingling jigs, that have no rhythmical relation with 
the subhme harmonies of the heavenly spheres. ~ 

But now an ordinary schoolmaster interrupts to ask with 
practical acumen if I would shorten holidays to lengthen out 
the toil and drudgery of already hard worked teachers. I 
answer that I know no social class that more deserves our 
sympathy and commiseration. To lighten the toil of teachers 
and of taught is what I aim at. To remove from both the 
horrible incubus of competitive examinations, to induce the 
public to set aside the yoke of universal custom, and leave 
each conscientious teacher free to exercise his own judgment, 
and evolve his own method of attracting his pupils, of winning 
them to effort in attainment of that culture which has perfection 
for its end. But the conscientious lelcner, when relieved of 
personal tension, and under no constraint whatever to overtax 
his own powers or those of his charges, will cease to give long 
holidays. He knows too well the deterioration of his work 
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that tbat· involves, tbe loss of personal inftuence he tberehy 
incurs. A change in respect to bolidays will be a neces""ry 
and not difficult step in the transformation of our system of 
education from an artificial, inorganic mechanism into the 
rational, natural process of training children in the path of 
progress. 

Think of it, ye toiling pedagognes! think of the changed 
conditions of your life, when parents demand no strain and 
will not welcome youths whose arms are filled .. ith prizes and 
their memories with mere book-lore; but who uphold you in 
the simple task of awakening general intelligence, of health
fully developing the body, mind, and feelings, of inspiring to 
useful activities, of inculcating the uniformity of the laws of 
nature, and gniding to conduct in harmony with such natural 
laws as regnlate the life, the bealth, the happiness of indivi
duals singly, and of individuals combined to form a civilized 
society. 

I( we view this whole matter in the abstract, and judge it 
upon rational principles, what ought we to expect from children 
nnrtured in an artificial social atmosphere and subjected to 
violent action and reaction; to perturbation from exenion that 
is extreme, to idleness that is extreme; from mental cramming, 
to mental starvation; from a school life that has the excitement 
of a racecourse, to a home life stagnant by contrast; from 
routine that is mechanical, to freedom that is license, and 10 

on ? By the la.... of nature which we profess to teach our 
children, dare we expect that they will grow up calm, self
sustained human beings, with minds that are the abode of 
peace, and lives that move in rhythmical barmony with the 
gentle pnlsatioos of universal happy life, the labour of each 
day relieved by the constant return of tranquil pleasures and 
heartfelt delights? I answer, no-a thou.<and tiJIK:5 no. A 
weird-like spirit of unrest, an eager sel6shness and greed, a 
joyless joy, a soulless Minh, these are the natural consequents 
of the antece<ients we have looked at, and these are what we 
see. The poet Heine, if he lived again, would but repeat hill 
sad strain; alas for the Briti5h·" ease that i. ill at ease, that 
prudish in.ipidity, that varnished rudeneu,.·n short the whole 
unrefreshing life of those wooden butterfties that hover about 
in the drawing-rooms of the West End.·· John Bull is the 
.. .oldest friend. He works .. day and night to replenish hill 
eschequer, in order to baJance accounts with hill estrava-

• .. Eagti>Il Yngmeot., ~ Heimidl HeiDe. p- 16. 
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gance." - He is a mechanical formality, an open display of 
egotiSin. Wherever he may be, it is his own comfort, his own 
immediate, personal comfort, that is the greatest object of all 
his wishes and. endeavours. "Should you wish to make an 
intimate friend of him, you must pay your addresses as to a 
woman; and if at last you succeed in gaining his friendship, 
you soon find it not worth the trouble."t .. For Heaven's sake 
send no poet to London. That stern earnestness in all things, 
that colossal uniformity, that mechanical motion, that irksome
ness of joy itself, that inexorable London, stifles phantasy and 
rends the heart!" ~ 

My brave compatriots I-and by this term I ·address myself 
specially to women, for my sex in this generation is extremely 
brave-we fight for our rights, we step fearlessly into the arena 
of public life and enter the lists with men in so far as they will 
permit us; we speak boldly of subjects on which our grand
mothers kept silence; shall we be daunted by the magnitude of 
any task to which Nature calls us? She calls us loudly in this 
age to scientific reforms; she exposes to our eyes the hidden 
errors of the past; she makes us keenly feel the imperfection 
of human character within.us and around us; she shows us 
unconscious evolution everyWhere entering upon a conscious 
stage, in which man, in the van of circumstance, will shape the 
course for future humanity. Let us respond to her call by 
acting on the knowledge, that human character does not 
depend on inherited nature alone, nor on religious instruction 
alone, but on the whole surroundillgs of childhood from its 
infancy. Let us recognize that educational reform does not 
imply the establishment of school-boards merely, the improve
ment of text-books merely, or even \he higher education of 

.women. It implies a change of system; and the task before 
us is to initiate a new departure, and evolve a system by which 
children will have a <aim and tranquil youth, free from all 
artificial excitement, a constant supervision, authority that will 
guide them without coercion, training in the emotional and 
moral departments of education as well as the mental, in short 
such surroundings as will teach them their humanities, not in 
the academic, but in the real sense. 

• U F.ngiish Fragments," Heinrigjl '9'eine, p. 9. 
t Ibid., p. '5. . t Il>id., p. S. 



CHAPTER. xx. 
THE TREATMENT or EVIL-DOERS. 

"The spirit 0( Howard i. on its pilgrimage; and barbarou .. it Ifill 
our treatment of the guilty, better days ase in ptoapcct_ "-HAR&I&T 
M..uTINEAU .. 

LET US suppose that all babet are born with perfect normal 
organizations, that is with BOund physical constitutions, and 
such latent intellectual and moral powen, as will, ",heD 
developed, place them on a level with the highest type of 
existent humanity. In such a case education, beginning in 
infancy and rationally and systematically pumled in the 
nursery, the schoolroom, the home, could perfectly well 
dispense .. ith every form of punishment, and permit the very 
idea of punishment to become as completely a thing of the 
past as legal torture, at this moment, is a thing of the past. 

The essence of punishment, as it existed in Conner ages, 
is vindictiveness; and a race that has outgrown the moral 
standard in which revenge is right and proper, and on the 
contrary regards revenge as thoroughly base and despicable, 
must logically put punishment out of court. t:niversal gen
tleness in the treatment of the vicious as .ell as the virtuous, 
the guilty equally with the innocent, is the only principle of 
action that accords with our modem philosophy of tife and 
tbe vital moral sentiments of modem human nature. If 
punishment,V.erefore, is to be temporarily retained, it will 
ce.ue to haY!' any emotional connection . with punishers, 
whether these fl!' the friends 0{ a mmdere.:·man, the pursuen 
in a case Of~' I, the schoolmaster with bis rod, or the nune 
placing an i in the corner. The connection will be 
entirely between e punished and society in general In the 
relations between \these two alone have to be fonnd the 
necessity and jnstiIi~ of punishment. 



NURTURE AND NATURE. 

If we go down into the slums of a great city, we may be 
surrounded by children who freely strike out in self-protection, 
and in spontaneous aggressiveness; but it might prove dillicult 
to decide whether nature or nurture created the blow, or 
whether both these forces combined made up the antecedent 
cause. Such children from infancy breathe the very atmo
sphere of savage assault Not gentleness, but tyranny and 
force are the ruling conditions of their young life, and such 
nurture bears fruit in revenge, and other barbarous moods of 
mind. In the rich man's nursery may be found a babe who 
slaps the naughty chair that gave his head a blow. And here 
again the impulse may proceed from nature, or nurture; for an 
ignorant nurse will teach a child the foolish barbarous action. 
But nevertheless, our civilization has produced a high mental 
type in embryo; and nature speaks strongly in thousands of 
children precisely as it did in that child, who, at five years old, 
asked the meaning of the expression, U hanging a murderer," 
listened to the explanation with earnest attention and wonder, 
and then said eagerly, .. Will hanging this man make the other 
man alive again?" and upon being informed that unhappily it 
would Dot, exclaimed with a strong feeling of commiseration, 
" Then why kill him? for when he is dead we can never make 
him good again." - The normal nineteenth-century intelli
gence requires proof that punishment protects society from 
evil-doers, or reforms the criminal 

Now, the real fundamental thorough·going factors in the 
work of protecting society and reforming criminals are Nurture 
and Nature,. but unhappily, as yet these two have not com
bined for the production of a perfected Humanity. Nurture, in 
the mass of the lower classes anel a large proportion of tbe 
upper, distinctly fosters evil propensities; and Nature, in her 
uniform action, which we term the organic laws of heredity, 
brings children into the world who are simply the co.mterparts 
of their mentally and morally defective, in other words vicious, 
parents. There are year by year born in our midst unhappy 
babes predestined to a life of crime. The class is not a large 
one, as compared with our population, but it exists; and these 
babes, if they live, will develop into thieves. or murdererll, or 
criminals of some sort, as surely as the Fale infant will become 
a man and the female babe a WOman. What would a perfect 
Nurture (if we possessed it) accomplish for these· babes? 
Nothing effective. The power of nurture is limited. It can 

• Hill, on "Crime," p. 173-
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direct the forces of nature, but it cannot alter the intrinsic 
quality of the raw material which nature provides. If the raw 
material is the criminal type of brain, the culture which aims 
at perfection will fail utterly to reform it into the type of 
virtuous man. 

But though nurture should fail, may not punishment 
accomplish this miracle of reform? We have the evidence of 
Prison Governors, and Prison Inspectors-men of observa
tion, reflection, and earnestness, to the contrary. Mr. Ches
terton, Governor for twenty-five years of the Cold Bath Field. 
House of Correction, writes: "I have been torced into the 
conviction that there is little hopeful expectation of the rescue 
of habitual thieves, and systematic ",·il.ooers. My twenty-five 
years of observation have not encouraged me to rely .. ith 
assurance on their corrigibility.'. Mr. Frederick Hill, late 
Inspector of Prisons, .. rites: .. Nothing has been more clearly 
shown in the course of my inquiries, than that crime is, to a 
considerable extent, hereditary; crime appearing, in this respect, 
greatly to resemble pauperism; which, according to the'evidence 
collected hy the Poor La" Commissioners, often proceeds from 
father to son in a long line of succession." t Mr. J. B. Thom
son, Resident Surgeon of the Perth Prison, writes : .. The @Teat 
corollary from the whole study (of prison life) is that crime i. 
intractable in the highest degree. . . • The facts press strongly 
on my mind the conviction that crime in general i. a moral 
disease of a chronic and congenital nature, intractable in the 
extreme, because t.""3.Dsmitted from generation to generation." 
Mr. George Combe, in his "Moral Philosophy," speaking of 
prison discipline in the United States, writes: "I have put the 
question solemnly to the keepers of prisons, whether they 
believed in the possibility of reforming all offenders; and from 
those whose minds were most humane and penetrating I have 
received the answer that they did not, and that experience bad 
convinced them that some criminals are incorrigible by any 
human means hitherto discovered These incorrigibles, "ben 
pointed out to me, were always ~oun~ to hav~ defective organj. 
zations. _ _ - They are morally idlOuc; and JUStice, as well as 
humanity, dictates that they should be treat..J a. moral patients. 
They labour under great naruraJ mental defects, .• _ to punish 
them for actious \>roceeding from these natural defects is po 
mOTe just, or beneficial to society, than it wouW be tI) punish , 

... ReYelatiomlof Priooo We.· by G. L CheoIenoa, p. 129-
t HiU, ..... crim<, • po 55-, 
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men for having crooked spines or club feet."· I could refer 
to many other authorities on this point were it· necessary and 
did space permit. 

Now, when a rational society accepts these facts, and regards 
the class of born criminals as moral idiots, it will not only 
cease to punish from anger or revenge, but it will cease also to 
attempt impossible reform; and in reference to crime--simple 
self-protection, present and future, will form the basis of its 
corrective action. The change which has already occurred in 
the treatment of the insane (our mental idiots), pretty well 
represents the change which is certain to occur in our treatment 
of the criminal class-our moral idiots. 

Fifty years ago we maltreated lunatics. We bound them 
hand and foot, we punished them for their congenital defects, 
we shunned and· hated them; and because they were victims 
of pitiful disease, we made them also victims of unnecessary 
and cruel sufferings. At the present moment lunatics are not 
enemies, and not even disturbers of the public peace. They 
are simply patients to be tended with kindness and regarded 
with compassion. It is true that we err in our method of 
treatment. We build huge asylums, and gather them together 
in unwieldy groups, depriving many who are perfectly harmless 
of a liberty which they would not abuse. But our principle is 
right, although our practice is defective. We profess, publicly 
and privately now, to secure for curable lunatics the best 
medical treatment, and for the incurable, the greatest personal 
comfort possible.t We shall learn in time to regard, in a 
similar manner, our moral idiots, Hatred of them and fear 
of them will die out. Punishment will seem to us absurd. 
Prisons will become asylums, in which restorative treatment for 
the curable, and the greatest comfort possitle for the incurable, 
will be provided. 

The modern scientific treatment of the insane is grounded, 
Dr. Maudsley tells us, on the principle of removing the various 
conditions which appear to have acted as causes of the disease. 
Let us see if this principle is applied also in our modern 
treatment of curable criminals. By curable criminals I mean 
that large class of individuals who (without congenital,; or 
structural defect) commit petty thefts and other misdemeanours 
in consequence of-bad training and i!!norance-drunkenness 

• U Morni Philosophy," George Combe, p. 306. 
t I refer my reader to the last chapter of Dr. Maudsley's work on 

U The Physiology and Pathology of the Mind. II 
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and other excesses-poverty and destitution. Within our 
prisons, undoubtedly, these causes of crime are to some extent 
removed. Drunkenness and disorder are not permitted there; 
whilst the necessaries of life, and a small measure of training 
and discipline, are supplied. Nevertheless, the methods pursued 
are wholly and radically nnscientific. Warders are chosen 
without regard to their personal 6tne.s for the office. There 
is very little discriminating treatment of prisonerL Convicts 
are mingled together without refl'l'ence to character or age; 
official inspection is prnct.cally useless, and government reports 
ace unreliable. Mr. Francis Peek alleges that English prisons 
are engaged in the manufacture of hardened villains out of 
reclaimable criminals!· In short, the facts brought forward 
from various quarters distinctly prove, that at the present t'me 
our prisons neither deter from crime, nor reform criminal.!L 

Apart, however, from prison defects, our criminal system is 
at faulL Mr. Hill, late In..pector of Prisons, tells us: .. The 
average period of imprisonment in England is about 6fty days, 
and in Scotland, about forty. The atter insufficiency of .uch 
periods to produce a permanent good effect on the character 
of those imprisoned, must be apparent to every one." t The 
hatred and anger roused in tne bosom of his more fortunate 
fello .... <reatures by a criminal, varies according to the magni
tade of bis crime; and as our la .... have come to WI from a 
semi-barbarous race, .... hose impulse .... as to act from revenge 
and retaliation, the leading principle of the criminal law of 
Britain is to award punishment for different offences in supposed 
proportilm to their "",~IIihNk. Now, the carrying out of this 
principle is incompatible with the civilized view-that the 
amendment of the criminal is the primary object of the punish
ment. It is clearly impossible for a judge to foresee the k:ngth 
of period required for the cure of each crimi""r. moral disease; 
and in effect we apply our remedies quite irrespective of any 
rational diagnosis of the disease ! Hence there results-that 
in Scotland, in one year, 110 /ewer than .. six hundred and 
ninetY persons were committed to prison who had been in 
confinement at least ten times before. Of these three hundred 
and ninety-three had be.:n in prison at Jeao. :.wenty times before, 
and twenty-three at least fifty times.' t 

These figures show clearly how unscientific is our system. 



RESTRAINT UNTIL CURED. 

We do not remove the conditions that act as causes of crime. 
We punish, and yet let loose again, offenders no better pre
pared than before to withstar;d the temptations of a life of social 
liberty. It is true that, during the last sixty years, many im
portant reforms have been carried out in British jails. Cruelty 
and oppression are no longer practised as in former ages. 
Cleanliness and sanitary conditions ·are carefully secured; and 
as regards juvenile offenders the establishment of reformatories 
was a stride of progress in the right direction. But notwith
standing all these improvements, there is at this moment an 
immense expenditure of public funds, and of conscientious 
effort on the part of prison managers, officers, and chaplains, 
utterly futile because the sys'fflt is wrong-the criminal law of 
Britain is based upon a wrong principle. "No one," says Mr. 
Hill, .. thinks of sending a madman to a lunatic asylum for a 
certain number of days, weeks, or months. \Ve content our
selves with carefully ascertaining that he is unfit to be at large, 
and that those in whose hands we are about to place him act 
under due inspection, and have the knowledge and skill which 
afford the best hope for his cure; that they will be kind to 
him, and inflict no mOle pain than is necessary for his secure 
custody, and the removal of his malady; and we leave it for 
tlltm to determine wIzen he can safely be liberated."· 

On these two lines must run our action towards criminals 
as well as towards the insane. If a man is unfit morally to be 
at large we must narrow the conditions of his life, but make 
that life as natural, easy, and enjoyable, within the restraints, 
as is compatible with his steady growth in industrious habits, 
pure sentiments, and kindly feelings; and we must on no 
account restore him to liberty, until there is conviction in the 
minds of those who watch his daily conduct that he will no 
longer abuse that liberty. Otherw;se we stllitify our own efforts 
for reform, and sin against our poor moral patient 

And here I must call the attention of my reader to the 
subject of restraints in general. When I express privately my 
belief, that individual character results from inherited nature 
and surrounding conditions-that therefore it is irrational to 
blame severely and punish sharply a naughty child, or a turlfu
lent criminal-I am often met with the. rrave assurance that 
anger is righteous, and that we shall inevitably bring suftering 
on the innocent, if we refuse to whip the disobedient child, to 
punish with severity the hardened criminal, and to hang the 

• Hill, on "Crime," p. lSI. 
• B 
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murderer. Now, what I advocate i. not laisuz-fairt. It i. the 
systematic, rational treatment of evil·doens-from the trouole
some infant, and the juvenile pickpocket, to the burglar, the 
fraudulent bankrupt, the felon, the traitor, the murde".,., and 
the born-criminal class. It is, in short, the science of nec ... ary 
and beneficial social restraints, which must be applied in the 
nursery, the schoolroom, the prison, with univenal gentlenclS, 
and for the threefold purpose of: tirst, directing and improving 
imperfect character j second, reforming abnormal, or temporarily 
diseased character; and third, protecting society from the cor
rupt infusion of morally insane character. 

In the nursery the scientitic forming of character requir.s 
the utmost skill. The task clearly belongs to the educated 
female adults of each generation; and, that cultured mothers 
should shunt this duty and surround their children with an 
inferior class of persons, incapable of trainiDg scientitically, i. 
a shameful error in a scientific age. There are thousands of 
mothers of this generation who may well (eel reproved by the 
action o( that nine-years old child o( the last general ion, who 
threw herself on her knees many times in a day to thank God 
that He permitted her to see the growth of a human king (rom 
the beginning. - Wilful disobedience, obstinate persistence in 
wrong.<JoiDg, or any other naughtiness should never be over
looked, even in a babe of only a year old And yet it is of the 
utmost importance that no child should at any time be startled 
or exposed to a nerve shock, by being addressed in aD angry 
tone, 'or by receiving a hasty blow. How, then, ought we to 
act? In the nursery stands, we shaU suppose, a oaoy prison. 
bouse. It is a goodly sized circular basket, weighted 10 that 
it cannot be overturned, and softly lined and cushioned Baby 
creeps to the fire. He is gently removed_ He creep!! there 
again and again. Nurse lifts him quietly and calmly; places 
bim in the basket, and gives him toys. There he remains, 
until tbe impulse to disobey has wom itself out; the attrac
tion of the fire has been forgotten. The child of two Bing. 
his ball in baby's face, and though con""ious of the wrong
doing, persists in the amusement. He i. firmly placed within 
tbe basket, ... here be lies down to kick .. nd lCream till be is 
tired, or contrite. When these children pa .. oul o( the nursery 
their nerves are healthy and strong. They know DO craven 
fear, for gentle kindness bas furmed the moral atmosphere 
they bave breathed They are trained to docility and prompc 

... HoaoehoId Edacatioo,' by Hatrid Marti ...... p. 52. 
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obedience, and understand perfectly the simple principle, that 
-if they abuse liberty, their liberty will be abridged; and they 
are sensitive in a high degree to affection, for love has sur
rounded them, and from the very dawn of consciousness formed 
the one stimulus to painful effort, and to successful effort the 
natural and abundant reward. 

In the schoolroom the teacher's labours are not burden
some, since thr children have already received in the nursery 
a systematic, carefully considered training. They obey readily, 
and meet their teacher with confidence and respect. He 
interests them in every lesson; and never overstrains their 
mental powers. His checks and restraints are principally 
emotional. If playfulness intrudes, and the serious work of 
the class is impeded by some little urchin's fun, the master 
checks it without scolding. By the use of Mr. E. T. Craig'S 
register, - he shows that child' Itis opinion of his conduct, 
and withdraws all signs of personal favour and approval, 
till the culprit proves by earnest endeavour that he is cor
recting the fault. The education given is not mechanical 
and not indispensably allied with books. It aims first at im
parting a knowledge of th~ most useful facts and principles 
of life; second at perfecting character; third at giving more 
or less of .,sthetic culture. The study of human. nature and 
of right conduct in social life is a part of the daily course; and 
the children become perfectly true critics of character, to the 
extent of their childish capacity. They know which feelings in 
themselves and others aTe civili1.E:d and which are barbarous, 
and therefore to be restrained and checked. When they have 
done "''Tong the teacher assumes that it arises from ignorance 
of what is right, or from weakness of self-control; and every 

• Mr. E. T. Craig, formerly director of Lady Noel Byron's Agricultural 
School at Eating Grove, im'cnted an instrument by which to lel?ister good 
or bad conduct; and in the use of it he was able to set aside pnzes, place
taking, and every kind of reward and punishmen~. In the year 1841 this 
instrument was described by the inventor to a large and influential audience 
at a meeting held in Edinburgh, and reported in the Srolsman. .. Mr. 
Craig showed the method of working the instrument; exhibited diagrams 
of the method of rt"gistering the conduct j and relnted interesting cases iIlJH;. 
trative of thp. moral effects of the use of this characterograph." In the 
C/J'()/,"ali':.Ie NntJs for April. 28th, 1~3, the s,b:ect is thus referred to: 
"The moral results from this in!itrument must be very great, for it appears 
to supersede nil rewards and punishments. It also renders it unneces..~ry 
for the master to express n0l?,cr or irritation of feeling (the wo~t cumple a 
teacher can set to his pupils)." Some tl.'nchers might find the method 
transitional and therefore useful. 
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encouragement is bestowed to strengthen the powers of sell
control 

At the age of sixteen or seventeen the intellect and moral 
powers of the average human being are sufficiently developed 
to control tbe propensities; therefore adults resign authority, 
and io the young people themselves, not singly but in their 
corporate capacity. is entrusted the regulation of conduct. and 
discipline of turbulent elements within their circle Theyasso
ciate in proper form for this purpose. They elect connuct com· 
mittees, from amongst their members, invariably ch()()f)ing those 
of high moral type These committees deal with each case 
of disobedience to rules, insubordination, infringement of the 
rights of others, and so on. as it arises; and thu! youthful 
public opinion is enlisted and exercised in defence of the 
virtuous. peace·loving members of society. and in protection 
of the whole community. This method secures the happiest 
results-for antagonism between old and young entirely di .. 
appears; and at one and twenty the youthful generation has 
already acquired useful knowledge of important and practical 
principles in the science of sociolo:;y. 

When this system of training is universal; and the children 
of every social class have partaken of its benefits; I"'n. bot 
not till then. will criminals stand out convicted of moral in
sanity. A . perfect nllriur( bas failed to make them worthy 
social units; therefore nature must have rendered them inca· 
pable of social life Their organism is defective. Either the 
intellectual and moral po .... ers are intrinsically inf,"';or. or the 
Io .... er propensities are out of all proponion strong, and the ill
balanced human being is unfitted for civilization, i.,. an ass0-

ciated life the essential condition of which is, that intellectual 
and moral forces should everywhere dominate, and restrain the 
animal or lower propensities. 

Ho .... then, is society to treat this morally deformed class? 
Scientific restraints it mllSl impose for its own protection. 
Will these be the scourge, or forty or fifty day .. impr~nment; 
the dungeon, the treadmill. the hangman'. halter? Cloarly 
they will DOL The treatment mu..t be of an entirely diff.."."t 
narure; and the enlightened action of :.. advanced society, 
must become analogous to the ignorant action of an eamesr 
Church in the Middle Ages, with precisely opposite or contraty 
results. Let me here explain by quoting from Mr. Franc;' 
Galton. "The long period of the Dark Ages WJ<!er who", 
Europe bas lain is dtLe, I belieYe in a very consideraLIe dq,'J 
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to the celibacy enjoined by religious orders' on their votaries. 
Whenever a man or woman was possessed of a gentle nature 
that fitted him or her to deeds of charity, to meditation, to 
literature, or to art, the social condition of the time was 
such tbat they had no refuge elsewhere than in the bosom 

. of the Cburch. But the Church chose to preach and exact 
celibacy. The consequence was that these gentle natures had 
no' continuance, and thus by a policy so singularly unwise and 
suicidal tbat I am hardly able to speak of it without impatience, 
the Church brutalized the breed of our forefathers. She acted 
precisely as if she had aimed at selecting the rudest portion of 
the community to be alone the parents of future generations .. 
She practised the arts which breeders would use who aimed at 
creating ferocious, currish, and stupid natures. No wonder 
that club law prevailed for centuries over Europe; the wonder 
rather is that enough good remained in the veins cf Europeans 
to enable their race to rise to its present very moderate level of 
natural morality."" Tbe policy of the Church in the Middle 
Ages will be pursued by society in the twentieth century; but 
in the reversed mode. It will gather poor criminals into its 
bosom, and secure for them· a safe and happy refuge j exacting, 
however, celibacy. The racial blood shall not be poisoned by 
moral disease. The guardians of social life in the present 
dare not be careless of the happiness of coming generations, 
therefore the criminal is forcillly restrained from perpetuating 
his vicious breed. Now mark the result. Not the gentle 
natures (as in the case of the Church) but the criminal natures 
will have no continuance. The type will disappear; whilst 
evenly balanced natures, the gentle, the noble, the intellectual, 
will become parents of future generations; and the purified blood 
and unmixed good in the veins of the British will enable their race 
to rise far ab(W( its present moderate level of natural morality. 

To promote the contentment of congenital criminals within 
their prison-home, where they are detained for life, an alter
native to celibacy might be offered, viz. a surgical operation t
rendering the male sex incapable of reproduction. Were this 
course 'l'o!ulllarily chosen, sterile males might then he permitted 
the society of females without danger to posterity, and sil':ce 

" 'I Hereditary Genius, n F. Galton, p. 3St! 
t The surgical treatment indicated is not the operation ordinarily per

formed upon some domestic animals; this, applied to human beings, would 
be morally anel physically injurious. The reader is referred to the Brill:r4 
JI"'Jit'a/ J(JllmaJ for May 2nd, 1874, p. 586. -
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fuller social life tends to make all human beings happier, the .. 
convicts would become more manageable, and coercive re
straints would cease to be indispensable. Although, as I have 
already stated, cruelty is no longer rampant in British prison., 
the" desperate gang" as they are called are commonly, though 
not universally, treated with stringent, hard repression, and often 
subjected to bullying. A member of the Howard Association 
who has devoted much time to prison visitation says, in refer· 
ence to this point: .. A man of brutal instincts may do well 
even under bullying." This proposition I feel convinced is 
false, and I think we ought to condemn the mode of treat
ment that called it forth; whilst I heartily concur with the 
further statement made by this prison visitor: .. But a man of 
nervous temperament, who has been in a respectable position 
socially, cannot put up quietly with the coarse despotism of an 
average warder, and so he finally becomes mentally deran~ed
a mere lunatic, ready to fly at those who control him. Penal 
sen-itude is not meant to 1fUInu/adur~ viokna, as I am afraid it 
sometimes does." • 

Rough bandling and brutal words are wholly inadmissiLle 
whether directed to first offenders or to the desperate gang. 
The principle of abstract justice condemns them; and they are 
simply suicidal in view of society's proper aim-the reformation 
of criminals. The folly of tbis false policy ha.. in all civili,..,d 
countries been recognized by a fe .. enlightened prison gover· 
nors, and success has invariably attended their attemptJ to 
institute a di<;cipline of decreased restraints, and increased 
self-dependence. When, for instance, Mr. Obermair .. a.. 
appointed Governor of the Munich State Prison," he found 
from six hundred to seven hundred prisoners in the jail in the 
worst state of insubordination, and whose excesses he was told 
defied the harshest or most stringent discil'line. The vrisonero 
were chained together. The guard consisted of about one 
hundred soldiers who did duty not only at the gales and 
round the walls, but also in the passages, and even in the 

workshops and dormitories; and strang .. t of all I'rotectiOJUl 
against Ihe possibility of an outLreak, t .. enty to tnirty large 
savage dogs of the bloodhound Lreed werp 'f'lloose at night in 
the passages and courts to keep their watch and ward • • . the 
I'lace was a perfect Pandemonium, comprising .. ithin the limits 
of a few acres the .... orst passions, the most slavish vices, and 

• u Oliicial optimism," F.-ancis Peek, Ct1'IIk1ft}tW""7 Ratinu, 101y, 
.8&4-
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the most heartIess tyranny. n Mr. Obermair gradually relaxed 
this barsh system. Th~ dogs and nearly all tbe guards were 
dispensed with; and the prisoners were treated with such con
sideration as to gain their confidence. In I8S2, Mr. Baillie 
Cochrane visited the place, and his account is as follows:
The prison gates were" wide open, without any sentinel at the 
door, and a guard of only twenty men idling away their time 
in a guard-room off the entrance hall. •.. None of the doors 
were provided with bolts and bars; the only security was an 
ordinary lock, and as in most of the rooms the key was not 
turned, there was no obstacle to the men walking into the 
passage. . . . Over each workshop some of the prisoners with 
the best characters were appointed overseers, and Mr. Obermair 
assured me that if a prisoner transgressed a regulation, his 
companions generally told him, 'es isl verboten' (it is for
bidden); and it rarely happened that he did not yield to the 
opinion of his fellow-prisoners. _ . . Within the prison walls 
every description.. of work is carried on; .. ; each prisoner by 
occupation and industry maintains himself; the surplus of his 
earnings being given him on his emancipation, avoids his being 
parted with in a state of des~itution."" 

Since poverty and destitution, physical disease and inherited 
alcoholism, ignorance and the degraded nurture that tends to 
crush the humanities and develop the brutal propensities of 
man, are all causes of crime, it follows that the scientific treat
ment of crime must embrace the thorough eradication of these 
various causes; and the o'nly available, comprehensive and 
effective (although slow) methods to adopt have been pointed 
out in my chapters on Poverty, on Heredity, on our Domestic 
System, and on Education. Within reformatories and prisons, 
the scientific training essential in the forming and reforming of 
character (and which, at present, in the homes and schools of 
our lower classes is nowhere to be found) may be partially 
supplied; and the class of criminals who have no defective 
mental and moral structure will recover self-respect, imbibe 
virtuous desires, and attain to habits of industry and seIf
reliance. To these liberty must ultimately be accorded; but 
the State will not neglect its duty of affording aid in establ~h
iog a life of seif-support, and effective guardianship against the 
many dangers that. beset a criminal at 'he critical period of 
liberation . 

• This account is extracted (rom Mr. Herbert Spencer's n Essay on 
Prison Ethics." 
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And now one word regarding the expense of prillOn discip
line, prison training, prison industries, and the economic theory 
-that the cost of the criminal should be reimbursed to the 
State by the criminal himself-a principle which r""ults in the 
adoption of the iniquitous practice of leasing convicts. This 
system is pursued in the Southern States of America and else
where. and I entreat my reader to refer to the Cmlliry Maf(a
sine for February. ISS", and ead there an article upon th. 
subject, which clearly and forcibly set. forth the inhuman 
cruelties, the grave injustice, the indefensible error!l, that natur~ 
ally flow from this altogether mistaken method of dealing .. ith 
criminal life. The theory o( self.support in prisons i. unscien· 
tific. . Economy is of course desirable, but the prison holds an 
important place in the investments of public money for the 
improvement of public morals and the securing of public 
safety; and to sacrifice these aims to any mere money con· 
sideration is both grossly immoral, and foolishly impolitic. 

From five of the largest prisons in the United Slateo. with 
an aggregate population of :;300 convict. •• there C!lCaped during 
twelve months only one pnsoner. In all the Slate prillOns of 
the country. not kept according to the lease sy!!lem, with a 
population of .S,4oo there escaped in one year only sixty
three. Whilst in Tennessee alone under the lease system no 
fewer than forty-nine convicu out of a population of 630 
escaped in one year. In Texas, by the official report for 1881 
and 1882, there occurred under the lea. .. system 397 escapes, 
and but 74 recaptures. In the previous years of 1879 and 1880, 
366 convicts had escaped, and of these 123 were r","-"ptured 
.. No .... in the interest of the Texas taxpayer." says Mr. Cable • 
.. from wbam the lease system is supposed to lift an intolerable 
burden. as well as for society at large, it would be .. ell to kno .. 
what were the favourite crimes of these 366 escaped felons 
(since unreformed criminals generally repeat the same crimes 
again and again), what moral and material mischief 123 of 
them did before they were recaptured, and what the record 
will be of the 243 remaining at laTllt, .. hen the 1<..,._ they 
should have served have expired These fucts are not given ; 
we get only as it were a faint whiff of IIv 'Ilischief in the item 
of 86<JOO, expended in 'apprehending 100 of them. n. Mr_ 
Cable ckarly proves his statement, that it is a fatal and 
inhuman policy, to act upon the theory that the community 

• "The CooYict Leaae Systrm ill the South,· CoriIP7 M~lZzi_ Iut 
Febnoary, 1884, po 59f. 
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should not be put to any expense for the reduction of crime, 
and the reformation of criminals. The principles of justice 
require that the expenditure of public funds should be wisely 
regulated and conscientiously administered; but' an enlightened 
society will as little grudge the expenses of a scientific and 
pathological treatment of its poor moral patients, as our 
humane society of the present day grudges the best medical 
treatment for its physical and mental pauper patiellts. 

Expenses in the building and outside adorning of prisons, 
however, may well, I think, be curtailed. I heartily concur 
with Mr. Hill when he thus writes: "A gaol with a stately and 
imposing exterior has a mischievous tenqency to give impor~ 
tance to criminals and dignity to crime, which the poor, but 
honest, man is likely to regard as a kind of injustice towards 
himself. I cannot therefore but hope that the fashion which 
led to the erection of such gaols as that at Reading and the 
New City Prison at Islington will soon pass away, and that we 
shall rid ourselves of that strange kind of vanity which causes 
us to make a parade of moral deformity." - There is DO injus
tice and no impropriety in the productive employment of 
prisoners. Lunatic patients of the public are partially self
supporting, and that the public should maintain in idleness its 
moral patients is wholly unnecessa.ry; but the labour exacted 
must be strictly proportional to the individual capacity, for 
observe, whilst its indirect result is economica.l,. its direct 
aim and purpose is medical and educationaL It is intended 
primarily to promote the physical health, the mental comfort, 
and the moral improvement of the patient 

Educating ignorant criminals, reforming corrigible crimin3.ls, 
and restraining from crime incurable criminais, are duties of 
the State to be stringently, faithfully, and gently disoharged, 
until the glorious period is reached when s.cience, having been 
for generations persistently applied to all the various causes of 
crime, and having removed these causes-by restraint of the 
too rapid increase of population, by careful attention to the 
laws of heredity, by the scientific training of each individual 
member of the community, and by well-ordered domestic and 
social life-the criminal nature will have' become extinct, .!I}d 
crime itself be simply historical-a thij>€" to be studied with 
interest as an extirpated social disease . 

• HiU. on H Crime," p. 297. This applies equa.lIy to our magnificent 
lunatic asylums. Why should we make a parade of mental deformity? 
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CHAPTER XXL 

THE LAND • 

.. In every country wbich enjoys the Earope2D !IIy.fem t)( civili1'3t;on. the 
right of property has ever ken In a state of evt)Jutir,n. alway" len/ling tt, 
give a greateT degree of independence to the irwlivi.claal ()wnCT ~ in tJl~ 
words, the evolution has alway. worked in laYo'll' of iwlivitlual ewJti"m. 

, \Vho can say that the evolution is oow complete. or that we have yet 
realized the highest ideal system in the di.!lprJ'<oitioll (n oar pl'flperty? A 
progrt:$ivc evolution is (or t:Yery society one of the conditif'1M t,( "i~ttnU. 
The right of proprietor,J,ip cannot, Iberd'ore. remain _tatjrJflary:' 

"The future wiIJ place civilized societies in an ine:roralAe dilemma: 
justice or death."-CHAIlLES LETOV .. "UU. 

THE subject we have now to consider is the relation of private 
landowning to society, civilization, and prO'""",.; and the 
question before us is, What changes in the conditions of land· 
holc:liDg are necessary for the future wel~beiDg of man ? In it. 
simple aspect the relation between land and bOOur on the one 
hand, and human life on the other, is very clear and definite. 
All classes of land animals (and man is one of these) are in 
various ways dependent for subsistence upon the produr.e of 
the land; and when man emerges from sava~ another 
element, namely, labour, enters into the condlti ...... of hi' Me, 
and becomes along with land esGeDtiaI to his exh.ence. 

Of food fitted for the nourishment of man, land, in its 
uncultivated state, produces very little, save lIOI1Ie wild fruit> 
and edible roots, and many wild animal! ~'hiLh he may eat, it; 
in the process of bunting them, he himself is not eaten. But 
land placed under the additional forces of man'. physical 
energies and i;;lelligent control, produces a variety of objects, 
comprising plants, animals, and minerals nseful to him-a 
wealth of ra ... material, which, submitted to the further oW,."..· 
tion of his efforts and genius, help to create for him a c;vilire~ 
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life. In other words, this raw material supplies man with food, 
clothing, shelter; with the comforts and luxuries that his deve
loped nature demands, and with aU that is necessary for the 
existence of literature, science, and art. 

Passing over the nomad and purely pastoral forms of primi
tive associated life, let us glance at tbe a"aricultural stage, a 
form in which the labourers on the land are manifestly the aU
important social units. They sow, till, and reap the fields, and 
tend domestic animals, whose skins and wool are made into 
coarse garments by other members of the group. The latter 
are dependent for the raw material of their industry, as weU as 
their food supply, upon the agriculturists who form, if I may 
so speak, the foundation·stones of the simple social structure. 
Community in land is the prevailing system, and annual division 
amongst the families for purposes of cultivation; whilst weapons, 
fishing-boats, tools, and such-like movables are the only indi
vidual property. 

Gradually, however, a change takes place: communal pos
session of land gives way to individual possession; and force 
in one form or o~her is the sale cause of this change. External 
aggression initiates militant activity; and in the process of 
chronic resistance to invasion, and direct aggression upon 
others, there is produced the class inequalities whicb distin
guish a militant type of associated life, and along with these a 
complete individualization of landownership. Land has now 
become private property in the bands of bold and crafty indi
viduals of the social group, who compel the cultivation of the 
soil by landless men of their own race, and by prisoners of war, 
spared on condition that they perform hard labour. The 
institution of slavery is thus established, and becomes a leading 
factor in the promotion of civilization. The lords of the soil 
are free to spend their energies in warlike activities whilst 
carefully protecting their serfs and slaves, the produce of whose 
labour is secured by this dominant class, and more and more 
appropriated to its own ptculiar benefit. Simple garments, 
simple dwellings, and the mere necessaries of life do not suffice 
for its requirements, aild slowly tr.'1ere uprises a new form &( 
l"uour and a large class of workers upon raw materials, pro
ducing, not neces:,;nies, but a variety of &mroodities to gratify 
the desires of pomp-loving, bnbaric chie1s. These workers, 
whose labour is aU absorbed by the chiefs, are fed from the 
produce of the land. And now let us see bow this is done. 
The chiefs, whilst exacting bard labour from their Sial es and 
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serfs, keep them to a bare living; but the return of the labour 
at all times exceeds the bare living, and when the harvest is 
good exceeds it very con.iderably. The whole of the surplus, 
which is really reDt, beloDgs to the chiefs, aDd here is their 
source of power; with it they can support a greater or lelJ~ 
number of landless meD engaged in ministering to them in all 
manner of ways and means. The latter group themselves 
arouDd the castles of the chiefs-filled with military retaiDers 
-aDd thus we have the begiDnings of towns. 

As the surl,lus produce of the land increases under better 
conditions of cultivation, the inhabitants of town~ increa!ie in 
Dumber. :Markets and stores are instituted, and a commercial 
system is introduced Barter, that clumsy method of trade 
exchange, speedily gives way to the use of money; and the 
growth of the whole social organism, in e.pan .. on and com
plexity, moves on apace. Meanwhile, slavery diS1ppears; but 
workers on the land (the all-important social UDils) are poor a. 
before. Stan;ng competitors for 'Work drive DO hard bargain 
with masters in full possession of the soil-masters without 
whose leave they cannot grow the simple fruiLIJ and grain neee ... 
sary for a meagre living- For food enough to live they readily 
give the IaIJoUT of their whole lives j and sioce nature be,~tlJwt 
an abundant return, tbere is pleDty of 5urplu. produce for 
landowners to absorb and employ as they choose. I DIO lhe 
to .. ns they send it; and there it gives constant stimulus to 
material aDd mental progress, aod creales new departures iD 
social life.. 

Class inequalities amongst the workers there slowly appear; 
the mentally stronger domlRate the mentally .. ·eaker, and 
organization of labour takes place_ IJlTectoB and controllers 
of labour, in the production of commodities re'JulTed by the 
chiefs or dominant class, demand a greater _tum for their 
work than a meagre living; and out of the 5u"'lu$ produce of 
the land they secure from the chiefs .. hat form. the /(,undati',n 
of wealth in a new soci.aI class, namely IaDdl"", capitalill5. 
These men, ~ brain-power and money-power, become 
SIlpreme factors in altering soci.aI coOlI;':"D.. They promote 
mannJ3cture and commerce by a method preci""ly oimiiar to 
tbe IaDdholders' promotion of the cnltivation of the soil; they 
press do .... the labourer. to a bare IiviDg, and take, iD the 
shape of profit, a5 much of the remuneration of the joint labour 
a5 competitioD permits, which they apply to the oati!daction of 
their personal desire> aod the carrying out of !hear schemes of 
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manufacturing and commercial enterprise. Entering the field 
of luxurious living, they emulate landholders in the purchase of 
valuable commodities, and so stimulate general trade. 

Meanwhile, mental activity glows by exercise, and in the 
intercourse of urban life intellectual power is rapidly evolved. 
Education is initiated, aptitude and skill ale highly prized and 
rewarded. Invention profoundly modifies the primitive modes 
of production, and genius aspires to understand and govern 
the forces of nature. One direction taken by mental activity 
eventuates in a social force of primary importance--I mean 
the Church, or religious organization. Many of the finest 
minds of early ages have been allied with the priesthood; and 
the Church's desires for stately temples, gorgeous shrines, 
and decorative worship, have enormously aided the outwald 
development of architecture, sculpture, painting, and music, 
and the inward growth of ",sthetic capacity. But priests and 
all whose labo~r is absorbed in the construction of temples 
and the requirements of religious worship must be fed on the 
produce of the land. The priesthood is a privileged .class, 
freed from industrial labour and military activity, and main
tained in leisure by rents, tithes, or the voluntary offerings of 
the people. This leisure has made it possible for some within 
tlus large class to advance civilization by devotion to literature, 
history, philosophy, and all. 

The purely militant stage of social life is gradually outlived; 
the society becomes of an industrial, peaceful type. Nations 
now exist possessing enonnous wealth in the form of material 
commodities; wealth in the form of intellectual endowments, 
and the educational institutions that promote knowledge; 
wealth in the form of ornament, all that embellishes existence 
and makes beautiful the surroundings of human life; wealth in 
the form of social feelings with the;' attractive charm in refine· 
ment of mind and manner; and all this wealth has come into 
existence through the natural action of eVOlutionary forces-an 
action creating step by step a system of social interdependence 
and regulation. The prominent features of th~t system al9: 
first, private property in land; second, great social inequality; 
third, poverty of manual labourers; four~, a large town popu· 
lation and a small or minimum peasant population. Its less 
prominent but no less decisive feature is the complete social 
subjugation of the weak by the strong. 

The pillars of the sJstom throughout the whole process of 
its growth have been labourers on the I~nd; and these have 
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scarcely at all partaken of national wealth. The product. of 
their labour-the food which they reaped from the earth-was 
the motor force which vitalized and ener~izcd the whole 
evolving social organism. Food was the ruling power which 
decided the extent and growth of economic life. a.. well a. the 
form of its development. But observe. these food· produce .. 
have never been determinating factors of the destination and 
consumption of the surplus food; and here lie. the key to a 
great social problem-the essential point of an argument. which 
the student of social science is bound to comprehend. The 
holders of the land. and these a. a rule have not heen "orken 
upon it, were all along initial directors of the destination of its 
produce; and up to the present day, landlord., including the 
proprietors of coal, iron. and :other mines, capita1i!'St employers 
of labour, the State churches, and the hereditary ruler .. are at 
the very fountain-head of modern civilization. Through their 
action, caused mainly by egoistic forces, such as .. Ifi.hn .... 
rapacity, greed, ostentation, tyranny, pride, agriculturists have 
been kept diligent and limited in number; operative. have 
been kept at maximum toil; and the r..aurces of the land 
have been developed and improved. until lan1 and labour 
together suffice to support an enormous mass of individuals of 
entirely distinctive character, activities, social position, and 
sociaJ worth. but all alike in one particular-they are daily. 
hourly, consumers of the produce of the land 

A good harvest that is general over the .. orId has this 
natural tendency-to send activity like an electric current 
through the economic system. A bad harvest, if it is universal, 
will cause universal depression: not agriculture alone, but 
manufacture, commerce, science, art, education, literature, 
recreation, aU .. ~Il suffer. for on the producti~,. of food de
pends the bu}~ng po"-er, not of nations ind~ •. dually, but of 
the whole trading world Modem countries, i ,'s true, are not 
maintained from their own food re;ources alone. From every 
quarter of the globe comes food for our teeming multitudes. 
It is true, also, that the machinery of exchange, iL. money and 
our vast credit system, entering into the ~henomena, are apt 
to confuse the mind that seeks to grasp the relations of thooe 
phenomena. Xevertheless, under c1(JSe inv~tivatjon. thu fact 
c1earlv discloses itself-the relation of LandlordISm to ci,·jliz.a
tion is not accidental, it is ClluJol and IUassa']' .. 

This connection of land with the general industry and life 
of a people becomes obscure through the differentiation, or 
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growth in complexity of modem society. If we look back only 
a century or two in the history of our own country, landed 
estates were small, whilst resident landlords or yeomen were 
numerous, and so were the agricultural I.bourers. At the 
present time, both these classes are, in proportion to our popu
lation, extremely small. The general trend of both food and 
I.bour has been into the towns. The invention of machinery 
and the application of science to land cultivation have lowered 
the amount of peasant labour required; but since it has not 
lowered the rural birth-rate, our surplus peasants have persist
ently drifted to the centres of manufacturing industry, and by 
competing for work with the operative class (whose birth-rate 
does not diminish), they keep wages low, and facilitate the 
enriching of capitalist employers of labour. The last men
tioned class, observe, applies wealth to the further evolution of 
material civilization, the extension of the production of objects 
that minister to the comforts, luxuries, and refinements Qf life. 
Capitalists are incited to this by personal desires, selfish 
ambition, and tendency to mercantile speculation. 

I believe it is from wanl of attention to evolution that 
political economy gives unsatisfactory explanations, and be
comes less fixed and more disputed-sure characteristics of 
error. It may be looked upon as in, what the Comtists call, 
the met.'physical stage of thought; it requires to be advanced 
to the positive stage of science-not dependent upon abstr~c
tions, but facts; not deduction, but induction. Political econo
mists usually hold that capital results from parsimony. In the 
words of J. S. Mill, "All capital, with a trilling exception, was 
originally the result of saving."· Deduction from insufficient 
premises must surely have led to this conception of a funda
mental point It is really a question of fact, and the fact is 
very different. Not individual saving, but sodal seizure is the 
origin of capital. The landlord does not in any sense save the 
produce of his land; he could not want to save what it would 
be useless to keep, for he could not consume it at any time. 
The essential quality of ~aving, or abstinence, i.e. the personal 
will, is absent here. The true origin of capital lies in tge 
surplus seized from producers and se~ into the towns j it 
originates through the selfish quality of rapaci:y, not the respect
able virtue of prudence, as capitalists themselves would have 
us belie\·e. The amount of capital in circulation does not 
depend on virtues of abstinence or prudence, on failure 

• II Principles of Political Economy." J. S. Mm, !lk. i. chap. v. § 4. 
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or success of mercantile meo, but 00 the amouot of iood 
produced. 

While wealthy capitalists have iocreased io number, land· 
lords have diminlshen, partly by the action of antiqulted land 
laws, and partly through class pride and ambition, le"ling to 
the extension of hnded properties. Estates :lre no longer "mall, 
but large. Out of a population of about thirty-five millions, 
seven thousand persons only, dukes, marquise~. e:1rl!l, baron~, 
and rich commoners, own no less than four-fifths of the soil 
of the whole United KingdoRL Whilst country popUlation, 
then, has dwindled, town popUlation has increased, and is still 
rapidly increaslDg; and this has heeD a m.uked characteristic 
feature of all advancing civilizations. \Vith us, w()rkers in 
towns are now out of all proportion more numerou. than 
workers on the land, yet the latter are far more essential to 
the former than the former to the latter. WIthout the action 
of lmdlords in wresting the surplus produce of agricultural 
labour, and directing it to the towns, under the influence of 
purely personll motives, town industry would speedily stagnate 
and town worken languisb into death. Town production 
must always be dependent upon rural production, and in to ... n 
and country the operatives and peasants, who united form one 
huge class engaged in manual labour, resemble Sindt>ad the 
Sailor, on whose shoulders rides the Old Man of the Sea. It 
is they who maintain our leisured classes. The proletariat 
carries on its back all the ricb and their innumerable dependents, 
three huodred thousand soldiers, ao immense navy, a uumber 
of criminals, a million of paupers, a number of St,te pensionen, 
her Majesty and the Royal Family, all Government officials, 
ecclesiastics, and a vast host of unproductive consumers 
tbroughout society. 

It is possible to compute in a rough 1I'3y h,1 much labour 
of the poor is a!;sorbed through a rich man's pr _ ate expenditure 
of £ 5000 a year. I have mentioned in Ch~pter XIV. that 
this means the absorption of the labour of seventy-live persons 
for a whole year in ministering directly or indirectly to the 
comfort, luxury, and enjoyment of the one! rich man. Female 
labour is of still lower economic value (by rea50n of its quanti· 
tative relatioD! to denund), 50 that one single dress wom a few 
evenings by a fashionable lady, may cost as much as the 
average earnings of a working-woman for a ..-hole yelT. Truly, 
tbis civilization that we ",Iue and are bound to respect, n 
based upon a prodigious waste of human labour and degrada
tion of human lives. 
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Slavery <>f the many for the comfort and enjoyment of the 
few, is all that man, as yet, has attained to in t,he carving out 
of his destiny; and when Mr. Henry George, in his arraign
ment of the who1e modern system of economic life, cries out, 
" All over the world the beauty and the glory and the grace of 
civilization rests on human lives crushed into misery and dis-
tortion," DO earnest, enlightened person will deny his indict
ment, but, on the contrary, all such will admit that these 
words are full of sober,truth and right reason. The truth con
cerning the matler is this: class inequality and the superior 
position of the rich over the poor has no justification in ethics; 
whilst it has a distinct evolutional justification. Under perfect 
ethical conditions every child born into a society would neces
sarily have equal chances of life and comforts and luxuries 
with every other child. At the present day one British babe 
may be born to an income of,£ 100,000 a year, and another to 
no income at all, but to a perpetual struggle for the barest 
existence, and a pauper's grave at last. This is surely the 
height of social injustice; and the system that permits it is 
ethically odious. But the question is not really one of ethics 
at all; it is a question of possibilities, in a problem relating to 
development from a lower to a higher state. This develop
ment has taken place, and whether we approve its process or 
not, we are bound to accept it as the natural and inevitable 
result of all prior conditions; and to recognize that conditions 
have not yet sufficiently altered, to make a much better 
system possible. 

Mr. Henry George and other revolutionary land reformers 
are eager for immediate change in the structure of society; but 
the fitness of the units for a superior social state is a consi
deration they entirely overlook. To my mind they resemble 
devoted physicians applying the most superficial remedies to a 
disease, imbedded in vital organs, which they guilelessly omit 
to diagnose. To break down the system of land-owning or to 
abolish private property in land; to slveep away landed gentry ; 
to establish peasant proprietors or government tenantry; tp 
institute c(}-operation or communal land-holding j to dispossds 
the rich and by revolut:on create socia\ f'quality i-these are 
the remedies for social misery helieved in by the above physi
cians. Three fallacies are implicated in this belief, and must 
be dealt with here. The two first fallacies are positive;
forst, the impression that landlordism is the main cause of 
poverty; second, that class inequality is .an unmitigated evil. 

2C 
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The facts, as I have shown, are directly opposed to these doc· 
trines. Landlordism and social inequality have been powerful 
factors in the creation and support of civilization; and it has 
yet to be shown that civilization would endure were these 
factors cut down and destroyed. The third fallacy is a nega
tive one ;-it lies in the leaving out of the com pi .. problem, a 
law of life which in reality controls its determination. The 
law is this: all living beings tend to increase at a more rapid 
rate than the means of their subsistence. This tendency con· 
trois the destinies of the lower animals, of all the races of 
uncivilized man, and as yet of civilized man himsel£ Until 
man le1ms to control it, the dominating cause of human 
misery is left untouched. Population presses on subsistence 
year by year, Were we to revolutionize society, and by 
freeing the land from the present system, cause it to produce 
double wbat it does now, population would lOOn rise equal to 
it, and bappiness be as far off as ever, 

, Better circumstances invariably act upon the working 
classes of England as a stimulus to the birth·rate, In proof 
of this assertion I point to the following facts. The Registrar· 
General, in his report for the year .876, writes as follow.:
"The state of trade and national industry is strikingly ex· 
hibited in the fluctuations of the marriage.rate of the la.t nine 
years. •. , The period of commercial di'rtress which began 
about the middle of 1866 and continued during five yean 
.• , influenced the marriage. rates of these yeus which were 
11'5, ,6'5, ,6'1,15'9, ,6'1, and .67 (in the .000) respectively, 
In 1872 and .873 the working classes became excited under 
the rapid advance of wages and diminution of the houn of 
labour, and the marriage-rates rose to 17'5 and 17'6 respec· 
tively." In hi. report for 1881, the Registrar-General again 
accentuates this important point: "The r"rriage-rate; h. 
writes, "reflects with mucb accuracy the c/,o.dition of public 
welfare. H And further on: "The birth-rate was at its 
maximum in ,876 and fell uninterruptedly from that date 
year by year, in natural accordance witb the corresponding 
d""line in the marriage-rate." The.,) years represented 
anotber period of commercial depression. We bave here, 
then, incontrovertible proof of the national tendency. The mass 
of our people increase their numbers so soon as they are more 
comfortable, and the marriage-rate for eacb year may be 
called the pulse or indicator of the nation'. economic health, 
lIS fluctuations coincide with the upward and downward 
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movements of commercial activity. To the theory of Malthus 
concerning population, objection is made by Mr. Henry 
George and others; on the ground of its repulsiveness. But 
for ugly facts, ugly theories are requisite as explanation; and 
the odious law of population accords with the wretchedness 
which it explain •. 

Society has <luring the last fifty years enormously inc;reased 
its machinery of free education and philanthropic instilment 
for the elevation of the masses; but nowhere is a scientific 
knowledge of the law of population, with its far.reaching 
results, carefully instilled. Under al1 the mercantile and 
ornamental instruction freely bestowed, the essential character 
and ordinary habits of the social units remain unchanged; and 
an easier outward condition of life is still, and will long be 
responded to by, not a higher standard of living, but an 
accelerated' marriage-rate and birth-rate. To destroy the 
richer classes, or even to render them straitened in means, 
would be to create depression in every branch of manufacture, 
trade, sdence, and art, that ministers to the amenities and 
relinements of civilized life. • The supply of wealth from these 
sources would necessarily sink to accord with a lessened 
demand; for the working classes, suddenly enriched, would 
assuredly make no efficient demand. It is refinement alone 
that demands refinement, culture that demands culture, 
education that demands education, and if we disinherit the 
educated, cultured, and refined c1asses-a small number as 
compared with the unenlightened and as yet non-elevated 
masses-we have nothing better rationally to expect, than 
a general abasement of Ollr national civilization. 

It is true that the partial .civilization we possess is by no 
means to be defended at every point It is grossly imperfect 
If the gold of true relinement is in it, false glitter and base 
alloy are in it as well. Our upper classes, made effeminate by 
ill·spent leisure, and often inflated by tyranny and pride, 
demand all the artificial pleasures of a voluptuous and inane 
life. Civilization ·is not by them directed to the highest anJi 
noblest ends. Nevertheless, if the control of human labour 
passes out of their hands into those Qf the lower classes, 
retrogression, not progress, will result. There is no escape in 
IOb~c from the cruel condusion, that the Old Man of the Sea 
must for the present remain where he is. If he is suddenly 
thrown off from the neck of Sindbad, civilization will adjust 
itself to a lower level. It will lose much of its preci~us gid; 
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whilst permanent happine •• will be no nearer, but on the 
contrary will be funher off than before. 

The scientific path of reform is an entirely different one 
from that puinted to by Mr. George and hi. friend.. Inner 
and outer improvement must march forward together. Adjust
ment of outward condition. must be carried on comformauly 
with advance in the social units; and this advance is depen
dent upon the tran.mutation of lower into higher in.tincts 
under heredity and training, the acqui.ition of knowledge in 
regard to facts of life, and the growth of inclination to subject 
individual action to conditions of general happin.... Changes 
in this direction are in actual progress now. The out(:ry 
against injustice, the aspirations for libeny, ascending from the 
lower cia .... prove this fact; and a still greater proof lie. in 
the rapid growth of social feeling and decay of anti-tOCiai 
emotions. 

The evolutional justification, which I have given, of land· 
lordism and class inequalities, with all that has been stated in 
defence of the present di.position of proprny relates to the 
general system only; and by no means implies that improve
ment is not caned fOT at once. On the contrary, improvementy 

I believe, is url(ently required, for as individual progre •• in 
mental and moral elevation proceeds, the defects of the system 
are more and more felL Imperfectiono that had no .pecial 
significance in the past are pressing heavily on society now ; 
and speedy removal of these ought to take place. The vari01lJJ 
questiono of practical land law refonn it is not my purpose, 
however, to enter upon. I can only state my opinion that we 
are already prepared for, the abolition of the right to gill. 
and mlail land; tbe abolition of the law of primogeniture; 
the facilitation of the transfer of land; the . jmposition of a 
graduated land-tax pressing most heavily OJ.:ruge estates (in 
order to lessen the extremes of social distinct .n); protection of 
tenants by law; and, in short, a gradual mon-ment wwardJ 
equalization in society. A perfect ethical code belongs to 
a future age; but although not realizable now, it indicates the 
true path of advance. Social justice 'must ultimately be 
reached by progressive evolution; and since private pr~y 
in the soil of a country constitutes an injurious mono!",I, of 
that which is necessary to tbe existence of all mankind, it i. 
clearly a social injustice; and society will ultimately therefore 
assume posoession of the soil, and i ... titute a system of 
nationalization of the 1and. 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

SOCIALISM YERSliS INDIVIDUALISM. 

II It is oo1y quite recently that there has come into existence anything 
like a truly positive philosophy, i.e. a philosophy of action. The intellectual 
power of enlightened man has at length become sufficient to grasp the 
problems of social life .••. Nothing remains to be done but to apply the 
established canons of science to these higher fields of .activity. Here there 
is still competition. Here the weaker still go to the wall. Here the strong 
are still the fittest to survive. Here Nature still practises her costly selection 
which always involves the destruction of the defenceless. The demand is 
for still further reduction of competition, still greater interference with the 
operations of natural forces, still more complete control of the laws 'of 
nature, and still more absolute supremacy of the psychic over the natural 
method ofevolution."-LESl'ER F. WARD. 

CIVILIZATION is a general term bound to become wider and 
fuller in meaning as Humanity approaches an .ideal state of 
social life. To the popular mind the word suggests railways, 
telegraphs, steam navigation, machinery, and all the other 
striking features of our modern industrial society, whilst a 
thinker might define clvilization as embracing the whole 
results, suhjective and objective, that have flowed from 
association in the life and labour of man. These results,. 
however, are not confined to the production of an innumerable 
variety of material objects that minister to his comfort and 
enjoyment. They extend to a sphere of delicate immaterial 
relations including mental and emotional, in one word, psychic, 
forces. The qualities of man's nature have become manifo~ 
the range of his thought immeasurably increased since the days 
of his savagery. New developments of fe~ling and sentiment 
ha.ve become social forces of enormous power and diverse 
signification. Sociality has given depth, height, strength, 
variety, delicate purity, to the relations of man with his fellow
men, and has cODt!nuously and persistently altered his imma
terial environment, for the stores of his accuruulated knowledge 
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have been added to in every age, and consequently the young 
intellect of each new generation has unfolded in a richer and 
wider mental atmosphere. 

Now, in my last chapter I had to deal mainly "ith material 
civilization. I slightly sketched the order of its progre ••. 
The method I may thus describe. Man has made himself 
acquainted with the natural Jaws of matter by means of patient 
observation and tentative experiment; and then has so handled 
matter as to direct its forces into cbannels carrying benefit to 
himself. Thus he has constituted himself (not the creator), 
but the complete controller oC such natural laws oC the material 
universe as lie within the reach of his physical activities and 
mental comprehension. By this method and no other has our 
whole advance along the line oC material civilization been 
hitherto accomplished; and all further extension oC the 
comCorts and amenities oC social and economic life i. certain 
to be obtained through persistence in this satisfactory and 
available course. 

Throughout the domain of non-material civilization, how
ever, man has not constituted bimself controller of natural 
laws, altbougb be has subjugated many vital Corces in the 
orders oC life beneath him. Complicated vegetaule and 
animal Corces, Cor instance (all subject to natural Jaw), are 
enlisted in his service and prove submissive 10 his dominion. 
On every side prevailing Corms of vegetable life, cereals, fruit 
trees, plants and tlowers of infinitely varied tints, bear ... it ..... 
10 the art and skill oC man; whilst the animal kingdom, 
despotically ruled by mysteri01J5 biological Jaws, has yet 
provided him with faithful servants of bis will, and bappy 
partakers of his enjoyment in a life which, to dogs and horses, 
is wholly artificial In the order of hi., own CJociaI life man'. 
position is entirely diJferenL If we take "'{.)bjectiYe Yiew of 
society, ... hat it presents 10 us is an infinite .aricty of compli
cated movements produced by natural forces which are 
pursuing a wild unbridled course. That course i. the path of 
least resistance, for DO psychic force ba.. intervened 10 adapt 
the course 10 any ultimate aim or purpose, or 10 harmonize 
those lines of Jeast resistaoce with the line of permanent and 
universal advantage 10 man. U He has made the winds, the 
... aters, fire, steam, and electricity, do his bidding. All nature, 
both animate and inanimate, has been reduced to his service:. 
.• _ One class of natural forces still remains the play of 
chance; and from it, instead of aid, be is constantly receiving 
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the most serious checks. This field is that of society itself, 
these 1lIlJ"ecIaimed forces are the social forces, of whose nature 
man seems to possess no knowledge, whose very existence he 
persistently ignores; and which he consequently is powerless 
to control!' -

-In the field of society the supreme forces broadly recognized 
are religious and political. Government on the one band 
restrains and dominates such social forces as conflict with 
general happiness; and popular religion, on the other, rules 
in the emotional and moral sphere, and guides the spiritual 
destinies of mankind Naturally, then, the gradual awakening 
of the general mind to the miseries of our imperfect social 
state has been accompanied by a proportional increase in 
religious fervour, and in faith in legislative measures of reform. 
But, in individual minds here and there, a new conception has 
arisen, namely this--that control of social laws of nature and 
subjugation of the social forces may be attained to through a 
scunlifo ""I"od,. and man may rightly aim at becoming master 
of himself in the field of bewildering chaotic confusion, wbicb 
we call nineteenth-century civilization, as effectively as he is 
master in the domain of vegetable life, and master of the lives 
and destinies of all domestic animals. This conception is 
based upon the theory that, first, all the complicated move
ments of industrial and s,ocial life-the spontaneous actions of 
a freeborn race, the conflicting desires of palpitating hearts, the 
noblest aspirations of enlightened men, the sweetest bopes of 
religious women-all these and many more are natural fOTCts 
obeying natural laws; and that, second, these laws may be 
studied and understood, and instead of tbe order which at 
present prevails and is replete with misery, a new order may 
be substit~ted, for man may apply inventive genius to the 
natural socllil foroes, and under the new knowledge of the laws 
tilat regulate them, divert these forces into fresb channels of 
happy activity and so initiate decisive change. 

This bold conception is conspicuous in the present day 
upon the horizon of intellectual thought, and its outcome" m 
the cut-and-dried schemes of State Socjalism, the Democratic 
Federation, and Christian Socialism, \nust here be slightly 
glanced at and appraised But first in reference to Govern
ment and the Cburch-political agitation is one of the most 
prominent features of the present age_ I ha,"e already shown, -
however (Chapter XIV.), that legislation scarcely at all affects 

• U Dynamic Sociology," Lester F. Wud, voL i. p. 35-
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our material and moral progress. External government has 
been and is a necessity of social life, yet the in.titution as i/ a/ 
,rami ~xists contains no element of progression, gives out no 
impulse of real advance. Mr. Ward has aptly pointed to the 
analogy between political events and meteorological phenomena. 
The latter comprise clouds, winds, tornadoes, cyclones, thunder· 
storms, followed by universal calm and general sun.hine; yet 
"a retrospective view shows that the corresponding seasons of 
different years do not materially differ, and the state of the 
world, meteorologically considered, is the same no .. that it was 
a century or ten centuries ago!'· To vast cosmic:al processes, 
and not to surface turmoil, is due the great Becular changes in 
the history of the globe. And similarly, politic.al events excite 
men's wildest passions. They elevate to brilliant hopes and 
tben reaction brings despair. But all the time, .. human pro
gress depends upon deeper laws (than those involved in 
politics), and would not have been arrested had there never 
lived a Wellington, or a Washington," t or, I may add, a 
William Ewart Gladstone. 

Of the progressive element in the great religious system. of 
the world I shall speak in my next chapter. It is sufficient 
here to point to the existence of Christian Socialism as proof of 
the continuity of the profoundly religious spirit from age to age. 
Individuals of strong conservative tendencies may call our 
modem new-born spiritual force utopian, and feel only jarred 
and otherwise uninfluenced by it, ... hilst nevertheless that force 
is eagerly imbibed and joyously assimilated by innumerable 
minds that, hitherto, had been nourished ull"" ancient dogma, 
and are hereditarily endowed with a strong con!!(;ience and a 
deep religious fervour. To these minds therp . is no vital dis
sonance between the old spiritual life and "he new. They 
adapt themselves to fresh conditions, ado:~ new forms of 
expression, and manifest religion in their <Wly hk pted.ely 
as before. To them lilOpianism, or, .. hat is corrC(."tiy termed 
.. Meliorism, is the great spiritual motive-power of the world, 
and is rapidly rising to high-pressure. l),tonger to-day than 
ever before., it is likewise assured against the almlcs:l waste in 
which it formerly frittered itself a .. ay .•.. Witb litopianism 
for its propeller and Science at the hehn, Humanity cannot but 
speed for..-ard to a new heaven and a new earth.' t 

• u I>ynamic SxioIogy," Lester F. Ward, ,,01. ii P.24So 
t Ibid •• P. 244-
t Joiormaa Briuoa, ia f'rorrUI. SepIembu •• 84 
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It was in Germany amongst the Teutons, a raCe of peculiarly 
solid and rational mental quality, that the great modern reforma
tion of religious thought began. From Germany came the 
impulse to movement-the force which broke up and ulti
mately destroyed the profound stillness of an intellectually 
glacial epoch, when individual minds were held fast locked in 
the mechanical embrace of a rigid and stern ecclesiasticism. 
And it is perhaps somewhat significant that in Germany, 
amongst the Teutons of the present day, a reformation in social 
thought has arisen and is rapidly extending its influence 
beyond the land of its birth. " All socialism of to-day, whether 
found in Paris or Berlin, in New York or.Vienna, in Chicago 

. or Frankfort-on-the-Main, is through and through German .... 
One of its leading characteristics is its thoroughly scientific 
spirit. Sentimentalism is banished, and a foundation sought 
in hard, relentless laws, resulting necessarily from the physio
logica~ psychological, and social constitution of man and his 
physical environment."· 

If sentimentalism, however, is banished, the sentiment of 
the movement commands respect One of its strongest op
ponents thus writes: U The pretence that Socialism springs in 
the breasts of its advocates from a low ideal of life, is the very 
reverse of the truth. When the history of Socialism comes to 
be written without passion Of prejudice, many a man, now 
regarded as an ogre, will be recognized as a devoted lover of 
mankind. The moral springs of Socialism are not envy and 
greed. On the contrary, a noble impatience of the misery of 
their fellow-men, and the injustice under which they suffer, 
supplies the motive-power of ninety-nine hundredths of the 
socialistic propaganda. In OUI' contest with Socialists," con
tinues this oppone.lt, " there needs enter no el~ment of bitter
ness. Our political ideal is the very nega.tion of theirs, . . . 
but our diffen::nce is not moral or religious in the ultimate 
sense, but economical and politicaL ... Feeling of any kind 
other than desire 10 am·.·. at /rulh should not be importe4 
into iL" t Observe, this utterance is typical of the changea 
mental attitude of all earnest opponents jI1 the work of social 
reform. Evolution in sentiment and the growth of sociality 
have rendered impossible to advanced social units the brutal 
intellectual wrestling and passionate word-assaults of the past; 

• • "French and Gelman Soclalism in Madem Times," R. T. Ely, 
p.156. . 

t "D.," in Nalitmal Riformu, November 5th, 1882. 
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and so far as the kadtrs of fMUghf are concerned, the new war 
of opinion upon which we are undouhtedly entering, viz. a 
contest between Collectivism and Individualism, may be, and 
we anticipate will be, fought out zealously to it. noble end, 
truth, upon the elevated platform of calm reason, with a constant 
evidence of the cool head and the warm, that is, social and 
humane,beart. 

It is not with the many defects of educational system.. and 
modern domestic life that crude Socialism deals. It takes no 
note of the utter inefficiency of our present social surroundings 
to help forward the transmutation of lower into higher inotincts, 
which is the pritnalf condition of real advance in immaterial 
civilization. The economical and political systems of modern 
life are what this Socialism deals with, and the relations that 
exist between capital and labour are what it attach and broadly 
condemns. The constant pressure upon rural labour exerted 
by landlords and its beneficial effc:cts in evolution have been 
fully explained in my last chapter. The pressure on labour, 
whicb formulated Socialism specially points to, is that arising 
from competition and the possession of capital by a minority. 
Organization (in the form of factory employment and di,uion 
of labour) has taken place in tbe field of production by indio 
vidual action of capitalists in their own interest., and this 
organization, which is really socialism, i.,. concerted adion for 
social ends, has had the effect of enormousl¥ promoting the 
increase of national wealth_he necessaries as well a. the 
luxuries of life-and so benefiting society as a whole. But in 
the field of distribution, organization has very little beneficiol 
effect There is, it is true, an increasing tendency to nnion 
atDongst capitalists in the interests of th'j own individual 
class; but this nnion is monopoly, not ~ism, and acts in
juriously upon society as a whole The gr .AI social force that 
holds sway in the field of distribution Us competition. Manu· 
facturers compete with one another for porchasers in the 
market composed of distributors, and ,"",chants compete with 
and undersell one another in a cbronic sth.{{gle for the custom 
and patronage of tbe general public. The outcome of this 
strife and antagonism is, on the one hand, tyrannic oppr ... ion 
of labour, and on tbe other, adulteration of the producu of 
Iabonr. Its genecol result is the IUboerving of oocidy'J wants 
in an exceedingly clumsy, unsatisfactory manner, accompanied 
by an increase of poverty and a degradation of public morals. 

From the _bole 6e\d of eronomic Jife, 08y the State 
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Socialists, competition must be banished and organization 
made to take its place. On the method by which this shall 
be done Socialists differ, but all are alike in this particular
they seek to impose on society an economic system regardless 
of the history of the past; that is, without due consideration 
of the point, whether evolution forces have prepared the social 
units in habits and quality of mind, for the new system they 
propose. The system proposed is, that the State should own 
the land, all instruments of production, and capital; that the 
State should organize all labour and direct the distribution of 
all produce; and that throughout society social equality should 
be established and maintained. 

Now, the monstrous evils pointed out by Socialists are, for 
the most part, lamentably true, even to Mr. Hyndman'S some
what exaggerated picture of adulteration-" a fair representa
tion (of the age) would be a keg of bosh butter, a bale of shoddy 
cloth, and a wooden ham." - But the whole argument of my 
last chapter concerning landlordism applies equally to our 
competitive mercantile system, and proves-first, its evolutional· 
justification; and, second, that for us at present any much 
better system is simply impossible. Without bloodshed no 
sudden change could be accomplished, and the strength and 
superior quality of the ex~cutive required to maintain the new 
order would prove an insurmountable difficulty. Again, the 
habits of the people, rendering them unfit for a more associated 
life, and their inability to restrain the birth-rate would, under 
conditions of social equality and liberty, speedily cause poverty 
to reappear. The new order of things, if temporarily established, 
would inevitably break up in anarchy and confusion. 

The renovated system proposed by State Socialists is but 
"the baseless fabric of a vision" (" such stuff as dreams are 
made of "); nevertheless, and to my reader the statement may 
appear paradoxical, whilst condemning as impracticable the 
schemes of the Socialists, I assert, that they are right in their 
primary priuciple-interference, and right in their ultimate afn 
-social justice. This proposition may be stated in terms of 
social science, thus ~ first, the possibilities of evolution extend 
to inventive interference with social. nature, that is, the sub· 
jugation of social forces by psychic force; second, human 
evolution advances towards a perfected social state determined· 
by pure ethics. No otner state but that of complete equality 
in the comforts of life could satisfy all mankind; and that this 

• Debate on Socinlism between Mr. Bradlaugh and Mr. Hyndman. 
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end will be attained follows from an important psychic law which 
may be termed" the 11w of the elimination of evil," i.e. untkr 
llu spur of pain, aismn/orl, ana injuslice, il il impolsibk l!rat 
man's endeavours should cease unlil "my prn;mfiblt roil of /111111an 
Ji,ft is tn.'trco"u.· 

It is of fundamental importance that the student of evolu
tion should not overlook this law of mind. It obviously and 
naturally follows from Ihe simple law of lire pointed out by 
Mr. Herbert Spencer, which develops in low organums, and i. 
continued up to the highest species. H At the very outset," 
says Mr. Spencer, U life is maintained by per!6istence in actl 
which conduce to it, and desistance from acts which impede 
it; and whenever sentiency makes its appearance as an accom
paniment, its forms must be such that in the one case the 
produced feeling is of a kind that will be sought- plea..ure, 
and in the other case is of a kiml that w,1I be shunned--paio."t 

The psychic lalV, which I have termed the law of the 
elimination of evil, is simply a development 00 inteiJect of this 
early biological law of conscious life, and increases in .tren~h 
as intellect expands, and knowledge extends in society. When 
applied theoretically to society, in accordance w,th the know
ledge already possesse.1 of man and his environment, the power 
of this psychic law in anticipating future changes mu,t be 
immense. It will mainly realize for sociology ... h,t Mr. Buckle 
speaks of as N the final object of every SI.i,ntitic inquiry, 
namely, ___ the power of foretelling the future." By its aid and 
that of knowledge, the social philosopher, we may hope, .. ill 
be able to predict tbe general char3(.~eristic.. of man's fUlllre 
state as confidently as the astronomer predicts the eclipses of 
the sun and moon. Towards the idOlI of ".Kiali,m society 
must slo .. ly move, but crude socialum in 4r"e,hod has gooe 
astray, and real socialism;' yet in an early •. .go. Of the tenn 
-soaalism-the onl,. definition .. ide enou~h to be .;cienulica!ly 
correct is thi.s---t-onarld Ildion lor st'clai UJds. This definition 
makes aD of us _ialisls, for no ooe, L'l even the strongest 

• The importaDOe of this law ft to be found in iu 3.pf.licatWm. Jr. 
recognition di.~P'Y;es at once of the ComrUt iCbnnei 0{ 50CW t)f'ganizatioa. 
II 5hOWi. that the project5 of f'rofCMOr &nJey. 1.Jr. KaiDa. Dr. CtJngreTe. 
Mr. Frederic H.anU.6n. f .. cl3J4 organizartl..lO of labour ar~ d~ha"'Ye and 
vnpractica1: f<..r-•• hJlt directrJl':l or t"IDpVlJ'C"" af b~,..-JW' arc to hay£' lart:er 
incomes anrJ more comf.-JfU than laboaren. the lea fortunate majorit, w.1I 
feel the unWrots5 of their p&lion. and continae the agitatioa for tocial 
j1l5tice until all special cIa.. prmJegcs wme 10 aD md.. 

t "I.>.ua of 1.lhla, " H. SpeDcu, po 79-
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individualist in theory, will deny that for social ends concerted 
action is sometimes necessary. It is the scope of the action, 
and the method to be employed, on which professed Socialists 
and Individlmlists disagree. 

Socialism is of two kinds, coercive and voluntary; and in 
the process of its evolution, the coercive has always preceded 
the voluntary. In slavery and militancy it first becomes 
prominent. Under these forms of associated life fear develops 
the quality of obedience in the growin~ mind of barbarous 
man. The scourge and the club, visible to the eye, prompt 
action in the direction required, without appeal to an unde
veloped imagination. In feudal times progress is observable. 
Direct coerei ve restrain ts are somewhat relaxed, for the power 
of obedience is stronger, whilst a few primitive abstract ideas 
concerning self-interest come into play. In modern industrial 
life coercive restraints are of a wholly different order. They 
belong to the system, and not to arbitrary, personal authority. 
They appeal to self-interest by mental concepts and vivid 
imaginations of possibilities of evil, and prudence creates action 
for social ends. 

The motives to socialism of a purely voluntary nature are 
intellectually, emotionally and morally superior. The mind 
trained to obedience by despotism and authority, and to 
prudence, by self-interest under social restraints, becomes fitted 
to instigate action of an ego-altruistic nature. Ambition, 
patriotism, and love of approbation, become motives to union 
for public ends, and a popular government such as our own 
is made possible. The ego·altruistic motive that comes into 
play in the voluntary productive associations of workmen is 
of a different and twofolrl nature; it is prudence directed 
towards self, and public spirit directed towards the group; and 
forms a social force, in the germinal stage, of extreme value. 
The purest form of socialism depends for existence and develop
ment on this force allied with sympathy-a delicate appreciation 
of the rights of others, and an imperious conscience, or seIllge 
of duty-the whole directed by far-reaching intellect to the 
reconstruction of society on scientific methuds. The sympathy 
that enters into this socialism springs from an entirely different 
source; not economic, but family life, is its origin. But it is 
not necessary for me here to trace its evolution, I have only to 
point out one consideration in relation to it. The break up 
of the family system shown in Chapter XV. is an interruption 
to the development of sympathy; and the more or less rapid 
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growth of the true sociaiism wiII largely depend on advance in 
the reconstruction of family life, on the broader basi •. 

A closely associated, yet broad, dome.tic life will give 
increased capacity for concerted action. Communism in 
industrial life will be by superior social unit. voluntarily 
assumed as the system most in accordance with their sym· 
pathetic feelings, and higher moral nature. From small begin. 
nings communism will surely increase. Communistic group! 
scattered over the country will grow in number, trading a.. 
companies in the general community under the term. of the 
old system. With multiplication of these groups, alliance 
between them will take place for mutual benefit, and the state 
of aggregation wiII give conditions allowing a new form of 
mercantile life to ari'ie, i.e. a sy.tem not governed by supply 
and demand, but by knowledge of wants in the groups, and 
knowledge of their individual capacities for the production of 
the commodities required The absence of personal ambition, 
and predominance of poblic spirit, within the groups, ... ill 
stimulate invention for general benefit; and the ne", system 
will be methodized and made scientific throughout. Its supe
riority in subserving society, Over the old competitive system, 
will be evidenced, aod the latter .. -ill be gradually superseded 
and die out. 

The present system of industrial life is the natural product 
of unconscious evolution, full of inherent imperfections, and 
Massari/y creating a state of inequality and social injustice. 
The future system ... i11 be the prodoct of inventive genius COll

scioosly and carefully adapted 10 a society ber.ome capable of 
conforming 10 it. The law of" survival of the fittest· will assert 
itself in relation to economic life. It is thWl p the dreams of 
the old U topiaos and the conception. of th~nodern Sociah.15 
will become true. The psychic method of ., .... lotion permeatin/; 
the .... hole field of human life~gmu, dome51ic, iodWltrial, 
and so<:ial; and dominating heredity, traininJ;.. educatioo. 
production, distribution, and legislatio~. will gather up all 
Datura! forces at present pursuing a u ... i1d, un bridled c:oa..., 
in society," and control them 10 the production of general 
happiness. 

To return 10 the present aspect of society ; the socialism 
that manifests itseli in co-operative unions for production and 
distribution is in one sense a failure. It does not improve 
economic society beeanse itself subject 10 competition. So 
permanent rise of ... ages can be secured by industrial co-opera· 
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tion alone, in a society in which the law of population is un
controlled. Nevertheless, its existence is strongly beneficial ; 
it improves the social units, awakens intelligence, strengthens 
the ego.altruistic motives; creates sympathy and public spirit, 
and fosters the virtues of civilization. Industrial societies of 
this order are valuable agencies for the real elevation of the 
masses and ought to be encouraged. 

Government, local and central throughout society, is another 
form of socialism, ,:~. concerted action for social ends; and 
it cbanges continuously in adaptation to cLange within the 
society itself. In· its genesis, "government, like most other 
human institutions, bas been the product of egoistic attempts 
on tbe part of <rally individuals to meet and supply a popular 
demand. • • . It is the keen-sighted few who perceive the. 
wants of the many, devise means to supply them, and anticipate 
rich rewards from the befriended and grateful community." -
We see, then, that the socialism of government in its beginnings 
was of a low order dependent upon selfishness, and in its 
action it was wholly coercive .. Later, in consequence of the 
growing intelligence and resi.tance of the people, governments 
change in character, and become more popular. The govern
ing classes no longer dare to oppress the people, and find it 
their interest to be just. 

The socialism of popular governments is clearly of a higher 
order t showing pu blie spirit and better concerted action for 
social ends. The functions fulfilled by government are main
tenance of order, protection from aggression, and public 
accommodation. It will be seen that as society improves, the 
need for the two first functions will diminish, whilst the last 
will increase in importance. The socialism manifested will 
become of a still higher order, and the spread of the knowledge 
of social science will cause the aims of government to be still 
better attained. A marked feature of the popular governments 
of the present day is the absence of unanimity of opinion on 
first principles. It will be evident to the student of social 
science that this state of things cannot continue. Sooner or 
later false theories of society and govemnte,'t will give place to 
true. A better selection of legislators will be made by a more 
educated people; not social position will decide the choice, 
but scientific knowledge of society, and high personal ability. 
Government by party will disappear-superseded by deliberative 
assemblies certain to prove progressive agencies in evolution . 

• 10 Dynamic S'lcioJogy," Lester F. Ward, vol i. p. 585-
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Returning once more to our present state of BOCiety, 
socialism is showing itself in two ways-first, in philanthropic 
action all over the country, which, stronger to-day than at any 
previous period, is the outcome of the highest motives of 
mankind; and second. in the efforts of the people to alter the 
political and economical system of society by the action of the 
State in the direction of justice and equality. This a{{itation 
is a very significant fact: it represents a great oocial forr.e 
certain to gather strength with the growth of knowledge, public 
spirit, and sensitiveness to personal rights. The hunger of 
tbe people for social justice can never be appeased by any 
economical system that the individualist can offer, wherein 
wealtb will 1I0w to the clever and the lucky, the cunning and 
the greedy, and be handed down by inheritance and bequest 
from generation to generation. In the competitive system, 
even when modified by extensive co-operation, contro!1ed 
reproduction, and nationalization of the land, a satisfactory 
social equality in the comforts of life is a natural imp""ibility; 
for differences in the acquisition of wealth muot follow from 
the natural differences in the qualities of the individuals com· 
peting. The prudent and wise "ill seenre more of these 
comfOTts, than will those who are less highly gifted, although 
just as desirous of happiness. Similarly .. here unlimited private 
property-to keep or sell, to give or bequeath-is permitted in 
society, there social justice cannot be; the principle of equal 
rights must always be infringed It is OIIly in a scientifically 
organized system of communism, that equal, or almO'lt equal, 
happiness can be given to all, irrespective of natural endowments, 
and only in such a system can the purest and highest ethics 

\ be practised and obeyed Communism-the ,fibrgement of the 
'family system to national boundaries-pre ..... '1t. the true goal 
10 whicb the modem popular social agit ,tions tend, for in 
anything short of this, strict justice and equality are not to be 
foond, and the conditions of discontent remain. 

I have said the-agitation against pres.-t social arrangements 
is certain to increase; it remains to consider in .bat direction 
action will take place. There are two, and only Iwo, general 
directions of popnlar reform: tirst, the revoIMlionary-u,e 
driving straight at the establiihed system wilh the intention of 
overthrowing it and setting up some new order in its place; 
second, the kJ[ulllliN-the aiming to improve the presenl 
system, by modification or destruction of its 1tN1rst features, its 
<:rIrDIUS of injustice and inequality. Whether coercive -=iaI 
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revolution is or is not to take place in any country, will greatly 
depend on the spread of education and of true views of society 
among the people of the country. In these days, more than 
at any previous time, ignorance of social forces among men of 
public spirit and strong emotion is becoming a danger of the 
first magnitude; anyone may understand this who thinks 
deeply of the moral causes of the recel\! dynamite conspiracies 
to destroy public and private property in English towns. I 
have elsewhere pointed out how retrograde and futile for the 
increasing of human happiness is the method of Tevolution. 
It is the dir«t method of human emotion with intellect 
unenlightened on natural evolution and causation; it seeks 
hlindly to overthrow what is really the highest product of 
evolution for the time heing, with the impotent intention of 
putting in its place some syatem which may be ethically better, 
but which cannot organize individuals ethically unfitted for a 
superior system. The method of legislation and gradual im· 
provement is, we may hope, the only method likely to be used 
at any time by the social agitators of, at least, the countries 
of England, France, and the United States of America, so 
long, at any rate, as Socialists in these countries are unmolested 
respecting their opinions. If they are in error they can be 
instructed, but force resolves no questions, whilst it invites 
dynamite in return. The causes for public discontent are not 
trifling. That one man should have £300,000 per annum 
at the same rime that six thousand of his countrymen, each as 
hard-working, or more so than himself; get no more than this 
sum divided among them for the year; that many men should 
toil ten hours a day for pittances that harely keep them from 
starvation-this is a state of thing!' which we may be sure a 
people, growing in knowledge and morality, will not much 
longer permit to exist The individualist of the " Liberty and 
Property Defence League" may cry out about the sacredness 
of the liberty to contract, amass, and bequeath, and the rights 
of property, but laisst!1Sfaire on these questions will not satisfy 
a hungry people conscious of a state of injustice. 

It is usual to consider a man spending an income over 
persomd gratifications, as in a pasm·t condition towards 
sociery, or if tUfive as one who benefits society by "giving 
employment" Also i~ is considered that the difference 
between rich and poor is a state of i"equality merely, with 
which the working people are not directly concerned and of 
which they ought no more to complain, than invalids should 

2 D 
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complain that other people are healthy. But what is the 
truth? The truth is that the rich owe everything to the poor; 
that they are a parasitic class dependent entirely for IUPport 
on the labour of others; that the money they spend repretlenll. 
a power (socially permitted) to absorb the labour of otherl, 
to exact lifelong services from olhers, gh ing in return not 
their own service .. but a little of the power (money) which they 
themselves exercise. n we were to place a rich man with all 
his money-paper and metal-on an uninhabited but fertile 
islaud, he would be reduced to his natural stature. In order 
to live he would no longer be absorbing the whole labour of 
scores of fellow-men, but only of one man, that is, of himself; 
he would no longer be a parasite but a working man earning 
his own living. It i. obvious that (apart from the law of 
population) if the working people had only themselves to 
support and no rich class, with its enormous absorption of 
labour besides, they would have more of leisure and comfort .. 
and would not have to toil so hard There can be no ethical 
justification for the absorption by "'" of the labour of many,. it 
is an unfair, that is, an immoral state. The ethical unit in 
labour and exchange is: for the labour of one, the product of 
one, or what amounll to one, in retum.· Nevertheless, full 
""olutiona1 justification for the present state of things there 
certainly is. It is better that some should be rich and civiliud 
than that all should be miserable and savage. So long as 
general ignorance, Joy morality, and an uncontrolled birth-rate, 
which are the main supports of a rich class, are present, so 
long is it well to have inequalities and injustices in wealth
holding. 

But although the rich, at present and ',.t some time to 
come, can by no means be dispensed with, ~,e .,.ry rid. may. 
The rich, as a class, are necessary to ci .. ,lization, but the 
legislative method of improvement, "hich is the true direction 
of the force of popular agitation, is-to reduce the """"" 
conditions of unfairness; and this ma), L -I done to the benefit, 
not the injury, of society; for the evils of excessive wealth more 
than counterbalance its good Excessive wealth naturall), 
promotes in the whole class of the rich, emulative, '5eIJish 
extlavagance, deteriorative of hUJlWl nature, and therefore it 
i. injurious to society at large. The indiridualist, "ho looks 
upon property as something p:usive in society, something 

• Sobje<t to """'" moc!;6catioa _ to c:biIdrm, the oged, the weak, 
tho da....d, aDd the crimU>aIo. 
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which can be handed down in any amount with' perfect justice 
from father to son, is manifestly in error. Social expediency, 
not social justice, is the support of private property, and of the 
privilege of absorbing the labour of others without adequate 
return. Society will almost certainly before long think it 
expedient to cut down the largost fortunes by heavy cumulative 
taxation; and to prohibit the inheritance of property above a 
certain value (high at first), as Mr. J. S. Mill suggested. 

The prevailing ideas of justice in society have arisen 
'naturally in the past among the strong and the privileged few, 
and have been readily accepted by the 'docile and oppressed 
many. The foundation of these ideas has always been power, 
not equality. It is considered perfectly just that the clever and 
good man should have <if he can get it) a higher reward for 
hi. labour than the ignorant and stupid man. Of course the 
origin of this idea is nothing more than the fact that in a state 
of competition the clever are aU!. to secure more of the good 
things of life than the stupid; and it is the clever and not the 
stupid who form public opinion. That these ideas, and the 
facts that bave given rise to them, have played a very important 
and useful part in human evolution in the past is quite evident; 
but they are not likely to continue indefinitely into the con, 
scious evolution of the. future: a. new conception of justice, 
having its test in social equality, is the growing ide. of the 
masses (who are now rising into power), and before these 
masses the ideas of privilege will be found unfit to survive. 

How very clumsily and unfairly the old system bas worked 
is apparent on the least inspection. The r~wards of life have 
gone almost entirely to low orders of cleverness-not to speak 
of cases of still worse forms. The best and most usefully 
clever men have had in the past, as they generally bave now, 
only poor rewards for their labour, and often neglect or bad 
treatment from society. This genetic, or natural method of 
evolution, in which the most worthy are supposed to come to 
the top and the bad to be crushed dead at the bottom, 'is 
a very imp":fut, cnul, clumsy systemL which humanity will 
tolerate no longer than is necessary. 'l'ne good and clever 
will have to learn; first, a lesson of equality with their inferiors 
in capacity; second, that the improvement of humanity must 
he continued in the future by an enlightened socialism and 
not by the blind forces of competition. 

But if the clever and good have to learn this lesson of 
equality, how much more th< rich and lucky; people who from 
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no merit of their own, but by mere accident of birth and cir
cumstance, have been enabled to absorb the labour of others r 
Justice is certainly not to be found in leaving these person. 
without interference, to live the life of parasites; rather will it 
be found in taking from them as much of their unjust privilege 
of social power, as may be deemed wi .. , "hil.t keeping 
always in view the well-being of society at large. Individuali.t. 
of the laissez-fair. school deprecate interference "ith the 
social system to the extent here indicated, but I have not been 
able to find that they have any reason. except tha.. of 
expediency for limiting the action of the State at aIL That 
legislative interference with social arrangements h38 been 
O5ually unwise and had often better not have been tried, i. 
ground for their very useful protests, but thi. does not touch 
the prinaple of State control over its membe .... in any way. 
The ignorance of rulers and ruled, and the infancy of social 
science, are sufficient reason. for past failures in dealing "ith 
little known social forces; in short, nothing different could 
have been expected. 

State regulation, I believe to be whony a matter of power 
and apdimey; it has never been, and I think it never will be 
affected by any other considerations "hatever. In a general 
state of ignorance it will be marked by injurious action and 
failures, but we may hope that in the future, as knowledge 
of the real increases, wrong action will cease, and the organiza,
tion of the State will be marked throughout by wise adaptation 
to human needs in view of the greatest happiness possible. As 
a matter of fact State interference to any and every extent it 
beyond argument as a principle; it represents /{ff'a, the force 
of the ruling class, or the force of the majorityof' If intellectual 
conceptions are erroneous, its regulations will Vc onwi .. ; if they 
are scientific, its regnlations will be ugeful ; but JtguIations of one 
order or ancther it will certainly make. Hence the 1'35t impor
tance,.in tbis age of rising republics, of instructing the people, 
high and I.,.,., upon the true namre of societ} • .lUd the best cour ... 
to pursue in furtherance of buman happiness, thus aiding tbe 
upward evolution of humanity. If the independence and power 
of the masses grow out of accord with their real knowledge of 
things, disastrous and bloody JeYoluliano become possible; 
with abortive attempts of ignorant socialists to change the 
social order in a way that is impos!!ible as ltable change, 
resulting in awful misery and in the degradation of all cLuoes. 

When g""emment Joses its eriI characteristics and b<.-comes 
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an enlightened and progressive agency, State education of the 
people will be directed to new ends. Its aim will be to 
impress such knowledge on the rising generations as will not 
only prepare them for social life, but instruct them how to 
preserve and increase happiness in the world, and avert misery 
from all; it wil~ in short, instruct them in the science of society 
and true meliorism; in tbe best methods for repressing anti
social feelings; in the formation of noble ideals of conduct ; 
and in the religion which, for the establishment of general 
happiness, must dominate each individual life, and the whole 
order of society. This, indeed, must be the aim of government 
in relation to the young. The exact means to be adopted 
will differ in each age. v"llere parents are superior much will 
be left in their hands, but inferior parents cannot be permitted 
to train up children in inferior ways, making them not only 
unfit but injurious members of society, members who will per
petuate a bad state, and defeat the object of scientific socialism. 
I believe a time will come when government, acting on its 
right of force and expediency, will take up and sequestrate a 
degraded minority in the population, the small class of indi
viduals who from defective natures and bad circumstances are 
unable to live in society without propagating their kind, or 
lessening general happiness; these will be kindly dealt with 
and left as much at liberty as is consistent with public safety, 
but the object will be to put an end to their race and class. 

Let us now observe the difference of opinion at the present 
moment upon the policy of State aid in two important matters, 
viz. the feeding of starving board·school children, and the 
erecting of wholesome dwellings for the poor. Individuals are 
usuaUy slow to recognize that government interference is merely 
a matter of power and expediency j and in their search for 
ruling principles, they either discard logic entirely, or form 
rules of expediency for limiting State action, and regard these 
as moral principles. Some people object to State educati",,; 
others agree to this policy, but object to have starving school 
children fed by the State. But every palky carries some bad 
results, and the choice is really between a number of evils. 
The right aim of the governing people is to choose that policy 
which tends to the greatest good, and a good or bad choice is 
made according to knowledge and discernment. Ai; State 
feeding would undoubtedly tend to lower wages and to increase 
parental neglect and the number of destitute children (Chapter 
':1. page 77), I am of opinion that the. policy productive of 
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least sulTering would be that of leaving tbe feeding of starving 
school children to voluntary agencies. Apart from expediency, 
there are people professing moral objectioD5 to the pooition of 
being forced to help their fellow<reatures. .. Why," il is 
asked, .. should a man withont children be taxed to support or 
educate the children of others? Is it nol uajust thaI the earn
ings of the prudent should be taken 10 save the improvident 
from the natural consequences of their folly? n I answer: 
First, the rewards of life depend more upon Ihe economical 
state of society than upon efforts and merits; a man'. income 
is what be receives from society; the amount of it is deter· 
mined by forces over whIch he bas no control, and in which 
justice has no place. A clever physician may be able 10 
demand the fee of a guinea a visit; but if another of equal 
reputation enters his neigh boarbood and charges half a guinea, 
the fust will probably have to lower bis fee, or lose his income; 
and even if he lowers bis fee the sum of the two incomes of 
these physicians sharing the patients between them will be Ieos 
than the amount of the single income originally derived from 
the same souree. If employers do not thlDk it unjust 10 10wer 
wages, neither should they deem it unjust were government 10 
lower their incomes to the amount thai wage-earnen receive. 
It is not justice bUI competition that rules incomes; a man'. 
gains are what society permits him 10 .nu, whether it be little 
or much, whether be be working bard or not at all K ow, if 
society gives arbitrarily, why may not the State eqnally take 
away arbitrarily? 11 is simply a question of expediency; and 
within unmoral conditions the appeal 10 justice is illogical and 
OBI of the question. Outside the unmoral .,nditious, what 
jnstice adjudicates is that all men should ~11 equal in 
respect of liberty and command of comforts.., If we take the 
average amount of all incomes as represenung the fair sum for 
each worker to reCeive, we lind that the reward of life obtained 
by a !ar,;e number of people rises ~"pahly higher than 
this snm; these then gain what we taay ciJJ an IIlIMnwi i.· 
CTDllnlf, larger or smaller according to cin:omstan.ces; whibt 
another still greater number of people are unable to obtain tbis 
average amount, although they may work bard and ... n all 
their lives. 11 is sorely in the highest degree just and rea5OD

able that the more fortunate class should be required 10 gm: 
up some 0{ this unearned increment, 10 be applied in IDCCOUI"

ing poverty and educating poor children. Bot secood, the 
DDpnn-ident and imlDOllli are __ tI/q ikfidad iD IOIIIC good 
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qualities, and the highest religion demands that they should be 
kindly treated and if possible saved from the torture which 
nature would bring upon them. We are happily learning that 
there are ways of diminishing evil and the number of evil-doers, 
without our ha,;ng recourse to nature's methods. Wherever 
no evil is likely to accrue it is incumbent on a humane people, 
by the agency of government, to equalize social conditions, 
and to require from the fortunate the means whereby the 
unfortunate may be saved from suffering. In reference to the 
miserable accommodation for the poor provided in large towns 
by the action of natural competition, "'hat is the best policy to 
pursue at the present moment is a difficult question to answer. 
Building them dwellings by the State is justifiable only by 
invention of a system under which such action would certainly 
prove beneficial to the poor, and I have pointed in Chapter 
XVII. to the provision respecting increase of population in 
the Peabody Dwellings which must have important salutary 
social effects. It is more the, ~tate of public ignorance pre
venting the acceptance of a scientific scheme, than the exist
ence of real difficulties, that here stands in the way of successful 
action. I believe that in the order of conscious evolution, the 
State is certain to become more and more philanthropic in 
action, for the sufficient reason that the members of the State 
will become more humane and public-spirited. But between 
voluntary and State agency there wili always have to be 
decided which should undertake any particular case. Each 
agency has its peculiar merits and demerits. and each case its 
peculiar conditions. Science and experience, therefore, must 
decide in each case how the evils may be best overcome. 

The only true and possible way to social justice and 
equality, that is, communism in social life, and socialism in 
economical organization, is by successive stages; first, asso
ciated domestic life; second, communistic industrial life super~ 
added; third, federation of communes, and a State-organiz~d 
system embracing entire social life. The want of fitness m 
individuals precludes any other course "'.t this. 'Adaptation 
has to be gradually evolved in the units to permit of the forma
tion of a superior social system. Particular aggregation of 
units ruust precede general aggregation and State organization. 
The theory of etude socialism that general reorganization of 
society may take place irrespective of particular organization 
and aggregation in society, is an idea only possible to minds 
l?ving no conception of the real facts. and forces of social 
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evolution. To the evolutionist it seem. certain tbat there must 
/irst arise, amid much difficulty and many failureo-voluntary 
communes, and that then State socialism will develop, out of 
the voluntary federation of these communes. All tbis may and 
must take place with perfect peacefulness in general sociery, 
without conBict with the present system, which will itself im
prove under the various meliorating inJIuences of increased 

. knowledge, and better habits of life. 
From personal and class despotisms, tbrough despotism. 

of ruling popular majorities, we advance to the final despotism 
of reason. and science. Individual liberty must always be 
conditioned; hitherto it has been painfully restricted in many 
directions of usefulness and harmlessness, and left unrestricted 
in ways of hunfulness. It i. necessary that the conditinn. of 
liberty should be consciously and collectively made consistent 
with natural causation and the happine.. of society. The 
despotism of science-the true positivism-is a despotism to 
be hailed with joy, to be united with our most cherisbed ideal., 
and to be laboured for, with our most earnest endeavours; for 
under it liberty has its widest possible bound.. No longer 
trammelled by fashiou and CODveotion, by ignorance and art,;. 
trary rule, it gives free expansion to all variery of noble indio 
vidualities, and to aU action which is innocent of evil A 
scientific socialism must set the final, true bounds, to human 
liberty; knowledge and reason declare what these .hall be, 
and sociery COllectively enforces them. They are entirely 
determined by the actual nature of the social organism with ill 
environtuent, and the real conditions of general happiness. 

The gradual enlightenment of mankind m~ eventnate in 
the positive philosophy-1M p/tilusuphy 0/ ad;' , the true regu
lator of sociery throughout its length and bread 'I. The poychi<: 
method of evolution 1Irith its persistent genlleDelS and teleo
logical control of natural forcei, must finally supersede, in 
human sociery, the genetic evolution of mindless, cruel compe
titioo-the survival of the Blrong and the 'destruction of the 
weak. The era of science will be the utopian golden age; the 
beautiful Psyche (the mind) now wandering 3.lmles!ly through 
the world will, in the evolution of happiness, be sought out and 
cherished; and be raised to the Olympus of a new heaven 
above the SW'eetnes5 of a new eanh, there to be joined to Love 
and reign evermore in aU true hearts as the geni ... of Sociali .... 
and the guardian of Individuality. 



CHAPTER XXIIL 

RELIGION. 

II Oh, priests who mourn that reverence is dead ! 
Man quits a fading faith, and asks instead 

A worship great and true. 
I know that there was once a church where men 
Caught glimpses of the gods believed in then ; 
I dream that there shall be such church again. 

o dream, come true, come true. 

• • • • • 
U So all intolerable wrong shall fade, 

No brother shall a brothers rights invade, 
But all shall champion all i 

Then men shall beu~ ,.-iib aD unconquered will 
And iron heart.. the inevitable ill. 
O'er paiD, wrong. passion, death, victorious still 

And calm though SUDS !<hould faiL· 
W. M. \V. COLl_ • 

'fo understand human nature, hy careful study of its highest 
and best, as ..-ell as its lowest and most imperfect specimens, is 
an essential condition of progress. Mr. Froude calls fortb our 
gratitude by the frank confidence and unreserved honesty witb 
which be has boldly led us into the privacies of Carlyle'S inner 
life, and laid lIare before us the secrets of his solll Many of 
bis worshippers no doubt mourn the desecration of their id<ll, 
and the destruction of its shrine. But Carlyle was essentially 
heroic, and martyrdom in the cause of trIItJ is not a role from 
which he would have shrunk. It is no ignobie mission to fulfil, 
that of I);ng after death upon the world's dissecting table, it; in 
that passive act, a clue is found to some bewilrlering problem, 
and the way made shorter to the goal of all true spirits sucb as 
Carlyle's, viz. buman happiness. . Vivid portiaiture was a pre
eminent gift of Carlyle's, and his introspective tendency, aided 
by. the friendly touches of Mr. Froude's pencil, bave placed 
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before us the entire portrait of a being of noble a.pirations, of 
delicate sensibilities, of robust conscience, of broad intellect, 
throughout the whole range of personal thought and feeling. 

This psychologieal study is valuable material for the com
prehension of Humanity and the solution of the great problem 
which lies still before us ;-what is vital religion? That Carlyle'. 
nature was profoundly religious will be, I think, freely admitted 
by all students of his outer history and inner life, whether they 
are Christians or Atheists, Pantheists or Thei.ts, Positiviltll, 
Secularists, or Agnostics. His books, his public actions, hi. 
pri~ate letters, and the introspective scrutiny and self<ritici.m 
whIch is found in his jouma~ all witness to the truth of Mr. 
Froude's assertion, " He was a man indeed in whom was no 
guile." Sincerity was the basis of his spirituality, and a rigid, 
stoieal determination to do the right, so far as he knew it, was 
the backbone of his moral nature. The vilible life, wrought 
out by these factors amidst surrounding conditions, .. as "a 
model of simplicity and uprightness, which few will ever equal 
and none will excel" In Mr. Froude's judgment tbe result 
redounds doubly to his bonour for reason. relative to hi. 
inherited instincts and his chronologieal positiOlL Nature had 
made him, says Mr. Froude, "weak, passionate, complaining, 
dyspeptic in body and sensitive in spirit, lonely, irritable, and 
morbid" Time had placed him in an age of theological d~ 
integratiOlL The creed of his fathers was to his acute intellect 
fu,)darnentally imperfect or false- To his beart, therefore, it 
could administer no solid hope or comfort to.ustarn blm on 
his way through life. "The inherited creed had crumbled 
down, and he had to form a belief for himself.-hy lonely med,
tation.· • This he never svcceeded in ao-~mplishing. He 
gazed out reverently into the vast Uni. ~-se, and peered 
patiently into every crevice of his own secret thonghL He 
questioned the Eternitits, the Immensities, the Infinitudes, the 
Silences-from whence no whisper came tn him of the God he 
soaghL Slowly and sadly his honest soul ~pted itself to the 
inevitable; and the confession of bis utter failure to formulate 
a theologieal creed was publicly made in his Rectorial Address. 
To his conscientious mind the occasion was one of solemn 
oLligation to make his mark upon the rising genel3lion.. He 
pressed upon the students the importance of rebgion, but he 
told them that theology ?I1U lUll essmIioJ_ 

• "1'hoat.. Carlyle. A Jliot«y 01 bio Ufe ill Loodoo, " YO!. ii. P. .,s, 
by J .... A.arhoay Froade. 
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Admitting, then, that Carlyle bad no theological creed, let 
us see if his religion proved "a solid hope and comfort to 
sustain him on bis way through life." At the end of a career 
like his, which, take it all in all, was really noble, with work 
successfully performed and action made confonnable to moral 
principle through many weary struggles, a religious soul was 
surely entitled to rest serenely in the lap of spiritual comfort, 
and fall asleep in the arms of a divine peace. But the aged 
Carlyle, witb all his goodness, had no permanent enjoyment of 
satisfaction of heart, and a soul at ease. Theologically creed
less, his religious creed was like a leaky vessel that bore him 
on the sea of life with the waves ever surging at his feet and 
threatening bis destruction. A fretting conscience and the 
strain upon his nerves left by work, when work had become 
no longer possible, made life a burden to him. He sat under 
the shadow of his "general canopy of sadness and regret," or 
called up memories that stul'g him into painful conscious
ness of pungent remorse. Now, why was this? Was peace 
denied him because, Prophet as he had felt himself to be at 
the beginning of his career, he had made no fresh discovery of 
God, no new revelation proportionate to the world's emer
gencies hovering on the brink of chaotic thought? Not so ; 
for although his massive intellect, grasping tbe intticate phe
nomena of modem life, derived no comfort from the sight, and 
he turned from it, as U a pestiient congregation of vapours," 
his star.gazing had long since ceased. Tbeclogy was J.1ot 
essential That question was at rest; and the sting of his 
conscience had no relation with the speculative side of his 
intellect. 

The grief of his old age was mundane, not supernatural, not 
cosmicaL The subject·matter of his remorse was small offences 
in his daily life. Matters bdonging to the commonplace, the 
practical, precisely what in the days of his ardent, enthusiastic 
youth he would bave deemed insignificant, if not contemptibl"" 
In old age, with the wisdom of a long experience made during 
hOUTS and years of solemn thought anc' earnest effort, how 
different was his intellectual view and the conviction of his 
moral judgment. .. Two plain precepts there are," he calmly 
and confidently asserts :_U Dost thou intend a kindness to thy 
beloved one? Do it straightway, wbilst the fateful future is 
not yet here. Has thy heart's friend carelessly or cruelly 
stabbed into thy heart? Oh, forgive him. Think how when 
thou art dead be will punish himselr." In old age, when his 
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own life-happiness ..... for ever marred, Carlyle made an im
ponant discovery. Religion may be too lofty and ~and. 
It may soar to the skies and spurn the ground But if It mi ... 
construes humanity, misapprehends the delicacies of domestic 
relations, misappreciates the love and tenderness of fellow· 
beings, and misdirects the emotional forces of a man'. nature, 
it is what? false? nay, not false, not a sham, an hypocrisy, but 
...... failure I In the hour of bereavement its afflatus i. gone. 
It cannot sing a man's sorrows into the painless stillness of 
death, because it has not kept his conscience clear, his heart at 
peace with all mankind 

When manfully fighting with the pen for justice and truth 
in his lonely study, and bravely exposing the world's ,hams and 
delusions, Carlyle'S religion braced his nerves. When medi· 
tating under the starry heavens, when moralizing on man'. poor 
lot, and comparing his paltry idols, his joss-house and bam
bino, with the dumb Eternities and Immensities--i'eligion 
dominated bis mind But in the privacy of his home, at hi. 
domestic beanh, in the closest and most precious relation of 
his human life, the .. nature of the &ea..t n was uncontrolled by 
his religion; and earnest as he always was (or the general 
happiness and goodness of mankind, he yet Dever sought to 
comprehend the nature of the individual who was nearest and 
dearest to him, Dor studied to promote her happiness and 
goodness in each step of the life-journey which they made 
together. His religion lay outside of this boundary and lclt 
all the forces within it nnreclaitned 

Now Mr. Froude, in his character of biograoher and friend, 
rather than public teacher or scientist, hints t~11i Carlyle'. mind 
latterly was morbid; that his failures of cond"-j compared with 
other men's were scarcely immoderate, and h.ll remone was, to 
say the least, excessive. Comparison with other men', failures 
in duty, however, is of coone wholly itrelevant. And to 
Carlyle's profoundly religious nature these .litter waves of keen 
remorse were sitnply the natural, inevitable accompaniment o( 
his intellectual awakening to some new, Slem t.cts of life. 
.. Omnipotence," he writes in his journal, .. has developed in 
me these pieties, these reverences, and infinite affecrions." 
Alas ! it was only in old age that he knew the direction that 
these (orces should have taken, the channels in which they 
should have run-in bis old age, when for the recasting of bis 
own life, thu ..... w iug of itt sacred fire, the reawakening of jtt 
sweetest music, the rerival of its buried joy, the knowledge had 
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come too late. Carlyle'. keen intellect did not exaggerate the 
misdirection that his religion had taken, or the miscarriage to 
happiness that it unwittingly had brought about. 

That we may rightly understand this misdirection and 
perceive the important lesson it conveys, let liS recall a graphic 
picture of husband and wife given by Mr. Froude-Mrs. 
Carlyle stretched on a bed of suffering; her jaw dropped, her 
mouth open from nerves and muscles injured by a fall. Her 
husband leans on the mantelpiece, gazing at her, happy no 
doubt that the accident had spared her precious life. U Jane, 
ye had better shut your mouth," says he. She ttied to say she 
could not. But again comes his exhortation-U Ye'll find 
yourself in a more compact and pious frame of mind, if ye 
shut your mouth. Ye ought to be thankful the accident was 
no worse." "Thankful," exclaims the suffering, worried, and 
exasperated wife; U thankful for what? for having been thrown 
down in the street when I had gone on an errand of charity? 
for being disabled, crushed, made to suffer in this way? I am 
not thankful, and will not say that I am." He leaves her, 
saying he is sorry to see her so rebellious, and then writes to 
his brother, .. She speaks little to me, and does not accept me 
as a sick.nurse, which, truly, I had never any talent to be" li
The reader's indignation at a husband's want of sympathy, the 
impulse to smile at the blindness of a wise philosophor, all 
quickly pass into sympathetic emotion with the anguish of 
regret, the keenness of the aged Carlyle's remorse, when his 
piety took a 'new and unquestionably sound direction, and he 
saw clearly, when too late, what duty had required of him. 

Now, turning from the story of Carlyle'S secret mind, its 
restless searchings after God and a new creed, its negative 
conclusions, its stoical pursuance of duty, its discovery of the 
mistaken path, its remolse and sadness, and balf despair, let 
us glance at the general mind of the epoch in which we liveV 
in so far at least as light is thrown upon it by the public utter
ances of the foremost writers of the day. lkhold I we find the 
same questions that perplexed and dIsturbed Carlyle, the same 
doubts and scruples as to duty, the same waves of religious 
aspiration and religious fears that he had to contend with 
surging around us now in all directions, and shaking, at least, 
if not destroying, the foundations of our inherited creeds, and 
poisoning the sources of our springs of inward joy. It is 
precisely as though Carlyle's prophetic mind first catches and. 

r II Thomas Carlyle. A History of his Life in L~ndunJ U vol. ii. p. 272. 
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reBects, as in a mirror, a little cloud on the horizon destined 
to grow and expan,l, until it casts its shadow over the whole 
heavens, obstructs the sunlight, and commands the o!>servation 
of all mankind. 

In answer to the question, h What is religion?" Mr. 
Herbert Spencer holds that religion is concerned with that 
which lies he-fond the sphere of sense.· The primitive human 
mind had no religious idea and no religious lI<1Itiment .. hat
ever. These ideas and sentiments have been evolved; and 
the progressive stages of their evolution may be distinctly 
traced from the savage's dream which suggested hi. belief in 
ghosts, accompanied by a strong fear of the supernatural, to 
the pantheon of pagan deities, and down to the one awe
inspiring Jehovah of the Hebrews, and the tenderly attractive 
Christian God of Love. This development of relirrous run
seioDsness is not destined to cease. According to Mr. Spencer 
it will go on in a definite direction, becoming more and more 
logical, and less and less grossly material, until the mental 
conception is indistinct_ vague overmastering consciousDeH 
of the Unknowable accompanied by a feeling of awe. • 

But this, objects Mr. Frederic Harrison, is the mere ghost 
of religion, not its substance; and we had .. better bury religion 
at once than let its ghost walk une:uy in our dream .. " Mr. 
Harrison holds that Mr. Spencer is mistaken ; that it is theology 
not religion that his philosophy necessarily destroys, (and 
theology is, to Mr. Harrison as to Carlyle, n~tial). 
Religion remains thongh theology, which deals with the assumed 
authors or controllers of nature, we already are. or certainly ,hall 
be, compelled to give up. .. Religion" (happ;~ fur us) .. is not 
a thing of star-gazing and staring, but of Iil' ... nd action.' It 
has to do with the natural emotions of the numan heart, not 
such emotions as .... onder, a vague sense of immensity, aD 

unsarisiied yearning after infinity. These are of the nature of 
disease, .. a metaphysical disease of the a;, -,. .. The mob and 
fibres of religion are to be found in love, awe, Iympathr, 
gratitude, consci0USDe5S of inferiority and of dependence. 
community or will, acceptance or control, manifestation of 
pmpose. reverence for majesty, goocbess, creative energy and 
we.. Where these things are DOt, religion is not.. But these 
things require in the obj«t that calls them forth, u lOme 10ft 
or vi1a1 qua1ity;. and wbilst the religioDi of the pall have been 

• NUtd.endil CnUMry NY; -·e, J....." I ..... n ReJ~; • kelt. 
_ aDd PnIope<t,".H. Spaoceo. 
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anthropomorphic, the religion of the future will be "frankly 
anthropic." "Humanity is the grandest object of reverence 
within the region of the real." Humanity is the power which 
controls the life of the individual, and is fitted to call forth his 
religious feelings and to influence his conduct "Shall we 
cling to a religion of Spiritism, when philosophy is whittling 
away spirit to nothing? Or shall we accept a religion of 
Realism, where all the great traditions and functions of religion 
are retained unbroken? I,. SO far Mr. Harrison. Mr. Spencer, 
in reply, attacks with his invincible logic the anthropic god of 
the Positivist's worship. If the Unknowable is no fit object to 
satisfy man's religious sentiments and guide his conduct, still 
less will this divine Humanity prove the god we seek. Think: 
what is humanity composed of? If we exclude (though why we 
should do sO I know not) criminals, paupers, beggars, Humanity 
is composed of men and women of extremely commonplace 
intellectual calibre, whose most useful deeds result, for the most 
part, from no higher motive than personal ambition, pursued 
with absolute disregard of human welfare. The Positivist can 
speak of holy Humanity. .. Had I to choose an epithet, I 
think' holy' is about tbe last which would occur to me."t And 
why should we feel grateful to this non-holy Humanity? You 
call it a Power; but after all Humanity i. but the transitory 
product of II that great stream of Creative Power unlimited in 
Space or in Time'" which, because essentially unknowable to 
man, you refuse to accept as the basis c.f religion. Humanity 
is only a bubble thrown up by that creative stream, a dull 
leaden-hued thing, though here and there some noble specimen 
of man or woman shows us the beginning of the bright irides
cence which will one day characterize the bubble, when entire 
modification of human nature has taken place through the 
action of moral agencies, which-Mr. Spencer does not at this 
point go on to indicate. 

Meanwhile British minds that are neither speculative, n.ft 
strongly emotional, but eminently practi't'l, are equally exer
cised upon this momentous subject of religion. To one of 
these Mr. Spencer's philosophical labours appear similar to 
what Isaiah described in the manufacture of idols; Mr. 
Spencer "works his words ahout this way and that, he 
accounts with part for ghosts and dreams, and the residue 

• Nine/u"''' emfu,." Magru;'u, March, 184 II The Ghost of Reli
~on.1J Frederic Harrison. 

-t Ibid., July, 188+ HRetrogressive ReligioD,"·H. Speneer. 
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ihereof he maketh a god, and saitl>, , Aha, I am wise, I have 
seen the truth:" "To me," say. Sir James Stephen, "the 
whole theory is a castle in the air, uninhabitable and destitute 
of foundation .... • Turning, then, to Mr. Harrison', theory, he 
asks, "How can a man worship an indefinite number of dead 
people, .•. many of whose characters were exceedingly faulty, 
besides which the facts as to their lives are most imperfectly 
known? How can he in any way combin!' these people into 
a single object of thought?" And again, passing from the 
intellectual conception of Mr. Harrison', god Humanity, to 
the emotional state described as religious, Sir James remarks, 
this "language about awe and gratitude to humanity repre
sents nothing at all, except a yearning after some object of 
aJfectiort, like a childless woman'. love for a lap-dog. .. And in 
reference to the practical outcome of Mr. Harrison', Positivism, 
Sir J ames asks, " Has it the smallest prospect of being able to 
'govern men and sodeties' 1" What will it .. do with the 
vast mas. of indifferent and worldly people? It can Deither 
hang them nor damn them," whilst Christianiry, he infers, 
certainly did both when engaged in the work of establi.hing 
itself: That such Dew religions are nought is the conclusion 
of this practical mind; but finally, Sir James asks, why religion 
is wanted? What wonld the use of a new relil:ion be if we 
possessed the materials .. hereof to form it? "We can get on 
very well," says be, without religion; "for though the view of 
life whicb science is opening to os gives os Dothing to worship, 
it gives os an infinite Dumber of things to enjoy. • • • Love, 
friendsbip, ambitiort, science, literature, art, politics, commerce, 
professions, ttades, and a thou5and other rna '*"" will go on 
equally well, as far as I caD see, whether t1u'.~ is or is not a 
God or a future state; and a man wbo can..ot occopy every 
worlcing momeat of a long life with some or other of these 
things must be either very Dofortnnate in regard of his bealth 
or circumstances, or else must be a poor c.....ature. '* 

To these poblic utteranceS my readers will doubtlessl,. add 
many private doubts and questionings of similar character. I 
have heard the calm assertion made: "M,. personal require. 
ments are exclusive of religion. They are fOr the most part 
supplied by material objects that minister to man', worldly 
comfort aud weD-being." I baye also heard expRSSed this 
mercantile view: "We are thought to Rand in need of a ...,., 

• Ni __ 4 CmI"'7 .Y.~, J ...... lIK4- .. The I:DkDowable and 
Ihc l'okauwD," H ..... )(,. Jaotiu Slepbeu. 
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religion; bot nntil philosophers and thinkers have settled the 
matter amongst themseI ..... and are prepared with a religion of 
real. solid substance, I mean to hold on to Christianity. In 
active life we ""'y alfonl to go creedJess; bot in the hour of 
death, I fancy, men want the comforts of religion, and Chris
tianity has setved our forefathers well, and will in all proba
bility last ont my time." 

Now, observe, there is one point on ",hich the whole of 
these minds exercised npon this grnve subject of religion 
appear to think alike. AU religionists, from St. Pan) and the 
Christian ¥atber.;, down to Mr. Spencer, .Mr. Harrison and 
Sir James Stephen fm his attitude of willingness to part with 
religion a1together), treat it as consisting essentially of mental 
conceptions and beliefs. The essential point to them in 
religion is its objectivity-the object-matter, ",hich contem
plated in the subject-mind, arouses religions feelings and" 
prompts to pious actions. This object-matter, observe, has 
altered in every stage of man's evolution from savagei)' to 
civilization, whether along the line of spiritism--from ghosts : 
and souls of ancestors, to the God of the Trinitarian or the 
Unitarian, and down to the Vnknowable EternaJ Energy, from 
which all things proceed; or along the line of ReaJism-fro~ 
the grossest fetich, to the Sun, the Moon, the Earth, and down \ 
to that Humanity which Comtism proclaims the grandest object 
of reverence within the region of the real The object-matter, 
I say, has continually altered; and in each a"oe religionists have 
asserted the perfection and all-sufliciency of their own object of 
worship, whilst condemning as imperfect, and therefore loudly 
rejecting, the object of worship of others. To this reverenced 
object-matter and the varying doctrines concerning it, we are, 
I think, justified in applying the term theology_ wonl which 
signifies a leading abstract intellectual conception, a temporarily 
fixed idea; and allied with that, a body of doctrines to lie 
believed and duties to be practised. These doctrines and 
duties have altered with the altering ideas; but one character
istic has been common to all theologies, viz. _ _tiDtUZI 
ktuiwg Oil 'if'- and here is the distinctive element, the essential 
feature to which, I think, should be applied the term rdigiOtl. 

The study of t."" long series of alterations in theological 
conceptions, .. ~th their appended dogmas .md practices, dis
closes a certain onler of change, namely this: the later form 
has always been superior to the earlier _form ,..hich it super
seded. in respect of this 1!1tf0tiollQ/ ilmnwg /III life. The newer 

.11 
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system of thought has proved better calculated to rOI15e and 
develop those emotions that. are most powerful in prompting 
actions conducive to human welfare. Immaterial civilization,
the power of mankind to unite and to create an associated life, 
tending towards peace, order, and progress, in short, human 
happiness,-has heen enormously promoted by this factor which 
I conceive to be religion; and I define it as not theology and 
not morality, but an emotional tendency which in the past has 
led man to apply theological conceptions to human life, and to 
shape individual conduct in accordance with the result. The 
result, that is, the ideal of life, has altered, and ti,e morality 
or conduct ensuing has altered; but religion has persi_ted 
throughout aU the change_; and in it. ultimate analysi., what 
it subjectively reveals is a capacity for dealing with abstract 
ideas and a conscience or duty spirit, which compels the reali
zation in actual life of Wail 11/ (l)ndud. • 

Religion, then, has by no means passed a ... ay; on the con
trary, it is stronger, more profound, more complex in its rela~ 
rions, and more intensive in its vitality than ever before. The 
days of its weakness, as well as of its gros_ness, are to he 
found, not in the present age, but in the history of the pa.r. 
The childhood of man was the childhood of religion, and the 
efforts of the savage to frame ideals of life, and shape his 
conduct thereby, are as feeble as his theological conceptions 
are crude and foolish. 

Putting aside barbaric religion, let us think for a moment 
of Hebraism, with its awful Jehovah, a wrathful, revengeful 
God. In the emotional hearing of this theoioW..,al conception 
upon life, fear predominates, and Hebraism gi-.p to sacrifice 
and the propitiation of this fear-inspiring Go j an important 
place in the conduct of life. The 1ater form takes up sacrifICe 
into the theological conception, and by expanding the latter, so 
as to embrace propitiation and-substitution, In ...... the emotion 
of fear and makes to predominate the emot'ion of love. All 

• 1ms.- of religion ..,.",ro. p<eci>eIy with the tb..>ry of !he deri ... 
tU.:a 0( the wont from an Ary:&D ~ /sr. '- ,~~ar"; the oppo8te 01 " 
'"glut. la Latin, rd;pm is me CODTerie of Nlligms. k.digil»l. which .. 
appl;'" 10 _ eli ..... forms of lboagbt oDd ""'."" does .... d...,.. ...... 
ticubr objecu of rq:ord, allied willi panicular _ of condact, bat 0011 
the C"A"ftOCdioa in the mind bet_eeo MJIDe al&tratt object or objecb 01 
"""" regard, aDd !he c:ooduct fol1owing from 1II .. regard, !he _ 
being f!IDOtiooal ia respect to its energy 01" motiye. ..". intellectual u. 
nspc:c:t to iI.J c.ompre:hemic:m of rela.tiootr. and determiDation of coadnc:t
a """' ..... ~tioo of ..u..i doc 10 ~ in ..... oDd _ poooibk in 
lao _doped bcingL 
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the tenderer, gentler feelings of the mind are aroused in con
templation of the noble, seltless Jesus, and the Christian rule 
of conduct becomes such as to promote the development of 
the benign side of human nature, and of all the social qualities 
that ennoble civilized men. In its approach to perfection 
religion becomes more and more powerful in the direction 
above indicated, and when theological conceptions have given 
way to scientific considerations of man and nature that are 
true, it is difficult to estimate how "great the strength of this 
factor may prove in promoting man's rapid and happy advance. 

Instead of saying this age can do without religion; it were 
truer far to say, this age makes so great a claim upon religion, 
so incisive a demand upon its virile strength, that although 
maturity, not senility, characterizes it, yet religion staggeringly 
recedes for the moment :-it Illust breathe deeply, it must gather 
up its forces ere it can rise triumphantly to the new occasion. 
The age, undoubtedly, has changed its ideals. But why? Not 
so much from the action of any negative force, such as scepti
cism, still less from wilful opposition to the profound pieties 
and reverences of religious man. It is science that has mainly 
done this thing. Science has destroyed the conceptions of all 
earlier ages by proving them to be imperfect or false, and it 
is precisely because man's reverence is not dead, that he quits 
the fading faith of the past, and asks instead :-

U A worship great and true. " 

At the present day religious minds that understand the" solid 
methods by which truth is separated from mere opinion, and 
science winnowed out of philosophy,"· and who confess and 
yield to the authoritative cha.""aCter of truth, are called to a 
" higher heroism than that compassed by the martyrs of theo
logical religion. What is asked now is a devotion unspeakably 
more self-denying. To work quietly, unremembered and i/; 
may be unnoticed for an end which we shall never see-this 
is the demand made from the bulk of tt, adherents by the 
religion of a scientific age, that religion which sooner or later 
will subjugate all older forms and conquer the world." t It 
is not the inward comforts of an easy.going faith, not the 
childish rewards and punishments of an anthropomorphic God, 
that the religion of an advanced civilization can offer. It has 
no dreams of heavenly personal delights, whilst brethren of 

• II Nnhlral keligion," Professor Seeley. 
t II D.:I in /llo/wl/al R~fonll". 
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mankind are weltering in sin or withering in deopair, and it hal 
no fears of torturing hell-fire. Such forces as these the noblest 
men no longer need to prompt them to duties which it were 
utterly base to repudiate or neglect. Religion has to shake 
itself free from artificial, groundless, and imaginary feart, 
begotten of the old dogmas. 

Theological religions have used, and done good service 
with, fear-forces. Ideal terrors supplementing real terrors have 
immensely aided man'. development in power of self-control 
They have prepared the mind through exercise, through 
heredity and natural selection, to folio .. ideals of life, and 
guide conduct by abstract ideas. But at this moment this 
terror, like anger, jealousy, and other emotional survi.al. of 
the past, i. wholly evil in its action on the best of mankind. 
Advanced religion mDSt discard it, for this Religion deals with 
the real, and the future of its history has to unfold itself 
within the sphere of the actu3I, whilot conforming its ideals to 
advancing truth. 

Now, I have said that everywhere religion i. present with 
us, it is DOt a nnishing quantity, it is deeply implanted in, it 
rests broadly over humanity; nevmhel ... this age's religion a. 
a OIIIIIS has yet to be born. Its" subotance," as Professor 
Seeley puts it, " is broken up and distributed under other names 
or under DO name.". That subotauce must be integrated, the 
scattered forces must come to focus, it must rehabilitate itself iu 
preparation for the arduous task, the sacred toi~ that it alone 
may compass and fulfil Religion, tIS II OIlflis adapted to the 
age, is bound to possess-6rst, its object-matter,:'.>at is, its clear, 
intellectual conceptions; second, its body of d<r;Jrine ; third, its 
definite principles of practice. The fin! com ,t. of true ideas 
of the universe, society, and mao, of man', relations to nature 
and society, and o~ theconditioo. of liMo and happinCS5; t 

• t. Natur:al Religion,." ProfeMor Seeley. • 
t George Eliot .... strongly aware of tbe religioas import2nC-e of 

sc:ieoc.e; .be WTote long ago of U that ilmuiability (J( ~ which it 
ackDow-l<dg<d to be the ..... 01 pIIysicaIlCimce. bat _bido io "ill per
ocndy ignoRd in ..... social O<pDizatioD, ....... IDeo, and oar .. 1ig>on. It 
is this inr.uiahility of IeqW!Dtt whic:b CD aJooc giYe nJue to nperi~ 
and rcadft' edoca.tioa ill the tnae .ensc~bIe.. Tbe d.riDe yea and _,. 
the seal 01 probibitioD aDd of s.mctioa arc drectiYel, impreuoed OIl haIDaa 
_ and asp;ntioDs, _ by ...... 01 Gnd< ..t H~, bat by I,,", 
iac::u:..ab&e b... 01 ~tIaIICC5,. .. bose f!"t"ideDa: is CQDJinDed iaAcad cI 
weaa:mcd as the aga adYallCe; aod immaJl duty is COIDpriKd ill the 
........ studyof!hiola .. and potimt o"",r to iulaldUnc,"-Fr_ the 
IJ-;v....., RninIt. JZD1ZUJ, .8i'. 
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with noble ideals ()f human character and conduct, personal, 
domestic, and social The second consists of the necessitarian 
or causational rloctrines ()f philosophy which, in discl()sing man 
as the direct outcome of individual heredity and general en
vironment, destroy all logical ground of hatred and blame, and 
justify a social princi?le of universal love. The third consists 
of principles of practice based up()n scientifiC meli()rism, and 
therefore rendering it certain that the morality ()r social action 
of the cu/lus will promote the highest interests of all mankiud
in short, such ethics as will tend universally to il make things 
in general better without making things in particular worse, and 
things in particular better without making things in general 
worse."· But better I what is better? I will add-better is 
simply more in consonance with the conditions of' human 
happiness, that is, with such a state of society, of public 
opinion, of law, of private thought, feeling, and action, as will 
let happiness come to the individual and stay with him un
disturbed, without diminishing by one iota the similar happiness 
of others. 

But if a t:u/lus such as this is urgently required, how comes 
it that we have it not? Why does the &ultus towards which 
all theological religions and every form of supernatural and 
natural worship'tended, and whose advent they pointed to and 
gave promise of, through all the dark ages of man's gropings 
after truth, (arry to appear? For this reason: advanced 
thinkers have never fully recogni1.ed that theological religions 
have their true place in evolution. Until the ad\'ent of science 
they were the great developers of the higher powers of the 
mind j and after the advent of science they continued to he 
the greatest factors in the formation of conscience. Advanced 
thinkers not giving sufficient weight to these facts have, in 
denying the dogmas and ideals of these religions, rejected their 
method of action. The method, however, was true. It «'as 
adapted to the essential nature of evolfi'>g Humanity, and if 
rapid progress is to be attained, we can no more dispense;: with 
that method now, than in former ages of the world's history. 

Such modem movements of reform as possess ideals that are _ 
true, and principles that are scientific, are pursuing a different 
method. They act almost wholly through the intellect upon 
the emotions, whilst the gIeat re[onn movements of the past 
adopted the reverse process. Now, observe, the ordinary human 
nature of this age is weak in intellectual' ahility, but strong in 

• Miss Bevington, in Progrtss, 188~ 
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emotional power. We have masses of intelligent men and 
women in whom logic, as applied to the ahstract, is a force of 
such minimum quantity as to be practically ntl; whilst con· 
science or the sentiment of duty is a force o( maximum quan .. 
tity and enormous prar.tical power for good or for evil Allied 
to false intellectual conceptions and dogmas, this force often 
works mischief, in society, that is lamentabJe in its disastrous 
results, How is it to be dissevered frOID the false concep .. 
tions and dogmas and firmly linked to the true? By logic? 
Assuredly not; but by the very method which has evolved 
conscience-the method of religion, and according to the order 
of change obtaining in all transitions from earlier to later form .. 
TIu nno ju,m 0/ rd;giun mllsl be luper;u,lu allilteulo!{icaijurlltl 
in ruusing and devdoping IMIt ,",ulions Iltal are must puwerju/ 
in prompting actions condudve to human 'Zl'dfare. 

Direct and earnest appeal, then, to the best emotions of 
mankind; touching pictures of sutTering humanity, of the real 
griefs, the intolerable ,nongs that, whether they touch the out .. 
wasd hem of our own gasments or not, ought to be borne in 
upon our souls (for ase we not all brethren of mankind ?), 
attractive pictuses of the happy future of Humanity-that 
glorious future which scientifically may exist, and religiou.ly 
wgltllu exisl, and assuredly w;1I ex;sl if we fulfil uur pan in 
advancing the highest interests of man-these ase the teachingo 
of the modem -cu/tus; and by such l",sons that tuilul w,ll 
prove its oneness witb the great religions "f the pa.t, and take 
its place as inheritor of their sacred juys, and fulfiller of their 
sacred work. '" 

The theological religions of the pa<l ha .... j evolved c0n
science; the religious organization of the fut Ae must direct 
conscience as .... ell as carry on its funher evolution. It mu", 

'gather up all the tend"", generous, dutiful feelings of the 
deeply religious nature of man, and .. hi!.'. allying these to, 
truth, enlist them in the cause of prO/!Tl-ss. There mo..t be 'no 
misdirected religious energy, as in the case of poor Carlyle, 
,,'ho, wasting his youthful fervour in star .. gazing, sinh in old age 
into feeble sdfreproach for duties unfulfilled.. There a~e no 
duties insignificant in the Religion of the Real ; illl dis<i"k~ 
are taught to bring religion to bear u""n n',? relatiun uf li/<, 
... hether individuaI, domestic. or social; and to permeate every 
sphere with religious emotion, whilst ev""y action is guided by 
scientific thought. 

N ""', as regasds the actual state of things, in every town 
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throughout the country large enough to be a centre of intel
lectual activity, there are many individuals in whom the mental 
tranSition is already complete. They are untrammelled by 
theological dogmas and ideals; but silence in respect to these 
matters characterizes them; and in action they tacitly carry out 
the doctrine of laissez-faire. Meanwhile, on every side they are 
surrounded by the type of mind different from their own-a 
type religiously strong, intellectually weak-men and women 
whose feelings are enslaved and whose conduct is ruled by 
conceptions and ideals they instinctively feel to be false. 
Within the shelter. of a Church, where they now only catch 
glimpses of the gods they once firmly believed in, they are 
struggling towards truth, in their most rational moments reject
ing the old dogmas, in their emotional moments clinging to 
them still. Have the latter no claim upon the· former class of 
minds in their transitional sta!e? Should these not bring to 
those all the aid that the advanced position affords? To give 
no aid in intellectual efiort is surely to fall short of the true 
ideal of man's highest duty. To unite in groups, however 
small, to combine with one another, and begin a work of re.
construction, is what the age requires of us. No aggressive 
action is called for, and no abuse or interferenfe with the in
stitutions that exist-but to take up a position at once bold 
and free; to· embody modern conceptions and ideals in 
language that is adequate; to adorn them with all the attrac
tions that are really theirs; to point to them emotionally; to 
give to religious faith, that is falling away from the old abstract 
ideas, the stimulus and power to lay hold upon the new; in a 
word, to create a ro//us adapted to the pre.ent age. 

Standing as we do at the beginning of an epoch of Con
scious Evolution, the vista before Religion is indeed vast and 
magnificent, its work enormous. It has to reconcile the heart, 
and put into the hand of man the golden thread of scien~ 
which will guide him in the labyrinth of IiV'. It bas to disclose 
all the grovelling instincts of humanity, aDd show the scientific 
method of their sure destruction. It has to nurse the nobler 
instincts, and to promote the rapid birth of the germs of a per
fected Humanity. It has to make its way into every social 
channel, and reclaim the forces springing from unselfish 
emotion, that through mistaken aims and means are only pro
ducing social disorder. It has to call man's attention, engrossed 
in··the taming of the Titans-that is, the- subjugation of the 
material forces of ex/ernal nature-to the infinitely subtler and 
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more important task of procuring health, physical, spiritual, 
and social, for the world at large. It has to reveal the new 
heaven and the new earth, and to inspire mankind with the 
faith, the energy, the indomitable wil~ to move in that direction . 

.. Let us be worthy of the opportunity which i. ouro. 
Future generations may be happier than we are in many 
respects, but for the heroic pleasures-the pleasures of devo
tion to an idea~ which shall not be realized till the grass has 
long grown over our graves-there never was, and perhaps 
never wiD be, a time equal to that in which we live."· 

• If D., tI in National Rif(J1'mer. 

If reJigiom minds are prompted to immediate action on the liDeS of 
Scienti6c Meliorism. I .bould be glad to know of it; and may be Cfllll· 

mUDicated with through the lolto.ing addrOl6:-Gemge A. Gukell. Etq'f 
6. Chc5tcr Street, Bradford, Yorkshire. 



CHAPTER XXIV. 

SCIENTIFIC MELlORISM. 

II lJltlibrism implies the improvement of the social condition through 
cold calculation, through the adoption of indirect means. It is Dot content 
merely to alleviate present suffering, it aims to create conditions under 
which no SUffering can exist."-LESTEB. F. WAR.D. . 

" Man bas already furthered evolution very considerably. half UDf;on· 
sciousJy, and for his own personal advantages, but be has not yet risen to 
the conviction tbat it is his religious duty to do so deliberately and syste
maticaUy,JJ-FB.AXClS GALTON. 

GENERAL happiness· cannot co-exist with the evils of our 
present social state. These evils are poverty, a lifelong struggle 
for existence, the birth and survival of individuals weak and 
unfit, disease, premature death, enforced celibacy, late marriage, 
drunkenness, disorganization of family life, severity and harsh
ness in training children, widesprp.ad prostitution, war, compe
tition causing 'survival of militant instincts, social injustice, 
inequality of comforts and luxuries, tyranny, crime, barbarous 
treatment of criminals, disrespect of natural function and con
sequent injury to health, conventional folly, social repression 
of innocent enjoyment, subjection of women, legal restraint of 
exuberant life, social and religious bigotry, the feeblenes" of 
religious guidance and confusion of religious thoughL 

Partial views of man and his social hfp. bave hitherto pre
vailed and given birth to specifics of all kinds for tbe cure of 
the diseases of society; and these, in the growing tenderness of 
Humanity, have been eagerly adopted and promptly applied, to
prove, not only fruitless of good t:ffect, but in many cases 
fruitful of bad and disastrous effects. . 

Scientific Meliorism deals with society at /J whole and 
.fllrougn01I1 all ils paris; and one great object of this book will 
be unachieved if I fail to impress upon my reader the high im. 
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porlance of a full comprehension of each and all of the group. 
or classes of social phenomena and their inter-relation!. Vi.w
ing society as a whole we realize that there are no rimtdial 
spuifos in lite ellSt: that general happiness will be attained only 
by a process of evolution; and that the process i. one of con
tinual readjustment of multitudinous relations, or unceasing 
adaptation of individual human life to a social environment, and 
of social environment to individual human life. The evolution 
of social environment proceeds towards the highest ethical 
state which implies a system of society of perfect justice and 
equality. But the realization of this state requires a perfected 
Humanity, hence the path of progress is ir. the gradual 
improvement of individuals-the creation of a superior race 
whose spontaneous impulses will construct and support an 
improved and improving social system. 

L"nconscious evolution has carried us forward from savagery 
through many transitions to a state of civilization which, 
although grossly imperfect and partial, contain. within it a new 
t«wunt of adz'ana, capable of intensifying the action of blind 
evolutionary forces and immensely increasing their momentum 
Not nniversally, but here and there tIvoughout society, the 
power of reason in Humanity has become strong, and, aided 
by a scientific knowledge of man and the condition. of his 
life, this psychic force-the conscious element in evolution, 
the power of design-may initiate a fresh departure. Rea'lOR 
must be directed, however, to the invention of an effective 
policy of Meliorism which so combines tbe practical methods 
of reform, as that each will add strength to al'<¥nd the rellUlt 
prove a powerful factor of change in ,the socier-fon which it is 
brought to bear. Scientific ideas of tbe u,.I\·""" and the' 
nature of man, and an accurate acquaintance ..-ith the facts of 
our natior.aJ history, are essenrial to the creation of such a 
policy. • 

The British nation is growing ont of militancy, but the 
strife of competition tbroughont the ... hole .phere of its indus
triaJ life gives free play to the passions of militancy-rapacity, 
intrigue, antagonism, cunning, tyranny-and permeates society 
with the warlike spiriL Advance in morals is the lUre Itep to 
a better and happier future; but how is this advance to be 
secured? Man's moral nature is dependent upon hel'edity, 
upon training, upon environment, Hio goodDeSl is con
ditioned by his life, and life at present, in modem CODotries, is 
nnfavoorable to a hisdl moraJ state. The IlOJicr of )leJiorism 
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has to embrace and combine rational breeding, rational 
training, and a new order of life in which sympathy and co
operation will take the place of individual competition, and 
happiness, not wealth, be the clear aim of man. 

Now, the conscious element in evolution is as yet far too 
weak to alter general sotidy much for the better; and the State 
is wholly unfit to reorganize society. Conscious evolution, 
however, if socially localized, Le. centred in groups of human 
beings within general society, becomes at once capable of 
effective action. Whilst Meliorism must present ideally an 
h organization of all facts, forces, and phenomena into an 
orderly and connected system," 4t its practice during a transition 
epoch will primarily be carried out in individual groups, by 
clusters of select human beings whose high standard of intel
lectual and moral attainment fits them for union in domestic 
life under conditions of voluntary socialism •. 

The disintegration of the ancient family group, the unfitness 
of an archaic domestic system to achieve the great ends of 
rational training and the in#iation of habits of rational breeding, 
is the central source of our widespread social corruption. 
Consequently a recollitruction of family life upon modem 
principles and the formation of a domestic system adequate to 
the above ends is pre.eminently a feature of Scientific Melior
ism. In this channel must flow the main remedial force of the 
new policy; although beyond its boundaries there are minor. 
channels in which tributary streams of Scientific Meliorism will 
permeate society and aid its gradual reformation. 

In the lower social strata the relinquishment alld dis
couragement of all such patronage of the poor as undermines 
their self.dependence, or tends to their rapid multiplication 
and produces deterioration of race, is immediately required. 
Parental responsibility should be str.ongly inculcated an<,l 
upheld. Public teaching should be given on all natural la"lS 
affecting society, and especially the laws oi health, of increase, 
of heredity; and, under conditions respectful to human dignity, 
Malthusian doctrine and knowledge of N eo-Malthusian art 
should be carefully instilled. 

In the higher social strata advanced Religion has to accept 
and meet the new position. It must reorganize and re--direct 
the religious forces of Humanity, and guide the conscience of 
man to the final path of Scientific Meliorism. The welfare of 
future generations must be unselfishly promoted; the purest, 

• U Dvnamic Sociololi!V." L. F. Ward. vol. i. o. Q. 
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noblest feelings of man aroused and enlisted in the cause of 
progress through union for social reconstruction, for scientific 
education, for gentle training of the young, for associated 
domestic life, for the facilitation of happy marriage, and for the 
welfare of all mankind, whether good or bad, clever or dull, 
fortunate or unfonunate. 

Experiments in living have to be preceded by union for the 
thorough investigation and discus.ion of the varioU5 evil. of 
our present system of socia~ economic and domestic life. 
Unanimity of opinion must be reached upon the principles of 
social and sexual morality to be strictly observed by indi
vidua1s, eo-operating in the establishment of an Alwlciated 
Home or the carrying out of a practical experiment in domestic 
life, according to the new order or system. . The ends to be 
attained in Unitary Homes are ecoDOmy by means of joint 
labour and joint expense, to the relief (in great measure) of 
monetary anxieties and domestic worry; ltability of social 
position, i.~ the certainty to an individual that hi. home ... ill 
not dissolve or -break up independently of hi' .. ill; the utility 
and recognition of all personal labour, with the banishment of 
individual idleness and ill accompanying misery, mnui; social 
intercourse and enjoyment relieved of all conventional tyranny 
and senseless eliqudu; freedom for friendshil' between the 
sexes and such conditions of domestic union as will promote 
development of mental capacity and altruistic sentiment in 
each; early marriage without disregard of social responlil>ility, 
and based upon mutual knowledge of character, habiu, and 
tastes; a fitting refuge for old age,. renderi~n impossible the 
premature destruction of valuable sociaJ forc,'~ which age IIi4ne 
can supply, and securing the mat~ intell I, and emotional 
surroundings ne<:e!I53JY for comfort and happioesa up 10 the 
last moment of life. 

Funher, it is in Unitary Homes !bar '-'ltual conduct and 
parentage, .nth its far-reaching resulll for good or evil, mUlt 
be controlled and directed towards rlHi4I regetUraiiott, and that 
a thoroughly progressive educational macbinery mll5t be devised 
and acted upon. . 

The scientific stndy of man', nature givel sexual JlIiWion an 
honomable position in life; whilst ill indulgence, aDlier present 
conditions, is a perpetnal lOurce of perlODal degradatioo and 
crime, social immorality, misery and disease, of reckless increue 
of population, of constant preooare of labourers on work-of life 
on u... """"'" of ... ~ On the conscience of each adult 
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generation it rests as an imperative social duty so to influence 
the young generation as that this great passion shall subserve 
physical and social health and elevate not degrade the race. 
A due activity in growing organs strengthens organic function; 
therefore with early marriage and freedom to young love, 
checked only by scientific knowledge of the laws of health, 
propagation at the age if 11UIturity is bound to put forth vitality 
of maximum quality. In conscious evolution sexual functions 
cease to be regarded as essentially allied with propagation. 
They are regarded, however, as properly subject in youth to 
parental and social control; and that control acts as a perpetual 
restraint upon licentious, dissolute tendencies, and a shield to 
the young love that seeks personal happiness consistent with 
domestic purity. 

No less potent is tbe action of control in another direction. 
Physiology of sex and the laws of inheritance are carefully 
studied by gnar~ians of domestic peace who, rejecting ordinary 
custom and habit, accept as their guide science which points 
to philoprogenitiveness, or love of offspring, as the best motor 
force in reproduction. Were this force the antecedent cause of 
parentage throughout the n.tion, disease and premature death 
would be undermined and gradually su bside. " Sympathetic 
Seledion aud Indiscriminate Survival" gives way before that 
"Intelligent Selection and Birth of the Fit" which is a 
fundamental condition of social well-being-the master-spring 
to a rapid evolution of general happiness. 

The transition, however, from our present state of confused 
sentiment, illogical thought, and disastrous action in the field 
of eugenies, to dearness of purpose and consistency of life, must 
necessarily be a work of extreme delicacy and patient endeavour. 
Its achievement requires the nuclei of Unitary aomes. Its 
nurture must take place in the, bosom of a superior domestic 
life. The process, in short, implies an alteration in Humanitt 
itsel~ to be brought about only by such Ijreparatory alteration 

'in outward conditions of life, as will set up and bring into con
stant play the interaction of new social forces. Individualism 
in domestic life i~ at the present moment a great impediment 
to progress. It vitiates the action of true socialism outside 
domestic life, and g;,ves us misshapen units, unfit for a hetter 
social system scientifically directed to the attainment of general 
happiness by banishment of tyranny, despotism, self-will, pride, 
.Ad every anti-sodal emotion, and establishment of the perfect 
justice and equality essential to the highest ethical state. 
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SociaIism-concerted action for social end_mult lay hold 
of the family and fashion it anew, adapting it to the formation 
of a superior material of human life composed of individuals 
whose enjoyments lie chiefly in sympathy, and whose .ponta
neous impulses are towards a life of elevated socialism. Not 
only i. our present domestic sy.tem 90 wanting in point of 
delicate adaptativeness to human nature as to be wholly 
incapable of dealing with sex relations and adjusting them 
to stirpiculture and the sterilization of diseased organisms; not 
only is it so feeble as to be impotent in the regulation of th~ 
conduct of masculine youth outside it. boundary, but it i. 
destitute also of the elements required in tbe organizmg of a 
Progressive Educational System. 

Home education bas during the last century almost di ... 
appeared in the diSintegration of family life. Neverthele .. the 
strong forces of aggregation in society, which under diverse 
conditions of industrial and conventional life group mankind in 
masses, have moulded schools to massive proportions. The 
youth of the nation, cut off in a great measure from the varied 
relations of domestic and general society, that are calculated, 
observe, to teach mankind" humanities not in the academic 
but in the real sense," i. congregated in universities and large 
public schools for superior culture, and in vulgar day schools for 
culture of a less exalted order. In the former young men and 
maidens are separated. Domesticity, that important quality of 
human nature on which depend. the consolidation of society, 
is disregarded; whilst to the development of unanimity of 
sociaJ ljirns, community of interests, affinily of tIeS, harmony 
of habIts and sympalhy of sentiment bet .. _. he sexes, no 
attention is paid during the plastic period of I when indivi
dnal character is in process of determination. In day schools 
boys and girls are often associated, but under such conditions 
of mechaoicaJ routine, invisible nerve tensio:- . ,visible crammin~, 
conllicting and alternating authorities, irregular and erratic 
forces of moral control, as to make these schools hotbeds of 
evil, fostering every anti~ instinct of man. 

Co-ordiNZ1ion in the life of the young is the demand of 
Scientilic Meliorism. The nursery, school, and "laygroulld 
most be harmonized, and the entire juvenile orbit, ";thin and 
wilhout the home, governed by intellectual and moral forces of 
fixed congruity. 

In Ihe {Ulure, when, we may hope, a I>"blic sentiment ";11 
exist " in favour of scientilic education as srrang as it hal e,'er 
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existed in favour of religious education/' * and religious forces 
will be in accordance witl1 that sentiment, a scl1001 system 
truly progressi.e and independent of 110me may become 
possible. But the fact that at the present moment the above 
seI\timent exists in select circles and is by no means a strong 
public force, commanding recognition, clearly demonstrates 
that the invention of educational machinery of scientific 
structure and progressive nature will follow not precede the 
organization of a. new domestic system. Domestic love is 
bound to be the great motor of the machinery. The springs 
and checks of true education can be found only within the 
.circumference of ""me. Culture and book-learning have to be 
displaced from their dominant position, keen competition and 
emulation to be subdued, cramming, prize-giving, and every 
artificial method ofreward and punishment renounced. 

The primary object and aim of scientific general education 
is not culture, but the adaptation of individual character and 
habits to the prosecution and enjoyment of a social life. This 
implies the development and growth of a variety of sympa
thetic emotions, and the repression of all anti-social feeling, 
lead 109 to the gradual extinction of, first, the passions of 
militancy-tyranny, dominancy, fierce aggression, antagonism; 
and second, the predatory instincts-rapacity, intrigue, cunning, 
selfish greed. It implies a persistent teaching from babyhood 
to manhood in right conduct, i.e. such domestic and social habits 
as tend to general happiness in an ethically organized State. 
It implies the imparting of knowledge of the real in every 
department of life, and the careful instilling of noble ideals of 
conduct in every relation of life. Lastly, it implies the embel
lishment of existence by culture and the practice of every 
exquisite, ennobling art. 

These ends will not be attained by book-learning or direct 
teaching alone. The environ",~nl of the children from morning" 
till night has to aid the educational pr,¥"ess, and must be 
scientifically adjusted to this purpose. By environment is not 
meant simply matter and space-airy nurseries, sunny school
rooms, and so forth-but also the inner and outer mental 
environment in which th~ infant powers will unfold themselves 
and grow. No barbarous tale-books are permitted to create in 
childish minds a fascinating environment, . the false colours of 
which distort images, and transform to virtue vindictiveness 
and other hideous forms of social vice. Purity of thought in 

• II Dynamic Sociology," L. F. Ward, yolo i. p. 26. ' 
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all matters of sex is secured by early and careful instruction on 
the subject; and no risk is run of a child obtaining knowledge 
of the phenomena of sex from an accidental or impure lOUr.,.,. 
Children are not pl~d under the influen.,., or authority of 
adults of an inferior order. Refinement of mind and manners 
they easily and naturally acquire by contact with refined human 
nature in adults whose presen.,., is constantly with them. 

There is in man a group of emotion. of comparatively recent 
origin requiring scientific treatment of the utmost delicacy and 
precision. On its further development depends in a very 
special manner the rapid evolution of an ethical, industrial, and 

. commercial system. The group is threefold~oistic, altruistic, 
moral It comprise9 a sense of personal rights, a sympathetic 
jealousy for the rights of others, an intellectual and moral 
sentiment of justi.,." or equivalen.,., of liberty and lOCiai corn
forts for all mankind. The Jirst element iJ perceptible 
throughout lOCiety and fast becoming hereditary in the British 
race. The second is (on a proportionate estimate) extremely 
rare. It must be fostered, strengthened, a. ... iduou.ly created 
in the nursery, schoolroom, and domestic circle by a .ystem 
of training whose characteristic is extreme gentleness. The 
tender shoots of sympathetic jealousy are incapable of growth 
in an environment of harsh IOUnds or brutal force. The 
authority that begets antagonism has no place in the education 
of Scientific Meliorism. 
. As the young emerge from childhood the responsibil iti... of 

life become aids in education and immensely develop the above 
emotions. Discipline of conduct within theiEn order ap
pertains to the young; whilst society withi... d without the 
domestic circle demands the thorough regula 0/ you,,~ lift. 
Conduct clubs and combinations for a variety of social ends, 
both sexes taking pan, arise amongst the young; and these 
promote in the highest degree the h~' 'ay growth of such 
iutelligence, vinuous emotions, aod habits in the individnaJ. as 
are indispensable to ethical socialism. The method adopted iJ 
a just and intelligent eritidS11f to which the youthful mind has 
previously been trained. 

The moral ..,.,.. of social justice for aU mankind has at 
present little or no existence in the upper ranks of society, 
aod the roudirions 01' life render it extremely unlikely that the 
sentiment will there spoulaDeOOSly spring up aod be traM
mined by inheritance. An obvious inference from the facu iJ 
that IeCOUSIrUCtion is necessarily a growth from below. Rooted 
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in social strata far beneath the npper crust, it will spread slowly 
upwa:rds and outwards, till the whole of society is involved, and 
reorganization is complete. Pride of birth, pride of wealth, 
habits of domination and luxury, are antagonistic to a public 
spirit that seeks some method of gradually equalizing the 
labour of life and its rewards, and undermining class distinc. 
tions. And pride of acquisition in the fortunate capitalist class 
is no less strongly opposed to the principle, that reward should 
not be proportioned to personal capacity, that mental labour 
has no title to superior distinction, but, that equal useful exer· 
tion ethically requires equality of rewa:rd 

In the lower middle class lie the elements that by segre· 
gation may form into repuulitan ho11US, capable of by .... nd·by 
aggregating into the solid foundation of a pure and elevated 
Republican Society. Education in large Unitary Homes, where 
mixture of ages, from the white·haired centenarian to the infant 
in arms, creates all manner of tender ties, where gentleness 
and love are the main stimuli in training, where authority is 
exercised consistently and reasonably, and replaced at maturity 
by reason and self-control, must eventuate in the production of 
a superior moral and intellectual type. 

This Humanity, rich in sympathy and palpitating with 
ethical sentiment, will live in larger groups and unite in 
industry. Its instincts all opposed to strife, antagonism, 
tyranny, greed, and every hideous accompaniment of (Ompdr~ 
tion, will prompt it to establish (O.{Jperation at every available 
point. 

Federation of wmmunes will be an easy step of advance; 
and since (O.{Jperation, as compared with annpefilion, is a social 
force of immensely superior power in the promotion of general 
happiness, the "law of the elimination of evil" will have its 
natural course and issue in the universal and voluntary adoption;: 
of «onomi'e socialism. 

The order of social evolution, comp,·ed roughly, is as 
follows: In the first stage, social equality exists; it is an epoch 
of savagery. In the seeond stage, differentiation issuing in class 
distinctions takes place; the birth of social inequality and 
injustice arising naturally through exercise of superior brute 
force and cunning. Civilization has here .its genesis; and, 
coercion, tyranny, robbery, injustice, avarice, love of power, 
inequality, are prime conditions of civilization and the creation 
of ... sU'perior race., Individuals who are Inferior, then whole 
classes socially weak, are compelled hy forces, individual and 
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social, to minister to the wants of the strong and superior. 
Civilization nurtured by inequality and injustice develops in 
the superior classes of society and slowly spreads downwards. 
In the third slage, reaction occurs, prompted by dvili.alion 
itse!!f Justice and liberty develop in the lower or inferior 
social classes and spread very slowly upwards without ·destroy· 
ing a civilization, become inherent in the superior type or race 
of man. The fourth slage is one of readjustment in which 
civilization becomes general, and there is a gradual return to 
sodal quality. Ultimately society will have no class distinc
tions, no idlers or parasites, no poor, and no coercive govern· 
menL V olun.lary co-operation, or concerted action for social 
ends, is a self.regulating, self-controlling force which, when fully 
developed in the new domestic and industrial systems, is able 
to dominate Society throughout its length and breadth. 

The path of Scientific Meliorism in its main features has 
now been placed before my reader. Outside the policy thai 
will cause its direct action to become a great factor of social 
change, however, there are sundry courses of less direct action 
it is bound to pursue. These bear relation to, first, pauperism 
and patronage of the poor; . second, the proletariat; third, 
the criminal classes; fourth, the position of woman; fifth, the 
young; sixth, conventionalism; seventh, polirical action; eighth, 
theology. 

In the first relation the action of Scientilie Meliorism is to 
carefully discriminate between benevolence that is beneficial 
and benevolence that is mischievous in its results on social 
well-being. Whilst exercising the former it gives no support 
to charities that hurt the independence of the poor, or relieYe 
them of parental responsibility. II disconntenances and 
opposes the social force of sympatlzelk zeledion which results 
in StH1Jivai '!Ilk IInfil. It seeks to initiate ar'; pr .... forward 
the counteracting social force of i1lleUigen".;eleaion, which 
brings about the !Jirth '!Ilk jil. 

In the second relation, Scieutific Meliorism lIrenUOlJOIy 
supports co-operatioo in industIy (whether in the field of 
prodnction or distribution) as a means "",improving human 
.wure, and preparing it for general socialism. 

In the third relation, Scientific Meliorism strives to enlighten 
public opinion upon the nature of crime and the philOlOpbicaJ 
principles of its treatment. It elaborates a new policy in which 
Yindictiveness, the essence of punishment, has no existence; 
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ideals that are true and beneficial, and becomes the religion t!f 
fM real. The new ""lui has its inspiration in the scientific 
doctrine of universal love and kindness and the evolution vL.ta 
of universal happiness. It denies that the smallest duty of life 
is insignificant. It enlists the conscience of man. Pointing 
backwards it thus speaks: .. The Nile overflowed and rushed 
onwards. The Egyptian could not choose the overflow, but 
he chose to work and make channels for the fructifying waters, 
and Egypt became the land of com Shall man, whose soul it 
set in the royalty of discernment and resolve, deny hit rank, 
and say, I am an onlooker, ask no choice or purpose of me? 
That it the blasphemy of this time. The divine principle of 
our race it action, choice, resolved memory. Let u. contradict 
the blasphemy and help to will our own better future, and the 
better future of the world. -. 

The world stands in need of IurllU-Mroa t!f lma. .. Let 
the spirit of sublime achievement move in the great among our 
people, and the work will begin." Let us invoke and act upon 
the noble sentiment, .. I am lord of thiJ moment'. change, 
and will charge it with my souL"t 

From the too early grave of an earnest follower of the 
religion of the real there comes a voice that may fitly close 
thiJ imperfect exposition of conscious evolution reclaiming the 
diverse forces of society and directing them to the production 
of general happiness by means of Scientilic Meliorism. U Our 
interest, it seems to me, lies with SO much of the past as may 
serve to guide our actinns in the present, and to intensify our 
pious allegiance to the Cathen who have gone before us, and 
the brethren with us; and our interest lies with so much of the 
future as we may hope will be appreciably affected by our good 
actinns now. Beyond that we do not know, and ought not to 
care. Do I seem to say, Let us eat and drink, for to-moJTow 
we die? Far from it. On the contrary, I ...... Let us take 
hands and help, for thiJ daJ we are alive rogetl> •. l. - ; 

••• DaaieI Deroada,'" booky .. po. 357. 
f IbMI., book wi. po ...... l p,_ Clilrord. 
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